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TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR
MONDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1933

HOUSE COMMITE ON WAYS AND MEANS
AND SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
JOINT HEARINGS ON REVISION OF THE EXISTING INTERNAL REVENUE.
AND CUSTOMS LAWS DEALING WITH INTOXICATING LIQUORS

The committees met in joint session at 10: 30 a.m., Hon. Robert
L. DouIhton presiding.

The

(JHAMMAN.

The committees will be in order.

This is a joint hearing by the Senate Finance Committee and the
Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representative.,
held in pursuance of a resolution passed by the Committee on Ways
and means some days ago, and in accordance with an understanding
reached by Senator Harrison, Chairman of the Senate Finance
Committee, and the Chairman of the Ways and Meais Committee,
relating to legislation made necessary by the repeal of the eighteenth
amendment and the imposing of taxes on liquor.
It was understood, and our calendar was so prepared, that representatives of the executive departments would appear first; that a
representative of the Treasury Department would appear this morning, perhaps the Acting Secretary of the Treasury. Within the last
few minutes we have received information that the Treasury Department and other executive departments request additional time in
which to make further preparations for the hearing. There seems
to have been some misunderstanding or some conflict with respect to
this hearing and the hearing on revenue measures to be conducted
on the 15th of December. So that is the situation at the present
moment.
Senator Harrison, have you any statement you would like to make?
Senator HARHISON. Mr. Chairman, in behalf of the Finance Committee I desire to express to the committee our appreciation of the
invitation to sit in with the Ways and Mbaus Committee in the consideration of this very important question. Of course, we desire to
have the record show that the Ways and Means Committee is not in
any way deviating from the time-honored precedent of initiating
revenue measures. We understand we are here at sufferance, and
that we are merely sitting in, and so forth without any right to consider the subject jointly with the Ways and Means Committee.
The chairman stated that the Treasury was not ready. The information I get is that the Treasury will be ready about tomorrow.
They (lid have a very exhaustive investigation up there upon the
part of certain people representing the executive units of the Govern1
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ment, that is to ascertain the opinion of these people who were
appointed. The Treasury is not ready with its recommendations,
but I think they will be ready tomorrow.
I will suggest, therefore, if it meets with the approval of the
Ways and Means Committee, if there are any other persons who
desire to be heard, that we proceed with them first, giving the Treasury some time, until tomorrow; and that if they are not ready, Mr.
Parker, who represents the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation, may be heard.
Mr. TIiHADWAY. Mr. Chairman, I think I may be pardoned for
just a word previous to such procedure as the majority of the coimittee may see fit to take.
The subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee were called
together on the 23d of October. It was expected at that time that
the first subject taken up would be that of the possibilities of the
enactment of some form of legislation as the result of the expected
repeal of the eighteenth amendment. We very soon found that it
was impossible to secure witnesses representing the Government. A
representative of the Tariff Commission was the only one we had
before us. So we went on to other work by this subcommittee, and
considered certain revisions of the main tax'laws.
For some time we have been awaiting the pleasure of the adninistration in reference to the repeal of the eighteenth amendment and
such legislation as the administration might see fit to recommend.
This hearing was set at the request of the joint chairmen, I think,
at least a week ago. Now, I submit, Mr. Chairman, that the time
has arrived when we ought to know "where we are at ", and whether
or not it is the intention of the Treasury to lay its recommendations
before this committee.
I can see no object, Mr. Chairman, in having subordinate witnesses
here before the actual proposition of the Treasury is put before us.
I realize that there has been a change in the personnel of the
Treasury, and quite likely it may have been inconvenient for them
to pl)repam their case before this time. If Senator Harrison has the
assurance, rather than the probable fact as he stated it, that the
Treasury will be ready tomorrow, I am glad to hear that, because it
is the first intimation as to when the Treasury intended to present
their case to the Ways and Means Committee and to Congress.
Personally, I do not think we should hear subordinate witnesses;
and I move the adjournment of the committee until the pleasure
of the administration or the Treasury Department makes itself
known as to when they desire to place the case before us.
I make such a motion.
Mr. HILL. Mr. Chairman, as a substitute for the motion made by
the gentleman from Massachusetts, Mr. Treadway and- in view of
the situation as it has been revealed here-that the Treasury Department is not ready this morning to present its views to this
joint sitting of the two committees-I move that the committees
proceed to hear today, and at this time, other witnesses who may
be here and ready to testify before the committee on the question of
liquor
taxation. Mr. ChairmanMcr. TEADWAY.
The CHAIRMAN. Does the gentleman yield ?
Mr. HILL. I do.
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Mr. TPREADWAY. May I ask the gentleman from Washington the
nature of the testimony he desires to secure, or who he expects will
appear as witnesses?
Mr. HiLL. Mr. Chairman, I see that there are a number of witnesses listed on the calendar.
Mr. TREADWAY. Not for Monday.
Mr. HILL. And those witnesses may be ready at this time. No
doubt they are.. It was, of course, the intention of the committees,
sitting in joint session, to hear not only the administration representatives but other witnesses who might have views to express tc
the committees on this question of liquor taxation. We can certainly conserve the time of the committees by proceeding at this time
to the hearing of such witnesses as may be here and ready to present their testimony this morning; and I have no doubt that there
are such witnesses.
So I make my motion its a substitute for that of the gentleman
from Massachusetts.
Mr. BACHARACI. Mr. Chairman, it seems to me we are putting
the cart before the horse in this entire matter.
We came here with the distinct understanding that we were to
hear from the Treasury Department. It seems to me that it is at
least desirable, and I think it is a courtesy due us, that we should
have been notified in advance that the Treasury Department officials
were not going to be present. I think it is very unfair to bring
other witnesses here, delaying this matter.
What I had in my own mind was exactly as stated by Mr. Treadway. I think we should hear first from the Treasury Department.
We have never, during the time I have been on this committee, started
a hearing without hearing first from the interested parties connected
with the Government. If we now should hear people who are connected with this industry, we know just as well before we hear them
as afterward that they are going to ask for just as low a tax as they
can get.
Mr. VINSON. Will the gentlemen yIld?
Mr. BACHARACH. Of course I yield.
Mr. VINSON. The gentlemen will certainly admit that heretofore,
when others were in charge of the Treasury, in other administrations,
we have oft-times acceded to their request for a day or two of delay
in the presentation of their views.
Mr. BACHARACH. I agree exactly with what the gentleman states,
and I want to say for that reason that I am in favor of Mr. Treadway's motion that we do adjourn until such time as we can hear from
the Treasury Department.
Mr. FREAil. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to criticize anything that
has occurred; but it seems to me there should not be overlooked the
presence of Senators who have come here on our invitation to hear
whatever is to be offered. I do not believe this hearing ought to be
put over. I hope, therefore, both colleagues will withdraw their
motions and that we proceed to business with the witnesses we
have here.
. Mr. T1IEADWAY. Mr. Chairman, as far as I am concerned, I aiim
perfectly willing to comply with the request of my colleague. I agree
with Mr. Bacharach fully that we are putting'the cart before the
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horse. There is absolutely no name appearing on the sheet here as
a witness today.
If we are to hear witnesses today, let us know who they are before
we start in. I do not see any occasion to hear the representatives
of the interests involved here. If there are any officials of the
Government who can speak, either officially or for themselves, that is
one thing; but to come here and carry out the suggestion that we
hear our own employees does not seem to me to get us anywhere. So
why should we not have an orderly kind of a hearing, and go about
it in the proper manner, hearing the officials first, so that we will
have a basis to work on? If there are other witnesses available,
I will withdraw my motion, if the gentleman from Washington desires to withdraw his, and let the chairman call whom he wishes.
Can we find out who are here? I do not agree with the gentleman's motion that we call anybody indiscriminately. Let us know
who our witnesses are before we get going.
Mr. HILL. Certainly; my motion was made simply as a substitute for that of the gentleman from Massachusetts, and if he will
withdraw his motion mine will, of course, be withdrawn.
I suggest that the chairman ascertain what witnesses are here
today who are scheduled probably for appearance tomorrow, and
see if some of them are ready to present their views today.
I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that you ascertain that fact now.
Mr. TREADWAY. Just one moment before we agree to that, Mr.
Chairman. Of course, I will agree to it, but I should like to be
assured that we are to hear the Treasury tomorrow.
Mr. CooIEt. Mr. Chairman, I agree heartily with the suggestion
offered by the gentleman. from Wisconsin, Mr. Rear.
I think
undoubtedly that is the course for us to take.
We have present here an official of this committee and of the
Finance Committee, Mr. Parker who is prepared and ready to give
us information on this question. Others doubtless are present who
are prepared to do likewise. It is nothing unheard of here to postpone for a day the hearing of witnesses from a department of the
Government. It has frequently been done. I think that is the
proper course for us to take-to l)roceed now to hear Mr. Parker and
others present today who have been listed for tomorrow and some
other days, and let 'it be understood that tomorrow will be assigned
to the Tieasury Department.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair is very hopeful that tile matter will go
on without any discord or disagreement. The request of the Treasury Department to be given additional time is one that certainly
should have our courteous consideration, and the Chair thinks we
should consent to it. We have no reason to believe it is not made
in good faith-the request for an additional day. I have no doubt
they will be ready to be heard tomorrow. The Chair can assure the
committees that they will be ready tomorrow.
Do you accede to that, Senator Harrison?
Senator HARRISON. Mr. Chairman, of course, I do not see any
reason to criticize the Treasury Department. I talked to Mr. Morgenthau this morning, and he had an impression that lie was asked
to come before the committee on Friday. I understood that he
was to appear before some other subcommittee Friday, and it is per-
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teetly natural that he might have gotten the matter confused in
his mind.
The Treasury, of course want to appear before the joint committee. They will have tiieir recommendations; and it does not
seem to me that it is anything unusual to give them some time. As
a matter of fact, the President's recommendations usually do not
come before the Congress until the Congress convenes. We are
merely trying to expedite the consideration of this very important
uestion so that we will all be ready, when Congress meets, to present
the bill and pass it expeditiously.
So I am sure the Treasury Department officials are very anxious
to come before the committee; but they are trying to determine just
which ones and in what order they want them to come.
I do not think, therefore, there will be any undue delay about
this matter.
The ChAIRMAN. The Chair will call the names of the witnesses
scheduled to be heard tomorrow and in the order in which they
are listed on the calendar. If they are ready as their names are
called, I will ask them to come forward and give their names and
addresses, whom they represent, and the other necessary information.
Mr. CROwTIaiE. Mr. Chairman, with all the motions withdrawn, I
suggest that the first witness we hear on this occasion be Mr. Parker,
of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
The CHAMMAN. If the minority agree to that, I am suie the majority will assent. Mr. Treadway has suggested howeverMr. CROWTHEn. I presumed those motions have been voluntarily
withdrawn. I understood so.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Treadway seems to object to hearing Mr.
Parker.
Mr. TREADWAY. I am delighted to hear Mr. Parker. I have heard
him for 2 months, and nobody else; but may I ask Dr. Crowther or
the chairman why we start with one of our own experts? Why not
do as you have already started to do-call the witnesses on your list
here? I do not see what information we will get, starting with Mr.
Parker.
The CHAIRMAN. I am sure the majority has no preference.
Mr. TREADWAY. I have no preference.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you insist, Dr. Crowther?

Mr.

CnoWTjmi.

I think it would be interesting and valuable to

have the general statement that has been prepared by Mr. Parker,
who is the chief of staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue
Taxation. I think that would be at least an orderly proceeding, and
worthwhile to all the members.
The CHAIRMAN. If it is agreeable to the committees, before Mr.
Parker is called the Chair will read the names listed for tomorrow on
the calendar, and those who are present will please stand up, so that
the clerk of the committee may take note of any witnesses who are
here and ready to testify today who were scheduled for tomorrow.
The Chairman will call the roll.
Profe.4sor Yandell Henderson, Yale University. Is he present?
(There was no response.)
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The CHAIRMAN. Benjamin Miller, Federal Bar Association. Is
he present?
(There was no response.)
The CHAIRMAN. William L. Cauffman, representing Philadelphia
Liquor Dealers. Is he presentI
(There was no response.)
'he CHAIRMAN. Francis W. Brown. He is to speak on the liquor
tax, but the calendar does not say whom he represents.
(There was no response.)
The CHAIRMAN. George H. Burnette, Flavoring Extract Manufacturing Association.
Mr. BuRNE'JIT. Present.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you ready to testify today?
Mr. BURNETTE. No sir; I am not ready to speak today.
The CHAIRMAN. All right. J. M. Woodard, on Wine. The calendar does not say where he is from.
(There was no response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Ion. M. De Vries, Wine Producers' Association
and Grape Growers' League of California.
Mr. DP. VnrEs. Present, Mr. Chairman, but not prepared to go
on today.
The

CHAIRMAN.

All right.

Paul Garrett, Garrett & Company,

on Wine.
(There was no response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Munson G. Shaw, Wine and Spirits Importers.
(There was no response.)
e CHAIRMAN. Joseph Garneau Ringwalt, the Joseph Garneau
Company.
(There was no response.)
The CHAIMI AN. Eugene X. Pickrell, Importers of Beer and Wine
Association.
Mr. PICKRELL. Here, but I prefer to go on tomorrow.
The CHAIRMAN. All right.
George K. Black, on the beer tax and alcoholic content.
(There was no response.)
The CHAIRMAN. Those who have been listed on the calendar to
testify tomorrow will take note of the fact that tomorrow, the day
they were scheduled to testify, will be given to the Treasury Department. If the Treasury Department gets through and there is
time to hear them tomorrow, all right. Otherwise, heir testimony
will have to go over until the day following.
I will now call on Mr. Parker, chief of staff of the Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation.
STATEMENT OF LOVELL H. PARKER, CHIEF OF STAFF, JOINT
COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION
Mr. PARKER. Mr. Chairman, it will be best for me to confine my
remarks entirely to the facts in regard to intoxicating liquors the
facts or possibly estimates as to revenues, and the volume oY the
production.
At first sight it might seem to be a very simple matter to provide
for the taxation of liquors which are now salable since the repeal
of the eighteenth amendment. The old laws dealing with the taxes on
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liquor are still in force. They provide for taxation. Also, we have
a great number of old laws dealing with the administration of the
liquor taxes.
its believed, however that this is by no means the only question
that should be considered in connection with this subject. In addition to the matter of rates and tariffs, it appears that past revenues
should be studied, that estimates of possible future revenues should be
made, that a curb on profiteering in these commodities should be
considered, that means of reducing bootlegging to a minimum should
be provided, that reasonable protection should be afforded the public
from injurious elements in these products, and that probable duplication of Federal, State, and local taxes should not be overlooked.
The subject should be classified into three parts, both as to the facts
and as to recommendations; the first part dealing with taxes and
tariffs on distilled spirits such as whisky, brandy, gin, rum, alcohol,
and the like; the second with taxes and tariffs on still and sparkling
wines; the third with taxes and tariffs on malt liquors such as beer
ale, porter, and similar products. A fourth part might be added
dealing with the license or occupational taxes.
I should like first to take up the principal facts in connection
with distilled spirits.
What are the taxes on distilled spirits under existing laws?
These are as follows: $1.10 per roof gallon on all distilled spirits
produced in or imported into the United States; 30 cents per proof
gallon on all rectified spirits in addition to the $1.10 tax; 10 cents
per proof gallon on grape brandy or wine spirits used in the fortification of wines.
The tariff is $5 per proof gallon on all distilled spirits and cordials
imported into the United States in addition to the internal-revenue
tax thereon.
So that in connection with the imported distilled spirits we have a
tax of $6.10 per gallon. All of these taxes apply to a proof gallon.
A proof gallon consists of 231 cubic inches of liquor containing
one half of its volume of alcohol of a specified specific gravity at 60
degrees Fahrenheit-that is, speaking generally-when we say
"$1.10 per proof gallon ", it means that we get a tax of $1.10 on
whisky which is 50 percent alcohol and 50 percent water.
All the taxes are the same, whether it is whisky, rum, brandy, or
alcohol.
The revenue from distilled spirits, including wines and beers,
is very important. That can be seen from the fact that in 1913,
67 percent of our internal-revenue receipts came from the tax on
intoxicating liquors. So that we have here a new source of revenue
which will-be very welcome.
It might be interesting to give a few figures as to the receipts
from the distilled-spirits tax in the past: In 1913 we received
$157,000,000; in 1917 we received $181,000,000; in 1918 we received
$186,000,000, plus $113,000,000 floor tax, making a total of
$299,000,000.

Senator

HARRISON.

What do you mean by a floor tax?

Mr. PARKER. A floor tax is a tax placed on the spirits which have
left the manufacturer's warehouse but which have not passed into
the hands of the consumer; that is, a tax on the spirits held for sale
by the wholesaler or retailer.
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That comes about in this way:
The past practice was, when we raised the rate on distilled spirits
to put a floor tax on the distilled spirits manufactured and removed
from the manufacturer's warehouse, prior to the date of the new
law, if they had not reached the consumer. Otherwise, the increased
tax rate could be easily avoided by having the distiller sell his spirits
to the wholesaler or retailer before the effective date of the new rates.
For instance, if the tax was raised, as in the past, from $1.10 to
$6.40-first raised from $1.10 to $2.20, and then from $2.20 to $6.40
a gallon-a lot of whisky had paid the $1.10 or the $2.20 tax. The
stamps had already been put on the bottles. The dealers holding
such spirits for sale had to put on additional stamps to make up
the other $4.20; so that the Government got its full revenue from
the date of the passage of the act on all the whisky that had not
reached the consumer.
Of course after 1920 our tax revenue from distilled spirits was
practically negligible.
Senator GORE. Mr. Parker, can you give me the number of gallons
taxed in the 3 years there for which you gave the period of revenue?
Mr. PARKER. I can give you the withdrawals from the warehouses
in gallons for those years; yes, sir.
Senator GORE. What I was trying to get at was this: The tax went
up very considerably, and I infer that the gallonage went down,
perhaps.
Mr. PARKER. I will give you the gallons, Senator Gore for all of
these years, because that is important, too, in estimating tie tax that
we might receive today.
Mr. VINSON. It occurs to me that it might be well to give the rate
for each year at this point, so as to get all of the picture before
us at one place.
Mr. PARKER. I will do that.
In 1913 the withdrawals from thq warehouse were 143,000,000 gallons. The tax was $1.10.
Senator GORE. The revenue was $157,000,000, putting all three together?
Mr. PARKER. The revenue was $157,000,000; yes, sir.
In 1914 the withdrawals from the warehouse were 1:39,000,000 gallons. The tax revenue was $153,000,000, and the rate of tax $1.10.
Mr. LEwIs. Do you have the per capita consumption figures there?
Mr. PARKER. I think I can supply you those a little later, Mr.
Lewis.
In 1915 the withdrawals were 124,000,000 gallons, the tax revenue
$136,000,000, the rate of tax $1.10.
You will note that there was a decline in those 3 years in the
withdrawals. They dropped from 143,000,000 gallons to 124,000,000
gallons.
In 1916 there was an increase in withdrawals. That year withdrawals were 186,000,000 gallons, the tax revenue $149,000,000, and
the rate still $1.10 per gallon.
In 1917 the withdrawals again increased to 164,000,000 gallons;
the tax revenue went to $181,000,000; the rate was still $1.10.
These are fiscal-year figures.
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In the first part of the fiscal year 1918 there was an increase in
rate.
Senator HARRISON. What imthe explanation for that increase?
Mr. PARKER. The war. During the fiscal year 1918, starting on
July 1, 1917 and ending June 30, 1918, we had substantial changes in
rates. Many of our young men had gone abroad, and war-time pro.
hibition was in force. So that for the fiscal year 1918 withdrawals
from the warehouties dropped to 90,000,000 gallons; the combined
revenue, both the manufacturer's tax and the floor tax, was $299,000,000; and the following rates were applicable to distilled spirits:
$1.10, $2.20, and $3.20.
Therefore I can give you the average rate of tax on withdrawals
for that year, which is $2.06 per gallon. That is not a statutory
rate. It is merely the average tax paid on the amount of withdraw als which I have just given.
In the fiscal year 1919 we had withdrawals of 83,000,000 gallons,
and a total tax of $343,000 000, with the following tax rates in force:
$2.20, $3.20, and $6.40. The $6.40 rate was the war-time rate, and
is stiil on the books today; but it has been held to be a penalty rate,
and is not enforceable at the present time, because of the reveal of
the eighteenth amendment.
Tlel average tax paid during 1919 was $3.61 a gallon.
Senator GORE. How much Of that fiscal year was this $6.40 tax
in force; do you know?
rMr. PARKER. 1he $6.40 tax applied from February 25), 1919-Senator GonE. To the end of the fiscal year?
Mr. PARmKEI. No; that tax really applied from that date up to the
repeal of the eighteenth amendment. It was held however, to be a
penalty tax, and therefore it came off with tie repeal of the
eighteenth amendment.
Senator GonE. But it applied from February 1919 through* the
fiscal years beyond that. Have you the withdrawals during that
part of the fiscal year?
Mr. PARKER. Of course, a lot of this whisky (lid pay the $6.40
floor tax. That is one reason why we had such large receipts from
the floor tax. I am unable to furnish the withdrawals since 1920.
Senator GoRE. If it involves the floor tax you could not. tell much
about it anyway.
Mr. PAnKm. Mr. Lourie, you have not that figure, either, have
you, from the Tariff Commission-the withdrawals at the $6.40
rate?
Mr. Lounm. No.
Mr. PARKER. I do not believe we could have that broken down,
Senator.
Importations of distilled spirits were comparatively small during
this entire period. As compared with withdrawals from the warehouses in this country, averaging around 140,000,000 gallons annually,
the iniportations averaged only around three and a half million
gallons annually, which gave us an average receipt from customs
at the duty of $2.60 per gallon of around five or six million dollars.
Senator'1IAmuIsoN. Mr. Parker, I notice you left out the 1920 tax,
which showed a big drop from 1919.
Mr. PAxmRKEn. Yes.
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Senator HAnRISON. In 191.9 the revenue was $343,000,000, while in
1920 it appears to le about $90,000,000.
Mr. PARKER. For 1920-I omitted that because I thought it might
be confusing to give those figures, but we might put them in the
record-in 1920 withdrawals from the warehouse dropped to 24,000,000 gallons. The total tax collected was approximately $90,000,000.
The rates of tax applicable were $2.20 and $6.40 per gallon, and
the average rate of tax on the withdrawals was $2.80.
I might say for that year of course this $2.20 rate applied to nonbeverage liquor. The $6.40 rate was a beverage rate.
Senator Geo:. That tax ended on January 16, 1920?
Mr. PAiRER. The $6.40 rate began on February 25, 1919, with the
passage of the Revenue Act of 1918. That was the title of the actthe Revenue Act of 1918.
Senator GoJit. I mean, most of these taxes ended on January 16,
1920. Was not that the date prohibition became effective?
Mr. PARKER. I have not before nrc the exact (late when the eighteenth amendment became effective.
Senator GonEl. I think that was it.
Ml.r. KNUTSON. Ml'. Parker, have you any information as to the
quantity of liquor now in storage in this country and available at
ti1 present time?
Mr. PARKER. Yes; we have some information on that.
Mr. KNUTSON. Give the approximate amount. It is not necessary
to give the exact amount.
Mlr. P,\Rmit:Ii. The total at the present time, according to the last
information I have, is about 23.000,000 gallons, including alcohol,
whisky, rum, and in fact all distilled spirits. I think that has probably increased. Have you a figure on that, Mr. Lopmrie? It is about
23,000,000 gallons.
Mr. Kxu'rsoN. We are not interested in alcohol; but how about
whisky and brandy?
Mr.' 1Pmim. The old whisky amounted to about 5,000,000 gallons
in round figures.
Mr. KNITTSON. That is going to necessitate large importations,
then, for the next three or four years?
Mr. PARKE.m
Not necessarily.
Mr. KN-UTsoN. Do you want the people to continue drinking
moonshine?
Mr. ]AHImKrUn. No. I would suggest to the committee on that point
that possibly Alr. Lolirie, of the Variff Commission, who has made
a study of that matter, could give you better information. Perfectly
good whisky probably can be made under present methods in a short
period. It will not have the flavor that the old whisky had, but it
will be equally healthful.
Mr. KNUTSON. Will it be as beneficial to the health?
Mr. PARKER. Probably about the same. What they do, of course,
to give the new whisky the desired flavor, is to add some old
whisky-that is, what they call cutting it. They rectify whisky;
they add some of the old whisky; and it has been estimated that from
the four or five million gallons of old, aged whisky, they could make
perhapss 40,000,000 gallons.
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Mr. KNUTSON. Would that be called "blended "? That would not
be sold as rye or bourbon?
Mr. PARKER. It could not be sold as bottled-in-bond whisky, but
it probably could be sold as blended whisky.
Mr. KNUTSON. How would that compare in quality to good moonshine?
Mr. PARKER. You had better ask that of one of the other witresses. [Laughter.] I am not competent on that point.
Mr. MCCLINTIC. Mr. Parker, during the time that whisky was
being sold in this country and had the war-time penalty of about
$6 a gallon, did we import any liquor? And if we did, what was
the total tax during that period?
Mr. PARKER. The tariff was $2.60 per gallon up to the time of the
eighteenth amendment.
Mr. MoCLINTIO. Did the imported liquor carry any penalty tax
so as to equalize it with the amount that was charged those who
produced liquor in this country?
Mr. PARKER. There never was a penalty tax as such on imported
liquor. That was pot necessary, because the imported liquor bears, in
addition to the tariff, the internal-revenue tax. So that imported
liquor, if used as a beverage, in addition to the $2.60 tax later changed
to $5 per gallon had to pay the $6.40 per gallon internal-revenue
rate.
Mr. KNUTSON. What is the present import rate oi whisky, Mr.
Parker?
Mr. PAU KER. $5 per proof gallon.
Mr. KNu'rSON. Have you any information as to what it costs to
manufacture whisky? I have heard that it costs 30 cents a gallon.
Mr. PAmm. I believe that whisky probably in the old days may
have been manufactured as low as 30 cents a gallon. I do not believe that whisky could be made for that at present, and there is no
estimate that I know of going that low.
Mr. KN uoN. Why could it not be made as cheaply now as it
ever could be? Corn and rye prices are low. Labor is cheap.
There is nothing that is any higher now than before the war.
Mr. PARKER. if we are talking really about a good prodllct, a good
whisky, I do not believe that it can be made anywhere near that
cheaply. Very likely you might make a poor whisky for that price.
I could not say; but a whisky that would be 100 proof, and would be
of proper quality, I do not think could be made for anywhere nealr
that figure. Estimates on the cost of production at this time by
those who ought to know, run much higher than that. In fact, they
average at least a dollar a gallon.
Mr. KNursoN. Assuming that it is a dollar a gallon, an import
tax
of $5 is a 500 percent ad valorem
tax, is it not? That is pretty
hi h.
,,
11r. PARKER.

That is right. That is a very high tax. Of course,

all these luxury taxes arelikely to be high. A tax on tobacco products may also reach at least 200 percent ad valorei-that is, not on
the retail price, but on the cost of manufacture, it would be easily
two or three hundred percent.
The CIAIJMAN. It addition to the $5 iml)ort duty on liquor, it is
also sulject to $1.10 initerial-revenue tax?
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That is correct.
Mr. Parker, I should like to have you explain a little more the returns in 1919, when they reached the large
amount of $343,000,000. The normal tax was $2.20 a gallon, was it?
Mr. PARKER. In the fiscal year 1919?
Mr.

PARKER.

Mr. S]IALLENBEIOER.

Mll'.

SIIALLENBEREIt.

Mr. PAPIHK
K

Yes.

. It was $2.20; yes, sir; that is,the non-beverage rate.

Mr. SIALLENBEiOEn. Now, what was the $3.20 for and the $6.40?

Mr. PAIKER. The $3.20 rate is the beverage rate unAer the 1917 act.
The $6.40 was put on in the Revenue Act of 1918, which passed in
February 1919. At that time the eighteenth amendment, of course,
was a foregone conclusion. The eighteenth amendment had been
passed in January 1919 to become effective 1 year later; but we had
during that period practical prohibition under the proclamation of
the President. I think we all recall when it was thought that there
would be an interval between war-time prohibition and the time that
the eighteenth amendment would become effective, during which they
could )uy all the liquor they wanted. I recall that almost everybody
thought there would be such a period; but it never materialized.
Therefore, the $6.40 rate was put on after the eighteenth amendment was enacted, but before it became effective; so that it was
strictly a penalty rate. This traffic in liquor for beverage purposes
was ani illegal traffic, and that $6.40 rate was to apply ifthey could
fin( any liquor in that illegal traffic.
Ml'. SIIALLENBEGIOER. What I was anxious to know was your judgment as to the reason for that large amount of receipts. Was it
because of the high tax at that time that we received more tax than
in any other year, or was it because of the large consumption of
liquor?
Mr. PAIRKE. No; I think we received our high revenue in 1918
and 1919 largely because of the floor tax. You see, with our method
of manufacturing whisky and ageing whisky, it means that the

ilvenitorv of liquor in the warehouse consists of nearly 4 years'

supply. or used to in the old days. The distillers had to have about
4 years' supply of liquor on hand. That is inevitable if you are going
to age whisky at least 4 years; and when you put an added tax on
the whisky, a floor tax, that produces substantial revenue.
Ml'. SIIALLENBERGER.

There is some dipute, as you know, about

the effect of the tax on the amount of revenue to be finally derived
from it. Do those figures show that the higher the tax, the more
money we get into the Treasury?

Mr. PAmR-tmu. We have studied those figures, but it is very difficult
to dr'aw any conclusion, because of the fact that prohibition was
really in force when the $6.40 rate applied, and there are so many
factors entering into it that it is almost impossible to draw any conclusion. Conclusions as to the point at which diminishing returns

would be reached are better drawn by taking some other product
than whisky. We know from dealing with other excise taxes, of
course, that if you raise your tax too high, consumption will drop
off. That has *been proved a sufficient number of times ;o that I
think that principle undoubtedly applies to whisky. Just where
that rate would be, of course, is a di ficult matter to determine.
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Senator Gor. There was a good deal of buying then in anticipation of prohibition-people buying liquor and putting it in their'
cellars-was there not?
Mr. PARKEn. Yes; that is true, Senator Gore, but I think the
important part of these figures is this:
In 1913, 1914, 1915, and 1916 our withdrawals from the ware.
house were averaging around 140,000,000 gallons a year. That seems
to have been our average consumption before the war; and I think
that is the best and safest starting point in estimating how much
might be consumed now.
As I say, it is very difficult to find out the effect of the $6.40 rate.
We have to dismiss that. We do know that in the case of many other
of our taxes on luxuries there has been a great increase in consumption since that pre-war period, 1913 to 1916.
For instance, take the tax on small cigarettes: In 1.915 the receipts
from the cigarette tax were $20,000,000. In 1933 the receipts were
$828,000,000. Our tax was lower in 1915, so that in number of packs
of cigarettes in 1915 the consumption of cigarettes was 837,000,000
packs, and in 1933 it was 5,473,000,000 packs.
Senator CLARK. What was the difference in rate?
Mr. PARKEIt. Ihe rate in 1915 was 21/., cents per pack.

Today it is
6 cents per pack. So even under a. higher rate we have an increased
consumption of cigarettes of 554 percent. Now, of course, no one
redicts anywhere near that increase in the consumption 'of alcohol.
ut it does raise the issue of whether or not the consumption of
alcohol will increase.
Of course the population has increased, that we know, and we
could expect some increase in consumption. I have estimated, under
present conditions, that there should be a demand in this country
for around 200,000,000 gallons of distilled spirits instead of the
140,000,000 gallons. I think it would be reasonable to expect the
demand to increase to that extent. That is to say, I estimate that
demand at our present rate of tax.
If, however, the tax is increased and the price is high, I doubt
that we will reach that consumption in the first year of operation.
However, I think it is pretty safe to estimate that we might expect
that during the first year of operation, the consumption of distilled
spirits in the United States will be about 140,000,000 gallons, just
the same as it was before the war, and that the normal increase in
consumption that we would expect, will be cut down and off-set by
the greater price for which the product will sell.
Senator GoRE. At wlhid date did this floor tax take effect?
Mr. PAIRKF. The floor tax took effect at the date of the passage
of the act.
Senator GonE. Do you know when, I want to get the date.
Mr. PARKER. One of them took effect February 25, 1919.
Senator GotE. And how much was that?

Mr. PARKER. .Well, the floor tax is the difference between the $6.40
rate and the rate previously paid.
Senator GORE. What I am trying to get at is the way in which
we can, break that down. I have not been quite able to'follow you
as to what the floor tax was, when it went into effect, and what the
other taxes were on withdrawals.
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Mr. PAnKER. The floor tax only applies to liquor which has paid
the preceding rate of tax. If new liquor was manufactured it paid
the $0.40 rate and that was all there was to it; but here is a lot of
liquor already manufactured that has already paid the $2.20 tax
and the stamp has been put on the bottle, or the tax has been paid
on the barrel of whisky, and if that tax was $2.20 per gallon, and
it is now to be sold to a consumer, they have topay an additional
tax of $4.20, so that the total tax is brought up to $6.40.
'The floor tax is the additional tax between the tax paid at the
old rate and the new rate specified in the act, and that rate must
be paid on all liquors that have not reached the consumer at the
date of the passage of the act.
Senator WALSH. We will not be able to collect the floor tax until
the passage of the new act?
Mr. PARKER. No Senator Walsh; that is the idea, the attempt
was made to get all of a floor tax from all of the liquor, but after
the liquor had left the retailer, of course, we would not attempt to
go into a home and collect the floor tax. We collect the tax from
the manufacturer, the wholesaler, or the retailer and that is as far
as we could go.
Senator WALSH. Then all who start up between now and the
passage of the floor tax will not have any floor tax to pay?
Mr. PARKER. Just what is that question; I didn't get it.
Senator WALSH. All individuals who stock up on liquor betweeii
now and the time of the passage of the floor tax, will not have to pay
any floor tax?
Mr. PARKER. That is correct, and I understand the Supreme Court
has passed on that question, and we could not go into the home and
collect that tax.
Senator WALsia. So that it is important to pass the law as soon as
possibleI
Mr. PARKER. It is very important to provide at least for the
rate of tax. The subcommittee of the Ways and Means Committee
which studied this question gave a lot of thought to our existing
liquor laws and the administration of them.
There are in the United States Code provisions dealing with the
administration of the liquor taxes; they are very complicated an
voluminous. Probably if time permits they should be rewritten
entirely, but that has not been done. I forget just how many pages
of them there are, but I think soinewhere around 30 pages; but,
tho rates should probably be adjusted first.
Senator CoUzENs. During all of the years you have been reviewing,
was there any State tax of any kind?
Mr. PARKER. Any tax by the States?
Senator COUZENS. Yes.
Mr. PARKER. Practically none of the States had a tax on volume ;
they practically all had license taxes.
Senator CouzENs. But not as applying to per gallon or unit of
liquor?
Mr. PARKRF. There may have been one or two States that had sw..h
a tax, but the great majority of the States had no gallonage tax.
Senator CoUZENs. I understand they had an analysis of that kinl.
Mr. PARIKE. As to State taxes?
Senator COUZENS. Yes,
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Mr. PARKER. We analyzed it to this extent, we had recognized the
danger of all of the States putting on a high tax and bringing about
a price for liquor which would materially interfere, not onfy with
the revenue, but also with eliminating the bootlegger.
Senator WALSH. But there is no State tax now in operation that
you know off
Mr. PARKER. There is a State tax now; yes. They are being enacted every day, but I referred to the old system we had, where the
Federal Government had the gallonage, and the State had the license
taxes.
Senator WALSH. Have the States enacted laws levying gallon
taxes?
Mr. PARKER. Yes sir.
Senator WALSH. 'hat is since the repeal of prohibition?
Mr. PARKER. Yes, sir. Many of the States are now putting on a
gallonage tax.
Senator WALSI. That is a new step?
Mr. PARKER. Yes; that is a new step; and, of course, the committee should have the latest information on that, but I haven't
had opportunity to compile the new State taxes proposed. I think
that is very important, and will try to have it done.
Senator WALsh. Yes; it is very important.
Senator KINo. In the consideration of the question of double
taxation, to which you have devoted a great deal of time. (lid you
figure there ought to be an effort made not to include wines and
liquors in the scheme of double taxation; that is to say, we ought
to leave the field open to the Federal Government or the States, or
did you assume there would be double taxation?
Mr. PARKER. Well, the old system was not objectionable from the
double taxation standpoint, but unfortunately it is feared we are
not going back to the old system, and that the States will insist on
a gallonage tax, which results, of course, in double taxation.
The old system was that the Federal Government imposed the
gallonage tax and the States, cities and towns the license taxes.
Now, the Federal Government fias license taxes, it is true, but
those license taxes are very low. They are merely for regulatory
purposes so that we can kee l) track of the liquor. They are not
important at all from a revenue standpoint.
In fact, under the law today the (listiller pays no license tax, anl
I think the retailer's tax under the existing lw is $25. vlereas in
New York City, I think, the license tax is somewhere around $1,500.
greatly beyond anything that the Lederal Government ever impose(].
Of course, those license taxes did bring the cities large amounts of
revenue.
I remember in studying double taxation, going lack into the history of taxes, that, just as we found in 1913, 67 percent of our
internal revenue came from these liquor taxes; the States also received

a large proportion of their revenue from this source-uthat is, States
that were wet, States like New York, and those States have had to
go to other sources of taxation just as we have.
Senator Wr.101. H

Pave
you observed that the Staflt,

in levy'ing

license taxes have greatly reduced then over the old (lays, on the
theory that the business may not be as profitable?
2916J-34---2
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Mr. PARKER. I think that is the tendency. The new laws I have
examined seem to indicate a tendency to reduce the license tax and
go to the volume taxi Why that is I cannot tell you.
Senator WALSH. That is my observation as well.
Mr. PARKER. It has a bad effect in that it is double taxation.
Now, I had estimated that we might expect a consumption of
140,000,000 gallons of distilled liquor in the first year. Of course
some of that will come from local sources and undoubtedly some wili
be imported.
Personally I should expect a much greater volume of imported
liquor than we have ever had in the past. Our revenue from importations in the past was negligible, but I don't think it will be so now.
Mr. KNUTSON. You believe the importations will be large with the
present rate of $5 a gallon?
Mr. PARKER. I think they will be large even with the $5 rate. It
is true they would be much larger with a lower rate.
Senator WAIsis. That is probably in order to have sufficient
whisky in the country to make this blended liquor you speak of, it is
necessary to have large amounts to mix with the new whisky to form
a blend for salable purposes.
Afr. PARKER. I think, whereas in the past we imported somewhere
around three and a half million gallons of liquor, we can expect for
the first year at least twenty or twenty-five million gallons.
Senator HARRISON. Where will that be imported rein
Mr. PARKER. Undoubtedly sonie will come from Canada, some from
Great Britain, and of course we will get some Scotch whisky, which
will not be used for blending but which will be used direct. Of
course what counts in consumption is not what the millionaire will
want, but what the ordinary man is going to be Qble to buy.
Mr. Him. The source of importing whisky would be principally
from Canada?
Mr. PARKER. I should think Canada would at this time be the
principal source, because Canadian distillers have been producing
since prohibition in this country a very large amount of what we
might call the American type of whisky.
Mr. CROWTHER. I think the Tariff Commission gave us the information there was probably 20,000,000 gallons of what is known
as the American type of whisky that would probably come in from
Canada.
Mr. PAm~RKEu.
Mr. Lourie, could you tell about the supply in
Canada?
Mr. LouniE. I understand the estimate is roughly between twenty
and twenty-five million gallons of the American type of whisky
there.
Mr. McCrIN'IC.

Mr. Parker, what is the true definition of the

American type of whisky?
Mr. PARKER. The American type of whisky, I think, you might
describe as a little heavier whisky, generally a little darker in color
and a little different in taste; that is all.
Mr. McCjiN'rlc. Is it any different as to the alcohol?
Mr. PARKER. No; not different as to alcohol, but just a little different as to flavor.
Mr. MCCLINTIC. How does the flavor compare with the Canadian
whisky?
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Mr. PARKPR. You may remember the Canadian Club whisky,
which is a little lighter whisky, and the Canadian whiskies all seem
to be a little different.
Senator KING. I noticed in the paper a statement to the effect
there was a large quantity of smuggled whisky in the United States,
aggregating millions oV gallons, and 90 percent of that was controlled by a very limited number of individuals.
Did your organization or the subcommittee make any investigation into that matter and, if so, what were the results?
l'. PAmtutr. No, we were not equipped to make such investigation. It is perfectly obvious from the situation prior to repeal
that there must be a tremendous inventory of illegal liquor in this
country, otherwise business would not go on. It is very likely that
there are at least 40 or 50 million gallons of illegal liquor in the
country. In fact, I cannot see any escape from assuming some
such figure, because if there was not that much, then the sales would
not have been going on as everybody knows they were going on.
It takes that much to conduct the business.
That, of course, is very important in respect to arriving at and
-determining at what rate you will fix the tax, because this 40 or
50 million gallons of illegal liquor seek to find a market, and that
liquor will be sold at a very low price before it will be thrown down
the gutter.
So that is a real problem especially at the start, amid in fixing
your tax rate that sl))ly o? illegal liquor must be considered, because if it is still sold illegally on every gallon of that sold we
lose the tax.
Senator KINa. Did you ascertain whether there was any considerable quantity in the hands of representatives of the Government,
marshals and court officials? I ask that question in view of the
fact I learned a short time ago a large number of cases was sold by
the marshal in one of the large cities at $16.50 a case. Did you
ascertain whether there was any considerable amount. in the hands
of Government officials which had been confiscated?
Mr. PARCER. I saw something in the paper about some of that
confiscated liquor being for sale, but we have no first-hand information on it.
Mr. KNUrsoN. What percentage of the whisky consumed before
the war was cut or blended?
Mr. PARK R. There was a considerable amount of blended whisky
sold. Of course, the bottled-in-bond whisky could be sold at a
fairly reasonable price. Sufficient aged whisky was on hand and
the problem was entirely different but it was rumored that a. large
amount of the cutting was in the back room of the saloon.
I don't know whether that is true or not, I don't know whether
the retailer cut his good whisky with alcohol and water. That has
been stated but I couldn't say it is a fact.
Mr. KNUTSON. It is my information that bottled-in-bond goods
were sold for about $15 a case before the war. I-lave you any
information on that?
Mr. PARKE1. Yes, of course the different grades of bottled in bond
whisky could be bought from $12 a case up, rarely over $18--$12 to
$18. 'Cognac would bring $1.75 and some times'$2 a quart, which
would be $24 a case. That is about as high as any liquor went, $2
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a quart. Perfectly good bottled in bond whisky could be bought
before the war as low as $1 a quart.
The present prices being quoted in the newspapers of old whisky
have been running somewhere around $65 to $70 a case. That is
probably above what the bootlegger would charge. Of course, all
of that newpaper advertisement is merely on this 16-year-old
whisky, which, as I understand, the distillers do not want to sell,
but which they want to keep to flavor the blended whisky with.
Mr. KNUTSON. What are the American people going to do for
medicinal whisky?
Mr. PARKER. It makes a difference how they take it as a imedicine. The price can be pretty high if you are going to take medicine
by the teaspoonful.
Mr. KNUTSON. Will it be higher than it i. now?
Mr. PARKER. That all depends, of course, on the tax you gentlemen
)Ut on.
Mr. KNUTSON. I

understand that.

Mr. CROWTHER. I would like to ask Mr. Parker if it is not a fact
medicinal whisky is almost double in price since Congress has permitted the indeterminate number of certificates that a physician
could issue and taken the limit off that?
Mr. PARKER. The price of medicinal whisky has almost doubled
in the last 2 months. Whether that was in anticipation of repeal I
don't know, but I think a good deal of that increase has been due to
that fact you state.
Mr. CRoWTHER. I think you could lay it to the same reason as you
said a while ago, that holders of this whisky do not want to sell
it, and jumped the price up, and I think it was because of the
tremendous demand following the removal of any limit on pre.
scriptions that might be written. I think they ask as high as $3
or $4.50 a pint on prescription.
Mr. PARKER. The subject of double taxation is going to be a
very important one, and it is going to be a new one. We have
talked something about that, and I want to read here what I have
in a report, that contains some facts on this subject, as follows:
It is almost certain Ini these times of scanty revenues, tlhe States, counties.

cities, 11nd towns, as well its the Flederal Government, will hasten to Impose
a sales tax on liquors an(i Iiveipie taxes on manufacturers and dealers. It is
appropriate to consider whether (hiUl (iatetaxation o these products should
be minimized.
The writer lints received the following statement on thik
Ehlestioll
by Iolt. Mark (, avens, Presi(1enl of lhie New Yorl
StiiIv Tax
Col)ission :
"I am constrained to believe thit substantial Federal taxes oil 01il llqiqoi

manufactured or imported into this country should be enacted, and that the,
Federal Government should share with the States 25 percent of the revenue
so obtained. This would save the taxpayers the expense of 48 bureaus in the
48 States, which would be very considerable, and the dealers the expense anl
bother and trouble of making returns to State authorities. I believe if this
is done the States should content themselves with the revenues received from
the Federal Government and'reasonable license fees Imposed by the Statv,
upon those establishments authorized to sell intoxicating liquors. Doub),"
taxation will be thereby avoided."

Of course, this is just one of the suggestions made on this point.
That is not a suggestion or rc tommendation on the part of tli.
subcommittee.
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Senator HAmiSON. That statement of Mr. Graves, does that go
back to the States whether they are dry or wet, or does it apply to
all of the States ol the Union?
Mr. PARKER. In the communication I received from him, he did
not go into that point. That is a serious question the question of
allocation. It would be easy if it were not for allocation. If we
wanted to give the States a share of this revenue, at first sight it
might seem it should be allocated on consumption, but some might
say it ought to be allocated on population.
'Mr. VINSoN. What about production?
Mr. PARKER. There might be some who would take such a view,

but, of course, that would put all of tl- revenue in a few States.

Mr. ViNSON. Wouldn't it be well to say that production should be
a factor in the allocation?
Mr. PARKER. That is probably one factor.
Mr. ViNsoN. Have you compiled the State taxes that have been
paid in any of the years next preceding prohibition enforcement?
Mr. PARKER. I think I have the figures at my office on the other
States.
Mr. VINSON. Have you totaled the State taxes?
A-fr. PAIRKER. No; I have not.

Mr. VINsoN. Don't you think that would be a very interesting
l)iece of evidence?.
Air. PARKE,. Yes, I think that is important, although I dofi't think
it is going to be very controlling at this time, because I don't think
the States are going to be bound by their past taxes.
Senator WAI s.M. Didn't you say a very few States imposed such
a tax?
Mr. PARKER. In the past, yes.
Senator KING. ir. Parker, you don't think the Ways and Means
Committee or the Finance Committee should enact a law now along
the fines indicated without knowing what the situation would be?
Suppose Congress should enact a law by which there would be a
division of the taxes received and allocation to some of the States
and the States should reject that proposition, you couldn't force on
them the obligation that they would not exercise their power vested
in them to impose taxes upon those manufacturing and selling liquor
within their territorial boundaries?
Mr. PARKER. It is %,erydifficult to arrange for a proper system of
allocation. As you say, you could not very well coerce the States,
they have the sovereign power. That is one of the arguments raised
against our present 80 percent credit on inheritance taxes. I have
some information that has been handed to me as to the gallonage
taxes that have been recently enacted by the States, and it might
be well to put that in the record at this point.
Senator GonE. Have you assembled any data with reference to
the operation of those State taxes?
Mr. PARKER. The 80 percent tax credit?
Senator GORE. Yes.

Mr. PARKER. This worked out very well in connection with the
estate tax. Some of the States have objected to it on the ground it
(Ioes coerce them to enact a tax that they do not want to enact.
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Mr. VINsON. Have any of the States refused to accept benefit
under it?
Mr. PARKER. Some of the States do not take advantage of that
credit, but there are comparatively few out of the 47 States that
have inheritance taxes that do not take advantage of it. No doubt
in 10 or 12 instances their rates are not sufficiently high to take full
advantage of the 80 percent credit.
Senator GORE. Florida has a constitutional amendment against
inheritance taxes.
Mr. PARKER. Florida has repealed that, and Florida now has an
estate tax which they will enforce as long as we have such a tax.
Now, as to some of the recent taxes imposed by States on the
gallonage basis, Arizona has a tax of 10 cents a pint or 80 cents a
gallon.
Senator WALSH. Paid by the retailer?
Mr. PARKER. I haven't got the information on that. I assume it
would have to be paid by the retailer in a State like Arizona.
Colorado has a tax of'80 cents a gallon.
Delaware has a tax on alcohol of $2 a gallon, and on wine 40
cents a gallon.
Indiana has a tax of $2 a gallon.
New York has a tax on still wines of 10 cents a gallon, on sparkling
wines of 40 cents a gallon, and on distilled spirits of $1 a gallon.
West Virginia has a tax of $4 a gallon which would probably
apply, although it is on medicinal liquors.
There are a number of other States here mentioned which are
expected to have taxes, namely, California, Connecticut, Nevada,
Maryland, Montana, and New Mexico.
Pennsylvania has a floor tax of $2 a gallon.on liquor stored in
Pennsylvania between November 22, 1933, and the date of ratification.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Mr. Parker, isn't that all passed on to the
consumer?
Mr. PARKER. Yes; I don't think there is any doubt it will be passed
to the consumer.
Mr. McCoRMACK. The only tax that cannot be passed very well is
the income tax?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.

Mr. McComIMACK. The excise taxes could be passed on, and they
usually are passed on, particularly in normal times.
Mr. PARKEIR. I don't think there is any doubt but that the whole

gallonage tax would be passed on to the consumer.
Senator GORE. Don't you think that would depend upon whether
other States enforced a smaller tax, and in one State they would
absorb the difference?
Mr. PARKER. You might have a tax that would cause bootlegging
between the States in liquor the same as we have now in -bootlegging
between States in gasoline.
Senator GORE. Take two States adjoining each other, Ohio and
Pennsylvania-if Ohio had a $1 a gallon tax and Iennsylvania $2,
I think the Pennsylvanian would have to absorb that in order to
compete.
Mr. PARKER. He certainly will; at least in the bor-der towns.
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Mr. CROWTHEI. In view of those rates suggested by the States up
to the present time, don't you think that increases the difficulty of
getting any agreement with the States on their part to merely avail
themselves of the occupational tax as in the past, and in view of the
great necessity for revenue, not only in the Government, but also in
the individual States, at the present time, that is almost out of the
picture? I doubt if we could get any agreement from the States
at the present, under the circumstances, to take just the occupational
tax and let the Federal Government avail itself of the gallonage tax.
Mr. PARKIn. My opinion is we have got to have something like a
credit, like we do in the estate tax, to make that effective.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Parker, ought noL the law to be so enacted
that it would be optional with the States whether they would avail
themselves of the revenue from the Federal Government, or levy
taxes of their own, so that those States that do not impose a gallonage tax might partici pate, and if they did impose such a tax they
would not participate?
Mr. PARKER. Of course it has been proposed in connection with the
allocation of those taxes that if the States want their 25 percent, or
whatever the amount to the State might be, that such amount would
be given to them only in the event that they did not put on a tax.
There is a constitutional question involved even in that problem,
however.
Mr. CROWTHER.

Even if that was so, the difficulty of a 'method of

allocation is still before us, and that is one of the most difficult
things, the basis upon which the allocation should be made.
Mr. PARIER. It is very difficult to find a basis of the allocation, but
it is not impossible, and the committee will undoubtedly want to
hear plans on that point.
Senator KINa. Wouldn't there be another difficulty, that not knowing the States, if any, that would want to avail themselves of this
allocation, would it not be impossible for the committee to determine
just what the practice would be? We wouldn't know how much
would go to Pennsylvania or to California or to any State, and we
would not know how much of the total amount collected would be
allocated, and therefore we would not know how much revenue
would be retained for the Government.
It seems to ine the objections are almost insuperable to the consummation of that plan, unless we would have a conference of all of
the States and the Federal Government and a treaty entered into by
which this whole question would be determined, and the amount allocated to each State determined by that treaty.
Mr. PARKERI. I believe that is correct, Senator King.
Mr. MCCOR-MACK. If we should consider the 20 percent or 25 percont to the States, are there any opinions as to what tax should be
imposed on the number of gallons, so far as the Federal Government
itself is concerned?
Mr. PARKER. Of course, I have a personal opinion, but that is
something the committee will have to determine after it gets all of
the factsbefore it.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I would like to get your state of mind on that.
Mr. PARKER. My personal opinion is that the tax should be somewhere between $2 and $3 a gallon, but I might want to change
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my mind in light of more facts. Undoubtedly the department will
present a great number of very important facts on this subject,
but the main thing in stating the rate from my point of view is to
get the most revenue and not make the price so unreasonable that
the legal business could not compete with the bootlegger.
Mr. MCCORIMACK. So we are again also involved in the question
of taxes, and the important social question is to eliminate the
organized bootlegger; and in order to do that taxes have got to be
such that the price of legally produced and legally taxed alcoholic
beverages would be able to compete with that which is illegally
produced and attempted to be illegally disposed of. The question
of taxation is very important from a social angle, also. Have you
given that consideration?
Mr. PARIER. Yes; and the facts seem to point to this, that if
legal liquor cannot be sold for as low as $2.00 a quart there will
be serious competition from the bootlegger.
Mr. CROWTHE, Will the gentleman from Massachusetts yield to
me for a moment?
Mr. MCCORMACK. Yes.
Mr. CROWTHER. I want to say that the subcommittee as far as it
went into this matter-and the Information came from Mr. Louriewas of the opinion that the rate ought not to be higher than would
permit the sale of a quart of good legal whisky for $1.50; we thought
that was the highest price that could be au thorized without giving
the business to the bootlegger, and I think I speak for the committee.
Mr. JENKXlS. Mr. Parker, when you fix the price at $2 or $3, you

mean as a tax exclusive of duties? *
Mr. PARKEII. The tax on the gallon, yes. I was not speaking of
imports in connection with the tax. As to the imports, we are going
to have a certain amount of high grade liquor that some people will
be able to buy at the price, and then we are going to have another
part of that' importation for the purpose of blending. We can
make plenty of alcohol in this country. Alcohol does not have to
be aged, and Mr. Lourie of the Tariff Commission tells me there
is a potential capacity of pure alcohol in this country which probably amounts to two hundred million gallons annually. We can
make all of the pure alcohol we need for blending, but we haven't
got the aged whisky.
Mr. JENKINS. In most of your discussion, I take it whenever you
are talking about imported liquor you are considering the $5 tax as
a reasonable duty?
Mr. PARUR. No; I do not go that far. I think the tariff rate
should receive the consideration of the committee.
Mr. KNUTSON. Whisky should be aged in order to remove the impurities as far as possible, isn't that true?
Mr. PAKima. That is true under the old method. It is claimed,
h-wever, that there are methods which have been perfected to purify
whisky without aging. I have no personal knowledge, but I have
been informed that is the case.
Mr. KNursoN. That is by electricity?
Mr. PARKER. I understand there are half a dozen methods of very
quickly ageing whisky or purifying it.
Mr. KNuTsoN. You are talking about whether the new method will
reduce the fusil oil content?
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Mr. PARKER. Of course that gets into another angle of this subject which the committee may want to investigate, that is, whether
the Pure Food laws will need to be strengthened in this connection
so that the public will be better protected.
Mr. KNUTSON. Absolutely you are right.
Mr. PARKER. That is another important phase of this subject, but
I do not know much about it. I deal with the revenue, but it is certainly true that the public is entitled to protection, and probably
some legislation in connection with labeling and the advertising of
whisky would be wise. It seems to me that the consumer is entitled
to know just what he is buying in connection with these intoxicating
liquors.
I am through with the distilled spirits if there are no more questions. There are a few facts perhaps the committee might want to
have on wines.
Senator KiNG. Mr. Chairman, I should be glad, if it meet with
your approval, to hear Mr. Parker further upon wines and beers.
The CHAIRMAN. All right; we will proceed wiih the examination
as to wines.
Mr. PARKER. The rates of tax and tariff on still and sparkling
wines which will become immediately effective under prior laws are
as follows:
On still wines containing not more than 14 percent of alcohol by
volume, 4 cents per wine gallon.
On still wines containing more than 14 percent and not more than
21 percent of alcohol by volume, 10 cents per gallon.
These are the present rates.
On still wines containing more than 21 percent and "not more 24
percent of alcohol by volume, 25 cents per wine gallon.
On still wines containing more than 24 percent of alcohol by
volume, $1.10 per wine gallon.
On champagne or sparking wines, 12 cents per half pint, which
is equal to $1.92 per gallon.
On artificial carbonated wines, 6 cents per half pint;
On liqueurs, cordials, and so forth, 6 cents per half pint, which is
equal to 96 cents per gallon.
Then, because of the beer bill passed last spring, we have this
modification on nonintoxicating wines containing not less than one
half of 1 percent of alcohol by volume, and not more than 3.2
percent by weight, a tax of $5 per barrel of 31 gallons, which is equal
to about 16 cents per gallon.
So, at the start, we have an inconsistency here. Under the beer
bill we put a tax of 16 cents per gallon on wine if it contains less
than 3.'2 percent. of alcohol by weight, when under the previous
law the tax is only 4 cents per gallon, when it contains more than
3.2 percent of alcohol, so that a change in those tax rates is imperative, because it is entirely inconsistent at present.
Now, the tariffs on these wines are as follows:
On still wines containing no more than 24 percent of alcohol,
$1.25 per wine gallon. On still wines containing more than 24
percent of alcohol, $5.00 per gallon. On champagne or sparkling
wines, $6.00 per wine gallon.
Now, the revenues 'from. those sources have not been very great
in past years. In 1915 the production of these wines in the'United
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States was about 32,000,000 gallons, and the revenue $2,800,000
at which time the average rate of tax per gallon on aH grades oi
wine was 7 cents.
In 1918, however, the production of wine had increased to
51000,000 gallons and the revenue amounted to $9 000,000. The
maximum receipts before the war averaged nearly 5,000,000 per
annum. Our old tax on wine was about 1-6 cents per gallon for the
light wine containing less than 14 per centum of alcohol and now it
is 4 cents.

I think the reason for that change was on account of allowing wine
to be brought in more for medicinal purposes.
The problem in respect to wine as to bootlegging and so forth, of
course is not so important as it is in the case of distilled spirits.
Now, that is all I have on wine, and to conclude, it might be well
to point out in respect to malt liquors and beer, that under the existing law our tax is $5 per barrel if the beer contains no more than
3.2 percent of alcohol by weight, and if it. contains more than that,
then the tax is $6 per barrel under the previous law.
Our revenues from the beer bill of last Spring have been very satisfactory and are somewhat exceeding the Treasury's estimate made
at the time the bill was passed.
Mr. LEwIs. How does beer consumption compare now with prewar consumption?
Mr. PARKER. It has not yet reached the pre-war level.
Senator GonE. Have you got the figures as to the revenue receipts
for wine and beer?
Mr. PARKER. I think I can give you those; yes. The pre-war high
for beer consumption was 66,000,000 barrels, and the present rate of
consumption seems to be somewhere around 27,000,000 to 30,000,000
barrels, so that we are not anywhere near up to our pre-war level of
beer consumption.
However, the monthly revenues from beer, which I have before me.
are as follows: April 1933, the 1st month, and not a complete month.
$8,000,000; May, $11,172,000; June, $12,937,000; July, $13,924,000;
August, $15,344,000; September, $13,296,000.
So that we will somewhat exceed the $125,000,000 to $150,000,000
I think as originally estimated.
Mr. iCCLINTIC. What was the rate of taxation on beer prior to
prohibition?
Mr. PARKER. The rate on beer, as provided in the Revenue Act of
1918, was $6 per barrel. Our beer bill enacte(l last spring provided
for a tax of $5 per barrel.
The CHAIRMAN. He means before that.
Mr. MCCLINITI. I mean prior to prohibition.
Mr. PARKER. Prior to the 1918 revenue act?
Mr. KNUTSON. It was $1.50.

Mr. PARKER. From 1902 to 1914 it was $1 per barrel. From
1914 to 1916 the tax was $1.50 per barrel. From 1916 to October 2,
1917, it was $1.50 per barrel. From October 3, 1917, to February 24,
1919, it was $3 per barrel. From then on it was $6 per barrel.
Mr. McCLINTIC. In view of the repeal of the eighteenth amendment, would the brewery have to pay the increased rate per barrel
if it increased the alcoholic content?'
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Mr. PARKER. If a brewery today wanted to make beer of more
than 3.2 percent alcoholic content'they would have to pay $6 per
barrel.
Mr. MoCLINTIc. That is the old rate?
Mr. PARKER. Yes.
Mr. MOCLINTIC. Then they can add as much alcohol as they desire, provided they pay the $6 per barrel ?
Mr. PARKER. I think, in connection with the manufacture of beer
it has never been found satisfactory to really add alcohol to it.
think it has to be made at that strength.
Mr. McCL NTo. Up to a certain maximum, yes; but they could
carry it up to about 5 or 10 percent.
M;,r. PARKER. They could, and might take the alcohol out, but I
never knew them to have a process by which they could add alcohol.
Mr. MCCLINTIc. They can manufacture it with a greater alcoholic
content?
Mr. PARKER. Yes, they can manufacture it with a greater alcoholic
content.
Senator GoJIE. You say prior to the war the consumption was
:55 000,000 barrels?
Kir. PARKER. 66,000,000.
Senator GORE. How much now? 27,000,000 barrels?
Mr. PARKER. About 27,000,000 to 30,000,000 barrels.
Senator GORE. Do you know how many States permit sale now
and how many permitted sale when your figure of 66,00,000 was
shown?
Mr. PARKER. I can get that information for you but I cannot tell
you offhand.

f

The CHAIRMAN.

Are there any further questions?

Mr. HILL. I move the committee now adjourn to 10 o'clock
tomorrow morning.
The CHAIRMAN. The hearing is adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 12: 30 p.m., the hearing was adjourned until Tuesday, December 12, 1933, at 10 a.m.)
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HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
AND SENATE COMMITTEE ON FINANCE,

JVa8hington, D.C.
JOINT HEARINGS ON REVISION OF THE EXISTING INTERNAL REVENUE
AND CUSTOMS LAWS DEALING WITH INTOXICATING LIQuoRS

The committee met in joint session at 10 a.m., Hon. Robert L.

Doughton presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. r e meeting will come to order. The first witness this morning is Hon. Joseph H. Choate, Jr., of the Federal
Alcohol Control Administration, and after he testifies the next witness will be the Hon. Edward G. Lowry, Jr., special assistant to
the Secretary of the Treasury and a member of the Alcohol Control
Administration and a member of the interdepartmental committee
on the question of taxes on alcoholic spirits.
Mr. Choate, will you come forward.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOSEPH H. CHOATE, Yit., OF THE FEDERAL
ALCOHOL CONTROL ADMINISTRATION
Mr. CHOATE. Gentlemen, I am here without a prepared statement,

merely because you asked me to come, and I am here to do anything
for you that I or the Federal Alcohol Control Administration can
do, but I don't think it will be much.
We have been in existence only about a week, and we have been
overwhelmed since then with the task of organization, and particularly with the task of issuing allocation permits to the importers,
which was not originally intended to be a part of our task.
We have not yet got our information section working so that we
have not the information as to the facts which I know you gentlemen desire. We have not, as such, any real considered opinions on
these questions of taxation, except the opinion which I know we all
fear that taxation has got to be kept low enough to help keep out the
bootlegger.

If you have any particular questions which you would like to ask
me, I should be only too enchanted to do what I can.
Mr.

BACHARACH.

You say you have only been connected with the

Government for a week; what is your thought about the tax that
should be put on whisky?
Mr. CHOATE. I think the report of the informal interdepartmental committee which investigated the subject, and made a report,
which I understand you are to have mimeographed copies of today,
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and which will be explained by Mr. Lowry one of the committeewhich prepared that report, contains by far the most valuable information on the subject I have yet seen, and I think its recommendations are entitled to great respect.
I am myself impressed by the desirability of working toward an
ideal end of this question that the United States should primarily
collect the volume tax and the States the occupational tax, and that
while it is necessary to do so, as it probably is in the present emergency, the United States should, if possible, collect the whole volme
tax and distribute some of it among the States. I think that can be
done, and it would have immense advantages. That is merely my offhand opinion as a citizen.
MJI'. BACHARACH. That is practically impossible.
Mr. CHOATE. I think not. I think the suggestion as worked out
in that report can be done.
Mr. BACHARACH. Some of the States are charging $1 tax and
others $2, and I understand one is charging about $2.50 or $2.60. I
don't see how you are going to get the States to give up their par-

ticular rights.

Mr. CHOATE. As I understand the plan-and perhaps I really
should not be dealing with this subject at all-but as I understand
the plan, if the United States was to levy perhaps a $2.60 tax, the
State volume taxes would be on top of that, and the inhabitants of
those States which levied larger taxes would therefore have to pay
very much more for their drink than the inhabitants of other States.
The manufacturers within the States which levied such taxes would
be at a great disadvantage to the other manufacturers, and the
understanding is those State taxes would be vqry quickly removed,
because, of course, those States which levied such taxes would not
share in the tax collected by the Federal Government.
Nr.

BACIIARACII.

I think I can safely state for a couple of the

Eastern States that they would not agree to such a proposition.
Mr. CHoATE. That is a matter, of course, of which I know nothing.
Mr. BACHAtACH. I am speaking about the legislative end of it.
It has been given, a great deal of consideration. For instance, in
New Jersey they have been working on this matter for about 9
months. they have a liquor commission which is agreeable to both
political parties, and, I think, the people of the State.

The

ChAMMAN.

Right in that connection, if you are through, Mr.

Bacharach.
Mr. BACHAJiACII. No; 1 was not quite through, but you go right
ahead.
Th1e

.1Mr.

CRA1MAN. No; you may proceed, Mr. Bach arach.
BACIIARACH. For instance, in Pennsylvania they have

agreed

by a very decisive vote on a dollar to two dollar floor tax, and New
Jersey has $1. They hope it will work out very satisfactorily.
Mr. CHOATE. One thing I think should be borne in mind, it may
not be a matter with which Congress can deal at all, but it is certainly an important feature, and that is the curious reflex action
which a high State volume tax may have. In the case of one State
which has laid a. high floor tax the representatives of some of the
distillers in that State came to me the other day and said this is what
had happened, as a consequence of the high State floor tax they found
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themselves unable to sell in any other State except their own, except
at a loss. Their representations as to that situation had led the State
to apply the prevailing taxes on whisky manufactured in other
States, equal to the floor tax practically, with the result they could
still sell in their own State, but the necessity of selling in that State
only the very large product that they had, drove them into an intensive selling campaign, which was probably the worst thing for
pure temperance that has happened in the United States since
election day, I would say.
Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Choate, provided the idea Mr. Bacharach has
suggested is correct, and it would be difficult to establish an agreement between the Federal Government and the States as to the
apportionment of the taxation, what would be your vieivs as to a
proper tax for the Federal Government to assess in order to protect
the Government or the people that want liquor, as far as practical,
from the continuation of the bottlegging systemI
Mr. CHOATE. I almost hesitate to give my personal views there,
because they are vague, and because they are based on no more inforination than the man in the street has.
I was impressed by the recommendation in the interdepartmental
report for the figure of $2.60, but I am perfectly prepared to find
that is a little too high or a little too low, but certainly somewhere
between two and three dollars.
Mr. TIIREADWAY. The $2.60 is on the basis of apportioning part of
that to the States.
Mr. CHOATE. That is true.
Mr. TREADWAY. And if you remove that possibility of apportionment, you reduce the tax, of course.
Mr. CHOATE. That is correct.
Mr. TitEADWAY. Then how much do you think would be a proper
tax?
Mr. CHOATE. These figures say less 20 percent, because they were
assuming that 20 percent would go to the States.
Mr. TREADWAY. So that would be about $2.10 or $2.20?
Mr. CIIOATE. Yes; something like that, but I hope you will not
give much weight to the view Iexpressed.
Mr. TnEADWAY. Yes, but we must have your position.
Mr. CHOATE. If
I would say yes.

you were conducting this inquiry in 2 months

Mr. TiAiDWAY. We would have to do it all over again. I wish to
proceed along another line for a moment.
You say you are pursued at the present time by importers asking
for a quota permit from you?
Mr. CHOATE. Yes.
Mr. TII EADWAY. That is under your authority, I understand.
Mr. CHoAIT. I ought to explain that. When the Federal Aicoliol Control Administration was first designed, it was intended that
the work of allocation of these quotas should, until the new organization was well started, thant is until February 1, be carried on by a
committee of two, one designated by the Secretary of Agriculture
;nd one designated by the Secretary of the Treasury.
They started the work, and it was then realized that it had so close
;i connection with the Federal Alcohol Control Administration. work
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that it was not safe to have it done by a separate body and accordingly it was dumped on the administration--on the Federal Alcohol
Control Administration, the F.A.C.A.
That has been a considerable task. I suppose people have alloted
-quotas before among an industry, but they never have been called
upon before to allot quotas among an industry which did not exist.
We had nine hundred or a thousand applicants, many of them purely
speculators, in fact, with no connection with tie importing business,
with no resources, no means of distribution, and no responsibility,
all clamoring to get into the importing business.
If we had simply distributed the quotas among them all on anything like an even basis, nobody would have got enough to do business
with, and the whole thing vould have been disorganized.
Accordingly, a system had to be worked out and each application
-considered separately on its merits, and I had to deal with each of
those. The amount of time required has simply left almost no time
to the accumulation of facts or the consideration of those facts
which would help you in your undertaking.
Mr. TnEADWAY. rNow, Mr. Choate, that question preceded one I
wanted to follow up in this way, living to do with the tariff. This
interdepartmental committee recommends consideration of two defnite methods there, a trading tariff, so-called, or a permanent tariff.
Which of those two methods would, in your judgment, be preferable
for the Government to adopt?
Mr. CHOATE. That depends entirely on how long the quota system
is continued, and that again from my point of view, would depend
upon the recommendations of the State Department, which is charged
with the duty of negotiation.
Mr. TitEADWAY. You consider negotiations with other governments
for reciprocal favors a desirable procedure, and for tariff rates to be
made accordingly?
Mr. CHOATE. It seems to me it has great advantages which ought
not to be thrown away.
Mr. TREADWAY. What are its disadvantages?
Mr. CHOATE. Only the general disadvantage of imposing trade
values, which we do not like to do any more than we can help.
Mr. TInEADWAY. Would there be any objection from the viewpoint
-of lack of permanency, that it was a make-shift procedure and w,
don't know from day to day where we stand in our relations with
.other governments; in other words, that it is purely a New England
proposition of horse trading?
Mr. COATE. I consider that is so.
Mr. TREADWAY. You would consider the oldtime New Englandi
horse trader would be doing about the same thing it is suggested
'the Government do now?
Mr. CHOATE. That is probably true, but I don't know as I should
epess
x
any opinion on that. That whole thing is a matter of foreign
policy which is not within my province.
Mr. TREADWAY. Isn't that foreign policy subject to Congressiotil
:actionI
Mr. CHOATE. Of course.

Mr. TnEADWAY. You would not overlook the fact that Congrcesional action in that foreign policy is desirable?
Mr. CHOATE. God forbid.
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Senator WALSH. Of course, the New England horse traders have
done pretty well?
Mr. TmADWAY. Yes; but on that we had Jamaica rum instead of
high-priced champagne.
Mr. HiL. Mr. Choate, referring to the suggestion of fixing import
rates for bargaining purposes, how could that be accomplished; it is
your thought that, for instance, on what we call hard liquors you
might fix one rate for one country's exports to this country, and a
different rate on another country's exports here?
Mr. CHOATE. I am not very familiar with the plan, and I realize
you might have difficulty in such a scheme with the most-favorednation's treaties. That is really a matter for the State Department
to work out but I understand the theory is if you have flexible taxes
under which the President can in return for favors granted by a
foreign nation reduce the tariff, that it can be done along that line
without infringing on the most-favored-nation's treaties.
However, you are getting me far from my baliwick, and I am
afraid you will get me into trouble if you keep on along those lines.
Mr. Hill. Perhaps we had better have some representative of the
State Department on that question.
Mr. CHOATE. I think in the course of time you will have to.
Mr. HILL. It seems to me it would be a rather embarrassing situation from an international standpoint if you have one rate on liquors
from Great Britain, for instance, and another on the same kind of
liqors from France, or some other country.
Mr. CIIOATE. I can see your difficulty clearly.
Mr. HILL. Of course, you might work it out through classifica-

tions and make it general.
Mr. CiOAT. Yes; a great deal can be done through classifica.ions.

r. HILL. I want to ask a question or two on the suggestion as to
the Federal Government levying the entire volume tax and then
allocating to the States a portion of that tax. It has been brought
wit here that some of the States already have what we call a gallonage or volume tax.
Mr. CHOATE. Yes; that is correct.
Mr. HILL. I assume that under the Wilson Act of 1890 a State
,'(0uld levy a volume tax on liquor-not only those liquors produced
within the particular State but on all liquors brought into that
State from outside production.
Now, it seems to me that gives them a very effective leverage to
i'rotect themselves in their volume or gallonage tax. In other
1%,rds, if the State of New Jersey, with a volume tax of $1, levies
that tax on whisky that comes in irom Delaware, we will say, which
hald no volume tax, they could force Delaware producers to meet
Ih, competition of the New Jersey producers on a uniform basis so
far as taxes are concerned.
Mr. CHOATE. I understand that is true, and that is what has

already been done in Pennsylvania, and that is exactly the situation
that had the unfortunate tried result of giving the distillers in that
'Ilate no other markets, practically speaking, except in that State,
aid so compelling them to force sales.
2914--34
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Mr. BACIRACH. I think I can straighten that out; I don't think
the Pennsylvania proposition has been quite correctly stated.
Mr. CHOATE. I am merely stating that as it was stated to me.
Mr. BACIIAUACII. As a matter of fact, Pennsylvania, I understand,
passed a $2 floor tax and if a person had whisky on hand prior to
prohibition, or just recently manufactured, then within 90 (lays
you have to pay the State $2 a gallon. Of course, that is an
entirely different, proposition than if you had to pay $2 a gallon
when you were disposing of the whisky. That is the reason four
distilleries in Philadelphia closed down.
Mr. HILL. What I am getting at, is how you are going to get
these States having a volume tax to abandon that and accept the
proposition that the Federal Government will have the volume tax
and allocate a part of that tax to the State.
Mr. CIIOATE. I don't think there can be any forcing about it, but
I do think if the Federal Government levied a definite tax of which
a share should only go to those States which levy none of their
own, that it would be found so disadvantageous for the States and
the citizens of those States that do levy a volume tax, that they
would cease to do so. That is tho only way in which I understand
the Federal Government can control the situation.
Mr. HILL. That is the economical situation, but I don't see how
you can even create that situation when a State having a volume
tax can force the iml)orters into that State to pay such tax, thereby
bringing more revenue to the State than that proposed by the
allocated method.
Mr. CHOATE. Only that liquor in that State becomes that much
more expensive and the bootleggers that much more active.
Mr. HILL. Of course if they have a gallon tax they would probably
expect to gather in a great more revenue from that source thai
if the State took 20 percent of the $2.60 per gallon levied by the
Federal Government.
Mr. CHOATE. Perhaps I can express my idea best by reducing it
to an absurdity. Supposing that in some State which was wet, tit
which had fallen into the hands of a dry legislature, the legislature
should levy $20.00 a gallon volume tax on top of your Federal $2.60
tax, doing it deliberately as a freak attempt to reestablish prohibition in that State. Of course legitimate whisky would become
so expensive that nobody could drink it, and incidentally bootleggers would become active in that State and the law-abiding would
begin to protest. It would seem to me that in that State you woul(I
then have a situation where the legislature would have to reverse,
its action and coie down to reason.
That is an example of how long the thing would work. I don't
say it would work that way on all taxes that would actually be levied
by any State legislature, but the tendency seems to be tmere.
Mr. HiioL. I understand you haven't any facts to present to tho,
Committee as to the cost of )roduction of liquor and wine?
Mr. CmOATE. No; but those were taken into very careful consideration by the informal interdepartmental committee of which Mr.
Lowry was a member and lie can give you considerable infornitition along those lines. I hope you will do your asking for informition from him, because lie has got it and I have not.
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The CIAuMMAN. Would this not be a fact, if you should leave the
entire allocation of taxes to the States that cooperate, then would not
those States which fail to cooperate-in those States wouldn't the
purchasers of liquor have to pay not only the State tax, but the.
Federal tax, and consequently they would pay that tax an( not get
any benefit from the Federal tax whatever, or share in the distribution of that tax, and would not that create a resentment, the (effect of
which would be to have the State law repealed?
Mr. MoCLINTI. That is my idea.
Mr. COoAT.

I

should think so.

Mr. McCLINTIC. In the plan submitted by your department, as to
those States that do not pass laws and allow whisky to be sold, would
they receive a contribution of the supposed $2.60 tax?
Mr. CHOATE. In the first place, let me say my department has subinitted no plan, and cannot submit a plan. It does not know anyin substance, whether
thing yet. As I understand your question, it is,
the dry States are going to get anything out of this tax.
Mr. McCux'TIC. Yes; any contribution.

Mr. CHOATE. I should say no, because the whole tax is paid by the
wet States, and I would say certainly the contributions ought to be
limited to those States from which the tax income arises.
Mr. MCCLINTIC. Do I understand you to say no such plan had
been submitted?
Mr. CHOATE. No such plan has been submitted by the' Federal
Alcohol Control Administration. Such a plan was l)repared by the
informal interdepartmental committee which has been studying the
(Iluestion for the last month, a committee of which Mr. Lowry, of my
department, was a member, and which he can tell you all about when
hie comes on the stand after me.
Mr. McCIINTIc. The reason I asked that question, I understood
the proposed $2.00 tax (arried with it a contribution to the States.
Mr. CHOATrE. It did.
Mr. MCCLINTIC. So that contribution would not apply to the soV'tlled "dry " States?
Mr. CHOATE. No; and that, you see, is very logical, because if the
States were paying those taxes themselves the dry States could not
)ossibly get any money out of it, because there would be nothing for
them to tax.
Senator HARRISON. Let me get your reaction on this. I think it
isgenerally understood that we have not enough distilled spirits in
this country to supply the demand for the present, and that some
will have to be imported if the consumers are taken care of, and
that which is imported will have to pay a higher price than that
manufactured in the United States, due to the tariff and the Federal
tax. What is your idea, during the first year, that the tax might
be somewhat smaller, and possibly in the second year, in order to
ive these people tine to adjust themselves to the changed situation?
Mr. CHOATE. I haven't much doubt that is what wll happen. I
think some care will have to be exercised to keel) the taxes lower
than later on. But, if I were in Congress, I would not attempt to
prophesy, and above all I would not give the bootlegger assurance ;
that the taxes will be higher next year, because if you do, it might
lead him to hive up his accumulated stocks on the theory that against
u higher tax he can sell a stock better than he can sell them now.
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Senator HAIRISON. Of course we have got to consider that the
Federal tax on the second year is not to be so high as to perpetuate
bootlegging.
Mr. CHOATE. Yes, but I would not try to set it now, because many
considerations may enter into it between now and next year which
would change all of your views.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? Have you conclied your statement, Mr. Choate?

I have concluded all I want to say and rather more.

Ifr.

CuIOATE.

'11he

CIJ1AnMAN.

t inIIony.

We thank you for your appearance and your tes-

Mr. Cn1oAIT. You won't want me any more today?
The CHAIRM, AN. Not that I know of, and we thank you very much
for your attendance.
The next witness will be Hon. Edward G. Lowry Jr. Mr. Lowry,
please state your official connection and the capacity in which you
appear.
STATEMENT OF HON. EDWARD G. LOWRY, JR., SPECIAL
ASSISTANT TO THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY
Mr. LOWRY. My name is Edward G. Lowry, Jr., special assistant
to the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States and a member
of the Federal Alcohol Control Administration.
Mr. TitEADWAY. Would you mind repeating that for me?
Mr. LownY. I am special assistant to the Secretary of the Treasury and a member of the Federal Alcohol Control Administration.
Senator IIAI ISON. You are one of those who worked on this report
to the President, I understand?
Mr. Lowny. I was, Senator.
Mr. HILL. You were chairman of that committee, were you not?
Mr. Lowny. I was.
The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, Mr. Lowry.
Mr. Lowity. Mr. Chairman, with your permission, I am available
to answer any questions the Committee desire to ask. I don't believe
I have any prepared statement to make.
The CHAIRtMAN. Are there any questions to be asked of Mr. Lowry?
Senator KINO. Mr. Lowry, in your examination of this question
preliminary to the submission of the report, you must have reached
some conclusion as to the amount of tax that would be imposed
by the Federal Government, first for the purpose of revenue, and
secondly for the purpose of preventing bootlegging, or reversing
it, as some might want to say, first for the purpose of preventing
:bootlegging and next for the purpose of revenue, and then, secondly.
:as to whether there can be an allocation of any part of the tax to
lhe States in order to prevent them from imposing volume or gallon.age taxes, and speaking for myself, I would be glad to have you
discuss this proposition.
Mr. Lowity. Senator, of course, we started out with the proposition that we wanted to find a tax rate which would not permit
the illegal competitor to sell his l)roduct in the same market with
the legally-taxed distilled spirits.
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We took as a basis to start from the best estimate of what it would
cost the legal producer to sell his product ex-tax to the retailer,
and what it would cost the illegal producer to sell his product.
The best figures that we could get were based on a study made
by the investigators for the Rockefeller report. They indicated a
substantial spread between the cost of production and distribution
for legal spirits and for illegal spirits. The estimated cost of placing legal spirits ex-tax in the hands of the retailer, including reasonable profit, overhead and everything else, was $1.20 a gallon. The
estimated cost, of putting illegal spirits in the hands of an illegal
retailer was $4.20 a gallon.
That high figure for the illegal spirits, of course included protection, bribery, gunmen, and everything down the fine in the cost
of production, and particularly the cost of distribution appeared to
be high for the illegal producer.
That figure was based upon the large scale operation, and not the
man who goes around with a couple of quarts in a satchel. We considered it was probably impossible for the legal producer to compete
with that latter type of person on a price basis, because his costs of
production were not much higher than the legal cost of production,
and his cost of distribution practically nothing but shoe leather.
Senator GormE. I understood you to say the cost of illegal liquor was
$1.20 and that of legal was $4.20, or was it the other way'around?
Mr. LowRy. It is the other way around, $4.20 for the illegal and
$1.20 a gallon for the legal spirits.
Senator Gonr.. $4.20 for the bootleg liquor?
Mr. Lowur. Yes; on the large scale operation.
Senator GORE. Do those figures cover the cost of distribution?
Mr. LowRy. Yes.
Mr. VINsoN. In arriving at those figures, did you take illegal
whisky and legal whisky of comparable quality?
Mr. LowrY. In each case we were assuming rather a low quality
of liquor, and we were not considering the high-priced aged spirits.
Mr. VINSON. I mean they were of comparable quality, and not what
is ordinarily called bootlegging liquor.
Mr. Loway. That is correct.
Senator HAmISON. Will you for the benefit of the record, tell us
who were on this interdepartmental committee, so that we might
give such weight to it in the consideration of its findings as it may
be entitled to.
Mr. Lowry. I have the names here appearing on the last l)age
of this report, and I will submit it to the clerk to )e included in
the record.
(The names referred to are as follows :)
Edward iu. Iowry, special assistant to the Secretary, Treasury Departnment;
.1. M. Doran, 'ommissioner of Industrial Alcohol, T'rena.sry Departnelit; I).
Spencer Blls% head of Sales Tax )ivisioi, Mis-ellaneous Tax Unit, lh1rttu
of Internial Revenue, 'reasury Department: .1. 1). Neviiis, general cmillsel,

o'ustoms, Treasury Department; Ilerlert Feis, ecoticnli. adviser of tlie State
I)epartment; John 0. Wilen, counselor of embassy; Harry L. Lourle, ilef
ve('OIoinle analyst, Talriff Coinnission; South Trihinble, Jr.. solicitor, lh-pa rlatent
of Commerce; Willard L. Thorp, Direetor of Bureau of Foreigni m11id I)uuttestic

Conmeree, Department of Commerce; W. A. Tarver, chief counsel, Division of
Investigatlo,
I)epartment of Justice (Unit of Prohibitlon); and Harris '.
WI\llinglamn, chief, beverages section, Agricultural Adjustment Admiistrati. n,
.ei0wtrtment of Agriculture.
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Mr. VINSON. Would you break down this $1.20 figure, please?

Mr. Lowit. I can only do so in a very rough mariner. We considered a cost of production of approximately 50 cents, the balance of
that being the cost of distribution and the profit to both the producer
and the wholesaler and the retail distributor-no; not the retailer,

but I mean the wholesale distributor.
Mr. VINSON. Did you divide the profit between the manufacturer
and the wholesaler?
Alr. Lowuy. We Oid not make any specific division between the
two.
Mr. VINSON. II other words, yu took 50 centss as the cost to ianiu-

facture?
Mr. Lowny. A little less than 50 cents, say 50 cents as a cost of production and tie rest of the $1.20 being the profit, and the handling,
including the bottling and whatnot.
Mr. VINSON. I)o you have any idea as to what percentage of that
goes to tile handling?

Mr. Lownty. No; we did not atteml)t to break'it down any further
than that. We simply took the general experience figures as we
found them, and we found a certain amount of disability in getting
any specific breakdown of the figures from the industry itself. We
trie.l to get that and we could not.
Mr. ViNSON. If you take the 50 cents per gallon cost basis, and
$1.20 per gallon price to the retailer, then you have the profits find
the cost of distribution between them, of 70 cents per galloi, or 140
percent, as compared to your 50 cents per gallon basic cost?
Mr. Lowny. 'T'hat is true, and there is an additional figure in there
of bottling, of course, and that is a considerable item, -1 believe.
Mr. VINSON. What age whisky are you laying down to the retailer

at $1.20 a gallon?
Mr. Lowry. It is a rectified whisky on which you can place no
age, because it has many ages in it.
Tile CHAIRMAN. Suppose it should be determined that $1.50 a

quart, or $6 a ,gallon, would be a reasonable price for the consumer

to pay for the liquor, then take into consideration the fact that the
first-cost manufacturer would receive a reasonable profit, as well as

all hands through which it will necessarily l)ass, then what difference would that leave for taxes-what would 'be the difference
between the cost and the $1.50 a quart, or what figure would you
fill in there for the taxes, if I make myself clear?
For instance, if we determine liquor should be sold at a fair
price of $1.50 a quart or $6 a gallon, then putting in all other costs
necessary, what would be the difference, or the amount left, to be
covered with taxes?
Mr. Lowitu. I aim not entirely sure that I get your question,.
Perhaps I can clear that up by stating the next step in which we
arrive at the figures.
The CHAw.CMAN. What would be the highest tax that could be
levied, to sell the liquor at $1.50 a quart or $0 a gallon?
Mr. Lowmiy. It was our belief that it could be a $2.60 tax if tlere
were no additional State volume taxes.

We felt that when tbe
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industry has worked out its initial distribution and production
problems that $1.50 whisky could be sold with this tax. That would
probably not be possible in the first few months, but it is our belief
that when the present production capacity really got under way,
and when a distribution system adequate to the consumptive demands was set up, it would be possible to have $1.50 whisky with
that tax.
The CHAIRMAN. That could bear a total tax of $2.60 and sell the
whisky at $1.50 a quart?
Mr. LownRY. Yes; and the interdepartmental committee regarded
that figure as being the total burden that the spirits were to carry,
because it tied in this recommendation, that a scheme be adopted
which would persuade the States not to levy taxes of their own on
the same liquor.
Senator HARMSON. On that, point was the interdepartmental coinmittee unanimous that is, on te $2.60 tax?
Mr. LownY. I should say it represented, Senator, rather a compromise of views than a unanimous decision, that that was the exact
figure, being an average like.
Senator HAHRISoN. Some thought it might go a little higher than
$2.60 and some a little lower?
Mr. LOWRY. Yes, sir.

Mr. HILL. What margin of profit did you allow in arriving at that
figure?

Mr. Lowity. We (lid not know, because we have been unable to get
accurate accountants' figures as to just exactly what this industry can
make, and what its real costs of production are. We tried to get
that, and did no succeed.
Mr. HILL. 'Were you sure there would be a margin of profit?
Mr. LoWRY. We were reasonably sure there would be a margin
of profit.
Mr. HILL. But you do not know what that would be?

Mr. LOWRY. We have had no accountants' figures on that and no
real reliable figures that we could go on, but we have given more or
less an estimate.
Mr. HILL. In arriving at that figure you necessarily have to consider the cost of production and distribution and add what you feel
is a reasonable margin of profit?
Mr. LOWRY. That would be the only way in which you could get
a figure on which you could rely, but in the absence of an actual
working basis we had to do the best we could.
Senator GORE. Can you tell us what the tax in Canada is?
Mr. LOWRY. I haven't got those figures.
Senator GonE. Did you have any report as to their system of taxes
and what the taxes were'?
Mr. LOWRY. We made no exhaustive study of that. The Treasury
Department made an estimate of revenues based upon various tax
rates, and they made in connection with that estimate a study of the
effectt of the tax rate in Great Britain. That was not done, though,
.ts a part of the work of our committee.
Senator GORE. Is that availableV
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Mr. LOWRY. It is available and it is attached to the interdepartmental committee report.
Senator HARUSON. Was that investigation made by the Rockefeller FoundationI
Mr. LownY. I think they made a similar investigation, but this
investigation was made by our Bureau of Economic Research.,
Senator HARRISON. Mr. Lowry, did the interdepartmental com-

mittee confer personally with any member of the Rockefeller
Foundation in connection with this matter, or merely studied the
report of that situation?
Mr. LowRY. We studied the report, and some of us had informal
conferences with Mr. Harrison who worked on the Rockefeller report, and had some informal conferences with Professor Gulick who
worked on the tax phase.
Senator HARRISON. Who seemed to be the head man in that Rockefeller investigation?
Mr. LowRY. I would not be qualified to say, I don't know.
Senator HARRISON. It would seem to me, Mr. Chairman, if we could
get the head man of that organization, if they made that investigation it would be very well to have him before the committee?
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee will take a note of that and communicate with the proper authority. Do you have anyone in mind,
Senator Harrison?
Senator HARRIsoN. No; I thought Mr. Lowry would know the best
man for us to get, or two or more of them, who made this exhaustive
investigation.
The CHAIRMAN. The Committee will cbmnmunicate with the Rockefeller authority an(1 see if they can send someone to give that

information.
Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Lowry, provided the arrangement suggested.
that there should be one tax apportioned between the Federal Government an(1 the States, is not acceptable, what would be your
recommnen(lation as to the rate? You set a rate at $2.010 under that
arrangement, but what would you consider the proper differential
for the Federal Government in case that arrangement. was not
adopted?
Mr. LownY. I would think, sir, that one could turn back to the
$2.20 rate which was in effect prior to prohibition.
Mr. 'TREADWAY. You would recomnniend that as a suitable rate
both for revenue to the Government and for protection against
bootlegging?
Mr. Lowmiy. I would say that was the thought.
Mr. TRIEAIWAY. You almost answer it in your report Whn Vou
say that about 20 percent should be distributed.
Mr. LowRy. Tlhat was the basis on wlieh I made my ansWer.
Mr. TREADWAY. So that between $2 and $2.20 would probably be

your recommendation to Congress?
Mr. Lowmiy. If there would be no attempt made to keep the States
out of the gallonage field, and, of course, my information is it is
desirable to make that attempt.
Mr. TnADWAY. Please give us a little more detail about the interdepartmental committee- as I understand it, that was an informal
group designated by the President.
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Mr. Lowxy. Not precisely.
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The President, I believe, asked the

Secretary of the Treasury to make a certain study that was made,
or to have it made, and the Secretary of the Treasury requested the
various departments to indicate some one or two persons to collabo-

rate in that study.

Mr. r'rHADWAY, How long was it on the job?
Mr. Lowwr. I should say, speaking from hazy memory now, about
21/2 months.
Mr. TREADWAY. About 10 weeks?
Mr. LOWRY. About; yes.
Mr. TREADWAY. Previous to its organization, may I ask your
duties as special assistant to the Secretary?
Mr. LowRY. My duties were to do whatever jobs were allotted to
me in the nature of unroutine matters that came across the Secretary's desk, that he wanted done, or wanted assistance on.
Mr. TREADWAY. How long have you been in the Department?
Mr. LowRY. Since July.
Mr. TREADWAY. Your work, then, had not previously had any
connection with this subject?
Mr. LownY. It had not.
Mr. TREADWAY. Of course Dr. Doran, whose name comes next to
yours, is no longer a Government official?
Mr. LowRY. That is true.
Mr. 'TREADWAY. He had had previous experience?
Mr. LowRY. Probably more than any man in the Department.
Mr. TREADWAY. Now, tell us about those other gentlemen. Mr. D.
Spencer Bliss is next, and is head of the Sales Tax Division, Miscellaneous Tax Unit, Bureau of Internal Revenue, Treasury Department- uite a long title--what direct connection did he have with
this; did he have anything to do with liquor?
Mr. LoWRY. If I will be forgiven in advance for inaccuracies,
because I am not completely familiar with the careers of the various
persons on the committee, I will state it is my understanding that
Captain Bliss has been with the Treasury a great many years, and
that he has been in charge a great many years of all matters relating
to liquor taxation.
Mr. TiREADWAY. So you consider him an expert on the subject with
Dr. Doran?
Mr. Lowity. Unqualifiedly.
Mr. TREADWAY. Now, Mr. Nevius, General Counsel of Customs,
that would have to do with importations?
Mr. Lowmiy. That would have to do with importations and duties.
I also understand Mr. Nevius has been with the department many
years and is thoroughly qualified as a customs expert.
Mr. TREADWAY. ir. Feis, economic advisor of the State Depart1mcnt, has he had any technical experience along those lines?
Mr. LowitY. I don't know Dr. Feis's career.
Mr. TREADWAY. Has he been connected with the department for
some time?
Mr. LowRY. I don't know.
Mr. TRE.DVAY. M1'. John C. Wilen, counsellor of the embassy;
first, what is that position?
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Mr. Lowiny. I understand Mr. Wilen has been in the diplomatic
service for years and has made studies for the State Department of
aspects of foreign trade in distilled spirits.
Mr. TREADWAY. So probably he. would have been an expert so far
as this swapping program of reciprocity is concerned?
Mr. Lowny. I would l hestitate to say, because I (on't know.
Mr. TitEADWAY. We know Mr. Lourie because he has been before
us, and is very efficient. Now, Mr. Trimble, Solicitor of the Do]partmient of Commerce, does he qualify as an expert on this propo-

sition ?
Mr. Lowny. There again I do not know Mr. Trimble's experience
before he worked on the committee.
Mr. TREADWAY. I assume from his name he is a son of the Clerk
of the House.
Mr. LownY. That is true.
Mr. VINSON. He is a very capable lawyer.
Mr. TRIEADWAY. I am glad to know that. Next is Willard L.
Thorp, Director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
Department of Commerce. His work would not lead to expert
knowledge on this at all?
Mr. LownR. There again I don't know his duties.
Mr. TREADWAY. Then I will not trouble you with the other gentlemen, Mr. Tarver and Mr. Willingham ; probably you lack information as to those.
Mr. Lowity. Judge Tarver wits Chief Counsel for the prohibition
enforcement unit in the Department of Justice and as such has had
considerable experience.
Alr. TRE ADWAY. So there are several gentlemen on this committee
who had previously had experience having to do with this subject?
Mr. Lowiiy. I would say, sir, we made an attempt to get together
the best experience there was available within the Government departments, in forming that committee.
Mr. TREADWAY. One further question, that has to do with the subject of the tariff, you favor this reciprocal method of an indefinite
tariff?
Mr. LowniY. May I say, sir, that, of course, bears upon whether
vyo want to embark upon a policy of making what you have already
referred to as a horse trade. If it is desired to embark upon such .a
comiiiercial policy, I do favor such a plan.
The l)lan is cal culitted to forward such a policy and it is not
calculated to operate for any other purpose. If it is not desired to
adopt that policy, I would feel that a two-colmn tariff is unnecessary
Mr. TIREADWAY. Do you feel that under the existing law, particularly the emergency legislation of last spring, the President already
has authority of that nature?
Mr!-. LowitY. I would doubt whether lie had such authority to do
the thing which you could do by such it two-coluim tariff.
Mr. BoTmiNE. Mlr. Lowry, has'the Treasury Department an ultiimate goal in view ats to the amoutii of revenue to be derived from thi.
tax on liquor?
Mr. Lowny. If it has I have not been so informed.
Mr. BOEHNE. Are you in a position to state what the proposed
approximately $2.20 tax would bring?
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Mr. LowRY. I call give you the estimate which the Bureau of
Economic Research ill the Treasury Department made on that. It
is the estimate which the committee used in its investigation. The
bureau estimated that a $2 tax, assuming that the duty remains
,onstant, which, of course, we could not assume, would bring a total
revenue of $265,00,000, of which $170,000,000 would be excise.
Now, that excise figure itself would be affected by the duty, because,
of course, if the duty were raised, there would be less importations,
and those imports would pay less excise, so that we cannot isolate
any figure.
Assuming a constant duty, the Treasury estimated $170,000,000
internal revenue at $2 tax, or $218,000,000 at $3 tax. There is no
estimate made for a $2.20 tax.
Mr. BOEHNE. Is that based on a certain particular gallonage production or consumption in this country?
Mr. LowputY. Yes; it is based, of course, on an estimated con-

sumption.
Mr. BOEHNE. How does that particular figure compare with the
figures of the last 2 or 3 years before prohibition ?
Mr. Lowny. Materially below.
Mr. BOEHNE. In other words, if the gallonage produced and consumed would reach the figure of 2 or 3 years before prohibition, we
could still have a much less tax and receive the same or more revenue
than is proposed in the report?
Mr. Lowry. That is true. Of course, the estimated rev1eimme
is
estimated on consumption, and the determination of the amount
of revenue is purely a mathematical process.
Senator GoRE. Ijid you attempt to estimate the point at which it
would turn?
Mr. LowRy. The study made by the Bureau indicated that that
point had not been reached at $5 excise, so that they stopped there,
assuming that anything beyond that was academic.
Senator Gonm. So that in passing upon the question of $2 or $5.
you would have to be governed by the period at which your consumption would fall off?
Mr. Lowny. Yes; of course as the consumption would fall off the
revenue would decrease.

Mr. CoopR. I would like to secure a little further information as
to the basis upon which the estimate was made by your committee.
I would like to ask one or two questions. You found that $1.20 a
gallon was about the cost of legal production without the tax, and in
that was considered or included what you consider to be the fair
profit to the producer and the wholesaler, as I understood a moment
Mgo.

Mr. Lowniy. Yes; everything.
Mr. Coornn. That is all included in the $1.20 per gallon. I under-tood you also to state that upon that basis it was thought that
liquor could retail at $1.50 a quart or $6 a gallon. That is correct,
isn't it?

Mr. Lowty. Not in the initial period, but within a reasoimable .-hot t
period, when production facilities and distribution facilities had been
a little more fully developed than they are now.
Mr. CooPEt. Now this figure of $1.20 cost of production, taking the
suggested rate as incorporated in your report of $2.00 per gallon for
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tax. would amount to $3.80 per gallon-that would be the cost to
the retailer V
Mr. LowRY. That is not quite correct because the wholesaler in

figuring his profit and his costs, figures them on the basis of the cost
of the liquor plus the tax because of course the tax is an item of
cost to him, since he is dealing in tax-paid liquor, and you will have
to pyramid in your costs in the wholesaler's part of handling it.
Mr. CooPrER. Of course that would be a comparatively small item.
Mr. LowitY. No; it is substantial.

Mr. Cooking. You mean the wholesaler's profit on the tax paid
item?
Mhfr. Lowny. Precisely.

What in your opinion would be the percentage of
Mfr. (oormn.
that,?
Mr. Lowity. It is my understanding from such information we
could get that your wholesaler in purchasing distilled spirits makes
no differential between the cost of the spirits and the amount of tax,
because-when he pays your bili as presented it inculdes taxes, so that
he has to figure his profit, his interest, and carrying charges on
the basis of the cost of the liquor plus taxes.
Mr. CooPER. On the basis of the cost laid down to him?
Mr. LowRY. Correct, so that would put the same surcharge, the
same interest charge and the same profit on the taxes as it would
put on tie cost of the liquor itself.
Mr. CooPm. Aside from the pyramiding phase of the matter, of
course the $3.80 would be the cost to the retailer, not considering
the pyramiding mentioned by you?
Mr. Lowity. That is true.
Mr. Coom,.it. Now, then, of course that $3.80 from the $6.00 estimate given by you would leave $2.20 as profit for the retailer.
That would be correct?
Mr. Lowity. That would be correct, except that there is the additional item of pyramiding on the tax. so that that figure is not
correct.
Mr. CooPFm. With the exception of the pyramiding it is correct?
Mr. Lowny. If you disregard the pyramiding it would be true,
but I want to make it clear that is only an academic figure.
Mr. Coorit. I understand, but that was the basis of the estimate,
when this report was made by you.
Mr. MCCOJMACK. In your departmental report you indicated we
might reasonably expect a 3-year war with competition from the
organized violators under the prohibition law. Is that correct?
Mr. LoWRY. My memory of it is otherwise. We indicated in 3
years on a reasonable tax program, and taking the other measures
suggested by the committee, we would have gotten rid 9 f the bootlegging industry.
Mr. McCoRMACK. Of course, it is a question of interpretation.
In other words, for 3 years we will have the social problem of tile
elimination of the organized bootlegger.
Mr. LOwRY. My recollection is it would take 3 years to do that

job.

Mr. MCCORMACK. And your point, of course, is that the imposition of the tax should be with the view of the accomplishment of
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that primary purpose. You say the $2.00 tax imposed by the Government alone might possibly permit of the sale of $1.50 a quart
whisky to the consumer, but you are quite doubtful whether or
not that will bring about the result.
Ml. Lowny. One has to be doubtful.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Wouldn't it be much better to have a tax of
about $1.75 at most for the Federal Government and you would
then be certain to be adopting a tax policy which would be completely consistent with our primary social purpose of the elimination
of the continuance of the bootlegger under repeal?
Mr. LowRy. We felt that about the best we could do was to take
the best estimate we could get. We tried to get actual costs and we
did not succeed. We did n'-t feel that it was necessary or desirable
to cut below the estimate that we believe to be about right.
, Mr. MCCORMACK. Of course, your estimate, taking your $2.60.,
with the 20 percent allocation to the States, would bring the basic
Federal tax down to $2.08 a gallon, wouldn't it?
Mr. Lowny. Approximately.
Mr. MCCORMACK.

In considering that, did you weigh very closely

the line of demarcation between thie maximum tax and the elimination of the immediate social problem of organized bootlegging?
Mr. Lowny. That is true; we computed the tax as high as we
thought practical and at the same time permit the legal industry
to compete with the bootlegger.
Mr. MCCORMACK. You also agree that the immediate objective
would be the elimination of the organized violator of the law?
Mr. Lowny. We were entirely in accord on that.
Mr. MCCORMACK. It would be for the best interests of the country
for a tax to be imposed which would assure the accomplishment of
that objective rather than one which would leave it in a field of
uncertainty?
Mr. Lowny. We agree on that. We simply felt it was our job to
find a tax which would yield the maximum in revenue, consistent with
the policy in this line, without straying too close to the line. We
would agree we do not want to place the tax too high.
Mr. McCoRBIACK. If it is a question of fifty or seventy-five million
dollars in taxes, or the establishment for the time being of a tax system which would prevent competition by the illegal producer and
seller, it is far better to have brought into the treasury fifty or
seventy-five million dollars less, and try to have a tax schedule which
would be certain as to whether we could accomplish our main social
objective. Is that correct?
Mr. Lowny. That, I believe, was time unanimous feeling of the
committeee . May I say, in measuring this tax, we not only took into
consideration the estimated cost that the illegal producer had to face,
but we took into consideration two other factors that I believe are
important. First, we thought the general public, or believed they

would rather buy legal than illegal distilled spirits, they would rather

huy it from a store they could go back to and kick

if there was something wrong, and whet they knew what they were getting. We also

believed that the illegal operator has got to make a eomsiderably
wider margin of profit than the legal operator. because it is only in
that wider margin that there lies the incentive in violation of the lw.
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Al'. MCCORXfACK. Of course that margin would have to be wider if
the illegal operator was trying to establish a new enterprise, than
carrying on one pretty well established for 14 years?
Mr. Lowity. That is true, but there has still got to be that margin
their(

Senator Goi.ix. You discount the lure of forbidden fruit, do you
not?
Mr. LoWY, I doubt if there was any lure in that particular
forbidden fruit.
Senator GonE. Will you estimate the revenue on the basis of the
$3.00 tax and the $2.00 tax?
Mr. Lowity. On the basis of the $2.00 a gallon excise tax, $170,000,000; and on the basis of the $3.00 a gallon excise tax, $218,000,000.
Senator GoRE. It would be about the same volume?
Mr. LowitY. No, the volume would fall off.
Senator HARRIsON. On the basis of consumption in gallons what is

it?

Senator GORE. Eighty-five in one and about seventy in the other.
Mr. LowRY. I don't believe those sheets were attached to this report, and the only consumption estimate which was given was 105,000,000 gallons, of which 80,000,000 gallons would be domestically
pro(luced.
Senator GORE. On the basis of $2 there would be 85,000,000 gallons, and on the basis of $3 there would be about 70,000,000 gallons.
I did not get the odd figures.
Mr. LOWRY. The actual proof sheets are not attached here.
li. BACITAIRACH. Mr. Lowry, I understood you to agree with Mr.
Cooper's figures as to the cost of whisky and other distilled liquors$3.0. In that you (lid not take into consideration any State tax or
municipal tax?

Mr. Lowity. No. These were entirely ex-tax figures.
Mr. BACHIARACH. But in answer to Mr. Cooper you did.
Mr. Coorat. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. BACHAmiACI. Yes; I yield.
Mr. COOPER. In that connection, though, you did figure the distribution of 20 l)ercent of the $2.60 to the States?
Mr. Lowity. No. I wonder if I understand the question. As I
understand, the question was whether the $1.20 rate, plus the excise.
which was then placed on for the purpose of asking the question, had
in it any State taxes. It did not. The $1.20 rate from which wV
began to build was ex all taxes.
Mr. B.ACHAicm T. Of course, your $1.20 did not have any State
taxes in it.. I realize that.
Mr. Lowny. No.
Mr. BACIA1 ACH. But in your national tax you assume that the
States are going to relinquish their rights in the liquor problem and
take their money from the National Government.
Mr. Lowny. That is true; and it was only on the basis of that that
we recommended $2.60.
Mr. BACIRACH. In other words, your idea is that we might ji.t
its well quit working as State governments and just let the Nationid
Government run us in everything.
I do not believe that the people
in our section are going to stand for any such prol)osition. In a(hli
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tion to that, I think you should figure in a municipal or county tax.
in

Of course, every one of them puts on a license tax, or whatever you
may call it.
It seems to me we should face the facts. I question whether you
are going to be able to sell your whisky at a dollar and a half a
quart unless the Government reduces its tax.
Mr. LOWRY. If that whisky has got to bear the burden of State
volume taxes, the committee agrees with you. 'This figure was based
ipon the assumption that a plan could be worked out under which
there would be only a single volume tax on that whisky.'
Mr. BAOHARACII. How old would the whisky be that cost $1.20?
What would be the age of it?
Mr. LownY. It woi id be a rectified or blended product, and would
be made up of whiskies of varying ages, so that you really could
not tell.
Mr. BACIIARACH. In other words, it would probably be what we
call "shook-up" stuff. [Laughter.] They would make it overnight
with some alcohol and some aged whisky. It seems to me there
should be some reference made to that, because, as you know, in
the whisky business whisky which is aged will sell for a greatdeal
nore than whisky that is not aged.
Mr. LownY. In all our figures we went on the basis that we would
take what would be a more or less standard product in the initial
vear or two. There will be very little straight aged whisky in that
i-eriod.
Mr. VriNsoN. In order to keep the record straight, in the $3.80
figure that we have been using, in any event, there would be 52 cents
of that amount that could be credited against volume taxes in the
States if the allocation method proposed by your committee were
not put into effect?
Mfi'. Lowny. I am not sure, sir-, that I see exactly the point.
Mr. VINSON. You have $1.20 as the price per gallon laid down to
the retailer. You have $2.60 tax recommended by the interdepartmental committee.
Mr. LOWRY. Yes.
Mr. VINsoN. That makes a total of $3.80. Now, in that $2.60, and
consequently in the $3.80, you have a 52-cent tax that would be
.Lredited against any volume tax levied out in the States if the allocation method proposed by you were not put into effect?
Mr. LowRY. Yes; that is true, on the assumption that the cominittees recommendation would involve knocking 52 cents off that
rate.
Mr. VINsoN. Now, I should like to ask you, as a matter of business
1)ractice and as a matter of fair accounting, what rule in business or
economics is there that justifies a profit to be figured on the tax
paid, other than taking into consideration the interest charge for
the money involved in the payment of the taxes?
Mr. LowRY. I should hesitate to go into the fairness or otherwise
,' .such a procedure, because we di dnot study the matter from that
pointt of view. We simply took the facts as we found them; and we
1111(lerstood that a wholesaler dealing in liquor simply regarded the
tax which had to be paid before he could get the liquor as a part of
th. cost of the liquor.
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Mr. ViNsoN. I can understand that that would be a very pleasing
way to take the base in arriving at the profit. If you figured on a 20
percent profit or a 25 percent profit, you would have a larger base,
But other than the interest charge for the money used, wherein has
he the right to figure the tax in the cost of the article sold I
Mr. Lwny. There again, sir, I do not feel qualified to speak. I
should think that some member of the industry should be called upon
to justify that practice, if you feel that it needs )ustifying. I just
do not know. We understand that it is done.
Mr. VINSON. When you get down to the cost of a product in the
absolute, do you think that it is proper to figure in the tax?
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Mr. LowRY. I had not given the matter any consideration, but it

does seem to me that your wholesaler does not greatly care why he
has to put his money out. The fact remains that he has had to put
his money out. He has had to go to his bank. He has had to have a
larger investment.
Mr. ViNsox. I realize the question of interest charges.
Mr. Lowny. Is it not perhaps a little iriore than interest charges?
I mean, that is the burden of his overhead.
Mr. VINsoN. Let us take an example. For instance, you have a
plant that cost you $100,000. What do you pay dividends on? Do
you pay dividends on the amount of money you borrowed to pay
the tax, or do you pay dividends-I am speaking now of a fair
return-upon the investment?
Mr. Lowny. I assume, sir, that you pay it on the investment. As
I say, this is wholly outside my field.
Mr. Cmiow'iHE. Mr. Lowry, of course you have two problems that
you have been considering, tied together-the social and the economic problems. Of course the main thing that you have had in
view, out in front of you all the time, has been revenue. That is
one of the things; is it not?
Mr. Lowny. That is one of the factors.

;I

Mr. CIOWTHERI. The very important necessity of revenue at this

time. In connection with the suggestion that a part of the revenue
be given to the States, have not the States all through this period

been notified, at least by implication, led to believe that they would
have an opportunity, with the passage of the repeal amendment,

to tap a great new source of revenue, and relieve them of taxation I
That has been the general argument during these last few months;
has it not?
Mr. Lowny. That has been my understanding.

Mr. CiowriEimt. Of course it resolves itself into this simple propo-

sition in my mind: If the tax is too high, the bootlegger is going
to continue to exist. He will still be in the picture. If the tax is
too low, the revenue is going to be intensely disappointing to the

Treasury and to the people of the country.
For instance, you say here that at $2 the revenue would be
$170.000,000. That is correct, is it?

Mr. Lowny. The excise revenue; yes.
Mr. CROWTHM.Yes; that is the excise tax, $170,000,000. Of
course, we were told for a long time that beer would bring t
revenue of a half-billion. Of course that never was a correct state-

ment, but it looks now as though it would bring about $185,000 000.
Mr. Lourie,

of the Tariff

Commission,

testified that

there

t
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would be about 27,000,000 barrels made this year, at $5 a barrel,

which amounts to $135,000,000.

n

Now, $135,000,000 for beer, plus

$170,000,000 for spirits, figures up about $305,000,000.
From that you must subtract $227,000,000 in taxes that are to be
repealed, or for which the proclamation has been made nowtaxes that were laid for the amortization of the $3,300,000,000 in
the N.R.A. Act. They do not all go off immediately. Some go
off in January, some in July, and some at the end of such fiscal year
us the corporations elect to take, as I understand. Two of t'hem
go off in January, one in July, and the other one some time during
iuxt year. Now, $227,000,000 subtracted from $305,000,000 leaves
a very small sum in revenue.

Mr. LowRY. That is true, sir. There are two other items of
revenue on the credit side that you have omitted.
Mr. CROWTHER. Yes; wines and imports.
Mr. LOWRY. There are the wines, and there are the import duties,
which will be substantial.
Mr. CnOWTHEIt. How much, roughly, would they figure, do you
think?
Mr. LowiY. On the basis of the present excise rate and the present
import rate, $5 and $1.10, the Treasury estimated imports of about
20,000,000 gallons of distilled spirits, which would be $120,000,000.
plus there.
Mr. CROWTInEn. And how much on wines?

Mr. LowRY. A total customs and internal revenue of about an
additional $30,000,000.
Mr. CnOWT1F.H. That would make about $210,000,000 after you
take out the $227,000,000 that is no longer a source of revenue. I am

afraid that will be very disappointing. I saw the statement made
.v(sterday that the tax of $2.20, or some similar tax, would bring
$t100,000,000; but I am afraid they forgot to subtract the $227,000,000
that will go off automatically, and have gone off now by proclamation
of the President.
Mr. LownY. A great many people estimate the consumption materiaily in excess of the Treasury estimate.
Mr. CRowTEIR. In excess of it?

Mr. Lowiy. Yes; so that it may be that that higher figure postulates a greater consumption than the Treasury and the committee
thought would probably take place. I may say that some members
)f the committee thought that our estimates of consumption were
low.
Mr. CROWTHER. I am glad that they are on the safe side. I think
th Treasury have always tried to make conservative estimates when
they have been before us, and I am glad these estimates are conservative. If they are not conservative we are going to be immensely dis)pointed as to the amount of revenue received.
It is a very delicate question. I think it resolves into that one
proposition: If the tax is a bit too high, you have the problem of
the bootlegger still with you. He is still in the picture. If it is too
low, the revenue is going to be very disappointing to the people of
this country, who have been led to believe-I have seen it in the press
time and time again-that the total revenue would be around it
billion dollars. Half a billion dollars has been used. frequently.
29161-34----4
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Senator HAIORIso1. Mr Lowry, so that we may remove any confusion about this revenue, it is natural to suppose that the consumption will not be as great in the year 1934 as in 1935. The committee
took that into consideration; did they not?
Mr. LOWRY. We did; yes.

Senator HARRISON. Mr. Parker-who testified yesterday, and who
has worked up with his staff some figures--states that in 1935 it is
his opinion, and that of those who worked with him, that the consumption would be around 140,000,000 gallons. Is that far off, in
the opinion of the committee?
Mr. LOWRY. We did not, as a committee, make any estimate
beyond the first year.
Senator HARRISON. If it is 140,000,000 gallons, and 100,000,000
gallons of that is produced in this country, at a $2.20 rate, say, that
would be $220,000,000; would it not?
Mr. LownY. Yes; it would. I may say that if it were 140,000,000
gallons next year, substantially in excess of 100,000,000 gallons probably would be produced in this country.
Senator HARRISON. I was talking about 1935, not 1934. Now, if
it was 140 000,000 gallons, and we produced 100,000,000 gallons in this
country, that would leave 40,000,000 to be imported; and if we kept
the tariff at $5, and it paid $2.20 in addition to that, that would be
$7.20 times 40,000,000; would it not?
Mr. LowRY. It would.
Senator HARRISON. Somewhere around about $220,000,000 or
$240,000,000?
Mr. LowRiY. I did not make the calculation.
Senator HARRISON. About $280,000,000 plus. That would be about
$500,000,000 on that item if those facts are right, not taking into
consideration the wine item. Is that right?
Mr. LowaY. That is right.

Senator HARRISON. So if that were true, and $227,000,000 comes off
by virtue of the proclamation of the President in pursuance of the
law on capital-stock tax, and half a cent a. gallon on gasoline, and
the dividend tax, you would have remaining then somewhere around
$275,000,000 on those figures to reduce taxes, would you not, on the
$2.20 basis, if those figures are correct?
Mr. LowRY. Assuming all the figures-the consumption figures
and the tax figures.
Mr. CROWTHER. If I may interrupt, the only difference between
those figui'es and mine is the fact that I have taken Mr. Lowry's
base of $170,000,000, as against the much larger figures that Senator
Harrison has taken on the presumltion of increase tp to 1934.
Mr. FnEAR. Mr. Lowry, I understand that two of the important
elements you have been suggesting to the committee in determining
the amount of money that is to be received are consumption and
bootleggers; that is, consumption on one side as to the amount to
be received, and bootlegging competition that may result. That is
true; is it not?
Mr. LownY. That is true.
Mr. FREAJ. You may have made it clear to the commttee-I an
not sure; it is not clear to me-what elements go into that bootlegging
prol)osition that run it up to $4.20, according to figures you gave us.
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Mr. Lowuy. That figure is based upon the best investigation that
confidential agents of the people making the Rockefeller report
could get at. It is admittedly of course, guesswork to a considerable extent. It is a figure wiih would vary with localities. It
would probably b.? low for New York. It would be high for Chicago and Detroit.
Mr. FREAR. Would you expect the committee to take it blindly,
or can you give some elements that go into this? You speak of
bribery as one of the elements. You speak of gunmen as another.
Have they made some estimate you can submit to show how this
bootlegging competition figures just exactly $4.20?
Mr. Lowny. No, sir; that is frankly an estimate.
Mr. FREAR. That is, it is a guess-purely a guess?
Mr. LowRy. It, is a guess based upon such data as is available.
which, of course, is bound to be more or less unreliable, and is bound
to be more or less patchwork.

Mr. FREAR. What is it to be in New York State?

Mr. Lowny. We have no figures on that.
Mr. FREAR. None at all?
Mr. Lowny. No. They took a reasonable average.
Mr. FREAR. This bootlegging proposition, of course, would be in
competition with all those who are licensed, and who would seek to
1put it out of business?
Mr. Lowny. That is true.
Mr. FEAR. That has been considered in making that basis?
Mr. Lowny. That has been considered in making the basis. We
,onsidered that given at legal product which could be offered at :1
'omparable price for a comparable product, the large illegal indiustry would go out of existence because of the additional factors, the
Merchandising factors, in favor of the legal product.
Mr. FREAR. With the uncertainty that exists, how can you figure
definitely, between $1.40 and $2.60, figures you have been giving
d,
us, with that, element purely a guess as to the competition of thie
bootleggers?
Mr.I jOwny. Of course you cannot figure with certainty, and we
i(alize that we are not figuring with certainty. We simply took
the best information that was available and recognized its
ill )erfeetions.
Senator WALSH. Mr. Lowry, I understood you to say that yoir
,',imittee favors allocating 20 percent of the revenue to the States.
mr. Lowity. That is the recommendation.
Senamtor 'WAJsAs1. On what basis is that allocation to be made1)o mlation, wealth, or consumption?
k'1r. Lowity. It is to be male on the basis of a formula taking into
countt the relation between total production plus consumption in
tle individual State, and total production plus consumption for the
,titire country.
Senator WA,sn. Can you illustrate that?

Mr. Lowny. Yes.
iake any State. Take a State which is a highIproducer. That
State would figure its entire production in gallons and its entire
,',,nsumption in gallons. You would add the two together:. You
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would then take the entire production for the country and the entire
consumption for the country and add those two together. The percentage that the one bore to the other would be the percentage which
that State was entitled to of the 20 percent allocated to all the
States.
weighted that factor somewhat to take cognizance of the fact
WNTe
that distilled spirits could bear a higher tax and had greater tax

d

potentialities than wine and beer, and we figured the relative tax

potentialities on the basis of the proposed Federal rates. So the
actual formula read:
The production plus consumption of wine and beer, plus 16 times
total production plus consumption of spirits, as compared to co1parable figures for the entire country.
Senator WALsH. In other words, the State that drinks the most
will get the most?
Mr. Lowity. No; not necessarily-the State which on the record
shows that it could have received for itself a higher tax either oil
the basis of production or consumption. We used both factors, siir.
to take cognizance of the fact that some States were high producers
and some were high consumers. We recognized that the formula
was rough, but it worked a certain rough justice in favor of both.
Senator GoRE. I did not ,Fet your point where you stated "1,
times the distilled spirits.' Please restate that part of your
formula.
Mr. Lowny. The share of an individual State would be calculatedl
on the basis of the total production plus the total consumption of
beer and wine in that State---Senator GORE. Now, wait. That is the production of distilled
spirits?
Mr. Lowliy. No; beer and wine-the total production plus the tltaI
consumption of beer and wine.
Senator WALSir. You separate those from distilled spirits?
Mr. LowRY. We separate them.
Senator GORE. Do you separate both the production and the Coisumption?
Mr. LownY. Yes. Take the total production of wine and beer, pin'
the total consumption of wine and beer, plus 16 times the total co sumption of distilled spirits, plus 16 times the total production of
distilled spirits, for the State and for the country. It is 16 to I b,,cause we recommended a 16-cent beer tax and a 16-cent wine t'.xI
and a $2.60 distilled-spirits tax.
Senator HARisow. Mr. Lowry, I am somewhat interested in the,
State of Mississippii. Suppose Mississippi did not produce aiy
liquor and did not consume any liquor, which, of course,'it does not:
What would it get back out of this proposition? [Laughter.]
Mr. LOWRY. Nothing, Senator.
Senator GORE. Just what it produced and consumed. It woui
come out even.
Senator KING. Mr. Lowry, in the figures which you submitted (idl
you take into account the revenue derived from 3.2 beer?
Mr. LowRY. We did.
Senator KINO. And you returned to the States 20 percent of thliI
Mr. LowRy. Yes.
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Mr. EvANs. Mr. Lowry, how many dry States are there now, since
he repeal Il
Mr. Lowny. I believe that at the moment there are only 19 wet
States,
Mr. EVANS. Only 19 wet States. These other States that are now
dry get nothing on production at the present time; do they?
ir. Lowny. They would get nothing on production unless they in
fact produced. I believe there is some possibility that in some States
,listileries will be allowed to operate and ship out under bond.
Senator GoREt. Have you computed the total census population
in the 19 States as compared with the whole country?
Mr. Lowny. I have not. I believe it is very high, though.
Senator Goit. I supposed so.
Mr. EvANs. What would those dry States get on consumption,
i f anything ?
'1r. LOWRY. Nothing.
Mr. EVANs. Now, with reference to this distribution of 20 percent, what about the States that permit municipalities to tax?
All of them except very few-probably one, I understand-permit
that.
Mr. LowRy. It is my understanding that most municipal taxes
take the form of a license tax and not the form of a volume tax.
Mr. EVANS. They may or they may not. Is not that true.?
Mr. LOWRY. That is true. We assumed that the necessary steps
would have to be taken by the State to see to it that no political
,Ubdivision of the State levied a volume tax; that this offer to
the States is based upon the fundamental proposition that the
liquor in question bears only one volume tax, however imposed or
by whom imposed.
Mr. EVANs. That is a thing that no State could guarantee except
through an amendment to its constitution. For example, the State
of California has just voted all the power of taxing and control
over to the State; so in the State of California no municip)ality or
other subdivision of the State has any power whatever now touching
this problem. I understand that is probably the only State in the
Union in that status. The other States and munici.palities would
have the power to tax for any purpose for which the State had power
to tax; would they not?
Mr. Lowny. We did not explore the State law of all the States.
It is my vague understanding that in a great many States the
State has power by legislation to determine what the municipalities
may or may not do; and in those States it could, of course, be taken
rnre of by legislation. We might find some constitutional difficulties
in some States.
Mr. EVANS. In any event, this proposal to distribute 20 percent
to the States involves a great many complications; does it not?
Mr. Lowny. It does, and we fiinkly said so in the report.
Mr. EVANS. And, really, it may prove to be impracticable because
of the varying conditions in the States and their attitude?
Mr. Lowity. We did not so believe. We saw the difficulties and
recognized them and stated them; but we thought the end to be
-ivhieved was so desirable, and that the benefits to the States were
So. substantial, that probably, as a practical proposition, it could
1( worked out.
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In the first place, the State is relieved from the expensive job
of collecting a liquor tax; and it is an expensive job. It requires a
great deal of supervision.
In the second place, the State is relieved of the difficulty of imiposing a tax on producers within the State in order to raise revenue
and having those producers move to some other State that does not

impose a tax.

in the third place the State gets the advantage of the lower

price for liquors arising out of such a scheme, and the consequent
greater ease in putting down the illegal industry.
Mr. EvANs. Can you state whether any other State than California has voted the control over exclusively to the State?
Mr. Lowny. I do not know.
Senator KING. Mr. Evans, may I ask you a question?
Mr. EVANS. Yes.
Senator KING. In view of the recent constitutional amendmient.
I assume, to which you referredMr. EVANS. Yes.
Senator KING (continuing). Are municipalities denied the power
to license the vending of liquors, wines, or beers?
Mr. EVANS. That is my understanding, Mr. Senator; yes. There
is no power at all now in California except in the State legislature,
as I understand. I am quite sure that is correct.
Senator KING. I think it is vital that we take cognizance of the
fact that prior to prohibition there was no gallonage tax imposed in
any State.
Mr. EVANS. I do not know what the facts were about that.
Senator KING. And I think the talk we are indulging in here
will encourage the States to resort to that plan for the purpose
of obtaining revenue.
Mr. EVANS. I might state, illthat collection,
that my imniderstanding is that one of the reasons wihy this thing was prol)osed in
California was the threat, or rather the anticipation, that in the
event of repeal all these smaller communities and varied section:
would undertake really to effect prohibition by attempted legislation:
so I assume that is a thing which is probably quite general throughout the country.
Senator KINO. Th'len Vol would not have loyal option illVOlil"
State?
Mr. EVANS. We cannot have any more local option inlou1 Stat.
Mr. McCoiuMACK. Mr. Lowry, I was very much interested in voti'r
reply to Senator Harrison's question, and I symathize with' the.
Senator very much if any such l)lan should go'into operation; but
this thought entered my mind: Ihere are some States in the Union
that pro huce liquor buit do not consume it under their law. WY
r
should they get any money and Mississippi not get any at all?
'
Mr.Lowity. Because tfiey have the power.
Mr. MCCOr NACK. But tley do not consume.
Mr. Lowity. But they have a tax potentiality there by virtue otf
the fact that they can levy a production tax.
Mr. MCCOIMACK. Offhand, let me say that I an thinking of .
State such as Kentucky, for example.
Mr. VINsoN. We manufacture medicinal liquor down there.
[Laughter.]
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Mr. MCCORMAOK. Why should a State that produces, and then prohibits the consumption, receive any of this rebate?
Mr. Lowny. Because it is purely practical.
Mr. MCCOHMACO. Why do we not go a step further, then? Why
would not the fair proposition be for a period of 2 years to let all of
the States of the Union have an opportunity to pass on this question?
In many States the legislatures do not meet, and there are constitutional prohibitions which take time to submit to the people. Why
would not a fair proposition be--if any such lan was to be considered-to provide for 20 percent for a 2-year period, based on
population, to let every State have an opportunity then of considering this question, and give them an opportunity of changing either
their constitution or their local law? Why would not that be a fair
proposition for at least a period of 2 years?
Mr. Lowwy. We used the other basis, sir, because it seemed to us
that it came closer to achieving the thing which we wanted to do,
which was to persuade the individual State not to levy a volume tax.
Take the specific case which you put-a State in which by law
distilled spirits cannot be sold, but in which they can be manufactured and shipped out in bond. That State has the power to levy a
substantial production tax on that liquor before it lets it out. It is
a condition and not a theory.
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Mr. MCCORMACK.

rrue, but,--

Mr. LowRY. It will levy that tax unless it is given a better offer.

A better offer would be one which gave it a share in the general reveHues more comparable to what it could collect for itself, and which

(lid not give to States which did not have that taxing power a share

of the revenue.
_SC
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Mr. MCCORMACK. Of course, on the other land, if you have any
scheme like this, it might be well to have a refund to the States on
population without regard to production or consun)tion. 'rheu the
dry States would let the wet States alone, and they would not start
ia demand for imy more )rohibition in tile future, and they would
then be getting some revenue from the F'ederal Government. So.
from a practical angle, that might be a better solution for the whole
,country.
Mr. Lowniy. I should fear you would then find you had not enough
left to offer to the States which could impose their own taxes to
persuade them not to do it.
Mr. VINsoN. I think, Mr. Lowry, tlat when the distinguished
gentleman from Massachusetts thinks the thing through, his sense of
fairness will show him as it did the interdepartmental committee,
that the State that produces the thing to be taxed certainly is in the

picture.
Mr. Lowny. Tiat was what we felt,-not only from the point of
view of fairness, but from the l)ractical proposition tlhit you had to
offer them something.
Mr. McCoRMACIC. There is no controversy between my friend from

Kentucky anid myself in that respect; but I have a feeling that
there are a lot of other States that do not produce and (10 not con-

.uime that might demand a little consideration.

It is a practical

question.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Lowry, would not the plan advanced by the

interdepartmental committee, proposing to allocate a proportion of
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the receipts to the States, based upon production, amount to a premimn to produce?
In other words, take the State of Kentucky, with numerous distilleries: Kentucky would receive a certain amount based upon the
production of those distilleries, whereas the State of Utah, where
they are all law-abiding, a State which produces nothing, would
receive nothing upon that basis.
Mr. LOWRY. If you mean, sir, to ask whether such an offer would
be an incentive to States desiring revenue to repeal their dry laws
in order to get that revenue, I assume that it might be some incentive,
although. I do not know how large an amount the State would get.
If you mean to ask whether it would speed upon theI actual
doubt
shouldvolume
of production in States which permitted production,
it, because the person who is determining the volume of production
is the distiller himself and not the State; and the distiller himself
is not particularly interested in the amount of the tax that the State
gets back.
Mr. KNUTSON. Would you not, in effect place a premium on production, and encourage every State to roAucef
Mr. LOWRY. Bearing in mind that distinction, a premium on the
right to produce, perhaps. A premium on the volume of production
I should doubt.
Senator ING. Mr. Lowry, did you consider the question arising
from the fact that prior to prohibition no State did impose a gallonatge tax, the wisdom of paying no attention at all to that feature of
this question, letting the Federal Government impose such tax as it
sees fit, assuming that the States may not impose a gallonage tax, and
awaiting the result? If at the endof a year or two, we found that
the States had imposed heavy gallonage taxes vhich interfered materially with the amount which the Government might have, or at
least there was such a heavy burden of double taxation as to cause a
revision of any legislation by Congress, it might then be taken up;
but did you consider the question or eliminate the question of the
States imposing a gallonage tax, and just submit a bald proposition
for a Federal tax?
Mr. LowRY. Senator, we considered that; but, based upon such
-developments as we had been able to observe at the time the report
was submitted, the indications were that the States would not in fact
refrain from entering the gallonage field; that the need for revenue.
and what some of the States had already lone, indicated a probable
intention to enter into that field. We felt that if there was a widespread entrance into that field, and if the State taxes were substantial, the problem of coping with the illegal industry and of having
an orderly post-repeal period for the development of the legitimate
industry was seriously endangered; and we recommended this plhi
because we considered the emergency great, knowing, as I have said.
that the plan had imperfections, and that it had difficulties in it, but
we believed it was practical and could be worked.
Mr. CooPER. In that connection, Mr. Lowry, did the experience of
the Government with reference to the revenue from beer, which is
already legal, give any material assistance in considering that
.question
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Mr. LowRY. No material assistance, because, so far as we could
find out, with the advent of three and two tenths percent beer the
previous substantial traffic in illegal beer more or less stopped.
Mr. Coop=. What I had in mind was this: Prior to prohibition, of
course, on beer along with spirits and other beverages a gallonage
tax was levied by the Federal Government. That is true; is it not?
Mr. LOWRY. Yes; a very low gallonage tax.
Mr. CooPER. Now, then, we have had a limited experience since beer
has been legalized. What does the study of your committee reflect
with reference to the attitude of the States toward still allowing the
gallonage tax to the Federal Government, or whether the States have
come along now and levied a State beer tax?
Mr. LownY. A substantial number of the States have levied a beer
tax. I cannot tell you how many, although we did have the figures
at one time. But the problem is not comparable, because the tax
which is levied on beer by the Federal Government or by the State
governments is not high enough to make a differential under which
it is profitable to operate illegally.
Mr. COOPER. But in that connection the fact remains that the recent
experience of the Federal Government with the beer tax rather indicates that the States are going to levy their taxes?
Mr. LOWRY. It does; and the same thing is true with regard to distilled spirits insofar as the States have acted.
Mr. McCLJNTio. Mr. Lowry, I should like to know if your committee gave consideration to the question as to whether or not Con.
gress had the absolute power to pass an estate tax because the States
accepted that plan, thus providing a revenue to the States?
Mr. Lowny. There is no proposal here, sir, to force the States to
adopt the plan. It is a free offer.
Mr. MCCaNno. What would be the result if 75 percent of the,
States accepted it, and the other 25 percent did not?
Mr. LowRY. The 75 percent which accepted would get their share.
Tlhe 25 percent which did not accept would not get their share.
Mr. HiL. It would remain in the Federal Treasury.
Mr. MoCLaNTIc. I should like to ask you another question. Astiming that if you put into effect the Government's plan you would
naturally bring about a large reduction in personne in the various
States which would have to be employed if necessary to levy State
taxes, the amount of profit that goes to the State tax has been figured out here as approximately 52 cents per gallon. Did the committee take into consideration whether a State would profit or lose
thereby in that computation?
Mr. Lowny. We did. May I say. first of all, yon said tliat it
would necessitate a reduction of personnel.
Mr. MoCrNIC. Yes.
Mr. Lowity. It would, of course, in those States which have already
imposed gallonage taxes and set ul) a )ersonnel to collect theiii. In
those States which have not, it would not. We did take into con.-i(leration whether this would be enough of a share to l)ersitade a
State not to levy a tax of its own.
Mr. MOCLINriC. The point I was trying to get at wias this: Would
the 52 cents per gallon pay a State net as nmucih as a State that levied.
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a floor tax and another form of tax, taking into consideration the
fact that the State that received the contribution from the Governmetn would have practically no expense in the way of sul)ervision?Vs
Mr. LowRY. We did take that into consideration. The figure of
20 l)ercent was more or less roughly arrived at. It could be nade
higher or lower if the Congress were interested in such a proposal.
We thought it was necessary to get a figure high enough to give the
State as much or almost asmuch as it could reasonably expect to get
for itself. Now, of course a 52-cent share with no expense is equivalent to a substantially larger gallonage tax if the State has to go to
the expense of collecting. We considered that if a State got much
above 50 cents on a gallonage tax it was getting to the point where,
for social and economic reasons, it would find it undesirable to impose and collect such a tax, and that various factors that could not be
escaped would tend to keep down the State tax. they may start
off high.
Mr. MCIANTIC. Did the committee take into consideration the interest that would be taken by a State in respect to enforcement
where they levied a tax, as compared with a State that did not levy
any tax and received this contribution from the Government? In
other words, would the States make a greater effort to enforce the
law and to do away with the illegal production of liquor where they
levied their own tax in comparison with a State that received its
contribution wholly from'the Federal Government?
Mr. LowRy. We*did not consider that. My own feeling on that
subject would be that the reasons which impel a State to enforce
laws regulating the traffic in distilled spirits would be largely otherwise than the question of a few million dollars' of revenue.
Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Lowry, this posiile scheine of one tax for the
Federal Government and the States has been known for some little
time. It did not await the announcement of this confidential report
that we have here. It has been in the press has it not, for a week
or two weeks, or something of the kind-reference to it?
Mr. Lowiny. I believe there has been some reference; I am not sur,
how much.
Mr. TREADWAY. During that period, have you or your associate,
received any reaction from State officials as to the likelihood of its
acceptance by the States?
Mr. Lowny. I have received no such reaction. Some time agoapproximately a month ago, I believe-I had some conferences with
the Interstate Committee on Conflicting Taxation, which I believe,
is a committee of the American Legislators' Association.
Mr. TREADWAY. Is that an official body?
Mr. LowRY. It is a semiofficial body. I do not ki&'v its exact
status. I assumed this committee would be more familiar with it
than I am.
Mr. VINSON. It is made up of State legislators.
Mr. TREADWAY. Are they appointed by the governors, or by wht
officials?
Mr. VINsoN. Some of them possibly are appointed by the governor,
and some of them are not.
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Mr. Lowity. I believe they are appointed by the governor. That
committee met in Washington and considered independently this
same question.
Senator GonE. When?
Mr. Lowity. Approximately a month ago, I should say; and it
submitted an almost identical recommendation with a somewhat
,different formula for computing the State's share.
Mr. TRnADWAY. That is, accepting the general principle of one tax
laid by the Federal Government, and a division of it with the StatesI

f
P
1.
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Mr. LoWRY. Accepting the principle; that is correct.
Mr. TInEADWAY. Do you know whether that body was sufficiently
official to represent the governors of those States, or the States as
such?
Mr. Lowity. I do not know the exact official position of that body,
sir; no.
Mr. VINSON. I am certain that they are not.
Mr. 'IlTEADWAY. That they could not?
Mr. VINsoN. That they could not. This theory that is advanced
might be ternied the nationalization theory in the fight against
double taxation.
Mr. TREADWAY. Yes.
Mr. VI.NsoN. And it had been considered for several months as
one of the methods of meeting conflicting taxation.
Mr. TREADWAY. So far as you know, then, Mr. Lowry, through
fflicial channels such as the governor or the Secretary of State of
1ny State, any official body, no word has come to the Federal authorities as to the reaction to this proposition of one tax covering the
Federal and State Governments?
Mr. Lowny. So far as I know, sir, there has not; but my knowl4,4dge on that subject would be limited.
Mr. TREADWAY. Would that have reached you if it had come to
Washington?
Mr. Lowny. Not necessarily.
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Mr. TREADWAY. Where wold it be?
Mr. LowRY. I do not know. It depends upon where it is sent
and how it is gotten into the works. I personally have heard of

it
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Mr. TnRADW,%Y. Do you not think it would probably in some way
live reached you if any such word had come?
Mr. LownRY I should hesitate to say about that, sir.
Senator WALs. Of course, several States already have acted upon
this question and have not imposed a tax. They have that knowle'dge, of course.
Mr. TREADWAY. Let me get that.
Senator WAlSH. Several States have already acted and have set
ui ) a. license system, and have not iml)osed any tax, such as our own
State of Ma.s'achusetts. We have no tax at all on volume.
TREADWAY. We have gone back to our old division, wherein
the internal-revenue tax was a Federal tax. and a local license for
the State.
Senator WAlSH. Exactlv and many States follow that course.
Am I correct ? Only a few States hav;e levi,:d a gallonage tax?
Mr. LowRY, I have not got up-to-date information showing which
States have done what.
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Senator WALS!. Will you print in connection with your statement
the formula submitted by this Association of State Legislators?
Mr. Lowny. It is printed. It is set forth in the report, and for
the sake of clarity it is set forth in the form of an algebraic formula
connected with the report.
Senator GonE. Do you know of anybody anywhere who could interpret that algebraic formula? [Laughter.]
Mr. Lowny. I thinkI this one is susceptible of interpretation,
Senator.
Senator GoRE. I have in mind thle hog logarithm.
Mr. EVANs. No State could accept or accede to this proposition
of 20 percent except through the action of its legislatures; could it?
Mr. Lowny. I should think so, sir. It would automatically be
entitled to its share if it failed to levy a gallonage tax.
Mr. EVANS. Could a State accept a gift or whatever you may call
it, of that kind, without formal action? Who would accept it for
the State? What would they do with it?
Mr. Lowity. We did not go into the question of State law. Of
course it involves 48 questions.
Mr. EVANS. That is fundamental, is it not-that no State can
accept any benefit, gift, or otherwise, except through its proper
authority, which is the legislature I
Mr. Lowny. There again that would require a knowledge of the
laws of 48 States. I just do not know.
Mr. EVANS. That authority is the legislature. you see.
Mr. FEmAn. In that same study, Mr. Lowry, what would 1w the
effect-or was that matter given any consideration-of inducing the
other States to increase their production of alcohol without getting
any special benefit from it?
Let me give an illustration of what I have in mind.
For the purpose of compelling all the States to adopt an estate
tax, we adopted a plan of giving to the various States 25 percent of
the receipts. That was a credit by the Federal Government. The
effect of that was to drive all States, with one exception, I belieVe.
into an estate tax. Now, the first result of that was that we gave
them 25 percent. The States subsequently insisted, through Congress, on an 80 percent share, which they have today. lIn other
words, the Federal Government is only getting 20 percent of th,.
estate tax, excepting in the recent act which the Governmnet take,
all of it above a certain amount that is put in.
What would be the effect there? Would not the natural tendenc'y
be for the States to insist that they have the majority? How a".
ou going to confine it to the 20 percent which you have adopt,, I
e re?
Mr. Lowity. I would, of course, assume that if such a pla, wen,,
put into effect there would be a constant---Mr. FnpAit. Pressure from the States?
Mr. Lowny (continuing). Constant bargaining on both sides -:
to who was going to get how much.
Mr. FREIAR. Not bargaining; constant pressure from the States. Ithat a good thing to invite with this question of liquor income, would
you say? Was that given consideration by this interdepartmental
committee?
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'Mr. Lowny. I think, sir, we were fully cognizant, of the fact that
there would be a pressure by the States to increase their share.
Mr. FmA R. How would you protect the Federal Government
then, in the 80 percent Federal share that you start out with I Would
there not be an immediate pressure to get a very large percentage
for the States through Congress?
Mr. LowRY. I should think that that would be entirely up to the
Congress, as to how far it would accede to that request.
Mr. FREAn. Yes; but the Congress is made up of Representatives
from every State, and pressure comes from the States themselves.
Was that given consideration by your committee when you came to
this result of recommending turning over 20 percent to the States
that produce?
Mr. LoWY. I should doubt, sir, if we considered it to the extent of
regarding it as a major factor in the situation.
Mr. FitzAR. Did you regard it as any factor at all? I mean, do
%,ourproceedings show that you did?
Mr. LOWRY. Our proceedings would not show, because our pro,'eedings were wholly informal.
Mr. FREAR. Did you individually take that into consideration?
If so, what was the result in your own mind?
Mr. LowRjY. I did not take it into consideration in the sense of
regarding it as an important factor against such a plan..
Mr. FREAJ. You did not? But you knew at the time about the
"state tax, and the result that the Federal Government had had in
that case; did you not?
Mr. Lowity. I was not familiar with that.
Mr. FREAII. But with that knowledge now, would that affect your
judgment as to this question of allocating 20 percent to the States?
Mr. LOWRY. It would not, sir; because I believe that the thing
to be accomplished here is so much more important than the ques-

('

tion of the strife that might arise over who is going to get the
money.
Mr. FRxAR. Your familiarity with Congress is not sufficient

to

form a judgment as to that?
Mr. LowRY. I have practically none, sir.

Mr. Hr.L. Will the gentleman yield
Mr. FREAR. Certainly.
Mr. HIL,. On the question of the estate tax, the argument on that

matter was made largely on the basis that that was, or ought to be,
the exclusive field of the States. Now, nobody has ever recognized
,r considered, as I believe, that a tax on liquor is at all an exclusive
proposition. That has usually been considered, so far as the excise
f'vature is concerned, the province of the Federal Government.
Mr. FREAR. I have never before understood that that was an ex,.lsive field, because the Federal Government started out with the

ilea of having an estate tax, and originally took the entire amount,

0 percent; and eventually, for the purpose of securing compulsion
fil the other States where people were drifting for the purpose of
c-tablishing a residence, we gave them 25 percent. Afterward, as I
:dIid, the States, when they arose in their might in Congress, took 80
percent.
VINSON. Will the gentleman yield there?
Mr11'.
Mr. FRHEA. Yes.

I
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Mr. ViNsox. I may be wrong about it, but my recollection is that
tile increase of the 25 percent credit to the 80 percent credit was not
brought about througli pressure from the States in regard to the
increase itself. As I recall it, the ight there was as to whether there
would be a Federal estate tax at all; and a compromise was reached
that brought about the increase from the 25 percent credit to the
80 percent credit in order that Congress would not kill the estate tax.
Mr. FitEAII. No; the estate tax was put through, and I happen to
know about the 25 percent because it was my amendment that wais
accepted. At first they took it all.
Mr. VINSON. I am talking about the increase from 25 to 80 percent.
As I recall, special trains came to Washington from Iowa, the State
of Mr. Green, then chairman of this committee, and a. special train
came from Texas aimed at the Democratic leader at that time, Mi.
Garner, now Vice President. The fight then, in that Congress, was
as to whether or not there would be a Federal estate tax; an([ the
compromise was reached at 80 percent in order to kee l) the estate
tax as part of the Federal system of taxation.
Mr. FIIEAR. Let me suggest that so far as the present Vice President is concerned, I am sure he had no fears at that time of tih(,
estate 'tax. He was very courageous at that time, as was Mr. Green.
because they certainly were bombarded in those days.
Mr. iLL. I should like to ask one further question on this suggested double rate for trading purposes as to customs duties. Havv,
the committee formulated any plan by which you can establish one
rate for trade advantages with one country and a different rate oil
the same commodity with some other country?
Mr. Lowty. We believe that is practical, sir; that it can be dole
in one of two ways. You can do it by a classification system, classifying your exportsMI.'HwL. Will you explain that to the committee, please? We

W
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should like to have some light on that.

Mr. LownY. To put. it perfectly simply, it is a plan under whichI
you look at the exports of a particular country, and you find a de.scription for those exports a little different from the description of
exports from any other country, and then you lower the rate or you,
adj st the rate as to exports of that description. That is puttiu
it blutly. We believe that alcoholic beverages, particularly wines.
are susceptible of such classification. Scotch whisky is susce)tibl,
of a classification and a definition which would pretty well mean tihit
it came from Great Britain. You can make cl assifications (if
wines-classifications of port, sherry, Maderia-which would brii,
about the same result.
The system could also be worked in connection with a quota systuuu.
under which the Executive, upon making certain findings of a-. I.
enabled to apply certain quotas to certain countries.
Mr. HILL. That would not involve a change in the rate, would it?
Mr. LowRY. They would work together. Working it in conji,
w
tion with a change' of rate, you could bring about the flexible tret:N
ment that you wanted.
If you lave countries A and B, both exporting the sane (,ommIity not susceptible of a different classification, you ('o1( lower t lie
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rate on that commodity in connection with a bargain that you made
with country A and then you could put such a small quota on
countryy B that the effect would be the same.
Mr. HiLL. Have we statutes on our books now that permit this
(Iuota system, or would that have to be embodied in this p roposed
legislation I
Mr. Lowny. In conjunction with a, tariff of this sort it should be

to

bodiedid in the legislation. Of course, under the Agricultural
Adjustment Act and under the National Industrial Recovery Act
dhere are emergency powers to establish quotas--I believe 1i the
National Recovery Act in express language, and by inference in the

other.
e

le

Mr. HILL. Limited to the life of the act.
Mr. LOWRY. Limited to the life of the act.
Mr. HIL. You have not made any special recommendation on the
subject of quotas in this report, have you ?
Mr. LOWRY. The recommendation is that iii connection with this
2-column tariff, the President be given certain powers to raise
or lower tariffs, to establish subclassifications within the general
hassifications--that is the classification systemMr. HILL. I am speaking of the. quota system.
Mr. LowRY (continuing). And to establish as an emergency
measure, where necessary in connection with the program,. quotas.
Mr. HILL. That is in your recommendation?
Mr. LowRY. That is in our recommendation.
Senator Goim. Does your proposal to allot 20 percent of the
l"deral gallonage tax to certain States contemplate any change at
11in, orhave any bearing on the license system ?
Mr. Lwty. It does not. so long as the licensing system is at bona
fi, o licensing system, and'not so framed as to be a volume tax.
Mr. TIIEADWAY.

Mr. Lowry. I am interested in Mr. Hill's inquiries

in reference to classification'. )o I understand you to say that by
choking up the records of importations, and so forth, you w%;ould. sugV,stea different rate of tariff on the same article "coming from One
' mntry than you would on the same article coming from another
('(JIintry
Mwr. yowwr.
No.
Mr. TREADWAY. Is that classification?
Mr. LOWRY. No; you would not do that. You would place a diffierent rate of tariff on what might perhaps be substantially the
mnie article, but which was susceptible of a different description.
Mr. TREADWAY. Of course such a theory as that, outside of the
fivored-nation clause, never has entered into any tariff negotiations.
We have a standard rate for the importation of a certain article.
Mr. LOWRY. I realize that.
Wr. TREADWAY. That would apply to one country as well as to
mother. Are you suggesting something different than that in this
.I'hssifleationI
Mr. LOWRY. Not different in theory. It may perhal)s work out
differently in practice. To take a specific case, let us say )ort wine,
t is possible to place a tariff on port, wine and so to describe port
wiume as to limit the product which comes within that tariff rate
,'l,4tantially to a commodity which is produced in Portugal.
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Mr. Tmm)DWAY. If we took up a classification system, how could
we limit it to alcoholic beveragesV Why would it not apply to a
yard of goods or anything else and classify it by countries?
Mr. Lowny. Of course that was beyond the province of the committee. We made our recommendation just on the basis of this one
article.
(Mr. Lowery subsequently submitted the following memorandum:)
D.cMnnu 8, 1933.
MY DEARt MR. PRESIDENT: As chairman of tlie Informal interdepartmental
committee on the taxation and control of alcoholic beverages, I transmit herewith, in accordance with your request, an abstract of that portion of the committee's report submitted to you on November 7, setting forth the committee's
definite recommendations relative to the taxation of alchoholic beverages.
1. The committee recommended the following excise rates:
Beer, per barrel -------------------------------------------------$5. 00
Spirits, per proof gallon----------------------------------------2. 60
Natural wines, per gallon ---------------------------------------.

16

Fortified wines, per gallon ----------------------------------------.
40
Artificial sparkling wines, per gallon ------------------ --------------.
40
Champagne, per gallon -------------------------------------------.
80
2. The committee recommended alternative tariff schedules-a 2-coluni
tariff if the Administration desired to use liquor tariffs for bargaining purposes;
a single tariff if it did not.
BARGAINING TARIFF

Beer, initial, $15.50 per barrel; minimum, $4.96 per barrel.
Spirits, initial, $5 per proof gallon; minimum, $2 per proof gallon.
Still wines, initial, $2 per gallon; minimum, 60 cents or gallon.
Sparkling wines, initial, $0 per gallon; minimum $1 60 per gallon.
Tie above 2-column schedules contemplates that the President be given
power to lower the initial rates to the specified minimum.
NONBARGAINING TARIFF

Beer, per barrel, $7.75.
Spirits per proof gallon, $3.00.
Stili wines, per gt Ion, $1.
Sp ruling wines p" gallon, $3.30.
3. In addition tihe committee recommended certain relatively small occupational taxes for control rather than for revenue purposes and a floor stock tax to
make the necessary adjustments between present and recommended excise rates.
4. The committee recommended that Federal receipts from internal-revenue
taxation of alcoholic beverages be shared with those States which refrained froin
lev. inj direct or indirect gallonage taxes on alcoholic beverages--the States' shareS
to be computed as follows:
Twenty percent of total receipts to be allocated for distribution to States. The
share of each individual State to be determined by a formula based on the relation
between the combined production and consumption in that State, and total
domestic
production and consumption for the entire United States.
Respectfully,
EDWARD G. Loway Jr.,
Chairmanof the Informal Interdepartmental committee
on the Taxation and Control of Alcoholic Beverages.
The PRZSDZNT

The White Hio1ue.

Mr. TItEADWAY. It is not beyond the province of this committee in

reaching a conclusion in relation to this system that you are suggei ing of a classification, because it strikes me offhand-it is the fir:i
suggestion-that if we classify by countries importations of practically the same article in the way of alcoholic beverages, there is no,
reason why we should not classify a yard of goods or any oth' I.
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article that we mi l)ort in the same way, and put oil one country's
importations a different rate than we put on others. What strikes
me, Mir. Lowry, is that you are suggesting a pretty dangerous tariff
system to us.
Senator KINO. May I make a suggestion, if my friend will permit
SREADWAY. Certainly.

00
16
40
40
80

0

Senator KING. There are three or four different kinds of currants
lit we import. The currant from Greece is to be differentiated
currants that are produced on the Island of Crete, or in Palesfront
M
hie,
or
Italy. You could, it seems to me, by the classification
that' the in
witness is referring
to, without invading or impinging upoi
the favored-nation proviso, so classify the currants that catne in from
(i'reece or from Italy that itdifferent rate would apply.
NMr. T R'JEADWA2Y. May I not. ask this question, Senator? I am only
You are speaking of currants.
111sking for information.
Senator KING. TIhat is only one illustration. I might give many.
TMr. TnEADWAY. That is an article of growth. Here we are dealig with a inanufactured product. It seems to me that puts it in a
different classification. Of course it is asstuned that the best chainpagne would be imported from France-that is, if you are importiuug. I Slppose out near your home, in California, they make just as
good, but they cannot get quite the same l)rice for it. As an imPorted article probably the best champagne would be rated as comihig from France. On the other hand, there are other countries that
make champagne. Now, when you get it manufactured, how are you
going to classify it? You might classify the grapes from whiich
that champagne is manufactured.
Senator KING. We classify glassware in our tariff act. We classif%' various commodities-textiles, etc.
Mfr. TREADWAY. Different qualities.
Senator KINo. Exactly; but you could consider the quality for
the purpose of your differentiation and for the purpose of your clas-ification.
r. _RnEADWAY. Then the Senator does not see any difficulty in the
siu
ggestion that Mr. Lowry makes as to the classification of liquors?
Senator KINo. I am trying to follow him. I think you may classify liquor in such a way as to differentiate Scotch whisky from
Bourbon or rye, and you could put that into one category.
Mr. TItAJDWAY. Oh. I agree; but when one bottle of rye comes
f-om) one country, anA another bottle from another country, that is
the kind of clas.sification, I assume, that Mr. Lowry is referring to.
Senator KINo. Doubtless there are such refinements in the production of liquor, Bourbon or rye, that it is easy to classify it. For
instance, the Bourbon whisky that came fi'ti Kentucky had, it
seems to me--though I have had no particular experience-a distinct
flavor by which you could differentiate it from the whisky that might
he l)roduced in your State.

12Mr.

TiREADWAY.

I admit that I am not an expert in any recognition

(if those various differentiations, but I want to get the'infornmation.
Senator Goni. I want to make the point that this is hearsay,
11c0i'ding to tie gentleman's own statenieuit. [Laughter.]
Senator KiNo. The objection is sustained.
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The CIIAIRMAN. Are there any further questions?

Mr. VINSON. Mr. Chairman, I move a recess until 2: 30 this afternoon.
(The motion was agreed to.)
(Thereupon, at 12: 15 p.m., the committees sitting in joint session
took a recess until 2: 30 p.m.)
AMTER RECESS

The committee reassembled at 2: 30 p.m., pursuant to the takirig
of recess.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will be in order. The first witness
this afternoon is Dr. Herbert Feis, economic adviser of the State
Mr. Feis, will you please come forward and state your
Department.
name and official connection with the Government and other facts
necessary to identify you?

t
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STATEMENT OF HERBERT PEIS, ECONOMIC ADVISER, STATE
DEPARTMENT
Mr. FEIs. My name is Herbert Feis, economic adviser, State l)vpartment.

The CHAIRMAN. Your title is doctor?

Mr. FEms. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Doctor, I believe you were a member of the Initei'departmental Commission at the time the report to the SecretarN
of the Treasury of November 7, relative to taxation of alcoholic
beverages, was made?
Mr. Fris. Yes, sir.
The CirAIRMAN. The committee would like to know at the out&et
whether you have any general statement that you would like to
make on the subject?
Mr. Fris. I have no prepared statement; no, sir. I should ie
glad, perhaps, in the course of replying to your questions, to go to
a little greater length than the answers to the questions might require.
The CHAIRMAN. You would prefer to yield to questions at the
outset?
Mr. Fins. If you please.
Mr. Ilim,. Dr. Feis, have you made a study of the cost of produ'ction of spiritous liquors?
M I . FEIS. Never, sir.
Mr. Himr,. Your connection with this committee had to do more or
less with the trade agreement features that were in contemplation?
Mr. FEIs. That was the only reason why the State Department
was represented on the committee. It was recognized that there was1
a foreign commerce question of substantial importance, and it wzNs
also recognized that the domestic tax policy and the commercial p0Iicy ought to be fitted in together. It was those considerations that
led to the appointment of-State Department representatives. nind
solely those considerations.
Mr. I-TIL,. The domestic tax policy as related to the foreign trnde
policy?
Mr. Fius. Yes, sir.
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Mr. HILL. In reading the report of this committee I see you stig,er-
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gest in the alternative two sets of rates of import duties on liquor
imported. One is just a straight flat rate and the other a 2-rate
system, the maximum and the minimum. I take it that the latter
plan or suggestion was put in with the view of forming the basis
for certain trade agreeinents or association for trade agreements with
foreign countries that wish to export to this country either spiritous
liquors or wines?
Mr. FEIs. That was the Iderlying idea behind the (lotible-colunin
sir.Could
tariff;
Mr. yes,
HILtL.
you give the committee an idea as to the plun
under which such a dual system of rates might be operated?
Mr. FEis. The source in general was this: Iere was a prospective
trade of very considerable importance about to be opened up. It was
a trade in many branches of which the foreign pro duet was of high
quality, well esteemed over here, strongly desired, and therefore held
prospects of a very substantial trade. If that trade merely took
place under the ordinary tariff arrangement, it might or might not
lead to the same desirable result that those who proposed the double
column had in mind, which was this: That you would begin by
establishing a level of rates that was very high, perhaps high enough
to permit only a very limited amount of tra(le movemeiit; then 'oli
put in the hands of the executive probably, as the easiest wa3 of
carrying out the policy, the over to reduce" any of those i'ates down
to a minium, likewise defined by Congress, if .and a.,. in his judgIent, adequate concessions could be secured for various other American products for which it was important to retain or to develo l ) Dew
foreign markets. The departure was made with these thoughts in
mind: That many other countries, including many of the important
wine- and spirit-producin g countries had of recent years I.levelolp(ed
trade arrangements based very largely on time bargaininv dea.
Now, where you might trust to the ordinary process of international exchange to bring you markets in return for those which
ou permit foreign producers to develop over here, that process has
Iosit the certainty which it once had, and therefore to reserve the
right of entry to the American market, to make it part of a brain
o-11r which you had some control seemed advisable.
'l'hen there was the second thought. Again if left to ordliarv
trade l)rocess what goods would flow out of the American market,
remains undetermined. If you handle the thing in part as a bargaining matter, in your bargaining arrangement you have some
1op)ortunity, limited, it is true, but still some opl)ortunimity to more
or less seek markets for the particular American commodities for
which it seems most essential at the moment fo try to secure foreign
markets, and what the committee had in mind primarily was the
'variousstaple agricultural products.
lThat, in general, was the line of reasoning behind the recomm11VIielation.
,It. ITiLL. Doctor, did I understand you to say that the European
'olmttries have such a bargaining arrangement among themselves
at this time?
Mr. Fins. Very many of them have, in one way or another. They
iave it two-en(id ide role. What they permit to enter very largely.
(el)emlds on what advantages they obtain; yes.
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M r. HILL. Now, it is a matter of general knowledge that France
and some other countries are limiting imports from certain countries
to established quotas. They limit some of the commodities from
this country that are seeking markets in those countries to certain
limited quantities, and it is in view of that proposition that you
think this would be advantageous to our international trade?
Mr. FiEs. I would not say-I do not believe the committee would
have recommended any such policy if merely one country had been
Mr. HI,y. I did not mean to imply that it was just one country,
but there are other countries. I named France, but I used the
blanket expression "other countries." There are others?
Mr. FIms. They vary in degree; they vary in method; they vary in
the explicitness with which these bargains are arranged, but making
allowance for the variation, there are almost no countries on the continent of Europe that in one way or another are not pursuing a
bargaining policy.
Mr. HiiL. In what way, Doctor, could we make such a plan effeetive without establishing a definite rate for one country and a differet definite rate for another country on the same commodity that iexported to this country?
fr. FuIs. That is a process that requires very careful examination.
There may be some features of it that the committee might partimlarly not want to discuss in public.
Mr. HIL,. Well, it has to be written into the act in some geii,:ll
way, of course, without probably defining specifically just wN
classifications you might want to make in order to eflecttiate th,,
purpose in mind in making this recommendation.
MNr. FEIs. As for the general question of classification, one of th,,
first things that became apparent in studying our previously exiAing-still existing-tariff classification for wines and spirits that it i.
very much simpler in nature than those used in most other colunitries. They have a very much more intricate system of classification
than we have been in the habit of using, and'the probable, reasonable surmise was that one of the reasons for developing thai imoi,
intricate classification was to have a more flexible bargaiii't
instrument.
Mr. HimL. I do not understand that it is the thought of the c,,i,mittee that Congress should establish specifically certain classitithe Slti'
tions but simply to provide general authority unier which
J)epartmnent could itself work out the classifications under suil
general authority.
Mr. FsIs. I (1o not believe the committee had any cOimclIIVO
thought in the matter. It had so definite a sense that ('ongr,,
would dispose in this matter that I do not think it had any 'inner
decision as to whether Congress itself in writing the p1rowvi'siii
would write the classification in full, or whether -Congress woulI
write it in part and then give the Executive the )ower of molifi,tion. I do not remember any discussion in which that was talked o,.
Mr. hIL. In vour opinion would it be practical to write into th,'
law sl)ecificallv the classifications that might be necessary to carry
out the purpose which you have in mind?
Mr. Ibms. Subject to the right to correct myself, I should think
it would be practicable for Congress certainly to establish as inmlny
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classifications and as many intricate classifications as are developed
in the report of the committee, perhaps leaving to the Executive
the
power to further extend them or to modify them or to shift
them.
The CIAIRMAN. Doctor, at this point, if there is any phase of
this subje-t that you would prefer to present to the committee
Chair will be glad to take that matter up
session, the
executive
in
with
the committee
with the view to arranging to hear you in
(xecitive session.
Mr. FEis. Thank you, sir. There is nothing very extensive. It
would be only a matter of perhaps 5 minutes altogether. It might
lie a, little bit easier to talk that way.
Mr. on
TnADWAY. Mi. Feis, before proceeding to some other questions.
your request to be heard in executive session, that subject
was brought up this morning with Mr. Lourie, the matter of clasification, and I think he did you the honor to say that you were
lie person that we ought to apply to for that information.
Now
I would like, without intruding on any executive suggestions that
V0yowish to present, I think you could fairly tell the committee at
iis time the nature of the relationship) that you would prefer to
"havecarried out executively.
Mr. FEis. Let me, perhaps, begin a little bit far from the target,
ahout something that you gentlemen know much better than I do.
Any work of classification, tariff classification, in the field of this
4,.on'iodity or any other comnmodity, is a business of rough approximat
ion-I mean there are no perfections about it, and it is a business
in which
more than one element requires consideration. Offhand
I -hoild think these are some of the elements that anybody, legislative or executive, considering classification, would w'ant to take
account.
into
As to our own domestic production, there would be the question
,,f whether for the )articular tt pe of I)rOduCt, Aimieri.am ,co(litions
N(.eied favorable, and whether given aniy reasonable measure of proiti n, the industry could develol) a quite satisfactory lno(luet of
that type at a reasonable cost.
hliat would be one. :knd the eonl Iyof tiat, the determination of the types of pro(luct that we either
wouldd not, or presumably would not, or should not wisely un(lrtake to
,fy to develop here. but rather leave for foreign 'oducers- seeking ,
ill return
O)pportunites
line. for other Ameiican in(lustrv. That is pe
1lm,
the leading

'ng

0,1

1'Mr.

TIIEADWAY. And it is that particular detail of the relationship

between this country and the various other countries that you feel
(,light to be confidential?
it, but not on that particular point.
of the
Mr. isFEis.
That
one Some
element
thatdetail
wouldof enter
into the classification. More
ri.efly, here are some of the others.
Presntinbly, as to whether it is a type of wines or spirits of popular
Of.
~llIll)ti luxury
O one of the vintage wines, and the rest m1ore generally
coisilered
consumption. In on case or the oier t.he eoniTV
,itt(.t, might believe it both wise ad )racticable to apply a quite
,ltl'.rent scale of tariff as a tax. That would be it seoli thiiig.
''lie third element of classification would have several obijects.
It NN
"'uldI be probably such i classifiClatio,, its v"ollid ,'iv(e Iiartall),i_,
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effectiveitess and flexibility, so that you could establish relatively easy
terns for the products of such regions or countries as seem to reciprocate fairly without necessarily extending those to other producing
countries, and it is in that reain where I think to get down to detail
is more easily done in private session.
Mr. 'TitimV"WAY. I get your idea, Doctor. How long have you
been connected with the State Department?
Mr. Fis. Since May 1931-no; May 1930.
Mr. TREADWAY. Woild you mind telling the committee your pri
vate employment previouss to your time, or what your connections
were?
Mr. Finus. I came from the Council on Foreign Relations in New
York, which is, as many of you members may know, a group of
several people of decided interest in international affairs.
Mr. TREADWAY. Is that conducted under Columbia University
auspices?
Mr. FFis. No: it is a private club in a way; a club, however,
which tries to make-its facilities available to the public. One of the
things it does is to edit a quarterly magazine called " Foreign
Affairs " that you may have seen. Then it has a research division
that, makes various studies in fields of American-foreign relations.
But its chief purpose is just to permit the members to meet among
themselves and with foreign visitors for the discussion of various
phases of foreign affairs.
Mr. TimnADWv.Y. You were an official of that organization ?
Mr. Fns. I was an official of that organization.
M".TII:,%)WkY. How do you define your title in the State Dl)epartment? Economic adviser "of the Stat- Department?
Mr. FET:is. It was defined )efore I came. There was a name amd
a salary and they just hookedme up with the name and hooked ine
up with the salary. That is all. [Laughter.]
for your
Mr. TIrmADWAY. And it was not for salary purposes but
knowledge that you were included in this li.t of about 15 interde)artmentlal meni, I take it? Your salary does not change because
you are assigned to a place on this committee?
Mr. F;is. The salary does not change; no.
Mi. TREADWAY. Let me ask you this question: Of course, our
citizens are proud of their own industries in this country and
naturally so. Would you care to express any opinion as to the prewar quality of alcoholic beverages manufactured in the United
States?
Mr. FEis. Practically all I ever saw of pro-war alcoholic beverages
I saw by looking beneath the swinging doors at the corner saloon.
Mr. 'TEADWAY. I did not assume anything else, but I mean as a
matter of your economic group there. I would not presume to insinuate that you had saiml)led them all 1)ersonally. [Laughter.] That
was not my thought, but more to get your 'idea of the q uality of
American l)roducts, whether it was the'whisky of Kentuckcy or: the
rum of New England or the champagne of California or the wines
of New York.
Mr. Fius. Are you giving me an opportunity, Mr. Treadway, to
express my purely personal temperamental taste or is this a technical

question?
Mr. TREADWAY. This would be more technical.
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3.Mr. FETs. Well, as a technical question, I have not the slightest
qualification for replying. I will explain again, if I may, that the
only thing that drew the State Department officials to the committee was the recognition that there was a foreign-commerce
question, a question for one thing which would involve our treaty
relationships, a question, that connected us back to other departinents every clay in talking with the Department of Agriculture and
the Department of Commerce, and their saying that their problems
required the utmost attention to foreign-trade measures, and it is
their shove behind us that makes us more and more alert to these
foreign-trade questions.
Mr.
inAqWAY.
qury
iy was to get your view, if I could, as to
the quality of American products containing alcohol.
Mr. Fi.,mis. Well, I niealn the only view I have would come from
the tongue, not from the brain.
M1r. '1nE,\DW,\Y. I will delay that then.
Mr. FEIS. I am not Withholding anything, sir.
Mr. TIEADwAY. Then let me ask you this question: Are you a
believer in the protective tariff system in American law?
Mr. FEIS. I believe that-tfhis is a long and dull speech.
[Latughter.]
IMr. TIREADWAY. No. oi no. Not at all.
it Senator HAmuISON. It will be if you talk on the protective )art of
it. [Laughter.]
Mr. FEis. I believe that. every government has the unquestioned
right to lay down conditions for the entry of foreign goods. I
lines it is wise and
It-'iieve that within proper limits andproper
jilstilied in time exercise of that policy. To proceed from there would
take ine into a long discourse.
Mr. TIEADWAY. The reason I asked
question was its bearing
on this reciprocal trade proposition, that
and the reason I asked you
about the quality of American l)rodn et. has the same general
bearing.le

Then let me come to this question: In your opinion what will
be the reaction of the producers of American goods as now legalized
in this country-I mean wet goods that are" now legalized to be
sold-if we enter into all these various trade relations that will
e(Iuce the rate of tariff entry of their competitive products?
Mr. F1,8. Isere, of course, I aiim giving merely my personal
jid Igment.
Ir. TItEADWAY. That is what we want.
Mr. FEIS. I would assume that in dealing with the whole question
Congress, or the Executive, would establish, even as a minimum rate,
rites reasonably sufficient to )rotect against foreign production.
Mr. TUEADWAY. In other words, you would not favor the reciprocal
arrangement to the detriment of home products?
Ilr. FErs. I would have minimum rates on those branches of wines
and spirits production which we seemed reasonably well suited to
reducee. I would have reasonable rates for those branches of production such as would give them a chance to develop.
Ilr. TitE.%DW,%v. Bearing in mind our interest fi'st in our own
0 products?
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Mr. FEIs. I would not know first or last-I mean there are various things-like a cook making a soup; I do not know quite how
I would do it, how I would put the vegetables in there.

Mr. TRADWAY. But would you have in mind American interests?

Mr. FEis. In those branches which would seem to have fitness.
Mr. TnEADWAY. Just one more inquiry. In what way would this
reciprocal proposition that evidently the administration seems to
favor have bearing on favored nation treaties or clauses?
Mr. F~is. In the case of countries with which we had unconditional
most-favored-nation treaties, those countries could claim as low rates
as were given to any third country on any particular classification
division without any concession, without any express concession.
Mr. TitEADWAY. 'That phase has been considered, I judge, by your
committee, and you feel that you are within the province of the
favored nation clause in the recommendations you make?
Mr. FEIs. We are distinctly of the opinion that our interest in
the existing treaty relationships would not seriously curtail the useful
results to be expected from this policy. And that I can explain more
"1in detail privately.
Mr. TIIEADWAY. And we would not be getting ourselves into more
difli(ulIties I)\' showing, th,,'e favors in a rec ji)POV1 iiianner?
Mr. EI s. Not, I
d say,
.. on two con(litions--and here perhaps
I might take advantage of the Chairiaitn's original offer to permit
me to make something in the way of a sort statenient.
It would not create re.,entment lrovide(d the minimum rates thalt
were estal)lished were so low for those types ,of wines and spirits
which we were not particularly well qualified to produce, that they
offered a. substantial market to; foreign producers on relatively ea.,A'
ternis and in return for adequate concessions for other American iiidustry. That is, if we p)ermlt the development of a real market here
for the foreign product, there would be no resentment.
Secondly, provided the tariff arrangentent was made reas'onal)ly
perimanent; provided, that as soon its the foreign producers I01(
(evelol)efl their connections, their vineyards, niade all their ealciilations on tile idea that tlere was this potential Atierican inat.iI
provided that then w
W did not ijitntedliately reverse andql shut tll uo
out. That. would do nMore harm-any such policy of quick rever-al
would (to more harn than any tariff )olicy that' we adopted at tlhi,
start.
Let ne say this, that as you gentlemen may know, though perhaps not in detail, because Dhese arrangements shift quickly;, tlivre
is an Executive Coiniittee on commercial policy now operating for
the consideration of all questions in the international trade field.
It is a committee set uil) by the President's order and contains rep)resentatives of 6 or 7 departments. Having received the rot titis 'x cutiv ('
(dsio
quest of xoui coitillittee before tle se
mittee this morning, I took the liberty of discussing this subject
with them, and I was authorized to say that the general view I vll
expressing is in general the view and judgilient of that Execitive
Committee who perhaps woild make this additional suggestion. 0h:It
you might want to take into consideration: If you decide to write
i bill in which the Executive is given power to reduce rates ,Iowli
to a ,ertain iminimuim, you might also consider giving the Execut ive
the lower to establish other types of arrangement, such its 111mr1't
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allocation arrangements in the field; that there may be some situ-

ations that might be fit to be handled better through some form

he

AT

of market allocation than merely by your two-column tariff; at the
time time the committee would not want that to be understood to
miean that it was thought in general these market allocation arl rangements were advisable arrangements. I was asked to say these things
in tile name of the committee.
Mr. TREuAmvAY. Let ine just understand a little more about that
es:oiminittee. I did not intend to ask this. This is not Your interdeOartmental committee that you are talking about now?
Mr. 1F.us. That is not the interdepartmental wines and liquors
t'01muinittee, no.
Mr. TitiADWAY. This committee has been set up since?
Mr. Fris. This has been set up since.
Mfr. TIIEADWAY. Since the interdepartmental committee was set
Nr. FIS. That is right, all executive departments before
Mt
taking
yll action affecting omr imports or export trade, have been asked
to report to this executive committee for discussion.

M1r. TnFADWAY. Is this the one that tile papers referred to this

morning as to be headed by Mr. Peek?

-its

Mr. FEIS. No, sim.
Mh'. TREADWAY. One has got to move fast to keep utp *ith these
various committees.
Mr. Fins. Yes, very. I gather from talking this morning with
semle members of the committee that the lines of Mr. Peek's comiiiittee are not yet completely defined, but I dare say this executive
n,ommittee will work very close along with the committee that Mr.
l'eek will head; in fact, ihey might be merged or something of that
sort.

.\[r. TinADWAY. Is it confidential who constitutes this committee ?
-\[r. Fis. No. sir.
Ur. TlE, DWAY. Would you mind telling mIs who they 1re?

liv'

,.. Fi.Ts. The membership is not exclusive. That Is. each del)artIll has nominated one person, but it is very usual at tile meeting
m'it
are up for disto have additional persons there to cover topics that
(ii1slion that day. Time nominated members are, for the State 1)epnirtmnent, at the first sessions Acting Secretary Phillips, now AsSistanit Secretary Sayre; for (omnmerCe, Assistant Secretary Dickin-

Soit and Dr. Willat'd Tlorp, head of the Bureau of Foreign and
domestic Commerce: for the A.A.A., General Westerveld a1d Mr.
I%:i.Miller; for the N.R.A.. Mr. Oscar Ryder; for Agriculture, )otl
M'. Tugwell and Seretairv Wallace hive been at many of the
Imeetings; for the Tariff' Commission, Chairman Obrienl and Vice
( 'ihirman Page. I think that has bveen tile full regular personnel
1,Ml.
the committee.
TnEADWAY.siibje('t
Ihml(4i inatters
vt in i'ite
Mi when
particular
1)011r(l
invites
ore in-the
ill)? How
ii Otlers
long
)ils thalt
ComIlV
)It

mitt(e been in existence?
NMi. FEIS. Aboiit 4 weeks.
Mr. TiEADWAY. That is quite an old one?
Ar. F is. It is tile father of committees l)b noiw.
X1
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Mr. TIIEADWAY. Just one other question and then I am through,
and that is this: Would you try to explain, in as plain and simple
language as you can, the message that you brought to us from this
board this morning? It is a little intricate for me.
Mr. FEIs. Point 1 is that the general recommendation in the liquor
interdepartmental committee report of a double tariff system, accompanied by Executive discretion, in general seems to the executive
committee a wise policy to follow.
Point 2, that in writing the bill Congress may in addition want to
consider the suggestion that the Executive be given the power to
regulate the inward movement of wines and liquors by other means
than tariff. That is about what it comes down to.
Point 3, that in making that suggestion the executive committee
does not want to be understood as necessarily favoring allocation or
quota plans in general.
That, in essence, is the sum of the discussion of the committee this
morning.
Mr. TREADWAY. The quota, you would feel, was only temporary, as
explained this morning?
Mr. FI's. Either temporary or exceptional. At any rate, the committee has never had anything like a thorough-going discussion of
the quota system and would not want to have me purport it to be
either for or against the general idea.
Mr. TnEADWAY.

I
t

b,
d

Thank you.

Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Feis, in view of the limited supply of liquor.
do you not think that Congress would be justified in givinT first
consideration to the health of the Ame rican consumer rat lr tial to)
the welfare of the American producer until such time as the domestic
production of good liquor will be sufficient to supply the demand?
Mr. FEws. I certainly agree that an adequate supply of good liquor
is an important consideration; however, to rank it and combine it
with the other considerations-on that I do not feel that I can be
very definite.
Mr. KNUTSON. Do you not think that we are in a position now
to consider the welfare of the consumer?
Mr. FEis. You appeal to my sympathy. [Laughter.]
Mr. KNUTSON. How about good sense?
Mr. FEIS. And my good sense. [Laughter.]
Mr. MCCORIACK. Doctor, is it expected that the importations will
be greater for time next few years than they have been during the
preprohibition period?
Mr. FEIS. That question in the interdepartmental committee
always starts a free for all dispute, and the only authority, to the
best of my recollection, that had figures to back up their idea wvus
the Treasury, and they did not, in general, expect a consumption
much greater than in the preprohibition period. I am not even sure
that they did not think there might be actually a decline.
Mr. McConMACK. I understand from the report that there is
practically no domestic, aged whisky in the country at the present
time.
Mr. FEis. It is a very limited supply.
Mr. MCCOIMACK. About

two and a half million gallons.

ti
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be
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lie
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And

that it requires about 4 years to accumulate an adequate supply of
straight whisky; that is, aged whisky in bond usually takes about 4
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years, I understand. There is a small stock on hand which will be
undoubtedly used for rectifying and blending purposes and for
new distillations of grain alcohol. That was contained in the report.
Would not that indicate that there would have to be substantial
importations to meet the domestic demand?
Mr. Fins. It really is a part of the field on which my evidence is
worth very little if anything. I can, perhaps, just add this item
that you probably know, but it may conceivably not have been
brought out so far. It was that consideration, I believe, which led
to
the liquor authority last week to authorize the importation of a
to
substantial number of millions of gallons of certain types of American liquor available in Canada.
Mr. MCCOIMACK. Carrying out Mr. Knutson's question, it would
tee
as though one of the primary considerations of the adininisorseem
trative power, if the administrative power is delegated, would be
that of the consumer rather than protecting the domestic producer
'his
where they are unable to supply the demand. That leas u) to
what I had in mind. You have been talking about the reciprocal
trade agreements and the classifications. If Congress writes in limitations it might seriously limit the administrative unit. What would
be your reaction to Congress prescribing the broad legislative policy
of
anid
leave to powers
the administrative
(lirectionary
as possible? unit as broad administrative and
Mr. Fins. Offhand, I should think that would be the more a(lvisaible course. The first part of your question stirs upil my recollection on a point that perhaps I might recite in addition to'the points
I have discussed.
Ti only reason the committee recommended the use of this
license and quota system during this preliminary period was to
protect the market until the time when Congress could act and
or
down the maximum and minimum terms for the admission of
yay
it
te
e foreign product.. It did not favor in and for itself this temporary curtailment of the market; but on the other hand, it conclu(led
that if later a bargaining policy was to be adopted, you had better
preserve the American market from being fully stocked before you
began to bargain, but it would follow there that unless in the further
currying out of this policy Congress and the Executive laid down
minimuin rates low enough to permit certain typ)es of foreign l)rodto enter on relatively favorable terms so as to give a substantiek
I
tial
market
here which
could be use( to
secure
substantial
markets
abroad
for American
products-unless
those
things
were done,
I for
ome as a member of the committee would feel that the temporary
(uota arrangements, these licensing and quota arrangements that we
using, would have missed their purpose, because that is
irenow
thlill
purpose.
Al)oes that answer your question?
Mr. M(CoHMACK. 'My main question was to receive your view
on Congress laying down the broad legislative policy.
Mr. Fins. I should think that the Executive, having sensed the
perpetual opportunity to review the situation could adjust it.
Mr. McComirAoK. To meet that situation.
Mr. FEis. Yes, sir.

ghi,
le
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Mr. CnowTJrEii. I want to get, clear in my mind, if I can, Mr. Feis.
whether the suggestion that your Departnment feels that under the
existing treaties with the most-favored-nation clause, whether the
policy would be on the broad policy of a 2-column tariff or whether
it is only just applied in the case such as is before us, where the
commodities that we are going to give the preferential rate to ar.
not made in any other country, and for that reason it would not
cause any serious interference or impairment. You get my point.
I think? For instance, on France we might jn our 2-columnn make
the rate $6 on champagne and $2 on champagne from France. That
would not perhaps hurt anybody else's feelings, because we do 11t
get champagne from anywhere else. We might do the same thing
on certain types of Scotch and other whiskies from Great Britain.
What I woonlered was whether your theory on which your discussionl
is based pertains to this one sit'bject or whether you went into thi,
broad policy of a 2-column tariff.
Mr. FEIS. For all commodities?
Mr. CRowTHER. For all commodities.

Mr. Frs. We did not go into that. 'ie discus.;iol was entirely
limited to the one commodity.
'Mr.CrowTHrI,. I am glad to know that. The suggestion wats mad,
this morning by Mr. Lourie, and if I got it correctly it was this::
Ilk.i suggestion of obviating the difficulty was that we make the special rate, say, to France or some other county, E ngland or anybody.
and then in any other competing country we make a quota restrictioi to this for them. It did not seem totme that was a proper Plo)cedire; it was too much like doingn by. indirection wflhat you coild ]I((
do directly.
Mr. F~is. I do not think that that idea was ever discussedd by th,
committee.
Mr'. CrOWTHE'r.

I just wanted to get that. I am glad to know that
the discussion on this point dealt wholly with the liquor question a1i
viewl)oint rather than general policy.
Mr. FEis. I think your question relates to the general questimi

V
Ve

I

F~x
fil

asked before, were our treaty commitments such as to limit the eifectiv\e use of a double column tariff for wines and liquors.
he answer
is to be found partly in the classification, partly in the fact that w,
have not git treaties with the whole world.

U

That is another part.

We have a great many of them.
Mr. F ms. A great many, yes.
Mr. CIIOWTHEm.

Mr. CROWTrmIL-.

With all the important countries of the world.

Mr. FEiS. No. sir; there are many countries with which we do not
have them.
But I think this had perhaps better be reserved as the Chairm;imm
suggests.
Nowias to the other question, the committee was appointed sole,
to deal with wines and liquors, and any suggestion in there imitlt
ntecessarilv have been limited to that fiel(I. They had no jurisdiction

the

1.

Io I

outside of it whatsoever.
M11r. ctoiw'rm'.rm. From ImI viewpoint of protection I am afrai,1

of the entering wedge. That is all. I am afraid of the ctll)c"inose getting under the tent. That is all I am afraid of.
Let me ask you, would this be a fair question: Do you think yom
personal ol)lion , or is it true of the State Del)artmetnt, that
,

'lert
1
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the existence of our present treaties containing that clause, we are in
the
it position now, not particularly with regard to wines and liquors,
t110e1 but to adopt a two-column tariff schedule as against the world, with
te
the existence of our present treaties, without repeal or abrogation of
present treaties or something of that sort? Is that a fair question?
Mr. Frms. That ,is an invitation to dinner, Mr. Congressman.
h
lLaughter.]

Mr. Cnow*Tnwu. That is all right if you pay the check. I Laughter.]
'Mr.
Fins. Naturally, I think the question of a two-colmnn tariff
might as a general matter of policy be well worth consideration; not,
way I add as part of the general tariff revision but I can imagine a
j)ossible delegation of powers to the executive of a somewhat broader
character , such as in time might lead to the development of a two,ohumn tariff. But that is a purely personal idea, and I want to
assure you again that this wines and liquor thing was not debated a-, a
question of general )olicy at all.
Mi'. C)OWTmm. I do not think you quite got my point.
Mr. Frus. On the one hand there was the fact that we were going
to openi ill) this new American market; on the other hand there was
lie D)epartment of Agriculture saying: "1Canl you do anything to
("1. 0111' situation on staple American products?
A nd yol put
those two things together and you have got those sections of the
report to meet.
Mr. (mOwTun.1m
The merits of the proposition may be debatable,
,,ii'
crse, but what I asked you was whether you thought, under
,,xisting laws and treaties, we tire in a position now. without some
.iianges ill them, to have this two-eohiiiim) tariff on things other thani
ws.
-ll'as a general proposition .
lt

ing
sioli

]IM(1

Mr. FEIs. I ('ertaimily would not want-I should not think it
lilt

would be advisable to 'do it by any single legislative act. If it is
(,ofle at till, it wouhl have to ie done by, I think, delegation to tie
Executive and slow use of the delegated powel if circIuistances
favored it-something of that kind, something of that sort. Tliat
wfquld be the way in which the transition would be ina1de.
Mr. HrLI. Doctor, can you give us a list of the principal countries
with which we have treaties under the favored-nations clause?
M\Jr. FEis. I would prefer, if you would permit me, to send a
t riited record down to von.
Mi. lmnr,. And also lose with which we do not have such treaties.
Mr. Furs. We have actually more executive agreenients than we
have treaties. However, if I may be l)ermitted for the purpose of
the record I will send the whole list.
Mr. HIu.L. That will be )erfectly satisfactory.
Mm'. McCmN'rc. Is your department, your committees. giving out
to the public information that relates to the amount of liquor that
has been assigned to the various countries on the quota basis eligible
It,
be brought in ?
Mr. Fis. No, sit'.

Mr. MCCIINTIC. Is that considered a matter that should not be
,ken to the public?
Mr.FEIs. From the very beginning the State Department has IumI,lei'taken to give out no information whatsoever oii any phase of ithe
-ubjet. That was to avoid crossed wires. When il. Lourie wan
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chairman of the committee it was left to him, and since Mr. Choate
has come down it has been left to Mr. Choate.
Mr. MCCrJNTW. Then that information will not be given out to
the public?
Mr. Fthis. It certainly is for Mr. Choate's decision, not the State
Department's decision.
Mr. CRIOWTHE. Just one more question. I was wondering if you
really thought that this offers a very broad base for trading facilities or opportunities at this time. I notice that the average value
of our importations of all champagnes and other sparkling wines for
the years 1900 to 1918 averaged around $4,000,000 in value, with
the duty collected the highest ever around $3,000,000, and running
from one to two million, and so forth. Does that afford a very
big base?
Mr. EIs. I think it is easily subject to exaggeration. I would
anticipate American purchases of foreign wines and spirits to be
somewhat greater than it was in the 1)rel)rohibition period. Nit
that is entirely, as it must be, entirely a personal hunch, nothing
more, and at best I agree that it is subject to exaggeration.
Mr. CRowTiI. I just mention that because, as I stated before.
I am concerned about the entering wedge of developing this l)olicy.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any questions, Senator?
Senator HARRISON. I wanted to ask the Doctor, Mr. Treadway
asked you about your services ul) here now. You canie here in 1930,
I understand?
Mr. Fms. Just about. I do not want to confuse the record and I
want to correct myself again. I caie in 1931, May 1931.
Senator HARRIsO.N. When Mr. Stimson was Secretary of State?
Mr. FFls. Yes, sir.
Senator HAnIsox. And you served through Mr. Stimson's administration? And you have been there since, rendering very valuable
service.
Mr. Fis. Thank you, Senator.
Senator IIARRISON. I wanted to ask you, just to remove any iimpression that may have been gathered in t le country, it has been
intimated, or insinuated, by some papers that this reciprocal trade
.agreement might be used against certain countries that were not
meetings any part of their foreign debt, and that certain favoritism
might te shown to other countries that were making every effort to
pay a part of their foreign debt. Of course, that question was not
considered by the departmental committee at all?
Mr.IEms. No, sir.
SenatoritAISONus . You have given no consideration to that?
Mr. Fis. No, sir.
Senator H,\ilsox. And, of course, express no opinion on it?
Mr'. ns. None whatever. And perhaps, if you will permit me to
add. that, our natural approach to this thing is'to use this advantage
to develop trade, not to create new antagonisms.
Senator LImiSON. Of course, if it would create a little bit of
payment, it would not hurt? [Laughter.] But that has not been
]
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con sidered by the State Department at all?

Mr. Fis. It has not entered into the considerations of the interdepartmental committee. If any power is delegated to the President,

ye
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I do not suppose anybody can limit the considerations that the Presi(lent might take into account. But it was certainly not a major
consideration.
Mr. JENKINs. Did your committee arrive at any definite conclusions which could be announced to the public as to what American
products would admit themselves best to this type of legislation?
Mr. Fins. In informal talk that was very often brought to the
fore, especially by the representatives of the Department of Agri-

ig
S

culture and of Commerce. It would be those commodities which had
shown themselves able in the past to develop foreign markets on their
own initiative if not obstructed too completely by foreign governments. Such American agricultural products as our cotton, our
cereals, our fruits, our porkc and pork product- were items perhaps
that entered into discussion more frequently than any others; and
find in the field of industry such typical American products as
Ateican automobiles, which it has been proven time and time again
that the l)Ol)lation of foreign countries want if they get a chance
to get them.
The CHAIRMAN. Are there any further questions? If not, Doctor,
we thank you for your attendance and testimony and the information you have given the committee.

Are there any other representatives here from any of the executive departments or the Tariff Commission that would like to be
heard?
Mr. HmL. Mr. Chairman, if there are no other representatives of
the Departments, Mr. Lourie of the Tariff Commission is here.
The CAIRAMAN. We will be glad to hear Mr. Lourie. Give your
mnne and address, please.
STATEMENT OF HARRY L. LOURIE, UNITED STATES TARIFF
COMMISSION
Mr. Lounim. My name is Harry L. Lourie, and I am a member
of the staff of the Tariff Commission. I have been with the commision since April 1923, and before that I served for 14 years as a
chemist and an executive under the Pure Food Law having charge
i t one time of the control of the imports of various #oodstuffs enteri i g at New York City.

T1he CHAIJtIAN. I-ave you a general statement that you would
like to make, or do you prefer to just answer questions?
Mr. LounmE. You have had so much testimony I do not know if
there is anything I can add to the statements already made, but I
will be very tla I to answer any, questions you have to ask.
Mr'. HIT, Iwould like to ask you a few questions. Have you
had any considerable work in the line of statistical research in con0t(etion with alcoholic liquors?
Mr. Louimn,. Yes, sir. The Commission prepared and has imade
public two statements with respect to alcoholic liquors. The first
was a volume, a )amphlet of about 50 pages, which was a digest
one
of the ol excise l'aws ain showed a comparison of the various tariff
a(ts from 1897 to the present tariff act. it also gave the statistics

uf the production find the withdrawal of the various categories of
spirits and the imports b.y countries as well as in total for the various
yvears 1900 to 1932.
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The statistics also attempted to show the part that had been played
by the revenue derived from alcoholic taxes beginning with 1900, as
compared to the total revenue of the United States from all sources.
Mr,T1RADWAY. May I interrul)t you to this extent? That chart
that Mr. Lourie furnished the subcommittee would, I think, be a
very illuminating document to have incorporated as part of his te,timony now, and I suggest that if the chairman approve, the cleric
be asked to bring it down from the committee room upstairs.
Mr. Hi,.
What part did you have in this work, Mr. Lourie? bid
you yourself l)ersonally conduct this investigation for the Tariff
Commission?
Mr. Loumn.
Of course, it would be physically impossible for any
one person to gather all the information himself. I had an assistant
and we used our statistical division. Probably 20 or Mt people
gathered the figures, and then we simply worked out our calcu itations and presented them in what we thought wvas the logical order.
I may say for the benefit of the committee that early this year the
Commission had discussed the advisability of l)reparing ?or Congress, in line with the statutory requirements, a summary of tariff
information on the entire alcofiolic schedule, and we had begun to
work oil this proposition and had made considerable headway; in
fact, we had all of the statistics gathered and a great deal of time
descriptive material prepared when the Interel)artmental Conimittee was organized, of which I was a member. As the committee wa.s
preparing to report, the Commission decided to postpone the issmmince of its own publication, and siml)ly furnished the Interdepartmental Committee the various statistics that we had gatheredan1
tile various estimates thlat we had made, and we made public this
particular document, and last week, I thinlc it w:as, we made pi)lic
a statement showing for each country of the world the imports (,
the various kinds of liquors during the fiscal years 1910 to 1914.
Senator WALSH. Do you think the tariff on spirituous liquorshould be less for the currrent year than for future years because (d
the shortage of supply?
Mr. Lounm.That is a question Senator Walsh, that I feel very
loath to answer, because, as you know, the Commission representirives never discuss the actual correctness of any
rate.
But may I
say this
.
t m '
Senator Wmstc (interposing). It has been suggested here that it
order for a legitimate dealer to successfully, compete with bootleggers, liquor should be sold at a retail price of $1.50 a quart. If
that is so, has your committee made any estimate of what the rut,
should be, the tariff rate, upon liquor, and what the gallonage ra'
should be?
Mr. Lovun:. I think I can answer that best,. Senator, by maklrg,
this general statement: That if you will examine the compaisonsSenator W rIs L (interposing). Do you agree that there is a price
at which the legitimate dealer may be at a disadvantage as agail:-t
the bootlegger?
Mr. Loumii-.. Absolutely.
Senator WAj.sm Now, then, if that price is fixed, should we ,iot
have in mind a rate upon the gallonage, a tariff duty, a tax within
that price, together with the cost of production ?
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Mr. Louiti. Of course, that problem was before the InterdeIartmental Committee in all stages of its discussion. because we
vealized-at least, I believe all members of the committee felt that
the first problem that the Government faced was to get rid of the
iootleg trade, and that the next problem was revenue, and that any
attemptt to raise large amounts of revenue would fail because of the

fact that the bootlegger would still stay in business and the legiti,iate dealer would not be able to thrive, and the Government would,
4 course, not get the revenue.
As far as tariff rates are concerned the rates in the tariff acts that

ftollowed prohibition were al)proximately double the rates which had

y

11

been in existence in the tariff acts of 1909 to 1913. In those two
tariff acts the rates were identical. There was no change at all as
far as the alcoholic beverages were concerned. And I may say for
Your information that in those two tariff acts the rates on disiilled
;lirits were $2.60 per proof gallon, whereas in the existing tariff act
th*ey are $5 a proof gallon. And furthermore, the existing tariff
hds the Internal Revenue tax, which was not included in the earlier
acts. The earlier acts included, )resumably, a protective element,
tal whatever the internal revenue rate had beeni, and in those days.
,, you know, the internal revenue rate had hung at $1.10 for a great
!tany years. So it was rather simple for Congress to (letermiine how
itl1ch ihe protective elemenit shol 1111ioltiit
I
to.
Mr. 1iL. Mr. Lourie, have von made ally invest igatiolt of the
-.,t of production of whisky in America?
Mr. Lounlu:. I might l)ut it, this way: The Comission, of course,
I :1s imot; able to determine by. the examination of tie cost recordsof
111,it lucers what it act|allv crost. because the industry, as vol know,
wVa,+
onl. ill existence tr a permiit system, and we (lid not feel that
WVweeC justified in attem)ting to use costs Iutideri a restricted system
:I- being true of what the cost wotill be raider it free system. Howv.r., certain cost elements were rather easy to ascertain from gen,.1'al information. We know that if you mak11e a. corn Whisky, bourh.,n type, you get, roughly, four andla half gallons of lroof spirits
1,f-', It bushel of corn. The definition thtms been laid down
by
spirits,
tle Government since tie Civil War is that a gallon of proof
Pll plroof, is 50 percent alcohol by volume. Now, if you take corn
-,lling at 45 cents a bushel, you hive a raw material cost, if you are
_-,'iimg'to get 41/2 galons. of 10 cents it gallon for your raw. iaterials.
Of course, then you cllIi 11(h(] general figures for overhead and labor
a111d cost of manlagemient, depreciation onl your plant, and I thiinkc
ijaler normal conditions, wit capacity operations, the average distiller could make a gallon of whisky for somewhere between 30 and
I0 vents.
TIhe CHAIRMAN. With corn at what price?
Mr. Loumn. Taking corn at 40 cents a bushel, which happens to be
V
close to what the 1rice was in the preprohibition period.
(-fl
INhisky, of course, is usuimlly stored for 4 years. I am now talkima about the aged whiskies. We determined from the cost sched'l-. for the storing of wlisky, as issued by the various people, that
:1 wotild roughly cost 20 cents a gallon to store whisky for 4 years.
A. ,I we finally'reported to the Interdepartmental Committee that.
:','-Il'flig to olr est illlates, tle (.cost of making a galhm of whisk.
-

21 1l
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should not be more than $1.20, including the profit. I think that that
figure under ordinary conditions, is fairly accurate. It does not
include the tax, and I think that you can arrive at an estimate of its
accuracy by remembering that before )rohibition, with a tax of
$1.10, there were large quantities of whiskies sold in the United
States from 75 cents a quart up to $1.25 for the high-grade whiskies.
Mr. HILL. Under the $1.10 tax?

r

Mr. Louniir. Under the $1.10 tax. Now, when the committee con-

sidered the $2.60 tax it was a simple matter of arithmetic to divide
the difference out and see how far the increase in tax might raise the
cost of whisky made today under raw material conditions very
similar to what existed before prohibition.
I may add, gentlemen, that the cost of labor in the distillery is
not an important part of the cost of making whisky. It is an operation which does not call for a great deal of hand labor. So we
figured that whisky which could-iave been sold before prohibition
at 75 cents a quart with a $1.10 tax, certainly could be sold-and this
is at retail-for $1.50 at a $2.60 tax. But our calculations, of course.
were based on the theory that there would be no superimposition of
taxes by the States. Our historical studies showed that the States
had used their licensing systems and their saloon taxes and various
taxes to raise revenue but had not taxed the production.
Senator HAmIsoN. Have you got the figures there to show the
aggregate privilege taxes collected on licenses paid before the days
of prohibition by the States and the cities?
Mr. Lout. I gathered those statistics for the years 1914 or 1915.
but, I am sorry I haven't them with me. I got the figures together:
for the committee itself and it ran into quite an amount of money,
but, of course, that was before a number of the States changed from
wet to dry and the local option, which caused quite a change in the
figures. "The United States census got out a report during that
period showing the taxes gathered by the States, counties, and cities,
and showing what portion of those taxes were gathered from each.

Senator

HARISON.

You haven't those figures?

Mr. Louni,. Those figures on taxes gathered from the disposing of
alcoholic beverages I can supply to you, but I haven't them with
me now.
Senator HAIIIIIsoN. I think, Mr. Chairman, it would be well to put
those in the record, if we conid, and put them in by States.
The CITAIRMAN. It is so ordered.
Mr. LouHiE. I have them by States and by cities.
Mr. HmL. On this $1.20 cost you stated, what percentage of profit
did ou allow?
Mr. LoUniE. I will have to be frank and say we did not consider
the question of profit. I tried to make an estimate of what the cost
had been before prohibition, and then taking into consideration the
fact that the business has to be rebuilt again and there would be
additional cost at the start, and that labor is somewhat higher, that
figure of $1.20 looked rather ample, considering that in the old days
we know whisky had actually retailed at 75 cents a quart.
Mr. IHnir,. 1hat cost of $1.20 was for a gallon of whisky 4 years
old, aged in wood?
Mr. LouiiE. Yes, sir. In other words, it amounted to 30 cents ,t
quart for that whisky, without taxes.

/
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Senator WALSH. That is the distiller's cost?
Mr. Loumn. The distiller's cost; yes.
Senator WALSm.There must be added to that the wholesale and
retail profit?
Mr. LoumE. Yes, sir and of course
the various taxes, and the question of license fees in the cities and States.
Senator HARRISON. That did not include the cost of containers?
Mr. LounIE. No; I used that without cost of containers.
Senator
and
jugs l HARRIsoN. I wonder if the cost has gone up for bottles
Mr.LounmE. The cost of bottles should have gone down, because
during the interim period there has been developed an automatic
machine for making glass bottles. For example, the recent study on
the cost of making beer in the United States shows bottles now
is a very small item of cost.
Mr. VINsox. At that point I recall Mr. Lowry's testimony this
$1.20 per gallon included bottles.
Mr. Loumn.
There has always been a different' 6f opinion as
to that point.
Mr. Viwsos. I just wanted to know whether I understoodTMr.
Lowry correctly or not.
Mr. Louvnu. As to the total cost. if you include the bottles, figuring there are four quarts to the gallon, I think a whisky bottle
with its label and cork and the container on a gallon basis, that
the entire thing would amount to somewhere between 25 cents
and 35 cents, perhaps; for the 12 bottles and the corks and labels.
depending on the type, of container, or it might run up a little bit',
but thie use cartons which are relatively cheap.
Mr. C OOPER,. As I recall now, I asked'Mr. Lowry the definite question whether or not this $1.20 was the price that legally produced
whisky cost the cost of the goods to the retailer, and I'understood
him t say it was. Wouldn't that embrace all of tie elements you

now mention?
Mr. LOuJUE. It would, but I do not agree with Mr. Lowry's answer,
because at the same time I prepared these cost figures on the same

e'hart which the chairman of the committee has mentioned we have
the cost of making beer, and in that )articular cost item we did
not include bottles.

Senator Go.u. Wouldn't that apply to the wholesaler instead of

the retailer?
Mr. COOPEn. My question was, What is the cost of the goods (e-

livered to the retailer?

'And that is what he stated, as I recall it,

$1.20 a gallon.
Senator Goitu. I thought that was the price produced to the
wIiolesaler.

Mr. KNUTsoN. Some witnesses testified it was the thought of the

ilterdepartmental committee that whisky should be finished to
the conslinmer at, $1.50 a quart.
Mr. LOuriE. Yes, sir.
Mr. K\UTsoN. The present import tax is $5 a gallon.

Mr. Louvin. Plus $1.10.
Mr. KxUTSON. That makes over '100 percent ad valorem.

Mr. Louiti.
with.

It depends, of course, on what you compare that
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Senator -AIMUIsON.
"ive dollars was the before-prohibition rate.
Mr. KuqrsoN. That is 333 percent, then, and that is high, isn't it?
It would depend ol what you compare the rate with,
Mr.Loumu.
whether you compare tile rate with cost of producing a particular
type of whisky in the United States, or whether you compaire the
rate with the c-ost of reducingg that type of whisky in the country
it, came from. The distilled spirits we import come from a numjber of countries and the same rate applies to cognac, which may he
'10 years old, that would apply to Scotch whisky or gin, which might
he only 3 years old.
Ir." KN"UTSON. That applies to Canadian whisky which is contparable to American whisky, and in fact is, to all intents and
purposes, American whisky.
Mr. Lovnmi.. Yes. sit'.
Mr. Kyi'rsOX. doesn't t it seimi the tariff would be pretty highI
until such a time as we can i)rovide the American consumer with a
straight. whislkv rather than a blend of doubtful quality?
M'. Lorit. I might answer that question by saying at least.,(I
percent of the w hisky consumed in the United States even before
prohibition was Ilen(led-blended a11(1 rectified whisky.
Mr'. K-,tS ON.,. Yes. but they didn't know much about it thlln.
and they know all about blending and rectifying whisky now. 'ThI.
average Anmericai isa pretty good chemist now. It has taken lihim
38years to leari, but lie has it pretty fair knowledge now of cutting and blending, and from now on I think they will demand am
straight whisky.
MI'. LoitiE.' ,thi ink that is it matter of opinion as to which i>
tim better wiisiy. a blended whisky or straight whisky. I miglt
say under the P'im' Food Law regulations, which are quite stvi('.
there was an order issIued by President Taft, and various olimmiolrendered, one by the Attoi-iey General, at that time Mr. 1ickerIhere was an ol ruling that to h),
shalll, as to whatt whiskv is.
whisky " alone it should not h6
entitled to the um;e of tle word
touche(1, and this whisky, bottled in tile bonded warehouse witd(
the Government's seal ov("r the cork, was straight whisky. The,,
you had your blended whisky, which was of two types. lhen y,,1
had your rectified wisky, which was a blend of a small amount ,,t
old whisky and a ha roger amount of neutral s)irits. rThein you ha'I
a mixture of neutral spirits and other liquids which were not . 1oh
unrde the name of whisky.
Senator Gom... Then they were blended in the United States?
Mr. Lounm:. Yes.
Senator1 IlJ S(N. W iat is mutm'al spirit", I have forgotten wlm:,
it is.
you mae it
Mr'. Loutimi:. Neutral spirits is pure alcohol, whether
f'ro t gas. f-l ,'(,Illn. or from what, an(1 it is made froni maly IiL.Senator HARItISON. I used to know what it was ill tile old (fiat-,.
If wve woulId make the price too high, isnt t liii
Mr'. K .
imdanger that ianvy would go illto tIe i'(cfifying busilness?
Mr.Loun, I don't know just as to that.
Mr. Kxu'rsoN. What iuthii' 1iarm,ket pi'e of alcohol now ?
Mu't. L~o(It'm i:. I dom 't klmwfu what the( 'u'ice of a heohmol is today.
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Mr. KNUrTSOx. Of course it has gone up lately on the strength of
Repeal, but it has been down to $8.00 or $9.00, according to the morning paper, per gallon, and I am informed each gallon will make
two or three gallons of rectified liquor. I (don't know whether that
is correct or not.
Mr. LounItu. Of course there never has been any limit to that.
Mr. HILL. In the rectifying of whisky tle aniount of alcohol detcimnines the basic price, and then in addition to that you have the
rectifying tax, which is an additional tax, and what would that be
in the matter of the cost of rectifying whisky?
Mir. LoullI. The rectifier has to pay another tax to the Government for each gallon he produces from his mixture. He may buy
.,ome old whisky and lie may buy some new whisky and some neutral
;l)irits and bleiid them all "and'add water to reduce the proportion
to any point his customers desire, and then he pays the Government
in addition to the taxes paid on the spirits a rectifier's tax.
Mr. HiM. Included in the cost to him is the tax on the proof
,_alion ?
Mr. LounrIE. Yes.
Mr. Him. In addition to that, when he rectifies this whisky he
nmiiiit pay all additional tax for rectification?

Mr. LouItII.. The rectifiers could only operate profitably if they)

,.et, neutral spirits cheaper than straight whiskY.

Senator Gom.. The rectifiers' tax is what?
Mrt.. LotrmE. I think, 18 cents a gallon is )roposed, and it is 30
,.,nts at the present time.
Senator (,O'R. Is that $1.20 the cost the l)roducer receives from the
liolesaler or retailer, or the price the wholesaler receives from the
l,,tailer ?
Mr. LouIIE. That is the price we calculated the distiller call sell to
the wholesaler.
Senator Goim.iThat is wlat I thouglit.
Mr. TREADWAY. ir. Lourie, when you al)peared as a witness before
the Subcomnnittee of the Ways and Means Committee you provided
11-with this chart [indicating].
Mr. LouluE. Yes sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. i think that is really in line witl' rour' official
Cities, is it not-that is, this is a tariff chart?
Mr. Lo'itir. 1This (.11111rt wits diesigneid to slowv whiiat we ('Stiiiiate'd
O cost il the IFnite l States al1d wlit Ilie tairiff itself was. Ill other
V ,,rdS, we have two bars. Tie first harl sllow. what tie hIeiglit of
the. lut'v is without (I(. cost of tie foreign lui)lltt. 'Ihle Second
11:'o!ij shows tlie cost of itati illg it per gallol aalid liow). much the
,.a,isv tax is. For exvhiiiie. inl this IArst .et -11P) there the ia ril1' IpiH
''e is $1 1per gallont.
v.,I' l F:. nwt,
v , Palrdon 1n. for ilterrilpt ilr. 'l'1iat is hev. aIIII
is f lOess coliseillielc ll i llii (10l1,14
isi
'l IoteIt()\\. iti ll tile otl er
,iw,
Ws
,
fihy
otI1 IIce vo r elll'
,xpla nit ion hielI on 'listilhle spirits

'11A wines?

Mr. Lflu11li:. lit till, as,, of dlistilled Spi'its (Ile t,i Iar here shows
'he tltrifr which is $., a galloll. Th aldditionaIl ar hicr'l, i, filie exist.
t:ix f $1.10. ''his (,o's not il 'lt~ile aiy itvIn', filr ,',,t olf prwohIction
' Inv foreign c('iiutry.
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The lower bar here shows the cost of making the whisky in the
United States plus the excise tax. In other words, you come up,
roughly, to $2.30 for domestic whisky, including the tax, while the

import without any cost of production is $6.10.

Senator KINO. In that smaller bar to which you call attention you
find a pink color between the green, whatcdoe. that represent?
Mr. Lotuiw. That represents 4 years' storage for the whisky.
Mr. TREADWAY. Now, I think that is very informative to the Cominittee. Is it possible to so redraft that as to carry the same legend,
but to possibly make a plate of it that could go into the record-, not

illustrating it by colors-could you do by a bar system?
Mr. LouRm. W
can reproduce the chart without colors, but by
hatch system indicate the (differences.
Mr. rIHADWAY. Then, Mr. Chairman, if it is in order, I would
suggest that the chart be incorporated in the record as the presentation by the 'Tariff Commission of the information it contains.
The CHAIRMAN. It is so ordered.
Mr. TREADWAY. Now, that upper bar shows what is necessary fom
the Government today, that it is legal to import distilled spirits, to
charge importers.
Mr. LouRiE. Yes, sir.
Mr. TIRIEADWAY. That is the rate of $5 per gallon for duty. Tli t
never really uwas
a practical or working duty rate, was it?
Mr. LouRiE. No.
Mr. TnEADWAY. It was enacted after prohibition?
Mr. LoimEt. We never had a rate higher than $2.60 in recent tariffs.
Mr. TIIEADWAY. $2.60 was the duty rate at the time prohibition
went into effect?
.hf. Louin. Yes, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. Wouldn't it be illuminative or informative to iis
to add a bracket under that second section showing what the receilits
would be to time governmentt for the tax if the rate was returnf(l
to $2.60
Mr.
1ouTIRI.
Yes, sir; I can prelare a new chart without colors ind,
I will have two brackets for imports, one at the present rate and one
under the tariff of 1909 to 1913.
Mr. TIiEADWAY. 1 think that would be very desirable. Now, aimother ideat aloig the line of duty or tariff, this inter(lepartmental report recommends that the entire tax that should be levied-and I inm
talking miow about intermll revmu1--should be $2.60 per gallon Ium .I
on tie division between the States and the Federal Government.
If that bargaining is not carried olit with the States, what wolld
you think would be a fail- off-set as it Federal charge whem we 11lke imutio col.-l,,rat iou t tariff tlat will be levie, f
Mr. Loullnll.. Well, of v'otilse. Mr. Treadway, we have opel.ned uip)
(lestiOl wh ici ('iill,'Md
ii great dleal 4f limited (di isstiioi iii t , .,im
inittee itself.*
Mr. TrilAi)wY. It istile (puestioni wtvare plt here to answer. 1i- I
see it.
Mr. jdI;nl:l.
To give yoil MY own point of view, 1 was one of Ilo
imOpOllents who believed in i low tax, oil the theory if we hil it
how (ax charge, wi could probably drive the, bootlegger out q i'ker.
Mr'. 'I'i,llW,!
F
v. low low ?
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Mr. LouniE, The suggestion I made originally was that the tax
for 1 year should be $1:10, for the second year raised to $2.20, and
tile third year to go up if the Government needed the revenue.
Of course, my idea was you would sacrifice some revenue the first
year, but you would accomplish the driving out of the bootlegger,

liecause it would permit the sale of the spirits at prices the same as

before the war.
We also studied the question of what the bootlegger might sell his
liquor for, and also the needs of the Government in the w:ay of revemue. We had no idea at tile time of our study that the States would
go into the production taxing field as sharply as they have.
Some of us felt it might coie down to the point w\:here 11o concession would be made to tie States whatever, on the theory that if the
States superimposed a tax over the Government tax of'liquor, that
ill those States the price would be so high it would encourage bootlegging, and the citizens would force the States to re(Ice their taxes
so that they could get it at a proper price.
Mr. TREADWAY. Your judgment, having made a study of the tariffs
on this subject, is that if the intertal-revenue tax, without relation
to a division among the States, but simply for the Government
should start with $1.10 it would materially reduce tile )ossiility 0
bootlegging?
Mr. LouRIE. I think it ought to l)ret.ty nearlytlestroy, it ill the
wet States.
Mr. TRi-ADWAY. We have had talk of anywhere from $2 to $2.20
this morning, and if we should follow your program , would it add
to the probability of receipts on the par't of the Government for tile
lilditional quantity that you feel we wouhl crowd out from the
bootlegger?
Mr. Lounm. I will say this, Mr. Treadway. that if you reduce your
tax to $1.10 you mi ght stimulate consumption, but the stimulation
of consumption wouhl, not reach the point where you would receive
probably as much revenue as you wounid tit $2 or $2.20.
Mr. TIEAi)WAY. But you tlink more of it would be legal?
Mr. LoUJIm. Yes, sir.
fr'. TmADwAY. ()Ie Of1two otielr (IIeStionIS Oil tile tariff, (10 You
tliilk the $2.00 rate in force in l)reproliibition days is a good point
t, start at, at this time.
.Mi'. LouImT. I tliilk the statistics of iflj)oi'tatitls
(
answer that
fiestion. 1)uring the years in which the tariff was $2.60, which
bgan with the Tal'riff Act of 190), which revealed the old recipro(ity
1roposition we hail luler tile 'ariff Act of 1897, where the rate was
Il!iher, because it was $1.76 uider the Avt of 1897, the imports acttuall. increased, and we hlad imports of the val'ious Categorie.s il tile
atn's of thle, Act of 1909, an( we 't'iIhed the maxinitmi inlpoirtation
tiit1 period of the diirat ion of tile Act of 11909.
Senator (ojit:. You i l w%,a ?
Mr.I )I.Im. We badl (l ilasimill of import ts diuing the ol)erahoji of the Tariff Act (if 1909, ail(l that Coil.iiulied 1ut il tle wa (i.st ill - Ile ti "e n t ire s et -u
p .i
Nil'. l't.AtADAY. If t
iliiy
tis eXamlle, it rather indicates to you
litt it would p'alb lie advallageoils to set il! it liaew til iif?
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Mr. Lousll. I think I might ansiWer that question sAnply by
leading a few figures, Inl 1910th1 total revenue collected y the
Government from all types of alcoholic spirits and beverages wl..
$17,400,000 and there were slight fluctuations from year- to year
Ato reacf a nlaxiimunin the fiscal year of 1014 of $19,00 00, th6ji
the war came along and it deblitld, Under the lower rates the
1lties were not as large and the collections wore not as large.
Senator Kr-xo. The $19,000,000 was the maximtmn itimpoits col.
lectd?
Mr. Lovig:. A little bit over $19,000,000, and that covered all of
the imports of wines, spirits, beer, and everything else.
Senator GorP. 1)o you mean that the imports Went up after th:
tax was increased ' 1909?
Mr. LovmE. Yes, sir.
Senator
revenue
? GoiE. Both the volume of imports and the amount of

Mr. Loutti. Yes, sir. There was, of course, the usual rush of
imports in 1909 when the reciprocal tariff was going to be repeale,.
but we find that the greatest amount of imports under the reciproevil

tariff omitting the year 1909, for distilled spirits, was 3,680,0(00'

gallons, and since that time it was increased until in 1914 it reaeheil

4,100,000.
Senator Gonrn. So that the volume imported actually invreasl
under the increased duty?
Mr. Lotjim. Yes, sir.
Senator KINo. I understand your view to be that a tax now. or
rather an import duty of $2.60 upon alcoholic liquors would be fui'.
and woull yield a reasonable revenue and would afford reasona!h'
protection to the domestic producer?
Mr, Louium. I might answer that question in two ways. I am ov
of those who believe that the demanild for distilled liquors in (Ill
United States is so large at the l)resent time that if you maintaitt Ih,
I)resent tariff you will get a very lorge revenue. Wn the other h114.
if you are discussing tile fairness of the taritr from a long-ter)it
l)oli)(: VIQW
ewD0ot, I ai simply pointilig out at tle $2,00 rate' the"',
was an ample vollmle of imports to sul)ly the (10111111I(l in the Unil.
States for' that pill'ticular type of liquor.
T might also add that the mport of stilledd liquors never Ilav, '
an iml)ortalt part. it) our entisuimption, they represented a very Sl;'1:1''
)ercentage.
Senator KN.vo, In view of your statement, whie] seems to nissill'r.
it is ld vnt ageous to impose a lower excise tax and Ialso tillll' 4Iii;v.
ill order to recentt I)ootleggiln, Illy I ask, is it not rather logical i,
('ontitle thiM duly and IImiltal the present talriff of $5?
Mr. Loft11m. I do not contend that. I say you can raise a I.t ,
revntu1 if vyou do, becalu.s there is a great deiitiid,iut after fill. that
demndilil is 'not going to exist, vervy l441g, bIt y611, ilve got toi giet
-i(luor from abroad,
l
u y he g
As M
sated some litle ago, you hlaVie thi' siti i!tion iII Cat|aritl, Ow"..
111119e volui. i;
That liquor is going to eoieo ito the United Siltes, 111d ,4
(le taiX, I! it is golig to collie aIy%'U'ly, 11 thle pre.en,1t phill. :;
harv heard Ihem,-hs to illw a lglle (ji a11of that to co1e ill t' '
lsed for blending aIi'.pol.s.,. l'ecimt -i it Is exatly l,like our
w
.

have the Aierical type of whiskv ill ra!4ther
eyou

storage.
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and is not like Scotch whisky and cognac or the other distilled
p)ilits.
Senator Gonm. Can you give us some figures on the Canadian
taxes?
Mr. LovitiE. I have the figures at the office, but not here. I believe
their tax is $8 a gallon, and they sell a 26-ounce bottle of Canadian
whisky at $8.46 at the retail stores, and they make a large amount
of money out of it; that is a 26-ounce bottle, five bottles to the gallon.
Senator WALsH. The net result of what you say is if you keep the
present tariff duty it would be possible for the man of wealth, who
1al1pay the high price for good liquors, to get the best liquors, and
the poorer class who desire to buy liquor will have t.o buy these
American concoctions which are inferior. Is that right?
Mr'. Loulim. Absolutely.
M r. TREADWAY. What comment do you care to make on a 2-cohnmm
tariff of various rates for trading purposes?
M'. LouIE. I would prefer to leave that to the State Department
arni the advocates of that type of tariff.
I was brought tip in the single-line tariff, and of course anyone

vdio knows anything about juggling figures knows there is a great
brnger involved it the dcwlbi tariff, although it might work out
-uWtcessfully.
I think everybody oii the committee realizes tlt

the voltime we

one, and that
,0',,, talking about would not eventually be a very large
tI'le1ll it is a teml)orary market which ultimately 'ouhl cone dowi
the basis of pre-war years. When we talk about importing
110.000,00 gallons of distilled spirits in a year, it is only because of
file bare condition of the American market. When that is taken care
of I would expect the imports would decline shllrpli 1111(1 becoin(e
ii,

iciv no'mllal.

.AI'. T'in
AWv.So that if there was to be any benefit in that
trading l)rocess, it should be l)roml)tly enjoyed, and( probably wotild
I t illporaiy iin its benefit?
M.% Lotm . It might be more or less permanent ill the case of the
,Ililti'ies which have a specific product for which their is a market
:ii iis country, taking a thing like chain page it) which you have
Fllve Ias the" leading producer, protected ill tite use of tile word
0,J:illpatMeC " by the valios laws, anid where our own lri(luction is
li, veryTlarge, being in two States, New York md California. I
'jIfii ill that case where the trade was worth rouigiliy $4,000.000
Yea11i,France in that particular commo(ity might be willing to
11~:
s.
some sort of (lea Iwiell w lot i'rmit it to 'me ill year il
;1111i
%-ear out, because we rel)l'esellte(I me of its largest liarkets.
Th1, 'French liad two large markets before the war, one wvtas the
I'iited States mid one liissia. I thiik Russia has giie aid we
,
estilt
is they hallv' a v'ery lr'ge sll-'al('ticalltv goile. a tld tl(h
I.1, of chalnaliglie oil i1tid it the wires,,lt time wlitih tIley ill'
A[\xiolts to get rid of.
l 1t \'cies is it
01rea lnv vo~ll 1I111.M r'villler
l 1lrlh1rermore, Mlr.
,"g llie, aml tastes of' lt-ole
A iltei'iciliIpublic is goilig to
It i's VQV,l iticeil Ie 4tat. in
-d
s irits (jillie (i ('de ly
svii

chatige, alul we (ho hot k11 ,w what
dt-elinildl.
iliglltid tile tlste hitsi'liiiiged fronl
ill favor (if l'tr
ipoiil -i.r'h141
and
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similar wines. It may have been enforced by taxes they have there,
and Iiay have been a natural change in tendency because of the war.
Mr. TREADWAY. If it is a fair question, Was this matter of variable
tariff rates for bargaining purposes given consideration by the
Tariff Commission other than as you represented it on this inter-

departmental committee?
Mr. LouniE. I might explain this, as a representative of the Commission I was authorized to represent myself and not the Commission, and the Commission itself took no part in the deliberations.
nor was it called upon to make any decision as to any of the statements I made to the interdepartmental committee.
Mr. KNUTSON. I notice from the report issued by the Tariff Colnmission for the years 1910 to 1914 that France exported to this
country in round figures an average annual export of brandies.
liquors, and wines of different kinds 1,400,000 gallons.
)o you
think it would be proper for this country to levy a double or treble
tax on liquors and wines from countries who stand in default in theiir
just debts to this country-did you give any consideration to that ?
Mr. LouRIE. I don't think the interdepartmental committee gave
to itself the right to even consider problems of that sort. Our
problem was a very definite one to make a statement of the laws
and the facts. We'did not consider any other relationship, whethe,
foreign debts or foreign policies, except insofar as it related to
controlling imports until. such time as Congress ,leci(le(l it wanted
to use a bargaining tariff.
Mr. K]NTsoN. '1There would not be any constitutional barrie
against doing something of that kind?
Mr. LouitE. I don't know. I am not an attorney.
Senator Gori. You say there is an excise tax in Canada of $b
a grallon?
Wr. LoUmE. Yes, sir.

Senator Goirm. That does not attach, of course, to their exports.
Do they have a drawback system?
Mr. LouI

X. On exports of liquor it is exported from bond free

from tIll taxes.
Senator GorE. Have you summarized any data concerning taxes
imposed in foreign countries, either on imports or exports or domestic excise taxes on distilled spirits and wines?
Mr. Louitw. We have not made a study of it, although the information is readily available if you would desire it.
Senator (,e0w. I wanted I1er1l, a stimmnary, not a detailed statement, if you can summarize it, and put it in the record in connection
with yor statement. I wish you would.
Mr. Louitm:. We ctan give you the tariff and excise taxes of leadingcoitries that ship to the United States.
Senator (onE. Amd I mean also, a statenient of their revenue
receipts front those sources.

Mr. Loumt. I am afraid that might be a difficult job to brileg
downi to date.

Senator Gom:. I don't wianlt. to put you to any additional trouble

alot,it.

Mr. (xwt.lo. Mr. Louril., as I i-ectil, when you appeared befWon
t~l, 14woueomnIittee, oif whi'h I had the privih.ge of beiig a memmIebr.
you stated at that tinw there were about four million gallons of oli
whisky ini tis country.

Is that correct ?
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ir. Loutm. There were at that time, but they disappeared after
that.
Mr. Cooppat. How much has disappeared?
Mr. LouBin. You see, Congress liberalized the prescription law
and the figures we had when we submitted our final report to the
President indicated that roughly one million gallons were left.
Of course, whisky was authorized to be made by the distillers in
November, and the existing capacity was being utilized to its limit,
and I think ])r. 1)oran can give you how much that amounted to
per day. I think roughly it was 250,000 gallons a lay, beginning
about November 6 or 7.
Mr. Cooprit. It was your statement to the subcommittee that there
was at that time about four million gallons. That was during the
latter part of October. How much has it been reduced silcee then?
Mr. LoutiE. I would say up to the time of the effectiveness of
the repeal we had about one million gallon, left in the hands of
the lrinmry holders, the distillers themselves. Of course, at lot
of that is in drug stores and sone in bonded warehouses for blending purposes, but I think the distillers at that time had left one
million gallons.
Mr. CooPER. Are you i)'repared to give its tin estimate of how much
old whisky is now left in the country .
Mr. Louiti. I don't think I can. I think Dr. Doran has that information.
Mr. VINSON. Will the gentleman from Tennessee yield?
Mr. (0oo0EJ.
Yes.
Mr. VINSON. It is probable that tie shrinkage has been greater
than wias estimated.
Mr. Louni.. 'That tnay be true, because the whisky lias not been
gauged and it, is hard to tell what will hapen to whisky that has
stayed in the warehouse from 1919 on.
Senator HItMtISON. I hope Mr. Lourie will put into the record
the-se statistics Semiator Gore requested as to the taxes of other
cunries an(1 so forth as far as lie has it, and I want to suggest to
the Chairman of the Committee that since this interdel)artimental
-el)ort has been subtiitted to each member of the Ways and Means
'oirimittee and the Finance Committee, and the newspaper gentlemiten have received those reports, there is no necessity for it to remain
,.onfidential. It was not approved or OK'd by the President or any
of the heads of the departments. It is siu ply the viewl)oint of the
gentlemen on this committee, and many will want to read it, find I
was in hopes we might )ut that in the record as a part, so that other
m,itubers of Congress might read it.
The (1 I~i\mMN. It is very pertinent to this inquiry to give them
ial opl)portunity, and if there is 1o objection it wvill )e put in as
it part of tihe record.
.
. Itl. . It might be p~ut in as a stll))lnt
''lhiere are two of the doctitients and I thiltk your suggestion,
S ttlator Hlatrisont, covered both, and it, seettis to tttQ it couli go in as
senator IAmtRtt1toN. Yes; that mi ght he better.
Senator WAIAII. Mr. IA1 ttlri1 lild we export any liquors before

prohibition?

Mr. Lroiti:. Yes.
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Senator WALTsI. Will you put that information in the record?
Mr. LouJmE. Yes. Of" course, we have submitted figures to the
gentleman, but I will be glad to put in all of those figures submitted
to the various groups.
The CHAIIMAN. Are there any further questions of Mr. Lourie?
We thank you, Mr. Lonric, for your attendance and the information
you have given us.
The next witness is Dr. J. M. Doran. "Will you please give the
stenographer your full name?

STATEMENT OF DR. 3. M. DORAN, REPRESEiNTYNG THE DISTILLED
SPIRITS INDUSTRY CODE AUTHORITY
])r. LDoiw.N. My full name is J. M. 1)oran, representing the ])istilled Spirits Industry Code Authority.
The CII, nM.X. Doctor, under the rules by which we have forierly proceeded you have the privilege of making your main stateliient uninterrulpted, if you prefer, at the end of which you will, of
course, yield for questions. If you prefer to make your statement
uiinterrul)ted, -we will be glad to have you do that.
.Dr. I)olRA.
It is qllite inmaterial, and I will be glid to be interruli)ted at ally l)oittv the (omnittee.
Such few o)bservations Its I wish to make dealing with the excise
tax have to (1o primnnrily with the obviously (lesiraleh rate to be
imposed to
enabI the legal industry to successfully compete with
the illegal indtistry to the e1( thlt tle illegal industry will 6reduced to a negligible quantity, aid the maximum revenue will he

obtained finder those conditions.
It seems to file in alplroaching that subject ill ia practical way
it is well to predicted oP premise yoir statement first On the dlIsirability of so taxihig liquor as to get the liquor to the consime'rget quality liquor to the coisuner-at fromit $1.50 to $2 )er quarl .
in a rejuina1te(l. or. yotu Ilnight say, more or less reesitablisl e 11d
st alilized basis.
Now, what taxes will Ilproxinliate that, which seems to be' tll,
If we take tile suggested figu re of $2.01
desirable retail figire.
per gallon, we see thalit iiinoillits to $7.8(o per "ITle, and if we aIsslini,.
that thidr liolrnail )ro(ltleilig enlitions tihe, lost will be betwe.1,

$.t and $5 ia iltse-tllat is a little Ilore than 4;1, 20 per gallon-,.
I1
distiller will receive about $1) to $13 a case lit the (listi I rv.
If to that price is addeI the normial wholesale and retai I 'oiit.
it, will be reatdii

11111lerstood thiat t h tilax col
not excee 1lit1
1111il1ulit 1111d wliik b Ie stliessftll
retai led it 11y less I lial 11,h

range from *$1.50 t $2 pImr quart.
Now, ill diselissili' that figure ,if $2.01 Ias, we might
i
say, tihe ,e, imug Il,,oald wlhicl reti prices will illevitlildi I, rarlised, we lul1-1
tl to. ilito voll.sideriio llth ie(
fa tat
hi .V(t ril States t llr'ighi liI"
legislatires hare ailreaid ilillmosed excise taxes, liotliily ti St tit, if
ite of Penliutia it( .'1-10,
New York at $1.00 1per gillioll, the
I".r gill ll, witIi l n ilil ptl m()1(l ute iotlls il l thertli at e legisliti lit •.
Seliltor (titIl:. WhIliat is tie, highest tax so fiartI
)r.
. 1,111t.
fltge Iigwst tl ix so fill- is $2.t0 floo lix it (lie4 Solit,
(if 14ilisylvhiilt. jdli- n Sl.00 'q 1illil
m4pl
r ltt
ill
ii ixI t' o I4
fuiiure.
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The application of tile State excise and the suggested $2.60 FedSiral figure naturally raises that coiling to a point where there would
hv considerable difficult retail experience.
It therefore seems to me, in iew of the practical situation of the
action of these legislative bodies, which it would be very problematical to have reversed in any short time, that the Federal excise tax
.liould take that into account.

Therefore, as a plain matter of arithmetic, that would naturally

suggest a figure of anywhere from $1.50 to. sa%, $2 per gallon, or
possibly $2.20 at the outside. I would rather sll the figure should
hbe arotind $1.75 or $2 a gallon.

With respect to the matter of cost of production, might I observe

ihat the domestic distillers who are manufacturing spirits from
(.(rl have within the last few clays signed a marketing agreement

with tle Secretary of Agriculture providing for the payment of
Intrity price for corn, which at the' present time I believe is around
75 cents per bushel.

Therefore, in basing cost figures that the Committee has been
listening to, which, as I understood from Mr. Lowry's testimony,
was based on an approximate cost of 45 cents per i)lishel, that agree-

ment should be taken into account.
Senator KINo. May I ask what is the proportionate cost resulting
from the corn with r.ehation to the entire cost?
I)r. 1)OIAN. The corn cost is probably about 30 p(reent of the
eat ire cost-that is, the corn itself. That figure is very rough, and
1 aim not very niimblle at arithmetic, and you will have to excuse
n:ie if later examination shows I am off.
Mr. KNmrrsoN. How many gallons does a bushel make?

)r. DoUAN. A. bushel of corn made up in sour-mash whisky will
rtim about 41/1 gallon, of whisky, and made upl in the sweet-mash
whisky by the cooking p1recess," it will result im about .4.8 gallons
Il,' bushel.
Mr. KNUTSON. That would only make about 10 cents petr bottle
increase, you speak of?
l)r. DOiAN. Yes; it will not be great, yet that is one item I just
,,siro to call the Committee's atteni on to.
For the next 5 or 6 months the price of cooperage. that is, barrels,

in which the whisky is placed when placed in the warehouses, is
higher than can be expected to prevail after there is some stabili?tition.
fIn that respect the industry is confronted with somewhat the same

,',n1dition that confronted the brewery industry this spring. where
,',,perage was not available except at a high figure.

,enator Gom , Is that wood or metal ?
Dr. DonN€. That is wood, of cotirse.

Senator OCmi. I uMnlerstood there was sono sttaetnent made about
ie. use of metal barrels.
ir. l)oRAN. Tn this case it would be wood batn,,ls, because the,
1'tieqS of maturing whiskv retinires a wooden p)acuage. ill our (ase
:1,.harred wooden package.'
The conditions obtaining now. anid while woulI obtain for tile
i-xt few moliths, tire very uindesirallh.

There is ia d i'ioeatioln b.

the price it whih the distiller can sell wlhisky'v lbythe liset.
.,Il e price alt whielh tlie von:t11i
r V1
1ipl i',i- it' th,rouilgh the

I',,'-ll
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various outlets, so that any consideration of the tax should be based

upon conditions which we reasonably believe will exist when there is
some stabilization brought about.
There is new construction under way right now, with some 25
or 30 whisky distilleries in various stages of construction, and
some of the older distilleries are enlarging their capacity, and the
whole situation right now is in that fluctuating condition that attends
the building of units of production.
Senator Goim. Hlow many old distilleries are there?
Dr. DoRAN. There are about 20 old distilleries now in operation.
Senator W.sh. Is there a limit being fixed upon the amount of
production?
Dr. DOiAN. The code for the distilled spirits industry, as al)proved by the President, contains a provision whereby the Federal
Alcohol Control Administration may allocate the production of
various types and kinds to effect certain purposes, namely, to prevent oversupply, and second, price disturbances, )rotection of the
consumer, and so onl.
Senator Gor. How many States are rel)resented by those distilleries?
Dr. DORAN. The chief production now is in Pennsylvania, Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, and, of course, Kentucky, at the corn producing
and distilled spirits centers.
I feel that the great desirability of keeping the retail price of, you
might say, the bulk of good whisky within $2, is the l)rincipill
consideration I would like to call your attention to.
Senator KINo. To the retailer?
Dr. DoJAN. No; to the consumer.
I believe I have no further suggestions to offer, just bearing on
the excise rate alone at this time.
The CHAHIMAN. Doctor, if the retail price is as high as $2 poi
quart the average retail price, or $8 per gallon, in your juidgment.
woul that leave latitude for the bootlegger to operate, and make
that problem niore serious to deal with?
Dr. DOJIAN. 'litt is Imy opinion, Mr. Chairman, and I do not take
into ac,,uint the fact that there will always be on the market higivi
priced special brands and iml)orted brands, but the thing I am ad(resshl'g myself to is the l)ulk of the whisk of a grade comllarale
to what the people l)uirchased prior to Prohi)bition.
Senator HAmuso-. )octor, how much liquor is there now in Ilicountry 14de
Dr. DOm . There is alp)proximately 1,000,000 gallons of ITyear-old liquor yt inthe bond ed warehouses, in barrl'-s.
There has iln I(iite a rapid ('onversion of a portion of the
honded liquor in the last four weeks in pre)aring such alditioi.I
quantities of blended stock as were obviously needed to ,,et t1l"
lowest price whisky out after r(l)eal that it is 'Possih to do. '111t
million gallons will be rapidly (,,nslune(d. Some of it will he s,,ld
i',
is it, is without change, for which. of course, a rather advaned ji-'
will be o)taih)e,, hut the balane of it will go into the blending., 'if
whisky.
The 17-year-old whisky, of course, is something we never hii
before prohibition, and1it is to a certain extent just it passing lhase.
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Senator HAJIRISON. How much liquor is there now in Canada?
1)r. DOHAN. There is approximately 25,000,000 U. S.gallons in the
Canadian bonded warehouses, of American rye and Bourbon types.
Senator HAirMsoN. What are the consumptive demands, in your
opinion for the year 1984, or what will that demand be?
Dr. hORAN. It will run to around 100,000,000 gallons, in my
opinion, if the tax is kept within the general range I 'have suggested.
Senator HAmusoN. )O you think it will stay about that way for
the next few years?
Doctor DORAN. I would think the consumption would continue to
increase on the theory that competitive conditions will tend to keep
lowering the retail prices, and the further possibility, of course, of
additional
territory in which liquors might be legally sold.
senator HlAiRISON. Mr. Parker in his statement said that in 1935
the consumptive demand would probably be 140,000,000 gallons. Do
yol differ from that statement?!

l)octor DonxN. No, I don't; that seems to me to be very well based.
Senator KiNo. )on't Vo1 think there will be an increase in the
coisumnption of beers and wines, which will tend to diminish the ordinary development and consumption of distilled liquor?
)octor DORAN. That is no doubt true, there will be such an effect,
but if we go back to the preprohibition years of 1912 and 1913, we
will fin( we were consuming 150,000,000 proof gallons for leverage
purposes, and we have, of course, ia largei'l)° pulation. now, so I think
the figure of 140,000,000 gallons of Mr. Parker is i very good
estimate.
Senator KING. When we legalized the sale of 3.2 beer, was there
any diminution in the consumption of distilled liquors legally and
illegally disposed of V
1)octor DOlAN. There was no evidence of any decreased consumption of legal liquors as evidenced by the medicinal withdrawals.
ks to the consumption of illegal liquors, it is just my personal con'((i)tion that the consulinption was decreased.
Senator KINO. One other question, suggested by tie question of
Harrison: I-Ias there not
iosenator
been quite recently a large amount
of foreign liquors smuggled into the United States--distilled
liquors ?
1)r. DORAN. I believe that is true. Such information as I had in
Iht last few months indicated that was the fact.
Senator KING. I saw some statement the other day about a considralde amount of liquor sol( in New York, I think, or it may
have beun in New Jersey, at $16.50 per gallon. My information
ws from the newspaper, and it said that the liquor had been
siggled
0
in and had been disposed of after the repeal of the eight',,thi
amendment, and, therefore, the vending of it was alleged to
1, legal. Do you know anything about that?
li).

I)oHAN. Yes; tlat liquor was an accumlulation of seizuAlres

Ividi were lisposed of on order of tile court for the southern and
f-alern districts of New York. They were accumulations of seizures
im1ing over several years, being odd lots.
Senator KiNo. Tht would not be in connection with the large
a'uiouullt of smuggled liqtior involved, would it ?
l)1..
])ouAN. No. T11111 would not relate to any recently smuggled
'lIlt tityv.
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Mr. K-NUTSON. How long does it take to age liquor?
Dr. DoIRAN. Of course, the American practice, evidenced by tile
bottled-in-bond act, was not less than 4 years. That was considered
the standard of good aged liquor.
Mr. KNuTSO. It has been testified to by witnesses that methods
recently discovered age whisky in 2 months.
Dr. boRtAN. There has been a development in what are known us
(uick-agoing processes, very naturally on account of the obvious.
advantage of them at this time, and I believe there has been some
substantial improvement in quick-ageing methods.
Undoubtedly good %vhiskycan be placed on the market, of a fail
beverage qual ity, by much' less than 4 years, by the use of some
methods of heat and other warehouse treatments.
It is quite possible that Congress will see fit later on to reduce th,,
period at which goods may be bottled in bond, say to 3 years. It i,
luite probal)le that the facts relating to better practice "of maturini
whisky will lead to the conclusion that 3-year maturity is as god,
as 4 years was in 1912 and 1913.
Senator Kixo. Is that your information, Doctor?
Dr. DoRAN .Yes; I believe there has been a substantial imipr'ove..
in ent.
Senator Kuxo. Does the ageing process also include the removal
of fusil oil?
Dr.DOiAN. Yes; the ageing seems to include the removal of suiv,
elements, and the adding of a certain aroma associated with matiel
liquor which drinkers prize very highly.
Senator WALSi. Are there a'ny of these processes you speak of i.
actual operation?
])r. Doim
4 .. Yes; some of the present distilling firms are usiIf,
some of these improve(l forcing methods, princil)ally the alpplicatio,,
of heat.
Senator IVArLS1. With what success?
Dr.DoiAx'. It is hastening the maturity of whisky, undoubte1Il:
yet until there is more volume distribution and it is known just how
the market reacts, it is rather difficult to state the ultimate success.
Senator WALSH. In view of the figures you have given alut
consuml)tion and the supply in this country, and the failure to vet
develop the l)roces of ageing, isn't it going to be very necessary ",,
im)ort exceedingly large amounts of spiritous liquols in the iie',
few years?
Dr. DOJ AN. I believe, Senator. that the present condition of th,
market, the fact that many people much l)refer an o1, matutei
whisky, regardless of purity consideration, does make for increaseI
import nations in the immediate futum, and, naturally, that volum
would (rol) as our matmed stocks were piled ill) and were placed ,,'
the market.
Senator WM.sm. And it follows, does it not, that we must sii,-.
stantially reduce the l)resnt tariff duty if we are to give the A\meri
can people pure and good whisky in the next few years?
)mr. I)o.m. The l)resent tarf (uty of $5 per gallon seems to 1to be rather high, and I ('an see someobvims advantilges in redci that figure.
Senator Ki.o. You think $2.50 would be substantiallyia iea-,'
lit thi s tine?
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Dr. DoRAN. I think that is a very fair rate, that pre-prohibition
rate.
Senator KiNo. I would like to propound one question, perhaps that
is a little pertinent, calling for your judgment on a matter you may
not care to express an opinion about, but if you do care to do so, I
would be glad to know it.
Assuming it is unknown the number of States that will impose a
gallonage tax, not knowing how they will address themselves to the
question, assuming Congress will put a low tax upon liquor, and what
their action would be if we would impose a rather high excise tax,
and assuming we were to enact legislation providing for an excise
tax, not knowing what the States will do, not knowing their reaction
in view of what Congress may do, what would you recommend that
this committee, regardless of what the States will do, with reference
to the levyin of an excise tax, and also as to reconciling the tax in
those States that do not impose a gallonage taxDr. DORAN. It seems to me, in view of what action some States have
already taken, that the committee would necessarily consider the
doublee taxation as bearing on the retail price as a very important
considerationn in reducing the illicit traffic.
The gross figure and subsequent distribution to the States, of
course, is in my opinion highly desirable were we starting at the
point where wo'had no State legislation in -ffect.
But it seems to me the difficulties, in view of the true 'situation,
iii trying to enact a tax for subsequent distribution in part to the
States would be very great and would unquestionably affect the
retail price in an adverse manner.
Senator GoR.. Can you tell me the price whisky in Canada sold
for imported without any tax?
)'. )onAz. The domestic tax up there is $7 a gallon. It was $8
ail was reduced to $7. There is no tax on imports. I believe
('anadian liquor is probably being sold in Canada at about $5 per
g,.,allon.
Senator Gore.,. That was my understanding; and $5 plus $7 would
tmake about $8 jer quart.
l)r. DOmAN. Your consumers in Canada through their stores pay
$3.50 or $4 a quart.
Senator KINo. The tax \vould be determined in view of the alcoholic content?
)ir. DORAN. Yes; and these figures we have discussed are based
oti the proof gallon, 50 percent by volume.
Mr'. Wooi)iuFF. What is the common practice with respect to the
hitting of liquor, as to the number of gallons to be made out of 1
gallon of bonded whisky?
1)r. DORAN. The blending of whisky, of course, was always practi,.e(!
prior to prohibition. When I say that only 8 percent of the
tMial consumption before prohibition was in the shape of bottled in
houd, you can see that the great bulk of whisky consumed before.
pInl,,bition was either straight whisky of less th'an 4 years of age
or, blended or rectified whisky.
'liat is not to say it was not perfectly )ure, palatable, good
sl~i~ky, but that -was the ratio.
2101tt1--:14
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As to the proportion of blending for individual consumption, of
course I differ as to the amount of so-called straight whisky ad
the amount of spirits, and the amount of other agents that should
be used, and some straight whiskies blend a little further than
others, so there can be no rule laid down or any formula for blending.
Mr. WOODRUFF. In view of the amount of whisky now in this
country, there will have to be considerable amounts imported?
Dr. DORAN. Yes; and in this heavy-bodied 17-year-old whisky
now in the warehouses, as low as 10 percent of that will furnish the
same character in body that might have been furnished by 25 or :30
percent of 5- or 6-year-old whisky prior to prohibition.
Mr. VINSON. Doctor, as I understood, you said a bushel of coni
will make 41/2 gallons of whisky?
Dr. DonAN. Yes.
Mr. VINSON. At 75 cents a bushel for the cost of corn that would
go into a gallon of whisky, it would be 16% cents. Did I understand
you to say that the cost of the corn was approximately 30 percent of
the cost of the whisky?
Dr. DORAN. That was my rapid opinion to the Senator's question.
That would make about 50-cent whisky.
Mr. VINsoN. It would be about 55 cents?
Dr. DORiAN. Yes; somewhere along in there.
Mr. VINsON. Now, I realize there is a lot that must be left to
opinion, I realize that the history of the past may not be the yardstick of the future; but if $1.50 to $2 whisky is the retail price that
would be a fair weapon against the bootlegger, I would like to have
you break down that $1.50 per quart ;*nto percentages, or into cents,
so we can see what constitutes the $1.50 according to your personal
judgment.
I know of no one who would be better qualified to do that than
you.
Dr. DORAN. Well if you take $1.50 per bottle, I will sort of reverse
my own process of reasoning in the hope that I can answer your
question properly.
A dollar and a half means $18 per case retail; that is the price
the retailer would get out of a case of whisky. Now, he has his
profit to take up there, and before he gets it there is a wholesale
profit, so that means the distiller would-hardly sell that whisky for
over $12 and probably a little less than that.
Mr. ViNsON. $12 what?
Dr. DORAN. $12 per case of 12 quarts, or $1 per quart. That leaves
a very modest wholesale and retail profit.
Therefore, in order to get $1.50 whisky to the consumer, the (istiller will need to get from $10 to $12 a case, and right there you
start out with the groundwork on the effect of this excise tax; $2.0
a gallon was the figure we were using as an illustration, and that
means $7.80 per case.
If the distiller gets $12 a case, he has $4.20 cost, and that $1.20
is a little higher than the $3.60 which was the figure quoted by ihe
witnesses this morning. That $3.60 is a figure based on n,;ri,:r1
price of corn approximating 45 cents a bushel. If corn again
becomes 45 cents a bushel, and the distillery industry is going iII AII
('conoinical and efficient operation, I would say the *3.60 a case---or.
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rather, the price to the distiller is not unreasonable, but those
conditions will come about rather slowly as the new operations get
going.
Mr. VINSON. I realize that the witnesses, including yourself, have
started at the retail price and drawn certain conclusions and deductions and assumptions that caused them to reach the conclusions
they have.
Now, I would like for you to start at the other end of the thing
and take your corn at 75 cents per bushel, on which you would have
Your cost of 55 cents. Now, take your manufacturing cost, including
i)rofit and carrying charges, and to lay it down in the store of the
ietailer, what wou-d that figure be?
l)r. DORAN. The best way to get at that is what actually occurred
),ior to prohibition. You could lay down whisky in Kentucky in
the warehouse for approximately 30 cents per proof gallon, based on
:30-cent and 40-cent corn. The industry at that ti"me was highly
comipetJ;ive and the profits very small, and there was continuous
tal1k of overproduction in the domestic business.
That 30 cents per gallon when translated into 4 years' storage
and marketing, resulted in whisky being placed on the market. at
$1 per quart to the consumer.
Mr. VINSoN. That was good liquor?
l)r. DORAN. Yes; and that was prevalent. all over the United
States, with a possible slight rise west of the Rocky Mountains.
h'lat, as I say, was under highly competitive conditions, with a very
large storage charge, running from 250,000,000 to 300,000,000 gallons
er year, and only a few cents profit per gallon to each house.
Mr. VINSox. About how much profit per gallon would you say
was made under that competitive condition?
l)r. DOIAN. To the distiller that is a little hard to state. It could
not have been exceeding 5 or 10 cents. And again that measure of
Profit was entirely a measure of the efficient operation and the size
of the plant based on the day's production or per gallon.
Mr. ViNsoN. Now, when it comes to a saving to the consumer, or
the price that the consumer pays for liquor, it does not make any
difl'erence to him whether he pays it in tax to his Federal State, or
iiitiicipal government, or pays it into the hands of a distiller or the
r-etailer in profit, does it?
l)r. DORAN. Well, all he knows is how much he has to pay for the
liquor. He does not know the other things.
Mr. VINSON. It does not make any difference to him whether it is
ii taxes or in profit?

l)r. DORAN No sir; certainly.

Mr. VINsoN. I you have a lower tax, there is a possibility that
tie profits might be greater for the distiller and the retailer?
)r. DORAN. That is true, were it not for the competitive factor
that is bound to enter into a large industry.
Mr1.. VINSON. If competition is as keen as it formerly was, a lower
tax to the Government means a lower price to the consumer?
]I)r. )oRANw. That is right.
Mrh. ViNSON. Competition will cause the distillers and the manufa4 turers to put the price at what the traffic will bear?
I

)rDORAN. That is correct.
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I would just like to make one further observation on the effect
of taxes on the price to the retailer. Obviously the wholesaler must

invest his capital, which includes the tax the distiller has paid to the
Government, plus the cost of the commodity, and le makes a profit
oil that just the same as if it was merchandise, regardless of the
makeup of it, so it pyramids on up.
Mr. CoopE:R. How long, in your opinion, will it take for thit
competitive situation to develop that you speak ofI
Dr. DORAN. When these thirty or forty distilleries now under construction get into operation and there is some measurable matured
product, say within a year, those competitive factors should be in
full operation.
Mr. CooPim. Within a year from now?
Dr. DORAN. Yes; within a year from now.
Mr. COOPER. All competitive factors will be in operation then?
Dr. DORAN. I believe so.
Mr. HILL. We have heard recently rumors to the effect that 90
percent of the distillery business will be controlled by certain inter.
ests. I don't know whether that is true or not; but i it is true, that
competitive factor might not enter into it.
Dr. DOtAN. The truth is that while the stock of old bonded liquor
was held by 8 or 10 companies, 2 of which may have held 60 to
70 percent of it, it ik equally true that during the last 6 months
there has come into operation new production that will very materially reduce that percentage holding of the two larger companies.
Then, with the coming into production of these units now under
construction, that percentage will be, of course, still furtlier
materially reduced.
It is quite evident that there will be a highly competitive situation
brought about within a measurable time.
Senator GORE. Do you know how many of these new distillerie.
will be controlled by the two companies you speak of?
Dr. DORAN. They are in independent houses, so far as I know.
Senator GORE. Each of the 40?
Dr. DORAN. The reason I say that, they are projects of old distillers who were in business prior to prohibition, and who at the advent
of prohibition ceased business an
isposed of their stocks.
Senator GORE. What are the two larger distillers you refer to?
Dr. DORAN. The National Distilleries and the Schenley.
Senator GORE. What is the comparison as to the two, which is die
larger?
Dr. DORAN. I believe the National is larger.
Senator GoRE. Of the twenty old existing distilleries, do those two
concerns control a good many of those?
Dr. DORAN. They control a portion of them, but there has alwa'.s
been in the field a number of independent active Kentucky distillerie'who have held their business even through prohibition.
Senator GORE. About how many, would you say?
Dr. DORAN. I can call to mind about six right now.
Senator KINO. Do you see any tendency on the part of these iwo
larger companies to which you have referred, acting independeidtly
or in asoction with others, to effect a monopoly of the (listil!iI!business in the future?
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Dr. DORAN. I don't see how that is possible the way things are
right now. These distilleries in Baltimore, several of them, are being
constructed by individuals and groups who were in the business prior
to prohibition and who have no relation to these groups that engaged
in the medicinal whisky storage during prohibition. Then, some
of the distilleries are being reconstructeff in Kentucky.
Senator KINo. Assuming there is a supply now of liquor held by
this monopoly, much of which is needed for medicinal purposes, is
there any legal way by which that monopoly may be compelled to
disgorge this accumulation and sell it to the public at a reasonable
lii
rice'?
Dr. DORAN. Yes; there is a very effective means of controlling
prices within certain limitations under the code authority, the Federn Alcohol Control Administration supervising that.
Within the last week there have been large offerings of very fair
blended goods at these large distillery warehouses at $12 a case,
Federal tax paid; and that should enable a consumer, provided there
is no further excise, to secure that whisky for approximately $1.50

llt

a qIart, or, at most $1.75.
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Senator Kixao. Yet some of these drug stores are charging 3 or 4
M ,r Iollars a pint. There is no warrant for those rather high prices.
to
I)r. DORAN. That is the old 17-year-old medicinal stock, and while
'hi
I believe those prices are quite high, it is due to a very limited'supply
ail, really is a passing phase.
Senator GoRtE. Did you have any statistics as to the cost of prodluc:lcr
tion in Canada?
ier
l)r. DORIAN. I have not, other than to believe it is slightly higher
thau it is in the United States under normal conditions.
oil
Senator GORE. How many distilleries are there in Canada?
i)r. DORAN. They have about 5 or 6 plants. They have always
alteredd production in a few large plants rather than our method
of scattered small plants.
senator GoRi. About what is the production?
I)i-. DORAN. They have on hand now a very large quantity of
('ijadian whisky, and their production, I believe, wi1 be somewhat
rnt
le.s than during the last 8 or 10 years for obvious reasons.
Senator Goim. What is the annual capacity?
i)r. DoRAN. I believe their annual capacity is about 10,000,000
gallois on a population of less than 10,000,000.
:lie
Senator GonE. How is it Canada can sell whisky, as you remairked a while ago, at three and one half or four dollars a quart,
without inviting the bootlegger into the field?
W)1. I)onA.
Well, that happens to be because of certain conditions
co,elning the police, and the fact there has been in Canada always
K"
i bigger supply available, differing somewhat from the conditions
tti.have obtained in this country.
S(,nator KING. May I suggest to my colleague my information
is ill Canada they are afflicted with the curse of the bootlegger, and
tle bootlegger comes from the United States or at least American
NO
whisky is bootlegged in Canada. I ask Dr. boran if my informaY

Ntili is correct?

1)r. DORAN. I have heard that, yes, but I will have to say frianldy
I have not studied that very carefudly.
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Senator GoRe. I understood under the law they close at 11 o'clock.
Dr. DORAN. Yes, and after that hour the bootlegger comes in,
possibly. Canadian officials- have told me they have had some
trouble with bootleggers in the eastern provinces.
Senator GoRE. You have no doubt if it should retail here at
$4 a quart the bootlegger would be very active?
Dr. DORAN. I have no doubt of that, because he is entrenched
quite well.
Senator KINo. What percent of the liquors distilled in the United
States before the war were of corn and what percentage the other
grains?
Dr. DORAN. Roughly speaking, about two thirds bourbon and tile,
other rye.
Senator KING. How many bushels of barley were used in the production of liquor in the pre-prohibition days?
Dr. DORAN. I can't give you that figure offhand. Of course, thait
is the chief grain used in beer brewing, but I must confess I cannot
give you the figure offhand.
Senator GoRnE. Have you formed an estimate of how much corn
will be used in the production of bourbon after we get into production and sale?
Dr. DORAN. There should be about 30,000,000 bushels a year used,
certainly for the first four years while this reserve stock is being
piled up. That is a rough figure, but it will come around there
somewhere.
The CHAIRMAN. You speak of the price of liquor in Canada being
$5 per gallQn, does that mean the retail price?
Dr. DORAN. No; that is the price at which I understand rather
large offerings have been made to American importers. Of course,
that is naturally a price based on a rather substantial amount.
The CHAIRMAN. Is there any substantial difference in the cost of
producing whisky in Canada and the United States?
)r. DORAN. It costs a little more up there.
The CHAIRMAN. What is the total domestic tax in Canada?
Dr. DORAN. $7 per gallon.
Mr. FREAR. What was the tax before the war in Canada?
Dr. DORAN. I am unable to answer that. It was lower than 47.
The higher excise taxes are post-war figures in Canada.
Mr. FREAR. They paid $5 at that time?
Dr. DORAN. No; the pre-war tariff was $2.60 a gallon for the
entry of Canadian liquors into the United States.
Mi. FREAR. What was it in Great Britain?
Dr. DORAN. The pre-war tax in Great Britain was higher thfli
any taxes we have ever imposed, and the present tax is exceedingly
high.
Mr. FREAR. How high is it?
Dr. DORAN. I think it approximated three or four dollars a g:ilIon before the war, and now the tax as reduced to American proof
gallon and American money is about $14.70 per gallon. I believe '
it is 72 shillings and 6 pence per gallon-that is the excise in Greit
Britain.
Mr. Fni.An. What was the tax before the war 1f,
Dr. DOl AN. It was not over a third of that, Mr. Frear, but I fil,

unable to quote the exact figure.
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Mr. FREAR. We imported a million and five hundred thousand
gallons I believeDr. DORAN. I imagine it was exported free of tax. I believe it
has always been the policy of the United Kingdom to levy no tax
on exports.
Mr. FnF.An. What would be the effect of putting a $14 tax on our
product; would that throw it to the bootlegger?
Dr. DORAN. It would practically dry up the legal industry.
Mr. FIREAn. Are there any bootleggers in Great Britain?
Dr. DOIAN. I understand that is no problem at all.
Senator GORE. Will you restate those taxes in England? I got
c1nfused on it. Don't they levy an excise tax equivalent to the
import duty?
r])I.
DORAN. There is a very low importation of spirits into the
United Kingdom, possibly some gin from Holland and some liquor
fi'om other countries, and a little cognac, and the import duty is no
doubt added to the domestic tax, so that the combined figure is a little
,virater than the domestic excise tax.
-Senator GORE. What is the tariff duty in Canada on imported
whisky?
)r. DOIAN. As I recall, it is $9 a gallon as against $7 domestic tax,
ani that is a $2 surcharge, or additional tax.
Mr. VINSON. What was the pre-war tax on champagne in France?
I)r. DORAN. I am unable to say.
M\r. Him. You say the domestic tax in Canada is $7 a gallon?
l)r. DORAN. Yes.
M\[r. HILL. When that liquor is exported, is that tax taken off?
l)r. DORAN. It is tax free exported, provided they furnish a landi g certificate. Their practice is the same as this country's. always
exported under bond which covers the amount of taxes that might be
du(, on that commodity, and when there is a landing certificate
furnished the Dominion authorities showing the liquor has been
lai(aed in a foreign country, the bonid is discharged. If a landing
certlificate is not furnished, thec authorities exact the amount of tax onl
tli liquor.
Mr. HILL. Then the $5 is the price which they sell to importers
i this country, and really represents the wholesale price of the
liquor?
I).DORAN. Yes, that is correct.
lih'. FREAR. IS there any difference in the tax on the different
liquors in these foreign countries; for instance, any difference in wine
ai1d in cognac?

;.Y

1)r. DORAN.
regard to the
Mr. FREAR.
1)r. DORAN.

I believe they all levy a tax on distilled spirits without
variety.
That is the proposal in this report?
Yes, this is a straight tax on distilled spirits of any

type.

.fMr.WOOmRUF. Some minutes ago you stated in approximately one
Veer*.
strong competitive conditions will arise in this country due to
ih. fact there are approximately 20 new distilleries being erected
tit (his time. I assume from that you contemplate that the product
0f uloso distillers will enter into the market within a year?
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Dr. DOI AN. Yes; because there will be some of those that will produce this more rapidly matured whisky which will necessarily be
marketed.
Mr. WOODRUFF. You think the law in years gone by requiring the
holding
of? liquor in wood 4 years would not stop that and it woul(l
notDr.
apply
BORAN. It would not necessarily apply, because that was not
mandatory. It was only a provision whereby a distiller might place
before the public a bottle of whisky with the Government stamp that
it was authentically 4 years old and of a certain manufacture, and
of 100 proof.
Mr. WOODRUFF. It was not a legal requirement?
Dr. DORiAN. No; it was an optional provision by which the distiller could do this, by availing himself of the provision.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Doctor, we thank you for your attendance and

the testimony you have given.
Dr. DORAN. And I thank the committee for your patience.
The CHAIRMAN. The chairman would like to observe at this point
that it is the desire of the committee if possible, to conclude the heaiings tomorrow. Therefore, it will be necessary for the witnesses to
condense their statements as much as possible, and also it might be
necessary to limit the time of the statement of each witness.
I wish each member of the committee would be here promptly to
start on time sharply at 10 o'clock.
The hearing is adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 5:25 p.m., the hearing was adjourned until
Wednesday, December 13, 1938, at 10 a.m.)
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WEDNESDAY,

DECEMBER 13, 1933

THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
AND SENATE COMMITrEE ON FINANCE,

Washinyt&n, D.0.

to
to

The joint hearings before the Committee on Ways and Meas.
House of Representatives, and the Committee on Finance, United
States Senate, were resumed pursuant to adjournment in the caues room, new House Office Building, Hon. Robert L. Doughton
presiding.
The CHAIRMAN. The first witness on the calendar this morning is
Prof. Yandell Henderson, of Yale University, on the subject of
the liquor tax.
STATEMENT OF PROF. YANDELL HENDERSON, NEW HAVEN,
CONN.
The CHAIRMAN. Professor, will you give your name and address
awd for whom you appear, to the reporter?
N My_ name is Yandell Henderson. I am
Professor HENDI
at Yale University, but I do not.
physiology
Professor of applied
Iepircsent Yale Universit in this matter. I speak in my private
('1,mcity, and not as an officer of the university.
lhe ChAIRMAN. How much time will you probably need, professor?
Professor HENDERSON. I think I can present in about 10 or 12
minutes the gist of a prepared statement which I shall simply run
over. After that there is a little that I should like to say, which
will take perhaps 5 minutes more. So I think that most of what
I particularly want to say can be said in about 15 minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. You will have permission to extend your remarks
ol' insert any supplemental thoughts you may have in the record.
W1e are going of necessity to be compelled to abbreviate these stateimeiits as much as possible on account of the number of witnesses who
(l(sire to be heard, and the shortness of the time at the disposal of
the committee. Perhaps we may start out without limiting the time,
but very likely before we get far it will be necessary to limit the
titne of each witness.

Professor HENDERSON. I will take advantage of that, if I may,

alid ask if there may be printed with my testimony a somewhat
longer and somewhat fuller discussion of the general topic of liquor
103
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taxation in relation to liquor control which I presented a few weeks
ago before the National Municipal League. I will not take your
time to run over that.
The CHAIRMAN. You have that privilege. Just leave it with the
reporter.
(The article by Professor Henderson, above referred to, appears
at the end of his oral statement.)
Professor HENDERSON. I will turn, then, directly to the particular
topic of which I want to speak. That is the matter of liquor taxation, whisky taxation, in its bearing partly upon revenue and also
upon what I think is a very important topic-the topic of temperance.
I would ask leave to remind your committee that a year ago you
did me the honor to hear my "testimony, to invite it. It was in
support of 3.2 percent beer as being actually nonintoxicating in use.
I also acted as an expert for the Judiciary Committee of the Senate.
At their request I wrote part of the report of the Judiciary Coinmittee on that matter. I would remind you that almost the only
successful experiment that has ever been conducted in the United
States on the subject of control of alcoholic beverages in relation
to temperance was the 3.2 percent beer experiment which I supported
a year ago.
I want now particularly to put before you a proposition of soniewhat the same sort which is also somewhat experimental. It will
sound very odd, but it is the only line-I state this as a scientific
proposition, and on the basis of a study of liquor control in this
country and elsewhere-what I am going to speak of is the only
line along which the peculiar problem of liquor in America can be
solved, because our problem is peculiar. It i the only way, in my
judgment, that the saloon can be prevented from returning without
continuing the speakeasy. It is the only way that the United States
Government and the States can avoid the choice which is now facing
the States particularly-a choice between the saloon and drunkenness on the one side or the speak-easy and lawlessness on the otler.
I have been in touch with the coinmissions-of many States, and I
am quite well acquainted with what is going on in many of then:
and they are facing an exceedingly difficult choice. In particular.
what I want to present is the most effective way to promote the
temperate use of liquor.
I realized when I came down here, and I have learned it much more
clearly since, that a tremendous effort is being made by speaker
before your committee and through the press to persuade you and
the Congress that there should below taxes on strong liquor. 'luit
might eliminate the speakeasy, but it would certainly restore the
saloon and promote drunkenness. There is nothing that promotes
drunkenness so effectively-and that means the saloon, too-as a low
tax on strong liquor. ,
Proof spirits of all variety ought to be taxed high, perhaps $4 a
gallon. After I heard Dr. Doran's testimony yesterday I was inlined to raise that figure, when I heard that in Canada it is $7.
I had not realized that they had got it as high as that.
Mr. FREARt. It is over $14 in Great Britain.
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Professor HENDERSON. Yes; $14 to $17, I think he said; so that a
r
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(tiart bottle would retail at a cost of $3 to $4.

I recognize that that is not by any means all. I fully agree that
in restaurants
canorbe15bought
of whisky 10
drink price-say
a reasonable
unless
cents-the men who
at a moderato
and clubs
want a drink of whisky will continue to go to the speakeasy. I make
that statement because of my acquaintance with what is going on in
the States, and with such a problem as has presented itself to the
Massachusetts Legislature in the last two or three weeks, and such a
problem as is now presenting itself in Connecticut.
What I want to urge on you as strongly as I can, as a practical
and scientific and the best solution of this problem, is that whisky
which has been diluted at the distillery down to 10 or 12 percent of
alcohol-that is the strength of an ordinary highball; it is strong
enough for anybody-and is supplied only in pint, or, better, in half
piiit bottles, should be given the benefit of a relatively low tax,
perhaps down to $1 a gallon on the original whisky.
Drunkenness and the saloon are peculiarly the products of the
drinking of alcohol in high concentration. By that Imean the practice, which is unfortunately rather common among considerable seetions of those who drink whisky in this country, but is not in any
other countries, of drinking the whisky almost undiluted; just'two
M three fingers of rye or Bourbon with at most a dash of water or a
%
of water as a chaser. It is that habit which has made the
iiiouthful
problem of liquor control in America more serious, and has made
liquor a more terrible evil in America, than any other. I do not
yiuean to say that everybody drinks that way; but a considerable
percentage of the men, and particularly those with whom liquor
becomes a curse and a ruin, do drink that way. The proposition
which I am putting before you is a means of preventing that, or at
le-.4 of minimizing it. It would not absolutely prevent it, but would
minimize it.
h'lat way of drinking might almost be called the old-fashioned
national, typical American way of drinking whisky. That kind of
(drinkis 3 or 4 or 5 times as concentrated, and it is at least that man),
tines as intoxicating, as the national drink of any other nation, such
as the French, who drink 8 or 10 percent wine; or the Germans, who
drink 4 or 5 percent beer; or the English, who drink 6 or 7 percent
beer.
A man drinking in that way can easily drink a pint of whisky iii
an hour, and a quart of whisky in an evening. If he is not halbituat(d to it the pint will make him extremely drunk, and the quart will
1
render
t
him unconscious, or may kill him. Of course a man who is
habituated may drink a quart every day. Then, of course, he goes
to pieces.
On the other hand if tile whisky has been diluted with 3 or 4
volumes of carbonated water, which'is about the dilution of an orditry Scotch highball, a man has to swallow half a gallon of fluid
to get a pint of whisky; and very few men, unless they are very
determined drinkers, will pour down the gallon of fluid which is
necessary to get a quart of whisky of that dilution into their stomahs. And even if a man does persist until lie has drunk 8 higlballs
iii order to get a pint of whisky. or 16 highballs in orl(er to get a
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quart of whisky, he will not be anything like as intoxicated as the
man who drinks his whisky nearly straight. It takes him a great
deal longer; it is absorbed very much more slowly, and some of it will
have been excreted before lie gets the last of it in.
The whole weight of experience in England-now I want to relate this to the question of taxation-is that the most effective way
to diminish drunkenness and those conditions that we group under
the word "saloon " is to use high taxation of distilled spirits-that
is, proof spirits-and relatively low taxes on the less concentrated
beverages. There it is somewhat simpler to put that into effect.
because the English working classes commonly drink beer- and uifortunately, with us, while they drink some beer, they also drink
a good deal of whisky.
The whole weight of scientific evidence is that the most effective
way to attain these ends is to promote dilution. On that point I
would refer you to the report of the Judiciary Committee of the
Senate (72d Cong., Rept. No. 1105) last winter on the bill legalizing
3.2 percent beer.
Mr. FHEAIM. Pardon me; is that the report that you wrote for
the Senate Judiciary Committee?
Professor HENDEMRSON. Yes; it is. In that report is reprinted an
English report that presents the best discussion of this question
that has ever been written.
That report by the ablest English scientific men and also by several leading English statesmen, after thorough study of the pro)
len, says in effect that the man who drinks a dilute beveragemust consume some pints before lie gets as much alcohol into his blood a4 the
spirit drinker would absorb from a glass of neat whiskey at proof. * * *
In this connection it has also to be borne in mind that alcohol is alboryud
Into the blood more slowly when It Is drunk in dilute solution than lwbii
taken in concentrated form.

Then they say:
As our practical conclusion, then, we may say that any form of itlcohulie'
liquor can cause drunkenness if such a quantity of it is taken at on(e0 our
within a short time as will lead to the )resence of the drug in the blood abmv'
a certain proportion, which In the case of the average healthy adult niy ikput provisionally at front 0.15 to 0.2 percent. Front the point of view of th1
prevention of drunkenness the superiority of the more dilute beverages, s1,1h
as the lighter beers and natural wines, is therefore mainly due to the fact tli.it

the bulk of the fluid makes it difficult for the drinker to consume a very hn"u',e

dhose of alcohol withiii it moderate I)eriod.

It is om that report of the British Liquor Control Board tlhit
the policy of Great Britain, which has greatly diminished drullihkeiness, is based.
I realize that your committee is primarily concerned with raisiiig
the maximmn revenue; but if the States see the saloon cotmimig
back-and they (1o see it coming back-and drunkenness increasimug.
some of them will enact State prohibition, with loss of revenue t,
the United States Government. Several States--for instance. li(
State of Connecticut, where I live-permit the sale of wine and ,,er
in restaurants and clubs but do not permit the sale of whiskey 1)y
the drink. Spirits can be obtained only by the quart froit a
package store.
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That arrangement also loses the Federal Government a certaiii
iniount of revenue, because it is proving all entirely unpractical sitiiation. We are not a wine-drinking people. I wish we were. We
should do what we can to encourage the drinking of wine and the
pro(luction of good wine; but there is as yet very little good wine
available.
The natural substitute is diltited whiskv. It will certhinly Ihe either that or undiluted whisky, and that means the
restoration of the essential feature of the saloon.
Nearly every State is facing, or will have to face, the problem
Of permitting or forbidding the sale of spirits as a drink in restauinuts and clubs. If the Federal Government woul make this difference in the taxation of full-strength spirits and dilute spirits,
the problem would be rendered far easier for the States. They
(',,1ld permit diluted spirits to be sold by the drink in restaurants
nud clubs, but proof spirits only by packagee stores or State agencies
for consumption off the premises. I believe that that arrangement
would bring in probably the largest revenue to the Government,
while tending to pievent'(Irunkenness. It wouhl eliminate the speake1,sV, but would not bring back the saloon. It woul be the longest
ano the most effective step toward the temperate use of liquor ti at
this country has ever taken. There is every reason to believe that
i people that used as its national drink spirits diluted to about 10
percent of alcohol woul be as teml)erate as a people like the French
tiat drink wine that usually contains no more than 10 percent of
alcohol. We are almost the only people in the world that drink
Mn considerable amount of ahlolol in concentrations above 20 l)erceit. That fact is the crux of ourproblet .
Now I should like to add just a few words more.
I realize that this is a novel p)roposition to put before you; but 1
Ielieve that in the long run what I have been saying is the line alon
wliel this problem will he solved.
Three years ago I made a statement in a little article that ill
mly
jim~lg~uent 3.2 ler(cent beer, or 4 percent beer by volume, would not
he imitoxicatin g. A year later Senator Binghanl introduce(l the Biugiami
beer bill based on that statement of mine. I was his princil)al
witness, and I got most of the others. I suppose we were regarded
iis mmthe+' foolish. A year after that--that is, a year ago-3.2 percent
bevr became law; and now the l)rohibition amendment has been
r,-'laled. So that even if you do not adol)t something of this sort
now. I venture t) predict that sooner or later something of this sort
will have to be considered.
A\ly particular recommendations are these:
(1)In all legislation, and so far as possible in general discusiun, the word " liquor " should be applied only to distilled s)irits.
'AIlrge part of the popular confusion on the l''oblelns of alcohol is
du. to applying the same words to include all forms of alcohol.
Soile of these forms are as powerful drugs as Iiiorlphine or .oelaime.
(tlhers are as mild as coffee. We should get this issue clear.
() Every bottle of every form of alcoholic beverage, strong or
weak, should be required by Federal law
lIr,'en)tage of alcohol that it contains, to
itit,
experts but our entire people may
fales as to the strength of the various

to carry a label stating the
the end that not only svien-

know from experience the
l)eveages that induce the
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various degrees of physical and mental effects. I would also reconimend that Congress should ask the Bureau of Standards to revise
the methods of expressing strength of spirits. The old phraseology
of "proof spirits ', "wine gallons ", "tax gallons ", and all that, is
exceedingly complicated; it is obscure; it is unscientific. There really
is just one way to express concentration of alcohol, and that is the
percent of alcohol, either by volume or by weight; and it would
ielp enormously in the long run if some clear, definite, scientific
phraseology and system were adopted.
(3) I would urge that native natural wines should be taxed as low
as possible, just enough to cover the expense of governmental inspection. They really are foods. They are not in the class with whisky
in any sense. The tariff on foreign wines containing not more thaii
10 percent of alcohol should be low enough to encourage their use as
a means of developing a taste for wine.
Mr. KNUTSON. Right there, I should like to ask the witness a
question. Would you see any objection to imposing a double or
treble tariff on wines coining from countries that are in default in
their payments to us?
Professor HNiwiSoN. Well, finance and matters of that sort are
outside of my field, sir. I am not an expert on the international
debts; but I would say, as regards wine, that wines over 10 percent,
especially champagne, which is drunk by those who can afford it in
larger volumes, at one time than any other wines, should be tax(-(]
very much higher. Champagne is almost the only wine that is
frequently the cause of drunkenness.
(4) Beer up to 3.5 percent or 4 percent of alcohol by weight.
or even 4.5 percent-I think there are reasons, for raising it to -.5
percent--should be taxed only $3 per barrel instead of $5, as -mt
present. It is very important that we should have good beer, amwd
at present the tak is too high to permit as good a beer as we could have
and should have. But beer of a higher concentration than, say ..
percent should be taxed double; and beer that ran over 6 percent
of alcohol should be taxed three times the maximum rate. Strong
beer-that is, beer u) to 8 percent, or something of that sort-is
the cause of a great deal of drunkenness in some countries, particularly Belgium. We have never had it, and we never should have it.
Then the main recommendations are these:
(5) Full-strength whisky, gin, rum, brandy, and all other al.oholic beverages containing over 1.5 percent of alcohol, should be
taxed at a high rate, so that a quart at retail would cost not less
than $4, whereas in Canada thp tax is $7. I do not know the ex:.,t
cost per bottle. The proposal that legal liquor should be cheal :is
a means of counteracting bootlegging amounts to encouragiIg
drunkenness. Better measures can be found against bootlegging
than that.
(6) Whisky and other distilled spirits that have been dilute at
the distillery, either with carbonated water or with other diltilts
(this has actually been proposed, I believed, in the State of 0him)
down to 10 percent of alcohol, and sold only in pint or half-p)ilt
bottles, should be taxed so much less (that is, perhaps a dollar a
gallon) than full-proof spirits that a drink of that sort, whichi is
the normal drink that an ordinary temperate man takes, will .ost
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,,nly 10 or 15 cents. That arrangement will satisfy the large majority of all who wish to drink spirits, and very few people will get
drunk on such mild highballs.
Now, I think I am very near the end of the time I mentioned,
it there is a word or two more I should like to say.
The CIIAIRMAN. You have had about double the time now. You
lave gone on for at least 20 minutes.
Professor HENDERSON. Then I apologize. I would merely say
that I thought the testimony which came out yesterday, in which the
Iv,1Presentatves of the Departments urged low taxes on whisky,
throws the whole case open; it repudiates all the pledges that have
S
been given to the American people that in future temperance should
and as such I protest against it.
stimulated;
andMr.
maintained
ho Al
Mr.
TREADWAY.
Chairman, I suggest that perhaps the profes,or understands that we would be glad to have any extension
of his
remarks in the record.
lThe CHAIRMAN. The Chair so stated.
Senator CLARK. May I ask just one question?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly, Senator.
Senator CLARK. Professor, did I understand you to say that you
wrote the report of the Senate Judiciary Commi'ttee?
Professor HENDERSON. I wrote only 3 or 4 pages of it.
Senator CLARK. That is what T wanted to get at-whether you
because the report merely embodied some
thatorstatement
made
Ihad
,of your
ideas,
whether you meant that you literally wrote part of
fh,' report of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary.
P.
Professor HENDERSON. Senator Blaine telegraphed to me and
aslied me to come down here, and he said that he proposed to incorporate in the report of the Judiciary Committee this British report, and they wanted an abstract of it and a discussion and explanotion of it in terms of American conditions. I do not know just
how long my little passage was; maybc 3 or 4 or 5 pages. I wrote
itt, and it is printed under my name in that report.
Senator CLARK. That is whale I wanted to bring out.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you. Professor, for you appearance,
and the testimony you have given the committee.
(The article by JProfessor Henderson, referred to in the first part
of his statement,"is as follows:)
A ToxrCOrToor8

ON THS LIQUOR PnOBLE'M

(Reprinted from the Yale Alumni Weekly of Nov. 17, 1938]

let
,is

DIIAJTION AS A MAJOR FACTOR IN PREVENTING THE EVILS OF ALCOIIOLISM
ly Yandell Henderson, 1895, Professor of applied physiology, Yale University)
IAn address before the National Municipal League, Nov. 11, 1033, at Atlantic City]

lit

ithe contribution that I hope to make to this conference Is concerned with
certain fundamental principles that are generally little known or considered,
but tire essential to any real solution of the liquor problem. In order to bring
(Alt the significance of these principles I am going to use the word "lntoxiClle
111g" asAnd
little
as possible. Instead I shall use a closely related word:
"ixt'."
toxic
means poisonous. I am going to compare the control
that are, or may be toxic, and those that are not.
drinks
over
)ti1t Is needed
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I have spent niany years in studying the health hazards and sanitary control of volatile liquids. Alcohol is a volatile liquid. Chloroform and ether
and methyl alcohol and gasoline are others; the war gases are still others;
the lead compound added to gasoline to make ethyl gas for automobiles Is
another. These substances can be either inhaled or drunk. Some of them
are very slightly poisonous, such as gasoline vapor. Others are deadly poisons.
One of the most deadly is the lead compound in ethyl gas. If used in hi1gh
concentration, that substance would cause numerous cases of such injury to
the brain thAt violent mania and death would result. Its mania is more
violent than alcoholic deliium tremens. But actually this' substance is now
supplied and sold to the public only in dilute form in gasoline. Ethyl gas
contains far less than 3.2 of lead and in this dilution is practically free from
danger to its consumers. Similarly the ethyl alcohol of all alcoholic beverages.
if Imbibed In high concentration, exerts powerful toxic effects upon the brain
and upon other organs of the body, notably the stomach. But when alcohol
is sufficiently diluted, the.,;e toxic effects are diminished or abolished. Toxicologically there is a wide difference between the concentrated and tile dilute
alcoholic beverages.
Obviously sensible and practical liquor control, after repeal of the eighteenth
amendment, shoul make all equally wide difference between the dilute and the
concentrated alcoholic beverages. Sane measures of control should permit or
even promote the use of the dilute and Itarmlle.s beverages; but It should
maintain a strict control over tile concentrated, and therefore toxic, alcoholic
beverages.
The first requirement for such control is that so far as possible the varlouw
classes of alcoholic beverages shall be kept separate. In other words light
beer with its 4 percent of alcohol and whiskey with 50 lrercent of alcohlI
should never be dispensed under the same conditions, or over the same ba,
or on the same table.
ALCOHOL AND ALKALOIDS

Let us take another illustration from toxicology, and compare the alcolhoIle
beverages with a class of drugs called alkaloids. We all use alkaloids. One
of them is the substance that gives coffee its stimulating effect. It is a drug
called caffeine. A closely related alkaloid is contint.ed in tea, and atnotler
in chocolate. Still another is the nicotine of tobacco, and drug for which we
smoke cigars and cigarettes and pipes. Nicotine is a very powerful poso0.
but it is so diluted, and partially destroyed, by the process of combustion ii,
smoking that its use does most people very little harm. These are comparatively harmless alkaloids. But closely related to them there are certain powerful drugs. They are the narcotic alkaloids morphine and cocaine. We do wit
take them with or after meals lke coffee and tobacco. To treat all alcoholic
beverages as if they were alike is exactly similar to treating all alkaloids as
if they were alike.
As you know, coffee and tea and chocolate are not even taxed. Tobacco i
taxed but is not otherwise controlled by tle Government. No other control is
needed. On the other hand, the Government tries to maintain a rigorous control
over morphine and cocaine. In spite of that control morphine and cocaite
addicts, especially In our larger cities, form one of our most serious problent1.
Now suppose that the problem of alkaloids had been treated in the same.
manner that the problem of alcoholic beverages has been. There would httve'
been another " noble experiment." It would have been promoted by the Drys
and would have aimed to forbid not only the public sale of morphine an,!
cocaine, but also of coffee and tobacco. I know several Drys who believe that
the use of tobacco should be suppressed, although they would generally allow
coffee. Indeed, one fanatical friend of mine almost lost his temper when I
asked whether lie was also opposed to chocolate.
Again, suppose that some State were to adopt local option for alkaloids whit"
a neighborhig State had high license for alkaloids In the one, coffee mil
tobacco would be forbidden along with morphine and cocaine. In the other n
citizen could buy morphine in the same shop and over the same counter it.,
tobacco. le could get a shot of cocaine at the same table where lie could drink
a cup of coffee. The results would be as disastrous as local option and h0igh
license have been in the case of alcohol, and the methods equally foolish.
This is not an overdrawn analogy. Tite stronger alcoholic beverages -sih
distilled spirits as whisky, gin, rum, and brandy--can wreck a man, mind a1d
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body, as effectually as either morphine or cocaine. On tile other hand I believe
that the experience of this country since light beer was legalized demonstrates
that I told the truth when I testified to committees of Congress a year ago
that a glass of light beer is no more Intoxicating-that is no more toxic-than
a iicup of coffee and rather less so than a cigar.
I have not time now to discuss details. I published a paper in Harper's
Magazine for last June in which I presented the type of control that the
science of toxicology Indicates. The report of Messrs. Fosdick and Scott to Mr.
John D. Rockefeller, Jr., is along the same line and seems to me to face realities
bravely, truthfully, and practically. It recommends that beer needs little control, but that distilled spirits should be sold only by Government agencies.
That Is certainly the ideal arrangement. But If that arrangement should prove
to be more than can be attained now, we should aim at least to limit the sale
of distilled spirits of full strength to a few package stores that would sell only
by the bottle, not by the drink.
An excellent report along the same general lines has recently been made
by a commission In the State of Oregon. A similar report has been made in
Michigan. California has already embodied much the same general conception
lin Its State constitution by referendum it year ago It is already the law
In Connecticut.
In all of the recent reports the idea of distinguishing between the different
(lasses of alcoholic beverages Is given increasing Importance. To my mind it Is
ilie feature of supreme importance. There should be no licenses for the general sale of all alcoholic beverages from beer to full strength spirits for connsumption on the premises. Such licenses would immediately revive the saloon
and the saloon system.
So far as possible a place licensed to sell beer should not be licensed to
,4ll spirits or even wine. It would be well if a place licensed to sell wine
should not be allowed to sell any alcoholic beverage of less than 8 percent or
iiore than 18 percent of alcohol. A store licensed to sell proof spirits should not
be allowed to sell any weaker beverage, or to permit drinking on the premises.
THE PROBLEM OF OLUBS, HOTELS, AND RESTAURANTS

ill,

lig
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All of these proposals are perfectly simple, scientific, practical, and feasible
i every feature except one. That feature applies to clubs and hotels, and
especially
1
to the large hotels and their restaurants In large cities. But even
for such hotels this separation is not Impracticable. The grill might be allowed
oto
have a beer license and the restaurant a wine license, provided that drinks
are not interchanged between the grill and the restaurant. There is no good
r1ason why a hotel should be allowed to serve drinks of any kind in bedrooms.
There are strong reasons against it. Each particular class of beverage should
be permitted to be served only In the place, the grill or restaurant, where it
is licensed. The man who wants to drink spirits in his room should get his
bottle from the Government agency or the package store.
Now, I want to present for your consideration an idea which Is somewhat
novel but which is, I believe, practical and advisable. It is based on a toxicologi0fIl fact of fundamental importance. This fact is that beverages containing
more than 20 percent of alcohol and those containing appreciably less than 20
l.,rcent (say 10 to 15 percent) are quite distinctly different in their effects. One
(,f the most distre- 3lng effects of chronic alcoholism il the whisky addict is gastritis or inflammation of the stomach. The habitual use of alcohol in concentrations above 20 percent produces this condition; the habitual use of weaker drinks
11
dos
i
not. Tile stronger also affect conduct more strongly than the weaker.
Of course a man can get "drunk" on beverages containing 15 percent of
alohol. But lie docs not get such rapid and intense effects from any alcoholic
drink in concentrations below 20 percent as he does from those above 20 percent,
sulch as whisky straight or diluted only with an equal volume of water, or as
hee does from the stronger varieties of cocktails. For this reason there should
,hoan effort both by means of taxation and license to influence those who
%wishto consume the stronger beverages to take them in a form below 20 perceiat concentration. The reason for this Is not merely on account of gastritis,
h rather because the effect of one cocktail of 30 percent upon a man's behavior,
bid
di-lf-control, and ability to drive an automobile Is much greater than Is the effect
fof two cocktails of equal volume each containing only 15 percent of alcohol.
heree is no great hardship for whisky drinkers Involved in this. I have seen
20101-34-8
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many Englishmen drinking whisky and soda, but never in a proportion of less
than two or three volumes of soda water to one of whisky. But I used to
see Americans drink Bourbon nearly neat.
There are two measures that can be used to promote more dilute drinks; and
both should be used. Suppose that whisky, which is 50 percent alcohol, is to
be taxed so that a quart will cost the consumer $4. The same amount of
whisky, diluted with three volumes of carbonated water to an alcoholic strength
of about 18 percent alcohol and dispensed in half-pint bottles, should be taxed
so much lower that it would cost the consumer only $2. He would get 16 half
pints of dilute whisky, containing altogether a quart of the original whisky,
for half the price that the quart of full strength would cost. It is only chronic
inebriates, or those on the way to becoming such, that want anything stronger.
The lower price would be influential; and the more alcohol is diluted the
harder it is to get "drunk." Diluted whisky should be taxed at the same rate
as wine of a like concentration of alcohol.
For less klca in cookta42s.--In the same way dilution should be applied to
cocktails or their ingredients so that the price to the consumer would be very
much less for the diluted articles than for those of full strength. Cocktails
under these conditions would still be quite as strong or stronger than thl
best interests of the human stomach and safety for motorists in traffic require.
For hotels, restaurants, and clubs this dilution of all the stronger forms of
alcoholic beverages down to some concentration below 20 percent should iev
mandatory in the terms of the licenses issued. Full-strength spirits or any
form of alcohol above 20 percent should be obtainable only from the Goverment agencies or the licensed package stores.
I have put this idea before some hotel men. Their first reaction is of course
strong objection. But on further thought they have rather favored it. As one
hotel man put it, "We could charge as much for a 15 or 18 percent cocktail as
for one of 25 or 30 percent. It would cost us less, and probably a good
many people would then buy two cocktails instead of one with a corresponding
increase in our receipts." If he had been a toxicologist he might have added !
that a man who has taken two 15 percent cocktails could drive his car muilh
better than if he had had only one 80 percent cocktail. Furthermore one ,4
the few benefits that have resulted from prohibition is that the bootlegger'
have diluted their synthetic gin so that a large proportion of all cocktail
addicts are now accustomed to cocktails that run well below 20 percent. If
they are satisfied with that percentage now, it would be a pity to educate then
again up to the stronger cocktails that prevailed before prohibition. After
repeal of the eighteenth amendment undiluted gin will certainly return to
common use for cocktails, unless controlled along some such lines as I om
suggesting.
If clubs are to be allowed to dispense beer, wine, spirits, and cockta i4
nothing stronger than a percentage of alcohol somewhere between 15 and 1N
should be allowed by their licenses. Any club man ought to be satisfied, and
most of them would be, with a highball containing 13 percent alcohol. lb
should not object to pouring the highball out of a half-pint bottle in which
the whisky had been mixed with carbonated water at the distillery, instead
of doing the mixing himself. It would cost him only half as much.
I believe that for some years to come it will be necessary to permit tho
sale of distilled spirits at proof-that is to say, 50 percent alcohol-either by
Government agencies or by licensed package stores. This is the only ww
to stop bootlegging
But before a citizen should be allowed to buy pro"
spirits he should have to get a license, similar to that for driving an automobile,
which would in effect certify that he Is a law-abiding and fairly tempern:i,
person. Such certificates should be issued by a board on which the poli',
department, the board of health, and particularly the commissioner of motor
vehicles would be represented.
To sum up all that I have said thus far: The one great principle to be kepl
in view in defining a sound public policy and drafting legislation, if the evil,, -1'
alcoholism are to be minimized, is that of substituting the more dilute for th,
stronger alcoholic beverages. It is the concentration, the high percentage "
alcohol in American drinks, that produces the evils of alcohol even more tlm
the absolute amount of alcohol consumed.
The crucial feature in the politics of alcohol.-So much for the sclentilll
side. Before I close I want to say a few words on the practical political sid.
I take it that it is the business of science to point out what ought to be done:h
what would be done if this were a perfect world. On the other hand It is t1,
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htusiness of the better forms of practical politics, in which such a gathering as
this is interested, to go as far, but only as far, in that direction as public
opinion at the time and place will permit.
Viewed from that standpoint the primary object of all who hope and work
for the best attainable conditions should be to prevent the return of the local
control of licensing: that is, licensing by cities, towns, and counties through
boards of local politicians. Instead of such local boards the licensing power
throughout each State should be exercised by a State board appointed by the
Governor.
This point is so perfectly clear, so obviously the arrangement that would be
adopted in a perfect world, that respectable citizens are Inclined to assume
that this arrangement will everywhere certainly be adopted. On the contrary experience shows that it will quite certainly be nowhere adopted without
a fight; and when adopted, it will require a continual, watchful, and energetic
defense. I know this from personal observation. Not long ago I went to a
hearing in the Capitol Building of one of our States. The hall was packed with
perhaps five hundred people, all very intent on the business in hand. The
commission that had called the hearing presented a bill providing for the
control of beer, and later of spirits, by a State board to be appointed by
the Governor. I was the only citizen who, merely as a citizen, appeared in its
support. Two representatives of certain organizations also favored it for their
organizations. No one in the crowd supported us.
Then the opposition took the floor. A State senator of well known alcoholic
.onnections shouted, " If a fellow doesn't want beer and does want whisky
why shouldn't lie have it? Wt, want things the way they used to be." ''his
statement the crowd applauded. Then
mvn
more forcibly he shouted, " We
object to the Governor's appointing tie commission. We want commiissions
of our own town to nmnage licenses." And the crowd rose to this sentiment
with applause that shook the State House.
Education for the drys.-So much for It ci rtain kind of wets and their aints.
Now, for a few words regarding the drys. If a sufficient majority of the people
is to be won, not only for the repeal of the eighteenth aniendment, but also
t',w the effective control of alcoholic liquors after repeal, that majority must
iclude a large number of people who up to thil time have been drys. Tile
v"mapaign of public education must be ained quite definitely to will their support.
Theyignorant.
are for the
earnest.b, conscientious
people,
almost
hopelessly
Theymost
quitepart
generally
lve-impossibhl
as ithutsounds1hiat beer makes more drunkards than whisky. Indeed a leader In their cause.
:I prominent medical authority, har recently published an article in a well
kiown magazine In which he seriously states that " Intoxication is as properly
aplplied to the person who hIs taken a quart of 3 percent beer as it is to the
(hilnker of a quart of whisky . . ." Yet the one may show no appreciable
disturbance of conduct while the other is rendered coml)letely unconscious or
even killed. Such a view is toxicologically as unsound as it would be to class
,itffee and tobacco with morphine and(1 cocaine. It deniands an impossible
degree of asceticism. Yet this is the attitude of large numbers of worthy
people; and, until it is changed, those who art, striving for sane liquor control
are In the unfortunate position of fighting (n two fronts. At present we have
to, fight the old liquor Interest and corrupt politic.: on one front and the drys
of the type I have indicated oil the other.
\Ve know what we have to expect front the liquor interest. The problem of
tle conscientious but ignorant drys who Insist that all alcoholic beverages of
.ll strengths are equally evil Is no less difficult. I an reminded of a saying
f' a certain Episcopal bishop some generations ago to the effect that "The
I:Finding
of the Puritans upon Plymouth Rock was a great event. But
how
much greater an event it would have been if Plymouth Rock had landed upon
Hie Puritans."
NoTs.-The percentages here mentioned are buy volume. By weight they
\'ouid be one fifth less, e.g., 40 Instead of 50. and 12 instead of 15.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness onl the calendar is Paul Garrepresenting Garrett & Co., onl the subject of the wine tax.
The Chair wil1 observe, niuch as lie regrets to do so, that it will
I)(- necessary to request the witnesses to confine their remarks as
IicIarly as possiblee to the 10-minute limit. We will not make any
hard-and-fast, rule, but there are so fiany witnesses to appear that
we shall have, as nearly as possible, to observe the 10-minute rule.
Fett,
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STATEMENT OF PAUL GARRETT, PENN YAN, N.Y., REPRESENTING
GARRETT & CO.
Mr. GA1t :iT. I will try to abbreviate my remarks, Mr. Chairman.
If you should be interested in tie subject, Mr. Woodard will give
me his time.
The question has frequently been asked, gentlemen, why Americans
are not wine-drinkers. With the great wealth of native grapes in
this country, as evidenced by all of the early explorers, it is rather
surprising that we have used so little wine in the last 50 or 60 years.
I think this explanation is fairly logical. In the earliest stages
of wine-imaking in this country, the colonists relied on French importations of vines. Those vines were all subject to disease in this
country. A rather strange corollary is that all of the French grapes
now are planted on American roots, they being resistant to the
disease of phylloxera.
The next effort that was made in the wine business was about
1835 or 1840, by two plioneers-Mr. Weller of North Carolina, and
the elder Longworth, of Ciiiciinati. They mniade an effort to produce wines from American grapes which was the first effort to
commercialize our native grapes. California at that time had not
begun to develop the grape business; it was not a part of this cotuntry, and it was being developed by the padres and others who established the missions, and brought with them the grapes from Mexico
and from the foreign countries.
But about the time that the Wellers and the Longworths were
trying to introduce a wine business into this country, the temperance
movement got under way under Neal Dow in Maine and others; so
the result was that the lighter beverage of wine, the only place for
the use of which is on the American tal)le, was banishedt from the
table, and by legislation its sale was confined to the saloon or barroom.
Nobody goes to a barroom or a saloon for a glass of wine. I
challenge any man who has ever seen a glass of wine drunk in a
barroom. As a missionary salesman, I have had 15years experience
" before the bar ", and I have never seen a drink of wine taken at a
bar yet. Tile result has been that wine has been sublimated and its
distribution has been in the places controlled by other branches of
the trade, and has never had an opportunity to reach its logical place
of (listribution-the American home.
Wine should not be judged by its alcoholic strength alone; and my
references are all toward light'wines. I am not discussing fortified!
wines at all. They have their sphere in the medical world,perhaps:
but I ani only discussing table wines, the natural product of ferinenitation of grapes. My plea, so that you may understand what I
am driving at, is that you consider, if"we can* develop a method of
distribution of wines to the American home, that will eliminate all
taxes, just as we do on cider, not so much oil account of the taxsome of us may be able to pay the tax-but because of the co-related
consequences. 'If it is taxed,'it has to be sold in liquor places only.
It comes under the same restrictions that are put on liquors. In
New York State it even is not classed with beer any more.
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Now, as my time is limited, I will pass on to another plhase-the
agricultural phase.
There are in France between 20 and 25 percent of the population of
40,000,000 people devoted to viticulture. Italy has equally as many,
and I think about the same population. We have as many acres of
land suited to the cultivation of fine wine grapes in the United
States, and pretty uniformly distributed throughout the States, as
both France and Italy; an~i if wine-making is permitted free of
tax for use in the home-we would not expect it to be sold in
public places, except of course where food is used, at hotels-a
development in this country is possible that might equal the pro(fuction of France and Italy. But if we got only one half of the
production of France per capita in this country it would afford an
interesting occupation and a profitable occupation for 10,000,000
men and women in country districts. We all know that the best lands
devoted to wine grapes are the hillsides of our mountains, and
)laces that are not very valuable for the growth of other crops. The
finest wine grapes grow on the sunny exposures of hills. The tonnage is not very large, but if the quality is there we can get the
1)1ce.
My appeal is primarily to consider wine in a class to itself, along
with cider, as an agricultural proposition. Every wine man in
the country is a grape grower. Nearly every grape grower makes
wine; that is, lie produces it in its first stages. The majority of the
wines produced by grape growers are accumulated by wine merchants, because the grape grower has not the facilities to extend his
- les throughout the country.
As to the American people drinking wine, I had a good many
controversies with my very good friend Mr. Wayne Wheeler, who
objected to wine because he said it was it natural taste; it did not
med any acquirement. Wine is a natural taste, and it would not be
liflicult to cultivate it to the great aid of temperance and good
Iu-alth.
The value of wine in the lexicon of health is that it aids the diges!ion by its acids, and not by the alcohol it contains. So used, wine
is never intoxicating.
Mr. ViNsoN. Mr. Chairman, I was under the impres-sion that the
vighteenth amendment has been repealed. I should like to hear evi(fence directed at the tax l)roblem. That is what we are mainly
interested in.
Mr. GAnRETT. I am appealing for no tax on wine, as is tie case
with cider; that is, wine that goes into the home.
At 4 cents a gallon, it is a tax of $6 a ton on grapes. At 16 cents
gallon, it is a. tax of $26, I think, on a ton of grapes-$26 a tonanid that tax falls on the grape grower. lWe may twist it around as
we want to, but it is alhnost impossible to pass it on to the consumer.
Mr. VINsoN. Those are facts that are very interesting, and we are
"'iglity glad to get them.
.Nr. (,xmut'rTr. It has been said that a tax of 10 cents peri gallon
would be acceptable to the grapegrowers and winemakers. Ihis is
it tax on the grapegrower of from $16 to $17.50 a ton. Prior to
prohibition, the biggest crop of light wine niade in the l'nited
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States was 30,000,000 gallons.

Ten cents per gallon would produce

$3,000,000 of revenue. A casual glance at the voluminous reports
now required by the Revenue Department show conclusively that
the expense of supervision and collecting this tax will run far in
excess of $3,000,000; and on top of this tax each State is following
suit with taxes ranging from 10 to 50 cents per gallon. If thi;
United States will recognize winemaking as a nontaxable agricultural pursuit, the States will follow very readily.
My whole idea and hope is to turn your attention toward the
possibilities of the introduction of wine as an article of daily use
in the homes of our people, as against the use of the stronger drinks
which are so frequently used now, as the gin-cocktail appetizer.
and so forth. I am appealing for wine as a matter of health
and as an agricultural proposition. As I pointed out, we have
lands that are suitable. We have people who are looking for
work. It is attractive work. It appeals to a man of intelligence.
A man and his wife both can work at a vineyard. In the majority
of instances the vineyard man is also the vintner; that is, he makes
his wine.
Mr. VINSON. What would the gentleman suggest to be a fair r'ate.
on wineI
Mr. GARRETr. Well, as I said, the present 4 cents a gallon on wine
is a tax of $6 a ton on the grapes; and any tax forces its sale through
liquor channels. I should like to see wine sold through the grocei'y
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store.

Mr. VINSON. At what point would the gentleman fix the rate?
Mr. GAIRrr. At what point would I fix it?
Mr. VINSON. Yes.
Mr. GAPamr. Nothing.
Mr. VINSON. Do you think that this committee and the Congrwould fix the rate on wine at nothing?
Mr. GAmETT. Well, I had hoped that as an agricultural proposition it might appeal to you in the same light that cider does.
Mr. VINSON. At what point would you fix the rate on liquor.
distilled spirits?
Mr. GAluILmrr. That is entirely out of my province. I quite agree
with a good many of the sentiments I heard here yesterday-thai
if the rate is fixed too high it is going to give encouragement to thI.
bootlegger. I have no interest in the distilling business or in liquors.f
I have been a wine man all my life-three generations of wine menand I am interested, in my later days, to see that the wine businecomes into its own as a food product, and not as a liquor.
Mr. HILL. Will the gentleman yield there?
Mr. VINSON. I yield.
Mr. HILL. You are basing your suggestion here as to tax-free wine.
on the proposition that wine is an agricultural product; are you?

Mr. GARMETr. Yes, sir.
Mr. HILL. As consistently, you might say that hard liquors are
an agricultural product.
Mr. GAIMErT. Not by any means or to such an extent. A larger
percentage of a ton of grapes goes into the beverage that is used i
the consumer, and a larger percentage of the return goes to the pi,'ducer, than in the case of any other beverage that I know. A ve' l
small percentage of the return from beer goes into the hop mitt -
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p)urse; and if the grapegrower is also the vintner, a large per-

centage, in fact a very large percentage, of the returns from the
vineyard go into the hands of the producer.
I am trying to draw a distinction of wine from liquor. Wine is a
food, in my judgment-an adjunct to food. The history of those
nations, such as France and Italy, where wine is so used, is that they
are the most temperate. I believe that is conceded. I do not believe that is debatable at all.
Senator CYARK. It is your theory, is it not, that we ought to have a
prohibitive tariff on foreign wines, and no internal-revenue tax on
domestic wines? That is the logical conclusion from your remarks.
Mr. GARm T. I do not object to putting a high tax on foreign
labels. Most of them come here under false guises, you know. If
we have people who want to pay fancy prices for labels and help
hear our burden of expense, I do not care, provided you keep it high
enoughh on the labels. A good many vin ordinaires come in here, as
we know, under "chateau" brands.
I shall be glad to answer any other questions.
Senator HARRISON. Do you think we can make as good a chainpagne in this country as they make in France?
Mr. GAmRIr. I think we can, sir.
Senator HARRISON. Whereabouts are they produced-in California
or New York?
Mr. GARnirr. So far, in the experience of those who have done it,
New York State has led, and New Jersey, in the production of
champagne; in other words, eastern grapes, by reason of the fact
thalt growers have given a greater number of years to it. The wines
of the East are much higher in acid than the wines of the West. I
in not disparaging California. I am simply speaking of a fact
which exists. I do not know of any brand of California champagne
ihat ever went very largely into the trade.
Champagne is highly acid wine, and has been more experimented
on and more attention given to it in the East than in the West. It
is understood that I am equally interested in California. I have no
(desire to disparage her abilities or qualifications, or what she might
(o. I am simply speaking of what has been done. The brands that
have been on the market have been chiefly Eastern brands.
Mr. McCu 'o. Is the grape juice used in champagne in the East
fortified?
M1r. GARRmv. No, sir; with the exception that frequently, just as
a finish, following the foreign example, what they call the dosage
mav be of a little sugar and a little brandy that will help to prevent
additional fermentation. It is not what you would call a fortified
wine. The alcohol is all the result of fermentation.
Mr. MCCLINTIW. Does that go into the champagne made in the
East?
Mr. GA1RFi'. The dosage?
Mr. MCCLINTIC. Yes.
Mr. GARRETt. Yes sir; it has been the custom.
Mr. MoCLINTIC. That is not used in the California product; is it?
.M'. GAIRREr. I could not say from personal experience, but I
understood that they followed the same methods that are in general
iise throughout the world. That is followed in France and everywhere else.
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I do not want to take your time with a technical discussion of the
necessity of a dosage, or the advisability of it. I am not primarily
discussing champagne. I am deeply interested in champagnes, as
am in everything concerning the wine business. I want to discuss
the possibility of wine as an agricultural development and as an aid
to temperance in this "new deal" at this time. I have been in
business 56 years, and I have hoped for the time to come when the
wine business night come into its own as a family product.
Mr. REED. I should like to verify one figure that you gave a while
ago. You know, in western New York we raise the Concord grape,
which is not made into champagne nor wine, but is made into graler
juice and sold largely to hospitals for medicinal purposes and to
peo le who want to use it as a healthful nonintoxicating drink.
Mr. GARRnIT. Yes, sir.
Mr. REED. If Congress puts a tax of 5 cents a gallon on that, that
reduces the price of gra pes to the farmer by about $8 a ton.
Mr. GARm'rr. It would.
Mr. REED. And this year their price is about $15 a ton, find not
a farmer is making a cenit in that section.
Mr. GAIIIIr'r. I think that bears out my statement, but I am very
to have your indorsenient of it. The tax in the wine business"fr
glad
r
and in the grape-juice business does come on the farmer, because
he is largely the manufacturer.
The CIIAIMAN. Have you concluded your statement?
Mr. GABnmrr. Let ine just say this: I do not want to omit anything. I stated that if we could get one half of the per capiia
consumption in this country during the period of the next decade.
say, or the next generation, we would be able to put ten million
people into a pleasant occupation of viticulture-in this country, whlih
if we got the combined consumption of France and Italy, which
our population would entitle us to it would multiply that by a great
deal, and give them a very healthful occupation.
A great deal is said about moving the urban population to tin
country. I do not know what thc-y, will do there. If they are set
to raising potatoes, they will beco6ime a public charge in a very
short time; but as vineyairdists it would respond to intelligence.
My plea is to give us wine free of tax, just as you do cider, provideil its ultimate destination is the home, so that it can reach
the home through the distributing house, the grocery store, not only
without tax but without the l)rohibitions that go with the tax.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you, Mr. Garrett, for your appearance
and the testimony you have given the committee.
(Mr. Garrett submitted the following nmmorandum :)
YALE UNIVERSITY,
LABORATORY OF APPLIED PIIYSIOLOGY,
New Haven, Conn., November 16, 1933.
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Mr. PAUL GARRETT,

10 Bush Terminal, Brooklyn, N.Y.

DEAR MR. GARRETT: I have read your letter of November 16 with grc:,t
interest. I agree with you that wine should not be confused with spirits. T,'l
whole problem of alcoholic beverages is rendered more difficult by the use of
word 'liquor" to indicate all forms of alcoholic I)everages.
Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
YANDE,
II
)FDIS(N.
(

fit
fit .
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GARRETT & CO.,
INC.,

Professor YANDELI, HENDERSON,

Care of Yale University, New Haven, Conn.
DEAR PROFESSOR: May I take the liberty of approving most heartily the
ideas advanced by you and set forth in the copy sent me entitled "Testimony
before committee on alcohol beverage law of the Federal Bar Association of
New York, November 27, 1933."
I hope you will pardon me if I try to throw light on one or two of the subjects
about which you seem to ask information and which I think I can answer intelligently.
For instance, I think I can give the reason for your statement that "we are
iiot, as a nation, drinkers of wine."
History records the fact that all of the
earliest settlers were enthusiastic ot er the possibilities of grape culture in the
ijew land and even looked forward to supplying the mother countries with the
much desired wine which was then being procured from their southern neighbors.
Great stress was laid by the explorers Amadas and Barlow, who were sent out
hY Sir Walter Raleigh with a view of colonizing his immense grant to the Virginia territory from Queen Elizabeth on the unlimited possibilities of grape culhire. These hardy sailors were undoubtedly familiar with all of the wine-prostated that in all the world "no such wealth of grapes
Europe,
ducing
were tocountries
be found ofthe
scent of which met them far out at sea."
Every Colonial governor greatly emphasized the possibilities of developing a
wine trade as a money crop and repeated experiments were made by the landed
gentry, but unfortunately they fell into the error of trying to transplant the vines
from France. These vines were not adpated to the richer soils and the climate of
the coastal regions and soon succumbed to the disease which later devastated the
French vineyards and this diseases was arrested only by grafting the European
varieties on the native stock of the Eastern States.
With these repeated failures tobacco became the medium of exchange with the
mother country, and wine making was abandoned as a commercial pursuit.
Tt was not until the middle of the nineteenth century that a few courageous
imien working In the interest of viticulture and temperance seriously undertook the
propagation of the native American varieties. "The leader of these was perhaps
the elder Longworth, of whose Catawba wine the poet Longfellow launched into
a lyric commending its fine qualities as comparable with the best wines of the
toer countries.
lBut unfortunately for the viticulturallsts' art, the excessive use of rum and other
distilled spirits had aroused the indignation of the churches and temperance
reformers, and, strange to say, %vinecame in for just as severe criticism as distilled
liquors, and was banished from the tables of the well-to-do who, being for the most
part members of the churches, were unwilling to incur the social ostracism
threatened if wines were served with meals, which is the only proper way in which
wines are ever used.
California at that time was not a part of the United States of America, but
E'iroc)aan varieties peculiarly adapted to her soil and climate were being introduced by the Padres and Jesuits who were founding missions and carrying with
elin the culture of the grape, which later on developed wonderful possibilities on
the Pacific coast, which grape, being of European type, has appealed especially
t(,
the Latin population which have been the chief customers for the produicts of
California.
I wish to most heartily commend your drawing a distinction between the
word "intoxicating", which is ordinarily used to mean exhilarating, and the
word "toxic."
Without undertaking to analyze the toxic properties of any distilled liquors or
of beers, I wish to say most emphatically that properly and scientifically made
wima.s are not toxic, tfhat is, poisonous or habit-foriniing, nor do they have deteriorating effects on man's mental, moral, or physical make-up. I an not prepared
to argue the point as to whether a dilution of 10 percent alcohol may or may not
however, to prove, I think, that a scientifically ferprepared,
I am
toxic.wine,
be
Mneted
produced
under proper supervision, can be made and Is being made,
that is in no sense toxic or l)oisolols.
\Vine makers in America have made more progress in the last two decades in
s'ie itific wine manufacturer than all the rest of the world has made since Pasteur,
who, with the aid of the microscope, discovered the science of fermentation, with
its inany diseases threatening to destroy the wine industry of France.
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Brooklyn, N.Y., December 4, 193.
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If we are to attain true temperance, it must be through the medium of lightly
alcoholic, scientifically made beverages. Wines, however, should not be classedl
either with beer or With distilled lIquors, but shpuld be looked upon as an agricultural product capable of adding billions of dollars to our national wealth and
hundreds of millions annually to our income if social America would put the stanil)
of approval on the use of wine as the French and Italians do, as an article of
daily diet.
Nearly 20 percent of the population in France are engaged in viticulture, yet
France imports from her Algerian colonies millions of gallons of wine over and
above the millions she exports.
Probably 25 percent of the population of Italy is engaged in viticulture and
the vintner's art, but in neither country is the question of intemperance either a
social or political consideration except among the tourist class, who insist on
having high-powered distilled liquors in cocktails, highballs, etc.
If the temperance problem is to be solved we should give encouragement to
viticultitralists and the vintners, at least until they can get the mortgages paid
off on their homes and until millions of available acres, otherwise going to waste,
and not suited to other crops, are planted to productive vineyards which make
high quality wines. In the United States there are more acres of land ideally
adapted to the growth of suitable grapes, either native or imported types, than
there are in Italy and France. From an economic standpoint and from a teinperance standpoint, every encouragement ought to be given to planting these
otherwise barren and unproductive hillsides, which are the ideal locations for tho
production of fine wine grapes, just as they are in France, Italy, Switzerland, alli
other sections.
One other point you raise that I think I can answer out of observation aitl
experience; that is, as to distillation. My maternal grandfather, like thousands
of large landowners in the South, ran a small fruit brandy distillery, making
only 1 or 2 barrels of apple and peach brandy, which was exclusively for personal
use and never sold. Prior to the taxes arising out of the Civil War, there was Ito
tax or supervision of this homemade brandy-making.
In my earlier years, on our vineyards in North Carolina, I operated a distillery
of the same type as a salvage proposition, utilizing the wine sediments and 1n1king a high type of grape brandy which commanded fancy prices after proper
ageing. This was before the day'of the steam distillery, and these crude methods
of extracting the alcohol were known as "pot distilleries:"
The method of handling this pulp mash or lees was to put it in extreme diltion into the copper distillery, build a fire under it and evaporate the alcohi
through a lead or copper still-worm, running water being used to condense t! .
evaporated alcohol.
Now the first runs of these distilleries came to be known as "low wines" awd
owing to excessive fusel oils were rarely fit to drink, so that after two or three
runs of the distillery, accumulating enough of the low wines, this low wine wns
put back into the distillery for redistillation or doubling. In this last distillation
the brandy was condensed generally at about 150 to 160, and as it was exhausted
it would run down to lower degrees, and when it came to be about 60 or 70 proof
again the heavier fusel oils began to come over and the last run was again piut
into the low wines.
Wfien the Goyernment put a tax on distilled liquors, it set up an arbitrary rule
that if any distilled liquor, including fruit brandies, showed over 100 proof, the
tax was assessed at proof value, but If the liquor to be taxed showed less tlwii
100 proof (50 spirits) then it paid a per gallon tax; in other words, if the spirits
to be put away for aging showed only 60 or 70 or 80 proof it still paid the per
gallon tax of 100 proof. This I think established the rule for marketing aid
aging all distilled spirits at 100 proof, instead of at lower degrees, it being expeetvd
that the drinker would dilute the goods if as and when desired.
Light, natural wines in my judgment should not be taxed, as it constitutes Iu
tax on agriculture. The proposed 10 cents per gallon tax on natural wine is a
tax of $17.50 per ton on the grower of the grapes. This is especially true sice
the majority of these wines are produced through their first fermentation by tie
grower himself; and contrary to the generally accepted theory, lie is not able '
pass his tax on the io consumer.
Respectfully yours,
PAUL GARRETT, Presidct
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'PESTIMONY BEFORE COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOL BEVERAGE LAW OF THE FEDERAL
BAR ASSOCIATION AT NEW YORK NOVEMBER 27, 1033

(By Yandell Henderson, professor, applied physiology, Yale University)
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I wish to deal particularly with a very specific and very pressing question:
What is to be done about the sale of distilled spirits by the glass, by the drink
in restaurants, and clubs? Every commission of every State is facing, or will
soon have to face, this question. In some States, as here in New York, such sale
is to be allowed for proof spirits on the same terms as wine. In other States,
as in Connecticut, the sale of full strength spirits by the drink is to be forbidden.
Which Is the right solution of this problem?
In my opinion both are wrong. Each will lead to evils that can be plainly
foreseen. One reestablshes the saloon. The other will continue the speak-easy.
What I have to say will lead up to a proposal, based on scientific knowledge,
fltt offers an escape from this alternative of evils. This proposal has nothing
to (to with any law or regulation as to whether a man shall drink standing or
sitting; or whether there shall be a bar or only tables. All of that sort of thing
al)pars to me foolish. Let us be done with prohibitions. If it is best that men
attid women shall be seated at tables instead of standing at bars, let us arrange
c-otlitions so that it will appear to them natural and desirable to dring seated.
The bar and standing drinking are peculiarly American tourists.
Le.islation, to be effective, must be based on facts and realities. One fact
that is certain is that we are not as a nation drinkers of wine. In this fact the
)roblem of alcohol with us differs from the problem elsewhere. It has been rather
siucessfully solved over in Canada in the Province of Quebec. But our habits
arc different. The French-Canadians drink chiefly wine. Conditions in England
are also different. In England much the greater part of all the alcohol consumed
is ill beer and a minor part only in spirits. This is even more true of Germany.
Ii tihe United States before prohibition a full half of all the alcohol consumed
wa drunk as whisky; and a good deal of it was drunk with very little dilution.
'Tis lack of dilution was the major cause of the appalling evils from alcohol that
led tip to prohibition. Let us face the fact that no legislation can make us over
night, or within many years, a wine-drinking people. Let us encourage wine by
very low taxes and in every other way as against spirits. But for the present
the problem of supreme importance is how to prevent, or at least diminish as
greatly as possible, the evils that result from the drinking of distilled spirits in
high concentration.
I have been trying to find out why whisky, brandy, rum, gin, and spirits generally are all approximately 50 percent alcohol. Why not 25 percent, or 75 percCit, or 95 percent such as we use in scientific laboratories and in industry?
No one seems to have asked that question before. There are two possible
anwers. One is that probably in the early days of distilling the stills were so
crutle that 50 percent was about their limit. The other answer is that any cottcentration much over 50 percent burns the mouth. If no product of distillation,
no form of spirits, stronger than 10 percent had ever been produced, there is every
reoii to believe that a people that use such a distillate as its national driNk
would be no more drunken than a nation, like the French, that drink wine that
usau:lly contains no more than 10 percent of alcohol. We are the only people in
the, world that drink any consi(lerable amount of alcohol iinconcentrations
c,,we
20 percent.
Ifwe cannot prevent a considerable part of our people from consuming distilled
Pr,.ucts, and if we cannot at once make them drink wine instead of whisky, we
C"mat least arrange matters so that what tlhe: will choose of their own accord to
(iri1k shall be no more harmful than wine. 'I his should be done largely through
Federal taxation, rather than through state policing.
If this is (lone all such
(1ltions as whether one should drink standing or sitting, whether at a bar or a
taldh,,
whether in a saloon or a restaurant will settle thenmelves. And they will
thu, ie settled for the best interests oi our people and for the mininium of
drItik(mmihess.

Thue effort to establish effective liquor control is just now in serious daiger of
liec,,rtiig futile. Some well-meaning people say, "If we (ioni't allow restaurants
tO,
.'o..il
whisky by the drink, the speakeasy will contine to flourish around the
COrIt'
"
Other equally well meaning people say, ''If the sale of whisky by tile
drillk is legal, the bar anid the saloon are inevitable." Certainly no one is going to
Sit douwn, if his drink is 3 fingers of nearly neat Bourbon or Rye followed by
u., I or 2 swallows of carbonated water as a chaser. On tie other hand
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no one will stand up, if his drink is as bulky as the large mug of beer that one
rinks in a German beer garden. He prefers to sit down and put his mug on a
table.
The speakeasy must be abolished by removing the demand for it. The salo,
must be prevented by offering a satisfactory sul)stitute to replace it. But tihte
speakeasy and the saloon are not the only or the greatest enemies. The third
and greatest enemy Is drunkenness.
Drunkenness is peculiarly the product of
alcohol in high concentration. The alcohol problem can be solved in America,
as it has been solved in other countries, in one way and in only one way; namely,
by dilution. For practical purposes this means here, not the substitution )f
Nine for whisky, desirable as that is, but the dilution of whisky down to approximately the alcoholic concentration of wine, the strength of a mild highball. The
minimizing of drunkenness and of all the other evils of alcohol can best be effected
by arranging that as much water as possible shall be swallowed with tile alcohol.
In America during the past 150 years all sorts of experiments have been tried
for the control of liquor, including the "noble experiment" now ending. All have
failed except one; that has been a great success namely the legalizing of light
beer. It has been such a success that several colleges in the West have approved
the opening of beer taverns near the campus as a means of keeping their student.;
out of speakeasies. That experiment has been a Success because 3.2 percent bIer
is about 95 percent water.
I do not like the word "intoxicating."
No one knows exactly what it means.
I prefer the word "toxic."
Toxic means poisonous. Undiluted or only slightly
diluted distilled spirits are poisonous. A man can easily kill himself with them.
Alcohol diluted to 10 percent is not toxic; it contains too much water.
I have spent many years in studying the health hazards of volatile liquids like
alcohol used in industry and in setting standards for their sanitary control. If
the problem of alcohol were to be treated scientifically, it would be no more
difficult than that of determining the ventilation standard, which I worked out,
for the vehicular tunnels under the Hudson River. It is the dilution of thie
carbon monoxide from cars that makes the tunnels safe. The problem of alcohol
can be solved similarly; and it can be solved in no other way.
These are my recommendations:
(1) In all legislation, and so far as possible in general discussion, the worI
"liquor" should be apl)lied only to distilled spirits. A large )art of the pop)ulur
confusion on the problems of alcohol is due to applying' the same words to ilelude all forms of alcohol. Some of these forms of alcolol are as powerful is
morphine or cocaine. Others are as mild as coffee. Let us get the issues clear.
(2) Every bottle of every form of alcoholic beverage, strong or weak, should
be required by Federal law to carry a label stating the l)ercentapo of alcohol it
contains; to the end that, not only scientific experts but our entire people amy
know from experience the facts as'to the strength of the various beverages that
induce the various degrees of physical and mental effects.
(3) Native natural wines should be taxed as low as possible, just enough to
cover the expense of governmental inspection. The tariff on foreign wines
containing not more than 10 percent of alcohol should be low enough to ellcourage their use as a means of developing a taste for wine. Wines above t0
percent, both native and imported, should be taxed heavily, especially elm"pagne, which is drunk by those who can afford it, in larger volumes at one time
than any other wines. Champagne is almost the only wine that is frequently
the cause of drunkenness.
(4) Beer up to 3.5 percent of alcohol by weight should be taxed only $3 p.r
barrel instead of $5, as at present. Beer of 3.5 to 5 percent should be ta'."d
double. Beer over 5 percent should be taxed three times the minimum rate.
Strong beer is a cause of much drunkenness in some other countries. We liive
never had it, and we never should have it.
(5) Full-strength whiskey, gin, ruin, brandy, and all other alcoholic beverages
containing over 15 percent of alcohol, should be taxed at a high rate so that iL
quart at retail would cost not less than $4. The proposal that legal liquor should
be cheap, as a means of counteracting bootlegging, amounts to encouraging
drunkenne -s. Better measures against bootlegging can be found.
(6) Whisky and other distilled spirits, that have been diluted at tile distilher0
with carbonated water or other diluents down to 10 percent of alcohol and ,:iih
only in half-pint bottles, should be taxed less than half as much as full-striitl
spirits, so that one of these half pints will cost the consumer in a restaurant or
club only 10 cents. This arrangement will satisfy tile large majority of all %%hi
1
wish to drink spirits and very few people will got drunk on such mild highbt1lk.
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t7) The States should not allow taverns to sell anything but light beer, cer-

taiily not anywhere in the neighborhood of a school or college. Restaurants
shIul be licensed at a very much higher charge than taverns; and restaurants
should not be allowed to sell or to have on the premises any reinforced wine, such

issherry, vernmouth, or prepared and bottled cocktails, stronger than 15 percent.
Most people will be satisfied with a 15 percent cocktail, and tho effects are much
hls powerfull than the stronger variety. Whisky diluted to 10 percent in half-

phik bottles should be allowed for sale in restaurants on the same terms as wine.

(8) For the next few years distilled spirits of full strength should bo sold by
Government agencies or by package stores, but only by such agencies, or stores
tsa meaure against bootlegging.
It will be along these lines, but only along such lines, that we can move toward
the solution of the problems of alcohol, the ending of bootlegging and the speak-

ensy, the prevention of the saloon, and the minimizing of drunkenness and the
more serious forms of alcoholic addiction.

The whole weight of all scientific evidence and all scientific authorities is that

thl, only effective measures to these ends are those promoting dilution.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is J. W. Murray. The calendar
mhes not state whom he represents. He is to speak on the subject
of the liquor tax.
STATEMENT OF J.W. MURRAY, HOLYOKE, MASS.

The CHIAIRMAN. Give your name and address, and the role in
wiich you appear, to the reporter.
Mr. MURRAY. My mname is J. W. Murray. My addres. is 277
Iindden Street, Holyoke, Mass. I ai coning here as an independent,
fortmerly inl the
liquor business, handling imported ain
dlomlestic, liquors, wines, brandies, cordials, and affiliated lines, not
nilulted with any organization now in this business in a large way.
Tt the present time, the large organialtios haveit ovetailig
oirtinto the im porting and the handling wholesale of beverages of

-ill kinds. That is imy best information, and what I have been able
1o observe. In other words, the large groups have induced certain
people to represent themselves as being in the importizi business.
'lwalkn
anhich say, " ae are t
imeorters
he
of liqu o r
rectifiers of liquor ", or " We tare the wholesalers of lisor."
'fortunately,
thesesonact
people know
nothing about
this business,
never
li.% wasbeek
in
-frain
frdShog-h
I
r-e
in nere
the past connected with it or identified with it in any way,
i.ul41that has brought about some of the clhaios that is n
verY
row

athe

evident 1111( which you tire reading about in the newspapers.

It. has been my information, from contacts through which I

for-

HICietly imported'goods from abroad, that the very goodl grad(es of
Scotch whisky wvere available to the people "'ho knlewv how~ to buly
thlem, and who wer-e in at 1 ositimi to buy then, at about 35 shillings
atc:tse4
in Europe. What some, of the( people p~aid1 for themt wvho are

iow offering then to the public at $60, $70. and $80 t ease is very
Naturally, having no former interest in the business,
theym knew nothing about buying, and now find themselves high and
dmr.'
in the selling of them ; and I dare say they -will lose considerable
Imtiiey by going into something that they know nothing about.
I intended to make itplea for what seems to be |In infat industry,
oel that formerly vais, as being reborn again, and tinder peculiar
circlmlistances. Perhaps we might refer to theosophy. Tllel it is
cotiihig back inicon)etition with an illegitiniate l)rothie', i large big
Problenatical.

I'to

er with a trein ndolis force, and well financed.

iito the bisiness-which

If I do go Iacke

I have not decided to do, 'et, until I get
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an opportunity to size it up and see what it really means-we will
have a very hard time with this big illegitimate brother known as the
bootlegging industry.
I do not believe it would be wrong to ask the Department of
Justice to come here and tell you something about this big, organized
bootleg industry. I can tell you somethin about it, which Iinten(l
to do, but you can get very much more detailed facts from them than
you could from me.
While I was here yesterday I heard more of what I put down here
as a note that I am going to call etherizingg, futurizing, generalizing,
and theorizing " by people who, to my best belief, know very little
about this business. They are willing to try anything on this business to see where we come out. Of course all we have got to do is
to SUpply the time, the Plant and the money to do business; an( if
we lose our money through their bungling, then of course that is all
right with them. We are flat on our backs, and we are going out,
with or without flowers.
I am going to tell you about the bootleg operations. If I take
uI) too much time you just tell me, and I will go back to the point
where I am a practical liquor dealer, with a college education, hay-

I

d

intr taken graduimate work in economics and other things in (lirc(-t

linle with many of the compound questions that you have asked
people here; and I think I could probably change your opinion oni
a great many of those things if you would give me the opportunity.
)o not handle me with kiN gloves. Just " treat me rough ", andI
will tell you what I really think.
We will start with these bootleg operations. At the present time
we will start in with A, a purchaser of materials. There are a
reat many items in the newspapers about the'organization of this
business. 'It is highly organized. We call it organized to the teeth.
They have plenty of money that they have made over the past 14
years, and they can go out and buy materials in competition with any
firm in the legitimate business today. They have college mien, an;i
they pay them exceptional salaries, much higher than could be ohtamed in any other field under present condions. so that they cal
buy materials to make anything that is to be made in the legitinunte
industry. If I may make a side remark, if some one said to mae
Murray,you take this business and try to straighten it out and get
rid of tle bootlegger ", entlemen, I do not know where I would,
start. I probably never would live to finish the job, but I would not
know where to start.

Now, I am goingto tell you about one of those production inetho(s.
These details are all true, gentlemen.
There is one organization in one part of this country that lit:s
anticipated the return of legitimate, legal liquor. They have at the
present time anticipated it i)an.k as far as July, when they started to
make pure rye whisky. They have obtained very excellent cooper Y
for that rye whisky. Some of it was formerly used for whisky. :111(d
had a certain character in the wood. They are set up in a sort of
organization where it would be impossible to eliminate them. There
are 26 units in this thing, all running in different parts. of this
country, and each one with a very well organized staff of its (,w)l,
all trained, highly trained by a man who was formerly a very rePll-
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table distiller. The 26 distillers and the 26 plants are now in operation. If you started out you could probably get three or four but
Af

.11

Is

e

o
(I

f

there would be 23 or 24 still running to produce liquor to be sold at
bootleg prices under the organization.
That goes for the production, and whether they can compete. 1
light tell you that I have seen samples of this pure rye whisky that
is 6 months old, and it compares favorably with any brand that was
formerly a legitimate product. They have not skimped on the stills
that they have built. I have not seen them, and naturally I would
ijot want to see them, because I will probably hear from this anyway
sooner or later; but it is a good idea not to know too much. I am
just generalizing, and you can ask me questions when you wish.
M1r. FREAR. I should like to ask one question at this point. Will
you give the names of the places?
Mr. MURRAY. I would not dare do that, sir. That would not be
safe for me. I have a family that I have got to look out for, and
1 want to try to take care of them.
Mr. FREAr. You say we can find out very easily.
Mr. MURRAY. I think you can, through the Department of Justice.
I believe they must have these facts. The quality of the goods, I
(understand, is excellent, good enough for anybody.
Mr. JE.NKINS. Do these organizations keep books, or do they have
o
any accounting department?
lMr.
MURRAY. I could not answer that; but they must have some,
because they are so big that they could not keep track of it on their
fingers.
Mr. KNUTSON. Do they make income-tax returns?
All'. MURRAY. I could not say as to that. I assume not.
Mr. JF.NKINS. Just one other question.
'I'lle CHAIRMAN. Mr. Jenkins has the witness.
Mr. JENRKINS. You seem to know a good deal about this. I do not
(loubt your veracity in the least, but I do not know very much about
it. I should like to know if you can tell me with personal safety
what you do know about their actual business manipulations, how
they keep their records, how they buy their materials, how the legitimate trade sells them, who sells them cooperage, etc.-not that I
want the names of the individuals, but how that is done.
Mr'. MURRAY. The size of their operations in the past may or may
not. have been any indication as to what they are going to do in the
ftu-e; but the organization is big enough so that they must buy in
Catloads when they buy. This organization formerly, before they
went. into the production of rye whisky to be sold to the legitimate
trade. made what is known as sugar alcohol, and they made it in
such large quantities that they meust have bought their materials
Whholesale.

M,.. CROWTHmR. Corn sugar?
M,. MURRAY. Yes; to be sure.

'111v type of stills, as I said, was excellent. I understand they cost
:$12.000 a unit. I did not see any bills to that effect.

Mr. MCCLINTIC. Would you give the committee the information
s

executive session?
M.. MURRAY. I would be afraid to. If anything happened to this
*rew they would probably blame it on ic anyway. Their costs are
ill
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comparable to the former costs of rye whisky. I want to tell you
gentlemen that in the old days we bought rye whisky, as compared
wiLh bourbon whisky, as what we call contractors. It (rye) ranged
from 60 to 75 cents a gallon made in the distillery on contract whclh
we had, of course, to age for 4 years in the bonded warehouses.
Bourbon whisky, by the way, cost us-I think the lowest we ever'
paid was 30 cents. That, of course, included the cost of the barrel,
which was around $5 a barrel for a white-oak charred barrel. Their
costs, I understand, run 50 cents pergallon on this rye whisky.
Now, I heard the statement here yesterday that the Rockefellelr
Foundation-which I, as an individual, of course could hardly cope
and compete with-says that the bootleg organization is paying $4
for protection of one kind or another. That is ridiculous, because
people who are "in the know " tell me that this outfit pays 50 cents
a gallon. Of course, doing a big business, that covers everything.
I understand they are taking contracts to be used in competition
with legal liquor" and selling it at $1 a proof gallon delivered in
thousand-gallon lots. Now, if you do not call that competition to
a legitimate business, what is it
Mr. KNUTSON. Does that dollar a gallon take into consideration
police protection?
Mr.MURRAY. I dare say that it does, because it is all handled in
a unit by one person. That takes care of the whole thing.
Mr. KNUTSON. The bottom must have dropped out of the market.
Mrl'. MURRAY. I (10 not know about that. Of course the police
protection in the past cost whatever you would pay. If you kicke(i
iard enough, rather than get nothing they would compromise with

V

you.

I want to make it clear to you gentlemen that I was in no wazY
connected with this business during prohibition. I went out lilke
a gentleman and I am going to come back, if I come
back, drawn
like ..
gentleman; fut I learned yesterday that there is a deadline
on the import permits-one of which I expected, of course, to gvt
if I went back--of December 1. So I guess the boys have crow 'l
in there to the point where I will have to wait for some of these
fellows to fail up before I can get one, probably. I mentioned it to
Mr. Choate, and he said, "Of course there will be other pern1t

given." I said, "If this business looks as though I can get binck
any of the amount of money I lost during prohibition, I think I
will have to ask you for one;' and we left it like that.
Mr. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, one question. As I understood
"
business? you
to say, you had formerly been in the wholesale liquor
Mr. MURRAY. My folks have been in it from away back; I could
not tell you what date.
Mr. UooPFx. How long did you engage in the business?
Mr. MURRAY. I came to work in this business the morning after I
graduated from college, and worked in it for seven years, up to
January 16, 1920.
Mr.Coo F. I understood you to state just now that at the present
time what you classify as rye and bourbon whisky of good (IuiliiY
are being sold by bootleggers at what figure?
Mr. MURRAY. This unit that I have reference to is trying to do
business with people who have become legitimate dealers at $1 it
gallon. That was the price that they had put.
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Mr. CoorEm. They are wholesaling it at $1 a gallon?
Mr. MVRHAY. That is the idea; yes.
Mr. Coorput. Delivered to the retailers?
Mr. MURRAY. That is right; and as the fellow said to me who told
me "We eliminate the small fry. We do business with big people,
and we do not take any orders for less than thousand-gallon lots,
and that eliminates any possibility of difficulties."
Mr. Co61En. How does that price compare with the wholesale
quor price on similar brands and qualities prior to prohibition?
Mr. MunnAY. I might mention two or three of the old brandsMelvale, J. A: Daugherty's Pure Rye, and Finch's Golden Wedding
lure Rye, of Pittsburgh. They all cost around between 65 and
contract, depending on the cost of the rye in the years they
e5
cents,
made.
wsNere

N4.

Mr. CoorEn. That was in bulk, was it?
. .1'. MURRAY. Oh1, yes; in barrels in the warehouse. From then
,on,there was the storage tax to pay, which at that time in Pennsyl-vaniawas around 6 cents a barrel per month. In Kentucky it was
down as low as 5 cents a barrel per month; and, of course, as you
aged these goods for 4 years you had what is known in the Internal
Revenue Department now, under detailed figures from them, as
outage ", which, of course, was tile shrinkage due to the aging

of the whisky which you paid for but which you did not get when

yoti drew it out. It was evaporation.
.1l'.CooEm.
We have had soine evidence )resented to us here indi,,iiig that about 5 cents a gallon was the cost of ageing.
11I'. MmIA1y. I do )lot know. I would have to figure it out for
\,(.
Tier~e would l)1obably be an outage on a 4-year-ohl whisky
of 12 or 13 gallons. If it was in excess of that, that was because
floor cooperage; and the Government collects the tax in that

or did. whether the goods were there or not. In other words,

it was up to you to see that your packages were tight, and that you
diil not lose it through excess sweating.
i11r. (OOeying. ,Just One other (IlIestionl, if I may.
Mu'. Mi[mu,.%y. To be sire.
\I'. ('oom Can you state to uts what was the average or usual
l)ii('e of the type of liquor mentioned by you here, laid (own and
delivered to the retailer, prior to l)-ohibition?
Vl'. MuIIUAY. We sold J. A. Daugherty's Sons' Iure Rye, for
which we had a tactically exclusive agency, for between $1.95 and
2,1.-) delivered, at 90 proof. That was, of course, a 10 percent
O'e(liiction, and was the standard drinking whisky of that time.
'lthat did not vary more than five cents for what is known as Eastern

0

Mu. CooPEII. And that was with tax?
Ml'. MITRAY. That was including the tax of $1.10 a gallon.
i.l Coo.R~. Do you state that whisky of similar quality andl type
is no\\, sold by bootleggers at $1 a gallon?
AI. Mluu%Y. They are endeavoring to hold their market and not
lIt it get away by offering these goods for delivery in thousandgallon lots; and, as they say, "Believe me, you will take the whole
thlsaild gallons"; and I believe tile fellow' when he does business
itih them will take the whole thousand gallons and pay for it at
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$1 a gallon. In other words, they are trying to crowd the legitimate
dealer out of this business before he even gets started. How can lie
compete? The tax is $1.10. You gentlemen are looking for, revenue, naturally; but if you drive out the legitimate man with $1.10,
these fellows come in and pay nothing.
The CHTAIMAN. Do you term the illicit manufacturer a bootlegger?
Mr. MURRAY. He is not a bootlegger. I am going to get to that,
Mr. Chairman. If you will pardon me, I have a few more things
here.
Senator CLARK. Mr'. Murray, if I may interrupt you in connectimi
with that last statement, I understand you are directing your argoment to the prol)osition that there ought to be no tax on liquor..
Mr. Moiu,\Y. Certainly not. That would be ridiculous. I think
we are going to have a hard time; but if the Connission stands lee-

hind us, and all you gentlemen stand behind us, and get about 6 or "

thousand more Department of Justice agents to go around and clean
this thing up, by 3 or 4 years we may be in business profitably again.
These fellows will not quit unless they cannot make money; anid
then, of course, they will sort of pick i) their tents like the Arabs
and pass into tile night. The other way they are going to fight you
right to the finish.
Mr. TREADWAY. Mr. Murray, in view of your wide experiew'e.
what advice would you offer the committee as to a suitable tax rate.
having in mind our revenue and desire to cooperate with your views
of trying to rid tile country of the bootleggert Where dlo you t lik
the (Government would fit into it?
Mr. MIuImmmiY. Well, I have given this thing sufficient refleetiei.
gentlemen. I know you need money. I know the country neelp
money, and I know' that is partially why this business has bii
allowed to come back. I cannot see,'as I figure it out, how a n1an
can be expected to engage in the wholesale hquor business with the
possibilities of loss tinder present conditions if lie nust galmble
too high on his stock and then not do a volume of business.
In the former days-do not let me deviate too far; I do not vattt
to take up your time unnecessarily-if we made $5 a barrel on ge,,,
that we sold at wholesale, we were perfectly satisfied. That
slightly under 50 gallons. Rye barrels were 48-gallon barrels, ao,
we expected to make at least 10 cents a gallon profit, gross.
Today, times are different. I do not imagine for sonie timie we
can develop the volume of business that will get the gallonage o,,t
that we used to get; so that I cannot see how consistently anything
more than $1.10 in the way of tax can be imposed without keeping
the business in a sort of turmoil for years.
M'. TRIEADWAY. You are looking' at it entirely from the v'ewpoint of a private business man; blit what would you say laI'+,gWr
at it, as we must look at it,fr'om tile (iovfem'memllts standpoint ?
Wr a
Mr. MumTMAY. That is what I am trying to do. You see,
a 40-cent tax already in Massachusetts. That makes $1.50 that th0
dealer must pay per rloof gallon to wholesale goods in Madiahusetts, in tax.

Mr. Tmi.ADWAY. At that point, we have heard the testiiiiom, bher
of the department people in connection with one tax and proratwif
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it to the States; what are your views as to the practical feature of
that?
Mr. MUUPAY. I am sorry to note that the States have tried to
,apitalize on this thing at the start ; it is just like taking a drowning
iln and pushing hin back. If you have a tax of $1.50 and allocate
40 cents back to the States, I think that would be about all the
loiiiness would stand at the start.

10,
A-

tt.

Mr. TREADWAY. From your knowledge of legislatures and their
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iiethods, do you think the States would cooperate with the Federal
Government
Mr'. MURRAY. I think from my observation they would be very
glad to, because they have been'bedeviled and embarrassed trying
to collect the tax. In Massachusetts they have been running *beer
into the State that never paid the State'the $1 tax. They cannot
Ii.'p track of it at all and cannot collect the tax.
MV. T'EWADWAY. I would like your View on this one thought. Yestidav the expert of the Tariff Commission, Mr. Lourie, suggested
a Il'aduated tax less on the first year than it would be the second
n' ~ar,
and so on. What is your view on that?
' Mr. Muitniy. I would not want to definitely commit myself, beutCse I can readily see that the progress of the business is going
to be very problemltical. I don't believe we will be any further out
,f time woods next year than we are now so far as the bootleggers'
competition is concerned.
ihI. TIKADWAY. What do you think might be the effect on the bootleg situation, of the graduated tax?
ir. iMuUit.Y. I think Mr. Lourie's testimony was one of the best
iamd
the most practical I have heard, and he agrees in many respects
wilh what I think myself. If we can be sure to get the bootlegger
olt (,f business, then you can put the tax at $3 after lie is out and
('ainjot get back in again, then the trouble is over. You are going
to inmeet a certain phase of this thing, and it may turn right around,
br,,'ai 5se after he is out lie is out. I have heard of the $6 tax in
Caada and the $14 tax in Great Britain. Those things may be
wOkable there, but they have not had, and they are not now in the
,'nlition that this country is in with its well-organized bootlegger
.'- ization, and they have never met such conditions.
.MI. TREADWAY.

WV
ilt

i!Mr'.

T

Don't they have them in Canada?

Mi'. MURRAY. I am quite well familiar with the Canadian situation.
I have had bootleggers come to the hotel when I was staying at the
Wirii)(or and offer me liquor that had never paid the Canadian tax.
\TiNsox. As I recall, Mr. Lowry said
S4eininltor HIARIISON. He said it used to be

the tax in Canada, was $8.
$8 and was reduced to $7.

MI'. MURiRAY. That is true; I have made a mistake in my notes as
to ti, $6; but the point I want to bring out is that regardless of
1he. ier it is $7 or $8 it is the same situation.
While there is bootlegging there, and while it is seiniorganized,
a1d von have )robably read about some organization that has been
IIin'inlg back sugar alcohol through the States and bringing it up
iito, (a 1nada, yet it is not as organized as we have it here. It is not
inltil, billion-dollar class in which the 14 years of prohibition has
I'Cmhiu(,
put this bootlegging industry in our country.
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Mr. VINsoN. It is not organized to that extent?
Mr. MURRAY. Of course you gentlemen have as much idea as to
whether the bootlegging industry is a billion dollar industry or a
seven hundred million dollar industry. I don't know, but I know
they are tremendously financed.
Mr. SHALLI.NBEilmEn. Dr. Doran said yesterday thei'e were many

d
I

dC0

distilleries in the United States making whisky. Do you know how
tII
many ?
Mr. MIURIAY. I don't know, and I couldn't say.
Mr. SALLENIERGER. I understood you to say there are 26 now
making whisky and illegally selling it.
Mr. MuRRA'Y. That is my best information in one part of this
country, not in the whole country.
Mr. SlrATLENjnEiROI. Is there any way of stopping them from
doing it?
Mr. MURRAY. I don't know, and I wouldn't want the job: I
:Iit
wouldn't take it today. The easiest way without sacrificing life awl
throwing away a great deal of money, vould be to make it nprofit.
able and then you wouldn't have to put them out of business; tlhy
VNwill fade away and evaporate.
an'
Mr. SH.H1LI NBEROER Iow shall we make it so that it will w
1111
*01
unprofitable?
Mr. MumAY. These fellows are not satisfied with anything outside
tim
of big money. They would not be satisfied to make what they
would make on selling rye whisky at $1 a gallon, and my own idea
i 2,
is, knowing their methods, that in order to keep the business, theyy
are expecting to take business at cost for a time.
Mr. SIHALLENBERGER. You stated the Great Britain tax was something like $14, yet they have no bootleggers there.
Mll. MURRAY. Well, that may be due to the fact they have ntot
been through 14 years of prohibition such as we have.
fitl
Mr. SITALLENIBERGER. It is because they enforce the law in that
country.
tie
Mr. MURRAY. And they do so with more alacrity.
Mr. SIIALLENBEROER. I think if we could do that here, it would
force them out.
Mr. MURRAY. If we went out in the right way, probably so, but
it would be at a great sacrifice of money, and probably life.
Mr. STAILENBERoER. What we need is not only enforcement of the,
i
tax, but enforcement of the law.
Mr. MURRAY. Unquestionably we have got to come to it if this
IIlei
business is going to be worth going into from the standpoint of
Owl
engaging in it legally.
Mr. KNursoN. Assuming we repeal the tax altogether, that lvo,,l(lh11
put the legitimate and illegitimate dealer on a parity, and if the
ham.
illegitimate industry could operate profitably on that basis. why
I
couldn't the legitimate?
01111
Mr. MURRAY. That is easily answered. The illegitimate is ,)gI6
'1'1
from day to (lay to pay these various protection fees, and the t',-'
liar thing about this protection is that it is on a graduated .,d,.
Ij
and if you pay a certain amount you are expected to pay muot', lhe
fiud
next time, and gradually the thing works out so that it gets llit to
high lie cannot pay it and go on.
'
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Mr. KxUVTSON. A statement was made here yesterday by one of
t1e witnesses that it would cost the bootlegger industry aboit $4
a gallon to operate. How do you reconcile those two answers?
Mr. MURIAY. I don't know where they got the figure, but I know
this group pays 50 cents, and I believe I am correct in that. Of
course, I cannot substantiate it with documents, and nothilig in
niv
tijis line can be substantiated.
Mr. KNUTSON. You mean 50 cents a gallon for protection?
Mr. MA; mmY. 50 cents per proof gallon; yes. That is all the
handling from one angle, taking in "ime cities, States, and everything
at the same time.
The CHAITMAN. The witness has consumed about 23 minutes now,
Z111I how long will it take you to get through?
Muilmy. It will take me about 5 minutes to get through.
)1UhI
TIle CHAIRMAN. YOUm hay gO ahead, if we may do so without
I :mtrruptiomi.
to

\Ir. lvmmY. In the wholesaling of this beverioae which is known

fit.
IVY

he

1,ootleg, this organization and all of these organizations have a
',,replete fleet of trucks, as you must know, because of their getting
aneAu(l, but you cannot pin them to any person. Many of them are
liii by independent operators. as cireinstances wehillwarramt; but

V,,01
Will find them ha(led with liquor as they were during )rohlibiti,.
These trucks.
. are owned by these peol)e e, they are on the road,
Iii timev are delivering an( running liquor. lhev are run by a fair
gah, o) meon who stay sober ain( ddeliver time goods. You have never
lea
,,v' for a long time o1e of tlese trUcks being kinockeil off because
the Iriver was drunk.
lie\Ir. FitEAR. Does tim )el)artnimiNt of Justice have iformnatiom on
011- matter .
not
Mr. iMum.Y. I (do1t know, 1)1Nt thev have beeni fooling with it
forI I years, and they must have inforniation.
1n.1t
Tey have planes to deliver inl wholesale, am(i you cannot connect
ttem \'ith any particular person: hut they (lelive;r liquor iy places.
I ,:, informed last week by a fellow who has a good (keal of illul
f,,natior and I believe hin, that one of the men said hi would
iml.\- his I)lane from tile outfit and quit running liquor. I sidio,
blit
" What (10 youI suppose lie is going to do then ? " Ile said. " He Is"oi ,i, to smuggle h In ahinen, lie is going to bring ill aliens ", and there
te
i oisietothing for you gentlemen to think about.
lhey have cars of good make, and they are not always rim by
Ihii
Meln. Ihey are sometimes rim11
by wolontn. It is a stan(ling, joke with
4hf
hem that you can call il) and'in 10 minutes they will briig a pint
,f liquor to you. They are never late. and if hey are later than
id
htill' an hour" they will give you the pint of whiskyv and youl (on't
tte,. to pay for it. They call it the organization. that is il].
I ,h't see how any legitimate man could deliver a JinIt of wliskv
ap, ,ay taxes on it'in 10 miniuites, because he womld have to have
Ig
I
u,o,,veycles running all over the town.
Tlw-Ty have got the public demanding such service that a legitimate
11hle. 1I31 c.ninot give it. They will run out in the middle of the night
II
w
deliver a pint to the consumer, l)ut of course they don'tt sell
,lld
tlnu
for $1 a quart, but they charge higher prices. They change tile
,h0., and some of them have their owl) brands.
ide
lev

,
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Ar. KNUTSON. They maintain a 24-hour service?

Mr. MURRAY. That is right; they maintain a 24-hour service with
a fine organization, and we in the business they make us look like
pikers, and we couldn't begin to compete with them.
They have a messenger service that will come, and it is not always
young men, because they have young girls that drive the cars.
They also have depots arranged in the various cities where you
don't have to start at one end and go completely across tile citv.
Trhey have someone who has a complete stock, enough for a day or
so, having probably two or three cases of this and that, whatever
they might use during the day.
Now, tle importing is probably the biggest end of it and there
they have l)lanes again, large bIoats and small boats in which theyAV
bring the liquor into the country, and have been doing that all dum-

W

a.

ing l)rohibition.
Ill fact, the" have soie very usual affiliations, and have hald
(luring )r,,hiblition. They have their own private brands, some that
I never heard of before, anld they wit it upon the boats. Some coMO.,)
down fron St. Pierre Miquelon, 'lld (l1e bring it in, iii speed boat-.
There are somne operators running out of Linenlberg, Nova Scotia.

and they buy enough so that the big operators will go out and briltt-

it in, in'their speed boats.
,
Now, I will tell youi about the large syndicates. rlere are said
to be aniong these fellows some syndicates, I don't know whether thie,
are in(lependlent or affiliated, but I assume tiey must be dovetailel tp
pretty wvell. There are eleven large svi(li.ates supposedly in tl,.
country at this tile. One of these I ul(lerstand is now liqui(latill .
or what seenis to be.so t t e peol)le who k(ow, or consolidation wit ih

f

one of the otler synlicates, so that tlere will be ten, unless smoii
other. consolidate,'ten large s*tl(I icates ill this business, for clJl,tition oil it big scale, ilporting and bri aging it in with boats, an11
comtilete line.
'here reallv coul( not )e s'aid to be more than two inrge co,IanI ies hIere in" tl1w I'llit l States ill tie legititliite business, 1111d
,l
ably there will be ai understailding of some sort, of one Ri l
r
atiot 1er, between them, undoubtedly, on the different brands.
Th'liese 10 or 11 svnlicates are now inarking time waiting to
what you gentlemen will do about this lax, and of course the hiig,1,1
you )ut it, the better it will be, aid they will be, as they say, sil i11
pretty if the tax is high.
Mr. lomiN,;. There will be no way of catching the bootlegger ct:
tracing his lrodut, for tax l)urposes--t here would he 11() Wvav 4
placing some responsibility on hlin) through the retailers.
Mr. MuamnwY. There l.s' got to Ihe some way to do that, )il -f

1W
.

course that will I)e the problem.
Mr. Bolhx ,. It seenis to ile that the retailer would have to -It''
lit tlie liquor had been lrol)erly tax Paid. If he gets it f'roti
,
bootlegger and it 1ind not beeti tax paid lie could not tIiet't

t
ut;

4

re(luiremlen t.
ir. NLuinl,\x. If you know anything about the business, you kit, w
these fellows will cheat if they can. Where their license fees antI
organization expenses are so high, rather than lose their investil-it,

they will resort to cheating.

t

1

t
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Mr. KNUTSON. Don't you think we will break the gang up if we
put a bounty on them like we do in the Northern country with the
wolves?
Mr. MMURAY. They are wolves all right, I know.
Senator CLARIC. Couldn't the competition you point out be com)etely met by a system of government-owned stores like the Ontario
system in Canadal
Mr. MURRAY. I couldn't sity, because it has never been successful in
1 aiuada. In addition, they have had fourteen years to get organized,
iid it would be hard to break them up. If you shut Oaniadl down,
a111d turn all of these )eolle loose, an(l open up the liquor stores in
(anai(hi, you wouhl have a worse situation than we have here, and I
will tell you why: If I go into ('anada and want to buy a botle of
1lher Gr'een St'ripe or i bottle of Johnny Walker, I aul going to
pay $3.75 now for it. I have sold Usher Green Stripe and Johnny
1Wlker in the old days for $14 a case, and it retailed for about $1.40
ii I)ottle. Would it be your idea that if this liquor cost $1.40 a bottle,
that they would go into the Canadian liquor stores and buy it for
$3.75 a bottle? f'Fien bottle contains 25 oz.]
Senator CLARI.
It has been done, hasn't it?
f. M1umAY. No; because they haven't got them organized to
tih, point they are here.
In fact,'they are not going into the liquor
Sld)'es to bly it now', and that is why Canada is reducing ,the tax.
SV'. W0eRuFF'. 'Ill( I)o(thgg(r today is a coMiIplete organization
fii the manufacturer dolown to the distributor or retailer?
Mr. MUAulmy. As I uIiderstand it, the same org:iiization does not
hi: 1dlle it all the way through. The inanufactu i.
end is one dist int (lehpaItnellt.
Mt. V'oODR'FF. But theVy have tle whole set-up?
.i-. Afmau.my. Yes.
)1r. WoojmuiFJ.,. And not one of those distriblitors today is .1
l,,!il imate (listributor, is he ?
.l r. MUmRAY. Not as far ais I know.
.Nil. Woomur,,. Is that, organization going to be (hestroyed he,;,( we Put of) a tax to anke the handling of liquor iilheit inmatei- 1 tihe bootlegger going to kee) his orgraniaztion the be.st lie (.11
_t I ro Illong trying?
.1i. jjuui.%,y. II, isn't ioillr to lose that investinent. bv stepping
-i,1h, and say'ing;

'

Gentlelen, yol decided to

mit till

iling lalk

)
Ill ,t legal ald legitiniate "Way,
and I will pass out of the picture

tall

of this
aid lose
All.
OODIFi.
As it matter of fact, if the tax oil this ])rodi(it is
ip) high by Colgiri'(s. woii't the Same slpeak-elasies ilii (Ile liquor
i::ihave beili h11ili(lling it tIlnder tlhe .ililie. s)' ilii of (li.(iriliitio)n

I,

lOlley

,.)r 1ic(, on by the bootlegger?
il'. MURRAY. It, niINT ilOt be handled thiat way .for very hong. lieS(:'y-e of the desire "to grab so much ", but h;e may f(lt'
iltjn
iaIforil and then they (the bootleggers) will go to the iiltinmite
')D-Iiiler
with the goods and eliminate the seller who is selling in
Ill store.
Air. Wrooupi)ur. That is the idea I hnve in iilind. Ill other words,
whv, will retain their present set-up all of the way through, so fill
I - they can.
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Mr. MuNIrrAY. Yes; and instead of selling to " the place"

is

le
formerly, the so-called " speak-easy ", they wilI sell directly to t
customelri ", because the speak-easy' passes out of the i)icture.
Mr. WoomtrF. Whether it passes out of the picture or not, the
eventual distributor will be precisely the same as it is now, an(l
it will reach the same hands it is reaching under the present conditions?

Of,

Mr. MURIAY. Yes; through a different channel.
Mr. Woomut-'. And that may make it possible for the legitimate
dealer to compete with him?
Mr. MURRAY. In my opinion that will not come about immediately.
became the bootlegger and the speakeasy gang will try to stay as
long as they can, until the " ante " gets above what they can pay for
legal protetion, and when they begin to lose money they vill fade
out, and the customer will look around for the former' bootlegger
who -will not ask an excessive price for tlle liquor.
Mr. Woonnvr'F. The market for the illicit. product will still
remain ?
Mr. \IURRAY. That is right.
Mr. M('( 1LN'IC. It' a l)enalty was put on the p irclase of illivit
liquor. what would be youi opinion with respect to that question ?
fr. M URIAY. I don't think from Casual consideration of it that it
would work.
The CjAl1CTMAx. The Chair suggests it is unfair to the witness to
consume further of his time.
lr. MUIRAY. May I make one further statement?
The CIRIA-MAN. You may go ahead.

v\

IV

1
.

Mi'. MURRAY. As to the rectifier of liquor. there has been some bail
information ham led to the Committee. Cutting liquor as it hmbeen (lone tinder prohibition is not re('tifying. Rectification is a l)a ' esS in the blenling of goo(ls to be rect ified, and it nmut beI)ut ill
"the process of reetification." As a rectifier of .), 'ar: '. exl)pOIeia,
I know what I atm talking about. Wle ilve blemis from re(tifi(,icati,
of :ome of the finest liquor sold, and some of the hotels known f ,%1
their fine whisky have sold these blends. They were not slpirit
blends, they were blends of malt liquors, some tini(s with a l)er'cl t
age of iourbon liquor and soinetiies good rye whisky,. and some in,a light palatable whisky. Blends and rectifi(cation and cutting liqu,,r
are entirely different. 'We are not paying fellows $75.00 a wveek t,
imatll samples of liquor to be sold to high class dealers for nothiii:!.
It is an art and a lost art.
Tie CHAIRAN. We thank you, Mir. Mui'ray. for you appear Il),,
here and for your testimony.
Senatoi' CLARK. I would like to ask one question.
Mr. TiEAI)WVAY. There are '20 or 21 witnesses to be heard 1)efore
the Congressmen, and would it meet your approval, Mr. Chairn:,i.
to let the Congressmen know they will 1)e the first witnesses tomrrrow morning, because there is no need to keep them here today nil
we must finish with the outside witnesses today. However, I do
think in courtesy to our colleagues, it would be 'desirable to hav ;1
session tomorrow morning and put them on first.
Mr. Hr,. Mr. Chairman, shouldn't we proceed as far as we can
today, to see how far we can get, because it may not be required to
hold a session tomorrow.

1
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Mr. MuIMMAY. Is there anything you want to ask me in private? If
there is anything you would lile to ask ine about the situation as
to the liquor business, you may ask ine, and I will be around for two
or three days if you would like to see me.
Ihe CHAIRMAN. We thank you, Mr. Murray, for your testimony.

(Mr. Murray subsequently submitted the following memorandum :)

To the Joint Committee on Ways and Means, Senate Committee on Finance, and
House Committee on 11ays and Means:
A SORT EXPLANATION OF BLENDING AS APPLIED TO TIle OLD-TIME LEGITIMATE
WIIISKY BUSINESS PREVIOUS TO PROHIBITION

G(ENTLEMEN: The amount of time that your gracious committee found possible
It) allot ine would not have been sufficient to discuss the following technical details
which will be interesting to soe of the comntaittee, I ai sure. Honorable James
V. MeClintie requested some accurate information along these lines. There has
l ntnso iticli erroneous testimony given before your committee concerning blendig, and rectifying in the legitimate liquor in(lustry, in the preltrohil)ition era,
:Ind com)aring it with derogatory innuendo as the "cutting alnd splitting" of
wuisky during )rohibition by unqualified amateurs (and worse) that perhaps this
exphlatory statement of fact will not l)eamiss.
Blending, a long-lioored legitimate trade practice, which was done under the
saiction and supervision of the United States Government, in plants that were
l)r,
lierly equipped for the work, and licensed )y the city anti Federal Governtitit
(and now licensed by some States such as" Massaclhusetts), was controlled
iv the Bureau of Internal Revenue. It was known to them, and to the trade,
Itlite "process of rectification ".
BarIreh of whislv, or other liquor, to be put into the process of'rectificaition
Xll.e prepared by first "scalping" the st/nil)S from the barrels and sending them,
atiaclhed to a Government form, )roperty filled out, to tihe Collector of Internal
ueventue at Boston, for authorization "to dump" then into the blending v,.ats.
When this form was returned, with the approval of the , ited States Collector
lf
Internal Rteventie, or his authorized agent, the "du,,,.,
'g"of the goods into
t he,ile(indig vats was permissible.
G,(,I in the vats was known as "goods in process" (of rectification).
From
thl> plntuit, )y using the various whiskies, ruims, gins, or brandies "in the process',
I!
veitsired samples of goods to be matheme! or eoml)oim tided were prepared.
hi,
the several vats were such whiskies asi to 6 year O1N straight Elastern pi'e
r .whiskies; some y(uiger ryes from 2 to - years old; hmrbotis (made frmi all
c 1"!4
ofthe continti
is run tvl)e; some other b)),1 lotis (f the heavy s,itr-ml,
h
h ,:a few bourbons of the part -rye mash ty)e; iml)ortied and dm'
ieC iraidies
(,f_:riols characters from 5 to 18 vNears old; straight pirebarley i1al t whi k ics
4 ",,rimsages; apple brandies; r
otiti
of different grades aitil ages from ,Jaliacia,
. 'riix, 1111d(lthe domesticc rums; gifts o)f the Ilollatd, English, and lmilestie rye
:,,
.ies; prume wine; peach wites; old heavy-bodied htleling sherry wines;
P1
grain
1,t'e
cologne tietitral spirits redticed front 190 proof to 100 i)proof.
I, !it
these va riots vats and liquors the b)lender dlid his e)crt work.
)liiting 1 day's work on i bliti(ling flhor there miglit b, samples o)f pure straight
vhiskv
ii
blends lre)are(l singg only straight rye whiskies of viry'ing aromas,
and bodies (of lieht Or icav character ) to produce anuaticle that was
an:,dralle
to auv of the whiskies themselves, i
todividally,
is r(,(eoidTt
frim their
'-dive (listiilieries. If two absolutely straight pure rye whisk.ies of different
-and
tid, ages were blended together and t lie result ant blend of these re(liice(l to
i trof, with pure soft, filtered water, without, lhe addition of a sintigle itei,
tile
-Iti was kitowI as blended or rectified and carried a reetified United States
l-, '1i1 stamp attached by the Irnited States gallger. The barrels to hi' filled
,',weighed, anidI their tare iiarked tlereoi, by the unitedd States galltger, inid
!\led hlarrels w(.iglied/ anl tlieir eontients deternirtcd liy himt,
ant!so Stiamtipied.
nf
:hove
o
ntitioicel two (lifreretit typ es of rye whiskies tnighit be given compleis ..s of lourboin whiskies, or mialt whiskies, or both ii varying percenttages, to
i, solle dealer's ideas of what type of whisky his trade has denoistrilted a
lvl! teice for.
T iesamiie situation was trite in referetice to gis, drills, braidies, etc.
0i: of the real arts of this tytie of business was the production of domestic
(ir ialsand liqueurs, in competition to the foreign products, usiig (lomiesti
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materials. We, at the plant of P. J. Murray & Co., Inc., in Ilolyoke, Mass.
went into this branch of the work extensively, and were considered very adept at
producing and matching foreign products. Our cordials were well and favorably
known throughout the country, particularly in New England as quality products.

Now,gentlemen, let me correct another wrong impression given your committee. T1his is in reference to pure cologne grain neutral spirits. Cologne grain'
neutral spirits has been compared with alcohol by some of the unqualified testimony before your committee. Pure cologne grain neutral spirits is a distillate
made from corn throughout the Middle West (just as bourbon whisky is made
from corn in Kentucky).
It is colorless, tasteless, and odorless, and is a triple
distilled product, and runs up to between 188 and 190 proof. By the triple dis.
tilling, all of the fusil oils, ethers, esters, ethyl esters, antialdehydes are removed,
as well as all of the possible moisture content, so that it is the same proof is
alcohol (188 to 190) but is a very fine quality of distilled liquor made wholly from
grain, usually corn. Alcohol, on the contrary may be any distillate made fromil
any product (potatoes, molasses, or garbage for that matter) that has been distilled once or more, and has attained a proof of 188 to 190. The only real sinilarity between a pure neutral cologne grain spirits and alcohol of the commilon
garden variety is the proof (188 to 190).
Upon analysis this pure cologne grain neutral spirits, when reduced to 90 )roof,
will show a better purity report upon analysis than any type of rye or bourboll
or malt whisky, regardless of the quality. ,Let me ex)lain this. It is so Iccmoo-.
the whisky, whichever one is used for the comparison, must have a, percentiun
of the oils, ethers, esters, ethyl esters, and aldehydes, to rely upon for its taste,
aroma, and body; and these chemical substances of different kinds are respons-iele
for the different tastes and aronmas and different types of whisky, and (iiffei',it
brands of whisky, etc., because the many different and varying percentages 4
corn, rye, and malt, used in the mash, from which they are produced, are rest),).sible for these chemicals in the varying degrees and aniounts to be found in the
finished product. Therefore, as far as absolute purity is concerned, the 90 p,mf
pure neutral cologne grain spirits "takes the prize" in tIhe laboratory for maltai,'I
l)urp)oses. It must he given a most creditable report.
'Ilie coloring matter used in matching shades of whisky is the finest and l)m'i,,t
grade of caramel (burnt sugar) produced. It is absolutely harmless from I C
laboratory standl)oint, and is well known to every housewife and culinary expt '.
So, technically, from the chemist's point of view, the'purest whisky that cmm k ',
obtained is 90 proof or 80 proof or 70 proof pure grain cologne neutral spirit-,
but of course, this would have no color, aroma, or taste. it could hardly he
considered a very palatable drink because of its absoute lack of character.
Ilnthe prod action of cordials, sometimes harmless vegetable colors are i ,rd,
just as in the manufacture of ice cream or candy. 'l'lmey produce the bewilhi4
colors that yon have seen in Creme (tiViolette, Creme te Cocao, Rose C,,1I,I,
etc.
In conclusion, there is nothing al)out the l)rocess of rectification that is my'rious or unethical, as many of these straight-whisky cranks, who are prohn'dIv
employed by the low grade bourbon whisky distillers would have you bI!
by their innuendo, before your committee.
n1m
fact, in the good old (lays, when the writer wanted some goo( whisk y '.
his own use, either for social or me(lical purposes, when the entire stockv"i,
available free, the choice was a blended whisky, having a base of J. A. D)oughol
Sols' pure ry3 whisky, a complement of Meadville malt whisky, a complemmul' ,.
peach and a complement of prune wine, with the addition of some
tlif,-I
brandy and blending sherry, rock-candy sirup, anti reduced to 00 proof. 11
possessed a fie flavor with a delicate aroma and a pleasant mellowness. II ,,%
,
mot so strong that it would take all tle membrane off your throat and mna1 y1,
sing like McCormick. It also lacked that medicinal taste which sonie wi.is!,
have that I always compare to the spring tonic that your grandmother )ro)l,;I-y
made out of her garden herbs, and with its inedium body (or character), it \,\a
an excellent article.
'he name of the brand was Silk Edge. Keel) in mind PI;tt
all of the other bran(Is were available free, but this particular one stit,' ';1V
taste much better than any of the others, either blended or straight. Blends,- .i,
as were mentioned by Doctor Buck, and others, with practically in6 body, w%%-'.',known to us. They are undoubtedly a product of the prohibition ert beean,- [

personally never saw them until prohibition.

As a matter of fact, during I"

hibition, I did not see one good blend produced by the interests in the 1)(),,,

industry. They were either unable to get the goods to properly blend, or II,'
*v
did not have the facilities or they did not give a damnn. It is safe to say ti i,
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Scotland you could not drink tho Scotch whisky straight because it is so heavy
bodied and unpalatable. This is partly duo to the fact that many of the small
pot stills are operated with peat for fuel which stinks up tie whisky pretty well.
For this reason, consequently, the most popular and big-selling brands of
Scotch are all blends with varying percentages of Highland and Lowlanid whiskies.
They are reduced in body by lighter and younger distilled spirits to a point where
(hey can be consumed, and enjoyed if you like Scotch whisky. This is also true
with the foreign rums, gils, and cognacs to a very large degree. Tho blending
(lf liquor to stilt the many various tastes and demands ii the different parts of
this
for that matter the whole world, is an old art. At no time could
this country,
be safely and
entrusted
to street-car conductors or truck drivers, aid the training
that was required of an expert blender, for which lie was paid exceptional wages,
w.s oilly attained after years of practice and tutelage, In addition to this, it
was necessary for him to keel) his Government records of goods received, goods
disposed, aid all goods that had been put into the process of rectificatoim, in an
eeirate manner. These reports were sul)mitted monthly to the Collector of
Intrnal Revenue at Boston, and the balances were checked by the deputy
, electorss, once or twice a month. So you see, gentlemen, this business is alrely
pr ,rly supervised by the Bureau of Internal Revenie, aid if the old firms
wh,, were formerly conn;eietd with the business in an liorilble way, are allowed
t- pmced without unnecessary restriction amid regulation, w(e slill very shortly
,.1 p,,se of the tyl)e of competition that I believe is objectionable to \(lt.
ihaik
you.
te,
J~,osmi'l WV .lult Muim.vi..
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1''li It, has been nmy personal xlperiene thit, ym call drilk a high-cl:i.ss hh,1c(le(
Iir
without Sit
suIfering with that m(rning-ifter la(d'". Mailuy titres have
It is exllined by the abser e of tih(l cheniiic , substal((s nel
Iti-j
. (I this trite.
I (oil!s, esters, ethyl
esters, mnld a(l'hyv(dls) ill large 1ill'hi ts ill blended
J. AV. MURiAY.

'1110 (IAiIMAN.

The ]text witness will be Mr. Catltinll. of tlie

loiildellhia Liquor dealers ' Association.
01your full name to the reporter?

Mr. (a'0tr1mmiu.

will yol

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM L. CAUFFMAN, REPRESENTING SUNDRY
PHILADELPHIA WHOLESALE LIQUOR DEALERS
"I,,,I Cie
( 1 .IAIUM. . Thile next vitlle*- will 1be *Mr. ( 'a Itlnmali. (f' tilie
Si.:1,lh,lphia Liqitor I)ealers' As ,ociation. M. ('i11tt'1na i. will voil

iv. your full namme to the reporter?
),1.
ni. Mr. (hairian, I suggest enforcement of the rlles of
i

,'ollmnlittec, to allow the witness to first make i general statement

11-n. question llre

asked.

The ('mTit.
1 i,\N. It is suggeste(l by Mr. Hill that the witness be
Ir if
ited to nitike his main statement without interruptiont, and I
ipI that the witness can conclude in 10 minutes.
.Ir. CAUFIFImAN. I think I call conlldCe within that time.

1

M\lst people drink highballs at tie present time, and I think the
lijikiigof whisky straight has almost died out.
S

V

.1r. Murray saidi something about the London tax and I have
,
clipping which came from the National Whirligig, which
that two thirds of the cost of it bottle of whisky ill In gland(

ia,!

"\"ise.
itr

'hiere is a market for cheap whisky an(1 Aierican boot-

arc aready peddling their liquors abroad, in( that shows
ih i'1ire getting into England.
I miould like to read a short statement and then you may ask ne
pluestions you like, and I will answer them to the best of my
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I have had some correspondence with your chairmen, Senator

Harrison and Mr. Doughton, beginning last September 13th, in ref.
erence to taxation of distilled spirits, which they probably have at
hand. If not, I have.
In the fiscal year 1916-17, when general business was very good,

there were tax paid at $1.10 per gallon over 164,000,000 gallons of
domestic spirits, which brought in over $181,000,000. Prices were
low and there were not any bootleggers, at least not in this part of
the country-no illicit distilleries and no State taxes. The tax was
increased from $1.10 to $3.20 on October 3, 1917, and from then on
legitimate sales of sl)irits fell off to almost nothing, and for the
remainder of the year 1917, and the first part of 1918, my business
became so bad that I wound it uI ) on May 31, 1918, anl quit, after
making no )rofit, and actually losing money for about 8 mnontli.
And this was in very good times, and still no bootleggers. For th,
9 months of the fiscal year October 3, 1917, to June 10, 1918, under
the $34.20 tax rate, payments fell to $119,717,000, (lerived from onlY'
37.-11,000 gallons. In the late summer and fall of 1918 the terrihl'
" flu " epidemic broke out, and then ensued a frantic demand for
whisky, an(l price was no ol)ject. There were many near riots Imt
liquor stores due to the great demand. Had it not been for this. it
is hard to say how low tax payments would have fallen.
For the fiscal year July 1. 1918, to June 30, 1919, the tax w:i1
$3.20. until ,ehruarrv 24, 1919. when it was increased to $6.0) for
beverage spirits. a1(1 tle result was. as follows:
58,757,000 gallons, at $3,20 ....-------------------------------13.839,500 gallons, at $6.40 -------------------------------------Total (72,596,500 gallons) --------------------

-------

$188. 022, (Iml
.88, 572. 17;
270, 59.

170

Remenilr these were exceedingly busy times, money was plentiful, people were stocking ul) for the advent of prohibition, there \wrTe
no Iootleggers, and the " flu " was still raging in the fall and \iut.r
of W918.
j an) at a loss to figure out, in view of past history and present
(lit ions, liow anyone can expect more sales and greater revemt' 1ro(,1
a Ii ril, tax now than in 1917-18. Most people now have inot Ow
momicv to buy liquor at. all, and certainly camot and will not
hii 'lpric',s for it. Thi!, i:: proven miow, especially in our own
V.
as it was ill 1917-18.
It is IlnfortunatelV true that after prohibition and until al ,i
1930. people were willing to pay fancy prices for liquor to hoot I
it
gers; but timnes were goo(7I, money ilentiful, and they could not Iel
anywhere else----and there was the added kick and sport of dl'_"
the, law.
It would br the ])art of wisdomii to leave the tax as lit j)I'. -:t.
$1.10 per gallon. Ti's rate will bring in very large reveim ;::
fact, it will produce more revenue than any other higher ratc. I
:
a normal year; that is. a year of normal Ipro(luctionl. 'hi
been amlply proven. At d it will discourage 1 ootlegging. m.nkt, AI
or most sales legitimate, will stimulate all lines of busiie,. "ili
create Imlore eMltpThyment, result in more1 profits toi all bIisim,.v
bring ill more income tax. But evmn the rate of $1.10 will nl,, ,tirely stop bootleging-it is too strongly entrenched. One Iiii
d
and 'ninety proof spirits now being sol(l ill Philadelphia at $1
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5 gallons or $2.60 per gallon is cheaper than tax-paid spirits at $1.10
(Ain be sold. From it can be made 10 gallons of 95 )roof gin for
about $1.35 per gallon. No dealer paying tax call compete with this
kind of business. There are stores selling all kinds of artificial
flavors, with which people can make their own gin, cordials, etc.
at prices lower than we could produce or sell them. If you could
,hrive out all bootleggers, you might be able later to raise the tax
slightly, but I doubt whether that would reducee more revenue, as
ising the rate has never done so.
You must not overlook also the large reemmue to be derived from
ilmported wines and liquors which, together with increased income
lhX receipts, will aniount to more in tie aggregate tihat higl liquor
taxes and less income tax receipts.
I honestly believe $1.10 is the limit of safety, (vlpecially if the
statess are to be allowed to impose large taxes of their own on top
f4tie Federal rate. This spells danger, and will cause prohibitive
pri(es, with consequent profit to the bootlegger. New York, New
.Ier'-y, Pennsylvania, and Delaware have imposed $1 per gallon,
\IA lr'vland $1.10. If we felt we could sell our product's without ilcompetition, we would not care what the tax Aias; but there
it a limit to what the public Will pay, as witness 191T-18 and the
PITeent time. Three-cent postage failed to l)rodtlce as much revenue
2-cent, and igher liquor taxes always have produced less than
lower taxes, as shown by previous experience, and history has a
hablit of repeating itself. From my experience since 1892, and the
lia-t history of the business and taxes, I estimate as follows, for a
(t0*..l

1,areal production year:

83."0per gallon, 40,000,000 gallons
----------------------- 120, 000, 000
$.5(1 per gallon, 60,000,000 gallons
----------------------150, 000, 000
122' per gallon, 70,000,000 gallons -------------------------155, 000, 000
,2.(mi
per gallon, 80,000,000 gallons --------------------------160 , 000, 000
8l.dI per gallon, 120,000,000 gallons ------------------------io180,000,000
$1.10 per gallon, 170,000,000 gallos------------------------190, 000,000
in a good year, possibly
-----------------------------200, 000, 000

It has been estimated that there were 150,000,000 to 200.000,000
g.-Igllon~s consumed annually under prohibition, so it is fail- to p'-esille
Ito hlut mulch will be consumed again. So what is not. sold legally Will
6, lwl anyway. The most important thing today is to have liquor
V ,Oldl legally and receive tile tax oi as mulch of it as possible.
Tile
il~elitle 11,11 come in. There Were only 15 States inl which liquor
I'mil be sold in 1917; there will be more soon.
Ill
regard to the suggestion of the administration's committee for
i .t;i per gallon tax anld 16 cents per gallon extra for
rectified goods,
ICll omly say you Will make a very grave mistake if you adol)t it.
With all (Ilue resl)ect to the gentlemen of the commiittev, it. certainly
h(,:Vts though they were not familiar with the history of liquor
trx;tioi or had ignored it.; and they forget the fact. tlat business
I -lI a.
fromin good 1oW flnd that the great middle l
liss
whipcli su,,!11-all business including the liquor business has neither time monev
ho!- Iv, iniclinlation to pay fancy prices for liquor but wants pre-wa'r
\- far hack as 1892-93 the amomit of spirits tax paid at 90 cents
I'er ,alo was over 99,000,000 gallons, anti in 191-17 the amount
ver 164,000,000 gallons. at $1.10, et in ) mnomths of 1917-18

I
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the amount at $3.20, l)lus 15 cents rectifier's tax, amounted to only
37,000,000 gallons. Yet these gcntIeien estimate legal consumption
on the basis of 1934 low business at 92,000,000 gallons. That is
absolutely impossible and is against all history and previous experience. If it should reach 50,000,000 gallons at the rate of $2.60 in
1934, it would be very large, and instead of $230,000,000, it would
hardly bring in $130,000,000. I am willing to wager that if the $2.60
plus 16 cents rate is adopted, the tax payments vill not excee(l
100,000,000 gallons for the next 2 years together.
On the basis of high 'business activity in 1935, they estimated
135,000,000 gallons, which is not probable or possible either. Yor
objective is twofold-to raise as much revenue as possible and to
wipe out the bootlegger. The rate of $2.76 will do neither, but will
reduce the former and help the latter.
He will have the advantage at the start of $2.76 per gallon over
the legal dealer, and who would want any thing better than that?
The $2.60 tax means $4.84 per wine galIon of alcohol, which is
being sold at $2.60 per gallon, and costs about 40 cents to make.
I'he tax, therefore, amounts to 1200 percent of the cost. The bootlegger can sell cheaper if he wants to, but lie will sell higher aid
make more profit if the tax is high.
I cannot see the justice of a tax on rectified spirits. Why should
there be a discrimination against one kind. of liquor in favor of
another kind? It looks like class legislation to me. Why should I
be pe",nalized 16 cents perV gallon for manufacturing cordials, and :
forth I which tire not imtoicating, no matter what their alcoholic
content? You might as well tax the manufacturer of jellies, jami.

0

or sirups.

It seems that under the code we are to be considered as criminals,
out under a bail bond.

We want our products to be sold to the consumer at as low a price
as possible, even at $1 per bottle retail. We can do better at that
price than at $2.50 or $3 or $4.
Don't kill the goose that lays the golden eggs. How can anyone
expect to collect $230,000,000 in a bad year, which Would be (le
highest amount ever collected, except in the very good years of
1918-19 under exceptional circumstances?
I will tell you something about the cost of liquor before prohibition
which was touched on by Dr. Doran and several others. Under the
90 cents tax we sold whisky as low as $1.25 for 90 proof and $1.5( flor
100 proof. Then when the tax was increased to $1.10 we couldn't
raise the price, so liquor was reduced 10 percent and we sold a bled,
90 proof at $1.50 per gallon and from there up to $3.50 for the b.4
liquor. It is foolish to talk of one price, because the different grai les
of liquor call for different prices. I never bottled anything but tlhe
highest grade myself. We sold that at $12 a case, which gae .*2
profit after paying expenses.
Mr. ViNsoN. Who made the profit of $2?
Mr. CAUFFMAN. The manufacturer or blender.
Mr. ViNsoN. $12 was the price to the retailer ?
,se
Mr. CAUFFMAN. Yes; and he sold it at about $1.50 a quart.
cheaper grades we did not bottle, we sold them in bulk, but our
principal business was cordials, which we sold as low as $1 a gallo,.,
because they run from 20 percent alcohol up, or 40 proof.

A
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As I said before, they are not intoxicating. Do you know why?
'lhey are 50 percent sirup, and I would rike to see anyone get

ijitoxicated on it.

I will tell you a funny story if you will permit in that connection.
We had an Irishman selling or us about 1895 and 1896, and, as you
kow, the Irish do not drink cordials. So one day he brought in an
order from an Irish saloon for a lot of goods, including a case of
sorted cordials. We were )utting Iu)at that time many kinds of
oi'ldials, and I said, " Pete, thlis man don't want that kind of goods,
you know the Irish don't drink that." Ie said, " Well, lie ordered
t:" and I said, " Well, I will send it."
One week later wo,got a postal card from this place to please send
for the cordial, there was something wrong with it, and I went (own
to see him, and I s id, "Mr. Sweeney, in the case of cordials you said
something is wrong, would you tell me what is the itiatter? " He
im'oght out a bottle of rose cordial with that much out of it. I said,
"W!:it's happened? " I-e said, "My man got sick." I said, " Do
\-i mean to tell ine one man drank all of that? " He said, " Yes." I
H
. idl, I ow did lie drink it? "
Ile said, " Out of a glass." You
1[10W, they are drank over crushed ice. I said, " What happened
Ilii?" And he said,
e"I-I
threw up." I said, "We had better send
(,r the case of cor(lial."
So these cordials are not intoxicating, because you cannot drink
enoughh to get intoxicated. That is my business andl I (lont see
why we should be penalize(d in making those cordials.
I'tder the 90-cent tax we sold blended whisky as low as $1.25 per
ganllion for 90 )roof ani $1.50 for 100 proof. Then wlhen the tax was
increased to $1.10, we couldn't raise fhe price, so liquor was reduced
1)I)ericent, fn( we sold a good blend at 90 proof for $1.50 per
",lh1m. and from there up to $3.50 for the best liquor. It is foolish
to) talk of one price, because the different grades of liquor called for
idifferent prices. We never bottled anything but the highest grade
,11(1ualitv ourselves. We sold tlat it$12 a case, which gave about
s-2 profit after paying exI)enses of selling and overhead.
Ifthere is anything else you would like to ask, I will be glad to
1SWer YoU.
•f
''lle CIIAJIIMAN. ThanlC you for your testimony, Mr. Cauffman.
(Mr. Cauffmnan subseq uen tly subjifi tted the follo'wingnmernorandum:)

1

WHAT IS WIISKY?

(By Win. L. Cauffman)
(h June 30, 1000, during the administration of President Theodore Roosevelt,
Wa' passed the Pure Food and Drugs Act.
t\that time Dr. Harvey W. Wiley was chief of the Bureau of Chemistry,
l))
partment of Agriculture, to which was (lelegated the enforcement of the act.
1"p to that time nearly all the whisky consumed by the public was "blended
Vlihkv", which was a mixture of various pure rye whiskies, together with pure
Iut ral grain spirits, colored to the required shade by burnt sugar or caramel
',1nd
flavored with various fruit juices such Itspeach' or prune and sweetened
sluily with sugar syrrup or sometimes glycerin, to give it smoothness.
The
dfiit'ioni of a "blend'' in the Food and Drugs Act was itsfollows: "A blend is a
II1i\t ire of like substances, not excluding harmless coloring atnd flavoring matter,
us4ed for the purpose of coloring and flavoring only.,'
r). Viley who wits very much l)reju(liecd illfavor of "straight" whisky,

divided that pure spirits distilled from grain, and straight whisky or imipure
slird (istilled from grain, were not like substances, and therefore what was
heretofore known as "blenled whisky", was "compounded whisky", and that
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pure grait spirit colored and flavored was not plain whisky, but was imitation
whisky.

There were no hearings held, and his decision was arbitrary, yet It wis approved
ill a ruling by Attorney General Chas. J. Bonaparte, and his ruling in turn waS
approved by President Theodore Roosevelt, again without any hearings, as the

President declared his mind was made ul), and(1 declined to hear representatives (if
the trade.
The trade was very much dissatisfied by the (leeision and protested loudly, bult
to no avail, and the decision was enforced, much to the detriment of the business.
When William 11. Taft was inaugurated on March 4, 1009, o1e of the first
things ie (id was to appoint a commission, headed by lion. Claude G. Bowers,
Solicitor General of the United States, to hold hearings and to decide "What is
Whisky?"
At these hearings, the Kentucky distillers, who were backing
Dr. Nile, and whose product was not suitable for'blending, and who were anxious to
get all the business, were represented by the late lion. John G. Carlisle as comi,sel and various witnesses. The blending trade was also represented by Marvin
M. llough as counsel and various witnesses, but the eastern rye whisky ditillers took little part, as their pro(luet, which has always beenconsidered tf:,,
finest, was sold to, and used by, the blending trade.
Thelprinci )il witness for the blending trale was my father, the late Emil
Caufritan, w11o was considered as one of the leading experts in whisky in ti',
United States. As a result of his and other testimony, Mr. Bowers decided that
''any spirit distilled from grain of a l)otable strength, an( whether colored with
caramel and flavored with fruit juice, or colored and flavored by charred ,(lt]i,
was whisky, and that a mixture of rye whisky and pure grain spirit, or neutral
whisky, or rectified whisky, was "a* blend of whiskies", and his decision w,
ul)hd by Presideiit Taft.
My grandfather, Jacob Cauffman, was a wine and liquor merchant in Bavari:i,
as were his father and grandfather before him. lie cate to Philadelphia in 186,
and established himself as a wine and liquor merchant in this city. My fatlir..
then about 1,l years old, soon after left school, and entered his father's empli y,
so that his exlerielce and testimony were very valuable. I entered the Immsi,in 1892.
I had a typewritten COl)y of this testimony, but at present cannot lay my
iands on it. It can no doubt be found ill the archives of the Department of
Justice.
Ile said about as follows: " When lie entered the business in 1856, the fav'riti
strong drinks in thte large cities of the East, were French brandy, and Jamaica
rum, both of which were colored with caramel, and Iwade smooth and l)alat'Il
by the use of fruit juices and sirup. It must be thoroughly understood that :ll
products of the still are clear water white when first pro(luced, and that an
color they may have when sold, is either added or ic(luired artificially.
Rye whisky was distilled in Penmsylvania and Maryland, but was crude anwil
raw, as the refinements later used were iiot then known. It was put into IN-ril',.
with plain oak staves and was not allowed to age very long, as it didi not imir\,
much in flavor. It acquired,a pale straw color and a slightly acrid flavor from tIhi
tanimin in the wood. It was consumed mostly in the West and in the comiti-y
districts.
TIhe duty on imported spirits, brandy, amid rum was $2.50 per gallon in gl(il,
and when the Civil War was goiig on'and greenbacks went to 36 cents on fll,
dollar, it took about $7.50 to pay the duty on a gallon, aRd the importatit',
ceased almost entirely, anid there was no brandy made here at that time. Si,) lIle
trade had to create a'substitute for the imported brandy and rum, nd the r 'dt
was the "blended whisk\v" of commerce.
There were a number of distilleries around Easton, Pa., which produced ai(raliv
i

cornitsfeky ait athigh proof, which w~as known to thle trade as""high wies."

hi
f
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wats shipped inl barrels byv canal boat to Philadelphia to the dealers, who wel' ait
no
i real rectifiers for many years.
that time rectifiers.
There have bee
process of rectifyieg, or purifyig, was as follows: g
e inh tub, aldfa:'i
i
tubs", were packed with liowderedl charcoal and had outlets at the h~ottI iii
The crude whisky or high wines, was p~ouredi over the charcoal, and witas lilt- Jru

illWusa
'
through. Th'le charcoal took ipl the fuisel oil and other harinful
thme result wats a clean, putre grain spirit, without any, taste or flavor, ai il l
would take the flavor of any substance that mvas puit Itnto it. Sice thatt ti!;s',
there have been great imiprovemetnts inl distilling. B xeietntlemi
:
found that by blending certain pure rye whiskies, atid adding then to tilh' eiIT
grainl spirit (or rectified whisky) and coloring it with caramel, and flavuori:it it
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with peach or prune juice and sirup, they could produce a smooth palatable
beverage, which could take the place of French brandy. This was 'blended
whisky" and it became very popular; and as it contained but a minimum of
fusel ol and other iml)urlties, it was wholesome if not used to excess. So you

will see that the original way of coloring whisky was with caramel or burnt sugar.
Now about the charred barrel. It was discovered quite by accident. In
oiiking a barrel, tile ends of the staves were joined together until they formed a
circle, and then a hoop was forced around them. The other ends of tile staves
stiO, out, and In order to draw then together a fire of chips was built under the
barrel, and a rope noose, was placed al)out the bottom , and as the staves became
heslhted, the rope was drawn together at the bottom, until the staves were fill
jined tightly together, when the other hoops were forced ol a ndthe hea(s put in.
s
In the 1870's a certain cooper one day was engaged iin filling an order for barrels
f,,ra distiller, and while engaged in heating one of them, was called away. WThen
li(. caine back, much to his disgust, he found the inside of the barrel "in flames,
:1il the wood charred and black. Not wishing to lose the barrel he finished it l),
i,:It ill the heads, and sent it along with the rest. Som months later the distillerr
cImle
i
to him in great excitement, mid wanted to know what he had done with
0.0 Of the barrels. The cooper was all apologies, mid told the distiller how it
h:1
ptened. Conitrtry to his expectations the distiller wasl delighte(h, and ordered
all his barrels in the future to he treated flat way. Thus was Iorn the "charred
at
,: tel",
and it became universally used for rye and hoion
whisky; but corn
cw!iky
is still put in unehiarred barrels, as it should not acquire any color.
Now all this talk about the magic that takes place in the charred barrel, about
tLa fusel oil being removed, together with other impurities, is all rot.
What
rea5*:llyx
takes place is this: The whisky takes oti a dark amber color and an entirely
difreiit flavor, from the charred wood, and there is no fiisel oil absorbed by the
charring, for how could thee be? In order to get rid of the fusel oil, the whisky
ili!t pass through the )owdered charcoal, in other words must be filtered, and
mit just come into contact with charred wood."
afterr my fat her's testimony, Mr. Blowers remarked about as follows: "Dr.
Wiy, according to Mr. C'lu.lmTiin's sworn testimony, the original prtcess for
,.-!,ring whisky was with burnt sugar or caramel, and the later process was by
aieliarred barrel.
For the life of tiie, I cannot see howx the newer process can
If.,;le
only genuine, and the earlier process an imitation." President Taft
lit' this in his filial decision:
Nw the older a whisky gets, the more fusel oil and impurities it Contains,
he-ileA all the tannin it absorbs from the charred wood ii the process of aging
'11 coloring.
dd
When a barrel of whisky is made, it is placed in a heated warehouse for aging,
!:t aging does not make it more wholesome, it merely adds a foreign color and
it v,ir to which the people became accustomed.
It is really more wholesome
iId Iurer when it came from the still--clear water white; biuit it (oes not taste
'is '1410d.
A barrel contains about 46 gallons at 100 proof, and in the course of
iui years, it loses about 7 or 8 galois in volume, but gains in alcoholic strength,
hh-Iiig that the evaloration or shrinkage was mostly water. It will then conIiV about 38 wine gallons at about 108 proof, or about 41 proof gallons. It
,-,; Ist 8 wine gallons, but only 5 proof gallons. It other words, of the 8 gallons
h
ni,,btt2/1' gallons consisted (f alcohol, the rest was water.
Oil does not evaporate very readily, especially when it is in solution, so the
41 lpi-o f gallons that are left, contlinl)racticaly all thme fusel oil that was in the
(:ritthml 40, or about 12 percent more fusel oil. The older the whisky gets, the
lit
,( it shrinks and the more fusel oil it contains to the gallon.
In regard to the coloring matter, which do \-ou prefer to take into your
Itomachli-burnt sitgar or charred
tannic acid?
'lhe agitation against blended whiskies began with the passage of the "Bottliar-ii-bond" law.
at
I don't remember the date but it was around 1903. This
hiv, was backed by the Kentucky distillers (If Bourbon whisky, which was not
iii ,irf
itt the East, and which I have told you was not uIsed by blenders.
They
4,!,.,I lhat whisky should le allowed to be bottled in bond iinder Governmeint
il ilrxisi{m, whel it reached the age of 4 years. This was just fni arbitrary
Illa, blit the public imagined front this, that whisky must be that. old to be
fit I- drink and that the Govermnent guaranteed 'it; ad
the editors of tlie
l'lilied States Pharmacopoia, guided by the decision of the late 1)r. Wiley, made
the i definition of whisky to include oily whisky bottfled in otnd, or 4 years old.
NOw is water when filtered through ehiareaml atlld cleared Ofritliparities,io longer
\\
x'i,
bit all like substance?
29101--- 33 .
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It certainly is tot, If whisky is filtered through charcoal and certain itiurItiet.
removed, does it cease to be whisky, when it comes out? President Taft said
'No."i
Blends still continued to bo tile favorites, and so certain distillers organized
their campaign of vilification and abuse and untruths, Scotch and Irish whiskies
are not aged in charred barrels, and are blended. So I believe is French brandy,
which is not aged fn charred barrels either. This talk about tie purifying effect
of charred barrels is a grand humbug.
Suppose we take a barrel of pure rye whisky, remove half of it, and run it
through a charcoal filter, or rectify it. Is It no longer whisky when It conies
through, or if It is put back into the'barrel again with the rest, is it, not all whisky?
Blending is practiced in nearly every food product. We have blended cofTe,,.
blended tea, andimaple sirup blended with cane sirup. This latter is exactly the
same as blending pure rye whisky with neutral grain spirit. The maple sirup has
the flavor, and the cane sirup has none-it is just sweet. The rye whisky has tih
,
flavor, and time neutral whisky has , ne--just the strength.
If you will take a little ol pure rye whisky and evaporate it over a flame, yu
This is the tannin that the whisky'h :ts
will get a yellow pow(ier as the resi(h.
absorbed fromn the charred wood in the process of aging. If you will take a
little blended whisky and do the snie thing, you will get burnt sugar and a little!
bit of tannin as the residue.
But if you will take new whisky, you will get no residue at all. Which is the
most wholesome? The expression " raw alcohol " is very wrong and misleaditig.
Grain alcohol for beverage purposes is never raw, but is highly refined, has t,
distinctive taste or odor, is very smooth, and will take the flavor of any substanrce
that is addcd.
There is no more nee(l for aging rye whisky than there is for aging corn whisky
or gin or apple brandy, or any other fruit brandy. Any of these latter cart ,
ire
drunk as soon as made, if carefully and properly (istilledl. All me(iehi,
made with pure lieutral grain spirit (or (hilute alcohol if you prefer), and il it
is not raw in medicines, which are far more iml)ortant, why is it raw when rwk
as a beverage? For that matter, pure dilute'grain alcohol is just as much ,' a
stimulant as 4-year-old whisky, anti much more wholesome, as tile patient lit '!
the stimulating effect of the alcohol, not the fusel oil and flavor.
On Sunday, October 8, there appeared in the Ledger an article headed ":il.,
Whiskey Safe is Task", by Robert Merrill. lie asks, " What safeguards will 1tw
enforced to protect the pul)lic from a product inadequately aged or ot her\a,1implroperly p)reparel?" This shows lack of knowledge (if the subject.
From what I have written, you will see that any spiritous liquor turned out I,.. i
reputable distiller or dealer need not worry the consuming public, as age is a,t
necessary, and there will ie no such tiling as "green liquor with all its iijmi ,,u
.qualities", unless it is colored green like "cremie de nmnthc", that is far h-t1i

injurious.
Tie information given by Dr. E. Fullerton Cook, chairman of the re-i-iii
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committee of thIle U.S. Pharmnacopeia, is from the standpoint of theipersom %\

believes all that I)r. Harvey W. Wiley said, and the definition of whisky in tiie
Pharniacopeia is based on that opinion, which was reversed by Presideit it.
The article states further: "Among the harmful ingredients for whose present' it
Caramel; burnt sugar. This is used to impart cltr
outlines tests are:
artificially, amid its presence would indicate an imitation rather than an aplipr%, l
whisky.'' "Glycerin, sugar, etc., used for sweetening and smoothing a ixiw
product."

Since wiren is burnt sugar a harniful ingredient, or glycerin, or sugar?

,\n,

I have pointed out.coloring with caramel is the older process, and there i,
"init-ttion whiskv", if it ms hmemi distilled from grain, even if it (wi,. lit
contain fusel oil, tannic acid, and other impurities. Further onl it s r "
"Perhalps t.e greatest obstacle in produringg whisky to meet a sudden (letwir t

is offered hy the necessity of aging it in charred w(Io(i. This process dist iLtiS
and chemists explain is necessary to remove certain substances peculiar Io rix
distilled spirits, or to blend them into a smooth, finished product."
Again I rel)eit that it seems very queer, that it should be necessary 1,

t
lug

ill
;)t

whisky in charred wrood, when that process was ottly acci(ientally discm, 'di
arouml 1870. Wasn't it, whisky when no one knew" about charred bntr-,,s?
Also, as I have explained, the ve:'rred barrel does not remove any subst.,m,'t'S
It merely imparts an artificial color :t Ptl
peciliar to "raw distilled spirits."

l
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l-,or to the whisky, by absorbing the charred tannin from the wood.

If it is so

ati
ucssary to "ago whisky Ilni harred barrels to remove these substances"twhy
WeII
ih'S
1Y
ete

ti-

To
J;%.'
hI
it

i Ilie world Is It not necessary to store in charred barrels Irish or Scotch whisky,
Hum, St. Croix
16m, and New England Itum? Surely they are just as "raw" when produced,
t contain the samo certainn substatices."
Aild while I am on the subject, I wise to explain that there is a vast difference
The former mens taking two or more
Iwtwen "blending" and "cutting".
it
itn'
whi'sk's
mixing
the m with
pure like
neutral
grain
spirit
adding
siti:arrye
coloring
andand
some
softening
material,
ieah
juice,
wich
was the
tieusual
uni_'t1veItl practice. "Cutting" on the other hand was universally looked down on
at condemned by the ret)utable dealers.
It consists in taking a barrel of a
certain brand-let us say " Mt. Vernon", removing part of its contents, filling
it up) with neutral spirit or inferior whisky, and soiling it as Mt. Vernon whisky.
litconclusion lot me repeat that no one need fear that he will not be able to
getfroin reputable dealers all tile good wholesome whisky that he will want or
in ,!l, provided the Congress, through misinformation or bias, does not forbid the
old and tine-testd l)rocess of blon(ing old whiskies with clear pure neutral
graiu spirits. There will be enough whisky in the warehouses for that, even
tii,,gh all of it will not be 4 years old.
ii):ii(Iv, gin, apple brandy, poah brandy, corn whisky, Jamaica

l'i,. R esET L. D)ouoitToN, Ion. PAT HARRISON,
Washing on, D.C.
(4JNTLEMEN : Had I been able to use a little more time oillast Wednesday I
'Cold
have told you more about costs of whisky, so I thought it well to send
,m this letter, which you can add to the record if you see fit. Those who
iifled
seemed to have very vague ideas as to costs.
>Ery summer the larger distillers of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Ohio, etc.,
t,,tilled the wholesale and blending trade that operations would start in the
[fo, ,lin( inied a price per gallon, which might be anywhere fromn 25 to
71 'eIntS.

(iey
sent aroundIblhnk contract forms which were filled in and signed by
tlit liersons or firms desiring to purclse new whisky.
A.\.
sooii as the whisky was made wvarehouse receipts and invoices were .ent
,i
iliv persons contracting for it, and then time crop was listed, just as stocks
:ml .commodltiesare listed on exchanges, and brokers sent out quotations each
x\,e.lThereafter tile price was governed entirely by sul))ly and demand. For
iutance, a whisky made by Mount Vernon Distillery in October 191-1 at 60 cents
m1;i,quoted in December at possibly 621/ cents. In a few months It might be
iltolted at 58 or 05 cents, according to demand.
A\, per accompanying example, a 4-year-old rye whisky costing 60 cents new
wutilu stm(d the blender or wholesale dealer about $2.30 per gallon under the
$1.10tax.
Original contract price 60 cents, and we will assunm each barrel contained

W0 gallons.
it

il
\V

Fifty gallons at 60 cents ---------------------------$30. 00
3.84
Four years' storage at $0.08 per month -----------------Four years' compound Interest tit 6 percent --------------8. 00
Freight
-------------------------------------------1.50
Cartage -------------------------------------------1.00
Insurance for 4 years --------------------------------1.00
Loss In 4 years, about 12 gallons ..........................
Tax, at $1.10 per gallon, on 38 gallons -----------------41.80
Total

---------------------------------------Cheaper or -'ounger

ilivilled by 38, makes $2.30, cost per gallon.

87.14
goods accord-

Jllgl.y.
it purchased by anyone when 2, 4, or 6 years old, It woul probably cost
(.isiferaly More, as uluotattiol. were always for original gallons, all(1 carry.
I, clirges plus l)roflt were added.
So a 2-year-old whlitsky would cost about
K).w. and a 6-year-old probably $2.75 or more per gallon, based on original
Cost,1f60 cents.
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Now, Ieiit(lhig Is al arl, acquired by constant experiment amd practice.
Stpmose a bender wishles to put il) it fairly good quality of whisky.
might possilbly 1se:
gililojis 6-year-oll whisky, tit $2.75 ---------------------- $13.75
9.20
5 gifflois 4year-old whisky, at $2.30 ---------------------10 gallos 2-year-old whisky, lit $1.9510. 50
20 gitllois ieitrl-' Or recillid spirits, tit $1 .40
------------- 40.60
I guiltll peach or rule Jile,
2.00

ile rtluv,s this to W) proof by relliovlilg 5 gallons all(sub8011111t l1g Waiter (( l

t, 10

jrlevent)

-

lih

85.05

tit

I

8. 50
76. 55

whic
vi(',:lils ill50 gaiflon.s, at $1.53 par gallonal for nmautritls only. Thils grt ,
of whisky would pIroblaly have
i s0.ol(1 to the ret: l1hr for about $2.25 per
gallon.
The lledler wtuld have to add to the cost of thr miteril 10 percent of Ihe
siile Ii'e
for slesillaill's vaOli isioi, 33 percent for overhead licensee, r'il,
lbor, ill1raitee, d|preial fil, illClenillis), le vllig about 9 ercL'telit its i,,
..
prollt t 1
Cost of niuterills per gllon --------- -----------------$1.53
I 'nilli.ssioll to slleul.ll,
) llaercllt--------------.
. 22,50
(verhlendl,
13 percent ------------------------------------.
2W)5
Net profit. 9 lerent.-------------------------------------.
2025
2.25
If you \ih
1at gel th( cost of siilur whisky t t
tay other raie Of tax,
simply s last it that rate for $1.10 il lle x)iiihxmle.
oldilg this will :ssist
.I you iliyour thelieration
a,
m1i hltakitig you for ,aur
,
4-ourtesy to mnte,] rella
till,
wilth kild rv(?gllrl.
,
sincevrely,

d
ti

t

tu.
I",
0)i

l;

VILLIAM i. CAUFFMAN,

'rhe('
illg the

M.\I-NMA
. Tile nex vitlns. is i'. LIthn- Gulick, I'elrt-lMr. ( 33lick. will you give oitr f'til
tIolljllitioln.
k('clkeller
liltll(aIll(! y'ollr (olille('ctioll tW the reporter ?

STATEMENT OF LUTHER GULICK, DIRECTOR OF THE INSTITUTE
OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Mr. (ummc.
Mr. Chairman let me ma1k(ce a preliminary staleunert. I notice vou have listed meWas representing the iRoekefell,,r
Ioltndatiom.
1'Iie so-called Rockefeller Liquor Report wa a sittll"
ilitiate(l by Johl 1). Rockefelley. Jr., in order to bring in such
evi(lence as'night be avtilil)le of Aimericall eXlperielice an(I EiImOj a:11
ex)erienice on this subject which you 1'-C stu(lying.

h

Mr. ]Rockelfeller asked two laymen, Mr. Rayond D. Fosdicl.
lawyer. and Mr. Scott, an engineer, to I)elhe
(.ommisioll to Ilt,,take that study.
Beyond that he had lm cotlnection with the w,,It
so far as I l(ulw.
M'. Scott adl(I M. Fosdick brouglit together 1 num1lber of .pevu'ianlists ini diflerelt fields, solle who had experience with the liqllor Iri!'e
an(1 Som( who were specialists ill (Co10ltiCS, and others who wAva,,
specialists in finance. mid others who bad been interested il Iit'e
general problem of education in the Inite(1 States.
I was asked to join that staff ti deal with the problem of taxation.
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When I was asked last evening if I would appear before you it

w tsmy first information that you desired to hear from this groul),
So,that in presenting to you the ideas which were worked out in
.m(iection with this study, and inpresenting any other ideas I trust
you will recognize that these come from the technical staff rather
ihun from Mr. Rockefeller who sponsored the project.
Beyond prepar-ig that report I understand lie 1ilt, no personal
interest in pushing any kind of ideas with reference to liquor taxaOinl or liquor control in the United States. His effort was to bring
the facts together and make them availal)le to you, 1itid to have that
(1ne. by a group of experts in a (lispassionate fashion ; and that was
tl., elideaver of tlie members of the staff. There is one further queslioil whicll I know you will ask from the discussionn of this question
,'e.V(r(lay i
V. and that i., wlre (did(
get the figure of $3
t,$.I of protectiofl for flie wholes,-ale lwotlegger. 1 1Illiy .liv that
th,'
evidence whiiclh was gathered by '.
iibers of our staff who
s
i:
ei'ts illthe liquor litsihness indicated that the illegitimate
ti:ile ill the
iie(it( Stiltes ('oul be di vi(led ito two grolj)s, one of
the. llnorgaliized, desultory snilal Imolegger ai distiller working in
irlividluial localities without any Iiiige-scale organization;
ind
,'vvondly,the large-scale, well-organized illicit nieniber of the trale.
Mr. Mtirray saidI today that there were 10 or ll of these large.'31vc eiiterlprlss. Tie niiniber of sumlil-scale ones Cannot be estiii;,t(,d. The iil)sibility of classifyihgi the illgitimat,, trade under
le., t(
t wa ls is that tieIhlrge-sciaI. i.
t&('l)r'il11.
i r iil 'lI
lower
poluctioii cost. Ibit bas a 1nch higlier oh eratiou e':st. and pre(senlts
UF
a ,Igree of intelligence a1I dlegr('e' of shrewliv,-s ili the mIamlgeneiit
"fthe, enterl)ri se which iimake.s it a real fIlirtat to tile organized irovi:iol:4
of local govern tuent , State g(overlinientl and National (Governbid, ill the effort to enforce tIme law.
The small bootlegger operates on a small margin and can be dealt
1ith Inu(lm easier. -111d the
holiitiie
Ie hati(lh is le
sgnihi(';ifit.
g
'1I1,
figure which we used of between $3 and $4 of the additional costs
t,
e' large established Ibootlegger is imot all for l)rote(tiom. We are
ii, :l)le to determine even to our own satisfactioii how it1c.li of that
i r'-in wenit for l)rotection. That was fouid to be the (iflerenice
il ratingg costs between what he sold it for and what it was sold
lth."oigh other channels for. Where he spent it we (ho not, know.
II,,.v
much went for protection, how much for handling cost, and
hu umuch for the additional cost of distribution. overhead and such
thI1n,
ris caused by the loss of trucks when confiscated and other factors,
We',
'14)
]lot,; ilo\V, butl that is the total 1111rgill of! ilin(, oq wratioll.
(it l Imsis of the figrtes wiich were
I to
t)l',:ie('
it.-.
ai11I wint
w..\r. Murray's testimony today, that the large wholesale hooth.:er call distribute wholesale at $1 a gallon, does iot offer him
liI,,ivnt margin to lkeep ill the business. It may sinl)ly be a depn-. ion method in order to try to light through this iniiai period,
I
1,ias Mr. Murray says, 1)rotectioil costs have been and are mounting.
It v; as also the evidence presented to us it would seem that 50 cents
lm' gallon protection -would gradually climb, mnd he would not
P--i ly be able to operate on that basis.
I,lotlegging .iliuiot Ie stiil)e( ou11 ill tile United States b' low
taix".
IEven if you eliminate the tax eltirely there would still be
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the desire to make a profit, and they would still operate In competition with the legiinmate trade. At the same time high taxes will
be an additional incentive for remaining in the tra
The.
erefore.
while the taxes are an important element, the low tax rate will not
solve the problem by itself. It has got to be solved by law enfor(meat and by the recognition by the citizens of this country that they

have more to gain than they have to lose by buying legitimate liquors
through legitimate channels, even if someone else can come to them
and say, " Here, we have the same stuff at lower rates "-and pro-

I
tI

IIl

ably they do not have the same stuff. In many cases when we pay
lower prices for illegal beverages than legitimate taxes require anil

demand, we are subsidizing the legitimate which serves to debatich
our police, undetrmnine our courts, aii(1d wreck our governmental machinery throughout. 'Therefore, it is not only necessary to have
taxes. lbut it is necessary to have rigid enforcen'ient, and a new attitude on the part of the l)ublic at large. It seems to me there is ila
opportunity for that new attitude. We have had two new slogani,
before its. one that it is smart to be legal, and another, not quite
new, that we have had for years. that it is smart to be thrifty: al
when those are canceled oiit," it will be seen that it is stuart tIolw
stln t. but the ltpeople will join ill Seeingo 1)ootleggijig stamped out. n,
]),-IQ 1eeti revealed bv tile repeal vote.
ThIlle specific l)'ogr'l of taxes vlilih we outlined in the 1'os(l i.!:Scott rel)ort, a s*he(lile of which volt have undoubtedly had beit',,re
this, because it has been 1)llblished aid available, surggests that ih!i
niaxitlitill tax ol spirits ald whiskies Il)(1 gins be Placed at 4:, p"".
gallon. That $31
isto iti(lu(le Iall ledetui I a tid State
-f.-.te galt
llu(g
That figure wa' arrive ed at- on the basis of the general ol)iiions vlli 11
have been (liscissed before vou here by Mr. L6wry and others. 'l'! ,
effort, was to put the tax as high as possible without creating toi)
mitit margin f profit fo. the illicit trade. But oit the basis of Ih
cvi(lence that- has been presented in recent days before you ,,eiuth1 !I.
I am inclined to think maybe we went too high in that figurP.
alithougl thlat, you must renielber. includes both the State an(l i:,,
Federal levies. It' you should go above thttt, you will sulibidize tt
forces of lawlessness more than you cIn afford to at the present Iiin.
it seems to me. With tile taxes, Fe~heral and(1 State. ('[bine1 ii fit
amount, (oupled with the scheme of low license fees suggested ii tI,,
Scott-Fosdick report, we believe that, a cheap grade of _w'hisky coil,
be sold for $1150 a quart, with am)le piro it in handling.*If
I
States adopt the State alcohol control authority plan somewhat aloe+r
the lines of the Quebec systetn but a(lal)ted t(' American comulilii,,:.
we are certaiti whisky ('old be sold,.at $1.25 a quart of stanmlard
and good quality sjiice aIlow price of that sort is necessary ill on!.r
to meet the bootleg competition.
As soon as the bootleg trade is brought uider control, it was (,i
t
feeling that for the reasons outlined by Professor Hen(let'soll h)
you at the opening of the session, tile tax should be gradually iticreased. For the States under the State monopoly system it N\Wil1
be a matter of price policy, whereas ott the license system this wwiflI
have to be brought about by an increase of taxes.
Mr. KNU'rsox. )id your o'Otilittee, in looking into the mat1'"
of distribution of illicit goods, give any consideration to the atnoitii
these men spend in needless entertaimnent, etc.?
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Mr. GULICK. We were not able to get anything except gossip as
to where the money goes. We were able to get some fairly accurate
information as to the price at which it was distributed, and we knew
what the cost was, and that gave us the margin used in financing the

trade, but where it went, we could not determine.

Mr. KNUTSON. Less than a year ago the alcohol price in Minne.
tiiolis was less than $2 a gallon, is my information. Why would it
cost more to distribute whisky than it would alcohol?
Mr. GULICK. The minute you cut it and make your whisky you
have increased the bulk somewhat.
1Mr.
KNu'rso0N. How do you mean, increased the hulk?
Mr. Gum.rcmc. The alcohol is 100 percent alcohol, but when turned
into whisky it is 40 or 50 percent, so that you have doubled the
bulk.
Mr. KNUTSON. Fifty percent of it is water?
AfMr. G mic. Yes.
Mrh'. Kxu'rsoN. Then you mean to say it would cost more to distrilmte water than alcohol?
.\r. Gimc. Yes; )ecause it is a larger package and you have to
l:1ve the )lace at which to do the cutting.
.M.. KNUTSON. How do you mean, a larger package, a gallon is a
g:1olln, isn't it?
\I.. GUmcic. No; it is 2 gallons, 1 gallon of alcohol plus 1 gallon
0' water is 2 gallons of whisky, and you have twice as much to
Mr. KNutsoN. Wh ?hvonld it cost more to distribute a gallon of
(1;0 plroulct than a gallon of another?
Mr. GuJICKC. It (oes not make any great diifie'ence at that point,
(Ixf.,pt there is one more place where, it has to have protection , heuai-e there. is this factor of handling and the factor in the blending.
NoAw, Mr. Chairman, I realize your, ti me, is limited ani therefore
I go
):, on to the next.suggestionm I would like to lay before you?
It .,emis to ime that we imist. recognize that in deal inlg with the
.11lol problemm we have a problem wlich cannot be solved by the
States alone, nor can it Ibe solved by the tiovernument alone.
With the levy under the Federal system, it has a great man y ad(1iviti ages in administration and it has some disadvantages in adniii!istration. In dealing with a problem which is Nation-wide it
has, economic ramifications which pay no attention to State lines, and
th- State cannot deal with the problem 100 percent satisfactorily.
When we come to the question of taxation, this means that the
l",deral tax program and the State tax program must be worked
0M l,l cOol)erationm if we are to have a satisfactory solution. A question has been asked this morning by various niembers of the conmittee as to whether it is believed the States will join it. I can only
say this, that the Interstate Commission on Conflict of Taxation,
whiinh is made u 1) entirely of representatives of State governments,
"it individuals drawn from all of the States of the Union, and
wit1 representatives of State tax departments, has already mIade
an, i has passed a resolution in favor of a cool)erative scheme under
Adhilh the administration of all taxes on the manufacture of alcoholt,, beverages will be handled by the Federal Government an( in
iVI,;Iih a part will be distribtited back to the States. It may be there

I
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is ample r<)om for discussion of the basis of distribution itself, and
it may 1)e a diflcult problem, but it is not as serious a problem as

leaving the matter in chaos which will wreck the whole system in
the States and the Federal Government. There was also a meeting
of the Commission to revise taxes of the State of New York, a coinmission al)l)ointed in part by the legislature and in )art by the
governor and that commission la&sed a resolution for the transfer

to the Government of the administration and the collection of taxes
on the manufacture of alcoholic beverages, and for the return to the

States of a part of that amount, l)rovicing the States would join in
the program.
We have had a number of interstate compacts in the past in which
the States have in effect entered into a treaty with themselves to deal
with a problem, and perhaps this is the lind of a problem which
could be handled on an interstate compact, including the Federal

No

Stj
hikc
PC
(f

Government.
Senator Im-isox. Was this action of the Commission in the State
of New York taken before the State of New York had l)ut the

gallonage tax on, or afterward?
Mr. t6ULICK. It was taken afterward, and the gallonage tax il
New York, I might say, is a temporary measure in which the State
is waiting for action on your part, an1d of course in arriving at a
national )rogram, it would hardly be possible for the State to take

the initial steel) in such a matter.
Federal Government.

It seems to me this rests with tih

Mr. TiEruDWAY. In connection with this matter of the States, what
about the recent action in the State of Pennsylvania?
Mr. GULICK. I am not well acquainted with the underly'ing force.
in the State of Pennsylvania. Undoubtedly that State lias gone (oll

the

on its own.
Mr. TimADWAY. You know what they iav'e (ole ?
MI. GULICK. Yes.

Mr.1'1"TIIE)WAvY-. ]oes tllat ShoW a spirit of cooperation ()f ha
State with tle ie(deral (bo\ermiment in connection with this one tax,
fr. ii I.I(Ii . 01 ('ours(,. ti.SltI (.()f I ,iil
isvIla lia (idliot hav,
before it i IV
yIy
Vi
iniliCt,:(\11
dila
)'ii\eli(
it tle*FIderal (oV(,riilniiCIt
miglit d(o. It iulay be if Olie l'eletrt l(FI
(IV'iIilin t tIk a strong l) tioll callitig for cooperlatioii iwl'Jtr, tht teitoi 'Y,-Ihillii lY SiitC(.
so that tije(
would !, all ( pi)p)rttilllit'(i' g(miiii
11 i,, (it,l':m tni
(eveloitig the programii, tile
iStatv.; whl( h have takenti
&
in.
, a ,if!i
Wolid1{ Iie )lrep l.(I ito('1))l'iat
C, 1(lllt, lt whel}! ](I() fail
tI I
i) Ogi lliti ,
'er
v rvvilt
fi ltilt s5tI) Ito
h Ceiic i lit re 1 iii ec lili
,i-6
4i!:
witl (axes, esp(cially (m t thil
l nii',iui tie ll'in side of th(, bisili(e..
Mr. IIEAI)V\\.\Y. MIr. ( 'liiiinliiili, it is almlliit hiis very hlin, I \\oil!l
like to iliteiO(,rate, ali1 )ossily Aolt wOlld hot object to till ill(ttiivr
or two be fore lie l)I'v)(,,(ls JliI'tliIi.
The (mm.
%i.lN,You maili,
(roce,(i.mI.
'leli(iwav.
Mi'. 'lllWY.\1'. You Spioke of llie $3 reclnlneliltioli of the Fosdick (oliiittee as being, periilS, too high ]to\- iich too high. in
your ju(lglnelnt?
Mr . clxilK. Iera p5 ('5tel\s
to) high, its ii Combined tax.
Mr. Ti,\iwAY. You WOlid, theli, iiloe o1' less agree with Afi-.
Choatos testinioy' yesterday itsto (lie $2, foi' ilnstaclle, $2 to $2.50?

.
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Mr. GuhrcK. Yes, to include the Federal and the State taxes on

th manufacturing side of the business.
1Mr.
TIIE,\DWAY, Of course, you have given a couple of instances

e
ii

e

V

where certain groups ha'e adv located this. As near as I could follow
you, aside from the one reference to New York State, you at no
iime brought in any reference as to the attitude of the legislature.
Now that is a thing that I am sure, with your experience, you would
realize would be a very determining factor as to whether or not a
State would enter into this agreement. Take the very fact that
Pennsylvania has already laid as heavy a tax as they have, what is
likely to be the reaction of a member of the house or senate in
Pennsylvania when he would agree to a reduction of the amount
I(f the tax that Pennsylvania has already laid, in order to cooperate
with the Federal Government? Now, %Iwould like your view on
what you conceive to be the likely attitude of a legislature.
Mr. GULICK. Sir, you know a great deal more about practical mattel's of that sort thai I do, though in tht past R) years I have devoted
most of my time as adviser and consultant to legislatures ill
various
states working on the problem of taxation. From all explerien('e I
'.\d0111
say that the American legislatures are increasingly ready to
111recognize the difficulties of State taxation on ecommica 1lenterprises
fthat go beyond their limit, and. therefore, in a situation of this sort,
ifaction is take promptlyy enough so that we (10 not have too mally
States which have gone forward with conflicting schemes of taxation,
there may be an opportunity to bring stome order out of this (.liaos. as
i ,l gentemeu slceede( il doig vith the inheritance tax through
the system of credits.
Mr. IREADWAxY. The (lifillty to my mind there is this, an inlieri1Ilice al)plies but olice. A. mal (lies an1d that establishes tile tax
propose ition. Here is the sale of a commodity which is evidently
!.iintg to be pretty general from the quantity of it, aml(l you have
,,tat (1ifferlmt proposition entirely. I don't 'think myself, that the
":t
ate inheritance tax offers a comparable situation, not nearly as
*,I!('li as tile gasoline tax does, and you see where we have Conme in
a' gIasoline tax. anywhere from one half (of a cent to 7 cnts in the
\tI riouIs States.
.\It. G
IwmK.
I ay say in the resolution to revise the tax laws in
.i,,Qa;ate of New York the other day tile gasoline tax was included
ill the group of taxes which it was felt should be transferred for ad-inistration
)urposes to the Federal (overnment with a rel)ayient
1,:vk to the State of a certain portion of that tax. But that takes us
IfIlside of the discussion.
Mr.VINSON. Would the gentleman froni Massachusetts vield ?
Mr. 'l'i-mw.v. Certainly.
M'. VINsoN. What method (lid the commission of New York pro
1,,se for allocation, by population or production?
M'. G 'mc.
Was that on the allocation theory?
Mr. ViNsox. Yes; the allocation theory.
Mrh. Gurmc{. Allocation by population.
Mr. TitEAIDWY. To what extent did the Fosdick-Scott investiga.
tim endeavor to secure testimony in making u 1) its decision in favor
,,fthis one tax, the Federal amnid'State tax combined, as to the prac.
tial operation of it such as we are referring to now. Did you take
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it as a judicial decision it was the best thing to do, or did you lonli
into the practical side of it?
Mr. GumcJr.. Both, sir.
Mr. rREADVAY. What was your testimony on the )ractical side?
Mr. 4GULICK. Testimony was not taken at all in open hearings
such as you are holding today. It was the effort of the staff to discuss the matter with individuals who were involved in tax admmnistration and with individuals who were studying the problem, both
as members of legislatures and other groups interested in taxation,
and also in discussions with those in the trade who recognized that
multiplicity of taxes would produce certain difficulties.
Mr. BACHARACLI. I would like to inquire as to the method of taxing
liquor before prohibition; did the Government distribute money to
the States?
Mr. Gumm. No, sir; there was a low Fe(leral tax which varied ul)
to $1.10, as testified to before you, and there was no State taxes
on strong liquors.
Mr. BAcI[AIACJH. What is yo'
theory now, that legislattures
adjourn sine die and everything be performed at Washington?
Mr. GuIACK, No, sir.
Mr. BACHAACH. You tare practically saying so; that gasoline be
taken over and the question of liquor tax be taken over, and I I)resume your next recommendation will be something else. I (o
think the State I represent would have any thought of discontinuing
their legislative prerogatives. I don't believe they will approve of
the method of taxing you refer to.
As Mr. Treadway ihmas well stated what Congress Wiants: it ceimis
that all you are doing is proposing to set up a bureau here just to
distribute the money to the States.
Mr. Gumiom. There would be many fewer bureaus and administration offices in the operation of the proper machinery.
M%1'. BACIIAIRACII. I have heard that for the last 20 years that I have
been here, but they have been increasing just the same, and I think.
with your legislative exl)erience of 15 Years, you do not 'fiimd fewer
bureaus, do you
Mr. GULICi. There are fewer departments in many' States.
Mr. BAch ltlhI'r. What States?
Mr. (WULlcI,. New York, Massachusetts, an(d ome otilWis.
The CH
Nm~mM\N.
And North Carolina?
Mr. BACHARIIci.
Yes; as the chairman states, North Caroliit.
Mr. GUTTcIc. Of course, they have increased in population. -od it
is mtural there should be more persons drawn into the service. I
might also say, it would seem to me that you gentlemen should 4do,
something to better arrange taxes in your State.
Mr. BAClrAACI. What taxes do you have in mind?
Mr. Gumeic. The taxes on real l)roperty, personal-prol)erty tinxe-.
and taxes on incomes. and other taxes.
Mr. BACHARACH. We don't have aimy income tax in th( State )I*
New Jersey.
Mr. Guot.cm. But I have to pay it outside, and I would mu,.ii
rather pay it to the State of New Jersey.
Mr. BAOAIACII. YOU have been working in legislatures; u-li:,t
work have you (lone on taxation?
Mr. Guuicio.
I think the State of New York'is one of fly- largest.
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Mr. BACJ[ARAOH. What have you done in your native State?
Mr. GULICK. My native. State has not been interested in my help.
Senator COUzENS. May I ask if your giioup has given any thought
co the purchaser of bootleg liquor?
Mr. GUmciK. We have given thought to it, but we determined that
the same reasons that broke down enforcement of prohibition would
apply.
Senator COUZENS. In the case of prohibition, what broke it downI
Mr. GuhcK. The effort to lay a special tax on the purchaser of
bootleg liquor.
Senator COUZENS. I am not talking about taxes; I am talking about
the penalty.
Mr. Gur
2 cm. The same thing would apply.
Senator COUZENS. You believe it is impracticable?
is ondifferently.
the tax side. There may be
Yes.
interest
GULICK. of
group
that feel
't Mr.
her membrs
our My
Mr. KNursoN. How high should we go in taxing without giving an
opportunityy to the bootlegger?
Mr. GuLiCK. If you pass a tax without any effort to secure State
(Noperation, I don't believe you should go above $1.50 or $2 at most.
If you work out a scheme of cooperation with the States-and when
I say cooperation I do not mean a plan which leaves the States with
111right to be heard anl excludes the States from being heard in the
problem-but if it is worked out in connection with the States, you
f,can go to $2.50 and be safe.
Mr. JENKINS. What, in your judgment, is the best policy of coopnation? Don't you think'there will be constant furore between the
States as to whetller they are getting their rights?
Mr. GuLmc. It is on that basis I suggest it might better be worked
,)nt. from an interstate compact viewpoint, so that it would be settled
fo a long period and not be subject to frequent revision.
eIr. Wooinurp. One State has before the legislature at the present
tinme a bill to provide for a monopoly in handling liquor, and if that
St ate was willing to accept the re bate, we will term it, from the FedGovernment, the Federal Governmentit .ioii1md not in any way at1:11!
tiinlpt to limit the profit that the State ('oild(derive front the sale of
the liquor.
No. sir: that wovld be a matter purely for the decision
Nlr. (-UIc1i.
,' the State liquor authority.
.M[r. VINsoN. In the conclusion of your committee with the referto the $3.00 per gallon tax, what percentage of that did you
(le
think should be paid to the State?
loMr. GULICK. We suggested not less than 20l)ercent.
Mr. VINso.N. What StateaxeS wouki that mean would not. be
l,'Vi(ld?
.Mr. GUIICI. The taxes on production. gallonage excise, or any
otIlher type that might Ibe invented.
thought of controlling the soM\r. VI.soN. WVould there be any
taxes?
c:i led " occupational " or license

it

1[r. Guric. No- the occnl)ational license tax which Ias to deal
1ilh the wholesale end would remain with the Federal adil inist ralion and the occupatiomal licenses that have to do with the retail
(.11d would remain entirely in the field of State taxation.
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Mr. V xsoN. I see you permit production to enter into the picture
with reference to the taxes, but yet when 3ou gave the equation as
to the allocation you simply used population; how did that happen ?
Mr. Gumcic. We felt that the question of allocation had not yet
been satisfactorily thought out, so what we suggested with regard
to allocation was quite indefinite.
Mr. Vixsox\. As a matter of fact, you were thinking along general
terms its to the allocation from moneys collected by the Federal
Government to State governments to relieve a conflict of taxation ?
Mr. GumcK. That is correct.
Mr. VINsoN. And that thought you had, you say, applied to the
gasoline tax ?
Mr. GuLmKc. This commission, of course, paid no attention to tle
question of gasoline.
Mr. VINsON. I was confusing it for the moment with the resolution
passed recently in New York, and that was based upon population
alone. I believe.
Mr. (um:uCl.
Yes.
Mr. VINSON. Now, with reference to the allocation method, did
y1o1 give any thought to the (onsuml)tion of alcohol with reference.
io tie part it plays in the allocation of taxes to the State?
Mr. (GuLc'. I es; and as I say, you will find in the Fosdick-Scott
report no position was taken 'with reference to the distribution
formula. When I mention )olulation I state that was the formnulni
irICO1
h,1ien((I
I)v the colmlnis!Zion on State taxation, but the Scottl'osdick report Iakes no )osition oi tlnt.
Mr. Vixso,. Did the iterstate committee base allocation oil 1)0o1lattion alone?
Mfr. GuLciK. It. was a somewhat com)licat.ed formula basin," it
(n

el'r

capita.

Mr. VINsox. Have you thought. over the formula of allocatii
Ir. (ucACK. Yes; I have worked on it consid(erably.
Mr. VI Nso,. Do you think production plays any part in it?
Mr. GumcK. I believe the formula should includee production atil
consumption, and those two bases should be use(d in order to recognize the fact. that certain States with large legalized productions will
have to sacrifice more than the States with small legalized prodliction, if they are asked to forbid the levy of production taxes.
Mr. VINO
sN. Could this ,me,.thod be t
,,lnwd
the nationalized theory
or nationalized method of allocation?
Mr. Gumacm. I have not heard it would be used in that sense. I
should say it. was more of all administration under which tile States.
recognizing they could not handle the prol)lem satisfactorily, have
yielded certain *administrative tasks to the Federal Government in
return for the payment to them of the fund which they might
reasonably collet 'if they were themselves levying the taxes.
Mr. VNsoN. At any event, the theory you have in mind is for the
Federal Governnent to collect all taxes?
Mr. Gumicl'. All on the manufacturing side, because manufacturing is not a localized affair, but extends over the State lines, and
the distillers that manufacture for New York markets are located
in Kentucky, Illinois, and somewhere else.
M. ViNsox. Thenm your plan is to allocate to these States a certain
percentage of it?

f
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Yes, sir.

Mr. VINSoN. Now, I woul( like for you to explain the differelice

between what ?might be termed the nationalization method and the
credit method
Mr. Gijicic. Under the credit method the legislation passed by
('on gress Permits the individual in paying the Federal taxes under
the Federal law to use as a credit the tax which lie has paid under
the same kind of a tax to the State in question. In other words, his
payment to the State is made and the tax receipt for that can be
used in paying his Fe(eral taxes to the extent Congress permits it
ruider the credit provision.
Mr. VINSON. That applies to the State tax?
Mr. Guibtc. Yes.
Mr. ViNsox. How would that work when we use the credit system
with reference to liquor taxes?
Mr. GULICK. With reference to liquor taxes, the credit system, it
seems to me, would not work satisfactorily because of the very great
temptation to the State of levying amounts larger than the possible
ledit provisions that could be provided by Congress, so that the
total result would be a higher tax than this $2.20 or $2.50 or possibly
.3 that we have been talking about.
Mr. ViNsoN. But would it work, if they were within the percentage?
Mr. GULICK. If they were within the percentage it would work
substantially the same way it does on the State inheritance taxes.
Mr. VINSON. In other words, the State would levy their taxes, the
Federal Government would have their taxes, and in the allocation of
tny Federal moneys to the States that proportion that would go to
particular State would be credited with the amount of taxes that
p
tie State had collected?
Mr. Gumic.. Yes. The one difference there is this, that uder
the State tax a State must maintain a rather complicated machinery
for publishing wills and for making appraisals of estates, so that
the machinery which determines the taxes must be in existence
whether they determine the tax or not.
In the tax of alcoholic beverages if the tax is administered exclusively by the Federal Government, then there would be no need
for this machinery in the State, because the Federal Government
would do the examining, measuring, and stamping of liquor anyway,
iuider the Federal law.
Mr. ViNsoN. If this was a withdrawal tax, you would Dot have
iery complicated machinery, would you?

Mr. Gu,ICK. No, sir.
Mr. MCCOIIMACJ. I am very much interested in this tax coinl)act
you refer to, because Massachusetts recently established U recess comimittee, that you are probably acquainte(d with, a11d wouldn't that
take quite a long while to bring that about-of .ourse I anl ill (.on)Ileteharmnony with the purpose.
Mr. GUmcii. There is a possibility it would take a great time to
hrin it about.
Mr. McCoinvAcK. Amid would it defeat the pupm'ose you have so
ably argued as to the speed in trying to l)event other'States from
imposing a tax on gallonage, such as several States have done?
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Nir. GUmcit. My thought was that the Federal Government tax
with the rebate provision should be adopted immediately, and then
adopt whatever means should be satisfactory to work into the interstate compact plan which might be somewhat broader than the taxes.
Mr. McCoRDIACK. Don't you think the interstate tax plan would
be more satisfactory for those States which have sectional problems
jn (!ommilon with each other?
Mr. GumcK. It certainly would be more easily ratified, just as
the Port juthority between New York and New Jersey, involvinig
only two States, could be ratified promptly.
Ml'. ICCOI MACK. On this allocation you mention production and
consumption, but if you take a State that neither produces nor consumes, they are naturally going to be interested in the allocation, bit
on such allocation they would get nothing. That is a very practical
question which involves considering a compromise of a legislator's
opinion, and yet we have got to compromise in order to bring about
something which will operate nationally, and in addition to production and consumption, you would have to consider other factors.
I am in harmony with you about realizing there might probaly have
to be a compromise or it would receive serious opposition in its
journey through Congress; so would you also include population?
Mr. "GUMCK. That could be done.
Mr. Mc(olWtRcAK. That would be more or less necessary in coming
to a compromise.
Mr. Guacx. Of course, the State you refer to which has neither
consumption nor production would receive no tax on gallonage if
it levied one.
Mr. McCoRMACK. On the other hand, the Federal Gvernment is
allocating back money, and probably their representatives in Congress might feel constrained to insist upon some consideration, and
that would necessitate the consideration of a compromise.
Mr. Giumcm. Before prohiibitioin there were States which had a
State license tax under which a part of the revenue was refunded to
the areas, andi in a number of those States the refunds were made
solely to the areas which were wet, with no refund to the areas
whi(h were dry. That is somewhat a similar problem to the one
you just mentioned. It is a difficulty, but perhaps it cold hv
overcome.
Mr. Mc'AfCoic.Arwm. You state that if the Federal Government ititrosess a tax. the basic tax to the Federal Government should be
$2-I nean $1.50. That, of course, has in mind trying to remove
as far as possible by taxation the first social evil, the bootlegger.
You also state that not less than 20 percent should be allocated
to the States, and then you say the maximum figure of $2.X0 Federal
and State taxes combined is recommended. Yf it was fixed at. n
basicc rate of $1.50 that would provide for 40 cents allocation to the
several States, and don't you think the $2.50 tax would be a little
high at the outset in attempting to remove this social evil of tlh,
bootlegger?
Mr. GvmcK. 'The reason I said the Federal rate should be kept t,
$1.50, antd certainly not more than $2, unless there is a cooperative,
scheme worked ott with the largest States at least, is that if tli'
scheme is not worked out, then the State levies will be $1.10, $2.20.
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wid figures of that sort, so that if it it not under control the figures
will niount up.
Mr. McConMACK. I have no disagreement with you on that, except
I am concerned with the important social problem of the bootlegger,
and it is my frank opinion it would he better for us to lose a little
revenue at the outset if by doig that we couIld more cotljletely
accomplish the final social objective.
Mr. GuLIcK. It is my opinion, Mr. Chairman, and this is my second point, that you will lose by your taxes-The CHAIRMAN. Before you go to that, are you through, Mr.
McCormack?
Mr. McCor 4AcK. Yes.
TitmunwaY. I would like to ask this: I think you said that
-t Mr.
the $3 tax whisky could be retailed at $1.25 to $1.50 a quart?
Mr. Gumci. At'$1.25 through the State store, and it would cost
lt.50 for the cheapest whisky through the ordinary channels.
will
Mr'. TnEADWAY. If you take 75 cents for t txes per quart, you
0mly allow 50 cents to 75 cents for manufacture, distribution, and
low much are
v'virything else, figuring on the basis of a gallon.
V011 allowing for cost of goods, distribution and so forth on your
Iifure of selling at about $1.50 a quart?
Mr. Guimc. We are allowing production costs running from 30
Yt.,its to 60 cents.

lit

Mr. TnEADWAY. A quart?
With ageing it raises it to between 50
Then the balance of it is handling and distribution, which brings it up to the figure of $1.50 a quart, which is
6 a gallon retail.
Mr. TitEADWAY. You feel confident at that tax a good quality
can be sold at not to exceed $1.50 a quart?
whisky
dMr.Gumnm.
The quality of whisky which has been regarded as
tl(e cheapest decent whisky sold.
[r. TI1EADWAY. When you say the cheapest decent whisky, is that
(lrinkable whisky?
Mlr. GULTCIC. Yes, it is; it is not the synthetic 6-months aged stuff.
1r.
r TIIEADWAY. Chemically pure?
Mr. GULICK. Chemically satisfactory.
,lr. Tmm^DAY. Now, just one other question. I want to clear up
that matter of price, as long11as you are confident it can be sold at
those figures at that tax rate, and that is what I am aiming it. I
you said the bootleggers are charged about $4 a gallon proal-o think
.
te t on
Mr. GULICK. No; $3 to $4 protection and distribution.
Mr. Tim:AwAY. Now, what (o1 you mean by protection to the hoothg,ver, where does the $3 go to ultimately,'that you are describing

Mr. Gumcm. A gallon.

(',fnts and $1.20 a gallon.

a protection?

.r. GuLcic. We only know from hearsay, and it certainly diffel's
iii different jurisdictions. It goes to the maintenance of gangs, to
,i't'ense agencies, to their own legal defense, and it is rumored sonie
of it goes into the maintenance of political organizations, graft, and
corruptionn.
M'r. TmEADWAY. How far is that information vo1 are giving us
fow rumor, or based on facts?

i
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Mr. GULrKic. The statement of where the money goes is exclusively
rillior.
Mr. TREADWAY. And can. be like any other street gossip if you wit
Vi
out to get a man's character abused?
1'
Mr. GrLICK. The amount, however, is a matter of knowledge and
is I stite(d in preseniing that evidence, we knew what the prod:lIctiol
costs were and we knew what the sale costs were, and that left a
margin in between, which was used in the overhead, handlinl,.I.
distribution, and protection.
e
Mr. TnEADWAY. Isn't it recognized that there is a very big margiu
an
of profit to the bootlegger?
Mr. GULICK. Yes, sir.
Mr.TREADWvAY. And that you figured in?
Mr. GuumK. That is right.
Mr. IIEADWAY. But so far as this statement as to l)rotectionl isc'mcerned, there is no evidence?
a'
Mr. (imacic. There is no competent evidence at all as to tlat
to
except a very few cases brought out in court where individualtestitie(1 to payments, and so forth.
Mr. M[CCoJMA,('K. Further calling attention to the )oiilt. brougt
fin
out by my colleague front Massachusetts with respect to ContmriluOV
tiouis where: your figures were made on the basis of Colnsullption o11.
production. and the suggested compromise that might I)e ma(v mu
tc
the basis of population, floes that meal you wouhl divi(le it in srl
a way that the States that (lid not )roduce or consume would receive,
a small portion based on population?
X(
Mr. GrimicK. Yes, sir.
Mr. KNUTSON. Carrying Mr. Treadway's question a little furtle.
1i1
since I interrogated you a little while ago I hive learned that coin
hg
sugar alcohol is selling in the Northwesttat $1.45 cents a gallon :it
Ad
the l)resent time. Will you kindly tell the Committee how thv,-,
philanthropists are able to sell corn sugar alcohol at $1.45 when thieo
a
overhead is $3, when the cost of distribution is $3 per gallon? T'liat
ali(
is a question of mathematics, I think, as well as taxation.
Mr. GULIK. The question of what l)rices are being gotten ii
of
individual units at individual times or individual States, is a lillltr
ba
which varies very extensively and the best anyone can do is to Iti" lie
f
to find out what the general irun of the situation is,then follow th',p
figures.
(10
Mr. MCCOISMRACK. This alcohol is shipped in interstate?
r
Mr. (:iumcK. I don't doubt it at all, and Mr. Murray just testified
al)ollt i large concern of which he had heard that was able tosell
what I judge to be molasses alcohol blended into whisky at $1 a
gallon. and that is entirely possible.
M1'. KNI TSON. I-low cmiti that be (lone? I left school at an ear Iv
age, andi I am seeking information. how can they pay $3
n''m
l)rOtectioin and sell it at $1.45"?
Mr. Gutmci. Those people have no such production margin, th.i
k
margin is probably around 30 cents to 40 cents.
ff, KNu'rsoN. Po you mean the enforcement officials in the Nothi$5
west are less forceful in their demands than in other portions of t"e
A

country?

Mr. GutmcO.

I am not informed, sir.
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Mr. KNUTSON. Where did you get your information it was $3?

Mr. GULIK. This was gathered through field agents who interviewed parties and gathered what facts they could with reference to
prices.
111(
Mr. KNUTSON. Whom did they interview ?
Mr. GuLcK. They interviewed those who were buying.
t
Mr. KNUTSON. Of course, it had been explained to them, I sup)
pose, that the reason the price was so and so was that so much
went to political organizations and so much to enforcement officers,
and so on?
Mr. GuLomx. I am very sorry I have given the wrong impression
in reference to protection. As I said earlier, and as I stated just
now in answer to prior questions, it is not possible to gather any
rdiable information with reference to how much goes for protection.
You can get some information that the drop-off price is 50 cents
a barrel to a certain cop on a certain beat in a certain city, but as
limit
to how much goes for protection it is impossible to get any material.
All we can get, as you know, is the manufacturer's costs under
normal conditions, and you know what the distribution cost is of the
guit
final product, and in that way you can get the amount that goes for
Iloverhead, profit, and protection.
111.1
Mr. KNUTSON. You have broken down the cost and you have told
011
the committee that it is between $3 and $4.
Mr. GULICK. Yes; that was the normal situation.
Mr. KNUTSON. NOW, why doesn't the whole country go up into the
Northwest and buy their alcohol?
Mr. GULICK. They probably will. These prices vary so much
1T.
under the illicit trade situation that it is not possible to rely on
:ifI
figures of an immediate section and say this is the solution of the
whole problem.
Mr. Chairman, the next point I want to make is that there must be
the
a diiferential in the takes that are adopted with reference to spirits
hat
1andwith reference to beers and wines, for the reasons that have
hee(-i presented to you over and over again. It was the suggestion
in
of the Fosdick-Scott report that the tax on beer be reduced to $3 per
barrel, and that the present Federal tax be $3 to $5 a barrel. In the
.,next place it was our suggestion that there be introduced'The CHAIRMAN. In that connection, what loss of revenue, if any,
do -you figure, if the taxes are reduced from $5 to $3?
.Mr.. GULICK. The loss in revenue would be about $24,000,000.
T1e CHAIRMAN. Meaning what; as to a larger consumption?
Mr. GULiCK. A somewhat larger production.
.Tilt

1The CHAIRMAN.

ch.

$24,000,000, you say?

Mr. GULICK. Yes, sir.
Snator CLARK. You put no limitation on the amount of alcohol
in the beerI
Mri. GuUcK. The Fosdick-Scott report recommended 8.2, with
added taxes on all beers stronger than that amount.
Senator CLARK. What I am trying to get at: you mentioned the
$5 tax on the 3.2 beer, with a higher tax beyond that?
Mr. GUcmK. Yes; with a higher tax on all beers stronger than 3.2.
Mr. MCCOIMACK. Why did you recommend that?
20101-34-11
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Mr. GuLiOa. In order to encourage the weaker beers against the
stronger beers.
MV. MoCOIMACK. Stronger beers do not run much higher?
Mr. GUCK.

No.

Mr. MOCORMAOK. If you do that, you are giving one branch of
an industry preference over another branch in the exercise of
taxation.
Mr. GULICK. I am not sure whether it is given to another branch.
Mr. MCCOIIMACK. Why not put them all in the same classification
of taxation
Mr. GULICK. The 3.2 was accepted purely because it had already
been established by law, and was regarded as a figure that could b1e
contiuiued.
Mr. McCoRMACK. Of course you know the history of the 3.2 beer.
That was the maximum amount advocated at the hearings before tho
Committee on Ways and Means.
Mr. GuLIxCK. But it was a fight that had been fought and settled.
Mr. MCCORMACK. From a pure license angle it was settled.
Mr. GULICK. From a practical angle it would be a point somewhat higher.
Mr. McCORMACK. As to beers of 3, 4, or 5 percent, there is iiot
much difference as to the higher or heavier beer, and wouldn't it I)
better from a legislative angle and from a nondiscriminatory angle
to have one tax apply to allI
Mr. GULICK. It might be.
Mr. MCCORMACK. It would be, wouldn't it?
Mr. GuLICK. Those who feel that beers of 6, 7, or 8 percent should
be treated in such a way as to discourage their consumption in com'parison with beers of 4 percent or less.
Mr. MCCOIMACK. Why not apply the same thing to wines?
Mr. GUICK. That was suggested.
Mr. MCCORMACK. But it was not seriously suggested?
Mr. VINsoN. You have different rates of alcohol .in liquors now.
Mr. CoopER. Mr. Chairman, I sought to get this information a
while ago, but something else came in. I understood you to say, Mr.
Gulick, that on the basis of a tax of $3 a gallon liquor could be
retailed at $1.25 a quart, and just at that point you were attempting
to break down those figures when something else came in. Wou!if
you be kind enough to do that for us now
Mr. GULICK. I don't quite understand what you want.
Mr. Coopzn. Break down again the cost, showing how liquor could
be sold at $1.25 a quart even with the $3 tax.
Mr. GULIOK. Liquor that could be sold at $1.25 a quart can bev
produced and given the minimum agein 7 for around $1.20 a gallon.
and the remainder above that would be tie expense of handling and
the profit to the State liquor authority which handled the goods.
I don't think through the retail trade you could sell it for $1.25, but
that would have to be through the State agency. .
Mr. Cooppmn. I thought you were attempting to give some detailed
figures on that. Isn't there any way you can break that down further

and give us the figures I

Mr. GULICK. No, not any further than that.
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Now, the third proposition we have is that in the taxation of alcoholic beverages there should be introduced a series of taxes based
of
of
'11.
Oi
I
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Iid

It
Ir.
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l)on income, or upon excess profits, in order that the gallonage tax
could be held at a reasonable figure, without putting into the hands
of individuals in favored positions large profits above and beyond
the ordinary returns of the administration of the business.
We, therefore, suggest that in the Federal act which establishes
the excise taxes on alcoholic beverages, there be either a personal
income tax on the business that is an excise tax, either by income,
(r putting it in legal terms which would take 50 percent of the inCome of tile business. It is the belief of the Commission that the
profit motive should be eliminated as far as possible in the liquor
business. We suggested also that in the States which maintain
the license system there be an excise tax or business tax on the
liquor business which would take either excess profits or else a large
.hare of the income of the business. We realize that there are many
,,bstacles in the way of the development of the excise tax as applyin, to the liquor business, but we must rememl)er that the liquor
business now comes back on sufferance, and it comes back on a very
definite understanding of that it stands in a different position than
any other business in the United States.
Mr. BACHIAACI Why not put that same l)roposition on gasoline?
Mr. GULICK. Because there is no necessity in this country of
diminishing the consumption of gasoline, there is no necessity in this
country regarding gasoline as a social problem which we have to
bring under control.
Mr. BACHAUACJ. You want to bring it under governmental reguhition?
Mr. Gu, icK. No; not the use of gasoline.
Mr. BACTIAI.CII. I understood you to say to Mr. Treadway that
yo)1 did.
Mr. GtmTcl. No; I said the. administration of the gasoline tax
. should be handled very much the same. If it was known tie 'vast
amount of bootleg gasoline put out, it would result in anl uprising
aiimong the people who have to pay the very high taxes in the various
States.
Mr. TIZEADWAY. Is it not a fact that if the recent emergency had
noot arisen the gasoline tax would not have been an emergency tax?
It was an emergency tax to meet the N.R.A. program that the gasolinje tax was imposed, and it was understood to be an emergency tax.
hMr.
MCCOIRMACK.

Income taxes cannot be passed on very well to

lid
is.

tie consumer.
Mr. GuucK. That is true.
Mr. MCOORMACK. And it is the theory that this tax would not be
passed on to the consumer?
Mr. GuiacK. Yes.
Mr. MCCORMACK. In addition to the Federal Government. the
States would have a similar tax, and if the Federal Government'took.
.,0 percent, the State government could impose the same tax on the

HT

producer or manufacturer?

]w

Mr. GuLIcK. They could if they wanted to.
Mr. MCCORMACK. Suppose you had a 50 percent tax in the Federal
(iovernment, and suppose the State government had this same tax,
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what incentive would there be for private enterprises to enter into
the business?
Mr. GuLTci. None.
Mr. McCoIrCIACK. If that is done, then it is either governmental
owner.li l) or you are going to have no incentive for individual
initiativeiiess, and we are going to get hack to the use of the power
of taxation to bring about prohibition again.
Mr. Grumci. I can only say there are certain of the evils that we
are trying to wipe out in the American system, and we would like
to 'ee them wiped out.
Mr. McConMAc. I am not disagreeing with you on that, but we
are dealing with a problem, and unless we lave individuals who
are willing to invest their capital, we are going to have governmental ownership, and in the absence of governmental ownership
you will have prohibition back again, and have through the power
of taxation the same institution you have had for 14 years. You
do not recommend that?
Mr. Guic. No; what we recommended was exclusive Federal
taxation, and there would be no tax by the States, and we include in
the scheme the elimination of State taxation on the manufacturer.
If the States wanted to they could go ahead with this taxation and
create the chaos I have referred to before.
Mr. BA\cHAImRcHr. If we are going to meet at 2 o'clock, Mr. Chairman, I think we should have some recess.
Mr. GuLmc. I will be through in a few minutes, and after lunch
you can have some other witnesses at your convenience, if you will
permit me to proceed.
The CIIATRMAN. If you can conclude in a few minutes, we will let,
you proceed.I
Mr. CnowTuxa. You talked about gasoline, both legal and bootleg, what is the form of bootleg gasoline?
Afr. GuLmci. The carriers are bringing it into the States free of
taxation, because it comes through being supposed to be used for
export, and then it is used in the State into which they bring it.
Alr. CIHOWTHIri.

it,

That is legal avoidance?

Mr. GULICK. Yes; legal avoidance. Now, Mr. Chairman, I wisl
to present to you one further idea which was not discussed and
was not dealt with in the study of the Fosdick-Scott report, and
that is this: After considerable examination of the problem I have
come to the conclusion that there is no solution of the tax problem
either in the States or in the Federal Government unless -both in
the States an(l in the Federal Government there are established
governmental liquor authorities. At the same time, the suggestion
is made in the Rockefeller report that the State authority deal
exclusively with the retail trade, and it is my suggestion that as
a revenue measure and as a measure of social control, the Federal
Government establish, not q system of taxes, but a system undei
which there will be a Federal liquor authority which willbe a wholesale monopoly. Under'that provision of the law every distiller or
manufacturer would be permitted to sell no alcoholic beverages
,except to the Federal authority, and the Federal authority would
then sell to the State authorities in those States which have author'-
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ities, and to the local dealers or wholesalers in the States which
remain on the license system.
The advantages are found in the fact that, first, it becomes an
easy method of administration under which the liquor authority can
vary the amount of profit which it will draw from the business as
the work progresses to meet its requirements in dealing with the
bootleg trade. In the second place, it makes it almost impossible
for the larger scale illegitimate trade to continue, because any liquor
passing in commerce of any kind will have to be coming from the
tiedis I liquor authority. The objection that can be raised against
it is the Government going into business. But,
tis is primarily
gentlemen,
it is that
not the Government going into business any more
than you go into business when you step in and take out a large
part of the returns in the form of taxes. All of the problems that
you have been considering this morning, yesterday, and the (lay
before, with respect to how high this tax shall be, those problems
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cannot be answered on the basis of how high they should be next
month, next year, and the year after. They are things which must
1)e followed about, to get the changing conditions, ail where the
wholesale monopoly is being exercised they can include the tax item
in this element. I'he chief difficulty in the whole liquor problem
profit motive, and that is the motive which
beenforthetheprivate
has
l)1resses
increased business, for the increased sales, for the
avoidance of rules and regulations. for llnreasonably low taxes at
times when taxes might be possible.
All of these problems are solved if the Federal Government will
(s4ablish a wholesale liquor nionopoly, and if the States will estublish such liquor authority.
Mr. VINSON. What have you to say with reference to the authoritv
in law for the establishment of the Federal wholesale monopoly?
Mr. GULIci. That has been examined, sir, and I think there is no
question as to the authority in law. It would he done mider the
taxing Powers of Congress.
Mr. ViNsoN. Taxing lower alone-is there any other colistitltional basis for it?
Interstatedoes
commerce.
Mr.'
GUICK. Whierein
Mrh. ViNsoN.
the interstate cominerce clause comle ill .?
1Mr.
GuLCIc. That it would control the flow of alohol between the

States.

Mr. VIN;ON. Wlt about. the control of the flow intrastate; if it. is
( -tsed ul)On the interstate laws, wherein would it have the power to
control the intrastate business?
Mr. GULACK. That raises a very difficult question, but it seems to
iiie that could be held very easily to be essential to the entire problem,
list as the intrastate rates have been held to be a part of the general
rate structure, ind therefore essential in the control of the interstate
ralilway
rates.
Mr. VINsON.
Of course, I am certain you realize it is easy to say
it
is
constitutional
andhere
passtoday,
it away
but as
I would
like tow.have
your
I views exl)ressed
andlightly,
set forth
extensively
you

pre to on the constitutionality of the Federal monopoly.
-

__.M6
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Mr. GUWICK. I will be glad to submit them at a later time.
Mr. Chairman, that concludes the points I wish to make in coming
before you.
The CIIAIRMAN. We thank you for your attendance, Mr. Gulick,
and the very informative statement given byyou.

Senator HAIUSON. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Parker has had prepared

by his staff the States that have put gallonage taxes on and I would
like somewhat if the Ways and Means Committee would see fit to pllt
it in the record.
The CIAIRMAN. If there be no objection it may be put in the
record by the reporter.
(Mr. Parker submitted the following statement:)
JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION,

Washington, December 13, 1933.

Hon.

PAT HARItiBON,

Xw

itho(

Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taxation,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
My DEAlt SENATOIt: There is transmitted herewith information concerning
gallonage taxes recently imposedI by some of the states on intoxicating liquor.
There is also transmitted information as to certain license taxes imposed by the
States on distillers of intoxicating liquors and wholesalers and retailers thereof.
This Vcry
information
has Ie|| preparedI by the staff of this committee.
respectfully,
L. If. PARKER, Chief
of Staff.
December 13, 1933.
Mr. L,. Ii. PAItKIII.
('hief of Staff, .loint committeee on Internal Revenue Taxation
liWashington, D.('.
Congress of the United S'tates,
0M
IPAUKER:
MY D)EAl i|lt.
I am Suhlniittilig to Vl herewith tables showing the States imposing excise Itild(
license taxes and the r'ttes imposed therein on intoxicating liquors as of Decembe.r
12. 1933. These tables are enililed front the latest data we are a1)le to ol)tidi
and iiichile the State of New ,Jersey in which the laws were enacted only a few
days ago.
III tlhis coliectiou, it night 1e well to state that the legislatures of the Statb.
()f Illinis, Iowa, Michigan, Minuesota, Missouri, and Oregon are now in sessioit
wiii lihe iinnioiieeil ltirpose of enacting legislation in regard to intoxicating
liquor. aind that Ihe legislatures of Maine, Ohio, Washington, West Virgiiia.
Wisoitsii, and Wyoniing are also now ili session Iut \without, so far its cln liv
a eertailed, having alnlioti(ed that they would specifically consider this subject
\'r
tr ily) yours,
W. L. WALLACE,
AttornecY.

ST

List of S'tates imposing excise (gallonage) taxes on intoxicating liquors and rnt'.s
imposed therein (as of Dec. 12, 1933)
/te per gllon
-----....... $0. 80
. 80
........
.--75 to 1. 00
-------2. 00

Arizona
Colorid
Delaware
Indiana I

Kentucky 2_.

Rote per gallon
Maryland ------------------$1. 10
Massachuisetts .----------------.
,li
New Jersey-----------------1. 00
New York ------------------1. 00

I Law enacted Mar. I, 1933, and provkcs for salts only by registered pharinaclits.
I Inpoes a ta of 50 cents per gallon on all distilled lIfluos produced pi for to Jan. 1, 1928, and a tax of
2 oents per gallon on tll 1(11 iqiors pr(Kuall SUIsE iVitin
t to Mhat (11C.
Vt.
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List of States imposing license taxes on distillers, wholesalers, and retailers of intoxicating liquors and amounts imposed therein (as of December 12, 1933)

state
Californis
....
Artona........

Distillers

Wholesale liquor dealers

1100
25 ..............
.................
100 ......................... $100.
$25 to $100.

Colorado .......100 ..................... $1,000
Connecticut....

Retail liquor dealers

1:1,000 ...............$ plus

receipts.

! percent of gross

$

to $526.

$50 plus 4 percent of gross

receipts.

Delaware .......
$50 plus $50 for each 600 $3,000 ....................... $76 to300.
gallons produced.
Indian .................................... $250 ......................... $25 (to Ie sold only In drug
stores).
Maryland .
$1,000 ............... $1,000 ....................... $7 to $760.
M
$2,000
'achusetts..
to $5,000 ...........2000 minimum .........$250 to $2,500.
N.w Jersey.. 1,000
to $7,500 .........$760 to $1,500 ................
$10 to $1,00.
New Meico ... $2,500plus 5 percent of $1,260
plus 15 percent of net
0 to 500 plus 25 percentof
gross receipts,
income In excess of 25 pernet Incomn In excess of 25
percent of gRoss income.
cent of gross income,
cw York......$15,000
....................
$4,800 ................$0 to $1,500.
'nsylvana '. .... .............
....................
$20 to $000.
Ithode Island... $2,000 ........... .... 'ii,00............:....
$400 to $1,400.

9

No provision Is made for sales except by hotels, restaurants, clubs, dining cars, and steamships.
Montana and North Dakota have provided that sales may only be made through State and municipal
dihpensaries.
Ncvada has provided that conditions ofsale and licenses may be fixed by county and city boards.

The CIIAIIMAN. We will adjourn until 2 p.m.

(Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned until 2 this afternoon.)
AFTER RIECESS

(The committee reassembled at 2 p.m., pursuant to recess.)

'rh CHAITIMAN. The committee will be in order. The next witness
o1 the calendar is Francis W. Brown.

It (toes not appear here
whom lie represents. lie appears on the subject of liquor taxes.
Is Mr. Brown present? [No response.]
Next is W. J. Wellhoer, representing the National Retail Beer
aid Liquor Dealers Association. Will you state your name and
:l(lress and whom you represent, Mr. Wellhofer?
STATEMENT OF W. G. WELLHOFER, ATLANTIC CITY, N.J., REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL RETAIL BEER AND LIQUOR DEALERS'
ASSOCIATION
Mr. WELJIJOFE.R. My name is William G. Wellhofer, Atlantic City,
X.J. I represent the National Retail Beer and Liquor Dealers
Association.
The CHATHMAN. It will hel) i1s very much if the witnesses will conhi'de their stattements in 10 minutes. Of course, with interruptions
00

W41will make allowances for that.
Mr. WELHimortn. I represent what is known in Jersey as

the

,hersoy Licensed Beverage Association, I)eing vice l)resi(le t of the
.igite Association; also chairman of the legislative committee. I
'ilo represent what is known as the "National Retail Beer find
Liquor Dealers Association " being chairman of their legishltivo
millinittee.
M[r. TEADWAY. When you say you represent them, are you in
that line of business yourself, or are you employed to represent' thetn?
Mr. W
IatioFFm. I was going to explain that in my talk. We reprlsent, for instance, in the State of New Jersey, with which I am
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closely identified, between 6 000 and 8,000 license holders who have
received licenses since Apri 7 to sell beer. I personally hold one
of those licenses. That also is the fact so far as the national organization is concerned. Among those license holders are a great num.
ber of hotels, restaurants, cafes of the higher type who had licensed
places prior to prohibition. For instance, perhaps some of then

you may have note of yourselves. In Atlantic City we hlave places
like the Traymore Hotel, the Marlborough-Blenheim, two of the
largest resort hotels in the world; Harry Hackney, Hackney's
Restaurant, in Atlantic City, who is noted as a world-wide restaurant owner, as president of the local association in Atlantic City.
You can see the type of men that I undertake to represent. In any
legislation we may advocate we try to take the position as we like to

hi
ie

tell it, a common-sense standpoint, one of practicability and not
only theory. We feel that the mandate of the people in doing away
with the eighteenth hmendnent was not merely because someonet
wanted something to (link. We do not feel that they merely had
theprohibition repealed because of the necessity of revenue, insofar
as National and State governments were concerned. We do feel,
however, that the inandate caine from the people because of their
disgust with conditions that came about by l)rohibition, namely, th,
bootlegger, the resulting racketeer, and the last result, tle gangster.,
the breaking down of the efficiency of law-enforcement agencies il
a good many large cities, and, in fact, insofar as the State itslf
was concerned. It was the concern of the people and they felt that
1)rohibition was a fine factor in that matter, and we feel that all
legislation of a taxing nature or licensing nature should always keel,
that in mind from the human standpoinft, the. hunan-element stanipoint, the thing that the prohibition aeudment did not take iilt(
consi(le rat ion.
We of the retail trade feel that we are closest to the consuiner.
We feel that the consumer was the (l,, that was responsible first for
the bootlegger and on down the lint to the gangster. If the consunnei
had not asked for the liquor and if lie had not made it profitable fo
the bootlegger and the gangster to do his business, we would never
have had those conditions existing; therefore, we feel that the. first
thought of legislation should be toward that point, to satisfy the
consumer in a reasonable manner, that we may have reasonable legislation and legislation which will and can be enforced.
Insofar as what has occurred is concerned in taxation up to this
point, we will take the beer taxation. We feel that the consumer
naturally assumed that when the rel)eal of the eighteenth amedlment was a fact, that lie would more than likely be able to get his
5-cent beer and his 10- or 15-cent drink of liquor, as lie did prior
to prohibition. Now, let us see how that works out.
'When it cane to beer, we taxed it nationally at $5 a barrel. A
good many States l)laced all ad(litional tax of a dollar, approxiniately, or $1.38, on the average, oi that same barrel of beer. Prior
to l)rolibition the normal selling price to the retailer of a barrel of
beer was ap)lroximately $6. Some of them shaded that to $5.50 ()i'
$5, up to $0.50, but the normal average was $5. Now, you are taxing
that samimie beer at the l)resent (ly al)roximately $6, making it
practically impossible to get that' 5-cent glass of beer that the
consumer wants.
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''here is another thought in that matter that I wish to bring to
your attention. Prior to prohibition, as I say, the normal tax was a
dollar, nationally, and the normal price from the brewer was $5.
From that he gave us what? He gave us, when he collected his
bills, 5 percent rebate. At Christmas time he gave us 2 percent
rebate on all business we did during the year as a Christmas present. He took care of the bartenders. He painted our places, gave
is wonderfully beautiful signs for the outside, gave us new coils if
we requested them, and were doing a good business. He did a lot
of things of that nature, and still the brewer made quite a little
rioney. We all admit that the brewer prior to prohibition on his
-4 to $5 over-all made quite a little money. Today the tax is approximately $6. The normal selling price to the retailer in New
Jersey is $15 and upwards. In other words the over-all of the
is $9 and I think it should be looked into. I do not
brewer
questiontoday
that perhaps the . st of grain is a little more at the present time; the distributing system is not perfected yet, but still I
think it should be looked into as to why that wide difference, practically double overhead, that the brewer gets today -from what hie got
1j-iior to prohibition.
Mr. KNUTSON. You say the retailers in New Jersey are paying
$15 a barrel. I understand they are buying it for $11 and $12 in
other parts of the country.
Mr. WELLIOFER. Yes;'I understand they buy it as lo
as $12 in
Maryland, and I would like to know for my own information why
w, have to pay $15 in New Jersey.
Mr. KNUTSON. I tLink you should have the Department of Justice
look into that.
Mr. W.LTmOFEit. Yes, sir; I believe that should be done.
Mr. CooPER. That is your business, is it not?
Mr. WELLOPr.R. 1 hat is my business. I am in the retail biuliness.
Mr. CooPFR. And you want Congress to find out about your busi1t(ss, your own business, for you?
'Mr. WFmLuioFEn. No, sir; not necessarily. I merely feel that we,
of course, are retailers and have to pay the tax. Now, there is a
reason in our minds as to why that should be, why we have tht.
We are trying to think of the consumer, too. We'realize that the
consumer should have his 5-cent glass of beer.
Mr. CooPER. In that connection, what is beer selling for? How
tmitch a glass?
Mr. IEIAA1IOI'+:.
cents a glass for beer.
Coor:m WereNormally
you here 10during
tle hearings on the beer bill?
.s r. WELLHOFER. No, si'; I was not.
Mr. CooiER. lhe committee was told at that time that if the tax
was placed at $5 a barrel, which the brewers asked, which was what
they req tested, there would be no (lou+bt but what there would be a
5-cent glass of beer, a good substantial sized glass of beer, for 5 cents.
Nw, the tax was tixed at the very amount that was suggested, and
wh, is it that the consumer (hoes not have the 5-cent glass of beer?
Mr. Wvm%,iovi:t. Again I say that we look at things from a l)racticda standpoint, from the standpoint of the retailer, the man that
tolchres the consumer, and not from the theoretical standpoint.
Now, it is reasonable to believe that the ol system, with all of its
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injuries and all of its harms, did have a normal selling price that
was natural for those times. As I say, if we paid $6 a barrel for
beer prior to prohibition and sold it for 5 cents a glass, we could
hardly sell the same glass of beer today paying $15 or more, two
and a half times as much as we paid before. That is a siml)le
arithmetical proposition, is it not? That is the way we try to look
at it, from the practical standpoint, not from any theoretical stadpoint. That is the case in New Jersey, that we pay, the normal price,
$15 a barrel. Some of the better grades of beer are up as high is
$20 a barrel.
Mr. COOPER. What is the size of the glass you are selling?
Mr. WELIHOFEM. I think we are selling normally throughout the
State between 8 and 10 ounces in a glass of beer for 10 cents. You
realize also, of course, that the retailer pays a license. That is one
thing we have to take into consideration in all of our matters, that
the retailers do pay a license tax.
Mr. CooEmi. Naturally, of course, that should be taken into con.
sideration. Now, how many such glasses of beer are there in a
barrel?
Mir. WELLOFE. There is supposed to be, of course, 31 gallons in a
barrel, 128 ounces to the gallon. It can be very easily figured mathematically, but practically you again come to the point that no barrel
is full; that there are certain leakages and wastages in drawing the
beer; that there is normally in our business something different thmi
the retail business of other kinds, where you sell an article of goods
for so much and a thing where there is some waste, and you nmiust
occasionally perhaps buy a drink. That also has to be taken into
consideration.
&ut
Mr. CooPER. That is your business. You certainly know more
about it than I do. I am just trying to get your idea about how
many glasses of beer on an average there i n a barrel.
Mr. WLLImioFEm. I have had that figured out. I do not have the(
figures at hand, but I could give them to you very roughly.
Mr. KNUTSON. May I interrupt thereI Mr. t'vans figures it out
875 glasses in a barrel of beer.
Mr. WELJUOFER. How many ounces?
Mr. KNUTSON. That does not take into consideration foam and,
wastage.
Mr. WELLmomR. I would say that practically, at that figure, a mian
can realize from a barrel of beer about $40--$38 to $40 in retail sales.
Mr. Coorim. $38 to $40 profit?
Mr. WELLIOF.R. No, sir; not profit. That is his net income. That is
income over the bar. That does not take into account expenses.
Mr. HILL. There are 496 half pints in a barrel. Half a pint is
about what you would call a glass If
Air. WELL11OFRA. Half a pint in an 8-ounce glass.
Mr. HILL. That would be 496 glasses.
Mr. WELLHOFER. In a half barrel?
Mr. HIML. Half pints in a barrel.
Mr. CooPER. That figures out on nore careful calculation, 496. Of
course, obviously, that would be 490 times 10 cents that you get for
a barrel of beer that cost you $1). What is all that spread in there?
Mr. WE LHOFER. I would say that practically the spread is m,,ch
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too great. I will say that no barrel ever contains the full 31 gallons
of beer. No barrel is ever full. There is a wastage on drawing
1(1
that beer. It works out practically, as I can tell you from figures
from taking it practically over the bar, it works out between $35 to
)le
$40 on a barrel of beer, the income.
Mr. Coomrt. I am just trying to get something that we can take
hold of here as tangible and definite. Now, you say it runs about
$35 to $40 a barrel ttat you get out of the beer?
ts
Mr. WELLnOFER. Yes, sir.
Mr. CooPmR. And it costs you $15?
Mr. W zHOFER. Yes, sir.
lie
Mr. CooPFR. That is delivered to you, the retailer?
oi
Mr. Wm~auopm. Yes, sir.
11o0
Mr. COOPER. Now then, $15 is the cost to you, and then you get
lit
$35 to $40 for it. It looks to me like there is a considerable margin
there.
)11Mr. WELLHOFER. That is a good fair profit, but cut that in half
now atid try to sell it for 5 cents, and where would you get off?:
If you cut that $40 in half and make it $20 at 5 cents a glass for
a1
beer, where would we get off?
IIIel

1W

)to

Mr. CooPER. If it onl cost you $15.
lMr.WELLHOFER. We are making $5 a barrel.

Mr. CooEi. You get $20 or $25 out of it. There wotild be some
margin in that.
Mr. BACIARACH. Will you yield in that connection, Mr. Cooper?
Mr. Coo-,it. Certainly.
Mr. BACHARACH. I want to call attention to the fact that every
man pays a license tax, a substantial license tax in New Jersey. He
l ko has rent to pay; lie has to be in a good location; he has to l)urhase fixtures, which deteriorate, and there are many expenses like

lip
.it

les.
is
is

0f
for
T

that to be taken into consideration.
Mr. CooPiER. I grant that, but I was just trying to get him to sayhe is in the business; I presume lie knows the business, and I was
jii4 trying to get him to say what these items were that made that
great spread between a product that cost him $15 and one that he
g(ets $49.60 for.
tw
Mr. WLLOFU. First, it takes a good saloon to sell over two to
three barrels a day. You realize that that is lots of beer. For a
sloon
M
or cafeteria or restaurant or hotel that sells that beer, that is
considerable beer. I would say that anyone that sold two or three
barrels a day was selling a lot of beer.
First, lie has the expense of 1el1) for that type of retail trade. If
Piu conduct a 1)lace properly you must have help around that )lace
of high (aliber and pay then high wages. Then we have high
ieiitals all( we hav(- the'high license fee tliat I spoke of before, that
others into it. In all catering businesses we know that 50 percent
profit is the proper profit for a restaurant or catering business. I
think that is the normal reaction of restaurateurs that sell beverages.
h'lat, of course, is the point we are trying to make, that the consumer does want a cheaper glass of beer; therefore, we ask that this
beer tax of $5 be reduced at least to half that, to give that man a
chance to get that 5-cent glass of beer. If the price to us is reduced
to $9, we can give a man a 6.cent glass of beer.

1
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Mr. Coovir. The argument made to this committee at the time that
bill was under consideration was that if the tax was fixed at $5 a
barrel, there would be no doubt that they would be able to give a
good, reasonable-sized glass of beer for 5 cents. Now you say it is
not being done and you say it cannot be done?
Mr. W ,LIIOFEIa. It cannot be done when we take this propo.
sitionMr. CoopEr (interposing). And now you think that for a differonce of $2 a barrel tax it could then be done?
Mr. WELLIOFER. I think with a difference of $2 a barrel in tax
and consideration of the brewing interests to reduce their profits.
Mr. CooPrrn. We do not have any consideration of those questions.
We are not able to control those elements. The only thing we can
control is the tax. Now, do you insist that a difference of $2 a barrel
tax on beer will insure a 5-cent glass of beer, when it cannot be sold
now for less than 10 cents?
Mr. WxrmIioFari. We feel this way: That it will materially aid
toward that end. We feel that competition among the brewers,
which will of course increase as time goes along and more breweries
get into operation, will reduce the price and we will be able to get it
for approximately $9 a barrel, making it possible to sell a 5-cent
glass of beer. That is the way we feel. We"feel that with the $5
tax at the l)resent time that point will never be reached, probably.
Il CHAUMAN. You speak of competition between the brewers.
There doe. not seem to be any competition between the retailers.
They all seem to have the same price.
Mr. WmluioFEr. There is competition between the retailers. I am
talking about. the normal, decent place of business, the high-calibr,'
place.

The

CHIRMAN. Ilow is competition made manifest?

If they all

"

it

fix

sell beer at 10 cents, where is tile competition?
Mr. WELII:OFmr. I am merely saying that is the normal.

h'llere

have been l)laces that would sell beer at 12 ounces for 10 cents; soe
sell 8 oun1es; some even try to gather all the business in they can ill
a great volume of sales an'd akine
up the difference in l)roft by the
amount of sales, an( sell 14 ounces for 10 cents.
'1wt ('urIIuI\.1x. In your experience it could not be sold for
cents or 7 cents and a reasonable margin of profit be left for the

h.

retailer?

IM

Mr. W1r:Lmi:Fir. No, sir; it could not-well, yes, (I or 1 cents, but
that seenis not. )rol)ortionately put. When a man comes into the Iat
r
room he does niot want to piUt u) pennies. When you ask a man for
6 cents and lie has to put up a penny change, it does not seen to
work out very well. So far as this business is concerned, I (to ntot
believe that the retail consumer feels like going in there and dealing

in pennies. We are trying to get down to the normal price of 5
cents or 10 cents.
The CIluM.m.N. And in order to do flint. you charge him an unreasonable profit?
-gt
Mr. WmI3LOuFr. We arenot trying to charge him an unreasonable
profit.
h'1e
C,,,MN, .According to what you say, it can be done for ;
or 7 cents, and yet you are selling it for 10 cents.
Mr. 1VEI.rno'rm.' I will say it can be sol1reasonably at 8 cents.

(o
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aae charging him 10 cents, and if it can be done for 6 or 7 and you
are selling it for 10, why is not that an unreasonable profit?
Mr. WtJOyFn. I an merely trying to take this position, that
)0 ain we )ring in the human nature element. The human nature
dement is that it is not human nature for a man to go into a saloon
or cafeteria or a restaurant and put down pennies. Any of you
gentlemen that have ever been in a cafe will bear me out-for inntAnce, you go down to time Occidental and say, " Give me a glass of
beelr ", and the bartender says, " That will cost you six cents ", you
would sort of laugh at it. I believe that is the'only common sense
view that you can take of that.
The CHAIRMAN. The human nature element is to take all that
thde traffic will bear.
Mr. Wiur,roFtat. No; it is not the human nature from our stlndpoint.. We want a reasonable profit.
The .h8amAN. But )'ol have said you are takig more than a
reasonable profit.
Mr.
t
WErELLIIOFE1. No; I (lid not say that.
o a
6 or
7 cents wotlld tgive you
Tile
You
10 cents.
charge
you that
yet mid
profit, and
4 tbleJIMIttlI),N.
I,ll
r,.4
I admit that you have got me in a very peculiar
I am merely trying to illustrate to you that the fact
of charging 8 cents or I cents has not been the practice of the husiiiess, and it is hard to make the American public get into that
tofulght. The penny thought does not go in our business?
'!Ihe CHAIRMAN. 1 following Ul) the line of inquiry of Mr. Cooper,
it was stated here, and repeated again and understood, that if we
fixed the tax at $5 a barrel on beer a reasonable size glass of wholsome beer would be s(ld to the public at 5 cents it glass. Now, what
a.,,mrance do we have that if we reduce the tax, that that promise
assurance do we have that if we reduce the
kept?not What
be will
will
still charge 10 cents?
mtaxyou
-1l'VWymoI'Em. We call only go back to what occurred prior to
Inmolibition, and there is no question about it that when the tax
was practically a dollar, the normal retail price was five to six
%e did have the 5-cent glass of beer then, and it
dollars,
out equitably well in our business and nobody became faworked and
muously wealthy by selling that 5-cent glass of beer. It was normal
lt atd tume, and if the cost to the retailer was $6 at that
btiminess
sell that same 5-cent glass of beer
normally
l $6
could
]low
time,
at thi, time?
if tlie tax alone was
Mr. Hill. You say you do not like pennies in the beer business.
sell your customer a 12-ounce class of beer for
you not
couldIan
Why
a (ime?
8-ounce glass is a little too much eer for a nickel
.'1d not quite enough for a dime, why call you not make it a 12-ounce
glass for a dime?
Mr. WELJIIOFER. I believe I said in the discussion that we sell an
S-ounce glass of beer, but the normal price for a 10-ounce glass of
hear is 10 cents.
Mr. BACITARACH, Apparently you have gotten a little bit rattled
thoult your proposition. At the present time there is a loss ill
,Ih~ing a keg of beer, is there not?
Mr. WELLmiOFn. Yes, sir.
Mr.

WETLIIOFEII.

situation.
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ir. BACHIAACI. You have said, in response to the suggestion of
Mr. Hill, that there were 496 glasses of beer to a keg. You do not
believe that, do you?
Mr. WL.TdIOFEII. No, sir; I know that is not the fact.
Mr. BACIAIIACI[. I know, but you should have stated that. Tile

committee has not received that information yet.
Mr. WnLmiioFitmi. I believe I did not make that clear. I tried to
say that the normal income fr(m a barrel of beer was $35 to $41),
somewhere along there.
Mr. BACHAIACII. You lose about 20 percent
Mr. WEL1IOFEI. You lose at least 20 percent.
Mr. BACnAACII. That would bring it down to 400 glasses of beer.
Now, in addition to what I stated about the rent, of course there
is light and heat and everything that goes with it, and as my col.
league from Washington called to your attention, why should you
not give a 10-ounce glass of beer or a larger glass of beer for l
cents? The probabilities are that the $3 extra that you are paying,
for a barrel of beer over the price in Maryland would make soe(
difference, would it not?
Mr. WELLiiOFr. It would make a material difference.
Mr. BAUCHARAC. Those are matters that we have not had an opportunity yet to hear.
Mr.
That
niLLi0Frm
is what we are trying to arrive at; that if
we could get a normal reduction, say, to $9 a barrel, we could sell a
5-cent glass of beer. In other words, taking $2 off the national
tax and reducing the brewer's profit $3 to what is now normal in,
say, Maryland, $12 a barrel, instead of $15 in Jersey, then we couli
give the consumer the 5-cent glass of beer that he had hopes of
getting with the repeal of the eighteenth amendment. That is the
thought that I am tryin r to bring out. Perhaps I (lid get rattledl,
as Mir. Bacharach said, or the moment because I did not have the
figures before me as to ounces and so lorth, in a barrel of beer. I
tried to figure it out as quicldy as I could, but that is impossible,
standing before you gentlemen at this time.
The CnA1uMAN. Is it not a fact that prior to prohibition, in 1)irl1rohil)ition days, one reason that beer was sold for 5 cents is that

(gIllC
I

d
Pio

of
ha,

e

11m
t

they had competition with wines and hard liquors; whereas, sinch

the'sale of beer ha3 been permitted before the repeal of the prohibition
amendment, there has been no legal competition with beer in th
beverage line? Has that had anything to do with the price you have
been charging?
.\..
WjArAIlOFlFIt. I (1o not believe-it may have had in the first
part of this period, which has been only 6 months, which after all
is he period we. are waiting for the hard liquor to come oit. Natlirally we try to get more l)rofit-

1

f
C

I

)erhal)s it is necessary to get, moi

profit, on our beer than was the case prior to prohibition; !)t
Ievertheless, w(e ire now coinig to tie timne when liquor is coroile,_,"
back and we feel that we are trying to reduce that price to tilt
eoiisumIer to 5 cents, fl1nd we feel'that a reduction in the national
tax will make m1ore reventle in the long run by providing gretel,
consuen)tion of the 5-cent glass of beer, and l)elhaps hell) to iial,'
'tlie public drink beer instead of hard liquor.
The CnxiMAN. Dr. Gulick or someone testified this ioilill,'
that if the tax were reduced, as suggested, that the Treasury wouli

1
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You seem to think it would not

Ihv any loss at all.
Mr: Wt.mmi-orm. I feel this way: That the consumption of beer
wold be greater and perhaps you would overcome the difference by
the greater consumption of beer. The normal reaction of the
,oiisumer is to drink beer instead of hard liquor.
TIe CHfAIRMAN. Suppose that we increased consumption, but the
question is whether or not it would be sufficient to take up that difference in revenue.
Mr. Wi.UmoFEm. That I am not in a position to say. I merely
surmilse.
.11r. CooPEn. There is no disposition to try to confuse you or anything of that kind. I am sure all members of this committee have
had brought to their attention repeatedly, as I have, the practice
that seems to prevail throughout the country, as was reflected by the
question of the Chairman, that good faith has not been kept, ir that
w,. were assured that with the $5 tax on beer a good substantial glass
of beer would be sold for 5 cents. I am sure all of us have been
having that brought to our attention since the people have not
riealized what was promised them. Now, I simply want to try to get
5(afle information, because I think you are the first one who has
alplpeared before us who is really engaged in the beer business. Probly you could be helpful to us by giving us some information. You
stayed something about the cost in New Jersey being about $3 more
than it was in Maryland. Is that correct?
Mr. WELLIOFTR. That is correct; yes, sir.
Mir. CooPER. We cannot be responsible for that. We levy the same
Feleral tax throughout the whole United States. How do you
exI)lain that difference?
Mr. WELLiaOFEn. I believe, perhaps, the brewers in Maryland-I
caniiot speak for Maryland; I can merely speak for New Jersey,
anl I believe those brewers have of their own accord kept that price,
that level, because the retailer will pay it, and the retailer in turn
has to keep the price up to the consumer because he has to pay it
in the retail price. Now, whether competition will finally come into
the State in sufficient quantity to lower the price of that beer, I
hlieve eventually that will happen, but up to the present time it has
]lot happened. We pay in Atlantic City as high as $17 a barrel for
,"r,
did up until Octo]ber, when our association went on record and
fought against that condition and got the price reduced to $16 by
('oicession from the wholesaler, andfinally it is now getting down,
1Y competition, I believe, to $15.
Mr. CooPER. Is it not reasonable for us to assume that competition
will accomplish the very purpose that you think should be
t','omnlished?
\tr. WWiumVEtoR. I hope that competition will and that it will not
be necessary for anything elso to enter into it, and by that time it
will reduce normally to $12, and if you take your $2 oft it will bring
dh, price to $10, so'close to the $9 point that wo can then sell a 5(cuit glass of beer. That is what we are trying to reach, gentlemen,

huit with your extra $2 on that we will never arrive anywhere near
th, $9 price that we suggest, in spite of the fact of 'competition

e-miing into it.
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Mr. CoorER. Do you not think it would be fair for you to try to see
if you cannot remove that $3 discrepancy that you speak of between
New Jersey and Maryland before you come here and ask us to
practically cut the Federal tax in half?
Mr. WELJIJOFER. I am merely stating the fact that competition
will take care of that. We cannot do that through any influence
of our own. As long as the brewers have a close corporation, for
instance some of that sort, but we do feel that no matter if they
reduce their l)rice to $12, we could not normally sell a 10-cent glass
of beer at 5 cents as before prohibition.
Mr. CooPER. Are we to understand from your statement, then, that
there is a monopoly in the brewing business?
Mr. WET.LHOFER. I would not say that. I would say perhaps they
have an unwritten understanding among themselves to keep thoI
price.
Mr. CooprE. Is not that in effect a monopoly, when they fix prices
and agree among themselves what they are going to get
Mr. WELLIIOFFX. I would not say that it is a monopoly. I would
merely say that perhaps they have an association; perhaps they have
a feeling among themselves that that is the price they can get, and
they get it.
Mr. CoopiE. Is that what you think is happening?
Mr. WEiIoFEI. I think it is, yes, sir.
Mr. CoorR. All right.
Mr. SHALLENBERGEI. I would like to ask you, have you got a code
for beer sellers?
Mr. WE'LLHOFER. No, sir; we work under the restaurant code.
Mr. SIIALLENBEROER. You have no agreement as to the price on
beer?
Mr. WELLHOFER. No, sir.
Mr. SIIALLENBERGEOR. Could that be regulated by the N.R.A. if they
saw fit to do so 1
Mr. WELLHoF R. I believe it could.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you about concluded?
Mr. WELLHOFEIR. No; I want to speak about liquor for a few
moments.
The CHAIRMAN. We cannot give you much more time.
Mr. WEILLHOFER. On the question of liquor, Mr. Chairman, hard
liquor, there is the same point. We feel that if the consumer gets
what lie wants, what he normally expects, in order to do away with
the bootlegger and racketeer, we are closest to both. We are in the
business and we are closest to the consumer and we are closest to the
bootlegger and the racketeer. We understand the conditions. We
feel that if the price of liquor, of good liquor, is such that the nornial
consumer, the temperate consumer, who after all is in the great
majority, gets his drink at a reasonable price, where, when, and how
he wants it, you will break down the racketeer and the bootlegger
who, after all, are not our friends; we have no use for them; we do
not want them any more than you do. The normal men in this
business, the licensed men, I would say 95 percent of them, are lawabiding citizens and intend to be such, intend to stay such as long as
it is possible for them to stay in business under those circumstances.
Mr. KNursoN. Are you people troubled much with the bootlegger?
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Mr. WELIHOFER. With the bootlegger?
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We have been up to this

time; yes, sir.
Mr. KNUTSON. What percentage of the liquor that has been consinmed has been furnished by the bootlegger
Mr. WRLLHOPFE. Up to this time? Al of it. I mean up until the
5th of December.
Mr. KNUTSON. What is the status up in New Jersey now? Are you
selling hard liquor?
Mr. WEuixao En. We are now selling hard liquor. That is the
reason I want to take a few more moments of your time telling about
this liquor situation. Trhe same thing ap plies to liquor. At the
present time we have a $1.10 tax nationally and we have a State
tax of a dollar. When we went to buy our Arst liquor, or the first
liquor that caine out under the law, legal liquor, of course, it was
difficult to procure it, and when it first cameinto the State of New
Jersey it was of low quality. The first that I saw in the State of
New Jersey cost $22.45 per case, with $1.10 tax that you gentlemen
have on it. That is low-class liquor. I would say that prioi to
prohibition normally a drink of liquor sold for 10 cents and cost.
the retailers $2 per gallon. Of course, then we had the other case
goods liquor, bottled-goods, such as Overholt-5-year old Overholt
at that time sold for $8.50 to $10, according to the age, or $11 or
$12 per case. Today the quotation on good substantial old-time
Overholt, preprohibition Overholt, is $85 per case. Of course, there
has been a big advance in that.
The CHAIRMAN. Now, just come directly to the subject which the
committee is most vitally interested in. Assuming that the Federal
Government imposes the entire tax, what rate of tax per gallon would
you suggest to supply the Government with revenue, and also having
in view the putting of the bootlegger out of business?
Mr. WF.LLyOFER. We suggest this: Keep the tax at the present
rate, $1.10 per gallon; attempt to stimulate the business so that we
can get a good, reasonable drink of whisky, rye whisky with proper
age to it so that we will be able to sell it to the public at a reasonable
price. 1Yf they can got bootleg liquor at 15 or 20 cents that is higher
(uality than that on which the Government is charging $7 a gallon,
I do not see how it is possible.
'he CHAIRMAN. You have in mind the suggestion that has been
discussed of the Government levying the entire tax?
Mr. WLLIIOFER. We have a dollarr State tax in New Jersey, and
naturally liquor is going to cost us more because of that State tax
than it did prior to prohibition. Now again, if the Government
charges $2.60 a gallon, as has been proposed in these chambers, and
tlhe State puts a dollar on it, that is $3.60 tax again.
'rhe CUAnuMAX. We are going to propose $2.60 as the entire tax,
wart of which will be distributed to the States.
Mr. WPLLnOFEI.r In other words the tax would be reduced to $2.60.
And again, as I explained about the beer situation the tax alone on
liquor will then be much higher than the cost of liquor was before
prohibition to the retailer, again making the tax-making the liquor
cost so much that perhaps the bootlegger, as has been explained to
you here, will still exist. Now mind you, we feel that the license
holder is the greatest detriment to the bootlegger and will be. If
20101- 34---12
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you will place on your liquors us you sell them a stamp similar to
that stamp that you placed on bonded liquor prior to prohibition,

using your internal-revenue agents to check up on that in retail

places, you will help materially to do away with bootleg liquor.

That is one thought that I would like to leave with you particularly,
is the stamp idea, of putting on the bottle, no matter what the proof
is; if it is supposed to be 80 proof, put on an 80-proof stamp, or 90
proof, put on a 90-proof stamp, or an 85-proof stamp. Those stain))s
themselves will be a deterrent to any retailer having any liquor ou
his premises other than legal liquor.
The CHAIRMAN. Your recommendation, as I understand it, to
the Committee is to let the Federal tax stand as it was at $1.10, and
leave the matter of State taxation to the States, and not have the
Government levy the tax entirely?
Mr. WELLHOFER. I would like to see the Federal Government.
levy it entirely, but the States now need revenue, and they see
a chance to get revenue from the liquor business, and I do not ree
how you are going to get them to loosen their hold of it.
The CHAIRMAN. If that should be found practicable, though, you
would favor that system?
Mr. WEIXLHOFm. I would favor the Federal Government putting

all the tax on it.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you completed your statement?
had about 40 minutes, I believe.
Mr. Wpm.uoFrn. Yes, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.

You have

The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your attendance, and the in formation you have given us.
(Mr. Wellhofer subsequently submitted the following extension of

his remarks:)
It is the belief of the National Retail Beer and Liquor Dealers Association,
which I represent, that the chief causes that led to the repeal of the eighteenth
amendment were as follows: (a) Tf he desire to eliminate bootlegging, racketeering,
the corruption of public officials, etc., that were the direct result of the eighteentil
amendment and the p)rohibition laws; (b) to provide the Federal Governmnei l
with much-needed revenues that they have lost since the enactment of this said
arnendinent, (c) to return to our citizens their personal liberties and to return to
the several States the control and regulation of the alcoholic beverage trade. As
each of these points has a direct bearing on Federal taxation, they will be l)resented in their order.
(a) The elimination of bootlegging, racketeering, etc., we believe should be
the first objective of all Federal taxation, even more import-int than increased
revenue at the present time. We must face the fact that this country has hind
more than 13 years of prohibition, in which tinm a far-reaching illicit business Ius
grown up. The only way that it can be eliminated is to make it unp)rofltable in
competition with legitimate business. With the Federal Government, the several
States, and thousands of counties and municipalities looking for and needing iiicreased revenues, it is only natural that they should look upon the alcoholic
beverage trade the same as a drowning mian reaches for a straw.
Under the laws that have just been passed in the State of New Jersey over the
Governor's veto, the retail dispenser of alcoholic beverages will become the real
foe of all bootleggers and racketeers. Under this law wO Will be licensed I',
dispense all kinds of alcoholic beverages to the public. We wiAi soon know of
any speak-easies and have a right to ask the local authorities to close them up;
if they fail, we can go to the State government; if these two agencies fail to d
their duty, we can then go to the Federal Government. Under the New Jerey
law, we believe that bootlegging and racketeering will be eliminated quicker thai
in any other Stat that has passed liquor-control legislation. The only things
that may operate against this are two factors: (a) tlie Federal and State taxes
may i)0 higher than the traffic will bear; (b) the manufacturers may attempt to
get excessive profits, especially if mnmolpolles are permitted.
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To eliminate duplicate State taxes a plan was printed it an Associated Press
dispatchh from Washington under date of December 10, printed in the Philadelphia
hiquirer on December 11, from which we quote: "The administration's liquortax program includes, besides the $2.00 levy, sharing of the revenue with the
States to avert duplication of gallonage imposts, and authority for the President
to negotiate reciprocal trade agreements with foreign liquor exporting countries.
It proposes that States entering into agreements with the Federal Government
niot to iltose special liquor levies receive 20 percent of the revenue gathered on
the Federal levy. Each State would be entitled to share on the basis of prodtion, pilus consumption of alcoholic beverages with respect to total dolnestie
production and consumption. Already some States have levied gallonage taxes,
:ind unless they repeal them, they would not be allowed to share in the Federal
We are in
revenue. Their allotments would be retained by the Treasury."
full accord with these recommendations, except that we object to tlae $2.60 tax,

which will be exl)lained later.
governmentt
Under the provisions of the twenty-first amendment, the Federal
agrees to protect the States that desire to remain "dry" from all importations of
alcoholic boeverages into their territories. Our association has gone on record

ob~jecting to the use of "Federal revenues" (derived from alcoholic beverage
taxes, to be used in any State that by law forbids such sales. WVe believe that
sucli "dry" States should be required to reimburse thle Federal Govertnmenit for
its expense In protecting their borders, nor sh0u1( such a State receive f

,rolt
from

amny Flederal liquor revenues to which it contributes nothing.
(b) NVe believe that for a period of at least 2 years the Federal tax on spirits
should remain at $1.10 per proof gallon. Such a tax will enable the several
States to wage an aggressive battle against bootleggers. We believe the time to
consider increased taxation is after the bootleggers have been driven out of busilie s.
Sonic provision niust also be nade to protect the retailers and the public from
excessive-prices on the )art of the manufacturers. Three fourths of the present
whisky supply of the country is controlle(l by two corporations-the National
Distillers and the Schenley Distillers. With limited domestic stocks, they are
ill a position to gouge the public and make whisky so expensive that the bootlegger will continue in business. The facts for this statement were taken from
the December 4 issue of the Time Magazine, oil page 53.
The association which I rel)resent favors domestic manufacturers of alcoholic
beverages, but (loes not feel that we should be imposed upon at any time, and
especially not until the American supply catches up with the demand. For that
reason we believe a liberal imiport policy should be pursued until such a time as
the Anerican supply is sufficient to take care of our domestic needs.
The National Retail Beer and Liquor Dealers Association is also opposed to
the present $6 a barrel tax on malt beverages of over 3.2 and the $5 a barrel tax
oil 3.2 and less.
The public has been claincring for a 5-cent glass of beer ever since 3.2 beer
was legalized last April. To the $5 Federal tax inost States added anI average
of $1.38 State tax, leaking the total direct tax of $6.38. The breweries are getting
ill average of $15 f.o.b. l)latforin for their product which leaves tlmeuia gross
Iprofit of $8.62 a barrel. The retailer selling a 1o-outnce glass of beer on this basis
would receive approximately $17.80 a )arrel, leaving hin a gross profit of $1.80
:t barrel. The public blalucs the retailer for not selling a 5-cent glass of beer.
W believe that the Federal and State Governlents and tile I)rewers are to
;lame. In order to sell a 5-cent glass of beer to tile Public, the cost to tile retailer should not exceed $9 a barrel, tax and manufacturing charges ilhided.
The breweries have grown rich il these few nionths, while we have yet to hear
f a retailer who has made money selling beer ill this period. When the stronger
i(er was released, the brewers immediately passed this additional tax on to time
retailer charging from $1 to $2 inore for his product. We feel t hat they could
iiave vell afforded to give us this iew beer at il a(dlitiomal cost.
The brewers will now ask that a different tax basis be given to 3.2 beer and
1ss
anti a higher tax to the other malt beverages. We are ol)psed to this dismletion being nlmade as we believe that it will be a law that will be har(l to enforce. A Fe(eral agent-will have to be constantly on guard at every brewery iin
Ilie country to see that higher alcoholic content beer does not go ot as the 3.2
variety. Their motive for wanting tilis special tax is s) tlat they will eventually
he able to sell 3.2 beer as a soft drink with no more restriction than nowv applies
t ()oca Cola or ginger ale. We favor no law that Will inake it easy for ilmilnors to
,Obtain aleoololic beverages. If you make any distinction in the taxation of
nlilt beverages, it will lea(I to such abuses.
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(c)It has been the policy of the present administration to return tile control
and regulation of alcoholic beverages to the several States with the exception of
taxation. We believe that this policy should be pursued and that the several
States should be left in freedom to work out their own problems even where

they feel that the old laws concerning alcoholic beverages are much superior to
the many "foreign systems" now being proposed in this country. The Federal
Government must legislate for the District of Columbia. We recommend to
you such a law as was recently passed In the Stat6 of New Jersey, as the law that
will be the most easily enforced.

The CHAIRMAN. Tile next witness is George H. Burnette, rel)resenting the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers Association, on the
stibject of industrial alcohol. Please state your name and address
and the role in which you appear, Mr. Burnette.

St

STATEMENT OF GEORGE H. BURNETTE, REPRESENTING THE
FLAVORING EXTRACT MANUFACTURERS ASSOCIATION
Mr. BURNE'I-r1.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I

t1

am appearing for the Flavoring Extract Manufacturers Association
of the United States, of which I am a member of the executive committee, and for the Joseph Burnette Con)any, Boston, Massachusetts, now completing its 86th year in the flavoring-extract businvs-.
I was put (town on the calendar as speaking about industrial
alcohol.

What I am interested in and what our association

I-

interested in is nonbeverage alcohol.
At the present time our association is composed of some 200 mombers and comprises the larger manufacturers of pure extract. The
industry uses in the neighborhood of 5 million proof gallons of
alcohol in the manufacture of pure vanilla, lemon, almond, orange.
and 20 other flavoring extracts which are cold to housewive.s.
bakers, confectioners, ice-cream manufacturers, and is used entirely
in food products.
Thlle total sales of the industry amount to perhaps $35,000,000. We
understand that it is proposed'that the new tax schedule be applied
to alcohol, whether it is used for beverage or nonbeverage purl)ose'.
We register the strongest objection to any such proposal. Alcohol
for flavoring extract, for food products, medicine, tinctures, and a
host of other articles for technical use in laboratories, colleges,
schools, and so forth, is a necessity of life and should not be put in
the same tax classification as alcohol beverages. In fact, every mw10

of the States that has already )assed legislation in regard to taxat imii
of liquor, gallonage taxes, has exempted, either directly or by indirevtion, all taxes on alcohol used for that particular purpose. We plead,
therefore, for the retention of the present tax of $1.10 a proof gallon
on nonbeverage alcohol and the permit features of the Nationial
Prohibition Act of 19.0.
The application of the proposed new tax will deal a staggering
blow to this industry. Alcohol forms-the largest part of our cost.
and the tax, of course, is much the largest part of that cost. Taxpaid non-beverage alcohol at the present time costs $2.50 per wj in
gallon. Of that the tax is $2.10. It is 190 proof, so the tax is $2.10.
and the cost of the alcohol in bond is only 40 cents. An increase of
the tax to $2.60 a proof gallon would make the alcohol cost us $15.34
a wine gallon, an increase of $2.84, or 110 percent in the cost of this
most important ingredient entering into the manufacture of this
common household necessity.
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Pure vanilla is sold in grocery stores, mostly in 1-ounce, 2-ounce,
4-ounce and 8-ounce bottles. I have taken for an example of the
increase in cost the common i-ounce bottle. A tax of $2.60 per proof
gallon would increase the cost of the alcohol a little over a cent a
bottle. The manufacturer on this particular size would, of course
consider the cost of overhead based on this increase, and he would
charge the wholesaler about 11/2 cents a bottle more. This cost would
naturally be pyramided by both wholesalers and retailers, so that
in most stores the 1-ounce bottle would become a 15-cent seller
instead of a 10-cent seller. I admit that on special sales in cut-price
.tores, the price would hardly be 15 cents.
In the case of almond and orange extracts, they contain a much
higher percentage of alcohol than pure vanilla, and the retail price
would have to be even higher.
The majority of our,members sell bulk flavoring extract products
to ice cream makers, dairies, soda fountains and bakery trade, and
the average price per gallon of pure vanilla extract to those trades
isarolind $3 a gallon. T'he tax (on pure vanilla extract is about
."t.20 a gallon lnder the )reselit tax. I nTder the proposed new tax
f $2.60 a proof gallon, the manufacturer's cost of alcohol would
ibe increased to $2.97, an increase of $1.72 in the cost of alcohol,
and ta,increase to the I)'-chaser of approximately $2.00 per gallon,
which in turn would increase the selling iprie of l)l1Ie vanilla extract
to $5.00 per gallon instead of $3.00 per gallon as at present.
In (Ir industry our severest comlpetition is the imitation extracts
.11d flavors sold o;n price and price alone. 'These extracts are usually
prepa red by small mila fillfaturers where no machinery or much ilvestment is required in making them sometities i unsanitary surroundings, and are sold mostly by, house to house canvass. Little.
if any, alcohol is used!in making them, as they are mostly syntletic,
Aiiol'ed iii water aI glycerine. Every gallonl of this li-ot'iuct Sohl
,lisi)laces the sale of a pImre )rodluct containing alcohol, with a (,orIespolIlilig loss in income to the (Goverminient. As this competition
k based solely on price it has had a startling increase during the past
flew years, lue to the decreased l )urchasing l)O1wer of the public, and
any further increases in our cost would be disastrous. Realizinig that
higher taiixes for beverage alcohol will probably be enacted in the
niext session of Congress, and very l)ossi)l) munch higher taxes ill
Ihe futire, judging b, what man'y of the' speakers have said, we
plead for the retentionl of the tax'of $1.10 on nonbeveage alhohol,
;ad tile permit features of the National Prohibition Act.
We utillerstand the Treasury l)el)artmenlt believes that there is the
possibility of the diversion of alcohol front noiteverage to beverage

I itrposes. amid this is a (llestioui which I agree with, and which I am
-uIre
the conimittee will realize requires very serious consideration.
1)iversion in any (luantity would be anl inm)ossibility. or almost an
iulpossil)lty. if the 1)epariment of the Treasury carefully scrutinizes
Ilie record 'of persons al))ing for permits. There has been n,,
divelsil in oullindustry in the past few years. Twelve years ago,
when a i)erllit was issiled to almost any lpllicant, there was some
,liversion). but when the Bureau of Industrial Alcohol, so ably adIlinistered by 1)r. ,ames M. )oran, began to function properly, the
diversionn of nonbeverage alcohol became a thing of the past. It
-,,eros to our association and to our industry that the common neces-

m
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sities of life should not be perhaps irreparably injured by having
the alcohol they use included with the alcohol on which a proposed
higher tax is to be levied. We ask once more for a tax of $1.10 per
proof gallon on nonbeverage alcohol and the inclusion in the act; of
the permit features of the-National Prohibition Act of 1920.
I want to say further that the permit feature has been a most
successful way of preventing the diversion of industrial alcohol.
Shortly after the National Prohibition Act was passed, people who
wanted a drink-wanted liquor-only had four ways in which it
could be produced. One way was by distillation one way was by
importation or smuggling, one way was by redistillation of th'(denatured alcohol, and the other way was by diversion of nonbeverage alcohol.
The last two methods were very.much easier to control than the
first two methods; by proper supervision of the Treasury Department.
and the consequence is that today there is practically no such thing
known as redistillation of denatured alcohol or the diversion (;f
nonbeverage alcohol.

Mr. ILL. What percentage of alcohol is used in your extracts?

Mr. Buii~'F.rE. It varies from 40 percent to 90 percent.

Mr.

im . What particular extract carries 90 percent?

Mlr. BUlNET'rr. Lemon extract carries from 80 to 90 l)ercent.
)ifferent manufacturers have different formulas for that. Vanilla ex-

tract contains from-we are required by the' Department of
Agriculture to label our products in terms of absolute alcohol. It ivery confusing with proof alcohol and cologne splirits-190 proof iabsolute alcohol-but we are required to label in terms of absolte

alcohol, and lemon extract is prepared front alt'ohol containing ,,'
to 90 1)qrCet.
Mr. Iliu,. By weight or volume?
Mr. Buivui-ri,. That is by volume.
Mr. llTL,. Is it practicable to uNs, that as an intoxicating iever'V,'
Mr'. 1IINE'ii" No, sir" it. isnot.
Mr. HhI.. Ihlow about the r dist i hat ioll of it. as a practical mnitter
Mll'. Bl'lNi'rF. It would tiot he 1)ossiblE to redistill it in any cou1
siderable quianlltit s. Thlat is-wli'haps I do not (uilite under.tatil
youmr question..

Mr. hlnt,. I mean redistillation to get the alcohol for IeVrra,_,,

pulr)oses, assmlllnng it was denatured ?

Mr. Bjm-nrr.. No: it would not be an easy matter.
ri-.H1tyrr. There is not, as a matter of pr.tie, very I uch of t1',

ext rat| IlseI for bverage purposes
l
?

Mr. Bt'huXE-r''s.,No.

Shortyiv after plohilbitioll was passed pe,I,

who wantIed a drnk verv IatdIv were looking for liquor aI'w .....
.

they (ould fill(] it, and tlhey dlraluk dlenatilred alcohol. wrood a ohiol.
fla:orillg extract, aythlilr they 1ld
1
ro1
mt their Ianlds
ion. 1itt hlII
became a thing of theo pIast.
Sen1100' ('LAlI(. A 111ll111

1 geti

li liI awfll

jily with

1,,114w

Mrt. Bltu
rrm.l
:,Jssiblv, itf
Ihe wllted it bad eilough.
Senflaior (LAi(. I used 'to have a cook ini the Artiy f hut ran amueL,
about one every 3 monltis froill dlrilking lemoll extlraet.
Tl, CilM A'N. If Ilhere arc', flrl le ,', w 011til|
lhaunk v,.i
very it111'11,
M r. hii't't1t1'.
t
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(Mr. Burnette subsequently submitted the following inemoran-

(hmn:)

Tile Flavoring Extract Manufacturers Association of the United States, the
National Association of Manufacturers of Fruit and Flavoring Syrups, and the
National Manufacturers of Soda Water Flavors, comprising In their membership
the larger manufacturers of flavoring extracts and slrups for the household, ice
cream, dairy, bakery, confectionery, soda fountain, and carbonated beverage
industries, respectfully urge the members of the Ways and Means Committee of
the House of Representatives and of the Senate Finance Committee, to weigh
carefully and consider both the wisdom and justice of (1) differentiating between
the use of alcohol for beverage and nonbeverage purposes, and (2) retaining the
present tax on $1.10 per proof gallon of alcohol for nonbeverage purposes.
This industry uses about 5,000,000 gallons of alcohol in the manufacture of
vanilla, lemon, ahnond, orange, and over 20 other flavoring extracts, which are
used entirely to flavor food products and nonintoxicating beverages such as
lemon soda, ginger ale, sarsaparilla, etc.
Alcohol for flavoring extracts, food products, medicines, tinctures, and a host
of other such articles, for technical use in laboratories, colleges, schools, etc is a
necessity of life, and should not be put in the same tax classification as alcoholic
beverages. This distinction has already been recognized by those States which
have passed liquor control bills, all of which either directly or indirectly exclude
lionboverage alcohol from gallonage or excise taxes. We plead, therefore, for
the retention of the present tax of $1.10 a proof gallon on nonbeverage alcohol,
iod
the permit features of the National Prohibition Act of 1020.
Theo application of thle p~roposedi new tax would (teal a staggering b)10w to the
pure extract industry. In this industry, alcohol forms the biggest item of cost.
lhe present tax is utueh the largest part of that cost. Tax-paid, nonbeverage
:icolol costs $2.50 per wine gallon. Of that, the tax is $2.10, and the cost of the
icohol, in bn(, 40 cents. An ineretae in the tax to $2.60 a proof gallon would
make the alcohol cost us $5.34 a wine gallon, an increase of $2.84, or 110 percent
it the cost of this most important ingredient entering lito the manufacture of
these common household necessities.
Pure vanilla extract Is sold in grocery stores, mostly In 2-ounce bottles, and
I-ounce bottles, at 10 cents for the latter. Using tile latter item as an exampl',
tax of $2.60 a proof gallon would increase the cost actually a little over a cent
bottle to the inamufaeturer, but because his overhead it;
based on his cost, he
%,( li have to charge the wholesale I/( cents more per bottle. The cost would
witurally he( pyvrLni(led by both the wholesaler and the retailer, so that, except
a1t81wli sales, the I -(tt1co )ottlo would become it 15-cent seller Iltltend of a
1I).cent seller. It titecoatse of lemon anid orange extracts, as they contain it
nitielh higher inercetntage of alcohol than pure imilln, the retail )rice would have
. be evelI higher.
Most of ,lirnenher.s sell bulk flavoring extracts as well, to the ice cream,
dairy, confectionery, soda fountain, wid bakery trades. Tie average selling price
of itre vanilla extract per gallon is aroulnld $3.* 'ie cost of the althlmol comtaiited
i that alilon of pure vanilla extract is al)out $1.10 per gallon under the pres nmt
I(x. With the Iproposedtl new tax of $2.60 per proof gallon, the manufacture.-'s
;t,
for the alcohol would he increased to $2.70, anl increase of $1.60 for his alcohol,
'0d.l
an itcroase to the purchaser of approximatelv $2 per gallon. That would
,tike the sellhig price of pure v;.. ilaextract $5 i)er gallon instead of $3 itsat
1'rk-selit.
.\ number of the melnbt'rs of tills
inlhistrv also niajiufacture soda water Ilavors
:'dIcencentrates which, accorliig to theirestregth, vary it lrico) from ap))roximt-lv $ to $10 iter gallon. A. i.nerase it ti., tax oii alcohol vould be reI I et(,,
litthe higher selling I~riev oft these pIrodhet.s.
Iln
our hidhstry. otr severest. cimnlet itlon is with indtatimi vxtracts :awl flavors
.,i'in Irice and price aliom.
Tiese extracts m itsially prepamrd hy small
S1inufacturers, for no mtachiterv oir iove.sttnIit is r,,uired'; sometint thevy are
I i:1le i n untmaitrv stirrotitm
ing' awti
a
uslly
41
sold hy lito itse-hto llmou
llscmtiasers.
Litti If atiy alcohol is use litniakling theult, itsthey are mllostly svthletics His.
i-!%ved tit
water anl glycerliew. Every gallont of this prodilet Ilitais sold( displaces
Si
l' of Itptltr' trl iit)etc.itiiaiig ahlol with cIrII(,itdiItg I,,ss
inIticoll)e to'
- (tlVrlmemtt.
r
As this cllll-ltiioni is bamsed solely otiprire, it has had it
,rtlhig hicrease 4lu:ing the lost few yanrs., dIw to deere.ati purchasing lIinwer
the public. further litre.naes in oir coot wiittlil lit dlisiamtr..
u.
(
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Realizing that higher taxes for beverage alcohol will probably be enacted at
tile next session of the Congress, and very possibly much higher taxes in the
future after the bootlegging menace is eliniinated, we plead for tile retention of
the tax of $1.10 on nonbeverage alcohol, and the permit features of the National
Prohibition Act.
We understand that the Treasury Department believes that there is a possibility of the diversion of alcohol from nonbeverage to beverage purposes. We
contend that this is an administrative problem which is not impossible of solution.
Diversion in any quantity would be an Impossiblity if the Treasury Department
fully scrutinizes the record of persons applying for permits. Twelve years ago
when a permit was issued to almost any applicant, there undoubtedly vas some
diversion, but when the Bureau of TIndustrial Alcohol, so ably administered )y
Dr. James M. Doran, began to function properly, diversion of nonbeverage
alcohol became a thing of the past. It is the opinion of the membership of our
associations that the revenue laws of the UnitedStates can and will be successfully enforced, so that no special tax burden or penalty should be placed upon
legitimate manufacturers or industries classified as users of nonboverage alcohol
for food purposes.
Diversion will be even more difficult than in the past because the Code of Fair
Competition for the Distilled Spirits Industry specifically provides under article
V, section 9, that no distiller shall sell or otherwise dispose of distilled spirits to
any person not authorized by a license * * * if such a license is required
of such person by State law, or by any code under tle act pertaining to alcoholic
beverages.
It seems to our association and our industry that the common necessities of
life should not be injured by having the alcohol they use included with the
alcohol on which the proposed higher tax is to be levied. We ask once more for
a tax of $1.10 a proof gallon on nonbeverage alcohol- and the inclusion in the tax
of the permit features of the National Prohibition Act of 1920, if the committee
after full consideration of the case deems the retention of the permit systeni
advisable.
GCoF.OrE II. BURNETT.
The CHAIMAN. The next witness.5 is IIonorable birion DeVries.
re)resenting tlie Wine Producers Association and Grape Growers
League of California, on the subject of wine tax.
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STATEMENT OF HON. MARION DE VRIES, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
REPRESENTING THE WINE PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION AND
GRAPE GROWERS LEAGUE OF CALIFORNIA
ti

Mr. DtEVIIES. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, my name is Marion
DeVries, attorney at law, Washington, D.C. The Wine Producers

0%

Association includes in its membership the producers of more than

75 percent in volume of wines in the United States. Many, if not
all, of this membership are vineyard owners. The Grape Growers

League of California. hicludes a majority of the grape growers of
the UTnited States. This appearance is as a duly authorized spokesman for both of said organizations.
'The industry in California alone represents an investment of more

than $350,000.000, and an agricultural area of over 600,000 acres.

It. is in ize adi imniportance the second industry of the Pacific coa.
While it largely preponderates in California, it forms substar mil
and iml)ortant factors of tli industrial wealth and commerce ,,l
um
New York, Michigan Ohio. Mlissouri, New Jersey, Indiana,
manyothei States. in many Southern States, particularly t. ,

bordering ol tie Gulf, it is 110w appearing in hl 11y thriviing colcal
(ontri )1moln to the coIditioms. Its pro(luc't represents an a

muer(e of thecountryy of more than $-50,000,000, the processing and

il
a
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iuaiketing of which afford employment to practically every kind
and class of labor, industry, and transportation. It adds to the revenues of railroads and trucks, to the lumber, bottle, barrel, nail, hoop,
cork, refrigeration, and various other enterprises in vast sums. No
other industry more extensively divides its revenues with labor and
other industries. There is no State in the Union, wet or dry, whose
commercial activities are not quickened to some substantial extent by
the marketing therein in some form of the grape or some product

0

t

0

r
d

x

Of the grape.
No product of any industry is so intimately connected with its agricultural source as is wine'with the grape. Grape wine is made
practically exclusively from the juice of the grape. Water composes the major part of whisky in its production; rectification adds
other ingredients, increasing it- volume many fold. Water is the
chief component of beer. Grape wine is a product practically
wholly of the grape. Indeed, fortified wines are customarily
fortified with grape brandy or spirits. Wine cannot, like whisky, 1)o
cut or rectified into added volume. Wine, therefore, being strictly
atad practically entirely all agricultural product., should be accorded
( very privileged legislative status the Congress wills necessary to
the
u1pbuilding of agriculture as tie true basis of our economic
welfare.
In behalf of this industry this effort will )e to present certain
vhich your honorable committees are requested to take.
hito consideration "in fixing the iml)ort diutips and internal revenue
taxes on and regulating sales of wines. Fundamental to both is the
(1((momic coniditiol of the (lometi(' industry.
The wine indttstry is one of governmentil parentage and developiuiivt. By and subsidy so ealy as 1817, by relief from taxes so
late as anid'up to 1912.- by plublication. advice, encouragement, and
l)vrsuasion, the Governmnet fostered embarkation into the wine induIstry for more than a century, thus inducing thousands of out' best
citizens to so invest and thereto devote their savings, their lives and
those of their families. It was a program of national agricultural
(1,-elopment of a product universally accepted and used the world
(,vt [IS dietetic not alcobpnlie.
There caine a (lay when by the Prohilition Act all these good peolile so iuI(Ied wer (leclar(l criminals antid their product contrahand. Even the right of export in any substantial degree was dleitiml. After a spisuimodie flare of prosl;erity, for 15 years they have
sluggled thereunder in desl rate 'foris to retaidi their farms and
tihir homes an( feed and educate their children. Not oiuly was the
I-ilitier's manufacturing plant made praotic'ally worthless but diffei'ent from tile brower till(1 listiller he had to keep tip his vineyard
With an annual eXlwtuse for watering. cultivating, pruning. smu1
lThuriug, and )icking at from $'2.') to $50 li'r acre. This was also lteiv
aessarv. In that partitilam' obviously the wine and grape wi's
41111 ' i more severe blow thaum any other iduolustr' of the country.
, ()ther industry wits by its nature comlllh l to mmake tle cstolllllv
ii
outlay
10ual to prese'iv' its inv'ostiment from total Imois. Natturalv
i Inecessai'ly the vilie ardlist 's fit lii 1111d vil i rvN
Irt( )(recite(l iii
haste facts

i
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value and the vintner's machinery rusted and decayed. The mort.
gage grew. Indeed, many hundreds of such had passed into the
hands of the banks and other mortgagors, more often than not retaining the former owners as bankrupt but competent tenants or
managers.
Poverty and despair strode through these ample acres and erst.
while beautiful vineyards. Then came the great depression.
rTherefore, at the dawn of repeal our vintners and growers, in
order to put their vineyards and wineries in shape, have been conipelled to borrow to the limit on their properties and product and
mortgage to the extreme limit their farms. In many instances the
R.F.C. came to their rescue with the commendable purpose of aiding
this greatly crippled agricultural industry in this Mnoment of certaiji
revival by repeal. These new credits, all must know, were largely
predicated upon the assumed early open markets for wines after
repeal. Upon these assumptions-our free markets and their full
enjoyment-rests today the financial structure and future prosperity
of our grape growers and vintners.
On the other hand European and other foreign vintners suffered I
not this almost totaf annihilation of their markets but continmied.
unrestricted by criminal and other laws, to operate their farms a11(
vineyards and soil their products to the other world markets. Thw-.
unrestrained, vast quantities of wines have accumulated in foreign
countries and their provinces, more accessible to our markets thll
our vintners by reason of low water freight rates. In this contett
they are backed by untold millions. They are backed by the rich
and powerful. Our vintners are financially prostrate.
In this situation it is one of the duties primarily of your honorable
committees to determine under what conditions find in what quantii-

ties foreign wines will be permitted to enter our markets in tili
unequal Competition with our wines.
Without consuming tinie to go into detail figures which will not
add to this preseitation, it will suffice to say that the lnitrerlel)mI'
mental Committee's recomineidations before the committees, as pillished by the l)res, proposes either permanent or potential (rastiv
cuts in the present rates of ittl)ort duties upon wines.

While tie,.

publications nmy be inaccurate or subsequently chatiged they will
here serve to present the principles involved.
Tlhe

Witie I'roducers Assocatiomit most resj)ect fully urn s tlt;i

there is no justification for any such reduction of duties.
Ilih. it
is not here itelded to challenge, but on the contrary it is tll(. ''
pose to tlhlm, the wisd(1ol of the delegation of the suggestedt Imwv'-.
it is respect fully urged that the minimum possilde rates which %iII
ever be demanded by the foreigimer t1tid stand as a Imeiice to If,.
(lolllestic trade should if) no case he lower than will I)b.t sttbct'
otr pul)lic revenues and a(lequately )rote:t tie particular inldusti..
The wine ilidustry today) is wrought with fear, moved by tle Itr,-statettietits that foreign ma1trkets for ite pur((litucts of otler iltdltitritare to be bargaitted it its expelnse, and that of olue other illdUlr,"
only, notwithistiding it.s situation is so despettite ias to llerit 1i1i1
receive (iOVelr'llnwt aid in order to survive tid catrv ol.
it is lappirellt to till tlttt the lowest "ibltae
ial(e'r Ill. lat
will be i('(el)te d by id iustry tltd ('al itlil is thI bisis of 01)l1 l.rc':t
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limincing and operation. Therefore, should that possible minimum
rate be so low that, under existing trade conditions financing, extension, and improvement of the particular trade wif not be possible,
the industry will pass into decadence. It is here asserted that the
possible minimum rates for reciprocity procedure here recommended,
for example 60 cents per gallon on still wines, are so low as to halt
tie vintners progress.
We assert that the present import duties upon wines are justifiable

tiinimums and should not, under present conditions, be reduced. The
issue is one of fact. What is the purpose of the proposed legislation?
It is obviously, first, to increase our revenues; second, to afford
at"l)le protection to our industries; and, third, to provide a Presidvintial power of reciprocal negotiations within definite limits. How
cin it be said that it will increase our revenues to reduce wine rates
wien under our present import licensing system not only are the full
iml)ort quotas being exercised but increased quotas urgently solicited
without question of or hesitation at the present rate of iml)ort duties?
Otr departments today are crow(led Aith import licensees begging
f., added import quotas. Present iml)ort duties are gladly paid to
theu
full extent of the permitted imports. Tlie ditty rate deters none.
It is not e'ei considered. Any reduction thereof, therefore, from the
revenue stand point, is a gratuity to foreign importers mid vintners at
tihe expense of our Treasturv.
Can it be said that the'existing rates of luty are greater than
ti..essary for the protection of our wines? Under normal trade con,litions tariffs are generally adjusted 1)y or Congress at rates equal
((ile differences in costs of production, foreign 1111d domestic, deliv'red in the principal markets of this country with reasonable
I)I(fits to the domestic industry. Ifnoler existing conditions, how0i',r
n1
1a cai (let(riiiie or eveni guess what is the cost o pro(Ilteor
F
tit tolay of wine in the United States. For is there any fixed
derminable market for such? Owing to prohibition there has been
111free market for wine in the lnited States for 15 years.
l'hose
living marketed today were ltor(Iluced years ago. Many' of such being
u'ut'keted today are at forced sale prices in order to )a'y taxes and in,Iust 1111d save the vintners and growers from loss of their pol),,lis. It is a liquidation, not a free market.
Mile all
Ih(
and
Ma:ltV new wilieries of the ('oUiutry Ila'e beeni ru lning at full cal)a(,ity
l. pwesetit. Vintage sFmisot just. losingig,. )ractically all of them. ill
l.-Iect for a11d comtialle wit iltlI,
Presidelnt's recovery progl'1lm.1
operat ing at greater hil)ler costs, greatl.r Imaterial costs. greater
:lb.
"' i
1htead,
e
clal
g('
I han1 heietofore. Tlie itevessary t I'll 1iJ)OrtaI,,'l cost.4 to deliver .suiili into oti'r prillilml 1111rkets are Iot I.sYet
fivi-I. (Ile local ail l',ler'al taxes tluereolt tot laidl, the IIIIIrketlng
,'xhl,se asiul con trol cotlitious utt(,rtaiI, whierefore, tile cost
'twr,of
U,.,.ssary its fai' tax bases caratot possildv presently' be (Iw
estimated.
MIr. H.F:.1. I \Vtiuhl hike to ask a JlIuot h
hh,'v,
eI, Mr. ('h 1
. If
in Ih
owr-a
tOle rites., on will.' colinig illItre. tlie gsal grl
Ieruwe,
ow
L:I ~ to take it out or the( price paid fu or,
wold they.% 1tu04
Illr. l)tFllah :s. Yes. sir. NSor is it fai-r mia, a,' titit. Io r,..-,,rt
(o
i'
1910 to 111 I ,costs ill ali%- 1,stilta tio oftit 1
ml. tax I,,v:es.
Itu.se ill tlose. dlvOs hl'\iultrlet
,t1',Ofti11 tha1 11ot1 paidi wlt
I!,%p.
,,tiWI
fCl' graja's. aitul the gimr*' %titeid.
l'st'i-, n rkets
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for grapes were negligible, and there was no real market save to
the wineries. Labor, refrigeration, transportation, materials, and all
costs, delivered in the principal markets of the country, were ol a
entirely different basis. Taxes, import duties, and sales regulations
were far different. That taxes, import or internal, should be. laid
upon costs 15 years past is an anomaly unprecedented and economic.
cally unsound. In effect and in fact this is today a new industry,
proceeding on entirely different costs and under different condition s
from any heretofore existing, the product of which is to be marketed
at prices and tinder costs not yet determined. The tariff rates and
excise taxes fixed by this Congress will be operative upon prode-]
tions of the present and future vintages. Operations and marketing
will be under the new Wine Code and Wine Marketing Agreements,
as yet incomplete, possibly fixing directly or indirectly the grape,
prices, operating and sales conditions. These, together with -f ture
taxes, will determine the costs of production of the present vintage (
of wines, which, therefore, no one can now determine or guess.
The question here of whether or not the existing iil)ort dutivs
not, however, find its
upon wines are adequate or too high does
There is none such reliahle,,
answer in detail calcultions of costs.
in existence.
The (Illestio,1 is, however, incontrovertibly answered by existilng
import colitions. All n(li know that notwithstanding the existing rates of (luty, and rega rdless thereof, were it not for the Admiiistration's li(cnsing systeni of imports of liquors now in effect, owi',
to foreign del,''essiol 1111d dist imrbed ('olllitions. million of gullh)ii
reee.
of wine now in G'rMany, Flrllce, Italy, Spalin. Portugal,
Argeutlin. (ile. and Algeria. ill which latter l)latycs it is salid wili,.
are l)roducediat as low as 6 cents )CI gallon, would he physicll"
into our markets, reselit tiess being gladly paid, amli the
(llln)IH1
great wine indlistry of our country swamped. How\ ('an it thln h.
i,
said t hat o11 liresent (lities nr i n',son ibly high or Illnecessirv
present'in)rote't our indh1stnry? All IlPn know that r&gnrdless of
l)ol't liilOl dities-yes, if tley were (oubled without restraint 44"
(Iristic regulations, this coitrv would be floo(led with forei,,II
liqlors 1111d wines.
Mr. It4m:u. I Avoil, like to isk you there. Mr. I)eVries, ]Iow [o)
)11
t I'll 115 )1rt lit iol) ralite(' fromi ('nliffornia to New York Col ire
l, lr'l'llice Or oflher foreign cOl l'-i
t ra,11Sotli oll rl ,.l I v witer frll)
to Newv York ? 1
,, '
'atcs frol ('alifolnin to NeP Yo'l{ I, l
1Mr. lI)VVt.iu:s.
,1111(111 grellter. I will toilet) ilIoll that later.
MI'. icrl). 'rlie rates flom ('aIliforti in to New York are gl'(,4''
thiuii tilev Ire frolli f reign ,olluitries to New York ?
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their domestic costs internal, Federal, and State taxes, if ever proclaimed effective, would spell annihilation to our wine interests.
To illustrate: New York is by far our principal market for wines.
l'ho freight from California to New York in tank cars is 11 cents,
ini barrels 16 cents, and in bottles 1.9 cents per gallon. New York
rgulations prohibit sales for consumption except in bottles. The
New York State tax on still wines is 10 cents per gallon. The prol)osed Federal tax is 16 cents per gallon-a total in taxes and freight
otily on case wines of 45 cents a gallon without including any costs
of production, against a protective duty of 60 cents a gallon. While
foreign costs are unobtainable, it must be apparent that such being
attach cheaper than ours, water freight rates less, and the lure of the
Word " imnportedl " in otir markets powerful, the consequence to our
iuuthstry of such a low duty would be fatal.
ihe very suggestion of said report that in the absence of the
Congress granting the suggested Presidential powers, the still wine
imp)ort duty should be fixed permanently at $1 per gallon would
.zvcni to entirely negative the suggestion that under any circumst'tuees it should be reduced to 60 cents. Indeed, all existing conditions demonstrate a $1 rate ineffective.
Senator CLARK. Judge, have you included the freight rate, the
transportation cost from San Francisco to New York by water?
Mr. DEVmr.s. Yes; we are tabulating those now, and I 'vill submit
them, with the permission of the committee.
It is therefore respectively urged that any reduction of the import
(luties upon wines will prove a needless loss of public revenues, will
je(o)ardize-if not destroy-the domestic industry, and is unneces,4ry in order to put into effect reciprocal powers. The further suggstion, according to the public press, is made by said committee, as
follows:
ilitil Such thle as it leruuuzuacunt liquor tariff policy Is' worked out. the Interh,.Iurtmenta Colltllitlt We lroposes that 600.000 galohns of hoer Ili imported each
,ljmth; 350,000 gallons of spirits, amid 700,000 gallo s of vine. Ti
revcim-

nwhlSutioii wits worked out on the basis of the 5-year average linportltlon froill
111) to 1914.

lh, ariig in mind that these import quotas are licensed uhider tl
plrovisions of the triple "A" act? the purpose of which is to plt
A\'ttrican agriculture upon a parity with other industry. it is difi-

..,11 to gras 1) just how licensing importS of foreign wire's will aid
Aiuuc-ia'an agriciulture. Of coir.se, all l'iir-111in(le Inelln uui i-t 11(1lmit
1h:1t there nuay be it shortage of (lontestic witles in our il.arkots of
It 1,artictlar kind or (lass wIcreun
pou imports to satisfy that slm'rt, VO1iw(1
be hot (lnly comnlttercially w'holesonle blit add to 1ut1 itilp,'t revenues.
'I'here is no s1'
shortage, however, in our iuturots
4, :iy class or (of all wines of such huge quantities as 700,000 gal,)(,
month, or 8,1t(H),000 gallIons per year. Nor can any sieth
Ier
-ltilrary estimate for the flttire be justiiad. The iml)oris imto
coutitry from all countries of champagne and other sparkling
Ws,.have uevr reached 750,000 quarts per year. IndidI, when
rilibilio arrested 0111' clallpagI, l)1o(dlhti;lh we Wei-v hliildling
I'l lat great expelise such an ildllustlrv ill this cotiriti-v of ituori than
:".1,0.000 bottles pel' yeal of fillest quality clanpagne. A detailed
' ,,rv
111(1 q ut sy produltioln tlhereo, with "pet'i.ision of tplo
!u1i1t tee, %%.ii I Iervn. itIII he~
i til . , Tile' A iI W
viI .ill'i~
r JlUvi uI011
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nant market. There is truth no still wine on earth of itquality
superior to that produced in this country. The California WiNe
Association has received the following foreign recognition: Gold
medals and diplomas of honor were awarded at Genoa Italy, 1892;
Bordeaux, France, 1895; Turin, Italy1 1898. At the Paris Exposition in 1900, California wines received gold medals, 9 silver medal.,
and 9 bronze medals. One brand of California winet4-Cre.-tt
Blanca--has received gold medals at 19 different expositions froii
1889 to 1915.
In the summer of 1911, the Italian-Swiss Colony, of California,
secured a Grand Prix for their Golden State Extra Dry Champagne
at the International Exposition at Turin, Italy. Thus, in quafiltv
competition with the world, our wines have been universally ;.
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proved. The quantity of such wines now in storage in this county,
estimated to the close of the present vintage year, according in
available statistics, is at least 62,550,485 gallons. "There is authority
based on the recent crushings, as yet not concluded, that this mIv

fit

reach 70,000,000 gallons. Of this 22,619,853 gallons are in Califorli
alone, and 2,930,632 gallons in other States. This total of 25,550,4(I

7C
lo

gallons is aged more than 1 year. The remaining estimated 37,000.000 gallons by modern treatment will undoubtedly be fit for market
and potable ulpon the consumption of the 1Ade' present availlle
wines. It is conservatively estimated that the next vintage will prduce 100,000,000 gallons. There are the necessary grapes and willcries and there will be the necessary cooperage, this year's wi.'
production having been greatly curtailed by lack of cooperate. Who
the average annual market consuml)tion of wine prior to piohibitiWll
was around 52,000,000, none can say, in view of the taxes being li
thereupon by the several States, and restrictions u)on sales beile,
iml)osed by many States. such as sales by the bottle only, that next
year's con:ulmtpion will not anywhere neal' a approach these figures.
'Mr. KxUTSON,. Right in that connection, wil you put in the record.
Judge, the prewar prices on various California wines as compare,?I
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to the present price?0
Mr.~~
M. il
Te prewar prices?
KNUrsON. Tihe preprollibition prices,

Ali'.

I should say.

lkv
of

Mr.D\tm:s. You mean the retail prices?
Mr. KUrsoN. The wholesale prices at the wineries f.o.b. (ahifornia.
Mr. 1)FVrImis. If there were any uniform prices I will. I will
make the best effort to do that.
Mr. Kitrrsox. I wish you would, for the information of the con
mittee.
Mr. DnVitmEs. I may say in that connection that the l)re-prohiiS

tion wine prices, of course, were based on the price that was paid the
grower for his grapes, and prior to prohiiition the I)riee paid by th
winery to the grape grower was nothing like what will be pmid :I t
the present tine under the N.R.A. provisions, I lived in Califomi i
at that time, 1nd I had some experience with that situation, and I
know that $5 to $10 a ton was about the highest p rice the girover
C'Uld obtain foi. his grapes. That price of $5 and $10 a ton for th,,
grower 8 grapes at the prement tine would he negligible. That wioi1!
be bankruptcy for the grower.
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Mr. KNUTSON. It might be well for you also to put in the prep)rohibition price on grapes and the price that you will have to pay
un(ler the N.R.A.
Mr. DsVItlr:s. Very good. I will endeavor to do that. What I
was going to say is that the estimated consumption of grapes in this
country under present conditions, what will be consumed in the
Iiext year, is very difficult of ascertainment. It averaged, prior to
prohibition, about 52,000,000 gallons a year, but at that time we had
unlimited distribution. It is probable now, under the new law,
the regulations that are being set up and the tax in the different
States, that the avenues of distribution will be extremely restricted
for some time to come.. Advertising has to be commenced anew.
You are commencing practically a new industry. The probabilities
:re that if these taxes and restrictions obtain'future sales will be
far loss than 50,000,000 gallons. To meet this we have a certain
supply of at least 63,000,000 gallons.
The arbitrary allowances, therefore, of immediate imports of
700,000 gallons; princil)ally still wines, per month, or 8,400,000 gallonsl";er year, is not justified by conditions. That such carries out
the N.R.A. or A.A.A. policy of upbuilding American agriculture is
unbelievable. Why not permit our farmers and our vintners to
Receive the money returns for that quantity of wine rather than send
it from our country to the foreign fariner or foreign vintners?
Such in no way carries out, but defeats, the purpose of the N.I.R.A.
Even the Willis-Campbell Act in principle safeguarded the American
vintner, for therein, section 2, it was in part provided:
That no vinotis lhluor shall be imported Into the United States unless it

k made to appear to the Commissioner that vinous 1(111o for such nonbeverage

we produced In the U.1nited States Is not sutlicilent to meet such nonleverage
livecds.

That provsion appl.el. to all then legally importable wines, and

we suggest that inprinciple it be applied to the present and future

imports of wines; that it be 1)rovided by law that before any quota
of imports shall be assignedi any licensee to import, it shall be found
1 ' Competent officials that there is not sufficient of that kind or class
of wines in our country to supply the market demand. I challenge
-ay American to deny its patriotic justification.
Aanother suggestion of great merit was received by wire yesterday
from members of the organization, as follows:
Our premonitions of disastrous effects of Imported wines on our domestic
ial
1iq(uor stores selling two thirds imported to one third
('ur wines and liquors at tremendous higher l)rles titan domestic. For exaplile,
neis Is verfilled.

('licquot Chmmlpagne for $7.50 bottle against $3.50 for Golden State Sl1mnsh
Sherry and Port $3 bottle against 75 cents t'est Callfornia brands, Frencli and
Italian dry wine from $2.50 to $4 bottle ogalist 00 cents to $1.05 for best

':lifornla brands. This proves our past contention that tariff wall will not

Irnvent our people from giving lpreferenee to imported nierhuandlse ; protection
o,,
our industry must he effectuated by constructive a(nd timely regulations.
h'lh-refore,
we contend that only solution to protect our reborn Industry froi
th, devasting effects of foreign wines Is that still wines shall be imported In our

m',try only by proprietors of bonded wineries and bondd storeroonis for

Iiiding with wlneis of domestic production and sold undr domestic labels.
Kindly bear In inind litea
this matter Is one of laramnount Inplmrtance to our
hihllry 111id should have your Inintedlite attention before It Is too late.
II. ClIRARI & .4080,
|IItCYOW1IA 11R014,.

Members Whie Produers Associalion.
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The foregoing is submitted for the consideration of the committ (,,
Such is the lure of the phantom word "imported," that regardless
of quality, high prices and tariffs, the public buys such in preference
to an equal domestic article.
Mr. KNUTSON. Will you put into your remarks, Judge, the amowit
of wine that is now held by the wineries ready for distribution?
Mr. DEVrIEs. I have already stated that.
Mr. KNUTSON. I was called out of the room and I did not hear it.
Mr. DEVEIs. Yes; I stated that. Twenty-five million gallons,
with practically 62,000 000 within the next 4 or 5 months.

T

teet

It is respectfully submitted to your honorable committee that no
man can foretell sufficient for allotment of imports what will be
the annual consumption of wines in this country. While previolis
to prohibition wines were comparatively unrestrainedly sold in lilt
wet States, many of those States, as well as the Federal code authorities, as is herein suggested, seek to confine such sales to bottle goods
which will tremendously limits such sales. It is respectfully suggested that in that status, before the extent and demands of oi,'
markets are at all disclosed, the foreigner should not be allotted
any estimated fixed portion thereof based ul)On conditions entirely
different from present obtaining 15 years ago. No foreign producer is entitled, particularly in our economic stress, to fill any
more of our market demand, agricultural or otherwise, than cannit
be supplied by our own l)roducers. Until it is shown that there iS
imminent a shortage of such wines to supply our markets with still
or other wines, or that such is advisable for blending purposes only.
it is respectfully submitted none of that kind or class of wines should
be admitted. Tlihe suggested rules effect just that.
The. present law does not provide a suflrciently increased dlty
upon imported case wines above that upon bulk wines. In(lee,(l.
paragraph 810 of the Tariff Act of 1930 reduces the duty upo l)otth,
and jugs filled with wine to one third the rate provided on simti
bottles or jugs when imported empty. There is no justification for
this exception. Bottles, jugs, caps, the material for and labor (.13,k
of bottling and packing wines, are lower in foreign countries that
in this. Freight rates of such domestic goods to the l)rilncil)u1l
American markets are much greater than thdse of the foreign goods.

Case goods should )ear a specific duty sufficienlt to fully cover said
additional costs with a reasonable profit. For administrative l)111pIOSpS it should be specific, and not separately estimated from thl
wine content. To equalize the costs of such'to the domestic l)r,(ducer there should he taken into consideration also the relative (-wt,-:
of transportation, foreign and doniestic, of case goods into the lprivl,il)al markets of this country. With permission of the committee :1
su ggested rate for such case goods will he herewith submitted.
Interial-revenue taxes. The suggest . internal-revenue taxes sul
fitted by tie Interdepartimental (omllillittee are on an average foil r
times grleiter tih111 current and prewar rates.
Mr. 1Iu1 ,. Judge, before you go into the interial-revenue features.
'YOi. Well preferring to the )ro1)(sed (oulble rate p)a11, that is, imlo)(irt
411t6es oil still wines and the minimum of 00 cet's 11gallon as bi lw
t(l) ]iiw.

M'. lh:Vmul.

Yes.

lilt(
a
OI
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Mr. HiL,. Hero is the interdepartmental committee report on that
particular
S
question, which says:
The nilnimuin rate of 00 cents per gallon is the same in the law of 1008,
It Is In excess of the cost of production of the domestic product.

What is your comment on that point?

Mr. DiAVniEs. It may have been so in 1908, but it is not so today.
AhBsides, Mr. Hill, I make this point, that we are interested in revetetion,
S) . This
legislation
revenue as
welldemonstrate,
as for proand if
it be true,is asinterested
economic inconditions
today
li'eond
any controversy, that there are millions of gallons of wine
i- foreign
countries ready to be dumped into this country at the
plsent duty rate, there is no justification for cutting that rate down.
When you cut that rate down you merely cut the revenues out of the
Treasury.

Mr. HILL. The import rate now is $1.25 plus the excise tax.
Mr. DHVrans. No; $1.25.

Mr. HYLL. Plus the excise tax.
Mr. DEVinEs. No.

Mr. HILT. Is not the excise rate added?
Mr. DEVIES. No, sir.

Mr. I-ir,. Yes; it is added. I think you must be in error.
Mr. DI-iEs. I beg pardon. I (1o not think so.
Mr. HILL. The schedule I have here is $1.25 plus the excise tax,
which would be 16 cents.
Mr. DEVIFms. Are you reading from the law?
Mr. HILL. No; I am reading from the statement in the chart here.
Mr. DEVnEEs. No; I am speaking about the law.
Mr. HILL. Wll, I understood that they had taken that as their
-(.

Mr. I)EVnTEs. I drew that law, or rather wrote the court decision
th,,reupon, and I do not remember any such result.
Mr.I HILL. There is the act itself, section
which says that
thW duties )rescribed in schedule A-8 shall801be(b),
in addition to the
iiitpinal-revenue tax iniposed unler existing law or any subsequent
tax.
Nfr. Di-Vitms. That does not mean that your duty is added to

t1lIt tax,
Nfr. HIM . But they will have to pay that duty.
Mr. i)tVU:s. No; they do not, pay tiat as a duty.
Mr. HL,. Not as an import duty, but as a tax?
Mr. DyVUF.s. They pay it as an internal-revenue tax, yes; but it
(ho s not mean that the foreigner has to add that to the import tax
%!on lie pays his import duties.
Mr. IHML. No, that is true; lie pays $1.25 a gallon to get it into
Vhi.b
county
Dt:Vms . Y
Yes.
Mr.
Mr. HmAi. Then, after it is gotten into this country he pays the
,,I-litional internal-revenue tax that all wines produced here pav It
Mr. D.Vnm . That is mtatially so, though it was ruled otherwise
title instance.

1
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Mr. H-ix. So that the total tax paid import and internal revenue,
import and excise amount to $1.25, pus the internal-revenue rate
Mr. JJEVitEs. Yes; but the net protection is indicated by the ia.
port duty only, because the domestic producer as well as the importer
must equally pay the internal-revenue tax.
Mr. H LILL. fihat is true; yes. You are right about that. I was
just trying to get your reaction on that.
Mr. KXUTSON,. Has the code been prepared for the vineyards yet
Mr. DEVIIIis. They are preparing it today.
Mr. KNUTSON. Do you know what rate they will contain?
Mr. DVTimn,.s. No; I do not. We have hoped and feared, but we
have no absolute knowledge. The Code will not fix rates of duty or
excise taxes.
The CHAIMrAN. How much additional time will you need? We
are very much pressed for time.
Mr. DEVIEs. Well, I have got one or two thoughts that I want to
express to your honors, then, if I may, file my remarks in full.
The CHUCmAN. Very well.
Mr. Dkm.ns. The suggested internal-revenue taxes submitted bv
the Interde)artmental Committee are on an average four tinmes
greater than current and pre-war rates. They are generally the
highest war-time rates. In some instances they are greater. I'(,
must bear in mind that in addition to these the vintner, whether
a corporation or ai individual, must pay the samne corporation 1,,1d
income taxes as others. Time is not here afforded, nor would it
presentlyy be profitable, to review the said suggested rate "', (lCtfail.
Such rates on still wines will illustrate.
The present internal tax on still wines is 4 cents per gallon. '1le
war-time rate was 16 cents per gallon. The- Inter( epartmetital
Committee suggests 16 cents. I am instructed by the Wine Produc(rs'
Association to submit to the committee for its consideration a
schedule of internal tax rates approximately double those l)roiidole
by existing law, which suggestions will be i'rinted herewith, and to
say to you that any higher schedules will certainly defeat your
revenue purpose, encourage home wiine-making whih has her'etofore escaped tax action, and illicit manufacturing. The Associatioll
expressly requests that it be borne in mind that individual Stlntv
are not only imposing excise taxes but such onerous and expensive
methods of distribution as will put in the discard one half of tle
national grape production for lack of market therefor because of
the thereby increased costs of wine to our working population wl,,o
represent the major portion of the wine consumers of our country.
It would seem, in the light of recent experience, that nothing ('f
argument could reinforce that obviously true and self-convincim,!
statement. In this particular the committee will, of course, bear ini
mind that the chief source of brandy production of this country ik
from the grape, and that grae) bran ty used for fortifying wiwe-

enters largely into the costs*of fortified wines.

Such brandies so ue'.il

always have' been and should obviously be accorded a special nI
mu1h lower' tax rate than when sold for general uses.
Senator IAIAM~Iso.. Judge, what tax (lo you t think chamul)ag,
PhoulcI bear?
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.fr. Dr.ViiEs. Our suggestion, I think, is $1.20 itgallon, Senator.
Senator HAtnisoN. This committee only recommends 80 cents, with
the internal revenue, of course, protected by $0.
Mr. DnVnins. Yes, $0. We manufacture a very considerable
amount of champagne in this country.
One of the most important recommendations of the Interdepartmental Committee, if enacted into law without limitations, will
.1ound the fate of the wine industry. It is by the press reported as
follows:
The report recommended that l1ior be sold entirely in bottles except to
rectiflers, to Importers for bottling purposes, ad to consumers for drink.

As reported its purpose is not clear. Thereunder no right to sell
wine in bulk quantities to retailers or other than in bottles is made
dear. The contrary would seem implied. The provision in substance as above interpreted is found in all liquor and wine codes or
marketing agreements adopted or proposed, save that of beer. The
lwer exception is instructive. The provision in more exact form as
ahove interpreted is found in some State regulations. Apparently
the recommendation contemplates or authorizes regulations that in
it, course of distributionn to the consumer all wine shall be bottled.
If so, the added cost will be disastrous to the vintners' markets. For
example, California wines, the chief market being New York are
quite frequently if not usually shipped in casks or tank cars in bond
amid therefrom sold in bulk or barrel quantities direct to the retailer.
If all California wines can be sold in bottles only to the distributing
trale, the transcontinental freight in bottles if shipped an,-l expense
of bottles will so increase the wine cost that they cannot be sold at
reasonable prices or in competition with foreign or eastern wines
in the eastern markets. Thereby, also, the bottling business of the
West will be disrupted and bottling for eastern trade be carried on
solely in the East. Where wine is marketed in bottles the bottling
is part of the winery plant e(tuipment and labors, wherefore it is
1miore economically conducted. To require otherwise will work seriWIN injury to the bottle industry of the West and the labor therein
vmil)loyed as well as divide the'winery operations. The great bulk
of wines, however, heretofore was not sold in bottles but in bulk, or
in barrels to be sold therefrom direct to the consumer without
hottling.
h'lereby the cost to the consumer was greatly lessened.
(are also should be had by due and ample exceptions that no inhir advantage or exceptional privilege be given iml)orters over dotin1'stic producers, or of one section of the country over another, as
is possiblee under this provision. The right of the domestic proInmers to ship in bond and sell in bulk or barrel to the distributor
for the retail trade should be preserved.
More iimn
portant-indeed, most important-would be any failure
to recognize the vast difference between wines and spirits; and the
,mmimal
andi customary mthods of their sale and consumption. Wine
(0trol 01
should not be treated as, find tied upl)
with, distilled spirits.
Our laws and regulations have almost uniformly so )rovi(le(.
Vines
11:1\'o never been so 'lassed except where over 24 1percentt alcoholic
,,,tent. Suh woull not only destroy the chief market for wines but
l;,hul)t(t(dly work vast reduction iii the l)ublic revenues and the
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re-establishment of home wine production. To require that all winos
sold for home use must at any stage of the distribution process be,
in bottles will put the cost of such in the home so much higher that
such market will be greatly impaired. The family will thereby be
very measurably denied the use of pure fine wines with meals, the
Government its revenues, and resort will be had to home production.
That wines, particularly light wines, are dietetic and usually consumed with meals is universally recognized and they should so legislatively treated. Even the Volstead Act, Section 29, recognized the
sacred and exceptional right of the home owner to make and consume
wines of exceptional alcoholic content in his home. Indeed, before
that Act became a law, recognizing the family custom and right to,
have wines as a food basis free of tax, the 'Revenue Act of 1918,
Section 616, allowed 200 gallons of such to be produced in the homi1
tax free. All these laws elucidate the truth that you cannot legislate
habits or tastes. To requii e wines to be obtainable in bottles only or
with the added cost of bottles will invade that home right to f1he
extent of its denial or greatly increased cost to millions of our m ,st
desirable population of nio'Ierate means as an important part of
their customary daily meals.
Mr. HIL. You are speaking now of naturally fermented wines?
Mr. DVRViEs. Naturally fermented wines. f might go a little
further and say wines up to 15 percent, which are of that kind and
class. There is a sweet wine which is not a fortified wine, which
requires the addition of a little bit of sugar to bring it up to th;e
parity of alcoholic content. The eastern wines, for example, only
develop ordinarily about 7 or 8 percent alcoholic content naturally,
while the western wine develops a higher alcoholic content. They'
add sugar to bring that up. Therefore, the, words "naturallY"

11

01

fermented wine" are used to describe them.

Mr. HILL. Where you add sugar to bring the alcoholic content
up, is that called naturally fermented wine? You do not call that
a fortified wine?
Mr. DEVtuS. The law classes it as naturally fermented wine for
tax purposes up to a certain alcoholic content.
Mr. HILL. But where you add alcohol after the fermentation to
increase the alcoholic content that is a fortified wine?
Mr. DEVIIES. That is fortified.
Mr. DICKINSON. Your grapes in California require no sugar, do
they? Or, I should say, your wine in California, from grapes In
California, requires no sugar at all?
Mr. DEViIEs. None at all.
Mr. DICKINSON. But east of the Rocky Mountains sugar has to be

added?
Mr. DEVItIEs. It does, in some cases.
Mr. DICKINSON. In the States of Missouri, Ohio, and New York?
Mr. DEVINiES. I think that practically can be said to be true of
all the States, to bring it up to the standard alcoholic content of
10 or 12 percent, which is natural wine content.
.
Mr. DIcKIiNSON. What

about those

foreign wines?

familiar with them, as to whether they require sugar?

Are you

Mr. DPVnxEs. Some do, and some do not.

Mr. DICKINsoN. There is a difference in different countries?
Mr. DEVIEs. There is a difference in localities of production.

the
3.2
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Mr. DICKINSoN. And some of the foreign wines are like the Cali-

fornia
wines that require no sugar at all?
lMr.
DnVRiES. Yes, sir. In corroboration of these views I
read
briefly from the eminent authority, the Rockefeller Report, based
ilpon a careful survey of world conditions, chapter 3, entitled
" Light Wines and Beers vs. Spirits ", pages 28 and following. It
States:

e
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We come now to the.situation existing In those States it which, by tile repeal
of tileeighteenthll amendment, tile slate has been wiped clean for a new
Vxperhnent in liquor control. What Is the road to be taken? From what point
do we see the beginning of a piith toward teniperance?
American liquor legislation in the past has, as we have seen, been guided
more by emotion than by reason or experience. In the stumbling search for a
iw to cure the drink evil, legislators seldom paused to inquire what drinks
.should be the main target of attack. To nmany earliest and sincere temperance
workers alcohol in any form wits a vice. Beer containing 3.2 percent of alcohol
w:;s condemned Indiscriminately along with whisky having a content of 30
tt.15 percent.
True to the American tradition of treating all alcoholic beverages alike, the
Volstead Act defilned as "intoxicating liquor " any beverage containing one half
of 1, percent, or more, of alcohol by volume. An overwhelming weight of
Inidical and scientific testimony to the contrary was brushed aside.
A rational approach to the problem of liquor control requires an about.
fine and a new viewpoint. We should start by inquiring what concentration
Iii*alcohol makes a beverage intoxleating in fact to the ordinary mAin. When
th alcoholic content is below that point, itdrink shoul be subject to little,
If any, restraint upon its use. The sale of stronger drinks should be regulated
tilnder a program which, as far as Is practicable, discourages consumption with
ilreasing strictness as the alcoholic content increases Such atsystem directs
ust spearhead against alcohol in the forms most liable to abuse by man, and
by permitting relative freedom iliilhe use of tile weaker drinks tends to promote
tji.perance.
%%'here shall the line lie drawn in setting up such it plan of control? A
uimlural ald convenient (livislon Is between fermented beverages and distilled
liquors. Tie fermented drinks, consisting mainly of beers and whies, have a
rlige In alcoholic content up to 12 percent.
)lstilled liquors, which include
%0hiskyand gin, usually contain from 30 to 45 percent of alcohol.
The distilled liquors are thus seen to be in a class by themselves, with an
.i',hollc strength far in excess of wines and beers. This difference should
be 1ade the basis of a radical difference in treatment under the law.
Wines naturally fermented-not in excess of, say, 10 to 12 percent-should be
sold by the bottle for off-premises consumption as freely as 3.2-percent beer.
While a 10- to 12-percent dividing line is more or less arbitrary, it represents
the average upper limit of tile stronger natural wines. But as coml)ared witlh
3.2-percent beer, a greater measure of restriction should govern the sale of wine
for on-premises consumption. Natural wine should be sold by the glass only
with meals. It follows that the sale of wille for on-prelises consumption
should be restricted to bona fide restaurants, dining roonis, and clubs.
it summary, we recommend that the following classification of permits for
ihc sale of 3.2-percent beer and of wines Ie adopted:
A. Permits to sell 3.2-percent beer and naturally fermented wines not in
e\cess of 10 to 12 percent by tile bottle for off-premises colisuhliptioln.
B. Permits to sell 3.2-percent beer for on-premilses consumption with or
without meals.
'. Permits for sale of 3.2-percent beer and natural wines at hotels, restauSlalls, or clubs for consmption oil the premises with ineals.
It Is a question of human tastes and appetites which, as we have discovered,
Cill1llot be eliminated by statute; ill our opinion there is but one major propositimi1to be faced In relation to alcohol. Granting that millions of our people
will ,hot drillk at all, how call the cause of temperance best be served among
tl,.se
who choose to drink? It is because that we believe that the whole
hillperance novelmlent will be materially helped If the sale of beverages of
Imv alcoholic content is liberalized tlt
we have been led to tile recomniemndatiu'iis contained ili tills emlter.
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It is respectfully submitted to this committee that the logic of
that report isal)plicable to all wines up to that stren th at which
they are regarded as spirits, to wit, 24 percent. At that alcoholic
content they are one half or less the alcoholic strength of whiskys,
gin, an(d so' forth. Moreover, all men know that all such are prietically always used solely with or as a part of meals. When used
without other food they are sipped, not gulped. They are coiisumed only in eating )laces and in the home, and not in a saloon.
They are not a saloon article. To confine their sale to bottled wines,
there before, is unnecessary, will defeat the public revenues, will leI
to bootlegging arnd homemaking of wines with no useful purpose
sustained. The intended purpose of a nonsaloon use is effected by
the national, universally customary use of wines with meals and iii
the home.
The Wine Producers Association has filed its code with the N.R.A.
and A.A.A. Th eventuation will be, we hope, a thoroughly selfremflated industry. Its dominant forces purpose producing and
selling wines of high quality, or reasonable prices, and in quantities
sufficient to satisfy all American demands. As such, notwithstanding its present condition, it will be one of the first agricultural
industries of the country in its agricultural rehabilitation. We offer
tax payments more than double current rates.
We protest an excise tax burden four times greater than the
present--even higher than war-time rates. We ask the CongreSS
not to defeat our efforts by exposing our markets to disastrous foreign competition; not to lay upon us unbearable taxes, and not to
close those market channels and deny family habits accepted is
naturally wholesome and in the interests of temperance by universal
custom and observance.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you completed your statement?
Mr. DimVitms. In substance. If I may add some articles that have
been asked for.
The CIAIR 3AN. Yes; you have the privilege to insert them in the
record.
Mr. SUALLENIIFIOFR. I have just one question on the effect of the
tax on the cost of wine. Is the price of wine dependent upon the
quality of the wine or upon the cost of the production generally?
Mr. DEVnIEs. The quality, of course, enters into the price very
extensively.
Mr. SIIALLENBEiRER. That is the main factor, is it not?
Mr. DEVnIES. Yes, sir. I wish to thank the committee for the
courtesy of this hearing.
The CJIAIIMAN. We thank you for your attendance and the information you have given the committee.
(Mr. De Vries subsequently submitted the following umemorandum :)
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To the Honorable Mel)ber8 of the Joint Committee of the ,Senate afdl IHolic:st
In conlilnll't
with tit(!
retiests of meters of the Joint committee tit tei

time of the Iiterings that certain data be supplied, every effort ims been madeit
to aseertiin In (letiail
the facts so requested, with results as follows:

As to pre- mid post-war prices of California winles, no uniform lpre-witr'
prices prevailed. Prior to the war wine prices were governed In a hlrgu
controlled by the
measure by grape prices, whiel were untnlroflitaly low tirol
wineries. For tit
reason, itii Ity reason of the vastly differentt prices piid
by the wiledes Ill different tnrens, there W
at
ie tlllt time 110 uiform whtolItale wine costs or prices at the winery or elsewhere. llewuests of tile industl y
for sid( data sitte he hearings coifirni these facts Is previously stated.
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Jelther the costs of production nor fair market prices at which wine will
seil tinder the N.R.A. are as yet determinable. No one can forecast tills years'
ti ual cost of wines at the winery because of tile variant prices of grapes In
di, rentt localities, the tremendous capital Investment in Improvements of

Wilit-l'les recently undertaken an(1 not yet completed, the uncertain expense of

A
)y

Id

Its
;a

aiiketing, and local and Federal exc.ise taxes which will be al)llcable thereto
lIn sale not yet fixed.
The certain Increased prices of grapes and costs of
ltliir of future production of wine which will Ile stibJeet to taxes, State and
l',,ileral, now being considered, which will Ie taxed upon present and future
wise stocks, nre not. as yet fixed or ascertainable. All these are, presently In
IIo'ePs of determination. It may Ile sold generally that tremendous slims have
bent expended in Improvement ati( extension of wineries nllld increased labor
costs both in numbers employed and wages paid, which will prolpery lie added
!ti, present wine stock costs. It i certain that grape eosts, labor costs, al(]
I \es:e so properly added will he much greater. Regulations its to marketing
.,,titalners in which wine may be gol
(bottled, for example) will le an
inIlortant factor.
it would seem reasonable to forecast that when all the foregoing factors are
sqitled the costs of prodtucing wines delivered it tile principal markets of time
Inild States will Ie tit least three time. the pre-war costs till(] relative sales
prices will ieces,sitrily accordingly le adjusted.
('ost8
of competitire water tram.tportlation.-The factors to be taken into conslhrli tion in an estimation for comparison of transportation costs of wine to
New York from European countries with tlose from California are so nunier'ol that i the time allowed satisfactory 11nd completed Information has iiot
beni ol)talnable. There enter here the questions of Inland rates to the seaboard
it Eutirope and California, the kind nd (lass of (iltalners ii which the wine
is .Ilipped, that is, barrels, (asks, bottles, etc., whether or not under long or
shIrt contracts with tile shipping agencies, whether i so-calle(d carload lots or
h,". currency fluctuations andi Citlculatiohis, antld t1t11eroil Other f(ttors, wherea(clrate or rellble comparisons are not Il the lte allowed possible. To
f,-i
this maty Ile added the ascertaitned fact that since repeal many ocean freight
rtesupon %%'fine have li"(;e tind are now being mlterlally chatiged to meet comjlitlion with aind secllro in advantage over doieustl,
wines lit our
anrkets,
wi.h sld changes are tint only Incomplete but we hive Its yet heen unalile to
ascetlaln those adjttsted.
it is (tile to say to the (olillilittee. however, that linvestigthoins so far made
disclose that, all things conshtlereld, there Is no substantial difference tin water
tr.tirsporta tion costs oif wine to New York from the wiierles; of Euirope iid of
t1I1tt

le
Ie

west coast.

Iiy Ietson of the much longer period of time required to reach New York
frtin Simt Pratnclsco tlln
fronl Eirllelln ports, tile exigellcles of the trade
result that relatively few shinents of vine can Ibe ntiade from California to
Nuw York by wafer. Wherefore present competitive freight rates and stiles
liies of wine, even could the same be definitely ascertailned, form no safe or
sttliltent factual guldes upon which to Increase excise taxes or reduce Imlport
ti ins uipon wites.
Certainly trenindlous floods of wine pouring into the
y
(llury
fit this tile regardless of duties conclusively argues against any
itel{nt reduction of Imlport diltlies.
1 1im11Iistructed by the Witie Producers Associatlon to summit to the
('tuintittee the following suggested excise rites upon wile, to wit:
Wine not over 14 percent alohollc content, 8 centg per gallon; fortified and
1hotr wineR over 14 percent anid not exceeding 21 percent alcoholic content, 20
-,ils per gallon ; from 21 to 2- percent alcollt, content, 10 vents per gallon ;
over 24 percent alcoholic content to lie classed its spirits tiad pay duity lcordily; carbonated wine, 20 cents per gallon naturally fermented 'lnpttgne,
$1.'20 per gallon ; brandy for fort'fyiig wine, 20 cents per gallon.
ll tilts cotlltetion I wish to Stil
ttlat if the
tutes
rIlaesett1,pon spirits
',r to le no nora( tan douliled, those upon wille shto0ll not le iltcreastel i

ine"
n ter proltortloi.
tiev

lie

i'ie as.ochiatiln belleves the foregoing to ber the limit of exf-Ise taxes which
s''fild le Itniposed In the interest. of the public revenueis, tile Industry, and to
!%-iul home production attd illegitimnte production and sales.
.\I the some time, counsell for tile association, without its authority, wishes
to '")ilcide with Congrossnuan iln(,c (Ilearings, p. 274), in the Iellef that all
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the foregoing purposes would be better subserved by adhering to present excise
rates.
Age of potable whwe.&-Since the hearing there has been referred to the WiiL
Producers Association the question of the necessary age for potable whJC.
Thereto answer was given as follows:
"Regarding age required for wine in France and Italy, and in the United
States in preprohibition days, large consumption came from laboring mi(d
other classes of moderate means, who conumed lower-priced wines of the vInrrent vintage starting with wines of from 4 to 6 months' age. Of course, mjtured and aged wines for more discriminative uses are required, which c,
be supplied from older stocks on band.
"(Signed) WINE PnoDucims AssOcIATION."
At the hearing it was suggested for answer, it reply to a request for thb
maintenance of the present rate of Import duty on wine of $1.25 per gallhun
"that In 1908 the import duty was 60 cents per gallon, which was then als,,\IN,
the doniestic cost of production." It has been further urged that the prevc t
duty represents 11n increase over that period of a quarter of a century approximately double. That increase was on itparity with other agricultural import
(luty rates. It was one of the increases resulting from an aroused agricultural
(Ienuind that agricultural Import duties be brought to a parity with the protectlon long afforded other Industries of the country. While the rate on wiie
rel)resents a double duty, ninny agricultural rates were Increased far lnol'v ill
a shorter lprlod of time. For exanle)l, I refer you to the follo'lng rates of
duty:
Under the Tariff Act of----

Commodity
1013

1

130

_

Pereci

1922

Cattle ....................
10percent ad valorem.. 1 cents per pound.. 2l cents per pound.
Oats, per bushel ......... 6 cents ................
16 cents ----------- 15cents .............
Beans, per pound
cents....... ..... 1 1 cent ...............
31, cents............
lay, per ton .............
$2...................... $4................... $5...................
Hops, per pound .........
10cents ...........,24cents ............
24 cents .............
Butter, per pou d.......
2j cents ..............
18 ents ..............
4 cents .............
Apples, per 60-pound
bushel .........------10 centS ............
- 25 cents ...........
2 cents .............
Wheat, per bushel... .. Free ................. 30 cents. ..
.
42 cents .........
Wine (1008) ..............
90cents ...............
$1.25- .------- $1.25....

0
I7,
2-7)
I.W
;
09
IW
100 plus

I From 1022 to 19-30.

1From 1908 to 1930.

These very Just increases registered aroused agriculture i the United Stats,
tind( there is no more reason-Indeed, less reason because of tie trelnendoi, z
Imports ready to ente-r tile country at the present time tit the presently pre
scribed rates-for cutting down the rate upon wines than there Is for cuttill'down other prescribed agricultural duties.
Sugge8tel legal provi8iott.-The following roughly drawn provisions are ste!gested:
I
That in addition to other duly prescribed methods of sales, wines of ,I
greater than 24 percent alcoholic content, may I)esold direct from a bondltd
winery or storeroolm to hotels, restaurants, clul)s, alld( )ona1 title
eating pla(-,
for consumption o the pIeMises with regularly served neals, and to the boill ,
by the cask, barrel, demijohn, or other suitable container, under rules and
regulations to be prescribed by the dtily constituted authorities.
(For supporting reasons see Ilearlgs, pp. 221-225.)
II
No vilnolS liquor shill Ile Iported Ito the United States unless it Is 111.1(b.
to appear to duly constituted authorities for licensing or otherwise perililtliie
such imports that vinous liquor of the same kind and class produced, togelthr
with that in storage, in the United States is not sufficient to meet such nIeelk.

!
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'IThat no still wines shall be imported into the United States save for use In
bolded wineries and storerooms for blending with wine of domestic production
aul sold under domestic labels.
(For supporting reasons II and III see Hearings, pp. 217-218.)
Very respectfully submitted,
MARION DIDVRIES,
Representing WINE PRODUCERS AssOCIATIoN,

Ilr..

I)I cvJMna 21, 1933.
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Southern Building, Washington, D.C.

Distilled spirits excise taxes
Gallon
average
per
capita
consumption

Collections
ix per
alon
g

Fiscal year (internal
revenue went into
operation Sept. 1.
162)

Period tax rate was in force

Amount

i1

$3,229,990.79
1864 at $0.20----------$0.20 July 1, 1862, to Mar. 6, 186411, 372, 719.13
17, 059. 078. 70
.60
7, 1864, toJune 30, IS64 -------I 1864 at $0.60 ---------973. 270. 57
------$0.50
at
165
.
1.50 July 1, 1864, to D ec. 22, 1864 - .....
All distilled spirits except grape
e---------------2,980.76
$.50at
1865
1
10
178. 301 64
j 1865 at $12.00.
1
p es-----------------Spirits distilled from grapes
2.5 July 1. 1864, to Mar. 31, 1865 ..-.....
4.,
153. 00
D o -----------------------------------------50 Mar. 4, 1865. to July 13, 1866 ..1....
1866 at $0.50.
44, 740.70
238.759. 14
2:00 Dec. 23, 1S64, to Mar. 3, 1865 --------- 1866 at $1.50........
All spirits except grape -----------------------All spirits except grape, apple, and peach ------- 2.00! Mar. 4, 1%5, to July 13. 1866- ------ 1866 at .00
,---------29,198. 578.15
Spirits distilled from apples or peaches ..........
150~ I}Mar. 4, 1865, to July 13, 186 .------ 1867 at $1.00
.
13,069.56
Spirits distilled from grape --------------------ZOO July 14, 1S66, to Mar. 1867...IM2,
. I7 at $2.00 ----------29,151,339.78
All spirits ......................................
158,885.
62
All spirits except grape ------------------------at $2.00
$1 ----------.00 j}Mar.
- .. . 1868 at
1.0 3, 1867, to July 20, 1868,.-1868
14,131,845.36
Spirits distilled from grape --------------------317,061.38
I169 at $2.00
.
33,418,262.30
11869 at $0.50----------All spirits -------------------------------------.50 July 21, 1868, to June 6, 187l21870 at $0.50.-------- 39.245,099.04
1871 at $0.50........... 31,157, 314.15
1872 at $0.50..
,........ 33,117,788.99
43,131,064.78
18%3at$0.70----------43,807,093.70
D o ----------------------------------------.70 June 7, 1872, to far. 3, 1875.------- '. 174 at $0.70...........
|175 at $0.70 ........... 38, 868, 3. 36
;11875 at $0.90-----------8,009,099.34
51.390,490.43
1876 at $0.90------1877 at $0.90...........
52, 671, 291. 34
45.626,533.06
1878 at $0.90...........
47, 709,463.24
1879 at $0.90 ----------1880 at $0.90----------55,918,928.34
1881 at $0.90 ----------62, 212, 875.98
1882 at $0.90 ............ 64,778, 754. 80
.90 Mar. 4, 1875, to Aug. 28, 1894 ----------Do ........................................
1S83 at $0.90 ----------69,085,856. 73
1884 at $0.90----------71,655,211.33
1885 at $0.90........... 1 62,242,221.27
1886 at $0.90 -.......... 63,766,219.61
1887 at $0.90 ...........
60.642,351.66
.S.S at $0.90
,---------64. 40S. 937.37

All di.tilled spirits

irits...............-!.......

IMar.

I ,S9 ait

,0

.

.

. .

6J, 447. 17. 4

Number of
gallons tax
paid for consumption

16,149,953
56, S63,595
28,431,797
3,893082
5.960
6,'85,535
2, 426. 576
89.481
159,173
14,599.289
13, 069
14,575,669
158.885
7.065. 922
158,531
66. 3. 524
,8. 490, 198
62 314.628
66, 235. 578
61.615,806
62,581,562
55,526,911
8,898,999
57,100,545
58,523.657
50,696.148
53,010.515
62,132,143
69,125,418
71.976, 394
76, 7602063
79,616,901
69,158,024
70,851.355
67,380,391
71.5W. 486
, 13. 529

Population
of United
States

}

31,443,3 21
31,443,321

0.51
2.71

31,443,321

.42

35,000,000

.42

z
I-

0
35,000,000
35,000,000

38,5,371

438,558,71

4

1.60
1.62
1.67
1.28
132
1.14
1.19
1.24
1.38
1.43
1.53
1.59
1.38
1.24
1.18
1.26
7.35

*1

50,155,783
II

57, 000,000

.21
1.92
2.04
1.62

If

1-4

10

.10.)o!
Z0.9

Al!

pirits --------------------------..........

.90

1.10

Beverage spirits

i

r............t.................

Nonbeverage spirits ---------------------------- 1

Beverage spirits
Nonbeverage spirits

i

ri..........................
i

Do ---------------------

ri.........................

3.20
2.20

IS91 at $.-.........
Mar. 4,1875, toAug. 28,1894 ----------1892at$0.90 ........

--------Zl.

M(Ir2.;2

S5, 043.-304;

79.6-6, J3.51
.- 85,541,209.01

88,473.437
95,045,788

1893 at $0.90 ........... 89.231,300.05
1.894 at $0.90 ..------- 79 899,647. 52
IIS95 at $0.90 ...
37,232,644.32
1R,95at $1.10----------37.604,751.89
S96 at $1.10 ----------75,325,870.01
1897 at $1.10 ----------76,922, 071.11
1M at $1.10 ----------87, 741.223. 8
1899 at $1.10 ----------93,638,085.27
1900 at $1.10 ----------104,375,921.46
1901 at $1.10 ----------110854.703.40
1902 at $1.10 ----------115,285,115.90
1903 at $1.10 --------125,862,518.08
129,564,242.49
194 at $1.10 ---------..
19
..........
$1.10
at
3.
1917........-1905
Oct.
to
1894,
29,
Aug.
19W6at $1.10 -----------129.
136 512,
965, 628
91L 49
1907 at $1.10..........
149,749,33& 63
1908 at $1.10 ..........
133,626,276.45
190at
1910 at $1.10
$1.10..........
-----------128,315,181.45
141,523, 554. 06

99,145,8S
88,777,386
41,369,605
34,1S6,138
68,478,064
69, 929,155
79,764,748
85,125,532
94, 887, 201
100,777,003
104,804,651
114,420,4771
117,785,675
117,738,753
124.514,465 .
136,135,762
121,478,433
116,650,165
1M8,657,776

1911 at $1.10 ----------148,050,212.34

134.600,193

1912 at $1.10 .........
149,409.468.07
1913 at $1.10 ---------157, 542061.75
1914 at $1.10..........
153,052,351.38
1915 at $1.10 ..........
136, 570, 695. 59
1916 at $1.10..........
149, 849,180.47
1917 at $1.10 ..........
181,131,770.62
Oct. 4. 1917, to Feb. 24, 1919 ........
1918 at $1.10 ---....
54,850,656.36
Oct. 4, 1917, to Dec. 31, 1926 ........... 1918 at $3.20..........
119,715, 570. 75
1 1918 at $2.20..........
11, 99, 701.06
1. . . . . . . . .
1919 at $2.20
26,380,029.17
1919 at $3.20..........
188,022, 961.47
1919
at $6.40
----------SS,562,475.89
(.2).
............................

135,826,789
143,220,055
139,138,501
124,155,178
136,226,527
164,665,245
49,864.233
37,411,116
5.318,046
11,990,922
,757,175
13,837,887

I..'.

62,947,714

1.41
1.51

62.947.714

1.58
1.41
1.20
1.00
1.00

70,000,000

1.22
1.25
1.33
75,994,575

83,000,000

91, 972, 266

99,000,000

;'

1.55
1.50
1.64
1.46
L41
L40
1.46
1.48
1.56
1.51
1.35

123.202,660

.

0
>4
-

t4

.85

114,000,000 I

Z

1.66

99,000,000

Jan. 1, 19,

C

1.38

.94

1.10

11, 51, 582-74 1 10,535,984
110.717,262.01
9,742,965
. 7906,945.22
7,188,132
6,774.9m. 17
6.159.021

1.51

99,000,00C

29,087,80
Feb. 24. 1919, to June 30,1919 (prohibition effective).
-.19.=
atS.0
-------- 24,.825.
42.25.06.49
j 19,206,480 105,710,620
t94at
S2.20 ----------033. 46 111, 2K4106 1
Jan. 1, 1927, toDec. 31,9
-..........- 191at$ ---23.752 ,.
10,796,464

. 1"929
at $1.10 ..........
1930 at $1.10 ..........
1932 at $1.10 ..........
All spirits
i
r
it..................................
1.10 1 Dec. 6. 1933 ........................
1933 at $1.10 ...........
I Floor tax collections, not included, amounted to $113,,'27,536.32 for 1918 and $40,914,532.14 for 1919.
2
Nonbeverage (several years omitted).

1.38
1.55

6.40
1.65

to Dec. 5, 1933 ......

1.14

00
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Excise lax on fermented malt liquors (beer)
Fiscal
year

ternal
Tax
reverate
nue
per
barrel went
Into
of 31
gallons operation
I8o~pt.
1,1!882)

Amount col.
lected

Number of
barrels tax
paid for
COfIR1II)11
tion

Population
of United
Slates

Averi, e
caplit
'lilt

1883)
Sopt. 1882 to Mar. 3, 1883 ..........

Mar. 4, 180.3 to Mar. 31, 1884 ......
Apr. 1, 1864 to Juno 13, 1898 .......

$1.00
.80
.60
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00

June 14, 1898 to June 30, 1901 ......

July 1, 1001 to Juno 10, 1902 .......
July 1, 1902 to Oct. 22, 1914 ........

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

1.80
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
Oct. 23, 1914 to Oct. 3, 1917 ........

Oct. 4, 1917 to Feb. 24, 1919 ........
Fob. 25, 1019 to Prob. July 1, 1019.
Mar. 22, 1933 ...................
Dec. 0, 1933 ....................

(I)

1864
188
1868

1869

1867
1868
197
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1870
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
188W
1887
188
19
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1898
1897
1898
1898
1800
1900
1901
1902
1003
1904
1005
1907
1908
1909
1910
1011
1912
1913

1914

1.00
1.50 1915
1.60
1.50 1917
1,50
1918
3.00 181018
1910
3.00
1019
8.00
(4)
8.00

'I.S

$1,558,083.41
2,223.,19.73

2,596,808
3, 700,199

3,657,181.06
5,115,140.49
5.819,345,49
5,685,63.70
5,880,400.98
0,081,520.54
7,159,740.20
8, 009, 99. 72
8, 910,823. 3
8, 880,829. 68
8, 743, 744.02
9 159,675.95
9,074,305.93
9,473,360.70
10,270,352.83
12,346,077.28
13, 237, 700. &3
15,680,878.54
10,426,050.11
17, 573, 722.88
17,747,000.11
19, 157,612.87
21,387,411.70
22,82, 22. 90
23,235, 83.94
25.494,798.60
28, 192,327.6.9
29,431,498.06
31,962,743.15
30,834,674.01
31,014,301.84
33,139,141.10
31,841,362.40
34,480,524.23
4,404,627.40
87,673,301.31
72, 72, 070.56
74,050, 593.87
71,174,825.22
46, 854,823. 11
48, 208, 132. 5
49,459,539.93
M, 651,63.63
&q,546,110.69
58,747,680.14
5, 30, 496. 8
59, 485, 118. 82
3, 216, 851.24
62,108,633.39
85, 245, 544. 40
60,105,444.65
)178, 480,380.97
87,875,672.22
91,094,677.70
2,259, &32.45
98,005,121.20
61, 374,610.47
M',129, 28M.60
93, 103,710. 67

3,857,181
5,115,140
5,819,345

(1)

5, 866, 401
8,081,520
7,169,740
8,009,970
8,910,824
8,880,830
8,743,745
9,159,876
9,074,306
9 473,361
10,270,353
12,346,077
13,237,701
15,680,678
18, 428. 050
17,573,723
17,747,008
19, 157, 13
21,387,412
22,829,203
23,235,881
25, 404,798
28,192,328
29, 431 498
31,902,743
30, 34,874
31,014,305
33,139,141
31,841,382
34, 480,524
2,202,314
33, 88,651
36,381,035
37, 478, 297
47,449,750
4, 654, 823
48, 208,132
49,459, MO
54, 51. 37
58,564,111
58, 747,680
56, 303, 497
59, 4&5,117
3, 218, 851
62,108, 33
65, 245, 44
66,105,445
59,748,701
58W3,781
60,729,785
17, 5W 422
32, 68,374
21,691,537
8,854,881
18, 38, 754

......
----------

o).(('
IS

I

116

31,443,321

. ll

35, 0O0, 00

117

38, 558, 371

!211

I.
I.1
1

44,500,000

50,

155,783

,1

II

57,000,000
75

62,947,714

I

I

71kS

I

70,000,000

76,904.575

I83,000,000

I Ir

II
2%9

91,972,26

09,000,000
105,710,629
123,202,60'

I Not recorded.
I Collection figures lumped, barrels shown on p. 44, Annual Report of Commissioner, 1915.
1 1918 floor tax, $1,462 827 51 not included.
48 months caloulatod (Apri1 to November) year 1933.
STwo thirds of year.

..... ..
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A16mnIcAN CHAMPAGNE
THE BRANDS PRODUCED IN NEW YORK, 01110, AND MISSOURI
At the time prohibition went into effect, the American manufacturers of
inituirally ferniented-in-the-bottle champagnes had won a splendid reputation
for their effervescent wines. The World War stopped French importations on a
hJorge scale, and for 4 or 5 years the firms that specialized in the making of
chIapagne In this country had the American market practically to themselves,
Very little sparkling wine has been made during the prohibition era, but now
that repeal is almost here, there is great activity in many of the eastern plants
tsil undoubtedly much champagne will be bottled again, especially in New
Yoirk State which produced the bulk of tile natural sparkling wines in the
United States. The American producers will undoubtedly make every effort to
r0,tain this business, for they feel their splendid product merits the patronage
of the American people. Besides they will be able to offer their wines at a much
,.s.
price per bottle than the foreign champagnes which now pay a duty of $6
lier gallon.
it Is estimated that about two thirds of the 3,000,000 bottles of the genuine,
or ferniented-in-the-bottle champagne manufactured in the United States, before
Iwrolibitlon was made in New York State, the other third being produced in
northern Ohio, Missouri, and California.
in referring to an old file of materhil the writer collected on American chaingagnes, we find many advertisements, articles, booklets, and trade letters of the
' aious firms that specialized in sparkling wines. In this article we intend to
quote from them so our readers will know the names of the popular old brands
111 the claims that were made for them.
2:
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Ili1805 the Pleasant Valley Wine Co., whose vineyards of American varetl,. of grapes are located at Rhelhns, In the very leart of Pleasant Valley, at
the. head of Lake Keuka, began the manufacture of sparkling wines. Their
(r'at Western champagne was finished in several grades, from the sweetest
to absolutely no sugar at all, so It was possible for them to suit all palates.
After 35 years of experiment, they succeeded in overcoming many obstacles.
PThe " foxy " flavor, which was objectionable to the discriminating consumer,
-its practically eliminated. The Great Western champagne which was offered
to tihe public prior to prohibition was a very fine wine, and in reconunending
it to the American public the Pleasant Valley Wine Co. declared it deserved
preference over the Imported article, because " when you buy a foreign wine you
gel only 50 percent of wine value-the United States custom office gets the
other half, and the quality is not in any sense superior to the American
lriwtuct."
The Urbana Wine Co., whose vineyards and winery are also located in the
Like Keuka district, Steuben County, western New York, claimed that its Gold
'eol, Special Dry, and Brut was equal to any foreign champagne in purity, and
1uelvrior to many of the brands of Imported wine which found a market in this
oitltry on an inflated reputation.
In reply to the question, "Isn't there a difference between Gold Seal and
67S
Iorted Wines?" the Urbana Wine Co. said: "Yes, and we frankly admit It;
Imt the difference is Inprice. The foreign article costs about 21_ times as much.
As every Judge of champagne knows, no two brands of French champagne are
lik4e; they differ in bouquet and taste. This is due largely to the dossage,
whiih, in France, consists of a flavoring of cordials, liqueurs, and fruit sirups in
tio' finishing sirup, and which varies for the different brands of wine; while
tlio Urbana Wine Co.'s Gold Seal depends entirely upon the blending of the
ln"e from different grapes for its bouquet and flavor.
"'l'heonly fair way to Judge of the merits of any article Is to try It. The
lst way to Judge of the superior quality of Gold Seal is to drink It. If satisfaetlon results, why not buy Gold Seal at less than half the price of an Imt tiled wine, unless it is the label and not the wine which the purchaser desires?
'Ih0re was a thne w'hen American champagne was virtually tabooed. Thousands
ate now loud In their prailses of Oold Seal, and it Is to be found on the wine lists
o1f
the leading hotels of the country, at exclusive clubs, and on the tables of the
I11-t discriminating of American families."
The Iounlet Wine Co., whose plant is also located at Ilammondsport, N.Y.,
Ii not manufacture Its clmampagne entirely front tMe American varieties of
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grapes. Its Dry Imperial brand was a blend of the two grapes grown in till
Lake Keuka district and strictly an American product. "The grapes", they
announced, "are tile finest that we con procure and the juice used is the first
pressing only, ensuring a fine flavor and perfect fermentation."
Their Prince Consort brand, on the other ]land, wits a blend of still champagni
wine, imported from E1pernay, France, and the Juice of the costly native Deluware grape. " This product ", they announced when it was ready to put oil
the market, " Is something extraordinary in American champagne making, froni
tile fact thit Its
very difficult to get it proper blend of tile two wines. This
wine has heen in tierage In our cellars for tile past 6 years receiving tile proper
I
age, and produced by us for competition with tile foreign brands. We anticli.
pate a large sale of this particular Irand in the near future, from the fact
that the price is much less than tile imported champagne.
Tie Germania Wine Cellars, of lainmondsport, N.Y., whose Grand Imperial,
See was a well-known brand of American clampagne, (lid not ship any of It,
products until it wus lit least 3 years 01(.
The writer who prepared tller literature evidently decided to leave im
stone unturned to impress possible consumers, for here is tile enthu,4astic
manner il which ie described tile (lermania's output: " To say that a certain
1
brand of wine is the finest American champagne means more In these days
than It (lid a few years ago. Time was when the only recognized brand of
the article came from tile little district of France from which tile wine too];
Its name. But tlat time hans passed. In latter years American champagne Ims
been coming more fnd more into public favor, and It has won a justly meriteil
position beside tile Imported wine. So when i wine is pronounced tile fillest
champagne, it means practically that it I1res no equal for Imrity, excellelle.
and flavor. The famous Grand lmperil, See of the (ermania Wine Cellars, of
1]hnnl 0dsl)ort, bas been pronounced by connoisseurs to be the finest produt
of its kind on this side of the Atlmtie. It fills all the qualifications of the tiest
American champlulie and Is used in many of tile best hotels, homes, and culbs
In preference Ito estab1lisld foreign vintages.
The White Top Ciinipfgne Co., of Hanniondsort, N.Y., which advertised
itself as "the only exclusive ('hallu ligno producers il America ", was a hlit
more modest. It declared its product was tile "peer of any ", but based Its
clims )rincipally oil the fact that its White Top was 11 " true clitllipagile, felfn
I
mented and mtured in the bottle by the natural process, and 11 absolutely lmv,
product."
li
Some years ago, through tlhe courtesy of L. L. Farwell, we visited tile h1111111t
of tile Brotherhood Corporation lit \Vashingtonville and saw thlousalnds of
bottles of Brotherhood Extra Dry and Vin Crest Brut, finished and in tieraig,
il the ut(lerground cellars. It seemed a crime to find tills big store of sparklilu-,
wine lyinglpractl('ally dead, for,the demand for lledleinal purposes has becen
limited. The Brotlherhood Corporation was one of the first estal)lishments to
manufacture champagne in tie United States. They produced fine effervesceid
l
wines which were the pride of the Ilto Ediwird It. EnImerson.
MERITS OF 01110 OtlA(INE
The Iloinmel Wine Co., whose vileyards and willery tire located Ill tile 1la,1
Erle grape district of Ohio, insisted thIlt 'I tile difference between llomllel'5
champagne
and tile Imnported article are all in favor of tile former." IIer, wet"0,
their arguments:
" Implorted cthaneagnel; brought to our American n111r1o'l;
must be fortified very strongly il order to prevent he1 from selling hi tlhici t
trans-Atlanlhi voyage; and another tilg,
nearly till illiported champagnes III-rflavored, wlhicll leads many people to lelleve that it is the real flavor of t0e
grape. It is these strong, highly flavored wines !.lt
give tlose terrili',
headaches In the morning, which we guarantee you to not get after drlinikili
Extra, Dry or White Star, providing you do not liix your drinks. There i4
also ia difference in tile price, imported champagne being twice as Inuch as flthl
White Star and three t'ines as, lueli as the Extra Dry. That our wines raillk
the first among tie first, is indicated by tile awards given tlem over all other
American champagnes wherever they were exhibited."
We understand that tile Ilomnel Wine Co. have oil )and 5on 20,000 caistof their White Star champagne whhic will 1) offered the public when replvI
Is effective.
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CHAMIPAONE

Tie American Wine Co., of St. Louis, Mo., wh!cli manufactured Cook's Till,,r1al, Extra Dry champagne, tile best-listed American champagne in the United
S tiles, thus advertised its effervescent wviine:
'America has the rich, fertile soil, the sun and the rains to produce perfect
i('tawha grapes. And it does-tle finest itn all the world.
"oWehave the expert chanlpagne makers, trained in tie best French methods
Is) convert those perfect grapes into Cook's Imperial Extra Dry, the true
representative American champagne--so pure, so delicious, so mildly bracing
that physihas prescribe It a. a tonic.
Cook's Is the equal of any foreign champagnes, the superior of many.
Besides all this, you can get alout twice its much of Cook's Its of any
imported )rands foi, the sane money.
I ,or your palates' sake, for your health's sake, and for your pocketbook's
satke begin to drink Cook's now, Today!"
In the December 1932 report of the Commissioner of Industrial Alcohol, there
wereIn storage in New York State, 262,166 quarts of clhampagne, 611,477 pints
and 8,739 half pints; in Missouri, 85,189 quarts and 304,425 pints; in New
.hm'soy, 89,591 quarts, 118,172 pints, andi in Ohio, 31,342 quarts, 95,112 pints and
f I1t magnums.
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CHOICE CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNES
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Before prohibition practically stopped the manufacture of champagne in the
l'nlted States, thils country was producing annually about 3,000,000 bottles of
sparkling wines. The bulk of the clhampagnes were made in the East, our outpoift being only about 1,000.000 bottles. But we always claimed that our product
more nearly approached the French champagne because it wvas made from tile
European types of grapes which do not grow east of the Rocky Mountains.
Everyone had to admit that the eastern champagnes were pure and delightful
II,verages. but they hd a different nrolna, bouquet and flavor, beause they
were made from American varieties of grapes that differ iln every essential
front tile true champagne grape.
Tile story of the manufacture of clmnlpagne in California since 1857 Is
intnsely interesting. The experiments of Don Pedro ,Sansevail, M. Debanne,
('ol. Agoston Ilaraszthy, time Buena Vista Co., and Arpad Harazthy marked the
early stages of the solution of California's champagne problem.
TN THE SANTA
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'Thirty years before lhe advent of prolhibition, Pal
MassonI, of San Jose,
ir.an making 'lmalnipagnle and it was not very long before lie produced sparkling
wines that won fler admiration of connoisseurs all over the country. Ills Paul
.Masson, Extra Dry was )roduccd from the first run of the juice of the Petit
i'inot grape wltlout I)l'e.surp, and depemled solely on; the wine for its bouquet,
'
amd
0ye
1(s, lightness.
It was a natural wine, called In France Vin Brut, fill(1
wa4 lighter, drier, purer, and better than most of lile standard ('limlpgies.
the.
I',1ii Masso)n Sparkling Burgundy was also Iroduced froni tie Petit Pinot
grIje' and was made by pressing the grale.q ani fermenting tie wine on the
'l;i!1s. tlis extrlctling time beautiful ruby color of the wine and all the essentials
(of pleasant astringency. boluquet, and flavor characterizing tie
tBurgundy.
Mr. Masson's pink Ocil de I'erdrix (eye of tme partridge) was maldetflunder ex(Iltional condlt'olls only, that is, when the Petit Pinot arrived at absolute mamitity andproduced what is known andti very rare in vilneology, the Pourriture
Noble (Noble Hot, i.e., Overripeness).
It was prc,\essed in the sane manner as
all true clhmpagnem, and took from 5 to 7 years iln tile bottle to perfect. The
Ovil do Perdrix was a favorite with the fair sex, Its exquisite bouquet, color,
aiiol lightness making It an Ideal wine for luncheons and receptions.
IN SONOMA COUNTY

TIa 1901, Korbel & Sons, at their beautiful vineyard near Guerneville, In
Sonoma County. first started producing champagne by the natural process.
'ley began on a small scale, bottling only a few thousand bottles. Of course,
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like all beginners, they had their troubles and failures, for the pioneers are
always the pnes who have the hardest time. The first four years were devoted
mostly to experimenting. After that time they made 100,000 bottles a year,
and disposed of It all through their Chicago house, which was their distributing
point.
All of their cuvee was niade from grapes grown on their own hillside vihe.
yards. The vines are all of the French variety, having been imported especially
for the production of clalpagne. The sparkling wines in tierage remained in
the vaults 2 years lnd then were finished. They were kept on hand at least onehalf year, so that when they reached the consumers as Korbel, See, or Graiil
Pacific, the wine was at least 3 years old. The storage capacity of their valtsil
was one half million bottles.

'ri

A "OIAND PRIX " CHAMPION

For years the Italian-Swiss colony experimented at Asti, in Sonoma County,
in the production of a natural champagne, their best-known brand being their
Asti Special, See, which, while it enjoyed a large sale, did not satisfy their
ambitious directors.
Feeling certain that since California had the proper soil, climate, and grales
for the production of beautiful champagne, P. 0. Rossi decided to enter the
sparkling-wine field in real earnest in 1909. Accordingly the colony erected a
special building, secured the costly services of M. Charles Jadeau, one of France's
most celebrated champagne experts, used the finest California wines, and
procured the latest and most modern machinery and appliances for the bottling,
fermenting, racking, disgorging, and maturing of champagne.
The first cuvee consisted of 150,000 bottles of champagne and 100,000 botths,
of sparkling Burgundy. M. Jadeau, who arrived in California with grave forbodings, soon became enthusiastic and predicted that he would produce it
champagne that would be able to hold Its own with any manufactured ai.ywhere. That this prophecy was based on sound judgment was conclusively
proven when in October 1911 the Turin International Exposition awarded the
coveted Grand Prix to the new champagne, which was put on the market as
Golden State, Extra Dry.
California wines had won medals and diplomas in former French, German.
Italian, and Belgium expositions, but this was the first#time in the history ol"
California's viticultural industry that a native champagne had reached the
very top of tile ladder in an international exposition.
In the midst of the general rejoicing at this new honor won by Califoriail
came the shocking news tllat Mr. Rossi had accidently been thrown front it
buggy at Asti and the injuries sustained had resulted in his untimely death.
It was a sorrowful ending that came just at the moment of his hard-earned
success, and proved once again the Irony of fate.
Connoisseurs all over the United States and Europe praised the colony's
Golden State, Extra Dry, expressing surprise at its delicate aroma, Its exquisite
bouquet, its delicious flavor, and its excellent sparkle.
During the 1915 exposition it was served at many splendid banquets when
celebrities from all parts of the world were entertained, and they were unallimous-even. the foreign visitors-lll pronouncing this tiew colony product
superb. They also liked their Asti Rogue (Sparkling Burgundy).
IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
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In closing this article o1 California champagnes, we must not omit mentioll

of the output of the Italian Vinyard Co., which was also successful in makiiie
some very fine naturally fermented-in-the-bottle champagnes and sparkillig
Burgundy at their plant in San Bernardino County.
In a recent issue of the California Grape Grower we told of seeing seiw
beautiful shots of their champagne vaults in a "news" reel which made usrealize that It will not be long before the public will again have a chance to.
eljoy effervescent GuastI wines.
In our October issue we intend to give a history of the development of chainil
pagnes in the Eastern States, where the bulk of American sparkling will(
were produced ill preprohlbition days.
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The CHAIRMAN. Tihe next witness is Eugene R. Pickrell, representi.mg the Importers of Beer & Wine Association, on the subject of
wine and beer importation.
STATEMENT OF EUGENE R. PICRELL, REPRESENTING THE
IMPORTEE8 OF BEER & WINE ASSOCIATION

Ar
Ar
us,

lie
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Mr. PICKIEELL. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I represent the ImJ)orters of Beer and Wine Association, with offices in New York City.
This association has among its members some of the leading iml)orters and dealers in beer in this country.
This association respectfully asks for a decrease in the rate of duty
of $1 per gallon on beer as assessed in the Tariff Act of 1930. The
tariff acts of 1909 and 1913 assessed import duties of 23 cents per
gallon on beer in barrels, and 45 cents per gallon on beer in bottles.

'The tariff act of 1897 assessed import duties on beer of 20 cents per
gallon in barrels and 40 cents per gallon in bottles. According to
statistics compiled by the United States Tariff Commission, the
annual consumption in the United States of beer during the period
1910 to 1914, was approximately 2,000,000,000 gallons. According
to the same authoritative sources, the annual imports of beer during

the period 1910 to 1914 were approximately 7,200,000 gallons.
lierefore the annual imports of beer into the United States during
the period 1910 to 1914 were approximately four tenths of 1 percent of the domestic consumption.
According to the report of the Ways and Means Committee, dated
March 14, 1933, to the United States House of Representatives on
the Cullen beer bill, representatives of the domestic brewery industry informed the Ways and Means Committee of the Seventy-second
Congress that they could produce a barrel of beer and deliver it at
the point of consumption for approximately $6.26, exclusive of
1'ederal, State, and local taxes.
Senator HARRISON. May I ask you whether or not you are informed whether the Tariff Commission has investigated the question
of reducing the tariff on beer? Whether their report has been filed?
Mr. PiOKciiEL. Yes, Senator Harrison; I am going to mention
that a little later. I understand the report hasbeelln filed and is
with the President at the present time.
Senator HARRISON. What is the suggestion you make as to what
should be tile tariff on beer?
Mr. PICKREL. I expect to make the sugestion a little later that
the tax should be--the import duty should either be free of duty plus
Mt
m internal-revenue tax of $5 a barrel, orSenator HARRISON (interposing). In other words, put them oi the
simine basis as the domestic producer?
Mr. PICKRELL, Or 16 cents per gallon duty, without any internal.
rIvenue tax.
Mr. TREADWAY. May I ask you a few questions at this point? I
would like to ask you this question: Has there ever been a time when
the manufacturers of beer in the United States-when it was legal
t, sell beer-that they could not supply all kinds and quantiities?
li other words, let me ask you this front the tariff standpoint: Why
should we want to iml)ort Into this country foreign beer when there
20101-34-14
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is just as good beer made in the United States by American people
and from American materials? You have come to one wrong man
to ask for any sympathy for no duty on beer. I will tell you that
before you make out your case.
Mr. PIcxORREI,. Mr. Treadway, there has always been a limited
market in this country for imported beer.
Mr. TIBIADWAY. It should be limited. I am glad you appreciate it.
Mr. PICKRELL.'And there have always been some people who
believe that imported beers are better quality beers.
Mr'. TREADWAY. They are mistaken, mightily mistaken.
Mr. KNU'rsoN. Would it not be a good idea to fix the duty so it
would cultivate a taste for the domestic product?
Mr. Pi(TKiiLi. That is possible.
Senator HARRISON. Mr. Pickrell, there are some of us tlat may
believe that $31 a barrel is too high a tariff on beer, that being abotit
six times the tax that we impose here; and there are some of us that
may believe that you ought not to bring it in free, putting it on the
same plane as tie domestic producer, but is there not something
betwixt and between that you think might be fair?
Mr. PICKIELL. Well, Senator Harrison, let me ask you a question
before I answer that.
Senator HARRISON. We are doing that with reference to wines and
liquors, and it would seem logical to do it with reference to beer.
Mr. PIiKRUELL. Would there be any internal revenue tax on mmiported beer? At the present time there is not, and there was not
before 1)rolibition.
Mr. HILL. I did not get that answer, if it was given.
Mr. PICKRILI,. I asked the Senator a question as to whether or
not there would be any internal revenue tax la* on imported beer.
There is none today, anld there was none before prohibition.
Senator HARRISON. It is my viewpoint, if you are asking me, that
there ought to be an internal revenue tax on beer, and it ought to
be the same as it is on the domestic product, and then we ought to
have a tariff on beer also. But I do not believe in any such tariff
as $31 a barrel. I think that is preposterously high. That was a
prohibition measure, anyway.
Mr. PICiRELL. Of course, Senator, the freight rate on beer is ex(.eedingly high. It costs $2 a barrel to bring a barrel of beer front
Germany to the United States, and that is approximately 30 percent
duty on the domestic cost of beet,, $6.26, so that in itself is practically a. tariff. The present import duty of $1 per gallon, or $ 1
per barrel, is approximately five tines the cost of a barrel of domestic
beer delivered to the point'of consumption.
There have been limited importations of beer into the Unitedk
States during the first few months after April 7, 1933, the effective
date of the Cullen Beer Act. These importations were chiefly from
Canada and from Germany. The importations totaled 236,871 gallons in April, 734,438 gallons in May, 354,801 gallons in June, 137,698'
gallons in July, and 57,486 gallons in August.
Recently, the importations of beer have practically ceased, amounting to only 20,350 gallons for the month of October. I know it to
be a fact that on two occasions at least, imported beer in bonded
warehouse has been abandoned to the United States, since the duty
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of $31 per barrel retarded the sale of such beer in this country, and
dherefore made it commercially more advantageous to abandon the
beer to the Government than to enter the same for consumption,
paying the enormous duty of $31 per barrel.
On August 22, 1933? the United States Tariff Commission held a
hearing under the flexible tariff provisions of the Tariff Act of 1930,
pursuant to applications by a concern in Detroit, Mich., and by
another concern in Seattle, Wash., for a decrease in the rate of duty
on imported beer. The United States Tariff Commission has undoubtedly completed its investigation pursuant to these applications
and made its report to the President of the United States. Undoubtedly this report will disclose that during the few months since
the enactment of the Cullen Beer Act, Canada was the principal
competing country on beer, and the rate of duty of $1 per gallon
was more than sufficient to equalize the difference in the cost of production of beer in the United States and in Canada. Unquestionably, that report will show that an import duty of considerably less
thai 50 cents per gallon will compensate for the difference in cost
of production of beer in the United States' and in Canada.
I have been advised by brewers in Germany that it costs practically as much to brew a barrel of beer in Germany today as it does
to bre w a barrel of beer in the United States. I hiave been further
advised that beer today in Germany, as sold to the consumers, is
approximately three times the price it was before the war. I was in
(ermany during July and August of this year, and beer was retailed to the consumers in the hotels and ii the restaurants at 30
to 90 pfennigs per stein, equivalent to 10 cents to 25 cents per stein.
The price varied, depending upon the brand of the beer, and the
class of hotel or restaurant in which it was served.
Mr. CROWTHER. How would that compare with 10 cents a glass?
Mr. PICKyiELL. It is a little larger. It is about a 12-ounce stein.
The freight rate on a barrel of beer from Germany to the United
*Statesis approximately $2'.00. In view of this freight rate, I believe
iii the event beer is either placed on the free list and subject to an
internal revenue tax of $5.00 per barrel, or made dutiable at 16 cents
lper gallon and not subject to any internal revenue tax, the importalions of same would not exceed one half of one percent of domestic
,(,nsumption as was the ratio of imports to domestic consumption
tOf beer for the period 1910 to 1914. There. will always be, provided
tle difference in price between domestic and imported beer is not too
in the United States for imported beer.
a limited
great,
Thlere will
always market
be some people who will be willing to pay a slightly
timcreased price in order to obtain what they consider better quality
Since the wholesale price of domestic beer today is $12 to $18 l)er
barrel delivered at the customer's place of business, the import duty
f $1 per gallon is twice the wholesale price of domestic beer.
SThe customs duty of $1 per gallon on beer under the Tariff Acts
()f 1922 and 19:30, enacted during the existence of the prohibition
amendment, must have been considered by Congress as a penalty and
lot as a tax. The Federal Court for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania held on February 15 1924, in the case of the United
296 Federal 772, that the tax
States versus American Brewing
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on fermented liquors containing one half of 1 percent or more of
alcohol imposed by the Revenue Act of 1919 and continued in force
by the Revenue Act of 1921, since the enactment of the National
Prohibition Act, was a penalty and not a tax.
Mr. HiLt. Have you concluded your statement, Mr. Pickrell?
Mr. PICKRELL. I have, Mr. Hill.

fo

Mr. HILL. The committee thanks you very much for your state.

mont.
Mr. DICKINSON. Mr. Pickrell, under the head of beer do you in.

clude ale and porter?
Mr. PICKEELL. I do. All of the fermented malt liquors.
Mr. CULLEN. Do I understand you to classify ale and porter with

beer?
Mr. PicKnELL. As fermented malt liquors.

The tariff duty on all

fermented malt liquors is the same. Of course, they are different in
alcoholic content.
Mr. CULLEN. Beer is entirely different from ale.
Mr. PIcKiRELL. But as to tariff classification they have always
had the same rate of duty.
Mr. CULLEN. What was the tariff on imported beer prior to prohibition?
Mr. PicKBELL. During the Act of 1909 and 1913 it was 23 cents

per gallon in barrels, 45 cents in bottles.
Senator HAnISON. What was that again?
Mr. PICKRELL. 23 cents a gallon in barrels and 45 cents a gallon
in bottles.
Mr. MCCLINTIO. When beer is sent over in barrels, do they ship
the barrels back?
Mr.

PICKRELL.

is
to

t;
'Iff
4

(Ii
is

ai
is

i

Yes, sir.

Mr. MCCLINTIC. And the same with glass bottles?
Mr. PICKRELL. No, not glass bottles; just barrels.

fe

Mr. HILL. The next witness is George K. Black, on the subject
of beer, tax, and alcoholic content.
STATEMENT OF GEORGE K. BLACK, BOSTON, MASS., REPRESENTING THE MASSACHUSETTS BREWERS' ASSOCIATION

1w
thI

Mr. HILT, (presiding). State your name and address.
Mr. BLACK. George K. Black; 35 Congress Street, Boston. I am
representing the Massachusetts Brewers' Association.
As far as the record appears before you gentlemen, there is not
as yet a great deal of reason to state my views here.
There has been some mention today'of establishing a differential
in beers-lthat is, a taxation of beer'of an alcoholic content of '.2_
percent, or below, at a certain rate, and that above that at a certain
rate. While this may seem fair on its face, I beg you gentlemen
to consider such a proposal as it affects my particular territory.
I am informed directly that at least two speakers in favor of
certain brewers who are to follow me will address you gentlemen in
favor of such a measure.
In Massachusetts we have to pay $1 in addition to the Federal
tax together with an annual license fee of from two to five thousand
dollars. I cannot too urgently ask you gentlemen to reduce taxeq
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on beer, but I ask you gentlemen not to put on such a differential
as would be advocated.
I understand that these gentlemen may advocate either 3.2 percent
or 3.7 percent, or perhaps somewhere in there, and to compensate
for this reduction will suggest that the tax on beers above that alcoliolic content which they will propose should be allowed to remain tit
the present $0, or perhaps even increase it to $7 a barrel.
While this may seem fair on its face, I beg of you to consider the
facts.
In Massachusetts, and more generally in New England, we are,
practically speaking, an ale-drinking territory-an ale-producing
,itid an ale-drinking territory. The reasons for this are varied-climatic conditions, the character of the people, and the water which
is used-but irrespective of the reasons, which sometimes are hard
o analyze, this is the fact; andI even our brewers of German extraction, brought up tinder a lager-beer heritage, in New England brew
In ale for that particular market.
Now, let me explain what I mean by an ale. I do not mean anything of the high alcoholic content which is often referred to as
English ale. I do not mean 6, 7, or 8 percent. rho only practical
S
difference between an ale and a lager, gentlemen, that I know of,
is that an ale is a top-ferment yeast, and a lager is a bottom-ferment
yeast. I mean by that, gentlemen, that during fermentation your
ale yeast rises to the to), and your lager goes to the bottom. TLhere
is a technical name, which I never was able to pronounce, for the
difference in the type of fermentation. The one that goes to the
t l) uses oxygen in'fermentation, and the one that goes to the bottom
does not.
The ales to which I refer vary between 4 and 5 percent. In our
fermentation we use refrigeration, which is different from the En-

glish ales, which do not. In other words, in our processing all
through our plant it is practically the same as a lager beer; but
for some reason, gentlemen, we cannot produce an ale which is palataible under 4 percent. We were not down here at the 3.2 percentt
ber hearing. We appreciate very much what was done there. It
ennabled us to get going; )ut if this differential is put on ts, it means
the elimination of our industry in New England.
Mr. CooPER, Mr. Black just in that connection I invite attention

to the fact that, as I recall, the interdepartmental committee report
which is under consideration here recommends that there be only one
rate.

Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir.
Mr. CooPER. I did not know whether you were familiar with that
.2

or not.

a

Mr. BLACK. Yes; I am. I was going to mention that recommen(ittion.
As I have stated, a good, palatable ale of the type to which I am
referring-this is not the still ales of England!, which are very
heavy-runs between 4 and 5 percent. On the other hand, gentlem1,en, a good lager beer can be brewed at 3.2 percent. In other words,
ge.ntlemen, the brewers who may advocate such a differential, having
regained their pristine glory by the act of March '22, 192:3--most
makers of lager beers before prohibition have advertised that they
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were always under that alcoholic content-now ask, or will ask, I

understand, that the taxes on their particular product should Iv
reduced, and generously suggest that you should raise the tax ont
the products of their competitors.

Senator CIARK. May I interrupt there just a moment, Mr. Chairman? You say "on the l)roducts of their competitors." You julst
stated that this was a l)eculiar condition in New England which
caused you to make ale.
Mr. BACMI. Yes, sir.
Senator CILAmu. Do you compete in lager-beer territory, or do tle
lager-beer manufacturers compete in your territory?
Mr. BLACK. No. They are in our territory now, coming into New
England.
Senator CLARII. You mean since this 3.2 percent law went itn
effect?
Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir.
I understand that the interdepartmental committee has recotmmended a $5 tax on all beers. While the amount of this tax is high.
we are in favor of a single rate for all beers. Previously, there wattW
never a suggestion of a differential of any nature. Bearing in min i
that the average alcoholic content for 'beers all over the United
States, both lagers and ales, varied from 3 percent to 5 percent
before prohibition, I suggest that it is hardly fai' to adopt soreAT
stan(lard within that small range which will in effect eliminate .In
industry of a locality, and prevent the people of that locality front
obtaining the pro(luct to which they are accistome(l, and which thlvy
1ave been seeking for some time )ast.
Mr. KNU rSON. Mr. Black, do you know of a, single foreign beet,
that we cannot duplicate here so far as .palatability goes?
That is a
Mr. BLACK. I am not, quite frankly, sir, a brewmastei
pretty tough question to put to me. I will say that at times they
have not been successful in duplicating some of the foreign beer.
I must say that in all fairness. That is due sometimes to difference
in water.
Mr. CROWTnII.
Is that one of the advantages of the British ales-water?
Mr. BLACK. I do not know that I would go that far. We had iii
the United States some very good ales before prohibition.
Mr. CnOWTHER. P.B.V
Mr. BLACK. We had P.B. in Boston and some very good ales.
You see, gentlemen, the average basis of selling is just a difference in
taste. Some people like, say, a Liggett's chocolate soda, and soeiv
like a Schraft's. That is tlme way beers were sold before.
Mr. KNUrSON. We can manufacture Pilsner here that compares
favorably with the foreign product; can we not?
Mr. BLACK. I believe so.
Mr. Black, you seem to have made a close study of
Mr. OuiLt.
the alcoholic-content differential between ale and beer. What do
you consider a good alcoholic content for a good glass of ale such a-;
we used to get prior to prohibition?
Mr. BLACK. As I stated, those varied between 4 and 5 percent.
Mr. CULLEN. Did it not run as high as 8 per cent?
Mr. BLACK. Some of those bottle(rales did; but what I am talking
about particularly is also between 4 and 5 percent in alcoholic content
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by
weight. While they were ales insofar as they were a top-ferment
rAlther than

a bottom-ferment, by the average public they were not
e\'dn considered an ale. They came into a place and asked for a
bottle by the trade name-a bottle of Haffenreffer, or a bottle of
'.B. That was distinctly driven home to me back last April, when
I. argued with my board of directors for lager. They said to me,
."What are you talking about? You know that our big production
before was our half stock." I said, " Yes; is not that a lager? "
They said, " No ; it is an ale." That is a brewery which has a large
(ermnan following, and, you see, I was reasoning, from the fact that
it was a German following, that perhaps they wanted a lager; and
that was the answer which was given.
In other words, in the public's mind on these products of which I
am speaking, there was never any distinct differentiation. In other
words, I mean that up in that territory it was a. question of the taste,
and the people wanted this particular product. They never looked
f ,)oin it as an ale, something away Ul) here, and a lager away down
there; and from the little I have studied of brewing manuals you
will find that while originally, because of the difference in processing
which was developed in Germnany and that which was developed in
England, the ales -were up here and the lagers were down there,
through the course of years they have come together. There is
ve little difference.
Mr. CULLEN. That produces the old-fashioned lager, which is a
pretty good drink. Now, in regard to the ales, you admit that in the
, 'nited States in the old days, at least, we produced as good ale as
any of the imported ales, anld which compared favorably with any
t them ?
Mr. BLACK. Ohl, yes; quite distinctly.
Mr. CULLEN. The alcoholic content was running from 8 to 12
.1.
BLACK. As I stated, there were a few of them in there; but
S

A

inl
It,

a

wlat I am speaking of here, gentlemen, is this: There is a difference,
run up there and com-ay. between your bottled goods, which atty
I-wte with your imported ales, but there was not very much of them
that I know of on draft. There was not very munch of your ales
brought in on that. I am only speaking in the narrow range from
:t to 5 percent, right in there, lhat there should not be a differential.
In other words, 1 am only asking that if there is going to be a diffeirential, we should be enabled in our industry to brew in some Prodml to take care of our own market. In the case of these ales, it costs
11in the additional malt about $1.10 more right now, in your grain
Ued. There, in itself, is something to take care of; but if you
pit a differential in the tax on there in addition, we will be driven
right out from your own markets. There is another reason for no
differential, gentlemen, which I understand the Interdepartmental
Committee has pointed out to you, and that is the added cost of
, ministration. You will have to have men all over the country
H
'hecking alcoholic content, for one thing.
AM1r.MCCOR-MACK.

Is the cost of making ale larger than the cost

of 'making the ordinary beer?

Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir.

I
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Mr. MCCORMACK. Are there more ingredients used?
Mr. BLACK. More barley and more malt are used.
Mr. MCCORMACK. So that the more ale is drunk, the better it will
be for the farmer?I
Mr. BLACK. Exactly, sir. There are more farm products used. I
will state that as far as I could figure it today there is 80 cents to
$1.10 more malt used, and when corn sugar is used there is 30 to
40 cents more. Some do not use it. Some only use the complete malt
product; and hops are 18 cents more. There is a higher malt flavor

le
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01i
dii

in it.

Mr. MCCOIMACK. Why are you disturbed about a differential? I
should like to find out. Tihe gentleman who was here from the
Rockefeller Institute was the first one I have heard make any intimation as to that. Why are you disturbed about a differential?
Are there any other forces or groups in this country that you think
are going to try to bring about such a distinction within the industry?
Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir; there are.
Mr. M
,COIMACK. They had better not do it, because they are liable
to injure the whole industry. If they are going to start differentials which will result in discrimination, they are going to create a
feeling of prejudice against the whole industry; and I will give
them a little bit of warning now, that they had better be careful. if
they have not appeared before the committee yet. If they are tryin(
to have us use the power of taxation for one section or one group
of gentlemen within an industry to get an advantage over the others.
they had better be careful that they are not all hit.
Mr. HILL (presiding). You have consumed 10 minutes. Are you

e
le
un
the

Ile
tli

through?
Mr. BLACK. I was just glancing over my notes for a moment.
I believe for the most part I have said what I desired to say.
Mr. CROWTIER. You just stated that it cost more to make a brewing of ale than it did to make a brewing of lager beer.
Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir.
Mr. CROWTHER. Are you sure about that? Do I understand that
the process of ale-making is different from the old process where
it was all done in a natural temperature? Do you now use a refrigerating process?
Mr. BLACK. Yes; we ferment at about 45 to 50, to a large extent.
Mr. CROWTHEi. That is a rather long process; is it not? How old
is that ale before it is fit to drink ?
Mr. BLACK. An ale is over 2 months old; but you must differentiate
between fermentation and storage and aging. It stays in your
fermenting room about 7 or 8 days. From there it drops into your
storage.
Mr. CROWTHF.

That is a new method, of late years, because the

ales you described, like P. B., Frank Jones, and that kind of ale,
were fermented in the natural temperature of a cellar. There was
no refrigerating apparatus used in those days. The refrigerating
apparatus was only used in a lager-beer brewery.
How old is lager before it is fit to drink, after the beer has been
lagered in that cold fermentation process, slow fermentation ? Three
months or so?
Mr. BLACK. I do not believe it has been.
Mr. CROWTHER. It ought to be 3 months; ought it not?
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Mr. BLACK. There is a dispute of technical experts on that. You
hiard Dr. Doran say that there had been advances in aging liquor,
due to heat and shaking in the distillery.
Mr. CROWTHER. I was wondering if the long-time process of develoj)ment of a really lagered beer would take up the slack in the
difference in the material in the original brewing?
Mr. BLACK. No, sir.
TMr. CROWTHER.

You do not think soI

Mr. BLACK. No.
Mr. CROWTHER. The difference in the original brewing would be a
latter of specific gravity; would it not? If you had a brewing of
:ale, and say you had 360 bushels of malt, in the same amount of lager
liver in the boiling kettle you would have perhaps 220 bushels of
malt?
S'Mr.

BLACK.

Yes.

Mr. CROWTIM. So there is a difference in the specific gravity of
the fluid?
Mr. BLACK. Yes.
a
if

it.

t

Mr. DICKINSON. Let me ask one question. Prior to prohibition
dlays there used to be sold in this country English ale in yellow
bottles, and at the same time there was an American ale called" pale
ale." What was the alcoholic content of the English ale and also of
the American pale ale, if you know?
Mr. BLACK. I am afraid, sir, that I am stumped on that.
Mr. DiCK mNS . It was too early for you?
Mr. BLACK. I'm afraid it was.
Mr. MCCoIWMACK. At this time may I incorporate in the record
the fact that Congressman William J. Granfield, of Springfield, sent
II,a wire asking me to enter his opposition to any proposal to estabWli a differential in the beer industry?
Mr. HILL (presiding). It is in the record now.
Mi. MCCOIRMACK. Thank you.
Mr. HILL (presiding). I have a letter from Edward G. Lowry,
the chairman of the Interdepartmental Committee on the taxation
-mid control of alcoholic beverages, addressed to the President of the
United States, in which briefly he summarizes the recommendations
of that committee as to certain rates on beer, spirits, natural wines,
et(..
If there is no objection I will ask that it be incorporated in
the record.
Senator HARRISON. That ought to go as a supplemental report, I
imagine.
l

Mr.

HILL

(presiding). Yes.

Senator HARRISON. I think that was to be published as a supple-

IIcvlt.

le,

TV

*Mr. HILL (presiding). That is right.
Mr. BACIIARACII. Right at this time, if I may, I should like to
itate that I have been informed that one of our witnesses, Mr. C. 11.
Lipsett, publisher of the "Daily Metal Reporter" the "Brewers'
Xvw:i ", and the "American Wine and Liquor Journai ",is ill and not
elde to be here; but he sent a brief, which, without objection, I protsuaie
may be placed in the record.
Mr. HILL (presiding). Without objection, it may go into the
r',vord.
T'his report was nmde a pafrt of Mr. Lowry's testimony, page 62.
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BRIEF OF C. H. LIPsETT OF NEW YoRK, PUBLISHER OF DAILY METAL REPORTER,
BREWERs NEWS, AMERICAN WINE AND LIQUOR JOURNAL
My object in presenting this to the committee is to bring home the need to
themr of a low liquor tax which in my view will prove a far greater revenue producer for the Government and at the same time stimulate business in general.
I am cognizant of the fact that the Government is in urgent need of revenue.
There is a great danger however, in expecting the liquor industry to shoulder
this entire burden. The suggestion has been made that tile Government iml)ose
a tax of $2 to $2.60 a gallon on whiskey. If the committee will consider the
various aspects of such a tax and the consequences that it may entail, I feel quite
certain that it will negative such a suggestion. For one thing, such an exorbitant
tax would lbe a means of stimulating bottlegging and rum running, evils which
the country would very much like to be rid of and which it was hoping that the
Twenty-first amendment would eradicate. I need not go into detail as to why
bootlegging would flourish if the tax on liquors were high.
The liquor industry of course should be taxed, but the tax should be a reasonable and equitable one. If the Government contemlplates securing a revene
of $400,000,000 by taxing the sale of 200,000,000 gallons of liquor at $2 a gallon.
the Government may achieve that particular objective but lose for more in the
long run through depriving thousands of people of work. By that I mean tit
there is every reason to believe that were the tax limited let us say to about
$1.30 a gallon, the Government could still obtain its revenue of $400,000,001).
that would come from a greater consumption of liquor. Lowering tile tax may
make it possible to sell 300,000,000 gallons of liquor instead of 200,000,000 gailolls.

There is no gainsaying the fact that as far as liquor is concerned, the greater
tile production the lower is the cost, and the lower the cost the larger is likely Ilt
be the consumnltionl.
The newspapers throughout the country have raised a he
and cry during the past week or more that liqour prices were mounting sky-high,
and beyond the reach of the average worker. Sup)ly and demand are of course
the determining factors and at the moment the demand may appear to be ii
excess of the suply. But that is a situation I believe which will right itself il
the niear future. However, if liquor is to be sold at a reasonable price level, ait a
price which is within reach of the average citizen, the Government will have t,,
keel) its taxes down to the absolute minimum and reasonable level. That it
itself will obviate any excuses on tile part of the liquor industry that its high lpriecs
are the result of excessive taxation.
In December 1932 I appeared before the House Ways and Means Conimitf.v
during its public hearings on the modification of the Volstead Act. I appeared
their as a publisher of trade l)apers that cater to a multitude of industries andl I
spoke on behalf of such industries, pointing out the great ilortance to then of
having the Volstead Act modified. I take this same point of view now in urging
moderation inl taxing tile liquor industry, realizing as I do, that the industries to
which my periodicals cater, which include iron, steel, metal, machinery, paper,
textiles--have numerous ramifications with the liquor industry and that aIty
activity in the latter is bound to be reflected by improved business in other fields.
It is now almost ancient history that the modification of the Volstead Act stim,lated business all along the line. Thousands of new jobs were created. Men who
had been out of work again found gainful employment. Manufacturers of equipInent and machinery whose plants had been idle, found themselves able to resuli,
operations. I think that tie twenty-first amendment will serve to put huinldre'd
of thousands of more men back to work as soon as the facilities are arranged fr
the distribution, manufacture, and retailing of wines and liquors. It will ako
serve to stimulate business for those plants manufacturing equipment and sup,plies, which in itself will mean additional employment to thousands of men.
As publisher of trade papers I think I call make the safe assertion that the
iron, steel, and metal business, the paper and glass industries, and even the
textile industry, is looking forward to an increase in activity in their respective
plants as tile result of the repeal of the eighteenth amendment. These expecttions I believe can be realized and will be realized if tile Government does 14,1
burden the liquor Industry with prohibitive taxes.
From a trade survey which my organization recently conducted, I ain co,vinced that there is 1ound to he a renewed demand for raw materials and that th,
real estate and hotel properties are bound to gain iii value, if the liquor industry
is permitted to develop) under reasonable control. Tile imposition of a low tx'
in my mind will serve more than any other factor to stimulate tile liquor industry
and also remove the evil influences ihat were so rampant during the past 13 year-
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Mr. HILL (presiding). Mr. William F. Smith, representing the
Wholesale Liquor Dealers, of New York, is the next witness.
(Mr. Smith submitted the following brief in lieu of testimony:)
Brief by WILLIAM F. SMITH, representing tile Wholesale Liquor I)ealers
Connittee, of New York City
M1r. CHAIRMAN. I am William F. Smith, a member of this committee '111d it
s!nior partner of the firm known as the Liquor Brokerage Syndicate, of 60 East
Forty-second Street, and I offer the following resolution, to wit:
Whereas the wholesale liquor dealers connittee of the city of New York
nmade public its report on December 4, which report covered the fln(lings of an
.xlensive survey on the liquor situation, revealing the existence of a distillers'
rust or comhlbine In tileUnited States and disclosing a conspiracy of the distillers' trust to momopolize and flood the United States with ai concoction of
arllilcially colored water and alcohol, fraudulently labeled "fine old blend
whiskies ", at outrageously high prices, and
Whereas the committee's report disclosed startling revelations with respect
to how the distillers' trust caused governmental and State regulatory measures
:!4d regulations to be adopted for their own financial gain and benefit, so that
a, wholesale liquor dealer can obtain whisky in any form
except bottled i
'i ss, and such as to the effect that no wholesaler be permitted to conduct a
It ,iiding and rectifying business, and
Whereas many of the principal sponsors of the liquor trust were 1e1011
who
hive heretofore been Indicted by the Government for evading taxes and for
ther frauds find deceptions, find
Vhereas the l)rincli)al sponsors of the whisky trust have directly and through
ilhvir lobbyists and other Influential and powerful political affiliations, caused
F'oral and State regulations to be adopted which would give them the right
-.l0I privilege to divert raw industrial alcohol into so-called whisky hy magicfol' instance, we quote front at letter In our possession, written by Dr. ,follies
Ml. )oran on October 6,1933, to an Important listillery, one paragraph of which
Irads as follows:

"Alvoliol produced at an Industrial-alcohol plant fill(] thereafter removed to a

rct.ifying house may be reduced with pure water only in a 27-B package to
110 proof, or less, and be delnminated as whisky. The rectifier will not be
liable to the tax at the rato of 30 cents per proof gallon on the alcohol thus
1'il

d."

ml whereas the material covered in tile (olnillittee's report wa'is pIl!hSid ill
la1le tian i thoausaiid newspalpers 1nd N
was forcibly brought to the litenlliol
f4the health commissihner of the 'ity of New York and W. 1115o mailed to the
';,''rnor of the State of New York and to every Mlember of( Congress 11l1d
the,
United States Senate, an11d
Whereas it nlow appears that tile wholesale liquor dealers voinlilttee of the
.ily of New York has dole if very (iInledalde service to the Ie'l(ple o1 tile
Vited States by turning the light of day on the liquor situation as it 11ow
exists, and by mol)ilizing powerful forces to carry oi1its eXposc,
Now therefore be it resolved that the wholesale Ililor dealers col mi(te of
tli,
city of New York, now il session, adoilt a resolution ilging it sellatwill
investigation of the relations itt have heretofore existed betveen the sponsors
of lit American whisky trust 1ill(
ole 1)r. .alleS M1. )orall, former ('oiamllsSinier of Industrial Alcohol and now head of the listillers Institute. and
lHe It further resolved that lhe wholesale liquor dealers conlliitlee urge It
w York State investigation into tile rellitiolls between a New York St'ock
i':('hallge firn kilowln itsLelima Bros., ilid ilie slollsors of Schienley's lu.tlihery, ind the obvious h11lemlitial and political forces tiherein ltlilllted.
Iespectfully submnitted.
Wt"M.F. SMrlIT,
lI'ho!V8slc Lfqtnor Dealers ('ommittce of NVir York ('i11,
S,'uIlc 757, 60 l'(tst I'oi tyl-sccond Strct.
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Mr. HInL (presiding). The next witness is Mr. Charles H. Taylor,
representing Thomas McMullen & Co., importers, speaking on the
liquor tax.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES H. TAYLOR, NEW YORK 0ITY, REPRE.
SENTING THOMAS McMULLEN & CO., IMPORTERS

i
bot
fol(
1)1l1

Mr. HILL (presiding). Give your name and address and connections to the reporter.

Mr. TAYLOR. My name is Charles H. Taylor. I am repre~enti(r
Thomas McMullen & Co., Inc., 1123 Broadway, New York
City.
I-ulo
Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance and
beverage,
malt
of
Ways and Means Committees: As importersthe United Kingdom
especially Bass ale and Guinness stout from
of
and Irish Free State, we respectfully request your consideration
1930.
of
Act
Tariff
the
tinder
imposed
duty
of
rate
the present high
schedule 8, paragraph 805, which reads:
Ale, porter,. stout, beer, and fluid malt extract, $1 per gallon; malt extract,
solid or condensed, 60 per centun ad valorem.

This rate means the importers of ale, porter, stout, and beer must pay $31
duty per barrel compared with the domestic internal-revenue tax of $6 lwr
barrel on beverages containing more thar 1.2 percent alcohol by weight.i
addition to the duty on the beverage, if ale, stout, etc., is imported in bottles,

as is practically the case at present, the bottles are subject to a duty uunclr
paragraph 810 at a rate of one third the rate provided on the bottles or jiiug
if imported empty or separately.

.
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Senator HARRISON. Mr. Taylor, just for the purpose of the record.

I think you misstated the situation there. While it is true th:it
the beer now carries a tariff duty of $31.50 a barrel, there is no addi-

tot:

tional $6 or $5 a barrel internal-revenue tax.
Mr. TAYLOR. No.
Senator HARRIsON. I think you made that statement there.
Mr. TAY R. No; what I intended to convey, sir, is compared with
the ditty of $6 on the American beverage.

(

The rate of duty on empty bottles, schedule 2, paragraph 217, is--

If holding more than 1 pint, 1 cent per pound; if holding not "nore than oie,
pint and not less than one fourth of one pint, 11/2 cents per pound; if holdia
less than one fourth of one pint, 50 cents per gross.

CI

The combined duty on the beverage and weight of glass amount
to about $1.05 for each imported gallon.

This duty is therefore

over five times the internal-revenue tax on domestic beers.
Owing to the high costs of imported beers, due to ocean freight
charges, customs brokers' fees, bonds, extra handling, and other
charges, plus the heavy duty,

12
1.

the retail cost per bottle to the con-

sumer is more than 5 times the price of the domestic beverage. The
imports of ale, porter, stout, and beer, in preprohibition days wete
small in comparison with the domestic production, and the America in
brewer (lid not suffer from such import trade. The rate of duty prior
to prohibition was 45 cents per gallon in bottles or jugs; 23 cent
per gallon in other containers.
The total imports for a year prior to prohibition, taking 1913 a
an examl)le, were, in bottles and other than bottles, 7,668 846 gallons.
while domestic production was 2,025,071,156 gallons, the importations thus being less than one half of 1 percent of domestic brewed
beers.
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Thomas McMullen &Co. in preprohibition days, when ale and stout
coold be imported at 23 cents per gallon in cask, had a bottling plant
ilNew York City and employed American labor; about 150 men as
bottlers, packers craters, salesmen, clerical force, etc., who were
forced to seek other employment when prohibition came in. Other
lint's of trade, such as bottling and bottle-washing machinery, label

Jil
Ile

pi-iiters, barrel and box makers, were benefited.

In addition to the

Mceullen bottling plant, there were others of large capacity oper.,ted by various companies. With the present $1 per gallon rate of
duty applying to malt beverages, whether in bottles or other containiers, there is no prospect of the bottling being resumed in this
country.
We would also call attention to the fact that large quantities of
American barley, hops, and timber, averaging over 15 million dollars
veui'ly are purchased by the British and Irish breweries, thus benehtiiig the United States farmer and lumber man. We attach statistics of these exports from the United States for the years 1922

p:1
.All
of

to 1931.

With the importation of ale and stout resumed in the

united States these purchases will now increase. We feel quite sure
that with a continued high rate of duty on ale, porter, stout, and
bIel', the volume of imports will not be great enough to bring in a
-fairamount of revenue, but with a total tax similar to the preprohibit ion rates of 45 cents per gallon in bottles and 23 cents per gallon in
other containers, we feel the average consumer of imported malt
averages can purchase in larger quantities at reasonable retail
pieces and the United States revenues will benefit thereby. Im-

uIt,

les,

deri

oi.ted beverages such as Bass Ale and Guinness Stout having a

ottilly distinctive character do not compete in any way with the
Aeilean brews.
M1r. Taylor submitted the following statement for the record:)

dj-

7hft ralue of the imports into the United Kingdom and the Irish Free State
fir
,'
the United State8 of America of barley, hops, and timber for each of
tl' last 10 years
Barley
Calendar
inc

)

years
To United

To Irish

Kingdom

Free State

Tte

T
otalFett

'2 ..............
£2,846,954 ---------£2,846,954
...............
2,9 , 134 ......
2,919,134
.............
3.493,605 -----3,493,695
l1,25
..............
3, 223,383
£74.368
3,297,749
',....------- 1,736,448
6,596
1,743,044
1'43
...............
3,047,712
19,316
3,067,028
S.'............2, 9,617
2,599617
ti----~--.......
2,163,988
74,312
2,238,3W
Se,
........... 1,524,448
85, 472
1,609,920
'A1.............. 1,289,873
()
-----------I

h1

0I'
ik

Timber

Hops

Kingdom

To rrisl
Free State

Total

(hard oak)
to United)
Kingdom

£1,382,069 ----------- £- 1,382,069 £1,018,355
14,156 -----------14, 150
1,54, 6No
782,403
£204,267
086, 670
1,969, 265
624,279
65,849
690,128
1,860,651
249,293
184,822
434,115
1,775,755
467,421
104,120
631,541
2,198,288
252,434
125,342
377,776
2,226,091
210,450
110,337
320,787
2,215,920
146,233
87,925
234,158
2,196,142
- 10%,
717
(1)
............ 1,584, 172

n'Not stated.
NoTF.-Tbo source of the above information is the annual statement of the trade of the United Kingdom
W1hforeign countries and British countries, 1926 and 1931 respectively, compared with previous years.
Vli, imports.

Mr. Taylor, I should like to ask you one
What is the tariff on beer that has an alcoholic content

Mr. SHALLENBEGER.

qt(ie,tion.

(of less than 3.2 percent?

Is there a tariff on that?

L
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Mr. TAYLOR. Yes; if it is one half of 1 percent, the tariff is $1 a
gallon.

eel
)h

Mr. MCCLINTIC. What is the average alcoholic content of i-

Pi

ported beers?

It

Mr. TAYo u, They run from 7 to 8 percent.
Mr. MCCLINTIC.'Are the importers that you are interested ill

ll

to

engaged in any other line of business?
Mr. TAYLOR. No; we are confined to just the imported ales and
stout.
Th CITAnR41AN. Are you through, Mr. Taylor?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
The CIAnIMAN. We thank you for your attendance and the ilformation you have given the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. Th next witness is Harry S. Radcliffe, rei)esenting the Original Pilsner Beer Importing Go.; subject, beer t6i1'.
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STATEMENT OF HARRY S. RADCLIFFE, MONTOLAIR, N.J., REPRE.
SENTING THE ORIGINAL PILSNER BEER IMPORTING CO., INC..
NEW YORK, -:.Y.
The

CHAIRMAN.

exi
0r
I

Give the reporter your name and address and tht.i

role in which you appear, sir.
Mr. RADCLIFFE. My name is Harry S. Radcliffe. My residence iNo. 7 Oxfoi'd Street, Montclair, 14.J. My present occupationl i:

that of import manager of the Original Pilsner Beer Import i

Co., Inc., of No. 11 West Forty-second Street, New York City.
Our firm is the exclusive American selling representatives o f the
world-famous lbreweries located at the city of Pilsen, in Czechslovakia. Prior to the World War, the imports of Pilsner ber
amounted to al)proximately one-third of all importations of mitlt
beverages into this country. The peak year was 1913 when the imu-

ports were less than 2,900,000 gallons in comparison with the domes-

a

approximately 3.65 percent by weight.
I say "happens to be"
for the reason that, contrary to the general impression, beer is iot

ordinarily produced simply for its alcoholic content. To produce
a beer o finest quality, with certain characteristics of flavor, body.
and so on, experiments were made years ago, and the resultant pe-

i

iig

tic reductionn in this country in the same year was 2,025,000,01)
gallons. so that the imports constituted a very small part of thoe
American consumption of Ieer-in fact less than M of 1 )ercent.
Genuine Pilsner beer is produced only in the city of Pilsen ll
Czechoslovakia, where the inherent qualities of the water are such
as to blend in fermentation at a proper temperature with the malt amtI
hops to produce a light beer that has for generations constituted a

standard for perfection in malt beverages. It has been aptly saidI
that original Pilsner beer is the goal and despair of the brewvnasteiof the world. Repeated attempts have been made in many othe.vr
countries to duplicate this brew without an approach to the elusive
qualities of real Pilsner. It is recognized by the medical profession.
especially in Europe, for its al)solute purity, and is frequently ),piescribed in cases of diabetes, liver, kidney, stomach and other aimh(-itto the exclusion of all other beverages containing alcohol.
Incidentally, the alcoholic content of Pilsner beer happens to he
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cetitage of alcohol is merely the natural resist of the inethols employed in the brewing of that particular beer. For many decades
Pilsner beer has contained about 3.65 percent of alcohol by weight,
bItt the efforts of the brewmasters at Pilsen, Czechoslovakia to continae to produce the finest light beer of the world were not directed
to the production of the alcoholic content.
In spite of the universally recognized excellence of Pilsner beer
there is definite limit to the price which an American consumer will
pay for a glass or bottle of any imported beer. Of course, there
are some people who would not hesitate to pay 35 to 50 cents per
glass for Pilsner beer if they want it, but the annual demand by
such people might be estimated as a very few hundred thousand
gallons. In pre-war years the special demand for Pilsner as well
as other imported light beers arose from people of modest incomes
who had acquired an appreciation of these beverages, and who were
willing to pay slightly higher prices to indulge their taste. For
example, if the domestic brews were offered at 10 cents per glass
or bottle, many people would be willing to pay 15 to 20 cents for

at glass or bottle
th(v fact that the
ifntl
mle
tr-oits of imported

of imported beer. We are thoroughl aware of
number of pepewho are of tha dipoiton1
oa hm before prohibition. Thie orer 1)1brews have long since forgotten their lprefereitces,

IIII(i the new generation that has learned to use alcoholic beverages
,lk
tming prohibition have little or no al)preciation of the delicate
Alf
q qualities and the sensitive attributes to be found in light wines and
g,,al beers. It will require, in iumy opinlion, several years to teach
he
those who are accustomed to judge beverages by alcoholic shock or
1 kick " received, the proper appreciation of the qualities of light
vI
I.,rs. For these reasons it would )e a serious mistake to assume
t
that an imme(liate return to the l)reprollibitioul volume of iml)orts
of malt beverages may be calculated.
IS
Aiiother factor that must be taken into consideration is the present
.
)(0
exaggerated foreign costs of malt beverages due to the foreign exlo
change situation. For illustration, the par value of the Czecho-hovakian crown was established at 2.96 cents per
crown. The l)resi
(llit quotation in the foreign-currency exchange markets is a rate of
uli
4.70 centsl)er crown, or approximately 59 percent above pll. The
il
value of Pilsner beer has not been reduce in Czechoslovakia to
1
ok1-(t this difference and thus the fluctuations of the relations of the
lidl
Atuiirican dollar andI the crown cause an artificial-but nevertlieless
'
rtal-increase in the foreign costs of about 50 percent over the prei'
al.
costs as an item in total landed values.
ive
Illthe years before the World War., imports from Pilsen were
All.
tablated under Austria-Hungary. The bulk of these imports were
ic
barrels and
were the
dutiable
at aofrate
of duty
of '23 as
cents
per
iI
havethus
totalled
number
gallons
imported
Shown
[.

statistics compiled by the U.S. Tar~jiff Commission last months,
aimicompared this total with the total value given for the same
I- i)(1io,
and find that thme average value l)Cr gallon f romi 1900 to 1914
lot
(f imports from Austria-Hungary, thie bulc of which was Pilsner
~, hci',was about 34 cents per gallon. At the same value today, the
l~. foreign cost translated into dollars at present exchange rates would
6,liabout 54 cents, which high foreign price would in itself tend to
Itt tile

ho.

I
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limit
the possible importations even if a rate of duty was placed at
a few 2'ents per gallon.
The present Tariff Act of 1930 carries the same duty rates for

mt
bi

malt beverages as the act of 1922. The rate for ales, porters, stouts,
and beers, as we have heard today frequently is $1 per galloit,
and then by the provisions of paragraph 801 (b5 adds to that rate
the entire amount of the internal revenue tax, which is $6 per 3t
gallon barrel, or about 19 cents per gallon, and then further by the
l)rO isions of paragraph 810 adds a duty on the weight of the bottle.
when any malt beverage is imported in bottles or jugs equal in the

ale

case of beer to about 5 cents per gallon, or a total of duties and
taxes of about $1.24 per gallon. However, I believe it is well realized that this combination of assessments would throttle commerce
in malt beverages, and at present does in fact constitute a veritable
embargo against imports.
In that connection I might say that although under the quota
arrangement the malt beverages are free of limitations, there nave
been, to my knowledge, very few applications for permits to import
beers.
A small sample shipment of Pilsner Urquell beer consisting of
only 65 barrels is today being placed u)on a steamer destined for

this country, but with" the full knowledge that future shipments
depend entirely upon the rates of duties to be determined by tho
Congress. We believe that just rates should be )rovided that will
)erinit importation of the modest quantities that would normally
be demanded by this market. We submit that the popularity ai;!
encouragement of the increased use of all types of beers has admittedly in the past and will doubtless in future be assisted by the hiumited distribution in this country of such splendid products as genuine
Pilsner beer and other imported malt beverages. It is a fact that ini
preprohibition times, multitudes of our citizens first recognize(] the
satisfaction to be obtained in the use of beer through the drinkiwf
of imported beer and then for purely economic reasons turned,
to the domesticc brews. We feel that in the l)resent situation, sui'lm
imported malt beverages as Pilsner beer may in a small way assi-t
in the general objective of enticing those who have acquired abnorm:al I
drinking habits (luring the prohil)ition era to adopt more rational
social customs. It must be remembered that not every one who by
been drinking cheap bathtub gin will be able to afford legal whisk'.
but the experience of other countries justifies the expectation that II'
light wines and thoroughly good beers are made attractive, the u-,

-
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of illicit liquors -%ill decrease.

that.

III this connection, one of the conclusions of tile Rockefeller report
made by Raymond B. Fosdick and Albert L. Scott is significant. On
page 18 of" this report, contained in the book entitled " T o w e ',l

cenit.

Liquor Control " it says:
2. The experience of every country supports the Idea that light wines "1

NMI
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beers do not constitute a serious social problem.

to i(

On August 22 of this year, a public hearing was old before the
United States Tariff Commission during a cost of production investi-

that

gation with respect to malt beverages. I testified at that hearing and
presented details of statistics of malt beverages imports compared
with the domestic production over a period of 25 years.

It may be

t'
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interesting for this Committee to have the figures as contained in the
brief we submitted for the typical years 1910 to 1914 which are the
years
as representative for the basis of quotas on other
alcoholic
S selected
beverages. The comparison is as follows:
FIscal year

Ratio
Dom3estlo ductiondomestio
pro i'ota,
Import/
Gallons

1910
..............................................................

~~~~~i~~1 ~ ............

1,844,038,827

1911
..............................................................
813
1,M2,477, 514
1912
.............................................................. 1961:778.
1913............................................................. 2,025,071,166
1914............................................................. 2,051,873,663
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Gallon

7,80,417

7189,358
7.24008
7,16,
7,8M 912
7,170. 506

Percent
0.305
.372
.370
.349

It will be noted that the volume of importations did not exceed
four tenths of 1 percent of the domestic production, although the
figures given for imports included ales, porters stouts, and beers,
whereas the domestic production was of beers. The duty rate during
this period, and under stabilized foreign-exchange rates, was 23 cents
per gallon in barrels and 45 cents per gallon in bottles. Of the very
sial volume of total imports, the statistics show approximately 75
percent of the imports were in barrels at the lesser rate.
T'rhe statement has been made at the outset of these hearings that
the interested parties would, as a matter of course, seek the lowest
1)osible taxation and tariff rates on all classes of alcoholic beverages.
Under ordinary circumstances that might be a natural objective but
we are sincere in our desire to reestablish the former volume oi deman( for Pilsner beer and at the same time disclaim any purpose
to profit at the expense of needed revenue to the Treasury. We came
here prepared to suggest that the rate of duty be placed as high
as might be consistent with the general movement to encourage the
use of light wines and beers in the future beverage habits of our
citizens.

It seems clear that the total tariff upon imported beer cannot excee(l the margin between actual net landed costs ex duty, and the
highest obtainable wholesale net selling price without the inevitable
result of forcing the article into more exclusive sales channels which
in turn must reduce the quantities imported. A high duty rate ma3
therefore easily produce less actual revenue than a more moderate
ate of duty.
J'rom information contained in the public press, we understand
that. the interdepartmental committee has included in its report a
reconmendation that the duty rate upon beer be placed at 16 to 50
Cents per gallon if the final rate is to be determined as a result of

iNfltenl'ational bargaining, or at an arbitrary rate of 25 cents per
gallon in the absence of reciprocity. It is not clear to us whether
it isproposed to assess a Federal internal revenue tax in addition to
these suggested rates, but if that were done it would add from 16
to 19 cents per gallon to the tariff rates proposed. That would mean
that, the lowest rate would be from 32 or 35 cents per gallon up to 69
(ents per gallon 'for imported malt beverages. If this be the situation. we must differ from the conclusions of the interdepartmental
20101-84-

15
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Instead we urge that the taxation of imported light beer shall not
exceed 18 cents per gallon, or $5.50 per barrel of 81 gallons. Where
the States have placed an excise tax of $1 per barrel, as in New York,
we may then reduce the amount available for Federal import duties to
about 15 cents per gallon, or $4.50 per barrel. In arriving at these
figures we calculate cost of Pilsner beer at the breweries in Czechoslovakia, plus transportation and handling to the port of shipment,
plus actual ocean freight, insurance, and usual importing expenses.
The total of these costs together with the distribution costs to places of
delivery in cities not remote from l)ort of importation would cause a
wholesale selling price of $32.50 per barrel of 31 gallons, without duty
or State taxes. We estimate that a fair wholesale selling price woull
be $38 l)per barrel, which value is approximately the present retail price
for domestic beer. The spread between that price of $38 at wholesale which may be obtainable for Pilsner beer and the net delivered
costs of $32.50, ex duty, leaves a difference of $5.50 per barrel for
all Federal and States taxes. We feel that a wholesale price equal
to $38, including duties and taxes, is the maximum for any hopes
of success in redeveloping the American market for genuine Czechoslovakian Pilsner beer.
The suggested flat rate of 25 cents a gallon would be equal to a
duty of $7.75 per barrel and if the internal-revenue tax of $5 or $6
per barrel were to be added, a wholesale price about $45 per barrel
would result, which in comparison with the wholesale price for
domestic beers of $16.50 to $18 per barrel, including taxes, would
preclude the possibilities of normal cultivation of the Americati
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In the light of all the facts, and with particular consideration of
the vital factors of maximum revenue, social desirability, illicit trade
elimination, and other elements that enter the equation of an equitable solution of the tariff on malt beverages, we venture to offer the
following specific recommendations:
1. That paragraph 805, which relates to malt beverages, be
amended to read:
Ales, porters, stouts, and beers, if in barrels or casks, 15 cents per gallon;
If in other containers, - per gallon; fluid malt extract,
extract, solid or condensed, - percent ad valorem.

-

per gallon; malt

2. That paragraph 801, which relates to the National Prohibition
Act and to the imposition of internal-revenue taxes upon all beverages, be stricken out.
3. That paragraph 810, which relates to duties upon bottles or
jugs containing alcoholic beverages, be stricken out.
We make no suggestions as to what rates may be desirable fo
malt beverages in other containers than barrels or casks, nor for malt
extracts, because we do not know what rates may be proper.
We do believe that malt beverages should be separately provided
for when imported in casks or barrels at the lowest possible rate.
As to the rather sweeping character of the suggestion to strike
out the present paragraph 801, which pertains to the levying of
existing or subsequent internal-revenue taxes upon all beverage imnports, I wish to point out that these taxes upon the imported article .
were never assessed prior to prohibition. Moreover, the collec-
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tors of customs are accountable for the collection of duties and the
collectors of internal revenue are responsible for the collection of
internal revenue. Hence officials in the Internal Revenue Service are
failiar with revenue -laws, and under ordinary conditions are not
exl)ected to be acquainted with tariff acts. It would seem that if
there is a reason to superimpose any internal-revenue taxes uo)0n
citiess for any particular class of alcoholic beverages, it may be readily
done by a proper provision in the internal-r venue tax laws that may
be enacted from time to time. In fact, the Internal Revenue Act
Of 1918 did provide taxes on spirits and wines " produced in or
inij)orted into the United States " during the prohibition era.
The recommendation to strike out the general provision in the
.clhQ(lule for a separate duty upon all bottles or jugs containing
averages is made for the reason that bottles containing alcoholic
beverages vary considerably in size, shape, and weight, and the,
amount of additional duty is a very small matter, amounting perialps from 3 to 6 cents per gallon. If it is desired to apply some.
smcl provision to bottles containing nonalcoholic beverages in order
to guard against the possibility of any importation of expensive
b,1lles filled with cheap water to avoid payment of duty on the
I)ttles, it might be feasible to do so. but on alcoholic beverages it may
become an item difficult of calculation and administration.
II conclusion, we maintain that the importations of malt beverages
miiiut be entirely redeveloped in the American market and should be
aWc'or(led the lowest possible rates of duty, without the additional
im,,,sition of internal-revenue taxes or emlpty-bottle duties, that
mAy appear consistent with all considerations. We estimate that
it will take a few years before the preprohibition volume, which (lid
iot exceed four tenths of 1 percent of the domestic production at
any time, can be attained, andif reassurance on that point is needed
are willing to cooperate under import quotas equal to the small prewar quantities. We suggest that the social desirability of encouragian increasing public appreciation of the attributes of good, light
beor be controlling, and firmly believe that the distribution of colnpamat ivelv small quantities of such excellent p~rodlucts as Czechio-

slovalinn Pilsner beer will assist all, concerned.
We recommend a rate of 15 cents per gallon for beer when imported
in eashls or barrels, as the maximum margin between the delivered
o,,,st under present foreign-exchange conditions, and a wholesale
pri., which is equivalent to the usual retail value of domestic light
beer.
I thank the committee.
11H.

CITAISMAN. We appreciate your attendance.

'I'!o next witness is George R. Beneman, representing the United
Imwers' Association; subject, beer tax.
(Mr. Beneman did not respond.)
'lIe CHAIRIMAN. The next witness is Munson G. Shaw, representimgWine and Spirits ImpJorters; subject, distilled 'Spirits andl wines(FNExmNAX. Sickness has p~revenlted Mr. Shaw from being
it'(. May I ask the privilege, for him, of filing a brief with your
',lbitte
o 1111%T that l)(1rm1i"Sio.
TlW 111'IAIIMAN. Ye"; YOU
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(Mr. Shaw subsequently filed the following brief:)
Brief by MUNSON G. SHrAW, representing the Wine and Spirit Importers Society
of the United States
15 Moons Sam~r, Nrw%YOuK, M.Y.,

December f, 1933.

Honorable Wav8 andMeang Committce, Wa8hingtot, DQ.
GENT.EMEN: The Wine and Spirit Importers Society of the United States,
whose members before prohibition imported probably 90 percent of the totl
volume of wines and spirits imported into the United States, beg leave to
recommend the following:
First. That imported wines, spirits, cordials, and beers shall not be subject
to Internal-revenue taxes.
Second. That customs duties shall be the only tax upon imported alcoholic
beverages, and that the maximum rates shall be:
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DISTILLED SPIRITS, CORDIALS, LIQUEURS, AND ALL BEVERAGES CONTAINING OVER 24
PE CENT OF ALCOHOL BY VOLUME

One dollar and fifty cents per proof gallon, or wine gallon if below proof, over
the rate of internal-revenue tax on domestic counterparts, provided that tile
rate on domestic spirits does not exceed $2 per gallon; plus the present duty on
glass bottles.
OIIAMPAGNES AND OTHER SPARKLING WINES

frie

Six dollars per case of 12 bottles, not exceeding 2.44 gallons to the case. ilt
proportionate rates for smaller or larger bottles, over the rate of inter-t1t
revenue tax on domestic sparkling wines, provided that the rate on domnesti'i
sparkling wines does not exceed $2.40 per case of 2.44 gallons. There shall I*
no duty on glass bottles.
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Forty-five cents per gallon over the rate of Internal-revenue tax on donvste
wines of the same strength; plus the present duty'on glass bottles.
14 PERCENT OF ALCTOIJ 11Y V\J'ME
STILL WINES, VERMOUTHS, CONTAINING OVI
AND NOT OVER 24 PERCENT OF ALCOHOL RY VOLUME

Sixty cents per gallon over the rate of internal-revenue tax on domestic N
of the stnne strength; plus the duty on glass.
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ALES, STOUTS, AND BEERS OF ALL ALCOHOLIC STRENGTH

buty not to exceed 45 cents per gallon whether imported in bottles or barrels.

galto

NO IMPORTED ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SHALL BE TAXED WITH ANY TAX OR IMPOST
OTHER THAN THE UNitED STATES CUSTOMS DUTIES

From the time when customs duties were first assessed on wines and .pirito
upon their admission into the commerce of the United States they were nc\r

subject to internal-revenue taxes until the Emergency Revenue Act of ()4t,01
22, 1914.
The object of customs duties is the protection of domestic products, the reve
nue to be derived, and International commerce.
Internal revenue taxes tire solely the revenue.
Under present conditions, even more than in the pre-war period, dutiot a
internal-revenue taxes should be kept separate.
Customs duties should control imported wines and spirits so as to leave t e
rates flexible to meet foreign conditions.
Internal-revenue rates should apply to domestic products only, for in the
next few years they may be vital factors to establish a legitimate liquor tra,!e
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onud to adjust required revenue. Hence, under the various conditions that

tot'll
ve to
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tymay
arise in foreign and domestic trade, tax rates on wines and spirits, ira
ported and domestic, should not be tied together. There should be one tax
only on imported wines and spirits, I.e., customs duties, and one tax only on
domestic wines and spirits, i.e., internal-revenue tax. This was the practical
and satisfactory method up to 1914 and is more necessary now than then.
Tie basic idea of duties and Internal-revenue taxes is to secure the largest
revenue. In each class of merchandise there is a rate which will permit the
growth of an Industry and- product the most money.
It has been demonstrated many times that higher rates of duties or taxes
ali,'ve a given point produce less revenue.
Under the circumstances facing the return of the wine and spirit business
there Is an additional and most important factor to be considered in the fixing
of the tax rates besides finding the exact rates that will give the most revenue,
iiiiiaely, to find the iate of duty and the rate of internal-revenue tax which
will preclude the operation of illegal dealers, either to smuggling imported
will-, and spirits, or to make them here.
Taking a broad vision of the liquor trade, we have four classes:

over
[ity o

(a)
(b)
(o)
(d)

Distilled spirits, Including cordials and liquors.
Champagne and other sparkling wines.
Still
wines, and over
24 percent of alcohol by volume.
Ales, beers, not
stouts.

'i'iie illicit trade in class (e) and (d) need not be considered, for the low
prices at which these wines and beers are sold and the great cost and dillcuilty
of imitating them does not offer the illicit trade sufficient profit.
s('h,,s
(a). There are two problems here: First, the illicit distilling In com.
lictition with domestic spirits and, second, smuggling in competition on inporteti
ail k

spirits.
IK.et us consider.

ANO.1.
()I. 1Y

)'ME

SPIRITS

W\i\iskles or gills in a crude way can be made illicitly at about $1 per gallon.
'I
ic licensed distiller can produce pure whiskies or gins from the best materials
,it from $1 to $2 per gallon, but must age same for years, at an vtornlous
catlilal Investment fin(] overhead and keen legitimate competition.
Il addition, It Is necessary to take into consideration the custom that has
growi
since pl'ohibition of the home production of gill, the cost of which during
tIli period was about 50 to 60 cents per bottle of one fifth gallon, and unless
distilled gins can be sol( to the consumer for about $1 per bottle, tile production
(of
gin ill tile home will continue and tile revenue from gins will be very small.
h''ierefore, if the distillers have to pay over $1.10 per gallon, tile illicit mnnu.
facturer starts equal to tie distiller with his production, costing hhn nothing.
]I(, also has the added advantage of paying no Federal or State licenses.

Our recommendation is that for a period of at least 1 year the Internal.
revecli tax on domestic distilled spirits should not exceed $1.10 per proof
gallil.
1,4t us consider:
Nt '0ST
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2. IMPORTED DISTILLED SPIRITS

''le duty before prohibition on distilled spirits, cordials, liqueurs, and all bev.
erges containing over 24 per(.ent of alcohol by volume was $2.60 per l)roof
gallo or per wine gallon if tinder proof. Tills rate was established ill August
191,1 o(d immported spirits were not suhje('t to Internal-revenue taxes until t!'e
Ela,,gency Revenue Act of October 1914. Since that (late Imported spirits
haWvIeen assessed wilth tile internal-revenue taxes as well as customs duties.
Ill the Tariff Act of 1922, when no foreign spi'its could be imported under
ftk- Willis-Campbell Act, tile duty was raised to $5 per proof gallon.
'IwT rates now prevailing (after repeal) oil Imported spirits are:
Per proof gallon

Cu te
duties -ustomi-s
. .
.-------------------------------------$5.00
Internal-revenex
tax-----------------------------------1.10
And the duty on bottles
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to that one case of Imported whisky, brandy, gin, ete., which contAins about
2.4 gallons is:
Duty
-----------------------------------------------$12.00
Internal-revenue tax -------------------------------------2. 6i
Duty on glass
---------------------------------------14.70
To which must be added State taxes, which are variable aid
which we may estimate at approximately $1 per gallon or per
case ................

I
i

2.40

Total -------------------------------------------------17.10
equivalent to $1.421
cents a bottle, whereas at the rates advocated bly us.
namely $2.60 per gallon customs duty and no internal-revenue tax, a case of
Imported spirits would have to pay:
Customs duty
------------------------------------------$6.24}
Duty on glass
--------------------------------------------.
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Plus estimated State tax

-----------------------------------

2.40
8.70

Ini'qrted,whiskles can be smuggled Into tbe United States from St. l'ierre,
Mlqueloi, and other points at about $8 per case, and prbably less if necessary
Therefore any tax, the total of which, Federal or State, is more titan $9 per
case, permits the smuggler to continue in business under better conditions than
the legitimate trade, for in addition to the money, the licensed importer Is c01.
trolled under the present quota system in the volume of Ills supplies, lle i,
limited II Iis distribution to licensed legal vendors and subject to Stait :iii1
Federal licenses.
You will realize that under the present rates, $17.10 per case. the stnui gher
would have an actual profit of '$9 per case by avoiding duties. Internalrievenile
taxes, and State taxes, to say nothing of his saving on Federal and State
licenses.
No. :1. t'IIAM.\I'(NE AND )OTIER SPARKLING

11sh,
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fixe
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WINiS

Present internal-revenue tax for at case of 12 bottles-----------.. $57
Customs duty at $6 ier gallon --------------------------------.
14.64
Duty on glass -------------------------------------------------.
12
Plus estimated State tax --------------------------------------.

2t . 5.
1.o

Total -------------------------------------------21. 612
Before prohlibitlon, Ol a1 case of chamipagnie of 12 bottles (2.44 gallons the
customs duty was $6 per case and it was not subject to internal-revenue lax.
Under this rate the Government revenue was large and increasing.
We believe that the internal-revenue tax should not exceed $1 per gallon (in
domestic wines. This will encourage the protection and use of American s.par.
king wines. One dollar per gallon is equal to $2.44 per ease, and If you give
the American producer it margin of protection of $6 per caseThe customs duty would be ------------------------------------.
Plus estimated State tax of -------------------------------------

.

1.

Total ------------ --------------------------------------.
The smuggler can bring In a case of champagne at the same cost as wiily.
namely about $8 per case or less. Therefore, to destroy tie illicit dealer alt"'
smuggler of foreign champagnes the total Federal and State tax inust 1,i1
exceed $9.50 per case.
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2.00
2.0

N0. 4. STILL WINES AND VERMOUTHS, OONTAININO NOT OViE, 14 PER CENT O
BY VOLUME

Present internal-revenue tax ------- -------------

Present customs duty
Total
2.40
7. 10
. 1

;6. 24
*(y)
6. 30
2.40
8.70

than
C(M.

Per case
--------$0.04

-------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------

NO. 5. WINES AND VERMOUTHS,

OVER 14 PERCENT AND NOT OVER
ALCOHOL RY VOLUME

24 PERCENT OF

1. N~

i'ur.

ive

1.38
24

Foreign light wines in this class can afford to pay the duty on glass.

20.52

II (in

1.29

1.62

$.7f

21. 62
I tile

1.25

To encourage the production and consumption of naturally fermented wines
In the United States and to place good sound light wines in the homes of the
consumer, the internal-revenue tax on this class should not be more than 10
cents a gallon. In fact, the rate we advocate is to double the present rate and
establish a rate of 8 cents per gallon.
It Is sometimes argued that the internal-revenue tax on light wines should
least be equal to the rate established on beer. This argument is not sound, at
for
the volume of beer Is sold by the glass and under this method the consumer does
not realize the amount of tax he pays, whereas wine Is bought by the bottle and
Is used in the home usually with the meal and to encourage this use a good
bottle of wine should retail for not over 50 cents and this price cannot be established if the internal revenue Is over 10 cents. With the cost of distribution,
the bottling, casing, and shipping adds materially to the cost of the wine and
toes not begin to enter in the same degree as the cost of beer. There are certain
fix'd centers in the United States for the production of wines--California, Mlssourl, Ohio, Michigan, New York State, New Jersey, and several other States,
so that the wine Is produced in theee points and the cost of shipping from there
to the centers of population is a large-item, whereas beer can be produced locally
in The
every large center of population.
customs duty on imported wines of this class was formerly
cents a
gallon and not subject to internal-revenue tax and there should be a 45
protection
given to the domestic trade and the customs duty fixed at 55 cents per gallon,
which is equivalent to:
Case of 12 bottles (2.4 gallons) ----------------------------$1.32
Duty on glass ---------------------------------------------.
06
Total
---------------------------------------------Estimated State tax ----------------------------------------.

14.6(4

ALCOHOL

Present Internal-revenue tax ------------------------------Present customs duty ------------------------------------Total
----------------------------------------------

Per gallon
$0. 10
1.25
1.35

We advocate a rate on domestic fortified wines of 45 cents a gallon, which
we believe they can afford to pay, and that the Government's revenue from
doinestic wines In both classes will be bigger by establitshing the 10-cent rate
(,,n wines not exceeding 14 percent and 45 cents on fortified wines than if there
wlw; a higher rate established on light wines and a proportionately lower rate
eStahlished on fortified wines. Fortified wines are not consumed by the bottle.
A battle lasts the average family some little time, and, therefore, the slight
increased cost necessitated by a higher rate of internal-revenue tax Is not
considered.
The old customs rate on Imported fortified wines was 0 cents a gallon, and
We belleve that the domestic production is entitled to this protection, so that
the customs rate should be $1.05 per gallon, plus the duty on glass If imported
in evses.
NO.

0. HEMS, ALES,

AND

STOUTS

lhe question of protection on American beers Is not one that seems to us
to enter into the question of the rate of duty which should be assessed on
imprted beers, ales, and stouts, as the higher cost of the foreign products,
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together with the cost of transportation from abroad to the United States Is

I
very heavy.
The rates established on domestic beers we believe are being considered
purely from the point of the amount of revenue that they will yield to the
Federal Government. We do ifot, however, feel that there should be any distine.
tion made in the rate of taxes based on the relative alcoholic strength of the

beer.
The former rates of duty on Imported beers were 23 cents per gallon if
imported in bulk and 45 cents per gallon if imported in glass. At that time
there was no duty on the glass bottles.
The foreign manufacturers of beer, particularly Guinness' stout and Bass
file, are very large users of American barley, hops, and timber, and this bust.
ness should be encouraged with a reasonable rate of duty, giving a fair amount
of protection to the domestic brewers, but we feel that the customs duty should
under no circumstances exceed 45 cents per gallon and that there should be no
tax on the glass bottles.
We shall take the liberty of submitting to you in the near future certain
administrative suggestions, which will be prepared with a view to turning more
business into the United States and for the benefit of not only those Americans
who are Interested In Importing foreign wines, spirits, etc., but also allied
industries and labor.
We trust that you will give our suggestions due consideration, and we take
this opportunity to place ourselves on record that when the distribution of
wines and spirits Is accomplished in an orderly manner and the illicit trade is
disorganized, we are prepared and will advise you of the rates of tile customs
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duties on foreign wines and spirits which we believe will produce the greatest

revenue to the United States.
Respectfully submitted.

I

WINE AND SPIRIT IMPORTERS SOCIETY OF THE UNITED STATES,
MUNSON G. SHAW, President.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Dr. F. W. Buck, representing
the Federal Dispensary Tax Reduction League; subject, liquor tax.
DAC., REPRESTATEMENT OF DR. F. W. BUCK, WASHINGTON
SENTING THE FEDERAL DISPENSARY TAX REDUCTION LEAGUE

The CHAIRMAN. Give your name, address, and whom you present.
Dr. BUCK. My name is Dr. F. W. Buck. I represent the Federal
Dispensary Tax Reduction League. My address is 1410 G Street,
Northwest, Washington.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, it has been 12
years since I started attending the school of prohibition and the
liquor problem. I think this is the best post-graduate course I have
ever taken-these few days here before this committee. I am going
to present to you, and give you my reasons for it. I am going to
advocate that for a 4-year period you practically let down the bars
on imported whisky; and I have, I think, good reasons for suggesting that course. In attending the code hearings, Dr. Doran testified
that with all the distilleries now in production, and with those that
will soon be in production, those that are being built, the possible
potential production of American distilleries now is 105,000,000
gallons a year.
Mr. CRow'uER. May I interrupt the doctor just to ask a question?

Your opening statement was," Let down the bars on foreign whisky."
Dr. I3ucK. Yes.
Mr. CROWTHER. How far down--take them all down, or reduce
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Dr. BUCK. No; I am going to suggest that you reduce the tariff on
imported whisky to $2.50 a gallon.
Mr. CliowTtm. You suggest a modification of the tariff, then?
That is what I want to know. I wanted to know your premise.
Dr. BUCK. And that you get your revenue for 4 years from the
foreign importations which
will amount to more than the revenue
you are figuring on for American products.
" I want to show you, if possible, that you will not injure the American manufacturer, except the rectifier. As far as the rectifiers are
concerned only a few of them are now in business, and if this law
is change at the present time you will do very little damage to the
rectifiers.
On looking over the American Statistical Digest-to give you some
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the production of spirits was 185,000,000 gallons. I am leaving out
In 1914 it was 174,000,000 gallons; in 1915 it was 132,000,000 gallons; in 1916 it was 249,000,000 gallons; in 1917 it was 277,000,000
gallons. The amount removed for denaturization in 1913 was
16,000,000 gallons; 1914 is blank; in 1915 there was 15,000,000 gallons
removed; in 1916 there was 84,000,000 gallons; in 1917 there was
93,000,000 gallons. An average of 55,000,000 gallons a year, for those
4 years, was removed for denaturing.
'There was an average of 203,000,000 gallons over the 5-year period
of production, leaving 146,000,000 gallons for consumption of whisky.
You have had considerable testimony on rectified spirits. I have
made the statement before many medical societies in the past It
years that during my practice I never had seen a case of delirium
treinens caused by pure whisky before prohibition. I have yet to
see the first physician who can say that he has ever seen or treated
a case of delirium tremens that was not caused by gin or by rectified
spirits.
Dr. Doran informed you people yesterday that whisky could be
rectified at the rate of 10to 1 and apparently make a potable drink;
and it can be. Whisky, aged whisky, is capable of being rectified
to the point of 50 to 1, if the man's conscience goes that far; and
your law, if you please, leaves the rectifier to use his own conscience
On the proportion of alcohol he uses in rectifying his whisky. He
puts that product in his casks, ages it for a few days,
goes through
the process of rectification, and sells it to you for whisky or blended
whisky that you can drink and not be killed. You may get drunk
on it, and have a headache the next day different than you would
if you got drunk on real whisky; but you are not drinking the right
kind of whisky for the American citizen to drink.
I have been fighting 11 years steadily, trying to get good whisky
where the American people could have it, and have it right. We
are not going to have any good whisky for the next 4 years, because
it takes 4 years to age it. If you allow all the distilleries in the
co untry today to start manufacturing, what they make during the
OMiing year will be ready for consumption in 1938. What they make
the next year will be ready in 1939. What they make the next year
the extra figures.

"
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will be ready in 1940, and so on. We will soon have, in 4 years'
time, good American whisky that no one need be ashamed of.
During that period, if you allow importations of tile amount of
whisky that the American public will consume, I think it will be
far in excess of what we averaged, 146,000,000 gallons, during the
pre-prohibition years, because people have become whisky minded.
They have been accustomed to drinking it. We found that out in
our beer bill. The beer bill is not producing the revenue or the
consumption that it was estimated it would, for the very reason that
the people are not beer drinkers any more. They have had 12 years'
drought of that. They are accustomed to whisky, and they are
drinking it, and will continue to drink it.
Now, the bootlegger will not be able to copy the foreign brands
in such a way that a chemist cannot detect it; and your licensing
system, whatever is set up in the different States for selling liquor,
will be able to detect the imitation liquor; while if you allow the
rectification to go on, and our drinking is done in the form of rectified liquors manufactured by the rectifiers here there is no way in
which any chemist, even, can tell whether the bottle of liquor that
has the same label has been rectified by a good rectifying plant, or
whether it has been made by the bootlegger in the same way that the
rectifier will make it.
So I appeal to you to take that into consideration; and I do not
think you will be hurting the American farmer or the American
manufacturer of pure whisky by establishing a process of that kind;
and you will not be hurting the foreigner, because he will under.
stand that his importations will be ruined at the end of 4 years'
time.
The CHAIRMAN.

Thank you, Doctor.

The next witness is Joseph Garneau Ringwalt, representing the
Joseph Garneau Ringwalt Co.; subject, wine and liquor.
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH GARNEAU RINGWALT, NEW YORK CITY,
REPRESENTING THE JOSEPH GARNEAU C.
The CHAIRMAN. Give the reporter your name and address.
Mr. RINGWAJF. My name is Joseph G. Ringwalt. My address is

1819 Broadway, New York City.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I should first like to ask for certain
relief, as an importer, from the' administrative features of the tariff
act.

At the present time the importer pays duty on the actual contents
of a package as it arrives in this country, with the exception of an
arbitrary amount of 22 percent, if your actual outage exceeds tlit
amount. If your actual outage is less than 21 percent, you are
allowed your actual outage. If it is more than that, you are only
allowed 2Y percent. There is an exception. If your outage is over
10 percent in any single package, you may then make claim within
5 days for a refund o your duty.
We would like, if possible, to pay duty on the quantity of wine

withdrawn from customs bond, or at least to be given an allowance
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for outage such as is now allowed on domestic whiskies and domestic

wines. That outage varies from 21/2 to 5 percent a year.
We should also like, gentlemen, to have the privilege of bottling

in customs bonded warehouses.
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In that way the merchandise may

be purchased abroad and stored here. The purchase price is cheaper.
"Yourstorage facilities are better. Your aging is quicker. The use
of bottles, cases, caps, corks, labels, and above all labor, is a part
of this industry in this country. It brings work here.
In that connection I should like to ask that the bonded period on
imported goods be extended from three years to ten years.
Senator CLARK. If I may interrupt, what is the reason for that?
Mr. RINowALT. The reason for asking the extension?
Senator CLARnK. Yes. What is the reason for the extension?
RINGWALT. For example, I understand that the vintage in
g
Mr.
the cognac district this year was splendid. If an importer wished
to buy some casks of brandy of this vintage, he could buy it today
very cIheaply. If he brought those casks to this country, with the
heated warehouses we have here, it would age more quickly than it
would abroad; but under the present customs 'he duty must be paid
within 3 years. If you want a real aged cognac you should keep
it 6. 8 or :0 years.
Mr. CROWTHER. How much of the cognac that was formerly sold
in this country was really as old as that?
Mr. RINOWALT. I think a small proportion.
Mr. CROWTHER. Very small.
M'. RINOWALT. Although the real fine cognac is at least that old,
sir.
I should also like permission to sell for ships' stores in bond; that
i. to those ships engaged in foreign commerce. That is a business
which goes entirely to oreign dealers in alcoholic liquors, because we
can only sell to ships under the American flag engaged in foreign
commerce at an in- ond price. That brings business to an Amerivan merchant. It allows us, with the exception of the freight which
we would have to pay to this country, to compete with the English
shilppers' With the privilege of your bonded warehouse facilities,
we ,could then have in this country a business which has been built
up in London, and is known as the London Docks. It allows them
to age wine and liquors for an indefinite period in bond there.
It is my opinion, gentlemen, that imported wines, spirits, liquors,

beer, etc.,-should not-e subject to internal-revenue taxes. They were

liwt :o subject prior to 1914, when the so-called war-time tax was
placed thereon. I also feel that the duties on imported alcoholic
beverages should be sufficiently high to give full protection to the
domestic products and to encourage domestic industry.
Usually, the figure for duties is or should be determined by the
point of diminishing return, or the saturation point. I believe that
there is always a point in taxation beyond which the consumption of
that article is reduced, and the tax thereby is also reduced. I believe that the importing trade wants to give to the Government all
the revenue that is possible; but at the p resent time I believe that
the rates should, say for a year, be placed at a point sufficiently low
to make smuggling and illicit manufacture unprofitable.

iI
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When this business of' smug1ing and bootlegging, so'highly organ.
ized, is disrupted, and the distributors of wi nes and liquors in the
hands of the licensed trade have an opportunity to be organized, I
believe that the rates may be increased to that saturation point.
On the question of malt bevoraes--it has been covered rather
fully-I should like to urge a tariff and an internal-revenue tax of
25 cents a gallon. I am not trying to differentiate between the two.
On champagne and sparkling wines, the present duty and internal.
revenue tax amounts to $20.52 a dozen. In addition to that, we have
a State tax in New York of 40 cents a gallon, or 98 cents a case.
the
making a total of $21.50 a dozen. This rate is prohibitive from
sales point, and cannot fail to keep the bootlegger and the smuggler
in business on this item.
I have heard that the cost of bringing down a case of champagne
from the Island of St. Pierre is about $8. I believe that the duty in
St. Pierre is about 35 cents on a case of champagne. During pro.
hibition there were very large amounts smuggled into this country
Under normal conditions, I believe that champagne could standai
total tax-that is, Federal and State--of $12 a case; but at this time.
to drive out the bootlegger, the total tax, in iny opinion, should not
per
revenue-$3.50
exceed, for Federal taxes-tariff and internal
and when you
gallon. which would be equivalent to $8.70 per case;
add to that the New York State tax (and others are more or less
equivalent) of approximately $1, you get $9.70 a case, which we ask
for at this time.
Mr. CROWTHF.n. As against the $8 which you said it cost them to
smuggle it in?
Mr. RINoWALT. Yes sir. I have enough confidence in the American people to think tmat they will pay some, although not a pmohibitive, excessive amount for legal goods.
The (IIAIRMAN. Have you about completed your statement?
Mr. RI.NGWALT. I should like a few minutes more, sir, if I may
have your indulgence.
The CHAIRMAN. About how many?

Mr.

RINGIWALT.

Five.

The CHJAIRMAN. All right.
Mr. RINGOWALT. On whiskies and other spirits, the same thing
applies with respect to the smuggler. I think that the present, (illy
and internal-revenue tax and State tax amount to $17.10. Normally
I think whiskey could pay $4, or $9.60 a case. At the present time.
though, the Feleral tariff'and internal-revenue tax should not ex(ed
$2.60, and the State tax of 40 cents brings the total to $3 a gallon,
or $7.20 a case.
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Gentlemen. when it comes to still wines, I should like to urgre 1o1
to make again a differential in the tariff between still wines uider
14 percent and wines from 14 to 21 percent. I believe in the interest
of temperence that should be done. I think the American peoille
should be permitted to buy light wines as cheaply as possible; and I
should like to urge. though it is a little out of my province, that. the
internal-revenue tax on domestic natural wines under 14 percent
shall not exceed 10 cents a gallon. .
It is really immaterial on the imported product. We pay so imhi
tariff anyhow; but our idea is that the more domestic wine is colsumed, natural wine, we will get our small proportion, which I
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tliiiik has never exceeded 10 percent, and probably is ordinarily
about 5 percent of the wine consumed in this country.
I think Judge DeVries' point that there may be dumping is entirely
other than duties, I
illusionary. Even with the free importation,than
.er
percent of the
more
never
were
wines
imported The shipment of grapes I 10
ink thatproduction.
of domestic
believes indicates
MO.
u consumption of something like 140,000,000 gallons of domestic
na.
wines; and with the quota and limits already put, I see no reason
for further restrictions such as the Willis-ampbell Act, restrict'an-

the
11

isCe.

ng importations by law.

tle
gler

restricted by tariffs.
'Thank you very much, gentlemen.
The CuHAIRMAN. We thank you, Mr. Ringwalt for your attendaice and the information you have given the committee.
The next witness is Hon. George P. McCabe, representing tw
American Brewers' Association; subject, beer tax.
If the memory of the Chair is correct, Mr. McCabe was at one time
Solicitor of the Department of Agriculture, and has frequently
Saipeared before the Committee on Expenditures in the Department
of Agriculture of which the present chairman of this committee was
a member; and he would like to say that Mr. McCabe's statements
were always very interesting.
Mr. McCAnBE.
hank you,Mfr. Chairman.
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They are already restricted and will be

STATEMENT OF GEORGE P. MoCABE, WASHINGTON, D.C., COUNSEL
FOR THE AMERICAN BREWERS' ASSOCIATION
ler1

'The CIIAn

MAN.

Please state your name and address, and whom

represent.
Mr. MCCABE. My name is George P. McCabe, attorney, 705 Ameri-

Y'ou

"ai Security Building, Washington, D.C. I am counsel for the

Amcrican lBrewers' Association.

II11

MIr. Chairman and gentlemen, I have here a short prepared state.
i ent which I should like to read; and then there are some points

ing

tiat I. wish to discuss that have been brought out in the testimony
to(lv regarding the brewers, and the l)roducts which they manufa-ttire. I seem to be the only representative of the brewers who
is present. Testimony has been received from wholesalers regarding the brewers, and also from importers: and I should like briefly

i1110,

to answer a few of those things.

coed
101i,

We are informed the interdepartmental committee has recoi.
iniiuded an excise tax of $5 per barrel oil all beers, regardless of alco.
hml content. In other words, it is proposed that the ionintoxi,',ing 3.2 percent alcohol beer )ay the same excise tax as the hig;h1', er ber. WVe are opposed to tits position .
The well-considered opinion of all who have studied the prol)lem
of alcohol taxes is that weight must be given to the social welfare
Uijwctl.
.(l
TIhat is the l)rimary consideration. While the need for

!ofile
I
..
clit

th IVorlie, exists it. iust not be the controlling factor. From the
-,Cial welfare side the tax should favor the nonintoxicating product

lij!h thus encourage its consml)tion displacing the beverage oi
Iliigher alcoholic strength, and encouraging temperance throughout
tite Nation.

The same rate of tax on nonintoxicating 3.2 percent

1h'oliol beer as on the high alcohol beer entirely disregards the prin-

I
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ciple and, runs counter to the conclusions of the reports of state
legislative bodies and of reputable private investigators.
Some of the States in recent legislation and in bills now pending
before the several legislatures, Missouri for example, have defined
3.2 percent alcohol beer as nonintoxicating, and have le')ied taxes on
its sale much lower than the license and vendor taxes impoped on the
sale of high-power beer.
In the Rockefeller report the recommendation is that the tax on
3.2 percent be sharply less than the tax on the high-power beer. In
this report the authors say:
The primary objective of taxation should be social control, not revenue. Taxes
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c
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should be levied not with the Idea of filling the Public Treasury at whatever
cost to public morality and efficiency, but as a method of reducing the con.
sumption of alcohol. (Par. 5, p. 19.)
Every consideration of social control suggests the frank acceptance am!
treatment of beer containing not more than 3.2 percent of alcohol as a non.
intoxicating beverage. While this line may not be drawn with strict sclentiit
accuracy, It has been popularly accepted as a result of the Act of Congress of,
March 22, 1033, permitting the sale of 3.2 percent beer. Since that date the
Nation has been a laboratory in which a remarkable experiment has been tried.
During this time such beer wias sold, even in populous centers like New York
City, with little restraint. For some weeks It was obtainable like lce-creiar.
at any soda fountain. It has been drunk In enormous quantities. Yet the tes.

3.
C

timony is almost unanimous that there has been no Increase In drunkenness,

tr

no disorder, no Increased resort to illicit hard liquor. The evidence, -s we
have found it, is all the other way. Bootleggers have lost part of their patron
age: in some places arrests for drunkenness have positively declined.
The continue(], unrestricted sale of beer having an alcoholic content (of not
more than 3.2 percent is clearly the part of wisdom. Such beer should li(
obtainable by the bottle, for off-premises consumption, practically without itil
tation. Its sale should be allowed by grocery stores, drug stores, dellcatesse
and general stores, and indeed by any merchant who so desires. A vedlor't,
permit should he required, but the cost should be low and there should b lit
restriction on the number of permits. The sale of such beer by the glass, wilh
or without iieals, should be permitted in restaurants, hotels, beer gardens, clib
and, 1l1(eel, in 1ny reputable establishment. (Pages 31-32.)

On the subject of the high-power beers, the report states:

.
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In dealing with the sale of heavier beers, fortified wines, and spirits, we are
3.'
confornted with a question infinitely vexatious and complex. Indeed, it Is til
heart of the liquor problem, and for many centuries its attempted solution
1
has brought grief and disillusionment. If light beers and wines were the only
alcoholic beverages consumed, the social implications of the liquor trade would
present but few difficulties and the task of the legislator would be simple. It
is, primarily, the distilled liquors and, secondarily, the heavier beers and wiline A.
lie
that create the real problems. (Par. 1, p. 85.)

Commenting specifically upon the rates of tax to be imposed on
the two kinds of beer, the Rockefeller report recommends:
That the excise tax on 3.2 percent beer be placed at not more than $3 1wr
barrel. This is comparable with a moderate retail sales tax of not more than
10 percent.
That the excise taxes upon other alcoholic beverages be rationally relatol
to the above rates with reference to their alcoholic content, price, undesirhbility
of consumption, and luxury-use factors, as shown in the accompanying table
(Pars. 1 and 2, p. 128.)

The table referred to shows a recommended tax of 10 per gc..
Ion on the 3.2 percent alcohol beer and a tax of 30 per gallon oil the

high-lpower beer.
In general these recommendations of the Rockefeller Committee
are supported by other investigators, public and private. We ,ire
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,iateunable to understand the reasoning upon which the Interdepartmental Committee based its recommendation for no differential in
tax between the two kinds of beer unless it is for ease of administrahug
to collect
and
it is
collection
in the rate
med Is ontion
which
a brewery
in simple
beer, even
of feasible
for taxes.
each kind
of tax of
the proper
manufactures both the 8.2 percent alcohol beer and the high-power
tile
beer. This has been demonstrated by the collection of the taxes on
cereal beverages and'on 8.2 percent beer manufactured in the same
on
breweries since April 7, and also by the collection of the $5 rate
In
and $6 rate since repeal.
The brewers I represent are of the firm opinion that there should
i
be a sharp differential in tax between the 8.2 percent beer and the
high-power beer. They believe that the sale of 3.2 percent beer
should be encouraged by a low tax of not more than $2 per barrel.
1.
The question is of great importance to the brewers because, while
the sale of 3.2 percent beer is now legal in 44 States, there are but 21
11i
0
!S
States in which the sale of beer containing more than 3.2 percent
thle
alcohol by weight is legal.
.rie
The tax of approximately $9 per barrel on beer containing over
3.2 percent alcohol by weight, as recommended by the Rockefeller
illicit
result in encouragement
wouldbreweries,
too high.of It
ts iiies, Committee,
traffic in theis product
wildcat
defrauding the of
revenue
_f11)1
dI
Hall,
)v 110
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and harming the legitimate brewer. We believe that a tax of $5
pier barrel on beer containing over 3.2 percent alcohol is as high tax
as should be levied.
Senator CLARK. May I interrupt you, Mr. McCabe?
Mr. MCCABE. Yes, Senator.
Senator CLARK. What is the American Brewers' Association?
Mr. MCCABE. The American Brewers' Association is an association
of brewers with breweries extending from the East to the West, and
from the North to the South.
Senator CLARK. What I am trying to get at is, is it limited to the
manufacturers of 3.2 percent beer?
Mr. MCCABE. Oh, no, sir. Every brewery manufactures both the
3.2 percent and the high-power beer.
Senator CLARK. Did you not formerly have a United States
lBrewers' Association?
Mr. MCCABE. There was, and is yet, a United States Brewers'
Association. Mr. Beneman was to precede me on the program, but
ho was detained in Chicago, and I think has asked for permission
to appear tomorrow morning.
Senator CLAK. All I was trying to find out was whether there
was any disagreement between the two organizations?
Mr. MCCABE. Without endeavoring to anticipate, the position of
the United States Brewers is identical with the position I have
presented here.
Senator CLARK. That is just what I was trying to find out---.
t'hether there was a conflict between the United States Brewers Associlation and your association?
Mr. MCCABE. Over 90 percent of the brewers in the United States
favor a differential in tax.
IMr.
want
to speak next on the charge of sectional discrimination.
JENKINS. May I ask a question?
The CHAIRMAN. Certainly.
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Mr. JIwrKINs. Does it cost any more to make 6 percent beer than

it costs to make 8.2 percent beerV
Mr. MoCABn, Yes-the added cost of the additional material, and
it is always sold for more. At every place in the United States
today where 3.2 percent beer and over 3.2 beer-5 percent and 6 percent beer-is being sold there is a differential of. about twice tile
difference in tax in the price of the two products.
Mr. JuNKINs. I can see that it would be sold for more, because

a

C

it more nearly approaches intoxication; but I thought you took the

alcohol out when you made it, and if that is the case it should not
cost any more.

Mr. MOCAIm. No; 6 percent beer is about as high a percentage of
beer as can be brewed by the ordinary methods of fermentation. Of
course, when we speak of beer we speak also of ale and porter and
stout. There is no discrimination against any section contemplated
by this, or against any brewer. As a matter of fact there is as much
or more ale being manufactured today in the Midwest as is being
manufactured in New England. Also, there is now, or at least was
until the date of repeal, being manufactured in New England, by
the largest brewery in New England, one of the finest ales that has
ever bcen brewed in this country. I do not want to give the gentleman, who isa close personal friend of mine, any advertising; but
that ale is still on the market, and it commands a very exceptional
price, selling here in the city of Washington at $5 per case as against
the sale of beer at something like $2 or $2.50 a case.
Senator DICKINSON. What percent of alcohol is there in that ?
Mr. McCAnw. Tlhat has cotntained, of course, 3.2 percent. I think
it lhis been extended. The brewers themselves have been forced b.%
public demand to increase the amount of alcohol in their beer-not
that any better beer can be made by having a higher percentage of
alcohol, but the peol)le are alcohol1-minded, and they look on the
label, and they think that if a 3.2 percent beer is six times as good
as a one half of 1 percent, if they can get something that has 6 percent
in it, it will he twice as goodas the :3.2 percent . One of the importers who testified today for one of the finest brands of beer that
is made, testified that his beer, with no limitation whatever on the
amount of alcohol that might be in it, I think he said, contained 3.6
l)ercent, or 3.65 percent. Tlme differential in price, gentlemen, is
sointhing that should I)e considered. In every place where highpower beer is being sold in competition with 3.2 percent beer, it
commands a higher price. There was some discussion this morning.
Mr.Chairman-I will not take but a moment more-on the subject
of the price that the brewers were charging for beer, the apparently
high price; and one of the witnesses who was not a brewer, under
questioning which he may or may not have understood, was led. 1
believe, to make the statement that he believed that the price of beer
was due to an agreement.
I want to tell you that in the whole United States there is no
pmofiteering in beer going on at the present time. Perhaps there
vas some; perhaps it was inevitable that there should have beeni
some immediately after the 7th of April, but there is none now.
Let us examine

e figures for a moment.

At the session of your committee on the Oullen bill, you gentlemeni
will remember the' testimony of Mr. Huber. Mr. Ruber is vice
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president of the Anheuser-Busch Co., and probably one of the bestposted men in the brewing industry in the United States. He was
asked
to give theof
cost
manufacturing
delivering
at the point
of manufacture
a of
barrel
of beer, andandthen
to break
that cost
down- and he did it, breaking down the several items, I think, into
30 dilferent items, and he arrived at a cost of $6.26. That of course,
was based on the then present price of materials. Now the brewers
do not get their material for nothing. They have to buy it. The
1rice of malt has more than doubled since Mr. Huber made that
estimate, and the price of bottles is higher. The price of cases is
higher. The price of grits is higher. The price of-everything that
goes into the manufacture of beer is higher. So that if Mr. Huber's
stc'-ement was correct then, and it would cost $6.6 to make and
deliver a barrel of beer at point of consumption certainly gomething can be added to that now. But let us pass that. Let us take
the $6.26.
In the State of Ohio today, beer is selling uniformly for $12 a
barrel. In one section of Ohio it is selling for $8. The man who is
selling that beer for $8 a barrel of course is losing money, because
it costs him, we will say, $6.26 to manufacture it; lie pays a Federal
tax of $5, which is $11.26 and he pays a State tax of $1 in Ohio;
and 3.2 percent beer is selling throughout Ohio for $12 a barrel.
The CHAIRMAN. How can he continue in business at $8?
Mr. MCCABE. The man there is just out to raid a market.
Mr. VINSON. What do they get for it at retail?
Mr. MCCABE. I will come down to that. The brewer, of course,
(noes not sell any beer at retail.
Mr. VINSON. I understand; but the consumer buys at retail.
Mr. MCCABE. They were talking here today about 496 glasses to
a barrel of beer. It is not there. The best testimony I have been.
able to obtain shows that they get about 400 glasses out of a barrel
of beer; and those would be, of course, the same size of glass that you
used this morning, Mr. Cooper. What was is it-8 ounces or 10
)unces?
Mr. COOPER. Eight ounces, as I recall.
Mr. MCCABE. They get about 400 glasses of beer. The rest is
wastage, and what the bartender scrapes off with the ruler when lie
fills it, etc., and the beer that goes stale, and that sort of thing.
So there are 400 glasses to a barrel of beer.
Mr. COOPER. At 10 cents a glass, that is $40.
Mr. MCCABE. Yes, sir.

y

Mr. CooPER. And the testimony given by the witness whom I
interrogated was that it cost him $15 a barrel.
Mr. MCCAnE. Right.

Mr. CooPER. What explanation is there for that difference-that
spread of practically 800 percent?
Mr. MCCABE. I do not know. I am not in the business. I suppose that it depends on the sort of a pla~e he runs. For example,
you can go down to the Occidental and pay 15 or 20 cents for a
lass or a stein of local beer, or you can buy a stein of imported
beer for 40 or 50 cents.

The same prices, or a little higher, prevail

at the Mayflower. There are plenty of places in Washington-of
course they would not be known to Members of Congress-where
20161-34-16
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beer is selling at 5 cents a glass. I went through Baltimore the
other day, and the uniform Signs in the windows all through were
"14 ounces of beer, 5 cents." Nickel beer has arrived in Baltimore,
and nickel beer as far as 8.2 percent beer is concerned is on its way
for the whole United States, because right now there is more beer
being produced than is being consumed.
Mr. CooPR. As I recall, you appeared before the committee on
te beer bill.
Mr. MOCABE. I did, sir.
Mr. CooPER. Is it not fair to state now that we were assured durin that hearing that if the tax was placed at $5 a barrel, a substania-sized glass would be sold for 5 cents.
Mr. McCABE. My recollection is exactly the same as yours, except
that I think it was qualified, that the glass would not be too sub.
stantial. It would be a small glass of beer-a "fair-sized " glass of
beer, I think they said.
Mr. VINSON. How many ounces?
Mr. MCCABE. Eight ounces.
Mr. CooPER. You heard the testimony today?
Mr. MCCABDE. I did.
Mr. COOPER. The 8-ounce glass is selling for 10 cents.
Mr. MCCABE. Yes.

Mr. CooPER. Now you say the 5-cent glass of beer is on the way.
Mr. MOCABE. Yes.
Mr. CoorER. If the beer people want to keep faith with the assurances that were given at the time, why has it not been here all along?
Mr. MCCABE. It has not been here all along for several reasons.
One has been due to the increase in the price of materials-not
wholly, but that has been a part of the reason. 'Another reason is
that the brewer does not control the retailer. On that subject of
price, Mr. Cooper and gentlemen of the committee, I want to tell
you this:
Judge Shallenberger raised this morning this question of the control under the codes. The brewers, after 3 months of hard work
on their part, had a code approved by the President on the 4th,
effective on the 5th, and the machinery for administering the code is
now in process of organization. That code contains a provision, put
in there at the insistence of the brewers, that the Federal Alcohol
Control Administration can absolutely declare ineffective and refuse
to allow the sale of beer which is sold at a price which is oppressive
to the consumer or which is destructive price-competition. In the
one case we are trying to get the retailers that are gouging their
customers, and in the other we are trying to get these fellows like the
man I told you about who is selling beer at $8 a barrel in Cleveland,
which is $3.50 or $4 below his cost of production. That authority
for the control of prices is absolutely set and rigid in the code, and
it has the support of at least 90 or 95 percent of all the brewers in the
United States, and we are 'going to see tbct it is enforced. It is not
for the interest of the manufacturing brewer to have the public
gouged. He wants to encourage consumption. He does Dot get any
more for the beer whether the retailer charges 10 cents or 5 cents
a glass for it.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Cooper wanted to know what became of th.e
spread. It might be a good idea to have the record show at this
time that part of the spread is taken tip with rent, heat, light, labor,
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bartenders, waiters, repairs, local license fee, and I understand in
some cases they are serving free lunch, all of which costs money.
Mr. McCABE. Absolutely-absolutely.
Senator CLARK. Mr. Chairman, may I ask just one question?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir.

Senator CLARK. Mr. McCabe, you will recall that when the argument was.on here last spring between 3.05 and, 3.2 percent beer, the

brewers came around and explained that the beer they would actually put on the market wouldbe about 3 percent beer, which would
be a good beer.
Mr. MCCABE. Yes.
Senator CLARK. That they needed a margin of tolerance.
Mr. MCCABE. Yes.
Senator CLARK. That

37

the 3.05 percent beer did not give them
sufficient margin of tolerance to put a 3 percent beer on the market.
Mr. MCCABE. Right.
Senator CLARK. It was on that basis, largely, that 3.2 percent
was enacted into law after a considerable fight.
Mr. MCCABE. Yes.
Senator CLARK. Now, as a matter of fact, the beer that they
actually put out was a 2.6 or 2.7 percent beer; wqs it not?
Mr. MCCABE. Yes, it was, and most of the beer that is on the market now does not run over 3 percent; that is, prior to repeal.
Senator CLARK. It does not run 3 percent, does it?
Mr. McCABE. I can answer that question in this way: I saw a
statement of 45 beers analyzed by a chemist in one of the Southern
States, and the lowest beer that was there was 2.7 percent and the
highest was 3.12 percent.
Senator CLARK. Your information is much later than mine. The
last I heard was about 3 months after the act went into effect; there
had been an analysis of about 40 beers, and the highest was 2.6
percent.
Mr. MCCABE. There were a couple of reasons for that. In the
first place, it was difficult to produce the beer all at once. In the
second place, they were in mortal terror of getting over 3.2 percent,
for the internal revenue statutes provided or the forfeiture of the
brewery if they exceeded that percentage.
Senator CLARK. I understand. I was just trying to get what the
actual fact was.
Mr. MoCA:E. Senator Harrison was discussing today the question
of tariff duty, and one of the gentlemen pointed out how much the
price of beer had increased for American consumption dime to the
change in exchange. I just want to call attention to the fact that
if you have a $15 duty, with no revenue tax here, it costs the fellow
who buys his $67 abroad $9 to pay that tax.
Senator HARRISON. You may not have that condition always as to
exchange. You are speaking of present conditions?
Mr. MCCABE. Yes; or on a devaluation of the dollar at 50 cents, of
course, he would be paying something considerably less than that.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. McCabe, of course you realize that this coinmittee cannot lose sight of the revenue feature of this matter.
Mr. MCCABP. No, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Have you any opinion or have you made an estimate as to the loss of revenue to the Treasury that would result from
the tax you recommend or suggest?
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Mr. MoCAnn. No; I have not Mr. Chairman. I hetkrd the testimony this morning that it would be $24,000,000. Of course I realize
that you must consider revenue; but in view of the nonintoxicating
qualities of 3.2 percent beer, absolutely demonstrated in the last several months, I do not think there is very much more excuse from a
social standpoint for charging $3 for 3.2 percent beer than there
would be for charging $3 for a barrel of Coca Cola, or-not to mention any particular soft drink-for any soft drink.
Mr. VINsoN. Did you say $24,000,000 reduction in revenue?
Mr. McCABE. I did not say it. That was what one of the witnesses
said this morning. I had no information about that.
Senator CLARK. Dr. Gulick said that.
Mr. VixsoN. I think that figure is in error. For the 8 months
the $5 tax has brought in $84,000,000 plus. Two fifths of that
would be around $31,000,000 loss.
Mr. MCCABE. But, of course, there are a good many variable
factors.
Mr. VIxsoN. Then you would have 4 more months to go, and
assuming same yield it seems to me it would figure the reduction to
be $45,000,000 for 12 months.
Mr. MCCABE. You can figure it at almost any amount, Mr. Vinson.
Nr. I Nso. Just take your lead pencil there and figure what a
40 percent cut would be on $125,000,000.
Mr. MCCABE. I think it would be just what you said; but of course
there may be some increase in consumption. When the A )ril 7
act was passed there were 182 breweries in the United States.
There are 552 now, and probably by the 7th of next April there
will be at least 1,000.
Mr. CULLEN. Does the consumption fall off in the winter very
much?
Mr. MCCABE. Oh, yes. We have passed the peak season, of course.
The CHAMMAN. Are you through, Mr. McCabe?
Mr. MCCABE. Yes, sir.
The CHAUNIAN. We thank you for your attendance, and the testimony you have given the committee.
The next witness is Seabury Mastick, representing the Interstate
Commission on Conflicting Taxation; subject, Federal liquor tax.
Mr. H. W. TOLL. Senator Mastick is chairman of the New York
State Commission on the Revision of the State Tax Laws. That
commission is holding hearings today in Syracuse on the question of
liquor taxes in New York State. Accordingly, Senator Mastick has
requested me to present to the committee his regrets that he is
unable to be present.
STATEMENT OF H. W. TOLL, DENVER, COLO., REPRESENTING
THE AMERICAN LEGISLATORS' ASSOCIATION
Mr. TOLL. My name is Henry W. Toll. I am the next speaker on
the calendar. My address is Denver, Colo.
I appear in connection with a matter which is not receiving a
great deal of discussion in connection with the present topic, but
which we believe is a matter of vast national sigmflconce.
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At the risk of repeating some information which is familiar to
some of the members here, I think it is necessary for me to explain
the origin of the proposal which I am about to present to you,
which is the proposal of the Interstate Commission on Conflicting
Taxation.
The American Legislators' Association is an organization which
is conducted entirely by State legislators, and which has been developed during the past 8 years. during the latter part of 1932
the members of that organization became very much interested in
the difficulties which the States were encountering as a result of the
conflict between State and Federal tax systems, and in that connection the association called a so-called "interstate assembly ", which
met here in Washington last Februarya.
The matter commended itself to the favorable consideration of
the President-elect at that time, President Roosevelt, and he issued
a statement saying that he hoped that each State would send its
delegates to that asse,. ably.
Each Sate was invited to send 3 delegates-1 from the senate, 1
from the house, and 1 a fiscal official named by the governor.
Largely as a result of the President's approval, the majority of the
States sent their delegates to that meeting.
That meeting set up the Interstate Commission on Conflicting
Taxation, a commission of 17 members, some of whom are State
fiscal officials and some of whom are State legislators. It includes
the principal fiscal officials of New York Stai e, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Massachusetts. and legislators from various parts of the
country who tre men of training and standing in their coninunities,
most of whom are men who have had especial experience in the tax
field.
That commission has as its prime desire the hope of developing
means for the coordination of the revenue systems of the Federal
Government and of the State governments, and indirectly of the
local units of government, and has desired to cooperate as fully as
may be with the members of this committee. I may say that it
has been a very agreeable undertaking on account of the many
courtesies that have been extended by Mr. Doughton and by Senator
Harrison and by Mr. Vinson, of the subcommittee on conflicting
taxation, and by' Senator King, and by other members; and we have
had the privilege of informal conference with your committee.
After various meetings, this committee met here in Washington
for two days last month. That time was devoted to a consideration
of the question of liquor taxation, and we had a somewhat extended
informal conference with representatives of the Treasury Department. During that discussion the plan which the Commission finally
adopted originated in its general outline with Mr. Mark Graves,
the present (during the past few days) tax commissioner of New
York State. He has returned to the' position of tax commissioner
from being the chairman of the State commission.
These are the recommendations of the Interstate Commission on
Conflicting Taxation:
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R1ECOMMENDATIONS CONCERNINO TIlE TAXATION OF ALCOHOLIC DEVERAOES

(Adopted by the Interstate Commission on Conflicting Taxation at its meeting
in Washington, D.C., Nov. 10, and 11, 1938)
Resolved, That it is the sense and the recommendation of the Interstate
Commission on Conflicting Taxation:
1. That tile social imlllications of tile repeal of the eighteenth amendment
greatly outweigh in importance the revenue aspects of repeal.
2. That the taxes on alcoholic liquors, as well as the taxes and license fees
upon the traffic in such liquors, should be so devised as to promote temperance,
and at the same time to discourage Illicit trafficking in such beverages.
3. That there is grave danger that if both the Federal and State Governments, without regard to each other, impose taxes or other imposts oil these
commodities, or upon tile traffic in them, the combined load of taxation will
become so heavy as to defeat the foregoing objectives.
4. That volume taxes, or so-called "gallonage taxes", whether direct or
indirect, should be imposed upon liquor by the Federal Government only, and
only at a moderate rate.
5. That the rate of the volume tax should in no event exceed $3 per gallon
on spirituous liquors, and that the rate of taxes on beverages of lower alcoholic
content should be correspondIngly lower.
6. That of the combined gross revenue from the liquor traffic, derived by
the Federal and State Governments front ill sources, one half should inure to
the benefit of the States and their localities, and the remaining half should be
retained by the Federal Government.
7. That in applying the principle which is stated in the preceding paragraph,
in the case of those States which adopt the State stores plan, or other form of
State liquor monopoly, there should be substituted for gross revenue as defined
in that paragraph the actual profit derived from State liquor transactions.
8. That the Federal Government should ascertain its total gross revenue from
the liquor traffic derived from all sources, and divide- that amount by the total
population in all of the wet areas in the United States, thus establishing the
Federal per capita. Similarly each State should ascertain its total gross
revenue, including both State and local proceeds, and divide that amount by
the total population in all of the wet areas in the State, thus establishing the
State per capita. In the case of each State, the State per capita and the
Federal per capita should then be added, thus establishing the combined per
capita for that State. The State's minimum share should be one half of tie
combined per capita. Accordingly, the Federal Government should make payments to each State which contains wet areas, in accordance with the following
formula:
Ascertain one half of the combined per capita.
Subtract from that amount the State per capita.
Multiply the difference by the number of the total population in all of the
wet areas In the State, thus arriving at the amount to be paid by the Federal
Government to the State.
9. That revenues from spirituous liquors which are sold for medicinal purposes should not be included in the .foregoing computations, but should be
separately handled, in accordance with the above stated principles, but in
accordance with tile method stated in the following paragraph.
10. In the case of each State, the Federal Government should compute the
amount of revenue which the Federal Government derives, by taxation and
licensing, from the sale of liquors for medicinal purposes in that State, and
also the amount which the State derives from such licensing and sales, total
the two amounts, and pay to the State such amount as will give it not less
than one half of the total.
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That report is signed by the following commissioners:
Senator Seabury C. Mastick, chairman, New York.
Hon. William 13. Belknap, Kentucky.
Hon. Mark Graves, New York.
Hon. R. Beverley Herbert, South Carolina.
Hon. Anna Wilmarth Ickes, Illinois.
Judge Edward L. Leahy, Rhode Island.
Senator William Lee Knous, Colorado.
Senator Earl R. Lewis, Ohio.
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Hon. Henry F. Long, Massachusetts.
Hon. Leon D. Metzger, Pennsylvania.
Hon. 0. H, Morrissett, Virginia.
Senator Ben 0. Oneal, Texas.
Senator Henry Parkman, Jr., Massachusetts.
Senator Alvin Reis, Wisconsin.
Hon. Harry B. Riley, California.

Hon. Estes Snedecor, Oregon.

l1on. Philip Sterling, Pennsylvania.
Senator Henry W. Toll, secretary, Colorado.

The great majority of those members were present at the adop.
tion of this report.
Mr. DIcKiNsoN. How are you going to determine the wet areas?
Mr. TOLL. I think by subtracting the dry areas.
Mr. DIcKINsON. How would you get that-by the vote of the
peopleI
Mr. TOLL. No, sir; it would be a census matter. If in the State
of Nebraska there were certain areas which were wet, and certain
areas which were dry-probably it would be a matter of counties.you would total the census population in the wet counties..
Mr. DICKINSON. How would you know unless you submitted it
and had a full vote?
Mr. TOLL. I take it that in each State it will be the law, as to any
given county, either that the sale of liquor is permitted in the county,
or that it is not permitted.
Senator CLARK. What are you going to do with a State which may
1)ermit

the manufacture of liquor but not the sale of it?

Mr. TOLL. Then the revenue goes only to the wet areas.
Senator CLARK. Suppose they have no wet areas? Suppose the
sale of liquor is prohibited throughout the State, but they do permit
the manufacture of it for use in other States?
Mr. TOLL. That problem would present itself, for instance, in
Kentucky at the present moment.
Senator CLARK. That is the instance I had particularly in mind.
Mr. TOLL. Under this plan the State of Kentucky, which sells no
liquor at retail, would receive no revenue from the Federal Gov-

ernment.
Senator CLARK." Then how would you prevent the State of Kentucky from putting on a gallonage tax of its own?
Mr. TOIL. How can they put on a gallonage tax when the State
is dry?

Senator CLARK. They permit the manufacture, and they can put
a gallonage tax on the manufacture.
The CJIAIRMAN. In that connection if they put on a gallonage tax,
and other States did not, they could not very well compete in the
market; could they? If they put on a gallonage tax, and other
States did not put on a gallonage tax, they would be at a disadv:mntage in putting their commodity on the market.
Mr. TOLL. That question was considerably discussed, and the
coninission had considerable education in the matter of distillation
of whisky.
Mr. HILL. How would it operate in cities where certain wards or
certain portions of the city did not have any sale of liquor within
those districts?

mmwvlo
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Mr. TOLL. It would be the population in the wet areas in the
States- and if there were dry areas in the city, those areasMr. UILL. Take, for instance, sections where they would not have
sales.
Mr. TOLL. Presumably, if the population were ascertainable, it
would be deducted. There might be refinements of that sort which
would require working out; but I believe that they would be refinements, and that they would be administrative details.
Mr.HILL. Here in the city of Washington, just recently, we have
been reading in the papers that certain sections are making protests
against sales of beer or liquor within those sections. It is pretty
hard to ascertain what that area will include--certain portions of
the city, mostly residential, but not altogether perhaps. It seems
to me it would be a rather difficult thing to work out.
Mr. TOLL. It might be necessary, conceivably, to ut it upon a
county basis, including those counties in which the sale of liquor is
permitted on the theory that one spring may supply an entire farm.
Mr. CUILLEN. Are you not endeavoring to apply what I would consider local option on taxation in that regard?
Mr. TOLL. Mr. Cullen, I think the theory is that the community
-i'here the liquor is consumed is the community which is going to
make the trouble. If you do not try to harmonize your Federal tax
svstem with the local tax systems, those areas where the liquor is
'on.umed are going to put on substantial taxes if you do not hell)
out the situation; and the consequence would be that you would be
taxing, and those consuming areas will be taxing, and the bootlegger
will be back.
Mr. KNUTSON. You have no thought that that would work; have
you?
Mr. TOLL. I am sure I would neither stultify myself nor insult

the committee by presenting a suggestion that we do not believe
would work.
Mr. KNursoN. Do you really think that would work?
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Mr. TOLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. R EI). When you were speaking of the dry areas, you were

figuring those areas determinedd to be cry by local option ?
Mr. TOLL. Yes, sir.
Mr. REEl). What would be the situation, for instance in Calfornia where, under a constitutional alnendment, as I understandit is ah up to the State; the counties have no say iii regard to thrt

re,

at all?

Mr. TOLL. I am not sure that I understand your question.

Mr. REE.D. Under the California constitution, they have no suich
thing as local option. I (10 not knowv whether the State can determine an area that is dry or wvet. I do not know how that is intendevd
to operate; but I was wondering. under those State amendments,
whether vou considered that in tle plan that you are working out
and presenting here.
Mr. 'IOLL.I presume that it will be known whetler it is legal for
liquor to be sold in any given county in the State, whether tht
humidity is determined by the State or'by the county.
Mr. REED. I did not know whether you had taken into consideration that action by the States or not, and looked into their law to
find out how it fitted into your plan.
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Mr. TOLL. The plan was simply an attempt to arrive at distribution for those areas where, under existing law in the locality, liquor
could be sold.
Mr. VINSON. How would you determine what was a wet area-by
State law or Federal law I Take, for instance, a State that voted for
the repeal of the eighteenth amendment: Would you consider that a
wet area or a dry area?
Mr. TOLL. Mr. Vinson. I think that in a given locality either liquor
will be sold legally or it will not be sold, and a policeman on the
corner will know 'whether it is legal for liquor to be sold under
existing law or not.
Mr. VINSON. The allocation under the plan suggested by you
would come from the Federal Government to a State. Is not that
correct?
Mr. TOLL. Yes, sir. Some States would not receive anything.
Mr. VINSON. But the allocation would come from tle FIederal
Government to a State?
Mr. ToLL. Yes.
Mr. VINsoN. Now, then, the State would do with that money as
it saw fit?

Mr. TOLL. Yes.

Mr. VINSON. In other words, it seems to me that according to the
thought suggested, when a State has shown that it is wet area so far
-is the eighteenth amendment is concerned, it would not be necessary
to follow that money from the Federal Treasury into a State to see
that it was properly apportioned in wet area or dry area.
Mr. TOLL. No; that certainly is true.
Mr. VINSON. In other words, take Kentucky, for instance: Kew.

It

tucky voted 180.000 in favor of the repeal of tihe eighteenth amendment. Now, the legislature meets, and it will be some time before
the people of Kentucky can vote upon the repeal of the State
amendment; and as far as the money is concerned that comes
from the Federal Treasury to the State treasury I cannot see why
it is necessary to branch out into the subdivisions of the State,
b cause it would be interminable, in the determination of what was
wet area and what was dry area.
Mr. TOLL. An alternative proposal, I suppose, might be to include
the entire State, if the sale of liquor was permitted in the State,
regardless of whether there were some dry areas within it or not.
Mr. VINSON. Now in regard to the yardstick, as I understand the
resolution adopted by the Commission, population alone is the
yardstick.
Mr. TOLL. Yes; population alone.
Mr. VINsON. Did the Commission give consideration to the question of production and consumption?
Mr. TOLL. Yes, sir; it gave a substantial amount of consideration
to that.

to

Mr. VINSON. Wherein did you reach a conclusion so vastly different from that which the Scott-Fosdick Committee reached?
Mr. TOLL. I can tell you. The proposal was discussed at length
as to whether or not the production factor should enter in to affect
the per capita factor; and in our discussions with Mr. Lowery, for
instance, we were familiar with the fact that it was their disposition
to have the production factor enter in.
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In the first place, if you are going to inject the production factor
into this matter of benefits from Federal taxation-I am sure this
will not be obnoxious, either, to a Kentuckian-then are we not
going to come to a point where the cigarette-producing States--this
would not be obnoxious to a North Carolinian-should receive greater
benefits from the Federal taxation on tobacco than other States, and
the same as to those States from which a greater Inheritance tax is
acquired; and the same thing as to those States which produce
gasoline ?
Mr. VINsON. Of course we have not adopted this nationalization
method, Mr. Toll; but if we were to do so, referring to tobacco, it
seems to me that it certainly is not unfair to state that the State
that produces the thing that is to be taxed should have some consideration in the allocation of the Federal money. Take, for instance,
whisky. Take, for instance, tobacco. The State that produces the
liquor under your plan or under the Fosdick-Scott plan yields some.
thing because of agreement to that plan. Is not that true?
Mr. TOLL. Yes; it would yield its right to a gallonage tax.
Mr. VINsoN. Now, under the Scott-Fosdick report it is understood
that if the Federal tax is the tax in toto, and there is to be an allocation, say, of 20 percent to the State, then that State will refrain from
the enactment of laws affecting the taxation of that particular
product. Is not that right?
Mr. TOLL. Yes.
Mr. VINsON. Now then, the State that produces this commodity
that is taxed is yielding more than the State that does not produce
it; and consequently, coming from Kentucky, which produces a tremendous amount of tobacco, and that has nanufactured liquor
that has a world-wide fame, it seems to me that production ought to
be considered in making up the allocation.
Mr. TOLL. I participated yesterday in a pre-session conference
with Kentucky legislators, and I know that there is that sort of
sentiment there; but I am reminded of the motto on the bridge at
Trenton:
Trenton makes, the worhl takes.

And in the matter of ood Bourbon whisky, of course, KentuckY
makes and the world tates. The country takes and pays the tax.
Mr. VINsoN. Yes; but if this plan should be adopted, the State
that produces it would be giving up more in the acceptation of tie
plan than the State that does not produce it. There cannot be any
question about that.
Mr. KNUTSON. Mr. Chairman, of course Mr. Vinson's objection
could be met by passing a law compelling Kentuckians to consume
their own production; but that was not the point I wished to raise.
In large centers of population the city councils will undoubtedly
prescribe certain areas where intoxicating liquors may not be sold.
They will be based largely upon controlled territory. That condition
will not be along ward lines, but it will be bounded by certain
streets and ,avenues. Would we not have to take another census to
determine that?
Mr. TomL As I have been thinking that matter over while we
have been talking, it seems to me quite clear that in such cases the
municipality should be considered wet.
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Mr. KNrrrsoN. Why not consider a State either dry or wet, and
base it upon the population? Why go into all this complicated
machinery? If Kansas wants to stay dry, do not give her any
money. If New York wants to be wet, give-her her per capita share.
Mr. ToyL. I think the suggestion is correct.
Mr. KNUTSON. I am sorry if I questioned your seriousness a while
ago Mr, Toll.
ir. VINSON. Since you agreed with him, he wants to retract that.
[Laughter.]
The CHAIMAN. Are you about through your statement, Mr. Toll ?
Mr. ToLT.. I should like to have .5 or 6 minutes more.
The CHAIRMAN. We have taken. so much of your time in asking
questions that we will give you 5 minutes additional.
Mr. TOLL. I may say that we have made a computation as to how
this would have operated before the war, in 1913. At that time
there were 870 distilleries in the country, and 7,000 wholesalers, and
200,000 retailers. The Federal collections were $230,000,000.
'he
State and local collections were $80,000,000.
Under this plan the Federal payment for the benefit of the States
and their political subdivisions would have been $75,000,000, or less
than one third of the amount received by the Federal Government.
The Federal per capita for the wet: areas at that time would have
been $5.02. The State and local per capitas, of course, would have
varied. In New Mexico it ran as low as 48 cents. In Florida it
ran as high as $10.44. The Federal Government would have paid
to New Mexico $2.25, and would have paid to Florida nothing.
Now I have simply stated the principle, the theory here, the proposal. I am very anxious to speak for just a few moments as to
the issues that are involved, because I am sure they merit some
thought by your committee. I may state that I received a telegram
today saying that we now have gallonage taxes in Colorado of 80
cents, in New York of $1, in Delaware of $1, and in Indiana of $2.
If this committee acts without consideration of this subject, there is
no question in my mind that we are going to have substantial local
taxes, and we are going to build up a governmental cost in connection
as a result of an
to secure liquor revenues,
whichwith
willrevenue,
certainly greatly increaseattempt
the illegal traffic.
According to a newspaper report which I read on the train this
morning, it was recommended by one of the responsible officials here
yesterday that the Federal Government should try to secure 80 percent of all gallonage taxes collected under a rebating system, and
under this plan would attempt to prevent the States' and their
political subdivisions from collecting gallonage taxes, and then they
would receive simply 20 percent.
In other words, he would recommend that the Federal Government
should say, for instance, "We will collect $2.40 a gallon. We will
give 48 cents for the States. This would give 16 cents for the cities
16 ceAts for the counties, and 16 cents for the States. Then we will
keep for ourselves $1.96." What could you expect if you followed
such advice but' that the States should spurn this allotment as
"chicken feed ", and should say, "We also will collect $2.40, which
we will divide three ways-for State, county, and municipal revenues "? You could not blame them. You could not stop them.
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Every one knows what the consequence would be. You are in a position to prevent this if you will :share reasonably. Now, what is
reasonable? No one can mathematically demonstrate the exact correctness of any basis of distribution; but I call your attention to
three facts:
First: The States and their political subdivisions have an absolute
claim, as I see it, to sufficient revenues to reimburse them for their
expenditures entailed by the liquor traffic for inspection, for policing,
for the processes of adjudicating and punishing offenders, and for
other institutional costs. The Federal Government should not begrudge them such reimbursement, since it will realize vast savings
by being relieved of the task of prohibition enforcement.
Second: The States, the counties, and the municipalities have all
beeii led to believe that they will receive substantial net revenues in
the event of repeal, to offset some of their real-estate tax burdens.
Wheni I say " net revenues ", I mean over and above reimbursement

for their increased costs. The citizens have not unreasonably counted
upon this as one of the incidents of repeal.

Third: Many States are in desperate financial straits. So also
ar, hundreds of counties and hundreds of municipalities. While you
are parceling out billions to banking corporations, to railroad corporations, to building and loan corporations, and to other corporations to prevent collapse, does not good statesmanship dictate the
advisability of allowing sufficient funds to our corporations of government--our States, counties, and munmicipalities-to save them from
collapse? You have it in your power to l)recipitate excessive liquor
taxes and all of the misfo~rtunes which will follow in their wake.
You also have it in your power absolutely to prev(Mit excessive liquor
taxation by means of a reasonable sharing g Jlan of a general pattern,
such as this Commi.Lsion proposes, or of-far superior )attern such
as you could devise.
T1'he division of the governmental revenues which are to be derived
from the liquor traffic tends to precipitate the problem which is being
created by the Federal Government s recent assumption of functions
which we have always understood were State functions. This expansion of the Federal claim of jurisdiction may have been necessary and
it may have been proper; but the problems becomes mote acute as
the Federal Government takes not only the States' functions but also
most of the available revenues.
The Federal Government is having its troubles in attempting to
finance its manifold activities; but the fact must not be forgotten
that almost every State and county and city is having its troubles,
also. If you bankrupt the States and their political subdivisions, you
do not strengthen the Nation. Practically without regard for the
financial well.being of the States, the Federal Government-and the
States have acted with equal disregard to the Federal well-being-has
encroached upon their sources of revenue to a dangerous extent. I
am not criticising. I am simply observing. You are now taking
much of our inheritance-tax money. You are taking much of our
potential gasoline money. You are taking much of every lucrative
source of revenue within your reach. You are forcing us to look
more and more to the only source of revenue which you cannot
reach-the direct property tax.
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Mr. KNxvrsoN. Right there, I should like to ask you a question.
Why would it not be a good idea to leave the tax as it is, $1.10 a
gallon, and then let the States impose such taxes as they see fit; have
the Government do away with the prohibition-enforcement organization, and just take $1.10 a gallon? Have you given that consideration?
Mr. ToLm It would be more judicious, I believe, than to have the
Federal Government put on a $2.60 tax or a $3 tax without reasonable sharing.
Mr. KNUTSON. That would meet the local government's needs,
would it not? Under that plan we would save money. We cer.
tainly would save a lot of money. I do not know how much prohibitien enforcement has cost us. It has run into the hundreds of
millions, if not billions. It would obviate the necessity of policing
the entire country, and it would lead to better feeling, would it not
Then each State can handle it just as it sees fit. Why should not
that be a good plan? It is much simpler, is it not?
Mr. TOLL. I should say that any plan which contemplates some
reasonable sharing of revenues is infinitely preferable to any plan
whereby the Federal Government would try to impose a large tax
and take practically all of it, with the inevitable result that the
States and their subdivisions will build it up.
Senator CLIrK. Mr. Chairman, in the discussion I have listened to
here there has never been any suggestion from any source of imposing a tax of $2.60 to $3 that did not contemplate an allocation to the
States. In other words, the suggestion you just made is not in line
with any other suggestion that has been made here-that the Federal Government might impose a tax of $2.60 to $3 and take it all.
Mr. TOLL. But you might as well take it all as to follow the supgestion which Mr. Lowry ihade yesterday, of giving the States onfy
20 percent.
Senator IHARRIsON. Mr. Toll, I am in entire sympathy with the
proposition of the States getting credit; but prior'to the adoption of
the eighteenth amendment do you know of any State that imposed a
gallonage tax? Were they not perfectly satisfied and did they not
proceed on the theory of getting their revenue from the issuance of
privilege licenses?-and that was quite an item. Do you know of
any State, prior to the adoption of the prohibition amendment, that
got any revenue from a gallonage tax; and did not all of the States
in those days prior thereto permit the Federal Government to collect
the gallonage tax ?
Mr. TOLL. As to whether there were gallonage taxes I am not able
to state, but the State revenues, as I have stated, run all the way
from 48 cents to more than $10 per State, by one form or another.
Senator CLARK. I asked the question for the purpose of attempting
to dispose of the idea the Department had created that the Federal
Government is trying to take away from the States some of their
rights. In the report of the interdepartmental committee they suggest that these privilege licenses should be collected by the -States
and that should be left to them, and so forth. We are niot trying to
take that, but the Federal Government is merely trying to proceed
along the same lines we had proceeded in collecting taxes prior to
the adoption of the eighteenth amendment.
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Mr. TOLL. Aren't you following the lines followed in dealing with
the gasoline money I
Senator CLARK. No, and the object of the Federal Government is
not the same as in the gasoline-tax proposition. That is an emergency proposition and we want to retire from it as soon as possible,
and that is no reason why the States should raise objection to the
Federal Government trying to get revenue under the same policy
adopted before by the Government.
Mr. TOLL. But we are sharing this emergency with you, it is our
emergency, too. The Federal Government has said, "We will take
part of your gasoline money; we will take a very substantial part of
your inheritance-tax money ", which you were not then taking;
"we will take other potential revenues by special sales taxes." I
am not attempting to create any impression that either the Federal
Government or the State governments have vested interests in any
source of tax revenue, but the Federal Government has felt it was
proper for it to participate in available revenues emergency
formerly enjoyed
matter,
by the States. Then, when the States say, as an
to
revenue
of
source
new
this
it you please, let us participate in
which ive have looked as well as the Government, and as well as
the municipalities have looked, then, would it be consistent for
the Federal Government to say, " Let us look back to the days of 20
years ago in that matter.' In other words, they say, "In what is
yours we will share with you, and what is ours, by tradition, is
ours."
Mr. Coozmn. I have great respect for your views and opinions,
and I believe you can not be even suggesting here that the Congress
of the United States, legislating, of course, for the Federal Government, should adopt a policy of Just considerink what the States
will want to do and what they will want to take, and then let us
take what is left to the Federal Government.
Mr. TOLL. No, sir;. far from it. What I am saying is, that the
Congress of the United States cannot fail to take cognizance of the
one Federal Government
fact that our Government is made up of governments
and almost
county
2,000
governments,
State
48
and
countless municipalities, and that Congress of the United States,
being concerned over the well-being of any of its political subdivisions, cannot disregard the well-being of its local units.
Mr. CooprF. Have you any impression that anybody intends to
disregard the well-being of any of the units of the United States?
Mr. TOLL. No, sir; but I think they can imply that.
Mr. CooPElt. We have had the 48 States, or proportionately, practically every since we have had the Government, haven't we?
Mr. TOLL. Yes, sir; and the States have never shown any great regard for the Federal Government in their taxes, and the Federal
Government has never shown any great regard for the States in
their taxes. It is inherent in the machinery, and what we are hoping for is simply that the local governments of the Federal Government may take more counsel together when it comes to the division
of the revenue. If the revenue is derived by taxation on the national income, we have only one national income, and we have to
all get together and split it up.
Mr. Coopmt. Isn't it fair to state that the first duty of Congress is
to properly finance the Government?

__________________________________________
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Mr. Tom The first duty of Congress is to consider the welfare of
the Nation, and the Federal Government is only a part of that.
Mr. KNUTSON. You raise the question of the gas tax taken by
the Government, and I would like to have the record show at this

point we are taking in $150,000,000 through the gas tax, and pay-

ing it back to the States, through the N.R.A., $W00,000,000, and I
think this is the proper place to show that. In other words, we
are giving them back $3 for $1, outside of what we had been
giving them prior to that time.
Mr. Tom. Yes. I think so.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Do you suggest that the task of the enforcement

of the Federal prohibition law, the task of the enforcement of the
additional laws that provide for the collection of the revenue, is
expected from the States?
Mr. TOLL. No, sir; I was speaking of the enforcement of
ohibition. We have had Federal prohibition, and it has devoted
upon the Federal Government to enforce prohibition.

The

CHAIRMAN.

Now, the enforcement of the law providing for

this taxation, against those who violate the Federal law in escaping
the taxes, you do not take it the States will assume that, do you?
Mr. Tom. No, sir.

The

CHAIRMAN.

You spoke of the State courts being burdened

with that responsibility and that duty, and that expense, but I
do not know in what connection you made that statement.
Mr. TOLL. I say that the reestablishment of the liquor traffic
will cast a substantial expense upon the States, counties, and municipalities in the matter of the liquor control.
The principal burden of the control, that is to say, the task of the
prevention of liquor sales, has been a Federal task. The task of
local control will be a local task. Of course, in the Matter of tax
collection, that will fall upon the Federal Government, but that will
be relatively insignificant, I take it.

The

CHAMMAN.

The duty of apprehending and punishing those

who evade the taxes will fall upon the Federal Government, will it
notI
Mr. Tom. Yes, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you through, Mr. Toll?
Mr. KNUTSON. I would like to ask Mr. Toll why he spoke of the

20 percent inheritance tax as a very substantial amount, and why he
spoke of the 20 percent of the liquor tax proposed to be given back
as a negligible amount.
Mr. Tom. Isn't the Federal Government receiving more than 20
percent on the inheritance tax?
Senator CLARK. No; they allow 80 percent credit back.
Mr. Tomi
1 . But isn't there also a Federal inheritance tax now?
Senator CLARK. There is a gift tax, but it is very small. The State
taxpermits a credit of 80 percent back to the State.
Mr. Tom. But the Federal Government is receiving further sums
from the State inheritance tax in 'addition to that 20 percent, as I
understand it.
Mr. Hir. The original credit was 80 percent of the tax paid to the
State.
Mr. Tom. But the Federal Government's tako has now been increased over the former 20 percent.
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Mr. HIL,. We now have a supertax against which no credit for
State inheritance tax is allowed.
Mr. K NUTSON. What I am trying to get at is this: Your proposi.
tion is when the Federal Government began to take the inheritance
tax it was entering a field of taxation hitherto entirely occupied by
the States, and now the Federal Government takes 20 percent of
that. It is proposed for a State to participate in the allocation
of the liquor tax, and the Lowry plan is to give the States 20 percent
of that, which is exactly the same proposition, and in one of those,
the inheritance tax, you stated that it is a substantial sum, and
in the other, the liquor tax, you stated that it is a negligible sum.
Mr. TOLL. I question your statement that the Federal Government
is not receiving from the inheritance taxes more than 20 percent,
because it also has a supertax, as the result of which, if r understand the figures compiled for your committee the Federal Government is receiving a very substantial share of the total revenue from
taxation on inheritances.
Mr. VINsoN. The supertax is 100 percent of the normal tax, and
the State does not participate in that supertax which is levied by
the Government.
Mr. TOLL. It is not a matter of four to one at all in that. Mty
stand at the present time in the inheritance taxes, the Federal Gov'er.ment is actually getting a lion's share.
Senator CLARK. We have heard here a lot of details about which
people may differ as to the percentages and so forth, but your general idea is, and that of the committee is, that there ought not to be
two different agencies working in the matter of the collection of
tales, that there ought to be harmony, or otherwise it will do harm,
and it would be better if we could give a percentage to the States.
Mr. TOLL. Yes, sir; if your plan could be followed that there
should be a reasonable distribution.
If I seem to be in an argumentative mood, I want again to say that
I would not be a true representative of this commission if Iwere
not exceedingly appreciative of the consideration we have been
shown, and if our attitude were anything else than a very eager
desire to be fair minded and to try to improve our governmental
set-up in the matter of coordination.
Senator CLARK. You will not be the first one, when you discuss
liquor, that appeared to be in an argumentative mood.
The CHAIRMAN. This will conclude the hearing of evidence for
the day. The Chairman having to be absent on other official duties
in the morning, I have appointed Mr. McCormack to preside.
Senator HARRIsON. There may be certain witnesses here who would
prefer to take a minute of time to put in their testimony rather than
come tomorrow.
The CTAIRMAN. We have cleared the calendar of all of the nam..
except, of course, if there are any witnesses here, besides the Members of Congress, who would like to make a statement or insert
something in the record, it would be all right to come up, if you have
something in mind.
Mr. CURRAN. I would like to make a statement.
The CHAIRMAN. Was your name included on the calendar?
Mr. CURRAN. It is on for tomorrow.
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The CHAIRMAN. What is your name?
3ir. CURAN. -P. J. Curran.
The CHAIRMAN. You would like to make

Mr.
The

CURRAN. Yes, sir.
CHAIRMAN. How long will
CURRAN. Probably about 5
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your statement tonight?

it take you?
minutes.
The CHAIRMAN. All right, suppose you go ahead. Give your
nt
name and address to the reporter.
STATEMENT OF P. I. CURRAN, DETROIT,
MICH.
nt .'. CURRAN. My name is P. J. Curran, of Detroit, Mich. I repret i , several independent blenders and rectifiers. In listening to the
testimony here, especially on the charge of $4, which the Rockefeller
Foundation claims to be the cost of producing some of the bootleg
liquor, I would like to say there are several connections I know in
Detroit where it is said the cost of protection and all, in the making
of liquor, is really only about $1.50 a gallon. That is a dollar which
they claim goes to the gangsters, as I understand, through the friend•shi',! I have with one of them, goes for protection. rhe other 50
S
cents goes for the cost of the liquor through the several tenements
who produce this sugar alcohol which they use in making the gin
and other stuff.
In another report by Dr. Buck he claimed that the rectifying of
nliquor was on a basis of 10 to 1. Years ago-and I am still interested
inithe blending and rectifying business-the basis of an ordinary
bleii(led whisky was about 3 to 1. On a 45-gallon barrel of blended
whisky we used to use about 15 gallons of good rye whisky, and
that would be a very reasonable whisky. Then, according to the
l)ice, it naturally would increase from 15 to 25 gallons in a barrel,
an(] sometimes as much as 30 gallons in a rectified barrel of whisky.
at
Now, the blended whisk was a blend of whisky. It would be
takig 2-, 3-, 4-, or 5-year o d whisky of different makes and making
R
a certain aroma and blend.
In all of
my experience
I never heard of anybody getting d.t.'s from
rectified
liquor
except a confirmed
liquor drinker.
I had some further data for tomorrow, but those few points are
the ones I wanted to bring before the committee, so that when they
make recommendations for the tax they will take into consideration
a tax of $1.10 which would keep the bootlegger out of the business, because the $1.10 tax to the maker or the distiller, and the cost sent
(1
along to the wholesaler, will make a legitimate man go back in business and still make a comfortable living for the reason lie would not
have to pay the big high protection w ich the bootlegger now has
to pay, especially in my part of the country.
Ar. CROWTHER. In rectifying 15 gallons of good whisky, the other
30 gallons was whisky, too, it was not 30 gallons of alcohol?
AMr. CURRAN. It was distilled spirits broken down in combination
With 0, 8, or 10-months old prune juice and peach Juice and other
Softening, so that the liquor was not harsh liquor which you get at
the present time, and it did not cut the membranes of the throat as
it goes down, but slides down easily.
Mr. KNuTsON. And what (lid that cost per gallon?
Mr. CU Ax. From two to two and a half a gallon.
Mr.

29101-34-17
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Mr. CROWTHER. Could that be made and sold for $1 a quart?
Mr. CURRAN. It could be sold for $1 or 90 cents.
Mr. 'CROWTHER. And you could drink it without losing your
tonsils?
Mr. CURRAN. Of course, it was not as harsh as the liquor you get
these days, and naturally this liquor you get is pretty harsh.
The CHAIRMAN. IS there anything further you wish to state?
Mr. CURRAN. No, sir; unless you want to ask some questions.
The CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your attendance and the i.:
formation given the committee.
The hearing will be adjourned until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
(Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned until Thursday, Ducomber 14, 1933, at 10 a.m.

1

ADDENDA
Brief by E. S. UNDRnILr, Representing the Finger Lakes Wine Growers
Association
HOn. ROBERT L. DOUJI[TON,
Vhairman, Ways and Alean

Committee, Molise of Repre8entath'cs,t
Washinglon, D.C.
DEAR Sin: Due to the inability of the Finger-Lakes Wine Growers Assoclaton
to attend the meetings of your honorable body when you were consider
domestic taxes on wines, we herewith submit a statement covering the wiiiw
produced east of the Rocky Mountains and request that it be made a jart
of the committee records.
In preprohibitlon days, the as location produced approximately 80 pr i'it
of the sparkling or champagne types of wine produced in America. 'The
State of California is admittedly the largest wine producing state in tile
United States, but those wines are approximately 09 percent still wIlnes:.
Prior to prohibition, these eastern wineries products approximately 115.,110
cases of sparkling wine per year, and aplroximntely 800,000 gallons of still
wine per year. The preprohlbition cooperage capacity of these wineries were
slightly better than 4,500,000 gallons of still wines, and the storage capacity
was 7,450,000 bottles of champagne.
Due to prohibition, the market for both sparkling and still wines was gre:,tly
curtailed and use was limited to sacramental, medicinal and manufactiluing
purposes, so that there was little reason for production. In fact, the prodhimtion of champagne was prohibited and still wine held to a very small gallo|i|.|e.
Stocks of wines that were on hand at the time prohibition went Into lt .t
were depleted over the prohibition period and Government records show that
on December 31, 1932, there were less than 40,000 cases of domestic sparklia:
wine in the country and only 18,659,481 gallons of still wine.
About 7 years will be required to build the stock of American sparhli:wine up to the preprohlbition total. It had been the custom in the past to a e-th,
sparkling or champagne types of wine 3 to 4 years before placing them on tlck
market. American producers of champagne have been doing everything lmo;slble to build tip their stocks, but In general the situation is pitiful.
Domestic wines are made from domestic grapes produced by Anteri'al
farmers. The effect of prohibition upon the wine grape grower of Amer:ca is
well known. The lack of demand was the cause of the destruction of thol sil,,
of acres of wine grapes. Wine grapes are not marketable as table grapes.
Before prohibition, the wine vineyards of Lake Keuka alone in the l,'i-r',,r
Lakes region of New York, totaled over 35,000 acres, but now they do wit
total one half that figure. The growers in that region alone can increase 1h1,ir
production five times that of 1933 before the present productive capacity ,,f til,
seller will be filled. This increase of acreage will mean a greatly inervw,'.l
return to the vineyardists. For the 5 years preceding 1933, tie vineyardistS
in the Lake Keuka region received an average of $20 per ton for their wiiii
grapes. In 1933, the early wine types of grapes brought $125 a ton and 1lw,
late varieties, $80 per ton, and an average of approximately $95. In slIC
of this Increased income to the vineyardlists. Government assistance will 1,0
asked to enable tile vineyardists to increase their grape acreage.
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lurnopean nations, especially France, (Oerniany, Italy, Spain, and Portugal,
have for centuries been producers of tll types of grapes. Nevertheless, the
%inc interests of this country at the time prohibition went into effect had
e'lled the point where Amlierican whies anld cliamiipagitcs were recognized by
tiI*F
.iil1oissellrs generally as being equal or sulperior to foreign wines.
1Vllle tire
the stocks of domestic wines are very low, the stocks of wines in
lEirope
very large, due to the loss o1 their American and Russian markets,
-Is well as the undoubted decrease of consumption, especially In France because
,if the Increased use of tea, coffee, an(! other types of beverages. That there
nire immense stock of these wines available, is a matter of coliinioni knowhlge, and an article In tile Saturday Evening Post, dated December 23, 1933,
ittes thlat there are hi France 170,000,000 bottles of champagne ready for
vxtiort to other countries, and particularly the United S(ates. Quotations
received in this country reveal that these foreign wines can be bought at
ridiculously low prices, because of the desire on the part of the ow\iners of
these foreign stocks to dump their great. surpluses In order to secure cash.
(tiod champagne can be bought i France for as low as $5 a case f.o.b. winery.
Curtailment of production and consequent depression In the ildustry begon
a; early its 1917, due to the correct assumption that prohibition would ultiiwittely become effective. We therefore have had 10 years of depression, which
1 5 times longer than any other Industry li the United States. The applica-

fin of the above statement must properly be made to the agriculturist grow-
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ing grapes, as well as the producer of wine.
'l'lw internal revenue tax on champagne and all sparkling wines was placed
at $5.76 per case, or $2.40 per gallon during the World War, and has never
liv n reduced. This terrific tax Is equivalent to more tlan $700 per acre
on tlhe vlneyardist. The tax oil still wines from 7 percent to 14 percent
;il,.diol was placed at 16 cents per gallon as a war measure, and ol willes
1nfr, 14 to 21 percent, at 40 cents per gallon at the saine time. These still
t liv taxes were reduced to 4 and 10 cents, respectively, shortly after prollitio
tw'iaile effective.
\We would suggest that the present tax oil sparkling wines is exorbitant.
and that it should be reduced to SO cents per gallon. The hgh tax has been one
of Ihe factors In inakhing wline of this class expensive, a1l() a reduction In tax
should he passed on fully to the (onslnler. We conce've of no reason wily
c1inllaagne should be considered a luxury. li all countries other thal1 the
l*iitvd States the tax is kept down so that the average person 1s able to luy
0li:ilil)ltgne to be lised oil Joyous oevilsolls.
The request submitted to you at your public lilcaring, coverig doinwestle taxes
on stll wiiep, are generiially in lim with necessary requirements of eastern
wiii producers.
itn our opinion, the matter of donestle or Internal-revenue tax is bound
In d tilt(] foot vIth the tariff rates oin these s1iine products. Neither the vineyirdists or the wine producer can hope to recover from its 10 years depression
ult
iiless the present adeqiiate tariffs are maIntIned. It Is a fact that the Im-

liprters pay the tariff duty plus domestic tax. while the doniestii producer

1m)ys
,
the domestic tax. To lower the tariff will benefit the grape growers and
whie producers of the foreign countries, as well as tile inlporters, but Injure
the United States vilneyardists aiiId iroducers. If tie domestic tax is reduced,
iti foreignVine3 ardist, will producer, 1ind Importer, till(] the dbiestle vle.3arillst and wine producer will equally benefit, remnahilng In the sline relative
lositloll from a price standlohlt. We favor tle conltillllition of the q1iota system
iiw wed for the rigullation of and Ilporitation of foreign Vine.
of fair comltition under the Agricultural Adjustment Act has been
A'ode
\
litel lly the membership of the Finger Iakes Vine Growers Association
iaiol the slime Is now awaiting approval by the President.
There has also been submltted to the inenlmberslil) of this association a
r rlketig agreement under tile Agricultural Adjustment Act, which has been
to (late by the indlhividual members of tile assoelation to wlomi it las
lilted
beli presented. It Is anticipated tliat withinll tie space of I week's tllne the
I:,ir
aiirketing agreenlelit will have lbeenl accepted by all inellbers of tills issoclatlon.
!h0tvlspectfully submItted.
ASSOCIATION,
LARES WiNP (itOwFi8t
t
IINOERI
i
i l
I4. S.U
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RESOLUTION OF THE AMERICAN MUNICIPAL ASSOCIATION
(The National Federation of State Leagues of Municipalities)
Presented by PAUL V. BErurs, executive director, Chicago

Whereas the repeal of the eighteenth amendment will likely result in imposqilg
upon cities and villages of this country tremendous responsibilities of regulation);
and
Whereas prior to the enactment of the eighteenth amendment it was rec,.
nized that it was the municipalities of the country that were entitled to Ie
the principal recipients of tax revenues from this source; and
Whereas this policy was reversed upon the legalization of the sale of liver
In that the Federal Government appropriated for itself the major tax revei'ut'
and most of the State governments imposed additional taxes leaving to cities
and villages only inslgniflcant revenue from this sourf!e despite the fact that
municipalities had the responsibilities of regulation; and
Whereas It now appears that the Federal Government will also endeavor
to procure the major portion of tax revenues to be derived as a result of tl'
repeal of the eighteenth amendment, with Stales making attempts to secure
such additional taxes Ils m1ay he warranted, leaving to cities and villages littleor no revenue from this source; and
Whereas such a policy is very unfair, not only because the responsibilities
of regulation will rest largely on cities and villages but also because it is the,
States and more particularly the Federal Governimient that, If one source, -f
revenue falls, can freely choose' another, while citiess and villages are practically
confined to the general property tax, therefore be it
Resolved that the American Municipal Association, representing 32 Stit,
Leagues of Municipalities comprising 5,000 American cities, urgently protest
against any effort by the Federal Government and the States to appropriate
most of the tax revenues from this source since it Is just as important that
municipalities be able to balance their budgets as it is in the case of the Statlcs
ind tile Federal Government.
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THURSDAY, DECEMBER 14, 1933
HOUSE CO3I31TVEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
AND SENATE COMmirr'EE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
JOINT HEARINGS ON RE-ISioN OF THE ExISTING INTERNAL REVENUE
AND CusToMs LAWS DEALING WITH INTOXICATING LIQUOn8

The committees met at 10 o'clock a.m., Hon. John W. McCormack
presiding.
Mr. MOCORMACK. Tihe first witness we will hear is Hon. John J.
Cochran, Member of Congress from Missouri.
STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN J. COCHRAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI
Mr. COCmIAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee
after working for years to bring about a change in the .eighteenth
amendment, Iam somewhat alarmed over the statement in theo.papers
to the effect that there is a feeling a high tax should be placed upon
alcoholic liquor. I think that that will defeat the purposes of the
re)eal of the eighteenth amendment.
Those of us Who labored all of these years, having in view temperance, and further than that, an idea to eliminate the bootlegger from
tthe population of the country, feel that if you are going to place a
tax upon liquor that is going to put the price so high the average
person willbe unable to purchase good liquor, then the bootlegger
remains in the picture.
Now, I know from experience, and from experience prior to the
passage of the Celler bill in Congress, that 16-year-old whisky could
be secured from the drug store at $33.50 a case, right here in the city
of Washington, and I know from experience that since the passage of
the Celler bill that same whisky has gone up in price at the rate
of $10 a jump, until last week the whisky sold for $66.50.
I told those who advocated the passage of the Celler bill at the last
s(.ion of Congress, that we were simply playing into the hands of
those who held warehouse receipts, andtey were going to gouge the
ublic if that legislation was passed. And that is exactly what has
happened.
I recall many years ago, back in 1905, 1906 and 1907, that the finest
whisky a man wanted to drink could be bought in the city of St.
Luis in 10-case lots by the distributor who distributed it to the
retail trade, for nine, ten, eleven, and twelve dollars a case, and that
259
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was the )olular brands of whisky.

Now, what has happened since

the eighteenth amendment, was repealed, in States where it is jper-

mitted to be sold?

Take your adjoining State, unless you want to

purchase a blended whisky, they want six and a half or seven dollars
a quart, whereas the average man can't pay six and a half. or seven
dollars a quart for whisky.
Whenever you increase the Federal tax, which we undoubtedly will
(10, we increase the cost of that whisky to the consumer. We have
found in applying the income tax law that where you were conservative in the upper brackets you received more money than you did
where you put a real high tax in those brackets. I say that is just
exactly what is going to happen now.
The States are going to demand their share, but if we can hold
those taxes, the joint State and Federal taxes to $3, it means v,,i
are going to get more revenue and you are going to put whisky in
tile reach of tile average person,
Dr. Doran told me persotially, before lie resigned his position,
and I think lie will repeat it,if the tax would not go over $3 there
was no reason why the best whisky could not be sold at $1.50 a qulat.
Seventy-five cents a pint alongside of what we have been paying for
good whisky might be beneficial to the cause of temperance.
If you ilitend to place a high tax upon whiskey, then consider a
graduated tax. consider a high tax for whisky that sells at a lhigh
price, if that be necessary. That might be hard to enforce and I
would rather see a low tax.
I was atiiazed to receive a letter from one of my colleagues tlitmorning, a man who fought around here for years for the repeal
of the eighteenth amendment, sending me a copy of a letter lie had
written to the President in which lie advocate( a $5 tax on whislkY.
I don't understand what is in the man's mind.
I .iiy if we are going to make a success of this we are going to haw
to put good whisky within the reach of tile poor mian. -If you dom't
do that, then Mr. Bootlegger remains in the picture. Further than
that, we must all take into consideration that the eighteenth amelimment calm Ie placed back in the Constitution and we don't want amy
such reaction. We have had enough of the so-called prohibition, bitt
just as sure as we are here today, if you don't )hace this liquor
within the reach of all, you are going to have a reaction we at,
all going to be sorry for.
I thank you very much.
Mr. MCCORMACK. I see Mr. Buck in the room, do you want to go oa
now Congressman Buck?
M'r. BuCi. Any time you say, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. MOCOMACK. We will call Congressman Buck.
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STATEMENT OF HON. FRANK H. BUCK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

a

Mr. BUCK. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committees, with
your permission I am going to file a brief statement so that I shall
only cover one or two high-lights contained therein tlis morning, so
as not to take up a lot of your time.
I am appearing here not merely as a representative of one of the
largest, wine grape growing districts in the United States, but also as
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t vineyardist myself, and one who has had-although not at the
)resent time interested in wineries-but who has had experience in
tile sale and distribution of grapes, both in the fresh state and in

At
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I address myself to the consideration of the tax to be'placed on
wine. I assume you gentlemen are aware the wine industry in particular is one that is in need of rehabilitation; that the grape industry
throughout the United States has been prostrate for a number of
years past; and that the impetus it received immediately after probibition has worn itself out; that the grape growers and shippers have
been complaining before Congress, the Interstate Commerce Commission and other bodies for a number of years past, in order to
endeavor to earn an honest dollar.
Even though the grape growers and vintners themselves put forth
their best efforts to rehabilitate the industry, they still need the
friendly cooperation of governmental authorities, and at the present
time it is necessary that they have the assistance and cooperation of
all of the branches of the Government.
In the first place, during prohibition, as far as any wine is concerned, the average American citizen, you and I, either got a physician's prescription and went to the drug store and had it filled with
some sort of port or sherry wine, or some wine with high alcoholic
content,
or bought
these tonics based on sherry or port.
I he taste
for theone
dryofwine,
or the table wine, the wine we growers
think should be rehabilitated, has entirely disappeared during the
l,- riod of prohibition, and it is going to be a very hard thing to reelucate the public. The vinters realize that. They know they have
a task on their hands, and they know they have got to distribute
th, ir sales throughout the United States where it does not conflict
Nwith local laws. And they know, beyond that, it is a case of trying
to educate the consumer.
Now, let me show you completely what I mean. Before prohibition, if you suddenly decided you wanted to give a little (inner,
tid had some ducks, you went down to the family liquor store which
existed in your neighborhood somewhere and said, "Mr. Jones or
Mr. Smith, I am going to give such a dinner and I want to know
what kind of wine to ser-Ve with it." Those men knew what they
were talking about, and now there are very few of them in the
l'Jiited States today who can give you any concrete advice on wine
atid how to serve it. I have been somewhat amused recently at the
articles in the newspapers and in the little booklets which have been
distributed, telling what to serve and how to serve it.
I want you to remember one other thing before you get down to
concrete figures. The manufacture of wine is strictly an agricultural
proceeding. There is nothing added to a dry wine, by which I mean
a still naturally fermented wine; it is the natural product of the
grades. The only investment there is is an investment in tankage,
Coverage and crushing machinery, and all of the rest of it is the
labor of growing the grapes, harvest-ing them, crushing them, and
at tending the galloae after the wine is made.
Th
ne principle that this was agricultural was recognized prior to
191l4 by the United States Government. It was also recognized
to be the policy of the United States Government to encourage con-

-
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sumption of wines in the United States. There was never any tax
levied on wine prior to that time.
At the present time when all of the other agencies of the United
States Government are being encouraged to aid the farmer, I want
to say to you that the grape grower is just as much a farmer as
people who raise wheat and cattle and such things. It seems to ine
there should be given consideration to the matter of distilled wines
as purely agricultural products.

When you come to the sweet wines the same thing is true, practically, because all you add to the sweet wines those above 14
percent alcohol, is brandy, which is the distilled product of the
grape itself, so you are still really confining yourself to an agricultural product.
Mr. REED. May I ask a question, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. MCCORMACK. I assume he will be glad t answer any ques.
tions, or you may wait until he is through, just as he prefers.
Mr. RE.ED. I suppose you have the rule in force.
Mr. MCCOIRMACK. Whatever is pleasing to the witness, I think, is
the best way to proceed as far as he is concerned. Have you any
objection to answering a questionI
Mr. BucK. No; none whatever.

Mr. RE E D. I just wanted to ask, isn't it a fact that the growers
of grapes in a cooperative association borrowed many mil ions of
dollars to help them over their difficulties, from the Government,
through the Farm Board?
Mr. BUCK. I don't know what they did in the East, but a certain
organization in the West did borrow a certain amount of money
from the United States Government, but those loans, I think, for the
most part, were made for the raisin grapes, anti I am now talking
definitely about wine grapes and wine production.
Mr. REw. I understand there were loans made. because the buniness was so desperately low that they couldn't carry on further.
Mr. BUCK. Loans were made for that reason, but I don't think
they were made on wine grapes.
Mr. RE.ED. I know the California growers borrowed a large stun
of money.
Mr. Bucx. The Sun-Maid Raisins Association did, and the Friiit
Industry did.
Mr. McCuNTO. Would you care to express an opinion on the
proposed policy of some of the States to levy an embargo against
lquor or wine produced in other States.
Mr. BUCK. I had not heard of any such policy.
Mr. MOCLINT1G. It is to be done through taxes. The State of
Pennsylvania if I understood the other gentleman correctly, has
levied an embargo on liquor manufacturer-in other States causing
that liquor to pay a certain amount of tax to cross the border. Have
you developed any thought along that line?
Mr. BUoK. I have not developed any thought along that line, but
I am willing to say if a thing of that nature is done, such a policy
is a poor policy and a mistaken policy.
Mr. McCrINTIC. Do you believe that this is the beginning of a
plan whereby the States will levy tribute against other States onl
other products?
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Mr. M'CrLINTnC. I think they have already done it through a form

of taxation.
Mr. BucK. Whether it is constitutional or not, I think it is a wrong
policy as far as that is concerned.

Now, if I mjiy proceed in order, I am going to say I think any
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lax you impose upon the manufacture of still wines under 14 per(ent alcohol is going to fall upon the grower of the grapes eventually
if it is too high.
It may be urged that if beer is subject to a gallonage tax, that
wines should be similarly subjected. The answer to that is that the
br(wer, with a broader sale, can put his business on a productive
and paying basis in a relatively short time. Vintners have a far different problem. Some of those who had stocks on hand at the time
of repeal may show a profit in a relatively short time, but most of
them will not for years, because of the necessity of properly ageing
their wines, and building up their inventories.
As I say, some of them may be able to cash in without very much
,Mlay, if they are good vinhers, and by that I mean the men such
as there are in CaIifornia who have a reputation to conserve, who
wPre in business before prohibition, and not some of the racketeers
who have gone out and bought a winery and moved it in in the hope
of immediate consumption. But the men who are the background
Of the industry desire to save the reputation of their products nationally, and those men for years cannot get back the investments
they are putting in.
ft is necessary to age wine before it can be put on the market.
Four years is a good tme for wine to mature, and wine put on the
imrket before that, with the possible exception of one quick-maturi.,(,
type, is not fit for human consumption.
iutrthermore, wine, unlike your distilled stock, cannot be cut
and blended by the addition of sugar, water or anything, but
1,wmihave
y'ou
got a time process so that mustbe taken into consideration.
explain the impossibility of putting wine in
These circumstances
the same elas with distilled products, and I want to tell you I
t1o not believe any tax at all should be assessed on still wines under
14 percent alcohol; that is, those that have not been fortified with
the wines that remain in their natural agriThese areand
brandy.
I want you to consider that in whatever tax
cltural condition,
A
V0"1 put on.
I am willing to concede that the growers of grapes at the present
time should be called upon to contribute something to.the National
government t in its emergency. But at any event, any tax you
,a-ess-and I want to drive this point honme-should be as low as
ipssible, because every dollar of tax you put on the wine means a
(Idollar l'er ton on the grapes themselves. While originally the tax
Ni1i be paid by the consumer this year, if it is so heavy as to interfere with the sales next year, the'vintner will buy his grapes at a
I,,wer price, and so in the lon g run any tax that the consumer thinks
excessive will be borne, by the grower. That is the inevitable rule,
its far as I can find out, in all agricultural products, and I want you
to consider this an agricultural product.

-
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Mr. EVANS. May I ask a question there? What is the price of
grapes this season, Mr. Buck?
Mr. BumK. The price of California wine grapes varied from aroul
$12.50 a ton for tle grapes that went into sweet wine to $85 or $45
per ton for the grapes used for the dry wine varieties.
Mr. EVANS. What is the present tax on sweet wine?

Mr. BucK. The present tax on still wine of 14

'

21 percent alcohol

is 10 cents per gallon: on wine of 21 to 24 percent, 25 cents Ieri
gallon ;these are what are known as "sweet wines."
Mr. EVANS. That includes all other wines?
Mr. BUCK. No. Still wines under 14 percent, what I refer to as
table wines, the tax is 4 cents.
Mr. EVANS. Four cents tax on dry wines?

of
Is

if

Mr. BUCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. EVANS. And 10 cents on still wines?

Mr. BuCK. You asked me on sweet wines.
Mr. EVANS. Yes.
Mr. BUCK. Personally I would prefer to use the designation that
the Internal Revenue Department uses, of wine under 14 percent,
which is what you mean by dry wine. They take the alcoholic content and make that the dividing line, and under 14 percent alcohol
it is 4 cents, from 14 percent to 21 percent, it is 10 cents, and from
21 percent to 24 percent, it is 25 cents a gallon.
Mr.

EVANS.

jilt

What is your opinion as to the fairness of the present

tax for the purpose of carrying it forward into the bill?
Mr. BUCK. I think the present tax, if we can get one as low as
that is a perfectly reasonable tax.
M'r. EVANS. Is that the tax on wine before prohibition?
Mr. BUCK. There was no tax before prohibition on any kind of
wine whatever.

Mr. EVANS. Do you know whether there was ever any tax prior
to that?
Mr. BUCK. I don't knovt whether there was or not; there may have
been one during the Civil War.
Mr. EVANS. When did we have the first tax on wines?
Mr. BUCK. 1914, as far as I know.
Mr. SHALLENBEROER. You say the tax put upon wine would be
charged back against the grape grower; why couldn't the tax be
added to the consumer's price?u

Mr. BUCK. It will be, the first year, but if the vintner finds that
will interfere with his sales the next year, he is going to come bacl
and reduce the price to the grower.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER.

The present theory, or the general theory oil

these various processing taxes on all products, is t nat the consumer
pays it rather than take it out of the producer.
Mr. BuCK. That is supposed to be the theory of the process tax.
Mr. SIHA,ENBIOEmI. A low tax of 4 cents a Ta lon would not necessarily work against the seller of the wine would it?
Mr. BucK. You.are dealing with a product we hope we can put out
at a cheap and reasonable price so that you can buy a quart bottle of
wine for 50 or 75 cents anywhere in the 'United States.
Mr. SHALLEXPERIER. My own judgment would be that if you create a large market for your wine because of the return of the sall
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of wine legally, that would increase the price, because they would
find! a market for their product.
Mr. Buox. It has created a market this year, but the market at
the present time is purely speculative. As I stated at the beginning
of my remarks, the American public has to be educated again ul) to
drinking wine and nobody knows. what the demand will be. 'There
is a potential demand of seventy to eighty million gallons a year, and
if that could be sold, it might follow that the taxes will make no
difference.
Mr. SHALLrN.IIEROEI. The wine produced in California is that pro(ueed by wine makers or by grape growers, or do tfiey sell the
grapes?
Mr. BucK. They are generally sold to the wine maker, but almost
every wine maker I know of has in connection with his winery a
More or less extensive vineyard of his own.
Mr. SHALLENBERGER. So that the wine grape is sold to the vintner
just the same as barley is sold to the brewer
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Mr. BUCK. Yes; that is so.
Mr. DIcKINSON. You refer to the wine grape in California, what

other grapes are grown there, and what do you do with your other
grapes
Mr. BUCK.
The grapes
California
are divided
into three
classes:
The so-called
tablegrown
grape inthe
bulk of which
are shipped
outside of California, and those are the kind you are bu ing on the fruit
stands in Washington, the tough-skinned grape packed in kegs, and
(luring the earlier season you bought some tokay grapes, which are
table grapes. They amount to about one third of the crop. Something over a third of the .rapes are dried for raisins and a great
inany of those are exported, even. The remaining nearly one third
iore the soft, juicy grapes and are used for wine.
Mr. DICKINSON. What is the difference between your wine "rapes
g(i\own in California and the wine grapes grown east of the locky
e ,ountains,in Ohio, New York, and other States?
Mr. BUCK. There is practically no difference so far as I am conevined, they are all the same; but so far as the Internal Revenue
Department is concerned the vintners east of the Rocky Mountains
ii-e permitted to add, under specific rules, a certain amount of saIgar
m11(d water to make up for the deficient sugar content of the eastern
or native grapes.
Mr. DICKINSON. For that reason the California grape wine has an

'advantage over the wines cast of the Rocky Mountains?
Mr. Buc. In certain types; yes. The vintners east of the Rocky
SMountains and the wine makers here have always been able to make
a good type of champagne, and they made a very fair type of white
wiie. In other types of wine, I think, the California gra )es (1o
excel. They have been brought here from die foreign vinegar is, anid
lhiave never encountered the conditions that some cuttings encounter
in the East, as to diseases.
Mr. DICKINSON. Do you mean to say that grapes grown east of
!i e Rocky Mountains make a better
ii California?

hiamnpagne than' those grown

Mr. BEucK. I don't say they make any better. the, make a very
good champagne in New York. or at. least they (id before prohibitioll.

_
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Mr. CLARK. There was a long and bitter controversy in Congress
for years between the California wine grape growers and the growers
from Missouri, Ohio, and other eastern States in which the Missouri
and the Ohio growers always contended that California slipped over
a joker on them in the internal-revenue regulations which made it
very difficult for them to compete.
Mr. BucK. I think the competition, so far as production is concerned, is more or less nominal, in view of the gallonage that Cali.
fornia produces as compared to the rest of the United States.
Senator CLARK. I might say within the last year I have had a
letter from a man who was formerly the leading wine producer
in Missouri, and in fact I think lie had the biggest winery east
of the Rocky Mountains and west of the Alleghanies, in which he
said he had been put out of business before prohibition by this
discriminatory legislation that California had been able to secure.
Mr. BUCK. 'I think if you will investigate that legislation you will
find it is not discriminatory. I have been in consultation with some
of the New York vintners within the last few days, and I don't
think there is any intention to revive the argument that did exist
in the Halls of Congress some years ago.
Now, if I may proceed, I think I will be able to finish in a few
minutes.
You asked in regard to taxes. There was recently organized in
California the California Wine Growers' Association, and I believe
their representative appeared before you yesterday. While I don't
know what concrete proposals lie offered to you,
I am willing
to
and the
state on behalf of the North Coast Counties' Association
State Chamber of Commerce, recognizing that at the present time
some tax will no doubt be assessed against wine, and hoping y0.
will make it as low as possible, they have asked me to present these
as the maximum figures for you to consider, hoping you can see
your way clear to make the taxes lower:
Still wine, under 14 percent alcohol, 10 cents per gallon.
Still wine, 14 to 21 percent alcohol, 20 cents per gallon.
Still wine, 21 to 24 percent alcohol, 40 cents per gallon.
Carbonated wines, 20 cents per gallon.
Naturally fermented clamptignes, $1.20 per gallon.
Brandy tised fortification. 20 cents per gallon.
Such rates would not stifle reductionn and sale.
I want to repeat the idea about the bulk of this wine being sold
cheaply.
hiile there will be made fine champagnes, and while there
are in storage in California today some 55,000 gallons of champagne,
still champagne is not the only wine.
,i1
During prohibition some 26,000 cars of grapes were shipped out of
California that went into the States from Omaha, Nebr., or I shoul'l
say from Colorado east, and those grapes were crushed by Italian-.
and Slovaks and workmen generally, and made into
home-made
and drank probably within a year,
wine which they aged rapid
but it was not good wine. rt is true they had the right to do it
under existing provisions of the revenue law, but probably they
never filed any intention that they could make 200 gallons.
"
course, anybody that makes 200 gallons can just as well make a
thousand or two thousand and bootleg it out at a comparatively low
price, and that is what I am afraid of.
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If the tax is put too high, California, Ohio, and the other eastern
N -grape growers will lose that business, it will disappear entirely
,nd there will not be any tax for the Government, aild there will
jiotI be
anyknow
sale for the manufacturer of legitimate wines.
don't*
whether you gentlemen are going to consider the

tariff on wines or not. The people of the district I represent, the

wine-grape growers, and those in the adjoining district-and I want
to say to you gentlemen that over half of the wineries in California
are in my district and in Mr. Lea's district, and they manufacture
something like 75 or 80 percent of what Mr. Evans calls dry wine,
and what I call under 14 percent alcohol-all of these people
consider that as far as they are concerned they do not want the
wine schedule changed at all. We feel that this schedule is already
iigh and should not be increased, because any increase will encourage
illicit importations, because Federal revenue will be diminished by
malting
importprotection
duties prohibitive
and because the present schedule
Affrs ample
to tihe producer.
of foreign wines to a limited degree
the importation
We consider
beneficial.
It will
induce the vintner to produce a high quality of
wine, of which lie is capable ,and for which California was famous
before prohibition.
On July 1, 1933, this year, there were some twenty-five million
za llons of wine of all varieties in storage in the United States, with
22,500,000 gallons of these in California. Some thirty to thirty-two
iiilliun gallons of wine will be pressed in Califor~liia this year.
Fifty million gallons could have been prese1 had the cooperate
b:een in existence, but during prohibition cooperage has been destroyed or diverted to other uses all over the country, and there. is
iit iagolf course in California that hasn't a big tank at the present
time, derived from former wine cooperage.
Some eight million gallons of cooperage waF constructed this
Year and more will be constructed next, so that eventually California
can easily supply 60 or 05 million gallons of wine a year, and the
I'ast can come back to its former production of 5 or 6 million gallons.
This year's vintage however, as I have pointed out before, must be
aged before it is at its best for consumption, so that for a period
what California produces can not supply what we believe will be
the normal demand.
Senator CLARK. How long do you age it?
.Mr. BucK. Four years, talking about dry wine. Sweet wine can
be l)ut on the market within a year. fortified with brandy.
After the taste for wine becomes lrevalent the American wine pro(iceer should be able to benefit when he can deliver the wine. In the
ivaiitime, we do not believe it advisable to erect barriers or embar-

go,,es against wine, or to increase the tariff protection.
Mr. EVANs. Mr. Buck, have you spoken on the proposed reciprocal
arrangement for duties on wines?
t r. BuciK. No, sir.
rr. EVAN S. What aire your views on that?
li. Bucm. I think in view of the fact we have so many countries
that are desirous of sending their products into this country, we have
atvery good starting point to talk to them with.
Ar.. PEVANs. Are you in favor of yielding that market?
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Mr. BucK. I mean just what I said, and we believe, for a period
of years this country cannot supply its own demand, and we feel

that would be better to have the taste of the American people educate, i
to wine now, and we believe eventually we can compete on favorable
terms with the existing tariff protection. If it is necessary to make
some reciprocal concession at the present time, and we can gain
something for the farmer along those lines, I am in favor of it.
Mr. EVANs. You believe we cannot supply the demand for the
next year or so, the demand that will come for the various types of
wine T
Mr. BucK. The demand is here if we can supply it. We shipped
out of California 25,000 carloads of grapes on an average year during
prohibition.
Multiply that by 15 tons a car and you will have your
tonnage. Then multiply that by 150 gallons, the number of gallons
you can get from a ton of California grapes, and you will see the
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enormous gallonage manufactured and consumed in the eastern part

of the United States. That market is there if we can put out a gool
cheap wine without too much expense.
Senator CTAiii. Can they really make better wines in Europe than
in the United States?
Mr. BUCK. They make certain varieties that are better, but they
are all made in very limited quantities. It is like trying to findl
vintage wines in California before prohibition. It was there and I
have drank them, put up in certain wineries and kept there.
Mr. EVANs. How many States produce wine grapes in substantial
(11 uantities?
Michigan. MisMr. BUCK. Outside of California, New York, Ohio,
souri, and Arkansas, I think are the principal producers-and Peiisylvania produces some, too.
Mr. EVANs. The potential capacity of production of wines in this
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country is almost unlimited?

Mr. BUCK. It is limited only by the consumptive capacity.
Mr. EVANS. How many years would it take to develop production
in this country to the extent it would satisfy any reasonable expect ation of consumption?
Mr. BucK. The average production in the United States before
prohibition was between fifty-five and sixty million gallons a year.
California produced forty-five to fifty million gallons of that, ani the
rest was produced in the balance of the country. That remained
fairly steady for some 10 years before prohibition. I don't know
what tle imports were during those years. If the figures given on
yesterday represent the imports of that period, that would e abot
eight or ten million gallons of wine imported each year.
Mr. McCon.[ACK. That included champagne?
Ir. BucK. Yes; that included champagne.
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Champagne is a wine,

speaking of them generally.
Mr. JNKINS. Were you here yesterday when the other gentleman
sl)oke?
Mr. Bumnt. Mr. DeVries no; I wasn't here.
Mr. JENKINS. He thought we ought to give consideration to the
sugge-stion of wine being classified as a food instead of a drink.
What do you think about that?
Mr. BuCK. I think that is absolutely true, as far as table wine
under 14 percent are concerned, that is an agricultural product I)iur

and simple.
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Mr. JENKINs. Has your association developed any plan whereby
I ou could sell it? You would have to sell it differently from liquors,
nd classify it for sale.
Mr. BucK. We are very much dissappointed in the decision of

the New York Liquor Commission that wine cannot be sold in bulk.
Prior to prohibition it was sold in barrels, and could be sent to
grocers and drawn off in a jug or a wicker demijohn or something
' of that kind and taken home for dinner. Personally I think that
to treat wines, and not to put them in the same
the proper asway
is
hard liquors.
classification
Mr. MCCOnMACK. Are there any further questions?
Mr. McCLINTIC.
you said the New York commission had
Sadopted
a regulationI believe
detrimental to the interest of the wine growers
of California?
lie
Mr. BUCK. Detrimental to all wine growers.
Mr. MCCLINTIC. The same thing is true in Pennsylvania with
nrt
respect to the production of liquor.
It seems to me that the main important point developed by this
liearing is the proposed plan of certain States to levy embargoes
14.
by collecting taxes on certain commodities produced in other States
aild if all of the States would carry that out it seems that would
WN,
and if all of the States would carry that out it might apply to other
commodities, and leave forty-eight States in the future that will be
levying embargoes against other States, thus setting up a tax system
.and invading the field that used to belong to the United States
Government.
That development will probably affect not only wine, but every
commodity produced in the various States.
Mr. BucK. Do you think the States have the authority to do that
tinder the interstate commerce clause of the Constitution?
Mr. MCCLINTIC. They can do it by taxation like they did in Pennsylvania. Testimony was given before this Committee that four
breweries had closed their doors because they were not allowed to
have an open market.
Mr. DiCKINsON. That would be doing it indirectly.
Mr. MCCLINTIC. If they can do it with whisky or any form of
liquor, they can do it with other commodities.
Mr. BucK. I am still doubtful in my mind as to the legality of it,
ledl
btit
if it is held to be legal, I repeat what I said before, it is very
MV eprehensible.
ACK (presiding). Thank you, Mr. Buck, for your
11 McCo
Mr.
testimony.
wit
The next witnesses listed are Congressman Celler and Congressman O'Connor. Is Mr. Beneman here? Mr. Beneman has asked
permissionn to file a brief, and without objection it will be allowed.
(Mr. Beneman subsequently submitted the following brief:)
BRIEF Op GEORGE R. BENEMAN, REPRESENTING THE UNITED STATES BREWERS
ASSOCIATION
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This statement Is filed on behalf of the United States Brewers Association, an

organization'whose membership represents about 60 percent of the present brewing capacity of the United States. The membership is of course interested In
the tax on beer, ale, porter, stout, and other fermented malt liquors,
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At the present time cereal beverages containing less than one half of 1 perceilt
of alcohol by volume are taxed 1 Y4cents per gallon by the Federal Goverinment;
fermented malt liquors containing one half of 1 percent or more by volume aild
not more than 3.2 percent of alcohol by weight are taxed $5 per barrel of 31
gallons; and fermented malt liquors containing more than 3.2 percent of alcohol
by weight are taxed $0 per barrel of 31 gallons. The cereal beverage or "near
beer" containing less than one half of 1 percent of alcohol by v6lume cannrt
stand a real tax. That question was fully considered by both the Ways and
Means Committee and the Finance Committee when the law levying the preset
tax was considered. In view of the record then made and more particularly in
view of the fact that the sale of such "near beer" is so limited in volume we'will
not deal herein with that product in detail.
The United States Brewers Association is vitally interested in maintainilig a
differential In tax between the nonintoxicating beer containing not more tian
3.2 percent of alcohol by weight and beer of higher alcoholic content. The assoclation is interested in the maintenance of a differential In tax so that the resultant differential In consumers' cost will encourage the consumption of the low
alcoholic product, which it has now been demonstrated Is in fact nonintoxicatiig.
This fact has been demonstrated not only by the experience of the country silce
April 7 last, but the fact has been found by much scientific investigation. It is
felt that encouragement of the consumption of such nonintoxicating beer will aid
in the maintenance of temperance, which is so much to be desired.
With the present Federal tax of $5 per barrel, to which the States have added
on the average about $1 per barrel, it is not possible with the overhead in the
large majority of retail establishments to sell the nonintoxicating beer at 5 cet
a glass.
C stom haq in(le the nickel the unit of beer costs. If the tax is such that it
cannot be l)rofltably be sold at 5 cents per glass, it will sell at 10 cents per gilh.
HIuman nature and long-established custom cannot be changed.
Beer is tho working man's drink. It is a temperance drink when kept at not
more than 3.2 percent of alcohol by weight and it should be available at 5 cents
per glass.
During the preprohibition period when 5-cent beer was generally sold, the 1 (,1eral tax was $1 per barrel, and the States did not tax the product, the States confining themselves to a license tax.
Today under the Code of Fair Competition or President's Reemploytwnt
Agreement covering the labor at the breweries, labor costs are higher than they
were during the normal preprohibition period. The average increase in hbor
costs per hour of labor is almost 100 percent over the 1914 scale. Raw material
costs are on the whole somewhat higher than they were in 1914 Malt, the chhif
ingredient, has increased from 12 to 16 percent. Other eereai grains used toa
smaller extent are somewhat lower in cost than they were In 1914, but on the
whole the raw material costs are as high as they were in 1914, if not higher.
Barrels and bulk containers which are a material part of the cost of beer manlfacture and distribution are now selling for more than double the 1914 costs.
It is, therefore, obvious that with higher production costs titan prevailed during
the normal preprohibition period and with State taxes now imposed that were
then not iinposed, the Federal tax cannot exceed by much the normal preprohibition rate if 5-cent per glass beer is to be available. The association, therefore,
respectively recommends that on beer and other fermented malt liquors cointaoing one half of I percent or more by volume and not more than 1.2 percent if
alcohol by weight the tax be fixed at. $2 per barrel of 31 gallons. This is double
the tax imposed during the normal preprohlbition period. It is believed that
with the $2 per barrel tax, which should result in a 5-cent glass of beer at a large
majority of retail establishments, consumption of the nouintoxicating beer will
increase so as to result in a total equal to the estimated yield from the beer tax.
In 1914 when beer sold at 5 cents per glass, the total consumption wis 66,105,445 barrels. The population of the country since 1914 has Increased about 14
percent.
Even under present economic conditions it is estimated that during 1931, if
5-cent beer is available, there should be consumed a total of 30,000,000 barrls
of such beer i.e., beer containing not more than 3.2 percent of alcohol by weight)
which would produce a revenue of $60,000,000.
As to beer containing more than 3.2 percent of alcohol by weight, it is believ',l
that a 10-cent glass li not unreasonable. The differential will tend to create teiiperance and encourage the consumption of the lower alcoholic content, hamlntoxicating beer. It is believed that with the $6 per barrel of 31 gallons Federal
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tax a 10-cent glass of beer is possible even with the State taxes now imposed.
ThC association, therefore, respectfully recommends a tax of $5 per barre of 31
gallons on beer containing more than 3.2 percent of alcohol by weight. It is
estimated that at least 20,000,000 barrels of such beer should be sold during tile
year 1934, which would produce a Federal tax of $100,000,000, or a combined
tax on tile beer of low end higher alcoholic content totaling $160,000,000.
By the Cullon Act, modifying the Volstead Act so as to legalize the sale of beer
containing not more than 3.2 percent of alcohol by weight, pending repeal of the
eightcenth amendment, a tax of $6 per barrel was imposed on such beer. The
l,,guage used was such that the Bureau of Customs rules that said tax was not
collective on imported beers. Heretofore, the Internal Revenue tax was collectible on imported beers in addition to the customs duty. That rule should
be inaintained, else cost of the domestic product is not properly computed in
determining a fair import duty, and it is suggested that whatever internal revenue
tax is to be now imposed on both the beer of not more than 3.2 percent of alcohol
by weight and beer of higher alcoholic content, it be made applicable to imported
a well as to domestic beers.
There is one other aspect of the matter which the association would like to call
to the attention of the committees. Under the present law, if a barrel of beer is
removed from the brewery premises, as technically defined, and goes no farther
thaum the bottling house, it cannot be returned to the brewery premises without
biing twice taxpaid. Leaky packages, escaped carbonic acid gas, and other
,imilair conditions frequently necessitate return of the barrel to the brewery
premises and It is, therefore, respectfully suggested that a provision be incorpi,rtted in the pending measure somewhat as follows:
"Where beer, lager beer, ale, porter, and other similar fermented liquor which
has been sold or removed for consumption or sale is returned to the brewery
n.imises where same was )roduced because the condition of the product or the
,tnuiner renders the same unsalable, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue
,Ii:dl, under the rules and regulations promulgated by him, with the approval of
the, Secretary of the Treasury, make refun(l of the tax paid thereon to the brewer
I Poriginally y paid the same:
lIespectfully submitted.
Ilh'. MCCORMACK (presiding). Mr. Berthold, will you permit another gentleman to have 5 minutes ahead of you and I will call
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N'ol next?
"-Nil'. BEiTHIOI.D. Yes, sir; certainly.
Mlr. MCCOl.MACK. Mr. I-I. H. Smith, of Kentucky, your friend Mr.
If,lintic has intercedled for you very effectively. Will you conforward and state your name?
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STATEMENT OF HARVEY H. SMITH
jug

Mr. S-rrji. My name is Harvey -1. Smith, a lawyer, and I rep"r-,inta group of four distillers, the O'Flarity Distillers, Inc., the
1 Blue Ribbon l)istilling Co., and Old Wooas Distilling Co., and
te Lincoln Springs Distillery, all in Kentucky.
Now, gentlemen, in Kentucky we do not drink wine, so I am not
interested in that phase of the situation.
These distilleries were organized by independent capital for the
or profit, and for the purpose of manul
,l'l)ose of making whisky
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fteturing whisky as pure as it could be made, and at the lowest price
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14vould be made.
it
If there is a whisky trust, which we think there is, we are entirely
(itslde of the whisky trust. We found there was one when we att1,.Il)ted to finance tese industries and apl)l)ied to the Government
filr aid but (lid not get it.
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Now, we have certain ideas about the questions that are going to
arise before this Committee and that is why I came here. I am
not a distiller myself. I have always been interested in the product.
but as a matter of fact I have spent the greater part of the year in
investigating all of the phases of this question. We had recently
sent a man to Europe to investigate the production of whisky ini
Europe with the idea of ascertaining what influence the produolon
of whisky in Europe is going to have on the product in this country.
I have not had his report yet except by telephone, and I am on nv
way now to New York to meet him. But that relates entirely to
the importation of whisky.
However, that will also affect the character of whisky produced
in this country, at least in the next 4 years, and is a very important
matter for this committee, in our opinion, to consider.
The whisky which we propose to manufacture, and the reason
there are four distilleries is to manufacture it-the different kinds of
whisky I am referring to now-at the very lowest price and put it
out as the purest product.
If the figures are correct that have been sent out prior to titis
administration, you will be able to count on no native whisky in the
United States in the next 2 years, and very possibly in the next 4
years, so that the blending of whisky and the rectifying of whisky.
which are two distinct things, is a matter of very great importance to
the industry.
We can manufacture a barrel of whisky in this locality for about
$6.71, provided we manufacture our own barrels.
Senator CLANK. $0.71 a barrel?
Barrels today cost $7.50, and they can he
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir.
manufactured by us for anywhere from $1.81 to $2.40. We find tha:t
the Whisky Trust has about all of the white-oak timber cornered tlimt
they can get for the purpose of controlling the barrel industry.
0ur financing arrangement covered the production of barrels it
about $2 a barrel.
Very few distillers now are prepared to make whisky, and those
that are making whisky have given very little consideration to the
economical production of whisky or to the qualit of whisky. The
are proceeding very largely on the old methoy of manu aturiu,
whisky, while we have evacuated every element that enters into the
production of whisky.
In other words, our plants are supplied with natural gas for fuel,
which saves about 50 cents a barrel. The water where these distilleries are located, according to the University of Kentucky test, will
manufacture about two and a half gallons more to the barrel than ii
the Louisville district.
We have arranged to feed cattle brought into the production of
whiskey, which is an important element to reduce the cost of prodcition. A single steer will fatten at the rate of four pounds per day,
estimated and they run from three to five pounds per day, on the
residue oi one barrel of whiskey for about ten days in other words.,
ten steers will live one day and fatten on the residue of a barr el
of whiskey.
It takes about ten bushels of corn and one two or three bushels of
rye to make a barrel of whiskey, outside of the yeast malt. Now,
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the feeding of these cattle is a very simple process and requires very
little overhead or expense, and ordinarily will net about $4.15 in tile
way of reducing the cost of a barrel of whiskey.
fn other words, a barrel of whiskey manufactured in the Louisville
districtt where they have no preparations or facilities for feeding
cattle, will cost about $12.50 today, against about $6.71 in this locality.
Vhese various elements I speak of enter into the cost of a barrel
f
, whiskey.
Mr. MCCORMIACK. In other words, you are able to dispose of the
residue thereby reducing the cost of production?
Mr. .%ITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. MCCOIMACK. This $6.71 per barrel, will you break that down
for us?
Mr. SM ITH. Yes, sir. In other words, a barrel of whiskey will cost
you around $10.00 without the cattle feeding, where the residue goes
into the Ohio River, or where they attempt to create the dry feed.
'lhat is expensive, but it will reduce the, cost per bushel about 8 cents.
of
The cattle feeding will reduce the cost about 31 cents to the bushel
At the present time corn is worth 421/2 cents per bushel. When
tlhese figures were made'for me it was worth 471/2 cents per bushel.
]vre, I %elieve, is, of course, about 60 cents, and when these figures
we%.re made it was worth 70 cents. I am sorry to say under this adMinistration it is no higher, but I (lon't know why. Anyway, you
citn figure with the fluctuation in the price of coln, it will always
,l!ect the price of a barrel of whisky.
Now, I will break it down for you. Assuming a barrel costs
have natural
at and you are manufacturing the barrel, then if you
have, where the fuel cost is nominal, we figure about 10
gas, as we
t rrel.By the use of coal at $2.06 a ton, which is tle
l-iesent price, the fuel would cost ou about 30 cents. The corn
.,t421/ cents, the present pice, wvoud cost you $4.20. The rye will
Cost You, at the maximum, which is a heavy bourbon. 3 bushels added
to the corn, making the cost $1.80. The labor cost will be about 50
1i'nts to the barrel. The yeast cost is about 85 cents a barrel. You
understand I am speaking from memory on these figures.
Now, you understand that the distiller makes up his yeast out
Of various things, barley and other things lie wants to put in. If
you make light bourbon, you don't put in any barley, and if you
iiiake heavy bourbon you put in the barley.
I believe that is all that goes into a barrel of whisky.
Senator CLARK. I notice in stating the cost of making a barrel of
%hisky they always use the cost of the barrel outright. You use
those barrels over and over again, don't you?
Mr. SMITH. No, sir; you do riot.
Senator CLARK. That is what I wanted to find out.
Mr. SMITH. Those barrels are charred and they cannot be used in
thl reproduction of another barrel of whisky. Tley can be used, and
have a value for oil purposes and, certain other things, and they have
a retail value now ofabout $2 against $7.50 when they are new.
Now, the water is an important matter in the production of whisky.
Alr. MCCLIN TC. Do you figure the cost per barrel there?
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Mr. Swxrrir. No; we do not figure on that. We have an abundance
of water there, but it is a water that has a low amount of mineral
salts ill it. One of these springs tested by the University of Kentukty
has less than any distillery in the United States by four or five point.
If the spring comes from 50 or 60 feet under the ground-and filter,
through the sand that reduces the salt matter, and the better filtered!
it is, the more whisky it will make. We tested thirty springs, and
o'r chemist figured as high a difference as four gallons to the barrel.
Mr. MCCLINTIC. When you broke down that cost you had a total
of $5.30, and you must take from that your profit, and you also have
your overheard and depreciation.
Mr. Sbirrii. Your overhead is included in that, and there is nothing
except depreciation and interest on your capital. One million and a
half dollars invested in these four distilleries would earn a millio
dollars when the distillery in the Louisville district with the same
capacity was selling at cost, so we are interested in the tax question as
vitally as anybody else.
Mi'. MCCLINTIC. We were trying to get your cost broken down,
and we got it down to $5.30. Now, what is your depreciation?
Mr. SMITH. I would say depreciation and interest on capital 5)
cents a barrel.
Mr. VrNsox. You omitted the storage charge.
Mr. SMiTm. We have our own storage, and that is included in tihe
whole overhead and capital.
Mi'. VINSON. It might be included in the overhead, but it has been
stated here that the 4 years' storage during which whisky is aged
is .i cents a year or 20 cents for the 4-year period per gallon.
Mr. SMrrji. At the )resent time the concentrated wai'eliouses
charge 10 cents per barrel per month, as I understand, which is, of
course, $1.20 a barrel per year. But what this Committee ought to
recommend to Congress, and I think it is entirely practical in ow'
case, because we build our own warehouses which will cost about
$2.25 a barrel; in other words, a warehouse that will hold 30,000 birels will cost around $70,000, or $67,000 in exact figures is our cost,
and of course interest on that capital and depreciation is all we 1pay
for storage, provided the legislation by Congress is not such that w'O
are forced to ship our whisky and have this additional cost of tleo
concentrated warehouses at Louisville, and there would be no sense ill
that. But that is what has to be done under the present circunstances.
Mr. SHALLEMNIEIOER. I would like to ask this question. You figure
$6.70 a barrel, and we have had testimony of 1)r. Doran and others
here that the average cost was about 50 or 55 cents, so that their
testimony would be $25.00 a barrel. How do you account for such
a difference?
Mr. S.NITH. I will answer that question by a little historical stateient. The head distiller we have was the head distiller for the
Canadian Distillery, Ltd., of Canada. which is the largest distillery
in the world at the present time. Re was there for 9 years. Ife
transported the old Greenbrier Distillery to Montreal and started
on a 50-barrel distillery, and I think they produce about a thousand
barrels a day now.. Now, his judgment ought to be worth a good
(teal more than mine, and he says that he manufactured whisky
before prohibitionn at'the Greenbrier and White Mills Distilleri(::
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and sold it fori 15 cents a gallon and the only profit they made was
the
profit out of feeding cattle, which ran about $30 to an 800-pound
ster.
Those steers are fed for 3 months and must be sent to the
market
then, because they cannot be fed longer than that.
Mr. STIALLENBERGEB. Of course, they have to depend on the cattle
market and there may be losses in that.
Mr. SMITH. No doubt about that, and it will happen some times,
but you will make up for whatever loss you may have in a period
of years.
At the present time there is a difference in Texas of 2 cents on
cattle and the price in Chicago, where you would market them. In
other words, you get 2 cents profit on every pound he weighs when
you put him in the pen, and you get practically 6 cents a pound
for every pound you put on him, which would be about 360 pounds
in the 3 months.
Mr. MCCLINTIO. If I understand you correctly, you said you had
to dispose of them after about 3 months. I take it feeding excess
mash to steers has the same effect as feeding cottonseed meal, it
causing them to go blind?
Mr. SMirT. I don't know that they go blind, but they get what
thevy call the diarrhea just like a man that drinks too muc i whisky
anid doesn't eat anything as hie goes along.
Mr. SIALENBEIitoEI. And you say that you can make whisky
under those circumstances at $6.71 a barrel?
Mr. SMITh. I tell you, I will make this proposition if you gentlemetm are in a position to accept.it, which, of course, I know you are
not. but we would be glad to sign a contract for 10 years to manufacture whisky and sell it to you for $5 a case, provided you did
1ot make the taxes too high.
or $2.60, which I understand from the
$2.50
make the tax and
If you
press
is problematical,
I suppose
you are looking for tax money,
tIlat is a pool- way to get it, in my judgment. If you make the tax
too high you simply keep the bootleggers and gangsters who are
l)1ractically now in control of the business. 'lhe whisky business in
the,. United States, with the exception of 1 or 2 financial houses
in New York, is controlled and owned by foreigners today. We
ili't know their names, but we have made a very special and carefill examination of it, and we are satisfied that is true. You can go
into a drug store today and buy what you call a bottle of blended
whtisky, but it is a bottle of rectified whisky.
A barrel of blended whisky is a blend between old whisky and new
fhisky, and a barrel of rectified whisky may have everything from
asafetida to neutral spirits in it.
Now, we have iii our No. 1 distillery, which cost us aplroxinately
a half million dollars, a neutral spirits plant, and if you understand
neutral spirits the way I understand it, it is pure alcohol denuded of
it. alcoholic taste. It is redistilled so that when you take a drink
of it it tastes like nothing. An old barrel of whisky that has probfel)I 21 gallons in it will be blended into 9 or 10 barrels of neutral
sprits, and when you buy a pint of whisky today in a drug store
for $2 you will buy neutral spirits practically and no whisky.
%,;in my opinion, this committee ought to give to the d1istillers
the right to manufacture neutral spirits in their own plants so that
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they are not subject to the trust, and they ought to be permitted to
bottle and blend in their own plants one barrel of old whisky and on(,
barrel of neutral spirits, and no more. You absolutely destroy the
value of whisky when you permit them to, I will say, put more than
two barrels of neutral spirits in an old barrel of whisky.
Mr. Coormt. Will you be kind enough to give us some id a of what
neutral spirits arer
the off-hal,
Mr. S1,IT. I am not a chemist, but I will give you
opinion given me by the chemist. Neutral spirits is nothing more
than alcohol manufactured in the distillery then denuded of what
they call the fusel oil at a very high point oi heat, and it practically
neutralizes the vegetable taste in alcohol, so that when you taste
neutral spirits you don't know whether you are tasting water or
neutral spirits, and you don't find out until the next morning, when
you have a headache.
Mr. CooPmi. The figure you gave a moment ago, stating you could
sell what I understood to be a good quality of straight whisky at
$5 a case, what was the figure you gave, or what constituted the'C,,.
of production of that whisky per gallon?

Mr. SMITh. I was talking to you about pure whisky and giving it
time to age. Our investigations prove this, that there are a d,,z,,n
chemical processes, where you throw some chemical into the whi.,kv
and age it momentarily, say in 24 hours. We have found none ,1y
those amount to anything. The only process that amounts to aii thing in ageing whisky is to apply it to your warehouse, so that y,),
can age your whisky by natural heat. When I say natural heat I
want to distinguish it from sun heat. In other words, putting i)i.
in the walls so that the heat does not come into direct contact vil:
the whisky, which is not so good-steam heat, we will say-and y"
can age a barrel of whisky which ordinarily under the old process
took four years, and Congress fixed the 4-year period when whi-hk
was fit to drink. I understand you can buy what is called th,
ozonation process, which is the process of natural heat fixed at, .ay.
72 degrees for the year round, at an even tenmjperature-age it ii
about 8 months, where it used to take 4 years to do that.
That is the plan we have adopted after years of investigation.
Now, you ask what those elements are. If that, process works all
right-and it is working in Canada-you will be able to mantifa,ture a barrel of whisky and put it on the market in 12 month., a:ul
that will be pure whisly fit to drink.
Mr. CoorEmi. What does it cost you per gallon?
Mr. SMITH. I haven't figured the gallonage, but I will say it woll I
cost us from 11 to 15 cents per gallon.
Mr. Coormit. And that is a good, standard brand of whisky?
Mr. SMITr. Well, the brands do not mean anything, as you undestand. It is quality whisky you get, and the brand is a mne 1-Y
which it is advertised.

Mr. CooPEm That would be good quality?
Mr. SMITh. Yes.
Mr. CoovmPn. That would be the costat the time it leaves 11.
distillery
Mr. S31rTmr. Yes; at the distillery.
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Mr. VIxsoN. Right in that connection, Dr. Doran yesterday stated
that in the code recently signed, they were agreeing to pay 75 cents a
bushel for corn.
Mr. SMIT. Well, that might be. I am talking about the present

if

pricess .

;

Mr. VI.sSoN. I understand. I am taking your statement. You
referred to 42 cents a bushel for corn.
Mir. SMJ.TH. That is the present price for corn, offered to us in
the city of Louisville.

v
S

Mr. VINsoN. At 75 cents a bushel, if you make 41/2 gallons to the
bushel, that would be 162/3 cents per gallon for the cost of the corn.
Mr. SMITH. If you add enough to the price of the bushel of corn
yvo can make it a dollar. The more you add the higher it is.
Mr. VINsoN. If you take 45-cent corn, it makes 10 cents a gallon.
Mr. SMITH. Suppose the man buys his own corn in the commuinity. If he has to pay 75 cents he has to add that to the price
of the whisky.
Mr. VINsoN. That would make 162 cents a gallon. Now it has
been testified here that the rice of the corn was approximately
30 percent of the cost of the liquor to the manufacturer.
"
Mr. SMITI. Yes.
Mr. VINSON. Are you in position to take issue with that statemeat?
Mr. SMITH. Yes; I would to a certain extent take issue with it,
and I would rely upon our distiller. I am simply figuring upon
th' actual price Gf corn now; and Dr. Doran, as of course you
understand, is figuring on the price that the distillers are going to
pay for the corn.
Mr. VINsoN. At 45 cents a bushel for corn, it makes 10 cents a
gallon for whisky.
Mi'. SMITH. It takes 10 bushels of corn to make a barrel of whisky.
Mr. ViNsoN. If you take smaller quantities I can follow it a little
better. Forty-five-cent corn, with 41/2 gallons to the bushel, figures
out exactly 10 cents a gallon.
Mi'. SMITH. Yes.

Mr. VI NSOz. How do you figure that you could manufacture
whlsky for between 11 and 15 cents when the cost of the corn, with
coin at 45 cents a bushel, is 10 cents a gallon?
Mr. SMITH. I have the figures there. The price of corn in a
barriel of whisky, at your price, would be $7.50 a barrel. The price
I am figuring on would be $4.20. That represents the difference in
gallonage, of course, when you get down to gallons. Now, if you
9gti'e $4.20 a barrel for corn, it just depends upon how much rye
you put in there, whether you add to that bushel of corn. If it is a
hitvy Bourbon, you put in 3 lushels of rye.
In' other words, there are just two kinds of Bourbons generally
i111141
in Kentucky-a Bourbon whisky with 30 percent rye or 25
peicemit rye, and the balance in corn, except about 5 percent of malt.
Th.at is all that goes in the barrel of whisky. I will furnish the
exact cost under the N.R.A. Code-which Nill increase the $0.71
price $1.
I' you figure heavy Bourbon, you will figure barley. If you
figure light Bourbon, you do not figure barley. Il figuring the heavy
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Bourbon barrel of whisky, you figure a heavier, larger percent of
rye than 25 percent. It depends on where you are going to sell it,
If you are going to sell it in the South, you want to sell light Bour.
bon. If you are going to sell it in the East, you sell heavy Bourbon,
Mr. VINsoN You say a new barrel costs $7.50?
Mr. SMITH.

A new barrel costs $7.50.

Mr. VINSoN. After you have used it for the production of liquor.
you say the retail value is something like $2?

sIli

%%
CO.

Mr. SIITH. Yes.

Mr. VINsON. There is a difference of $5.50; and when you tran.late that into gallons that figures out about 10 cents a gallon.
Mr. SMITH. Ve are going to make our own barrels at a cost f
less than $2. We are not going to pay $7.50. I am figuring onia
$2 barrel instead of a $7.50 barrel. It takes so many staves to nmk,,
a barrel. The wood is $12 a cord today in Kentucky.
Mr. VINsoN. Where?

Mr. SMITi. Anywhere; $12 a cord for white-oak timber.
Mr. VINsoN. Delivered at the mill?
Mr. SMITH. Delivered at the mill; yes. Bond Brothers, a Coilcern that you know, the largest people'in the country, have a simill
plant at this town where we have these distilleries, and they ane
paying $12 a cord for white-oak timber to make staves out of.
Mr. VINSON. It is pretty scarce, is it not?
Mr. SMITH. Yes, sir; and it has been very hard for us to find anY
white-oak timber. We always find some man who does not spell
his name like mine that has a contract for all the white-oak timber,
in almost all the lands in Kentucky and Tennessee, and we nia\"
have some difficulty when it comes to getting barrels at the cost (hIat
we figured, although we have a sufficient number of contracts for a
supply of 1 year; and it will cost 'is about $75,000 to erect the I,,tory that we conteml)late, with a capacity of 400 barrels a dn:v.
These 4 distilleries have a capacity, working 8 hours, of 500 IamiieIa day; and working 24 hours, a capacity of 1 500 barrels a day.
Senator CLARK. Just, on that point, Mr. Smith, the more coutiiiiiously you run the cheaper the whisky is made; is it not?
Mr. SMITH. Yes.

Senator CI.Ami. Do you contemplate continuous operation on tl,'-'e
figures?
Mr. SMrr.r. Yes, sir; and we can save from 50 to 0" cents a Ibartel by running continuously and not shutting down. We may luive
to pay the labor a little bit more; but in this community lhtbr 1,
about 40 percent less than it, is in the city of Louisville. figiir,,
according to our contractor who has just 'built the courthou sv ill
Hardin Countv-the same contractor.
Mr. Cooi-ximt.Mr. Smith, you say the l)resent cost of white ol,
the cord is $12?
Mr. SHrr. Yes, sir. That is for white-oak timber; and $h

red-oak timber, which cannot be used for whisky.
Mr. Coojai. Figuring it at the present 1rice of a cord, $12. ,
you still make your own staves, then?
Mr. SM
. Ves. s-i-.,tax
Mr. Coormm. And produce a barrel for less than $2?
Mr. Smlrir. Yes, sir. That is what we are figuring on. te KOl,_
price. I do not say it will stay at that price. 'he prolhbility
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thiat it is going to get higher, but that will only benefit the man
who has the tree.
Mr. CooPER. One other question: Can you give us some fair estimate as to what a gallon of whisky such as tre type you have been
speaking of here would cost, delivered at the distillery, based upon
what we have received here as being the code price of 75 cents a
bushel for corn? What would be your estimate of what it would
cost you to produce a gallon of whisky on that price of corn?
Mr. SMITI. I am not very good at figuring with a pencil; but
figuring it offhand, you would simply add-the difference in the price
of the corn to a $6.71 price and the extra code price for labor.
Mr. CooPpR. It would be about six and a fraction cents more per
gallon?
Mr. SMITH. Yes; about six and a fraction cents more per gallon.
Our distiller figures that whisky will cost us 15 cents a gallon; but
figuring against the actual bid cost of everything that goes into a
barrel of whisky, it would figure $6.71 rather than his figures.
For instance, now, a distillery that is run at double shift-that is,
16 hours-will make 100 barrels of whisky a day. It will take 12men to run that distillery on each shift; in other words, it will take
24 men to run it for 16 hours; and you can figure out the number of
barrels, and figure the cost of labor against the number of barrels.
The wages of those 12 men at the present figure amounts to about
$635 a month. That excludes the distiller, who is paid a salary.
Considering all those things, we have figured out exactly what it will
cost. $7.70 code--$6.71 without code.
Mr. CooPER. Of course you understand that this committee is primiarily interested in the question of what would be a fair tax on this
coImmnodity.
Mr. SMITH. Yes.
M1'. CoorEll. What would be your idea as to what would be a fair
a)i proper tax por gallon to be fixed on whisky
Mr. SMITH. I think $1.50 is as far as the committee ought to go..
W1hen they go beyond that line they put the industry in the hands.
of the moonshiner, who is the bootlegger. He makes his whisky
today, and lie starts a little fire in his cellar, and he sets his little
barrels of whisky around the stove and starts up a heat, and in three
or four days he is starting that whisky to mature; and it tastes pretty
grod if you have not h a
drink of whisky for a few days. Ile gets
his whisky on the marl':t in a week's time in the hands of the boot.g;,er, and that is pure whisky-very pure whisky. Of course it has.
a great amount of fusel-oil in it, which is the dangerous thing about
new whisky i and they have organized pretty well over the country
to dIispose of a very large product of that whisky.
If you make ti retail price of whisky so high that the average.
moaii would prefer to buy it from the bootlegger, he would buy it
fr,in the bootlegger, who would be a little different type of a man'
aid, the result will be that the larger portion of the consumption oi
whisky will come from the moonshiiner and not from the legitimate
(li'tillery, and the Government will be defeated in net result of the
tax that they ought to get from the industry.
I think that a quart of whisky ought to be sol1d ill a (l,'tingstore
f61r $1; and if you put the whisky at 11.50 a gallon tax you van sell
it f,,r
$1 and make plenty of money. That is as far a- it ought to go.
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If you are going to make whisky so high that the average man
today that wants to drink it, cannot buy it, he either will not buy it
or he will buy a cheaper product, and a poorer product, from the

bootlegger.

iVou can very easily do that by a hig h tax. In oth(,r

V
01

words, you will get a larger amount of revenue at $1.50,out of the
industry than you will get from $2.60, in my opinion. It is some.
what a matter of speculation. You will have to work it out by
practical experience.
Now, let me refer to what Dr. Doran said.
Dr. Doran is no doubt referring to the manufacture of whisky and
0 lit
computing the cost per gallon on the basis of $7.50 barrels and suchi
like and the extremely high salaries which are paid by the present
head distillers in the United States. Fifty thousand dollars is
nothing. The highest-priced man that we pay is the distiller, who
gets $6,000 a year. I might say that I get more than that as counsel
for the four companies; but that is all computed in the cost.
I sold the Jim Popper Distillery to the Schenley syndicate for
$850,000. If I am correct in reading their circular, they got $3.700,.
to i.
000 for the stock that represented that whisky.
I may be mistaken
about the exact figures, but figuring the market price of the stock,
M
I figure that they got $3,700,000. In that circular they set out that
'
they were paying $181,000 in salaries, the Schenley Distributors.
If we paid $181,000--and we could much more affor(l to do it than
they could-we woull consider that we were robbing somebody.
Probably in the end we would rob the consumer. He is generally
the fellow that gets robbed; so I assume that we would follow th'e
same method. But the total of the salaries that we would pay would
be about one tenth, with twice the capacity that they have. So that
M
when 1)r. Doran is talking about the cost of a gallon of whisky
he is talking about all those things, while we are not talking about
them. We are talking about the exact price of labor, the men that
col
we have selected; we are talking about salaries. We are talking
about $1.10 tax instead of $1.50, and if you increase the tax we
t
would have to add that to the $6.71.
lt,
There isanother phase of this proposition to which I want to ,,all 11,11
the Committee's attention.
Mr.JRIINs. Mr. Chairman. may I ask the gentleman a (llest i
0.
or two just along that line? Mr. Smith, I, for one, am greatly inX01
terested in your discourse. You have brought to us some info;rtiais t
tion that I have never heard from anybody else. I should liki' to
know how you figure this situation:
Here you are. You say you can make whisky at $6.71 a barrel.
M'. S~im'ri. Yes; )rovii'led we make our own barrels.
Ion
Mr. ,IENxINH. In that connection wou say that the trusts are h~dI
.
ing you up for $7.50 a barrel, or they"are seeking to.
Mm'. SMITh. I do not know whether they own the barreI
s or ,,t.
but you cannot buy a new barrel now for less than $7.50.
ft'r.,JENKINS.
In that conunectio1, (10 you wish to give us. the i:1J)ression that it costs them $7.50, or is there a big, wide profit i 1'.

making of the barrel?
Mr. SMirrit. There is a big. wide profit in the making of t!barrel.
Mr. ,lNiNS. Who gets that, profit?
Mr. Smrt1. Somebody getl it. I cannot tell you who gets it.
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Mr. JENIws." Is it safe for us to assume that the distiller gets it?
it
M'. SMITH. Yes; if he is interested in the cooperage plant. ihe
,,ooperage plant which we are taking over is an old plant, and that
l Ad plant made enough money to retire all of its stock, so that they
have it in the treasury today, and we took it over. They (lid not
owe a cent to anybody. They owned the property. They had disili)uted the capital stock back with 100 per cent profit. They sold
the barrels for $3.50 prior to prohibition.' They did not pay as
1iu1Ch for timber as we are paying today, and very likely labor was
i little cheaper than it is now; but they made plenty of money.
Mr.
h JENKINS, Now when they have given us the 'figures of'$25 a
barrel, or even up to l120 a barrel, here-we got some figures to that
.tvht-it strikes me that somebody is very unfair in the presentation

is

ho0
set

or

;0.
AI
Cek,
it

11's.

Of the matter of costs.
Mr. SMITH. There is no doubt about it.
Mr. JENKINs. In that connection, it seems to me as if it would be
the duty of this committee, if we could, to levy such a tax as to see
to it that distillers and companies like you say you represent, if there
i-ear
any, have an ample opportunity to furnish your product to the
country; and it will be our duty to the consumers to protect them
against these other people whose prices are so high.
Mr'. SMITH. Yes, sir.
Mr. JENKINS. In that connection, do you think if we were to levy
a highi tax, such as some people advocate, that would come off these
(hitillers, or would they be able still to carry that right on to the
di
consumer

All'. SMITH. They have got to meet the competition which they
inet in the bootlegger; and they have either got to depreciate the
aiiiele they sell or lose money, or sell at near cost, because you can
ligrii'e that the bootlegger is here, organized. Ile has the distributing
capacity today. That is a powerful thing.
He has the distribution
todav. He has the avenues of selling whisky today; and there are
still'some gangsters around these large cities that will control this
lri,,uct to a certain extent, unless you make it possible for the legitiijiate distiller to manufacture whisky at a fair price.
Whatever committee Congress creates ought to be given by Con-

iiat

ill

il

,.-s authority to do certain things, if the Constitution permits it.

N,,lmby pays nuch attention to the Constitution these days, so what
is the lse o f talking about the Constitution ? Let us talk itbout what

to

-you ,'an do.
I ain opposed to boards and commissions; but if Congress creates
1'ahrd that will go and look into these iidilstries, it 0oul be a
d ,o:i', that has no relation to the whisky business. No man ought

Cisky
, I. on a board of this kind that has any ~lllnction with the
manufacture of whisky, or the marketing of whisky.
'1h:,t is the exact trouble, no doubt, today that you are going to ri
!iiagainst.
il1,l1-ess, the

*

Now, if Congress will create a commission, for instance, you let
0111' own WfirrehtoIu" there,
lIlw.e folir
llelis Imllanufa,mr
tl' dilerent kinds of whiskv
Ow
(ne
himnufilct tres r've.
You
11'101t shift froln Ivo to BolIhmlI low llotii',ol anld high "h1oll'ollln,
!14;fy 1'hon 111141
light hltboii, atnd tlhen to r'ye. al tlhl gvt over
,4,
i'al spirits il o)l, listillery and mant'fin'ur, a highclas.
,:i,et,
11111
1utfactlure O'lal~ly. AolI LoBve got to hav1,e a
tistillry
I'1-liy

I

i
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which manufactures nothing but rye in one plant, low Bourbons in
another, and high Bourbons in another, and warehouse it at their
distillery, at their one plant, because you have Government guards
there, and you have ot this and that when you have a single distillery by itself, which adds to the cost of a barrel of whisky.
These things we have all figured out thoroughly; and we are told
that we are not going to be allowed to warehouse any whisky at
these four distilleries. It has got to be sent to Louisville.
Mr. JENKINS. So somebody can get a graft on it?

L
h

Mr. SInTn. Yes, sir.

Senator CLANK. That is what was always done before prohibition.
They had the warehouse at the distillery.
Mr. SiTmI.

.Mr.

Yes; and that is the woy it ought to be now.

JFNKINS.

b

Let me ask a question in that connection. It seems

to me, from the picture you have painted for us here, that your 01lganization is going to be "sitting pretty." All you need is to htive

good advertising and good agents, and you can sell all you can make,
"'
and many times over, if the price is going to be any consideration.
Mr. S31 TH. Our difficulty is not going to be in the manufactitre,
but in the selling of it. We go right up against the lropositioi
I
have alluded to two or three times.
For instance, we have very low taxes in this county-half the taxes
there are in Jefferson County. No doubt the taxes in the comity of
my friend over here, Mr. Vinson, are the same, l)robably as ihe,\
are in Hardin County; but in Hardin County where these Aistilhriet;
are located, the water is better, the labor is cheaper, they have ab-olutely no bonded indebtedness. There isthis one county out of sevi
ot
in
the
State
where
they
are
free of any taxes, and we are. permitted
to make whisky in this particular
district whdre we located. 'l'me\,
have no school-bond indebtedness. They have nothing to colhect
money out of us for. All of that has got to go into a barrel ,f
whisky, and those are facts that we have considered in the mttiut
facture of whisky which these other gentlemen who are going lo0 )itg
along, building distilleries, and starting ol plants, are not thin kiig
about.
1
Then our distilleries are constructed on a scientific basis, where otle
the ,h
man can handle as much stuff as five men could handle under
system of building a distillery. Everything is done almost autoJil
matically.
tiew
the
of
provisions
the
with
familiar
Mr. McCLINTro. Are you
code that relates to this industry?
Mr. S3MI1. No, sir i I have not read it, because I have flutred that
Congress in 30 days is going to dispose of that code. That is the
reason I have not read it.
I am a pretty thorough-going Democrat, as my friend, Mr. I 'Clintic, knows. I served in the legislature in Oklahoma with hi
i
many years ago. I (lid not raisequte as much sand as he raised, lint
I raised enough. (Laughter.]
have bon practicing law in Nw
York, Washington and Kentucky now for 20 years and I am fa101(
riliar within a lot o things that I would not like to talk about hefolt1e
this committee. It would not be proper, and it would not be ethi'al;
but they relate somewhat to the manufacture of whisky. I refer to
the trust and its ramifications.

-

-
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If I had the time, I should be glad to make a comparison of the
Iost
of a barrel of whisky in this county under our plans and in the
Louisville district. You would be astonished at the difference. We
worked
wioive out the problem. We have reduced the cost to a
iimium, taking advantage of everything.

Mr. JENICIHs. Let me ask you a question right there, Mr. Smith.
When you make your whisky and sell it, you cannot retail it. You
an not in the retailing business.
Mr. SMITH. No, sir.
Mr. J .NuNS. Your whisky, theii, would fall into the hands of
the people who retail your ciealp whisky-cheaply-made whisky,
but good whisky.
Mr.
1S SIT11.' Yes, sir; but we reserve the right to fix the retail
lr. JENKINs. It will be sold at the great, big, high prices with
thes e blended and rectified whiskys, and the result is that the poor
(1W1,0,iumer has lost out and never gets a chance to rinkk your good
whisky; has he not?
Mlr. SNI'rx. No, sir. I thank you for bringing up that question;
that gives ius the idea of taking wise precaution.
Mlr. MCC
(
IAC. YOU
lMpt the coll-lJarl'isoOl olut f(,r to illfil
extiision of your renarks,('til
if you desire.
Mr.
f S-,rrrir. I thank you. Ishall
be very glad to do it.
We intend to keep control of our marketing organization. I am
going to New York now for the purpose of creating that organization. )ut we wanted a report from abroad of actual (listilling conditiol,-not what you get on pa per, and not what some expert can
test
ify, but actually what the industry is going to (10 in England and
other'countries. We expect to have that report, because we have to
iillport old whisky into this country. We cannot buy it in the
lllilQ( States.
1 may frankly say to you that I have a lawsuit now. My associate
,vmyself bought' a certain distillery in Kentucky-it i 'as as fair
itI liltre a buy as ever was made--for just a little mider $1,000,000,

-Me an puit the money in the bnk, and supposed1 the trade was made.
We :mre suing now'for specific p~erformnance. T11 only reason ill the
wtiiel
wy tht (l-liws not. mnade wats because thie trust iterfered,
t- limv~iiig what we were itendig to (10,1111(1 prevented that sale from
1V bviiig consummated.

Senator C,.ARK. Mr. Smith, you have referred here several times

to this trust. I wish you would tell us something about that trust.
1:111 v'ery much interested in that subject.

Mr. Srrhr. I would rather have a little more formation, and
I will furnish it to you in writing and give you the details and the
i,:11,es of the corporations and the men. Myf rind MeClintic knows
th:t I )referred the impneachment charges in the Oklahomm LegisIiltimr,, and he knows that they went over 100 i)ercent. lie was in
thw eiiate; 1nd I would rather be in a fortified positioil where,
when I name a name, you Cal count oil it IM0 percent.
I am not in
that i0itlon now%, bit I will be ill that position. I shall he glad to
furnih it to yoll, because it is very important.
S,.mttor CLmmml. I should like very much to have it.
Mr. Ssmgi,
The classq of meti that are in the inde l'n(IeIut iduiist ry
t0:t I iilltalking about are anl(,it irely different class of Imien thani

I
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are in the trust; and I assume that if they would show all trli,

faces in Congress, Congress would have no trouble in picking ,ut
and acceptinl ti 100 percent Americans. They are church men wNth,

to

make good wiuisky and good prayers.

Mr. SANDits. Would you mind putting that information in the
record?
Mr. SMI'H. Yes, sir; I will put it in the record and prepare it for
you just as soon as I get to New York.
Now, I am a great believer in Congress-not so much in govern.rnor Presidents, nor generals, nor captains, not, people of that inl.
I rather believe in te democracy of this Congress that rcpres;ts
all of the people. If you (1o thco fair thing-which I am sure y,,u
are going to (o when youiget all the facts-by the men engaged ill
the imldependent manufactu'e of whisky and selling a pure l)ro(ltit
to the l)ublic and fixing a fair price and not permitting it to h,
I
raise,l-if they are protected the industry will go along as fine as si
I,
will
It
not.
will
it
not,
do
you
if
and
years;
6
or
5
next
in the
worse thti prohibition; an(1 most of you know how bad that was.
TLhere aro two other points I want to make before I conclude.
Mr. McCotHMACK. I do not like to interrupt Mr. Smith, but I call,.i
suggest to Mr. Smith
him out of order. Would it be in order tobring
his remarks right
to
and
order,
of
that we di(i (all him out
to the point, because we are holding btick two witnesses who reallY
should have l)receded him ?
All'. SIMIT. All right; I will just make these two points vv
qulickcly.
whisky and imal. a
it is necessary to iml)ort old whisky to )lend
to be created, I
going
is
that
good blend of whisky. This board
imagine, ought to have the power to sutspenti or lower the taril
uot. I
to meet that exigency. Whether you think that is wiseI or
thlinlk
do not know,; I)ut I am merely making that suggestion.
are qtoing to find ourselves in a bad fix when we start to turnt ,I
whisky in the next year before our new whisky is aged, and bef,it"
we can )ut tiny whisky that is aged on the market.
'
'T'le next proposition I want to refer to i§ this
If whisky is taxed $2.60, you are producing $130 first on
barrel of whisky when it goes into the warehouse for the G,\-,'y.,;Inent of the UnIted States. If it is $1.10, you are producing. at I,
gallmis to tie barrel, $52.70 for the Government of the I'mi,
Stil'es.
I do not know of any industry-not even Mr. Dawes's baith ItL
Chieao-that is paing back hotns so fast as that situation '.,i,
commntit ,..
pay it back. I sloulIl like very much to suggest to the
(reates at arket ft
therefore, that with tin indtistry like this that higli-cthiss
produt (,
a
battlee , it mitrkt for corn. lb,, (' l1 O t(.nt,
a ;rcretites
that
plIlti,.
te
t
to
wilisky to be s hldit it fair price
I (10 not II
timoutiit of rtvetiiit for tle Inited States Govertittent,
seem$ to1!
which
Corporation,
Finance
ion
ietconsti'tict
wliy tile
l
'omllptel
to
tlhoroghl/Jy organilz'id to furni.sl working capital
busim-s,
our
on
carry
to
money
little
it
us
(lust ties, coul, not furnish
fter. we tii'i r~'tiliv to go, 111)id0r the Strict~ 81utlPlVlsiotl of the (;
mm
to pledge wa"e.ose receipts i t
ti
erm.mtuilt, wit flie opportI'ty
itliirrel of whisky is put lim tht vtitrelhollm., for m1oloney that
brrow(e I.
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If there is any reason why that should not be done, I should like
to know what that reason is. I have not been able to find any.
I have been to the Agricultural Bureau. I have been to the Reconstniction Finance Corporation. They soy it is not within the scope
Of the bill. I think it is, but maybe I do not read the lines right.
If it is not there it ought to be there, and it ought to be loaned to
these industries. They ought to be kicked out entirely, banned from
ptil)lic existence, or they ought to be treated like anybody else,
especially when they produce your security for your money every
authority
24 hours; and they ought to have the permission and the
to borrow money on the same basis as anybody else; and there should
not be any prejudicial discrimination or legal discrimination or
political discrimination against loans to that industry.
I thank you, gentlemen, for your attention.
(Mr. Smith subsequently submitted the following extension of his
reiniiarks:)

WAS11INGTON, D.C., December 14, 1938.
P, Me (11omml1tte. Olt Walls an1d Aftaa18 (aHl SelZate (ommittCC oil ,il(ialc:
(ENTlHEMEN:
In response to your request for substantiating figures governing
the present estimated cost of a barrel of bourbon whisky, in Kentucky, made
uw1ier the most modern methods, in plants properly and scientifically equipped,
%ith steam, water, and electrically driven machinery of the most desirable kind
for the type of business, I am pleased to sul)mit the following figures, per gallon:
Per gallon

C(,,t of barrel, $2 (50 gallons) ----------------------------------Coi (42 cents, present price per bushel) 10 bushels -----------------.
Rlye (55 cents, present price per bushel), 2 bushels -------------------.
\ewst (including barley), $1--------------------------------------.
I.ahor (continuous run) ------------------------------------------.
Supervision, distiller, yeastman -----------------------------------.
Fuel (natural gas and coal) --------------------------------------.
RHeuirs, interest oil platit, taxes -----------------------------------.
01',lescence, insurance, de)reciation ----------------------------.
Ollie expense -

R

$0. 04
081
02
02
01
00j
.00
00%
0O0A

----------------------------------------------------.

Actual net cost -------------------------------------------.
te on profit from feeding spent mash to cattle and hogs -----------.

0

20
05

Corrected not cost (where cattle are fed) -------------------.di I cent per gallon for dry feed -------------------------------.

. 15
01

N.R.A. code cost ----------------------------------------.
I,:isonable profit on investment ----------------------------------.

16
10

Selling price to trade on contract in 1,000-barrel lots-----------.
26
This would make, according to the figures on p ago 1, a barrel of whisky contaiing ,9 gallons cost the largo contractors for it $13 laid down in the United
Shtes bonded warehouse on the premises.
Now, gentlemen, In order to prove that this report is not exaggerating tie

Sit nation under discussion, there is incorporated with this memorandum, for the

i'wcsal of your committee, the following excerpts, to wit:
k ) A copy of an Independent comparative estimate covering practically the
Frt1,e ground, by Mr. A. J. Shreiner and Mr. F. L. Shreiner, former head distillers

fr Canadian Distillers LItd Montreal, governing the cost of bourbon whisky and
.0'wing their ideas of No advantages that our plants to be located in Mende and

ll.,-rrin Counties, Kv., will have over and above competitive plants making
I, ,Irnn whisky of like character in and around the city of l.ouisv ile, Ky, This
wli tutlon is ta'en front page :1 of Rleort on )istilhleria Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4 of
I- dimcky 1)itlhierles, Inc., Vine (rove, Ky.
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"The fact that whisky from these four plants is to be warehoused at no. I algo
is an economical arrangement that will lessen the cost per barrel of the maliM.
facturer's product. These various factors will enable this combination of (is.
tillerics to manufacture whisky at a saving of about $4 per barrel. So that it
the cost of a barrel of whisky manufactured in the Louisville district is $12 per
barrel, the cost in these distilleries would be $8 per barrel. If the daily average
production is 400 barrels, this will mean a saving of $1,600. If we deduct 8 cents
er bushel, the amount realized from the residue by Louisville distilleries, we still
have approximately a saving of $1,000 per day in the operation of these plnntt.
"Considering the advantages in this district that I have enumerated above,
both my father and I estimate the above cost as approximately correct. \\to
also feel that a better quality of whisky can be made hero than elsewhere in
Kentucky. We have had a large experience as distillers both in Canada and tlie
United States.
"The price difference of $4 does not take into account that barrels are costing
Louisville distillers $5,1 whereas these distilleries make their own barrels at a
cost of $1.81-a difference In favor of Vine Grove of $3.19; nor does it take itito
consideration the extra gallons per barrel manufactured at Vine Grove by rcZ'l,
of the water.
"Yours truly,
L.
"A. J. SCHREINR."
statement made by the
The attention of your committee is also called to a
officials of the combined four plants, in estimates of slight differences in ((ct
between their several distilleries, and their explanation of these differences it
cost appearing on page 22 of the same report.
"The actual cost of making a barrel of whisky computed on the coal fuel in
all of the four plants is $6.71 per barrel.
"At no. 4 the cost is $5.22 per barrel, due to less fuel costs, investment, awl
cattle-feeding equipment.
"Counting 50 gallons to the barrel. This is approximately 11 cents per gal!,n.
"Estimating the cost at double shift, the cost would be reduced 50 cents per
barrel, due to less labor costs.
"Twenty-five cents per gallon is the general cost in the Louisville district.
The figures of Mr. Schreiner are based on higher costs than actually mul 1,w,
allowed at these plants, and ho estimates that in a well regulated plant the t,
should be 15 cents per gallon.
"Where barrels are made by the corporation, cattle fed by them, and pro\vidii
the cost of cattle at the pen Is'2 cents less than they are sold for when fat, the ,.,it
at no. 4 is not to exceed 11 cents per gallon. No. 4 has no school tax is as the cti'.
with no. 3; neither has It anty fuel cost to speak of."
A member of your comm ttee asked for a list of the distilleries now operati:,
in Kentucky, wlich follows:
No. 1. George T. Stagg & Co., Frankfort, Ky. (Operated by the Seheiliy
"Ill
Distributors, Inc.)
No. 2. Brown Forman Distilling Co., Louisville, Ky. (Ilallgarten & C.
bankers, Now York.)
No. 3. Frankfort Distilleries, Louisville, Ky. (Jones interests.)
No. 4. A. H-.and P. 11. Stitzel, Louisville, Ky. (The Stitzel and Frankfort ie
operating under a contract by which, if they sell out, Brown Forman have 0.privilege to buy at the stipulated price.)
No. 5. Behnont Distillery, Louisville Ky (Owned in Chicago.)
No. 0. American Medicinal Spirits 6o., Louisville, Ky. (National I)istilitfProducts Co.)
No. 7. Glenmore Distillery, Owensboro, Ky. (Iam reliably informed that
of these plants named above operate under a price and sales agreement.)
No. 8. J. W. l)ant Distilling Co., Louisville, Ky. (Nearly ready to owra .
I believe this fully covers the situation in Kentucky, and the facts can e vivd.
fled by the committee, if they request this information from the Treasury 1)epal'.
mont. My information Is from data on hand November 20, 1933.
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The CAIRiAx. The next witness will be Hon. John J. O'Connor,
wMiiber of Congress from New York; subject, liquor tax.
sTATEMENT OE HON.4NOUN lo 0'CONNOR,EPRESENTAT VEPRO
H DIBTUOT 6r NEW YOR
ST EXTE
Mr. O'CoNzqon. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
maled you last night a long statement. I do not suppose you have
had the " fortitude to peruse it yet. It is much more volum hnus
than I intend to be this, morning,; but somo of you may know that I

have given some thought to tffs subject over a period of 10 or 11

years, and I appear here solely In behalf of the Government and
tie consumer.
I(o not represent any distiller, or any wholesaler, or any retailer,
or iny bootlegger,., I put them all in the same class. Neither am
.
1
I co'iisel for any of them.
To state my conclusion as a premise, I believe that we obtained
tle repeal o the eighteenth, amendment by assuring the people
of this country that .weneeded revenue in these days of depression.
Ibelieve that if we did not have this depression and the dire need for
revenue'we would not have repealed the eighteenth amendment for
at lttst 10 years. In that connection I believe we have a solemn
obligutin-I take it solemnly-to get as much revenue out of this
hsimess for the Government as we can. Of course, it is not a
legitimate business anyway. It is an. illegitimate business, and
alwavs was. You do not license or tax highly a legitimate business.
'Illo previous speaker talked about )reserving tile $1.10 tax, and
sellilir whisky at a dollar a qulrt with $1.10 tax. Well, we have
$.10" tax today, and whisky is selling for from $5 to $10 a quart;

aillI l e distillers, this trust-I kimnw who soime of lieni are-)rpose
to lo-,p this field.
Wlhisky, as I understand it, is in a different sphere from beer.
You --,n make beer anywhere, but you cannot make wlisky wheree.

I'l hically, the field for malkng whisky is limited intis counJUe,
IlThese two big compilies, National )istillers, and S1cinlem ,
trv.;
hi-aw miopoly today of from 75 to 90 percent of the dothestic
mupld of whisky.
Now let tie say this:
1 hav'e seen broihides grow Up )inthis couiitry. I have seen tie
lroilufle of "doing awvay Wlth tile saon1 growv up nerelj, by 0one arejust witnessing now thle dissipaton of an
1;iit rvCpettition.
Old '-!,gan, the gold stind ard, that was fed to the people so lofig.
prol)aganlLa all(l colistaflq
by peli-steit
tiat. But this
of.
Tih,
slogan to th American people 0nd
ion..
the. distillersIsod
eepitdisposed
i Washington-that 4 high taxes mean tho conttiua'll
,nost pe
Wo
tiop of the bootlegger."i!.lieve tliat soui d reasoning and a careful consideration of that
stated here
it is deliberately
that .seliis
itatapvari is fttlie;
showwho
siljb.t
imte'ests to li their
here with
pe..mole
y ie will
buxmtlegger. Fh)r years the bootlegger has been thercus
e inNew York, or you people in the other cities,
11i'd1 cient. W1..00
You have been eltlltr buying
N:iv,, fot Ieen buyillg I1ooishm01.

the
k,,,v
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whisky out of the distilleries of the United States controlled by tiis
trust, the heads of which trust have:bedn arrested-the last speeolr
referred to them as the ,,legftimate "distilleries-,or you bought yourt
whisky from the Canadian distillers, who sold it to the boo loggers,
ir
*
getting
and who are now coming into this country and
distilleries.
Do you mean to say that these distillers who now come here titid
denounce the bootlegger did n6t know that they were deain wjh
the-bootleggero whdn the big oprt'rs Of this coutry-3g i
in New York, and Ain Chicago, and Waxey in Jersey, and Joe ilr
--had $1,000,00 credit in an one of these:distilleries or in
Bo
Canada? Do they meai to say that t;ese distfllers dld not know they
re doing business with the bootegger? Do they mean to say tli't
the distil1es in Canada which are now buildIng plants in this
country, when they loaded ship after ship at St. Pierre, did nolt.know
where that stuff was going? Now thby are in io position to denotuilwe
their old pal, the bootlegger.
They fear that their 6hent is going to become a competitor. That
is all they fear. They have made money out of him and they rey
making money today. Right at this moment the Whisky T"riust ii
negotiating to buy fhe supply of the bootlegger, because they pro.
pos to cut'it at least 10 to 1. Right at this moment the trust is iegotiatifg for 77,000 gallons of American whisky in one item not so lzir
away, and 54,000 gallons of Canadian whisky. They will knmow. if
they are listening, what I mean. This American whisky, this ofle
item--it is only a small item of 77,000 gallons-was sold by a Iis.
tillery in this' country, the head of which used to bear a distinguiiisli
name and hold high public office, to bootleggers. They knew they
were bootleggers. Now, the trust is proceel(ing to b1uy back dtit
whisky, because it is much more vahiable today, if they can zgt
is
the right price. The trust sold it for about $3 a gallon. Irl
morning they offered $14 for it., They will probably go to . 'I,
because what are they going to dot Cut it 10 to 1.
I have heard this talk about getting a dollar and a half for be,,ildl
whisky. What is that "whisky" going to bet Just figure thi- t'.
These are not Chinese figures. These are actual figures.
Before prohibition straight whisky sold for $9 or $10 a co.c. or.
we will say retailed for $1 a quart. That was good straight vltily.
You could buy some for 75 cents a quart right at the stores iii \.'w
York. That Whisky, sold for $1 a quart, was straight whisky, l*hot
whisky today is being sold, if yon can buy it, at from $4 to s" t
quart' in N~w York. The diitllers propose to put forth 1A
blended whisky.

Just to quote Mr. Saton Porter, the president of Natioial 1'-

tillers-he t%not the " big shot "; the fe lw at U William Mt",
Weikopf. or 'om.thing like that. is the "big shot "--Ahey *yt are U111 to (tt it 10 to 1.Rnd we are 10>41g to ell tht1 to, y'
u.itther uri,1.for $i,5 you *"e pting to 4 tohiy
(#)I* pr,,hiW141on.
was worth i)veitst,
0"v
hA"11
toI v~4eI
i#u i1w~f
Ill.bee-n
In was W v tat
to !- 04 -ifri
W441;
At 14- s I~vol an
galtin%of ash'ohol
vfw Pattd l for N-w#toc jwb
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formula
in between
which
use mostly,
1--1 part
of '116"
wiisky,
9 paets
of alcohol,
andthey
9 parts
of water,is 18Sotowhen
they
sity; they are going to give you a "bIend" they are not g ifig
you
Scheniley lust reontly 0old somie whisky to a1r store, here In
IAhinlgton for ,Inediital p"urp, s When it-caien, the drugistD
byv nUte npeto foundarI'ttle word bend'"there. 'Vhe' public W11 ~wil
vbe, able to see 'the word "(tblend"1 on, these-latbls, Hie
1h0a(
it analyzed, and of course it' was not fit to proscribe in answer
to a doctor's prescription for 8i'tpt1 frwnnti. Itdid not comply
Witthe U.S, formula. It Was a cut whisky,
Now, of couirsetheso distillrs talk about blending and rectifying.
l'lin bootleggers had another word for it. They were frank about
it. They out it.
I
f
If the Government is going to reap anything out of the repeal of
lie eighteenth ameiilment, this is the year to do it,
Everybody who has talked here against raising the tax from $1.10
will admit thlit with $1.10 tax today you are paying $40 to $100 a
Uase for whisky. And the bootlegger? They are critieiini the bootlegger, their old client. Why, tle bootlegger today is sellnji at one
lialt
the price that the trust is charging the American people.
If anybody wants to consume whisky, I am in favor of his not
beillg exploited. Between the 5th of December and the time you
can pass a tax bill there will be hltadreds of millions of dollars wrung
from the people of America by this trust which controls the whole
.kitilationh.

M'r. JNi(NS. May I ask a question, Mr. O'Connor?
Mr. O'Cooit. Yes.
Mr. J,,'KNS, I infer from your testimony that you think thitt
(his trust is still more powerful than the bootlegger, and that the
tmit has been supplying the liquor largely to the-bootlegger.
MN.O'CoNo.

Surely.

Mr. JENRtims. If that is the case, do you not think that the trust
Will he able to put the bootlegger out of business any time they
tymit to by cutting off his supply?...
Mr. O'Co~x on. The bootlegger cannot go into the distilling busine,; unless he goes into it in te way these people describe as legitimate. Our experince with beer of course was a sd odne, as far
IRI ath concerned. I think we threw away $100,000,0"this'year
11nt putting the $7.50 tax onl it; but what happened? 'Tho
rmaksteer brewer, the racketeer beer fellows, went, hit the brewery
141kilIPPA

legitimastely.

M.(oom~ Tit that connection let ine fsk you one qupstioil.
Wlri it; thle bootlegger gongto get. hir, supply if thie t lll iN-a concerotod effort to put him out of biminleml~
Mt.- O'Vommo. Thie only thing that will put thle bootlegger out
t 1ttolinvm im the prices and the fallacy thiat has pervald Washo
WOt1
i* that the tax enters into tile price.
Pfliro were no tat on whisky t(Way , or If the tax "were $10 a
tz,"
iftie w
to tho 11ublic tts lay io WIbe theo very,.samie price,
VFW 4111d,46114m Ait lowi) and start -at tile t01),
to siy "~v
wil thef p*1to~ 1tansi fort W~lat wi,1tllte traflic bearr"
Of
thr to pont twvonml whict IbM
the ento~it go Will)l $10 it
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r but as between no tax
gallon, that would stop theim somewh
at all.
ttected
not
is
the price
gallon,
a
$6
or
iind$5
Now, tle bootlggr-if you cl6lim a bootleggor-will be w fihg
to a all tleGovernmont ta44e at this prce. As long as the oxthe
t Di cn are maiRtAiledithe bootlegger can .go fito
hor
disiler
"'legitiJtWill
so-called
l w of supply aI demand tako (.il
not thebusie
Mr. MC(oI~IAtCK.
of that.
Mr. O'CoNo* In titno but hele is what I am getting at: w!hiskky
You will never have in this country (ay where near as much In lit"i,
druik as there was before prohibitin. You can cut it right
The best authorities
in my opinion. We cutbeer moroe than in half. beer
sold in the peak
of
batrels
08,000,000
tei
figured that as against
to flgti!!
sufficient
was
30,O00,000"barrels
was,
it
think
I
year of 1018,
I do not
because
estimate
wrong
a
was
on; and I do not think that. 0
beer sold this year and
think there will be over 8Q00 ,0A barrels of
opinion, to- o e
so with whisky. You can cut it right down, in my
80,000,000 gallons

half, at least. I do not believe you will sell over

*
of spirits.
the AmeriIf you are going to get the revenue that you promised
tax, in 11y
a
put
to
got
have
you
can ;eople you were going to get,
1u not
will
y
and
whisky,
this
on
gallon
it
$5
least
at
estimation, of
its
bttsiules
tie
il
stay
will
continue the bootlegger. Tie bootlegger
hhii
price
the
keeps
y
supp
the
controls
long as this trust whiich
pay the taxes.,
enough; but lie will be in it legitimately. He wll these
nfllioil ,I(
country
this
in
tave
The oot loeggers now who
right io,
walk
All
whisky
Scotch
or
whisky
Canadian
of
gallons
will tl
,-they
now
herp
down
are
lViwle Sam's office today-they
We vill
tax.
tie
anid
tariff
the
you
pay
will
We
"
say,
and
right, in
the
t,,
it.
offering
are
they
now
(right
.ay yout the $18.30 itcase'
it.?
,
ea'st'
a
,( can get $40, $00, or, $80
tve'nimint) " because we
vol,
if
f1lalfatO,
t
a
eolsidel
I
If .Oll w,,ilt to carry olut. WhIat
to whom we sol. tlw
want -to keelp faith with tle Ainerican people
country, yott .,tt
this
to
ide thOat we needed repeal to get r,elVene
t.
a seflshn!
niot possibly fall for the distillers who have only
price. ,
the
affect
not
will
it,
altogether,
tax
the
out
wipe
you
If
be taken care of by
yNOu. .li. $5 onl, as I advocate, tile price will it,
" tle get ttif
whlln
get
to
year:
tie
is
tlisyeari
lint
etition41.
"co
er , his
is goodl ) because we miglt not ned that revenue O:t'.

liqtior tI!1.
l511r this first flurry, when the people atie demanding
lice's,-; ".
if
oil)
later
tax
the
is the tile to get it. i'oVcon reduce
l),
graduttiil
and
tax
low
a
r
year,
this
tax
no
,
rit propostil of
of"
op1)o,
the
jut
is
It,
hoard.
ever
is the llost ridietthlots thing I
If I- understood the gentleman correctly, he . ,i
AtlweMcsould
became a lv.*Iti
that the illegitimate producer of beer Imnediateily
been I0n'k.t"lhad
that
either by using sole| brewery
r0dit6,
ilteliro
ite',
gentle6i's
the
Is
WhAt
onie.
iw
ta
ill'giil beer, or by tlldhiig

pre:10'nt
th Illeg111gtimatoe -produ,1cer-of liquor at theo -y)
ille
taken
were
that
foIlow t1e same steps6
tiflit'? Wlie
HiOdltfor of beer?
The I, .;,
Mr. (( sxxoI lie will as long as this rice kelps i)).

with1

respect to

eieer is not going to become a mnoonushfier.
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be
Mr. MOCLIN'ro. Does not the gentlema think that that willthis
in
interested
were
who
those
the; sohition-_tlat sooneror later
I- II
illlsr illogtthly will-beomeo1
Oi as the price keeIp up'
kolv as long
is verylegal?
Mr.hZt
accustomed
lessthanithe margn of profit,to wANih t h4y livobeen
Wllnotiattract he 'after a while. We still hare the steno racketeos
it
miwihii breweries in 'New York. Waxey Gordon nfover went still
rbeietbsiess after the 6th -or th of last -April. Ile
,
of th
stayed iithe business and ran his breweries. It is the same way
with the bos in New York.' And those breweries in New Jersey
wiflohb were 1ensed after they wore supposed to get fthe new crowd
It was the same old crovd still runipig them,
iI.,
Mi'. MoCLINTIo. I woider if the gentlemian has any particular
ilfo olhnltoh in respect to those cooking plants that produce dcnitied alcohlol, and as to the percentage of alcohol of that character
tht is being used in the manufacture of liquor?
Mr. O'CONNOR. I tlhili it is iifinitesiina[ insofar s the.motroi)olitini ,enters of th cotititry are concerned. I believe all the alcohol

iisl by the big operators was bought fr0on these distillories-these
legitii"ate disfill ries. That is the only place they bought it, or
thy bought it from Canada.
Yot have heard it said here-I do not have to repeat it at aiy
lelth-l-that the high taxes in England and the high taxes in Caiada
iever, created the bootlegger.

The Treasury Department officials, on the beer bill and on the
a parallel between income taxes and liquor taxes.
bill,
whisky
'rlhy 'say
thedraw
higher
the tax, like an income tax, normal and surtax,
thw lhss the return. I believe that is a fallacy in considering the
liquor tax, because the people must have whisky, especially this first
They will pay any price to get it; and for the Govermient to
V,,,,,1.
dmt111brs I
itback,and see all that profit going into the hands ofI
mark you
because
represent,
they
people
the
to
believe
this: Is bad faith
A lot of that money is poifig to go out. of this coiilnry. The
('Coi'dian crowd have a big interest in distilleries here. StockhIldors there, through sUblsiflary comphalies, own some of these distilMories, People in* Great ]Britain have an interest In distilleries
hen'.

l)r Doran suggested to me, when I talked to hin algiot it somlle
tim,, ago-I do not mind stating it here i e then held an offlclal
I woli
a)1(l said, ""xtorttn,
i--he agi'eed that this was
Iw-iti
put illexcess-proflts tax on them. You cnniot reach them by a.
a
nttt
11Tht is what the lotfle
Mi, Mo~oM~cK
,.O'o~xo., Ys ail tlimt r'nhiiiiids ic to bring ut this poill:
Iu'r*,, also with the Roeofeller Insttitkflit taxes on liquor slordtla
l lIJsed on. alcoholic content,' If that is so, there should be a ft1r
con the taxe on these different lil/t1s.
h ton
n hot
I-iio
N'w Vo lt ave got, a ax on beer f $5 alii ''10l. I yt do nlot lut a
nm yolr lisk,, ,vo i- l
6 benllilikil g k (1 1)t iesis
Ine

hit, t

i,

h wer li hre-- re wl's

0e
per bMrrel as they aIll
mi1i,-I0111
h,..,,v i'olibiliem--ifil they will dii0iiil a region of that tax,
;ih .1the' will Iavef all iu'gtilielhit.
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Mr. CROWTIER. They already have.
Mr. O'CONoi.o That means there is a tax of 2 cents on a gl,.,
of beer. On it glass of whisky, at $1.10 a gallon tax, you have a tax
of less than 11/2 cents a drink. At $2.60, the figure suggested-and
there seems to be some backing up from that; of course I consider
that a ridiculously low figure-that is about 3 cents tax on a drink of
whisky.
Now, mind you, the American people are going to pay 4 or 5 times
as much for a drink of whisky as they do for a glass of beer. Those
taxes are not fair in relation io each other.
I do not know how you are going to get $350,000,000 out of a tax
on whisky on any $1.10 tax, or any $2.60 tax.
.
When 'we passed the Celler-Copeland medicinal liquor bill, we
overlooked a bet. Of course the smart fellows down here that were
retained by the whisky trust knew what they were doing; but we
wets who were just working for the American people, and carrying
out a principle, did not see it. We took off the restrictions on plysicians prescribing for people. We forgot to raise the tax of $1.flia
gallon. Immediately the cost of whisky rose from $25 a case to am,
figure you would pay-70 or $100 a case.
Where did that whisky come from? National Distillers, Sehenley, and so forth. Did they think that whisky was going to sick patients in hospitals? Of course they did not. They knew where it
was going, and they knew where it went. They raised their 1)rwe
immediately from about $18 to a druggist to $42.50 a case. We
have lost all that revenue. That liquor all went into bootleg
channels. They knew it was going there, and they got the benefit of
the increase in price.
I hope the committee, and I certainly hope'Congress is not going
to fall for the propaganda of the distillers. I know that the political
Party to which I belong, and I believe the other great political
1arty-as far as I recall, every wet in Congress-told the Anerican
people, " Repeal the eighteenth amendment and get this revenue for
the (overnment. We need it. That is our appeal to you. The (;vernment should have this revenue at this time, and we will reduce
other taxes."
As I said before, I am going to keep faith with the Anericam
people, and I am not going to be sold the idea of low taxes by nny
whisky trust or any other interests which have their own selli'l
interests at heart, and not the real interests of the Government. If
nobody else speaks for the consumer here, I will speak for him: iI
let me say this:
I do not think that anybody yet has spoken for the Govermunent :
and if they have, I (10 not believe they have had the Governuemmt'
interest at heart as they would have the interest of a client or :1,1ybody else they represent.
I ask you gentlemen sincerely to consider a $5 a gallon tax ,it
whisky before you are through with these hearings, or before Y,,1
mlke your report to the House.
M'. DICKINsox. May I ask a question?
Mr. O'oxN'om. Yes.
Mr. I)TCKiNsox. During prohibition days, what did prescril ti,,
whisky sell for to the consumer?
Mr.'O'Co.Nom. Fifty cents a pint was the top.
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Mr. DICKINSON. Out in my State it sold for $4.50 a pint.

lix
el
Of
WS
)Se

Mr. O'CoNNoR. Oh, during prohibition?
Mr. DICKINSON. Yes.
Mr. O'CONNOR. I thought you said before prohibition. During
prohibition it sold, not counting the cost of the prescription, for from
S:3 i pint up. Recently it has been much more, since we passed the
('ller-Copeland medicinal liquor bill.
Mr. DICKINSON. Counting the cost of the prescription,

which was
,:3. the consumer had to pay at the rate of $39 a gallon out in my
colntitry.
Mr. O'CONNOR. Yes. That compares with a price of 75 cents a
q(u(it, about $3 a gallon, before prohibition.

1re
we
'11a

Thank you.
'I'he CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your attendance and the informotion you have given the committee.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. K. H. Berthold, repre-

senting the Importers of Beer and Wine Association; subject, wine
andi beer.

STATEMENT OF K. H. BERTHOLD, REPRESENTING THE IMPORTERS
OF BEER AND WINE ASSOCIATION
it
*e

Ar.

BERTHOLD.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Ways and

Aleails Committee, I wish to make a very brief statement for the
iae of clearing the record as to any misconstruction of the position of the several importers concerning the tariff on fermented malt

of

beaverages.
Testimony offered here yesterday might lead some of you gentleilo
menl to believe that the various importers have recommended different
V.
tar-iff rates. Without any desire to be presumptuous, without speak(,
aing authoritatively for those witnesses testifying here yesterday, I
"II
d(ire to point out that, although various rates were suggested, that
tIi, rates are not at variance and can easily be reconciled. One
the
Witness suggested the duty be $5 per barrel, which is equal to 10 cents
1pe(r gallon; another gentleman recommended 15 cents per gallon,
11i1d the other witness urged a duty rate of 25 cents per gallon.
I believe the first two gentlemen referred to the logical duty rate
-1V
for malt beverages when imported in barrels, while the other witles had reference to malt beverages in bottles.
0i
if
1'rior to prohibition there were different duties for ales, stouts,
i11mi porters, and beers when imported in bottles, from duties assessed
wlhen imported in barrels. Some iml)orters handled mostly bulk
Ili
livr in barrels, while most importations of ales, porters, and stouts
it%
were made in bottles. When goods were imported in barrels the
is returned to the exporting country, and in the other the
1)(ot
Ies remained in this country.
All of the testimony of the three witnesses pointed out that the
avn
annual
1e
iml)ortations of beers, ales, etc., prior to prohibition,
aidaI lso the short period under the Ctillen Act amounted to less than
011v half of 1 percent of the total domestic beers and ales, and that,
due to the higher price necessarily charged for the imported product,
elitti
importations could not exceed that small amount.
Tihe highest possible amount that the traffic will bear by way of
cl-tllis duty is 15 cents per gallon when brought into the country
('oltaiiner

"fil
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in bulk and 25 cents per gallon when imported in bottles. This is
a matter of practical fact well realized among the importing iizilt
beverage trade through actual experience, dearly paid for, in the
attempts to import beer and ales during the past 8 months.
My own experience in importing beer since the enactment of the
Cullen Act last March has taught me that foreign beer will not be
sold in this county to any great extent with prices two times that
of domestic beer. 'In the meanwhile, the actualcost of the imported
beer abroad has increased due to depreciation of the United States
dollar, so that right now the landed cost, ex-duty, would be $16
per barrel in contrast to the domestic wholesale price of $9 per
barrel, ex-tax. (Six months ago the foreign article's landed cost
was $11, ex-duty.)
Now, if the rate of duty is established by Congress at the same
level as the internal revenue excise tax for domestic brews, we would
have the comparable minimum wholesale value of $14 per barrel for
domestic beer and a minimum wholesale value of $25 per barrel for
imported beer, and it is submitted that from the standpoint of both
revenue and protection of the American brewer a fair principle
might be adopted that the total of all imposts on imported ales,
stouts, porters, and beers should not exceed a maximum of 150 percent of the internal revenue assessed on domestic beers.
Thus, if domestic beer should be taxed at $3 per barrel as smiggested, the impost duty should not exceed $4.50 per barrel oil the
foreign product. If the $5 per barrel excise on domestic beers be
retained, then the impost duty should not exceed $7.50 on the foreign product. In the one case, the proportional duty idea would be
equivalent to about 15 cents per gallon and in the other the total
imposts would amount to about 25 cents per gallon. I believe this
exl)lains the basis of the suggestion of yesterday's testimony, for
tei importers of malt beverages. The witnesses above referred to
iniaht be reconciled, as they arrived at their various conclusions bY
di fferent routes.
In conclusion, I wish to be clearly understood that the importers
are assuming that the unusual and patently punitive device of adding
to the tariff duties an assessment of Federal internal revenue ex.isvs
will be discontinued. Such double taxation never pertained before
prohibition, and if it were to be established now it will not be
possible to carry on any trade in imported beers, ales, stouts, aiid
)orters.

Mr. TREADWAY. Do I
graph, to say that he
tax and tariff?
Mr. BERTHOLD. Not
tionMr. TRmEAD)WAY. You
articles should pay any
Mr. BERTHOLD. No; I

th
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understand the gentleman, in his last para assumes there will not be internal-revenue
in addition to the duty.

Before prohilhi-

are saying that you do not think importel
tariff, and thendo not.
Mr. TitiADWAY. Wait a minute; see if I understand you-and ;t
the same time not pay the same internal-revenue tax that domnesl,>i
articles pay
Mr. BEmiT1OLD). No, sir. I mean that they should pay 150 percent;
not more than that.
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Mr. TREADWAY. Why should not the imported articles pay any.
thing we see fit to assess against them?
Mr. BERTHOLD. Certainly, they should.

Mr. TREADWAY. Well, they will, too.

Let me ask you this: Is there any claim made that there is any
reason for going out of this country to secure any beer I Can we not
make all the beer right here in the U.S.A. that the people are going
to Mr.
drink here?
BERTHOL. You possibly can. You can make very good beer
here. I was in the brewing business before prohibition myself,
and we made good beer for 11 cents a gallon.
Mr. TREADWAY. And now you want to favor the importer over
the American producer?
Mr. BERTIOLD. I do not want to favor the importer, sir.
Mr. TREADWAY. I say you do when you say we should not levy a
tariff against him.
Mr. BrERTHOLD. We are perfectly willing to pay a reasonable tariff.
Mr. TREADWVAY. What we may think is a reasonable one, and What
you may think is a reasonable one, may not jibe. Is not that true?
Al1.
Mr B]3RTIIoLD. I quite agree With you.

Mr.
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TREADWVAY.

I, for one, never have seen any reason to favor the

manufacturers abroad in preference to our own home people, and I
particularly do not approve of that policy as regards beer. Let us
give them a chance to make all the beer they are going to need here.
Mr. BERTHiOLD. We do not require any favoritism.
Mr. TRIADWAY. You are asking for
it.
\f'. BEIrrlIOLD. We are not.

Mr. TREADWAY. Then you and I do not hitch.
Senator HARRISON. You are not the first witness that does not
Ihitch.
The CHAIRMAN. The Chair thinks the witness has a right to
vxl)ress his opinion regardless of the views of members of the
('olliittee.
Mr. BERTIIOLD. We feel that if $5 a barrel is assessed as an excise
tax on domestic brews, certainly a maximum of $7.50 is not favoritism, or favoring German beer, or Czechoslovakian beer, or English
aIes or orters.

I(

lie

it;

Ihe (IIAIRMAN. Have you concluded your statement?
Mr11'.
BERTIOLD. I thank you.
TIe CHAIRMAN. We thank you for your appearance and the
iiiforiation you have given the committee.
rl'Ie CHAIRMAN. If there are no further witnesses, the Chair will
state that Hon. Emanuel Celler has requested the privilege of inserting in the record his remarks rather than making a personal appear111(e. Without objection, that permission will be granted.
''im CHAIRMAN. Senator Harrison, have you anything to say?
S,,nator HARRISON. No.
'hIe CHAIIMAN. The Chair wishes to state that the joint hearings
so far as they have been held have been entirely satisfactory in every
way. It has been a very pleasing session. We are delighted to have
hadIthe members of the Finance Committee present to aid is and
CO)erate with us in conducting these hearings.
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Senator HAIMIION. Mr. Chairman, I desire to say for the Finance
Committee that we appreciate the invitation. Our attendance 11po1,)
the hearings will save us, I am sure, much unnecessary work.
Tle CIIAIRMAN. We are pleased that the joint session has been
harmonious and so successful.
Mr. HIILL. Mr. Chairman, I move that the committee now adjoni
until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Tihe motion was agreed to.)
(Thereupon, at 12:30 p.m.,the committee adjourned until tomorrow, Friday, Dec. 15, 1933, at 10 a.m.)
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ADDENDA

A

BRIEF OF LEWIS LANDES, ATTORNEY FOR THE WHOLESALE LIquon DEAISt1
COMMITTEE OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK

i1

DECEMBER 15, 1933.
honorable Membersof the Ways and Means Committee of the Hou80 of R.p.
resontative8 atul Scnate finance Comimnttee:
The following is respectfully submitted in behalf of a group of wholesalers od
a number of prospective whoicsalers in the city of New York, in support of their
assertion that the control of the production and distribution of alcoholic boverages is vested in and monopolized by a "liquor trust." These l)oints are sul)mitted as a result of an investigation conducted by a committee headed by the
lion. Richard E. Enright, former police commissioner of the city of New Yo'rk.
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THE ACTIVITIES OF TIlE LIQUOR TRUST ARE' EXTENSIVE IN THEIR SCOPE AND IN
VIOLATION OF TIlE PROVISIONS OF TIlE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL RECOVERY ACT

About September 1 of this year, the committee undertook the task of making
a survey of wholesale liquor dealers' situation. At the very beginning of the
investigation, we found unmistakable proof that there is a Distillers' Irust, or
combine, existing and operating in the United States at this time. The trust is
headed by Daniel K. Weiskopf, Esq., of Now York Cfty and Richard Watlivii,
Esq., of Louisville, Ky. The Iunctioning of the trust is conducted through a
chain of subsidiary corporations with interlocking directorates, and the pirwit
corporation is the American Medicinal Spirits Co.,-Inc., of 52 Wilam Street, Newv
York City.
This monopoly or trust, has cornered and controls about 00 percent of uill of
the liquor in the"United States, consisting of the following well-known brands of
whiskies: Gwynnebrook Maryland Rye, Old Rosebud Rye, Mount Vernon Maryland Rye, Spring Garden Maryland Rye Rewco Rye, Susquehanna Rye, Su'y
Brook Rye, Bhack Gold, Old Grand Daa i3ourbon, Bourbon Do Luxe, Old Tuivlr,
Golden Premium and Bond & Lillard, Cedar Brook, Cedar Run, Chicken emk.
Crab Orchard, Green River, Tea Kettle Hill & Hill Lewis Hunter, Kentucky
Colonel, Old McBrayer, Mellwood, Old Prentice Od Ripy, Old Rosebud, ltox'burySpring Hill, Old Stone, Sunnybrook, and Willow Springs, and many other
wel -known brands. Your committee finds that this trust, or combine, l:as
boosted the prices of these various brands of bottled in bond whisky to the
exorbitant amounts of from $80 per case, nearly three tines the prices for whi.h
good straight, bottled in bond Canadian whiskies can be purchased froln the
wholesale bootlegger in New York City today. Any condition that promotes,
the interest of the bootleggers and illegitimate (ealers in liquor is a detriment to
the legitimate liquor interests and tends to defeat the policies and prilncil)l['
behind the repeal of the eighteenth amendment. Many of the proposed lmws
and regulations which will becolne effective upon the rel)eal of the elghlteeilhi
amendment seem to favor the Whisky Trust, the wholesale bootleggers, and otl:,.r
illicit dealers in liquor anti to the exclusion and detriment of the legitiliit
wholesale and retail liquor dealers.
The committee finds that another group of men, operating under the nitie -f
Schenley's Distillery, has also cornered considerable wiisk3y and is condiu.ltir
its business along practically the same lines as the American Medicinal Spirits G,.
For instance, the exorbitant prices quoted by Sehenley's range about the saie :i
the American Medicinal Spirits Co.
"
.
The committee finds without any question of it doubt that tile coisiilint
public, as regards alcohol beverages, is being gouged in the most ruthless limanliiun;
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theut the retail liquor dealer is being compelled to sell whisky at a price far in
exes of its commercial value, and that the wholesale liquor dealer is not only
Vig forced to sell whisky at an exorbitant figure, but an attempt was made to
eliiinate his end of the liquor industry entirely, by unfair trade practices.
'rik
)
condition has been brought about by reason of the fact that the so-called
"American Whisky Trust," meaning the National Distillery interests and the
Sehenley distillers group, iave cornered nearly all of the straight American rye
10,I Bourbon whisky in the Nation and have shot the prices of straight liquor
up to the exorbitant amount of $80 a case, and having the control of nearly all
of the straight whisky in the country, they are automatically in a position to
,otrol the price of blended whiskys.
2. 'TrESTATEMENT

RELEASED BY EXECUTIVES OF THE NATIONAL DISTILLERS CONTROVERT THE ALLEGATIONS THAT THERE IS ANY SHORTAGE OF WHISKY
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All of the bugaboo about the shortage of whisky is without foundation. There
is nio shortage of Bourbon or rye or blended whisky in thin country, and all the
propaiganda about a shortage of whisky was created and fed to the public by the
l)istillers Trust directly and indirectly so as to give the trust an excuse to boost
the price and profiteer.
I,losubstantiate this seemingly impossible statement, your committee quotes
froin the New York Herald-Tribune, December 5 issue, a statement released by
executives of the National Distillers. This committee feels that the executives
of the Distillers' Trust must have been out of their minds when they released
this particular story. It is entirely contrary to the millions of lines of propaganda they have caused to be published, declaring that there was a shortage of
Aiueriean rye and Bourbon whisky. Please note carefully that this story, relenl(!i by the Distillers' Trust, reads as follows:
"DSTILLERS

SURE LIQUOR ON HAND WILL FILL WANTS

"IENDERS MEET PROBLEM-NEW

PROCESS ALSO CUTS AGING TO 12 TO 14 MONTIIS

"There will be no shortage of liquor in New York today, thanks to the magic
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b11'ider's art, whereby 1 quart of bonded whisky may be'expanded to become 5
jquarts, 10 quarts, or even more of a rectified product.
"At the offices of the National Distillers Products Co., 52 William Street, the
larrgist owners of domestic whisky in the country, officials said rio ole knew
exactly how much whisky, domestic and imported, there was in the Nation, but
all were confident there vas enough to meet the demand.
"Ti whisky distillers of the country plan to make 150,000,000 gallons of
wtisky yearly for the next 2 or 3 years in order to build up reserves. This outptit will be nore than twice tIre amount distilled annually in the 4 years prior to
prohibition, when the yearly average was about 72,000,000 gallons.
"Officials of National Distillers estimated that there were about 15,000,000
gallons of domestic whisky in the country, of which about 2,000,000 gallons
. were
distilled prior to 1920.
"Albert Heller, an executive of National Distillers, one of the best-informed
Siiin the country on blended whiskies, made the following answer to a question
oil the amount of straight whisky that went, into the average blended product:
'That's a trade secret. If you asked a cook how lie made a soup you liked, do
Ve
o think he would tell you?
Or a candy manufacturer whose products pleased
3. TIlE DISTILLERS ARE ENCROACHING UPON TIlE FIELDS OF TilE WIIOLESALER AS
WELL AS TIlE RETAILER

Ihe committee found that this Whisky Trust which controls nearly all of tile
liqtor il the country, has endeavored to have Federal regulations adopted which
wvold give them an exclusive monopoly on the rectifying and blenidinig business
prieliding the wholesaler. In fact, these distillery interests are also trying to
lrp
,
not oily the rectifying business, but they have gone further. They have
aIt uorly tried'to usurp the wholesale liquor deAlers' business by selling direct to
tll, retail liquor dealers. They have even tried to cripple th6 busiiiess of the
rttier by selling whisky to the consumers a1(1, last but not least, they are
stat-luig to invade the iii porting business. The connnittee has frirther found
uljirous Iist nces where liquor has been sold by the Distillers Trust to retailers
uiret, such as hotels, restaurants, and clubs, nd if this unethical atid unfair
iprtice continues, your coninittee sees no hope for the wholesale liquor business.
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4. TilE PRICES BEING CIIARGED ARE ENTIRELY OUT OF PROPORTION TO THE TiRUE
VALUE BEING OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC

As to the blended whiskies, we quote from the price list of the Amlericati
Medicinal Spirits Co.-Green Aiver blend whisky, as follows: $42 per case to the
consumer; $31.50 per case to the retailer. To tile preferred retail buyers, ill100
case lots $29.30 per case. To the unfortunate wholesale buyer, who must PIurchase a minimum of 600 cases $26.77 per case, spot cash.
The actual value of this blended whisky is $9 per case. ,.*
This committee finds that the people of the United States voted for repeal bvcause they wanted to do away with bootlegging and racketeering and profiteering
and illegitimate trafficking in spirituous liquors, believing that a repeal of tht.
eighteenth amendment would lower the prices of liquor to the consuming public,
in line with the prices charged for whisky 15 or 20 years ago-15 cents per drillk
and $1 per quart-but this is not the case. The price, in some instances, is evell
higher than it was tinder the bootleg era. So high, in fact, that the bootlegger
is destined to become a serious competitor to the legitimate liquor business. The
simple fact remains that good, straight, American-type Canadian whisky call he
purchased in the bootleg market today for $20 per case, as against legitimate
American whisky of a like quality at $70 per case.
5. WIIOLESALEIIS ARE HAMPERED IN THEIR EFFORTS TO DEVELOP AND PRON0'ort:
THE SALE OF THEIR OWN PRIVATE BRANDS

The committee reports herewith another arbitrary ruling of the whisky trust
which shows how impossible it is for the wholesale dealer to exist under the presvtt
circumstances. For instance, the New York State law prohibits a whohe.aler
from purchasing whisky in bulk with which to do his own bottling and the di stillery combine will not bottle whisky for a wholesale dealer under the wholesule
dealer's own label or trade name, unless the wholesale dealer gives the distillery
interests complete control of his brand or label.
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6. DISTILLERS ARE PERMITTED TO BLEND WHISKIES, WHICII PRACTICE IS CONTRARY TO THAT WIIICHI WAS IN FORCE IN THIS COUNTRY PRIOR TO TIlE Al)VFNT
OF PROHIBITION

The committee found that under the normal and'proper functioning of the
liquor business in general, prior to prohibition, and under the laws existing at
that time, the business of the distilleries was to manufacture spirituous liquors
and sell them, at a reasonable profit, to the rectifiers and the wholesale liquor
dealers, and that the wholesale liquor dealers' business was to resell the mierchandise, at a reasonable profit, to the consuming public. Our lawmakers, prior
to the adoption of the national prohibition law, found, from long expertie,
that it was not to the best interest of the men engaged in the liquor industry aitd
to the public in general, to permit distilleries to rectify or blend the whisky they
manufactured. The Governient did, however, in some cases, permit distilleries to blend and rectify, provided the blending and rectifying business was
conducted on another property, and at a distance of not less than 600 feet awy

from the distillery.
7. TIlE DEGREE OF BLENDING OR RECTIFYING 15 CONDUCIVE TOWARD TilE 1'10(DUCTION OF A VASTLY INFERIOR PRODUCT

In the story reported in the Herald Tribune supra, the American Whisky '*trt
admits that there are about 15,000,000 gallons of straight whisky in the country.
They also admit that they can make 10 gallons or more of blended whisky olt (if
1 glIlon of straight whisky, by adding water and alcohol. They also state lhat
00 percent of the whisky consumed prior to prohibition was blended wli.ky.
From these admissions, we need only multiply 15,000,000 gallons of whisky now
on hand, by 10, making a total of 150,000,000 gallons of blended whisky ,ww
available. Itother words, there is no shortage of alcohol, and there is no shortage
of distilled water, and when 15,000,000 gallons of straight whisky Is stretchedi
to
150,000,000 gallons of blended whisky, there is an overproduction.
8. TIIE DISTILLElS CAME INTO POSSESSION OF TIlE LIQUOR IT HAS ON IAND IOlt
RIDICULOUSLY AND UNUSUALLY LOW PRICES

The committee finds that the American Whisky Trust gradually fell into
possession of nearly all of the American whisky in the country by unfair means an(
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at a very reasonable figure. Great quantities of this whisky were Sold to tile
American Whisky Trust, or its agents, at auction, due to the fact that many
thousands of original owners of whisky certificates were unable to obtain physical
of their liquor after the eighteenth amendment was adopted, and
,
1)osession
believing that the prohibition law would never be repealed, naturally neglected to
mIy storage charges, and the whisky was sold, for nonpayment of storage, at
ridiculously low prices, to dummies or agents for the American Whisky Trust.
9. TIE RETAILERS ARE

COMPELLED

TO OPERATE
PROFIT

AT A VERY

SMALL

MARGIN

OF

iuig
tlt-

Much propaganda has been spread which tends to confuse and mislead the
! li, public into believing that there appears to be a concerted action on the part of
*nk
tilt! retailers to gouge and exploit the public.
'rhis kind of propaganda indicates clearly to your committee that tile Distillers
gcr
Trutst is attempting to make the goat out of the retailers for the high prices of
1to
li(quor
charged to the consumer. Your committee finds that the retail liquor
he
dealers are making a very small profit when the price lie pays is taken into conate
siiiration, plus the cost of his license and the red tape he is compelled to comply
with, and your committee finds that the retail liquor dealers would be very happy
riuice their prices if they could obtain a better price from the distillers.
The committee recommends your honorable body to conduct all investigation
whi.h would be most conducive toward the eradication and elimination of the
evils characterizing the control of the liquor industry, so that the American
ipeolile will not be gouged and exploited by the improper acts of this monopoly.
llesp)etfully submitted.
,let-LmWIS
LANDES,
ulisAttorney for the committee.
JACK
W. MAYER,
WILLIAM F.
SMITH,
LOGAN

BILLINGSLEY,

Members of the cornviittee.
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by I1hN..sfIN MIIrI.E:n, representing Federal Bar Association of New York,
New Jersey, and (onneetlicut
TrsI'cdcral Bar Association of New, York, New Jersey, atnd (Jolnccticutt:
7'
u()
tile 25th day of October 1933 Mr. Henry Ward Beer, president of the
.'leiral Bar Association of New York, New Jersey, and (oi]necticut,
fe
l))POilted
it ,iiiinittee to make a thorough Investigation of the liquor question with a
view to submitting recommendations for legislation to tile Congress and tie
1(,1llslaturcs of the respective States.
It lirsuiance of this provision a conmiltlee was a0llppOpinted, consisting of
aunhliers of tile assoeItion, who have conducted this Inquiry by holding pulliic
liarhigs and private Investigations to evolve recomendlit olls, with the
following points In view:
1. Provide revenue.
2. Safeguard the public welfare.

3. Protect the consumer.
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4. EllimInate the bootlegger, smuggler. racketeer, tile illicit vendor, and,
in general, to eliminate lawlessness.
5. Assist the establishment of the liquor Industry without its former evils.
0. Devise a practical plan that would make for temperance.
'Teserecommendations are made preliminary to tile final report in tile holw
Util they may in some measure contribute to the (leterlinatI oi of tile most
illjllonl'itDt
aspect of the entire problem, nauely, the ralslig of revenue.
illhis instrumentality that its solution m1u1st be sought.
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SOURCES

''lho
Coniuittee has availed Itself of the following sources:
1. Eranmtnattol of ivttness8.-Anong those heard were Judges having had
xI'lence%,
witl violators of the prohibition act, district attorneys, legislators,
liquor cuunimisslon adnilstrators, lawyers, econominsts, stiltisticianls, labor lead.
s leaders in civic organizations Interested In the subject, toxicologists, physiS
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clans, educators, social workers, employers, experts on tariff and taxation, m(i
of every stratum of the liquor industry, representatives of foreign governmilnt.
of
accountants, persons with opinions against the sale of liquor, hotel associatiolls,
and many others with interests on both sides of the question, as well as tho.e
whose opinion would be of assistance in arriving at reasonable conclusions.
2. Private Investigations made by the members of the Committee.
3. Memoranda from bureaus, Federal and State. Memoranda consisting of
statistics pertinent to the question under consideration and statutes, were furnished by State and Federal bureaus.
4. Reports and statistics from foreign countries. Not only were persons i
the diplomatic and consular service of foreign countries heard at the openii
meetings, but reports, statistics, and other Information were presented bearing
on systems of manufacture and distribution of liquor and the mechanics of
liquor control in foreign lands.
5. Survcy8.-Use was made of recent surveys and reports of commissions awd
committees in this country and abroad. Statements and suggestions volun.
teered. Manuscript statements, plans, charts, proposals, and suggestions haw,
been sent to us by volunteers from many countries and have received dIII
consideration.
0. Printed book, papers, and pamphlts.8-Voluminous literature on ever.y
phase of prohibition and liquor control has been carefully studied and collatel
with other material before us.
Members of the Committee have also interviewed well-informed persons il
have availed themselves of such observation and experience.
Among those who have appeared before tile committee or have subml!tvI
reports are: Henry Ward Beer, president of Federal Bar Association; Pierre ..
DuPont, Wilmington, Del. ; George Z. Medalle; Samuel Untermyer, lawyer:
Nicholas Murray Butler; Jouett Shouse; Rockefeller Liquor Control Stldis
Commission; Judge Brodsky, magistrate; Judge S. Sabbatino, magistrw:
Judge Howell, surrogate's court of Mineola; William Frederick Varney, fornIer
nominee for President of United States of America on Prohibition Party; Ar.
,o
0. G. MAjrrell, representative of Swedish consular office; Mr. Schnapps, Consul
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General of l)enmark; Major Rudd, British Chamber of Commerce; Congrvs-

man Peyeer; Dr. Grossman, German lihnbassy (international law consul) ; 'rofessor Seligman, Columbia University; Dr. Haven Emmerson, Columbia Univer.
sity; Louis S. Posner, department of education; Rollert Daru, counsel ltilhA.tecering Conmittee; Dr. Martin, president of Nassau County Medical Society:
rNir.
Samuel Ungerlelder; Miss Louise M. Gross, Women's Moderation Union;
Engelhart, of International Geneva; Mr, Shutz, of International Geneva ; Nr.
Ingraham, Boston, Mass. ; Mr. T. P. Clarke, representative of United Stilles
Brewers Association; Captain Saunders; Mr. Horwath, of llorwath & Irwath, hotel accountants; Mr. Frank K. Boland, counsel to American intel
Association; Mr. Sozzi, Italian Chamber of Commerce; Mr. Burke, Catlic
Temperance Union; Mr. Lippsett, editor of trade papers; William Milhiar.
representative Greater New York Federation of Churches; Harry S. Radeliff.
firm of Win. L. Howltz Co.; Mir. Charles W. Walker, Hempstead Comnmer.iti
Association, and Mr. Milton L'Ecluse, private citizen.
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II. PROBLEM

The enactment of legislation submitting tihe proposed twenty-first aniendwilnt
for ratification and the subsequent Cullen bill, legalizing 3.2 beer, together wilh
the final approval in convention of the thirty-sixth State on December 5, 1933.
have completely eliminated most of the restrictions cast about the manufacturer.
distribution, sale, and consumption of alcoholic beverages. The old nefarioul,
evils that gnawed at tile body politic and eventually shaped public oplioli 14
the eighteenth amendment again threatened. Legislatures were faced witl theI,
perplexing problem of passing laws that would prohibit the recurrence of tin'"'
mala actiones of prohibition and at the same time permit all who desired to
consume alcoholic beverages to do so without undue restriction. If liolil.
more can be said at tills early date on the evaluation of prohibition, It m1ust I'v
conceded that it achieved tie elimilnatlio of the saloon, which no person dlesicvs
to revive in 11ny shape or form.
IllI. TAXATION

The National Industrial Recovery Act made provision for revenue to itlvet
the unemployment and relief measures therein contained and stipulated thait
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the happening of either of two conditions, these taxes shall abate at
sted times. On December 5, 1933, one of these conditions, namely, the repeal
of tlhe eighteenth amendment, became effective, and with it some $227,000,000
if revenue will cease between January 1 and July 1934. Replacement of these
taxes us well as the rapidly rising public debt, which is about to exceed the
war peak of 26 billions of dollars, and an accumulating deficit, coupled with
tit her factors, have created an Imperative necessity for more revenue.
There are many people who advocate the charging of the requisite payments
for these emergencies to the manufacture, distribution, and sale of alcoholic
beverages. The necessity of raising revenue Is not in anywise minimized by
this committee, but it decins the public weal the paramount consideration of
lei-lslation in tills field and the raising of revenue to be subordinate thereto and
ieiilssble only insofar as compatible therewith. To encourage the indiscriiitinate levying of taxes would be tantamount to indirectly doing the very
thitigs which are openly condemned. It would be the sanction of a force that
would engulf all the benefits through the manifold efforts of all people.
(a) Uniform 61tate laws.-Varous States that have adopted the twenty-first
alioenimnent have passed tax laws with the avowed purpose of raising revenue,
ieiig guided, to a great extent, by the necessity. Few seem to have adopted
the same schedules of taxes, and adjacent States have widely different rates,
tlireby encouraging bootlegging across the State lines.
III the interest of the public welfare, It is recommended that the Federal
Inv'rilmnent encouraged, as far as practicable, the consideration and enactment
of uniform State laws amply comprehensible to tile application of the needs
(if the various States. To convey concretely the chaos that reigns, here is set
forth the tax of two eastern adjoining States, to wit, New York taxes hard
liquor $1 per gallon, whereas Pennsylvania taxes the same commodity $2.
It is a positive Incentive for a resident of Pennsylvania to cross tile border for
ti(, purchase of liquor and return. Other flagrant examples abound. Here is
liiotleggilng in its familiar forais. Uniform State laws would eliminate this
eil land establish uniform rates of taxation with its multitudinous benefits.
iimventlons of representatives of the wet States should be Immediately called
fr Ile drafting of such laws. Ample precedent exists In uniform sales laws,
uii',otiable instrument laws, etc.
1/)) federal taxation.-The amount of revenue to be raised by tile Federal
government t shall be that maxhmnum rate that will not make the price of liquor
to the consumer too high, low enough not to focus public attention on liquor
anid eliminate that margin of profit that enabled tlhe bootlegger to thrive.
it is believed that alcoholic beverages should 1e classified by strength of
ali.illhic content and those of a higher alcoholic content should be discouraged
li% a relatively higher tax than those of a lower alcoholic content, with tile
lilie that in time time public may become accustomed to drink milder alcoholic
livrages. In some foreign countries this plan has been conspicuously success.
fil. The rates for the first year that seem most reasonable are am follows:
Proposed Rates of Taxation
Content

Beer

Wines

Hard
liquors

....

Is
fil,

Per bbl. Per gal. Per gal.
t', iit 3.2 percent .----------------------------------3.. .........
....
32 Ircentand over ...................................................
5.
..........
P to 14percent ..........................................................
.
.
$0.35 .
1 to 21 percent .....................................................................
.
21Percent and over .................................................................
2.00
$2.00
Proposed Rates of Tariff

T

lie
to 14percent..........................................................
21percent and over .......................................................

oiat

ve) Taxation for education.-2 percent of tile gross amount of internal
r'o"lue received from liquor should be set aside for education of the general
lililhlic in temperance, leaving the administration tlereof to the Commissioner

to21
I percent ...........................................................

per pal.
..........

$0

..........
1.20......
" .$...........
00
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of Education of tile United States. This fund shall be placed and utilizedI
to the best welfare of the public.
The conclusions of the committee may be briefly stated as favoring a uniforni
State law on taxation as well as liquor control and regulation. Tile rates pro.
posed for internal revenue are advanced in a belief that they will make it
unprofitable for the bootlegger, will keep the price of alcoholic drink within
the reach of all people, and at the same time to educate the public in the
preference for liquor having lower alcoholic content. The raising of revenue
is secondary to these considerations of public welfare. The tariff rates
have been determined so that enough liquors may be imported to meet the
current needs without encouraging cutting and dilution of inventories. The
educational recommendation is made in the hope of promoting temperance.
Dated, December 19, 1933.
Benjamin Miller, chairman, John J. Quinn, Emil K. Ellis, Jolit
Grimshaw, Jr., John J. Ackerman, Elliott S. Burston, I. Herbert
Levy, Jay Cohen, committee.
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UNITED STATES SENATE,
COMMIi~rEE ON EDUCATION AND LAB1n,

Decnber 18, 19,33.

Hon. ROBERT L. DOUGITON,

Chairman Hotse Way8 and Meanl8 Committtee,
1801 New House Offlce Building, Washington, D.C.
MY DEAR CHAIIMAN DouuHTON: I am enclosing two letters which I wish
you would Incorporate into the joint hearings held before the Senate Finance
Committee and tile House Ways and Means Committee on tile liquor taxation.
The letters are In refutation to statement made by Harvey H. Smith, of
Vine Grove, Ky., counsel for certain independent distillers.
With appreciation of your taking care of this for me,
Sincerely yours,
DAvID I. WALSn.
SOUTHPOr

CORPORATION,

l.

INC.,

NEw ORLEANS BANK BUILDING,
New Orledne,December 16, 1933.
Hon. Senator D. I. WALSH (of Massachusetts),
senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.
DEAR SIR: We note with a great deal of interest the press reports concerntig
the joint hearing on liquor taxation by tile Senate Finance Committee auid
the House Ways and Means Committee, and particularly the charges of MI.
Harvey H. Smith, of Vine Grove, Ky., counsel for certain independent distillers.
l
Mr. Smith (according to newspaper reports) states that the so-called "W hishy
trust ", in addition to " cornering " liquor hIfs obtained control of tile lmnhler
from which barrels are manufactured. This Is not correct because our hirm,
being large and responsible manufacturers of cooperage, is in no way affiliated
with any distilleries or whisky manufacturers, and Is in a position to sUply
large quantities of whisky barrels to all distillers, both independent or otherwise, at competitive market prices.
However, the price of around $2.40 for whisky barrels, as indicated by Mr.
Smith, Is entirely out of reason and an absolute impossibility, and in ilustration
of this we beg to give you the following facts:
The timber from which whisky barrels are made must be the very finest
white-oak timber obtainable and is becoming more scarce and more difficult
to secure from month to month. Most of the timber used for the manufanetr'
of these barrels originates in the Ozark Mountains In Arkansas and Missouri,
and a large percentage Is actually cut from timber owned by the United States
governmentt in the national forest reserves of this area.
It is our understanding that the United States Government is now selling
this timber to stave and heading manufacturers at a price of $23 per 1,001it'
feet, standing In the forests and located 30 to 50 miles from any raihall.roa
Added to this cost, the charges for felling tiu' trees, transporting to the st'
1111d t1eading mills, Manufacturing into staves and heads and transporting to
the railroad for eventual shipment to cooperage plants brings tile cost of tilw
raw and unfinished staves per unit of oie barrel to right around $3 each. I:1
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addition to this, tile following items must be taken Into consideration to arrive
fi the final cost of whisky barrels:
Transportation to cooperage phnts
Kiln-drying
Playing
Jointing staves and heads
Circling heads
Manufacturing barrels
Cost of accessories, i.e.: Hoops, rivets, hoop fasteners, bungs, etc.
Transportation from cooperage plant to distilleries
Selling expense.and overhead
From the foregoing you will see that tile price indicated by Mr. Snith is
entirely out of line and cannot be done.
\We respectfully ask that this communication be brought to the attention of
your committee and publicity be given to same for the benefit of independent
il.ltillers in order that an erroneous Impression nmy l)ecorrected both with
aiqspect to price and a source of supply.
Thanking you for your consideration, we beg to remain
Respectfully,
E F. RI1CH1ARDS,
Vice Plresidenit,
E"Eli: EC
TIlE AssooI.vrzI) ('oo'i;IIAe
INDUrI'IPES OF AM F!ll-A,
,St. Loulis. MO., Dceember 15, 1933.
Sv iutor D. I. WALi,
United State Setnate, Wa8hadylotoi, D.C.
l:AR SENATOR WALS1 : Was talking with Mr. 14. E. Hichards of the Southport
('orloration, New Orleans, La., regarding the hearing in Washington with
reference to the supposed " Whisky trust ", which we are confident does not
exist, in any way, as tile coopers throughout the country stand ready to supply
biirrels at a fair margin of profit, and same is true with the manufacturers of
coverage materials which are furnished the barrel makers, and this is all
c,,eltitive from the material'to tile finished barrel.
Enclosed herewith is copy of telegram which was sent out today to Mr.
('hate, as we understood from Mr. Riehards you were going to appear before
this cmnnittee in their behalf and he asked us to give you any information we
lmndon the subject.
Tie telegram Is self-explanatory, and will appreciate hearing from you if we
is an Industry call help to correct tile wrong which has been perpetrated
through the dally papers of the country.
Yours truly,
G. 1. FRAzIEr,
1Pr8ident.
I)Ectt:lmr 15, 1933.
.i,-.em[ 11. (JQATE,
('hai rhman federal Acohol 'ontrol Boatrd,
Washhngion, D.C.
IPress rel)orts quoting Attorney Harvey Smith carry un fai r and untrue
t, sentation cooperage situation. itecent sale, Goverinlnmlt-own e stumlnige
l
ii 'n forest reserve in Ozark Mountains, execeds $23 per thousand feet in tree,
:!o to 50 miles front railroad transportation. 'J'ie cost of timler hi 1 barrel
fr,,tthis stumpage Il the tree alone Is better than $3. White oak timber
.iajly and barrel manufacturers are pstively not controlled I)y (lstillery
interests. Cooperage stock manufacturers and barrel makers are attempting
to operate under propose(] cooperage stock manufacturers anld barrel makers tire
attempting to operate under proposed cooperage code in line with N.H.A.
,'\iwetlation. This alone hias increased (osl. intimorially. All Iarrel costs except
"Iatapige represent labor. The iullisited stalllnent with reference to whisky
rls being mlantfacttred for $2 Is ridiculous. Prior to prohli)ition, whisky
h:rrelg sold at about $4-if such statements as appear iii tile press today are
o lie given serious consideration by your committee The Associated Cooperage
itiustries of America desires an oplportulnity to be heard. There Is no proliteeriicz in cooperage but aoi earnest desire to cooperate with the Government and
it 1lil to Work.
Til."AS(WIATEI) COOPaaA(UE INDUSTIII s or AMERICA,
0. 1. FRAZ ER, Pr8ident.
20161-34--20

SUPPLEMENT
PART I
REPORT TO THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY OF FINDINGS' 0F FACT AND LAW il
THE INFORMAL, INTERDEPARTMENTAL CoMMITTEE, RELATIVE TO TAXATION AND

CONTROL OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
INTRODUCTION

This report sets forth as briefly as possible the findings of an informal inter.
departmental committee named to study problems of taxation and control of
alcoholic beverages. It supersedes the preliminary draft report dated Octolwr
14, which was submitted to the committee for its consideration.
In the course of the investigation of the problems here discussed conferen((e,
were held with various persons engaged in the industries studied. The ma.i,'r
portion of the statistics given in the report were compiled by the Tnrilf
Commission.
The subjects studied in this report will be divided into six parts as follow,:
Part
I. The legal effect of repeal of the eighteenth amendment.
Part II. A statistical study of the alcoholic beverages industry.
Part III. The problem of illegal alcoholic beverages,
Part IV. The problem of State taxation.
Part V. The pre-repeal administrative problem.
Part VI. The post-repeal import problem.
Conclusion.
PART I. Tni

LEGAL EwwE4Dr or REPEAL OF TnlE EIOHTEENTu AMENDMENT

A. INTRODUCTION
The twenty-first amendment will probably become part of the Federal Collstitution on )ecember 5, 1933. This anlendment provides:
SECTION 1. The eighteenth article of amendment to the Constitution o"
the United States Is hereby relealedI.
" Sec. 2. The transportation or Importation into any State, Territory. orl
possession of the United States for delivery or use therein of Intoxicath;t.
liq(uors, In violation of the laws thereof, is hereby lrohilbited."
The eighteenth amendment which will thus be repealed provides:
S:CrzON 1. After 1 year from the ratification of this article the nailfacture, sale, or transportation of Intoxicating liquors within, the importallou
thereof Into, or the exportation thereof from the United States and all te'rritory subject to the jurisdiction thereof for beverage purposes is hetelmy
l'ohlibited.
"S c. 2. The Congress and the several States shall have concurrent i)owir
to enforce this article by appropriate legislation."
On the (late of this report conventions li 29 States out of a necessary :1.;
have already ratified the twenty-first amendment. Four more States hay'
elected conventions pledged to its ratification and three of these conventions.
will have voted on or prior to December 6, 1933. By November 7, 6 monmI
State conventions will have been elected and by l)ecember 5, 5 of these will
have voted, thus making a total of 37 State conventions which will have voted
on or before that date.
Unless, therefore, an unexpected change In public sentiment takes place,
the eighteenth amendment will have been repealed and the twenty-first anlild.
ment will have been adopted by December 5, 1933. If some States slioli
unexpectely go Into the dry column the thirty-ninth convention will liv,
voted by December 0, 1033, which gives a leeway of three States on that date.
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Upon the repeal of the eighteenth amendment, and on the basis of State
siatutes in force on the date of this report, intoxicating liquors may be legally
manufactured and sold for beverage purposes in 10 States. These States will
Ie: New York, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connectlcut, New Jersey, l)elaware, Maryland, Louisiana, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, New Mexlco, Arizona,
I'olorado,
Montana, Washington, Oregon, Nevada, California. No effort has
. ,t been made in this study to.deterntine what other States will probably have
-imended their local laws between now antd December 5.
SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AS I)

LFAAL EFFECT OF REPEAL

The repeal of the eighteenth amendment will affect existing statutes as
follows:
1. All statutes Imposing taxes on alcoholic beverages and regulating the
'ianlilstration of the taxing system will remuln in effect.
2. All statutes relating to alcoholic beverages elincted prior to tie adoption
of the eighteenth ainendntent by virtue of some other power of Congress will
riiialn in effect to the extent that they are not lit diree'.
,nlliet with the
Nit lonal Prohibition Act as amended and supplennted.
:1. Title III of the National Prohibition Act relating to Industrial alcohol
:iid the administrative and penalty provisions of the prohibition statutes
i'eessary to enforce that title will remain iln effect nationally.
-I. The prohibition statutes will remain in effect In all territories subject to
the plenary legislative Jurisdiction oif Congress.
5. With the above exceptions all so-called prolibiltion statutes will cease
I., lit it effect.
The committee has been Informed that tile Attorney General Ires Indlcated
hi4 agreement with conclusions of law. Tihe authorities and legal reasons by
which tlese conclusions were reached are set forth in appendix A to this
i'4.port.
PART II. STATISTICAL STUDY OF TII

ALcoIIOLIo BKEVIAGES INDUSTRY

A. INTRODUCTION
Statistics relating to beer, spirits, and wines have been compiled for the
yvars 1900 through 1933 and for convenience of comparison have been consoliated on a single ciart, hereto tanntext'l (chart no. 1).
For tihe purpose of
ilverpreting these statistics il the light of economic conditions there have also
lin' compiled and consolidated on tile saie tliart statistics showing population,
iii-tr capita wealth, industrial activity, the progress of State prohibition, and
F-deral revenues for the same years.
For further convenience of reference and comparison, the following charts,
hereto annexed, lhve been prepared from the compiled statistics shown on
('l

Id

t no. I.

Chart no. 2. Trend of population, wealth, industrial production, consumption of beer and excise tax on beer for the years 100) to 1019.
Sihart no. 3. Trend of population, wealth, industrial production, consump.
tion of spirits and excise tax on spirits for the years 1900 to 1919.
Chart no. 4. Trend of Ipoulation, wealth, Industrial production and constllnptioni of wines for tile years 1900 to 1919.
i'hart no. 5. Trend of com)arative consutiption of beer, spirits, and wines
for the years 1900 to 1919.
('hart no. 0. Trend of consumption and Importation of beer for the yeurs
l'Mo0 to 1919.
('hart no. 7. Trend of conmsumption and Importation of spirits for tle years
INS) to 1919.
(Ohart no. 8. Trend of consumption and Importation of wines for tle years
10 to 1919.
hit addition tite following charts have been prepare(] front Information and
stihinates believed by tite committee to be taken from tite most reliable sources
a-vailable, and to be reasonably accurate:
('hart no. 9. Relation between im)ort duties and estimated domestic costs
4, production of beer, spirits, and wines.
(''hart no. 10. Stocks on hand and estimated domestic l)roduction, cosunmption, and Importation of beer, spirits, and wines.
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Chart no. 11. Conllparative cost to ultimate consumer of legal and illegal
beer, spirits, and wines.
(hart no. 12. Existing tax rates and estimates based thereon.
It is anticipated that, these charts will be useful for reference puriMse.s,
and as if means of checking the niany statements and predictions relatfia
to ahloholle beverages which will undoubtedly be made to the administration.
For the purposes of this study, the nerit of briefness appears to Justify
initing the statistical period to the years 190043. Charts nos. 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, and 8 have been limited to the years 1900-19 to avoid the dislocating
factor of national prohibition.
The unusual factors in the light of which the statistics presented must liv
considered are (1) the World War, (2) the introduction of the present systeat
of Federal income and inheritance taxation, (3) the period of war prohibitioli
beginning July 1, 1919, (4) the National Prohibition Act of October 28, 1911 .
and the subsequent period of enforced abstinence during which the drinikiili
habits of the country may have changed materially, and (5) the preseat
world-wide depression.
A preliminary investigation of tlese charts reveals the following information
of col.,iderable general interest:
1. Total receipts front ('x(lse and import taxation of alcoholic beverages rose
from $192,000,000 in 1900 to a maximum of $484,000,000 in 1919 (chart no. 1).
2. Prior to the enactment of the Income-tax law of 1917 Government revenues
from liquor taxation represented atn average of approximately 37 percent ofI
total revenues (chart no. 1).
3. On a volume basis, til average of approximately 90 percent of all alcohol,
beverages consumed in this country during the period 1900-19 was beer:
:ll)j'oxilmalely 7 percent wias spirits; and al)proximately 3 percent was wire
(chart no. 1).
4. Taxation of spirits, however, during the period 1900-1919 yielded approximately twice as much revenue as taxation of beer. During the same perilI
1 evenue from taxation of wine was negligible (chart no. 1).
6. Imports of spirits, beer, aid wine have been negligible both in volume awl
in duty l)aid. Total import duities collected ran from $8,000,000 in 1900 to a
peak of $19,000,000 in 1914, and then' fell off sharply during the war years
(chart no. 1).
6. The consumption of beer, spirits, and wines followed, in general, the treni
of population,
wealth, and industrial activity from 1900 to 1917 and then fell
off sharply in the war period. Consumption trend appears to lag approxinatel,
a year behind the trend of industrial activity (charts nos. 2, 3, 4).
7. Present Import duties appear to tend toward a policy of exclusion rather
than toward a policy of protection or reveine (chart no. 9).
1n. ESTIMATED) HEVENUIF8
'Tlie Division of Financial and Economic lteseacih of the Treasury on S-,-L
member 20, 1933, supplied to the Director of the Budget an estiniate of anti'i
pated Federal revenues for the calendar year 1934 from the taxation ,(f
spirits and wines. This estimate and its supporting data are annexed to
chart no. 12, which sets forth estimates of Federal revenues front the taxation
of all alhoholic beverage for the period December 5, 19,33-Deember :31 192-1.
at present excise, Import, and miscellaneous rates.
The accuracy of the division's recent estimate of anticipated revenues from
fle taxation of beer by the use of a substantially similar estimating methin
has caused the adoption of the division's spirits and wine estimate as tie basis
of ti estimates lit this chart with the adjustment necesslated by a chang
from a calendar year basis to the December 5, 1933-Decmber 31, 1934, basis.
Iecepipts from tie beer tax to date have averaged slightly over $13,000,00o
per month, or at tle rate of approximately $156,000,000 per year.
Estimates in chart no. 12 are based upon actual receipts from taxation 4f
beer to dale, with a downward adjustment of these receipts on the basis 4,'
all anticipated 10 percent decline in the rate of beer consumpiion with Ihlle
4
advent of legal splrlts and wines. Slch a decline Would be In linle with pro.
llrohbitlo comparative consumpt loll experlenve (chart no. 1).
Itevelpls for occupational taxes are iased upon estimates of the Blreau li
Industrial Alcohol and the Tariff Commiissiol.
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It will be noted that the estimates in chart no. 12 are based on a per capita
tax paid consumption substantially below that of the preprohlbition period
chart no. 1). These estimates rest upon the following assumption:
(a) Altered drinking habits as a result of the prohibition period which will
probably carry over into the first year of tile post-repeal period.
(b) The present low ebb of consumer purchasing power; and
(c) The growth of the, practice of home manufacture of beers and wines
during the prohibition period. There is some indication, for instance, that a
substantial amount of home-made beer it still being produced in spite of tie
availability of the legal product.
Tihe estimates of consumption set forth in chart no. 10 do not represent the
consensus of opinion of the entire committee. Mr. Lourie feels that the estiiiiated consumption of spirits should be Increased to 140,000,000 gallons and the
eviimated consumption of beer to 1,000,000,000 gallons.
0.

THE LIQUOR SUPPLY

Tie estimates of consumption used as a basis of calculating revenue receipts
(chart no. 13), have also been used in chart no. 10 setting forth the relation
between tile estimated supply of and demand for alcoholic beverages. From
this chart it would appear that the domestic production capacity will be able
to supply tile domestic market with what for purposes of convenience in this
wuport will be termed basic alcoholic beverages, i.e., beer, tile less expensive
grades of blended and rectified whiskys, gills, and the cheaper grades of new
domesticc wines.
()i the other hand stocks on hand aind the production capacity of the better
grade of whisky and wines, will be insufficient to meet the initial demand.
Practically no domestic " aged " whisky, i.e., straight whisky over 4 years
oId, will be available for consumption. The small stocks on hand will undoubt,I41lybe used almost entirely for rectifying and blending with new distillations
ow with grain alcohol.
The present limited production capacity and tile desire for immediate profits
ih the initial market will probably cause new stocks of domestic aged whisky
14)he accumulated somewhat slowly.
Stocks of wine on hand appear to be inadequate to the first year's demand,
.ilhough domestic producers will probably attempt to fill that demand using
this year's press without sufficient aging. A considerable immediate demand,
however, may be expected for tile better foreign wines and champagnes, both
f,, inmnedliate consumption and for cellar purposes.
Estimated stocks of brandy amount to approximately 2/2 million gallons of
liable but not excellent quality. Tius brandy was originally made primarily
fir the fortification of wines.
Stocks of rum are negligible.
With the repeal of the eighteenth amendment there will therefore be a
1,mporary market for substantial quantities of foreign aged whiskies, good
viiis, wines, and chalpagnes. In addition, there will be a less substantial
market for foreign brandy, rum, and the better liqueurs and cordials. The
market for imported alcoilic beverages lires in the past always been comparaively limited (chart no. 1). While there will undoulltedly be it substantial
iiiltial demand for all tvpes of Imported alcoholic beverages there Is perhaps a
i,,stlion as to whether the long ternim import market will be mnore substantial
iii the post-repeal period than it was in the preprohlbition period, particularly
%%ih a public which has been accustomed to alcoholic beverages of the lrohlbiHolollstandard.
The Stale and Commerce Department, however, are of the opinion that If
ilort duties are reasonable the volunm of implrts of alcoholic beverages will
it, su)statltally lit excess of the preprohilbition period.

PAnT III.

THE PROBLEM OF ILLEIAl.

ALOHOnLIC LIQUORS

While Information on the subject of the illegal liquor Industry Is necessilily Inexact and founded largely on opinion, it would nevertheless appear
1tat the illegal industry is entrenched, organized, and elficlent, with it sminoothly
moitrating system of production and(l distribut Ion. There is considerable evidlaicee thit the Illegal Industry throughout the latter portion of the proItilition period has been actively engaged not only in suplying time domestic
market, but il exlortling its product as well.
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An investigation by the Bureau of Prohibition of the Department of Justi e
in 1930 indicated that the production of illegal Iliqubr Il the fiscal year 1!91,
amounted to approximately 35 percent of the legal production in 1914-1hw
peak pre-prohlbition year.
The national retail liquor bill for the year 1914 appears to have ieet
approximately $2,000,000,000. Estimating from comparative production flgur'v.,
therefore, and making adjustments for (a) the substantially higher prices
charged for the illegal product, and (b) tie comparative cheapness of hoitie.
made wines and beers, it would appear to be conservative to estimate the
national 1930 bill for illegal liquors at $1,000,000,000. The national bill for
shoes for the same year was approximately the same figure.
The existence of this industry presents three aspects of the same problem:
1. Ti protection of dry States from the Introduction of legal alcoholic beVrages from wet States pursuant to the mandate of the twenty-first amendment
Statutes forbidding the shipment of alcoholic beverages into dry States were
enacted prior to the adoption of the eighteenth amendment and will remain ill
effect after adoption of the twenty-first. These statutes (already set forth in
full in part I of this report) are: The Wilson Original Packages Act of August
8, 1890; the Webb-Kenyon Act of March 1, 1933; the Reed bone dry amendmew
of March 3, 1917.
2. The protection of the legal liquor industry in wet States from the comlwtition of the illegal industry operating in dry States and shipping its surplus
product into wet States and the consequent protection of the Federal revenue..
Revenue statutes now in existence will supply the necessary legal justificatilon
for Federal attempts to suppress this traffic. Enforcement of these statutes in
States permitting a free beverage market may be expected to be reasonably
effective.
3. The assurance by tax adjustment and other means of an adequate supply
of inexpensive legal alcoholic beverages which will be able to drive out the
illegal competing production by price competition.
The attempts to control this illegal industry solely by policing the production and sale of illegal alcoholic beverages have not been wholly satisfactory.
The enforcement problems of the prohibition period will still remain in those
States which continue to be dry after the repeal of the eighteenth amendmeant. It is believed that the price of legal liquor to, the ultimate consunel-i
in the post-prohibition period will be one of the important factors in determining the success or failure of the general effort to eliminate the illegal
industry. This competitive factor, of course, will only operate In those Stateswhich permit the manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages.
of
Moreover, the prices which will determine the issue will be the prices
tel(,
,
report.
Unless
to
In
this
already
referred
the basic alcoholic beverages
price of the more expensive domestic and imported spirits and wines is made
unreasonably high by excessive taxation it is not believed that trade in ilhgal
imitations or smuggling of the genuilne product will be substantial.
The comparative prices at which legal and illegal basic alcoholic beverage,
can be supplied to legal and illegal retail dealers would indicate that the legal
industry will be able to carry a substantial tax burden and still meet tle
competition of the illegal industry if it is willing to forego excessive prolits
alcoholic beverag(chart no. 11). Price estimates in this chart for legal
Commission; price estiwere obtained from available statistics of the Tariff
mates for the illegal alcoholic beverages are based o1 estimates made for thu,
Rockefeller report.
Chart no. 11 divIdes the Irices of illegal liquor to the retailer into two
categories; i.e. prices to the local bootlegger and prices to the organized illegal
industry. Prices to the local bootlegger are not considered of primary socltil
significance o1 the ground that tile small illegal liquor pedller does not carry
witll him tile evils of organized crime. In any event, if the estimates hr
used are reasonably accurate, there would appear to be little possibility tih:,M
the legithimate Industry cain compee on a straight price basis with his activities.
For the purposes of this report, therefore, tile l)riees of illegal liquor wiul,1
will be considered will be the prices to the organized illegal industry. it will
be noted that these prices are materially higher tilan prices to the local I(o(legger. Tile explanation would appear to be that the former price represe,'I
large-scnie operation'. requiring a large overhead for protection, organized
violence, etc.
In measuring tile cmilpetition between the legal and tile Illegal liquor indlu(a) Til'
tries other factors beside competitive prices must be considered.
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illegal industry must make a substantially higher gross and net profit on its
sales than the legal Industry. If it does not, it will not be profitable to run
the risks involved. (b) As between legal and illegal products of substantially
sliniiar price the buying public will have greater confidence In and will prefer
to buy tile legal product.
it seems reasonable to suppose that a more drastic price competition by the
hgal Industry will be necessary in the earlier post-prohibition period while
tie Illegal industry is still organized and well financed. It would probably
reqiire considerably higher prices to revive a defeated illegal industry than it
would to keel) a well entrenched one in business. This price competition could
be facilitated by keeping the tax burden on legal alcohol beverages comparatively low in the earlier post-prohibition period in order to permit tile legal
itidustry to offer more severe competition to its illegal competitor.
When
that competitor has been driven from business the tax burden could be graduilly increased. Investigators for the Rockefeller Report estimate that it will
require three years of such competition to break the organization of the
illegal industry.
AIny such-tax program, however, requires the cooperation of the legal industry
which must be persuaded to resist the desire to demand high prices and large
lIrolits In the post-repeal market.
To have the assurance, therefore, that tile legal liquor industry will offer
its product to the ultimate consumer at prices substantially below the level at
which the illegal liquor industry can operate at a profit it is not sufficient to
keip the taxes on legal liquors at reasonable figures. It Is also necessary that
tlithlegal Industry as a whole shall accept a reasonable margin of profit and not
take advantage of the prospective keen demand by exacting high prices from
the ultimate consumer. There is reason to believe that tire producers of the
Vfi01ious types of alcohol beverages will be able to control in large measure the
prii(-es charged by wholesalers and retailers and thus to control the price of
,al.oltolic beverages to the ultimate consumer.
tcpresentatives of the legal industry have indicated that the legal industry,
*particularly the producers of distilled spirits, intend to use this power to maintWin price levels which will eliminate an Important and unscrupulous competitor. On the other hand it is not altogether unlikely that keen popular demand,
limited supply, and the temptation of sudden profits will cause unreasonably
high prices in the initial post-repeal market. Any such period of price dislocation, however, would probably be comparatively short. Competition fostered
Ny potential production capacity and a reasonably liberal import policy should
shortly correct any temporary evils which may occur.
Unless measures are taken to prevent the sale of distilled spirits in bulk, tile
comlietition of tile illegal industry in this type of alcoholic beverages iii the
liost-repeal period will probably be greater in the case of alcoholic beverages in
!rulk than In bottles due in part to the greater ease of handling bulk goods and
i part to the greater defficulties attendant upon distinguishing the legal and
ilh'gal product in that form.
Unless measures are taken to aid its prevention a substantial trade in such
goods will probably be carried on through unscrupulous rectifying and blending
-stablishments. Such establishments will be able to purchase comparatively
small quantities of legally produced wines or spirits and under the cloak of
this legitimate trade to blend the legally purchased product with substantial
quantities of the illegal tax-free product. Such establishments will thus be a
mieans of injecting the illegal product Into legitimate channels of trade.
PART IV. TiE PiRoBLEM OF STATE TAXATION
Control of the price of basic alcoholic liquors to the ultimate consumer
bhycontrol of the tax burden is not a matter within the exclusive province of
the Federal Government. The problem includes a consideration of tle co,diiation of Stat and Federal taxation. The most careful Federal program
can be dislocated by an uncoordinated system of State taxation superimposed
uoon the Federal system. In tile pre-prohibition period the States as a matter
of policy did not attempt to tax alcoholic beverages per so, but limited themselves to occupational taxes on Its manufacture and sale. These taxes were
:Iol generally high enough to have any substantial effect on the price of
aliollc beverages to the ultimate consumer.
It is to be anticipatel,
however, that the present need of tile States for
lv, sources of revenue will lead to State taxation of alcoholic beverages
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per se. It Is clear that 1n effort should be made, therefore, to coordilite
State and Federal liquor taxation on some basis equitable to both, which will
pernit the formulation and administration of a reasonably unifornl an]

orderly taxing system.

PAUT V. TnH
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Section 2 of the act of November 23, 1921 (42 Stat. 222), provides in part:
"No spirituous liquor shall be Imported Into the United States, nor shall niy
permit be granted authorizing tile manufacture of any spirituous liquor, sa%v
alcohol, until the amount of such liquor now in distilleries or other boitull
warehouses shall have been reduced to a quantity that in the opinion of th,
commissioner will, with liquor that may thereafter be manufactured atilt hi.
ported, he sufficient to supply the current need thereafter for all nonbverag.
uses: Provided, That no vinous liquor shall be Imported into the United NtHtiele
unless It is made to appear to tile Commissioner that vinous liquor for Much
nonbeverage use produced in the United States Is not sufficient to meet sch
nonbeverage needs. * * *
Pursuant to this provision the Commissioner of Industrial Alcohol has Ilmitel
domestic production and foreign imports of spirits and wines to the requir,ments of the nonbeverage market.
In the recent past, however, manufacturers and authorized wholesale dell,,r
in spirits and wines have withheld their stocks from the nonbeverage nmret
In anticipation of the repeal of the eighteenth amendment. In tile ('it'
manufacturers and dealers In whisky this withholding has taken the forl of
rise in price from approximately $30 a eace to approxinmtely $75 a case. The
chief purpose of this withholding appears to be a desire to use tim whisk *
withheld for blending and rectifying with neutral spirits for sale In thr lt(1repeal market.
The question arises as to what admlninistrative policy within the statluliy
(iscretion of the Commissioner of In(lustrial Alcohol should he followed prior Ito
repeal relative to (a) the domestle manufacture of spirits [nd( wines :,,
(b) the Importation of spirits and wines.
The determination of the limits of O1w Commissioner's discretion wts -sol
forth in the above quoted section depends upon interpretation adopted of Ohw
words "sufilelent to supply the current need thereafter for all nonbevera.
If the standard set up bly this provision i Interpreted to refer to a0u:l
supplies of alcoholic beverages within the United States, relatively few permit
for manufacture or importation con be issued, because there is a teniporarily
sufficient quantity of wines and spirits now in this count ry to suplyi{lhe win-

beverage market.

If on the other hand lie stan(lard set up by tIs provision Is interpreted ll
viltt.
refer to the actual offerings of wines and spirits In the nonheverng,! mu
substantial Increases in the supply of domestic and/or lmnported wines :if,,!
spirits could be nuthorizel because, as has been already stated, the i,Apiili, .
of wines and spirits now in this country are being withheld frol the ,tbeverage market.
If this latter interpretation were adolpted, authored increases ('oul(be f :
beyond the actual nonbeverage needs, because the Increased stocks would
i fact be offered in the nonbeverage market until beverage stocks for Ow,
post-repeal market hIs been materially built up.
Ti'e application of the latter interpretation in relations to permilts for vithi
domestic manufacture or foreign Import, or both, would make it possible f,,r
the administration to permit a reasonable preparation for "he l)ot-rele ,
market.
l'AIT V], Tim, IJOST-RIIE'EAIL IMPORT PIOUII..M
As has already been pointed out in this report (part II) there will be ;It
InItIal substantial post-repeal market for foreign aged whiskies, good gills n-I
the better wines 0n1(1 a less substantial, but nevertheless important mal'l4l
for foreign brandy, runt, and( tie better liquers uid cordials. On the olher
band, domestle production capacity will be able to supply the domestic don,~litI
for the lstc alcoholic beverages. The determination of the resulting lwst.
repeal Import problem appears to Involve a conservation of live mujor factolr- :
1. The inadequate domestic supply of certain alohollc beverages and tih,
adequate supply or adequate domestic production capacity of others (elhvi
1io. 10).
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2. Tlie reasonable protection of the American producer and the consequent
protection of a substantial market for the American grain farmer.

3. The prevention of smuggling by the adoption of rates of duty low enough
t(o
make that activity unprofitable.
•1.Revenue.
5.The obtaining of reciprocal trade advantages In foreign markets for
Aiiierlcan exports In return for a share of this new Import market.
Tile first four factors do not require further elaboration except to note that
thl, present rates of duty were imposed in the prohibition period and tire
roughly double the rates which were last In effect In the pro-prohibition period
('uhrt no. 1). They cannot be said to bear any relation to the cost of
jir, ductlon of the corresponding domestic beverages (chart no. 2).
The fifth factor, however, requires further consideration.
Tie growing competition for world markets has caused many countries to
ad(1opt
stringent trade regulations, a large number of which discriminate against
American exports. The prospective reopening of a new American market for
Imported alcoholic beverages offers an opportunity for the adoption of a system
of import control which can be used in trade negotiations with foreign countlts looking to the adjustment of these discriminations in return for a share
of that market. This possibility haf been urged by the Departments of State,
Agriculture, and Commerce and by the Agricultural Adjustment Administration.
in order to place the Administration ita favorable bargaining position to
take advantage of this opportunity, it becomes necessary to consider the means
by which the control of imports may be placed substantially within executive
discretion. It also becomes necessary to take measures to prevent substantial
Imnportiation prior to the conclusion of bargaining agreements with the exportlag countries involved. As has already been pointed out the initial alcoholic
beverage market will be the most substantial, and, therefore, the most desirable
from the point of view of the exporting countries. If, therefore, an effective
Bargaining position Is to be maintained this market must be preserved intact
until those countries have agreed to reciprocal favors In return for a share
of It.
Ii general import control measures for bargaining purposes may be classilied itsthose designed to effectuate
vI) Volume control, e.g., tariff duties.
11.)Origin control, e.g., tariff classifications.
(o) Volume and origin control, e.g., import quota and licensing provisions.
This bargaining process may be divided Into three phases:
I. The pre-remeal period. While time Is perhaps too short to conclude sub,t1:mlaIi agreements in this period the flexlble permit poJwers of the Commissioner
,-IIndustrial Alcohol discussed it Part V of this report Is available to the
Alminluistration for that purpose.
2. The period between repeal and the adoption of a permanent tariff regime
Iy legislative action. Import control In this period may be effectuated by
ndIt,agreements amid the licensing powers of the Secretary of Agriculture
11,hersection 8 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. By section 8 (3) of tlat
,to the Secretary has power:
"To Issue licenses permitting processors * * * and others to engage in
111 handling in tile current of
* * * foreign commerce of any agricultural
,',,iodlty or product thereof."
:. The permanent rgihne. Inimprt control in this period could be established
ll tim enactment by
of acongress
flexible tariff, a classification systein or
(It11a or licensing provlsions or a combination of two or more of these plans.
it addition to the'licensing power of the Secretary of Agriculture as itnleaing
of import control in tile period between repeal andl the adoption of a pernianent
r(Aiae tile committee has considered the possibility of the employment of two
otiler
means of Import control. These are:
I. The continuation of the present lmport-permit system. The continued
I effectiveness of the present Import system after the repeal of the cigit,llt i alendmelt, however, is open to considerable doubt There Is, therefore,
ioractical danger that Its contained enforcement might e enjoined by the
''trts. A statement of the legal reasoning leading to this coneluslon al)pears
ill appendix B to this report.
2. The agreement and licensing provisions of section 4 of the National
lh(covery Act. The President's licensing powers under this section, however,
comlmot be exercised In anticipation of tle Influx (if foreign alcoholic beverages.
lie can only act after public notice and hearing and when lie finds as
"tctivities contrary to time policy of this title are being practiced." a fact that
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Finally it should be noted that any system of reciprocal trade favors involves
a consideration not only of the favors received but of the needs of the domestic
producer. On the one hand an import control system calculated primarily to
protect the domestic producer and the farmer who supplies his war material
will so lessen the potential American market for the imported product as t0
materially lessen the favors obtainable from exporting countries. On the other
hand a system calculated to make the American market more *attractive to
export countries will, of course, afford less protection to the domestic producer
and the domestic grain farmer.
It is perhaps possible In considerable measure to reconcile the resulting
conflicting interests by adopting a more liberal bargaining position with regard
to those alcoholic beverages which the domestic producer- cannot supply and
a more restrictive position with regard to those which the domestic producer
can supply. (See Part II of this report.) Moreover the present rates of duty
on alcoholic beverages are so far out of line with domestic costs of production
as to afford a substantial bargaining range (chart no. 9).
CONCLUSION

The Federal Government will be in a iwsition to make the transition froni
prohibition to repeal with a surprisingly small shock. There will be effective
statutes imposing taxes and import duties on alcoholic beverages and effective
administrative statutes to enable these taxes to be collected on legally malnifactured alcoholic beverages. The so-called prohibition legislation will automatically cease to be in effect. There exists an effective means of controlling
the volume and origin of imported alcoholic beverages. While the adininistrative machinery of tax collection will be pressed to secure a trained personnel to make it function, the nucleus of such a personnel is available and
can probably be expanded rapidly enough to keep pace with the expansion
of the liquor industry. While many changes in the system will be desirable
in the light of the changed legal status o)falcoholic beverages, in general the
system will work well enough until Congress can overhaul it at the next
regular session.
In the meantime it is desirable that the immediate prerepeal administrative policy to be pursued relative to the issuance of permits for the domnest i,
manufacture and foreign importation of alcoholic lleverages in preparation ,
for the postrepeal market be decided.
In addition it is desirable that administrative recommendations be considiered and formulated relative to the following:
1. The post-repeal import policy and the mechanics and rates of duty lw,-t
calculated to effectuate that policy.
2. The rates of excise tax on all alcoholic beverages and on pure alc4il,
used for commercial purposes.
3. The most effective means to eliminate the illegal liquor Industry, ineilhiIng the most effective mean:
(a) To control sales of illegal liquor in the legitimate market;
(b) To control the rectification and blending process;
(a) To assure reasonable supplies of legal alcoholic beverages at prices with
which the illegal product cannot compete.
4. The coordination of State and Federal taxation of alcoholic beverages.
5. The necessary changes In the administrative machinery of taxation and
supervision of alcoholic beverages to meet their change in status.
Respectfully submitted.
Edward G. Lowry, Special Assistant to the Secretary, Treasury
Department; J. M. Doran. Commissioner of Industrial Alcohol,
Treasury Department; I). Spencer Bliss, head of the Sales Tlx
Division, Miscellaneous Tax Unit, Bureau of Internal Revene.
Treastiry Department; J. D. Nevius, general counsel, Custm-i.
Treasury Department; Herbert Fels, economic adviser of Ilh
State I)epartment; John C. Wilen. counselor of embassy; Il rry
L. Lourie. chief economic analyst, Tariff Comuission; Soulth
Trimble, Jr., Solicitor of the I)epartment of Commerce; Willlur
L. Thorp, Director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic ('omerce, Department of Commerce; W. A. Tarver, chief counsel.
Division of Investigation, Department of Justice (unit of Prhmi
bition) ; Harris H. Willingham, chief, beverages section, Agricultural Adjustment Administration, Department of Agricultur-.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

OFFICE OF THE ECONOMIC AISERu,

October 28, 1933.
in signing, the representatives of the State Department understand that this
ielwrt does not contain or forecast the committee's recommendations, hut is
llt(nded to be only a statement of fact. The recommendations of the committee
will appear in a supplementary report.
in consenting to the employment of the term "import control" on page 24
we understand this phrase to be used In the sense of "regulation" and to
i:,ve a general meaning inclusive of all types of Government law or action
that might influence the terms on which imports may enter.
Further, in particular reference to pages 24 and 25, we understand that this
report in its present form is solely for confidential governmental use.
Lastly, in reference to the analysis contained on page 27 of some of the consl(erations bearing upon the reciprocal tariff policy, we believe that note might
tieso be taken in the analysis of the immediate need of our main agricultural
interests for the restoration of foreign outlets and secondly, of the desire of
the consumer to secure various foreign wines and spirits at a not unreasonable
price. It is our view that as a matter of fact, there is no conflict of interest
Between the agrarian interests of this country and a policy permitting reasonable imports of foreign wines and spirits; it is our view rather that there is a
harmony of interest.
HERBERT FFIS.
JOHN C. WILEN.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
OwICE OF THE SECRETARY,

SEcrION OF' FINANCIAL AND EcONOMIC RESEARCH.
*lashington, September 20, 1933.
Memorandum to Mr. DOUOLAs,
Director of the Budget.
SubJect: Estimated revenue from taxes on distilled spirits and wines during
ti calendar year 1934.
T'he attached report presents an analysis of the important factors affecting
tie consumption of distilled spirits and wines during the calendar year 1934,
a-uining that repeal of prohibition will be effective on or before January 1,
193:4.
In the following tabulation estimates are shown of probable revenue from
distilled spirits at a constant import duty and variable rates of excise tax.
'lhe estimate of revenue from wines is based on import duties and excise taxes
,tfective at the present time. Estimates of revenue from wines at variable
rtes of duty and tax are not included for these would be dependent on the
rate of tax on distilled spirits as well as the rate of tax on wines.

Estimated revenue from distilled 8p1irits and itltie8 at variable rates of tax,
calendar Iear 1934
Distilled spirits
Tax rates per proof
gallon

Wines

Estimated revenue (million
dollars)

Estimated revenue
(million dollars) I

Distilled
spirits and

wines.
total

revenue

Import

Excise

$5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

$1.10
1.50
2.00
3.00
4.00

5.00

5.00

Customs Internalue

Total

116
140
170
218
263

216
237
265
300
347

100
97
95
88
84

81

300

387

Customs Internal
23.6
...........
-------------------..
...
...........

6.7

(olars)
246.3
............

.....
............

.......... ......................

I At present rates.
ESTIMATED REVENUE FROM TAXES ON DISTILLED SPIRITS AND WINES

During the calendar year 1934 it is estimated that import duties and excise
taxes on distilled spirits and wines should provide approximately $246,000,000
' revenue under prevailing rates of duties and taxes, distributed as follows:
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Million dollujo
Customs:
A.
-------------------------------------------Distilled spirits
23.
-------------------------------------------------Wines

Internal revenue:
Distilled spirits

------------------------------------------

Wines -----------------------------------------------------

6.7

2-i.:
--------------------------------------------------Total In additional about $6,000,000 may be obtained from special taxes and liceliwr
taxes.
In deriving the above estimates, the following import duties and excise taxes,
effective under present laws, were applied:
Import
Excise tax
dallonI per gallon
$1.10
$5.00
Distilled spirits ...............................................................
............
1.-25
Still wines .................................................................... .
.
(Ii
14 percent alcohol or less ..............................................................
i)
Over 14 percent to 21 percent alcohol .........................................
25
.........................................
Over 21 percent to 25 percent alcohol
1.12.
0.0iA
Champagne and sparkling wine .................................................
wine .........................................
Artificially carbon
Sweet wine fortified with grape brandy ..............................

C

l

I)

I Per half pint.

I Inaddition to excise tax.
METHOD OF ESTIMATE

Distilled 8pirits.-Pl'rior to 1007 distilled spirits In this country were taxed
at $1.10 per' gallon and therefore no experience was available showing the
effect of varying rates of tax on consumption. There wits, however, a marked
variation In per capital CollsntlpIlon with changes in general business coiidtiois.
and this movement varied from 1.50 gallons in prosperous years to 1 galu,|
In years of depression. The experience in the United States is shown in table 1.
In order to estimate the effect of varying tax rates o1 domlestic colstlnllplit',l
an analysis5wnis nade of the experience in the United Kingdom and in Cattil:1
whIere varying rates of tax live beenI in effect. The United Kingdom hiImz
increased the tax onldistilled spirits tit different times front $2.62 in 191i. I,
$12.88 In 1922 per United States proof gallon. As shown in table 2, the c,,'sulnli)tion wits reduce(! its the rate of tax Increa|sedl, but the reveltle w\:|s
greatly increased due to the hIelastle denittd for tills product. The snie tyiv
i
line of reltlonshilll| betweelt lax ratest| ( per (apita consumption w\'as alpliv,
to derie the expected experien-e l tills country, ttlthough at a somewl:t
Idgher level to allow fori a higher rale of consumption for 1t given i-ate of ta'<
as shown by l)'eprohlbitio|| exlperetIe. From this line of relationship esti.
inmates of consumtion wete (et-vel for petiois of loslerity and deprtessim
and are presented in the following tabulation. ThIe depression series is used athe M1sis for estinisting probable conmllmtii in 1934.

E:

h

It
It

l.'stitmated recvelne from the coflsnlfo1I

t11
of diAtille( 81ii-1t8 at I'(11i0s tlJ'

illt,

111011 BUSINESS ACTIVITY
t
To alconEstlinated I su11ptlon
Per capital
Tax rate
population
pe alnconsumpl iIon (gal.) (millions) (Odl. gal.)
per g

$1.10
1.50
2.00
2.60
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00
0.00

1.50
1.32
1.17
1.07
.99
.93
.88
.80
.74

189
120
............ i1
............ 147
............ 135
............ 125
............ 117
............ Ill
............ 01
............ 93

Reovenue
millionn
dollars)
208
248
294
337
375
409
444
65
658

%

tI
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E,iimated revenue from the consumption of distilledspirits at various tax rates-Con.
LOW BUSINESS ACTIVITY (BASIS OF 1034
ESTIMATES)

$1.10
1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

4.00
6.00
8.00

1.02
128
120
.90 ............
113
.80.............101
.73
.87
.83

.0
. &8
.60

92
84
79

76

63

142

170
202
230
262
277

0
378
340

The above schedules Indicate a reduction In consumption and increase in
revenue as tax rates Increase. As prices increase only the higher Income
t-roups could continue to consume the same quantity while tile lower income
groups would consume less of the legalized product and Increase their consumption of wines and Illegal liquor. At high tax rates it Is probable that the
(Covernment would obtain tie revenue indicated but it Is also probable that
tie sale of Illegal spirits in the lower Income groups would he stimulated.
These estimates assume that a supply of domestically distilled spirits of
preprohlbition quality sufficient to meet the demand would be available and
that tile same methods of distribution and drinking customs would apply.
Miring the first year of repeal the supply of good quality domestic spirits would
he limited and a sizeable volunle of Imported whisky will be necessary for

blending and for direct sale. Because of this situation an estimate of consuimpton is difficult. If no supply were available ill this country It Is Iossith that about 03,000,000 gallons would be imported at a tax of $6.10 per
aulloni ($5 import duty plus $1.10 excise tax). However, tile competition
,,'i,,red by tile lower priced domestic product would reduce this aniount and
.,fttr discussing the ma1"tter with Dr. Doran It is estimated that about 20,000,000
--allons will be Imported during 1934. The higher priced foreign l)roduct will
imrease the average l)rice of all distilled spirits sol whihlh together with
p.o:,sible restrictive inethIods of sale and changed drinking customs should lower
th. Jimr ca)ita consullption as collpar(d with tihe irprolilibtlon rate. It Is
Ith(refore estimatedd that il 19.4 approximlately 10.5,00000)
gallons of dsfilled slirits will be consunied providing $216,000,000 of revenue. Time estllle
in detail Is shown below.
:V4imatcd rerenue from the consumption -) ditill('d spirits fit
Vear 1934
Eise tax ---------------------------------------per gallon-_
Iltilorl duty -------------------------------------------do---l-.r elpita consumption -------------------------------gallon_l1',plilation -- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -111ll m _
T,,t:l consumption ---------------------------million gallons.__
Imports----------------------------------------------.
o(',,,sumIptlol of donestle product -----------------------do ...
Avenue front Import (lilty-----------------------------------lIevenue from excise o1 imports --------------------------------1 vemll j front excise on1 domestic product -----------------------'oll reveitue --------------------------------------------------

the calendar
$1. 10
$5.00
0. 83
126
105
20
85
$100, 000, 000
$2'2, (00, 000
$04, (, 000
$210, 000, 000

lI'ine.-A similar type of analysis was applied itl estimating the lrolable
revenue from tile consulIiption of wines during 11)34. Prior to 19:4 dnHstic
Nvilies were not taxed and Imported wines subject to illiport (litie.s, forlled
;, ,msill proportion of the total consumption. Tile experience within tills
(',untry Is too limited to provide a basis for (letermining the effect of varlalble
1:1Xrates o consumption. As In tile case of (lstlllld spirits tll(' exlwrience in
Iho lnlte( Kingdoill was exain ned and showed that wine consumlptlon varies
ilth bllnsmss Conditions, the tax oil distilled spirits and the t ix o( wines.
With uniform libuluess conditions the consumption of wine in the United
Kiligdoin increased materially its tile tax oil distilled spirits iimrased and
def.lined moderalely as tile tax on wines was Increased. It is probable that
under similar conditions iln thils country a similar result will obtain.
At present the taxes on domestle wines ire tlhe same as those operative under
the 1916 Revenue Act, and are relatively low. The duties on foreign wines
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were greatly increased by the Tariff Act of 1922 and amount to $6 per gallll
on chanplagne and sparkling wines and $1.25 per gallon on still wines.
It is estimated that about 49,000,000 gallons of wine will be consuine( ill
1934. If a sufficient volume of good quality domestic wines were availithl.
Imports would be relatively small but it is probable that not more lm,
34,000,000 gallons of domestic wines will be consumed, requiring, about. 15,000,000 gallons of foreign wines despite the high rates of duty. It is estihnatei
that this amount will consist of 14,000,000 gallons of still wines and 1,40),O01
gallons of champagne and sparkling wines. The following tabulation pre ellk
the estimate in detail and table 3 presents the past experience In the 1inittel
States.
Estimated revenue from the consumption of wines in 1984
Per capita consumption --------------------------------------------- -------------Population
million
Total consumption ---------------------------------Consumption of domestic wines ------------------------------Consumption of imported wines ....----------------------------Revenue from imports ------------------------------------...

Revenue from excise taxes ----------------------------------------------------------------------------Total revenue

0.,i
gallons-million-. . 1.1;
-M
gallons-_
:
do....
15
do ....
million-- $2;. ;

....
do ....

)o7
$30.::

Liccn8e taxes.-There is no basis for estilnating the revenue from the nmiiii-

facture sale of distilled spirits and wines inasmuch as the methods of distrilbution may vary from the practice during preprohlibitlon years. The revel,1

192

from license duties in 1914 approximated $6,000,000 and may be used as- 1

rough approximation of potentipn revenue in 1934.
General conmc'nt.-It should be noted that the method of estimate explilovl
in this rely)rt is slimlar to that used In estimating the revenue from beer. For
each product the experience in the United Kingdom was used as a basis fm
estimating probable consumption at varying tax rates. Although the Trcasiry..,
beer estimate was criticised as being too low, experience thus far Indlcall.
that actual collections should closely approximate the estimate.
TABLE 1.-Distillcd spirits Unitcd statc8 tax rates, taxable conoumnlion
and revenue

Fiscal year ending

June 30

D-3

Receipts (thousands of
Total
Importdollars)
Per
ed for
tion
cnup
capita
tion
ler consumpTxirduty
consumpImport
Tax oper
houconluP-I
(to
proof
tion
proof
(thourof
gallon
gallon
sand,
sand
(proof
Internal
gallon) Customs revenue
proof
gallons)

$0.90
1891
..................
1802 ...................90
1893 ...................90
1894 ...................90
1.10
1895 ..................
1.10
1896 ..................
1.10
1897 ..................
1.10
..................
1898
1.10
1899
..................
1.10
1900 ..................
1.10
1901 ..................
1.10
1902 ..................
1.10
103 ..................
1. 10
1904 ..................
1.10
1905 ..................
1.10
1906 ..................
1907 ..................1.10
1.10
1908..................
1.10
190 ..................
1.10
1910..................
1.10
1911 ..................
1.10
1912 ..................
1.10
1913 ..................
1914 ..................1.10
1.10
1915..................
1.10
1916..................
1.10
1917 ..................
3.20
1918................
6.40
1019 ..................

$2.50
2.50
2.50
2.50
1.80
1.80
1.80
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
2.25
225
2.25
2.60
2. 60
2.60
2.60
'2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60
2.60

IOther than license duties.

1,603
1,180
1,397
1,064
1,497
1,42
2, 231
910
1,388
1,705
1,941
2,182
2,439
2,656
2,730
3,108
3,782
3,758
4,36
4,341
3,837
3,545
4,122
4,221
2,952
3,721
3,060
1,250
601

91,158
07,302
101,288
90,541
78,655
70,726
73,030
81,504
87,433
97,367
103,455
107,728
117,670
121,087
120,870
127,852
140,084
125,370
121,130
133,139
138,580
139,496
147,746
143,447
127,150
139,074
167,740
93,850
86,106

1.43
1.49
1.62
1.34
1.14
1.01
1.02
1.12
1.18
1.28
1.31
1.34
1.43
1.45
1.42
1.47
1.58
1.39
1.32
1.42
1.46
1.44
1.60
1.43
1.25
1.35
1.00
.88
.70

3,438
2,949
3,184
2,448
2,604
2,626
4,013
1,027
3,031
3,727
4,186
4,671
5,164
5,577
5,737
6,65
7,917
7,687
8,808
9,110
9,093
8,942
10,470
10,780
7,637
9,678
7,946
3,765
1,064

76,674
85,646
89,240
70,913
74,839
76,320
76,970
87,777
93,656
104,395
110,876
115,305
125,890
129,613
129,677
137,067
160,064
133,919
128,665
141,990
148,688
149,934
168,069
153,646
137,155
160,826
182,124
186,266
302,965

IIn addition to Internal revenue tax.

W,.l2

VC,
8.1
92,421
82,:i;N
77,433

W4:

80J,704

Mi
W47

77,t51
80. (M,
9 IS7
108. 1?2M
115,tY2
119.
I1
131.1 ',
135. I)
135,311
143. 121.
157,
to1
141,;00;
137, -1;3
151.
I
157,1tl
15S97"

161115ill
101,3?2
111.1;91
160,
190, 07
190.1i
301.o?o

11

141

11M
"5

VO5
17

11.,

),
1911
21,1

191

l)!

1917

-

| ':

*

I

~
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2.-Distilled
.uLE
spirts; United
and Kingdom
revenue tax rates, taxable consumption,
In United 8t ates units

In British units

Year ending Mar. 31st

Tax per
fBritish
proof
gallon

QuantIty
retained
for conresurnttlon Net
celpts'
Th.
£
British
proof
gallon I

8 d

14 9
30,877
1912
............................
14 9
30, 736
1913
............................
14 9
32,5 6
1911 ...........................
191;
............................
14 9
34 345
35,598
14 9
1911;
............................
14 9
23,996
9............................
111............................
14 9
14,681
130 0
15,591
192..........................
$50 0
24,207
2112
............................
'72
6
20,162
1921 ...........................
672 6
17, C4
1922...........................
15, 162
112
4 .2---- ...................'72 6
'72 6
16,293
192.1
..........................
'72
i)
14,501
.-..-..-..-..-..-..-....-..-..-..-.
1112.1
-....-.

'72
'72
'72
I"CtI....................
........ '72
'72
'72
,. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...
'72
1.22,.........................

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

22,727
22, 99
23,975
25,276
20,834
18,015
10, 596
24,242
68,803
71,035
62,831
53,667
54,037
51,054
49,928
43,553
47,368
45, 667
42,599
40,639
34,926

14. 188
12,454
13,500
13, 081
12, 226
11,669
10,117

Per
Tax
r
U.
capita
consu
p.
proof
U. 8.
gallon 3 tion
proof
gallon 2

Tax per
British
proof
gallon I

$2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
2.62
5.33
8.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88
12.88

$3.589
3.589
3.589
3.589
3.589
3.89
3.589
7.300
12.167
17.641
17.641
17. 641
17.641
17.641
17.641
17.641
17.641
17.641
17.641
17.641
17.641

Average
receipts
per U.8.
proof
gallon I

$2. 615
2.611
2.611
2.615
2.679
2.6W8
2.665
5.521
8.612
12.470
12.612
12. 676
12.541
12. 505
12.505
12.434
12.434
12.434
12.363
12.36.3
12.256

0.93
.92
.97
1.01
1.05
.71
'.42
.47
.73
.59
.51
.47
.47
.44
.44
.38
.41
.40
.37
.34
.30

Includes customs and excise.
'onverted at rate: 1£=$4.8666.
l ('onvertodat rate: 1 British proof gal.= 1.3698 U.S. proof gallon.
'FromApr. 23, 1918.
S From May 1 1919.
irom Apr. 20, 19r.
TAB~r, 3.--Wtinc8-Unlttd Statcs consum)ptloft antl revenue
Receipts (thousands of dollars)
Imported Total
for con- consump- Per cation
pita consumption
(thou.of sumptlon
(thou(gallons) Customs Internal
Total
sands of sands
revenue
gallons) gallons) i

Fiscal year ending Juno 30

I_.

W41 ......................................
]fS9l ...................................
1 9' ...................................

129....................................
Fiil

.....................

1;4iI ...................................
191r2
......................
i
kqt . _.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2922
....................................
29 ....................................
I2222...................................
'l,.......................................
.......
.
.
..
............
il ......................................

...

.

6,347
5,231
5,245
3,842
4:27
4, 102
4,331
3,114
3,525
3,746
4,388
5,020
6,05
6,772
6,690
6,038
7,660

-

_-_.I

29,083
28,265
31,636
21,883
20,864
18, 701
38,271
20, 568
28,360

28,397
49,704
38,239
43, 311
356,060
48.485
57,739
7,700
62, 122
8,170
61.780
9,864
60,648
7,204
63,859
5,805
66,425
6,044
65.327
7,445
62,418
O,666 32,912
47,587
63M8
42723
.083
51,508
3.334
1,964
54,273

---

I-

6,
148
6,059
6, 144
3, 706
3,698
3,463
3,376
3,196
3, 341
3,816
3,981
4,492
4,953
4.829
5,040
5,465
6,042
5,185
.050
6,462
5,495
5,809
6,284
6,509
4.605
4,825
4,758
2,976
1,437

.......

...

o...

o ......

........

..

oo.........

. 2.... 0.
2, 6.32.
..
164.
. 9,.....
.........

.o......

.

---- -8-7,..
.. 5.
.... ....
. 1.,.1..
12..
....

I i
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MEMORANDUM

A

i InrATINO TO THlE EFFECT OF THlE FElPEAL OF TH

by
E IrrHlN I1
to

AMENDMENT ON lVXISTINO FEiDERATL STATUTES

With the repeal of the Elghtee)th Amendment the question will arise a,
to what Federal statutes relating to the taxation and control' of alcohol.
beverages will continue In force and effect. In seeking the answer to tlhs
question certain general conclusions appear to be free from serious loublt.
First: All statutes Imposing exclso, aialnp:t, or miscellaneous taxes upo1
alcoholic beverages or the liquor Industry, v:lll remain in effect. An elahOrate system of liquor taxation wits in effect prior to the adoption of 0w
Eighteenth Amendment. It remained In effect and was actively admilnistecu
and amended during the prohibition period as a purely revenue matter. It
will clearly remain in effect In the Post-Prohlblition l)eriod.
to
which have heen hl
On the other hand, certain so-called "taxes"
lie penalties for violation of the prohlbItlon legislation will not remala i I
effect. IMpke v. Lcderer, 259 U.S. 477. Tlese so-called taxes are:
1. The double tax for Illegal innufaiettire of alcoholic beverages. (,44w.
35, title 2, National Prohlbiltlion Act.)
2. Te $6.40 tax for diversion toi beverage purloSes. (Sec. 900 (If the
Revenue Act of 1926.)
Pursuant to these principles the excise, Import, and miscellaneous tax
rates shown on chart no. 12 will remain in force after the repeal of the
Elghteenth Amendment. The statute lnliosing each rate shown is Indlictel
in a footnote on the chart.
Solne (oulI)t has existed us to whether the excise rate of $1.10 for distilh.,h
spirits as shown on this chart Is correct.
Supplement 6, Code of Laws of the United States, title 26, section 1150
(Revenue Act 1926, sec. 900), provides as follows:
"(1) Distilled 8pfrit8 gcnerally.--There shall he levied and collected on all
distilled spirits produced in or Inported Into the United States an internl
revenue tax at the rate of $1.10 on each proof gallon or wine gallon whwl'
below proof and a proportionate tax alt a like rate on all fractional parts (if
such proof or wine gallon, to lie paid l)y the dlstiller or Importer whhl
withdrawn from Iond.
"(2) Distilled spirits for beverage purp08e8.-On all distilled spirits whi.h
are diverted to beverage purposes or for use in the manufacture or prodilltill
of any article used or Intend(d for use as a beverage there shall he levied il,
collected a tax of $0.40 on each proof gallon or wine gallon when helow pafr,
andi a proportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts of such proof o
wie gallon, to bie paid bIy the person responsile for such diversion. * * " "
It has been held in Ioyfat Drug Cfo. v. Wardcll, 21) U.S. 386, thaiti
section (2) ahiove quoted constitutes a penalty and not a tax. As a penalty
It would appear to i)e repealed when the thing which It penalizes is no lot'i-V
Illegal, and that view has Ieen adopted in this report.
Second: All Federal statutes relative to the administration of the it \
statutes will remain in effect.
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Pursulnt to this principle in addition to the foregoing specific rates of t.x

the following administrative and enforcement provisions contained in ('ole
of Laws, supplement 6, title 26, will remain In effect for the purpose of adininistering and enforcing the collection of tile taxes thus Inposed.
Chapter 18, liquor; chlapter 19, occupational taxes; clhpter 20, provisions
ceOliliiol to illsevllh ,Ins)5flaxos; thailter 21. litformnotion mid return; ('h.') ,,,
22, assessamenits;
reftillls.
al(1
.Third:

imijter 23, collections; t1l1(] chapter 24, aiatements,

re,lit <.

Stat..tes relating to alcoholic beverages enacted prior to liv a!,

lion of tie eighiteenth amendment hy virtue of so1e olher legislative Il)ow-r
of Congress will relalin ia effect except to the extent that their iirovii()'
1110y lie in direct conflict with the National Prolibition Act, as ainenlded.
Section 5 of the Willis-Caolnbell Act of November' 23, 1921, provides Illa i-

" All laws itnregard to the nimufacture and taxation of and traffic it iitwy'

eating liquor, aid all penalties for violations of such laws that were i t
when the National Prohibition Act was enacted, shall lie and continue in for',,
provisions of s51'h
as to both beverage and nonbeverage liquor, except sull
laws as are dhiectly in conflict with atny provisions of the National Prohilhlti,,
Act or this act * * *."

rr
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This provision reenacts pro tanto provisions of any prior legislation repealed
by the provision of section 359, title II, of the National Prohibition Act, that"All provisions of law that are inconsistent with this act are repealed only
(U.S. v. Stafoff, 260 U.S. 477.)
to the extent of such inconsistency."
Pursuant to this principle statutes relating to alcoholic beverages which will
thus remain in force, are:
1. Various acts relative to the sale of alcoholic beverages at Army posts,
canteens, military camps, on naval vessels, in Indian Territory, at immigrationi stations, and to aboriginal natives in tile Pacific islands.
2. Various acts relative to the labeling, delivery, and mailing of packages of
alicololic beverages.
3. Various acts relative to the shipment of alcoholic beverages into dry
States. Because these acts will be important in carrying out the provisions
of section 2 of the twenty-first amendment forbidding the transportation or
ivmortation of intoxicating liquors Into dry States they are here quoted in
full:
'he Wilson Original Package Act of August 8, 1890:
-All fermented, distilled, o1 other intoxicating liquors or liquids transported
into tiny State or Territory or remaining therein for use, consumption, sale, or
storage therein, shall upon arrival hi such State or Territory be subject to the
operation and effect of the lawts of such State or Territory enacted in the
exercise of its police powers, to the sane extent and In the same manner as
though such liquids or liquors hand been produced in such State or Territory, and
shall not be exempt therefrom by reason of being introduced therein in original
l iakages or otherwise."
The Webb-Kenyon Act of March 1, 1913:
'The shipment or translportation, in any manner or by any means whatso(-IV,or ainy spirituous, vinous, malted, fermented, or other intoxicating liquor
,"f
any kind, from one State, Territory, or District of the United States, or
1Idhe noncontiguous to but subject to the jurisdiction thereof, Into any other
State, Territory, or District of the United States, or place noncontiguous to but
..subject to the jurisdiction thereof, or from any foreign country into any
SItate,
Territory, or District of tie United States, or place noncontiguous to but
si.iect
f
to the jurisdiction thereof, which said spirituous, vinous, malted, forhlmted, or other intoxicating liquor is ilitended, by any personn Interested
therein, to be received, possessed, sold, or itnany manner used either In the
,,wiginal package or otherwise, in violation of any law of suech State, Territory,
or
ist rlct of the United States, or vlace noncontiguous to but subject to tile
jurisdietlon thereof, is hereby jrohilbited."
'lil( tt'ed bone-dry aniendinit of March 3, 1917:
Whoever shall order, l)urcliiise, or cause intoxicating liquors to be trans.I
II

.(llol
in ilnestersileotI (olnlnerve, excellt for scientific, sacramental, mediciinal, and
into illyStill or Territory lie laws of whihh State or
iilitiufelllalpllrioses,

'i'vri
story prohibit the innmmfature or sale therein of Intoxicatihg liquors for
hiveiage purposes shall be fhed not more thin $1,000 or imlrisone~d not more
11iam 6 niontls, or ioth: Proridcd, That nothing herein shall authorize the
Sh ient of liquor into filly State contrary to the laws of such State: Provided,
farther, That tile lrovislons of th's section are made applicable to the District
o f I oIllnbia."
li addition to tih provision of the Reed bome-dry amendnient above quoted,
that a niendnllit originally contained tile following further provisions:
"h'liat
no letter, postal card, circular, liewsinlli'ir, pamphlet, or publication
ferri(lv(rtisentt of sliritolfs, v tIOu.1,
1nulted,
of any kind containing aniy a
mtl-iie(l, or other Intoxicating liquors of tiny kind, or containing a solicltation
of ail order or orderls for said lihiuors or filly
of tilill. 811111 lie delosited
i0(,Icarrled by tie malls of the United States, or be delivered by any postI (II'(teted to fillylirsoli,
itIll,
or
n1U1air or letter carrier, w'he tddI'Qsl d or
corliortioln or association, or other addressee it aiy place or point Illally State
(,r
'l'rritory of the U!nited Slates at which It is by the law i force Illthe
.lut,or Territory fit that tie unlawful to advertise or solicit orders for such
liqilions or tin1y of their resmeclively."
act of October 3, 1917, making further
Thi.sprovision was aimnided by tilt
fle
l,
iXMislsmH relating to ethyl alcohol for goverinelifill, s'Ieniflc ne.lhilt
inhalwat nh1'al, naniufaltinlIng. and Industrhil lurilmses and final orders by
0-'dhill]e
ministers ordering whies for seCriiniental ImUliloses.
20101-3421
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The question as to whether this provision as amended relating to advertis.
8h
ing Is now In force aid"effect is being considered by the Attorney General's
office. The coml)ilers of Supplement 0 of the Code of Laws have left it out,
presumably as being no longer In effect, but no indication of any groumds
for such an assumption Is given, nor do any reasons suggest themselves.
V0
The effect of the repeal of the eighteenth amendment upon th i manufacture,
transportation, and sale of alcoholic beverages in the districtt of Columbihl,
ill
Alaska, Hawaii, the Virgin Islands, the Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, and the
this
report.
of
heading
another
under
Philippine Islands will be considered
The effect of repeal therefore upon statutes enacted prior to the adoption of
the eighteenth aniendinent relative to alcoholic beverages in these Territories
will not be discussed at this point.
Fourth: The problem to be considered, therefore, Is here narrowed down
to the effect of the repeal of the eighteenth amendment en the following
status:
supplemental to
Tie National Prohibition Act of October 28, 1919; the act
A4t
Jones-Stalker
the
1921;
23,
the National Prohibition Act of November
of March 2, 1929 (tile "live and ten " law) ; the Willis-Campbell Act (f
January 15, 1931, prescribing minor penalties for minor prohibition violations;
to tIe
the rider to the Treasury appropriation act of June 30, 1933,27,relative
C0il
1930, relative
concentration of spirits; the acts of March 3, 1927, and May
to the creation of various prohibition enforcement bureaus within the Tre sury
and the Department of Justice; Tariff Act of 19:30, paragraph 814, relate to
Imports of alcoholic beverages; the Beer Act of March 22, 1933 (except see. 1
relative to taxation), the act of March 31, 1933, liberalizing prescription..
Substantial portions of tills so-called prohibition legislation could have Ivtit'1
JI
enacted by Congress without the authority of the eighteenth amendment. 'lht
t
similar legislation relative to permits for manufacture, transportation, and stlc
his been enacted relative to narcotics and oleomargarine under the ower to
protect the revenue. Congress could have prevenlted tie entry of foreign alointerstate awl if H
holle beverages into this country under its power to regulate
transportation
foreign commerce. It could have prevented the interstate
administatie
enacted
have
could
It
power.
same
alcoholic beverage under the
and penalty provisions reasonably calculated to carry out such perinit, impoit,
it is
and transportation provisions,
With the reveal of the eighteenth amendhnlnt, therefore, the prolhibition l(,_.isli
lation will consist of a series of statutes in part constitutional and ill p:rtIii
unconstitutional. The present inquiry, therefore, can again be narrowed to tie
question of the separability of the constitutional front the unconstitutional )rtions of each statute.
Tie general prinlciple by which such separiability is to be diterihilIl ha;'
E.
been set forth in several decisions of the Supreme Court. Its lpiItlctit llll
Il)rlncllile has been stattvi as
spe.ifie cases., however, is extremely dillicult. The
follows :
" It Is an elementary principle that the samne statute may be Ill part t,,,e.tii
tutioal and in part unconstitutional, and that if the parts are wholly iideClah
pen(ent of eac'h other, that which Is constitutional may stand whie that which
'Vie
is uneonstituttomitl will be rejected. But * * * If they are so iattt till)ty
('l other is condition, ,onshhlratlel.lllt i,,itconnected with and dependent o1
ititt
compensations for each other as to warrant a lbelief that tihe legishi iltn lnot lie carried into effect. ih
tended then as a whole, and thai, If all coul((
amtel(ltently, find some1 parts Il
not pass tie residue i (l
wollid
legislature
h t
fill tIl(!. provisions Which Ilre thllis deildehnt, v~ondi ollill, -I- ,i -i
Constitutional,
i
t
83.
I.S.
80,
netted must fall with tellm." Allcii v. LoWi.,ditna. 103
t
Such separability Is it inatter of substintiv'e effect--not a mlltter of tehd,;dtl
drafting.
jg it:
i
ay be relullnlit to tle Coist Ittiloll \lm'it
section Of it satutl
"As o1!
ren(eriig tie whole act void, so. one provisloi of a section nay be Invat':lid 1y
10014':lt
reason of Its not conforming to tle (Constitiution, Willie till the other
143 1
111111n11n13' staijdl.
Onee pil
i
th'.
Iraiy be subject to 1ie .oltlttia
i'
another will fail, unless the two are so colnected, or delendent on ,aeh tIther
wcii
In sili)Jeet imti ter, initig, or l)llIlmose thlt tile good ClIllilot rellin witIillt if
iIulr
bad. Tie point Is not whether tih. parts are contained in the same section . for.
surely artiiclil, but whether they are s ,-t
tie distrbii1 lon htito sctlitons is
ill,(
llally and inselialably connected In sulstance-w"'ther the provisions are ,:0

tile 1)1
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interdependent that one cannot operate without tile other." Loeb v. The Townehip
lurstmcs, 179 U.S. 472, 490.
such separability rests on the intent of the legislature.
I"itIs undoubtedly true that there may be cases where one part of a statute

otit,
q111(s
111
ot
-I1of
ofke

Aiig

tie

r to)

p:
t e

niny be enforced as constitutional, and another be declared inoperative and
void because unconstitutional, but these are cases where the parts are so dislucly
e
separable that each can stand alone, and where the Court Is able to
Vsee,
and to declare, that the Intention of the legislature was that the part proouniced valil should be enforceable, even though the other part should fall.
ITo 1hol otherwise would be to substitute for the law intended by the legislature
one they may never have been willing by Itself to enact * * *." Poindexter
114 U.S. 270, 304.
v. (Jreenhoi,
The Inquiry Iii this report, therefore, may be finally narrowed down to the
question of congressional intent. Would Congress have enacted those portions
be supported on other grounds than the
t f the statute In question which Itcan
the intention of Congress that such portions
and was
eighteenth
"should be amendment;
enforceable even though the other portions should fail "?
Before attempting to answer that final question one observation should be
tiiadie. To speak of congressional "Intent" with regard to the problem under
tiousideratlon Is a Judicial Illusion. Congress never had any "intent" with
trgard to this problem because it never contemplated the possibility of its
i-i.lng. The determination of that "intent", therefore, is simply a 1n1,0ns of
reaching a practical result in a novel situation.
Ili determining the probable intent of Congress the Court will take Into collmilt-ratlon tile circumstances and purpose of the legislation under scrutiny:
- It Is the duty of this Court to give effect to the intent of Congress. Priijlirily tills intent Is ascertained by giving the words their natural significanlce,
but if this leads to an unreasonable result plainly at variaiice with tile policy
of the legislation as a whole, we must examme tile matter further. We may
i11(helook to the reason of the enactment, and imquire into its
antecedent
history and give it effect in accordance with its design ald purpose. sacrificing,
tif imCessary, the literal meaning in order that the purpose iaiy not fail."
OUz
ua v. United States, 260 U.S. 178, 194.
"Again, another guide to the meaning of mistatute Is found il the evil whih
it is designedd to remedy; and for this tile Court properly looks tit contelililimOtIS events, the situation its it existed, and as it wNas pressed up11oni tile
,litetition of tile legislative body." Holy Trinity Church v. U.S., 143 U.S. 457,
1.
The Court will seek a practical rather titn a technical answer to tile
I -oiii 'll.

"Mr.\hrcover It must not be overlooked that this legislation Is explerillieltal.
l ewi ill construing tile terlls of a stattite, collrts lllSt talke notice of the
history of legislation, and out of different possible (1o struclills, select mid
aiiily the one that best comports with the genius of ourt inlstitltions, a11(1,
tleri.fore, most likely to have been the construction intellde(i by the Ili%%,
11111khi
big
wer * * *." Texas and Pacife Railway v. biterstale Commer(c
100 ,,lnnission, 162 U.S. 197, 218.
h'I'ie
Court will If necessary limit the apparent general scope of the legislation
ilflIr scrutiny if It determines that such apparent scope Is wider thall congress s
1i1.i

* *
* It is a familiar rule, that a thing may be within the letter of tile
sitlte and yet not within the statute, because not within its spirit, nor witllln
tie intention of its makers. * * * This Is not the substitution of time will of

ile Judge for that of the legislator, for frequently words of general nicaing
tare wzed In the statute, words broad enough to include an aet in lCquestil, and
Yet it consideration of the whole legislation, or of tile circumstances Surroundii
i
11gits enactment, or of the flbsurd results whih follow from1 givillg such ro(aditl
iS
il1oiiibig to the words makes it ilnreasonllle to believe that the legislator ilnI,:le!i to Include the particular act. * * * " Holy 'rinity Church v. U.S.,
ii
14:11.S. 457, 459.
tir
liamilly the Court may hold some provisions of these statutes to be separable
Ihe
vwhih,
others miy not be separable. Such partial separation of provisions of tle
foo'. 1i'.mioyers' Liability Act of June 11, 1906, was made In: Employers' liability
cmnsw, 207 U.S. 463; and R1 Patio Railroad Company v. Outierrez, 215 U.S. 87.
:
l'evlous applications of the foregoing principles by the Sulreme Court unfrlillately afford almost no assistance in determining hlow It will apply them In
tile present Instance.
jiii

I
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to conduct mixed black an
A statute forbidding persons or corporations
as to corporations although unconsti.
white schools was held to be enforceable KHotucky,
211 US. 45.
tutional as to persons. Borea, college v.
A statute regulating gas rates; requiring the maintenance of certain pressure;
and Imposing certain penalties was held enforceable as to rate provisions and
unenforceable as to pressure and penalty provisions, Wilcom v. 0onsollIdAc
Gas Company, 212 UV.S. 19.
A Federal statute regulating employers' liability was hold not separable as

iittl

P

Tl

f'IV
b

between State and interstate commerce, Employers' Liability Cases, s ipri;

but was held enforceable as to its application in the Territory of New Mexico.
company v. Gutierrez, supra.
A statute forbidding foreign corporations to do business within a State with.
out a license and from suing in the State Courts until such license was obtalaei

El Paso Ratlroat

is held to be inseparable as to the license and litigation provisions. Intern. .
tional "TextBook Company v. Pigg, 217 U.S. 91.
A statute regulating pilotage and containing special provisions relative to
coasters operating between ports in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida was
held inseparalble as to the general and special provisions. Spraigue v. '1'hoslp.
son, 118 U.S. 90.
A statute restricting the right of negroes to vote on a basis Including race,
color, and previous condition of servitude was held unenforcable as to the
exclusion provisions based on other grounds. U. S. v. Reese, 92 U.S. 214.
A statute regulating trade marks in State and interstate commerce was held
unenforceable as to the interstate features. Trade Mark Cases, 100 U.S. 82.
In the face of this uncertainty the best guide to judicial prophecy wol'vl
appear to lie in the pronouncements of the Supreme Court that the intentioa of
Congress should be determined in the light of history, common sense, aad
practicability. The conclusions in this report, therefore, will frankly be based
on the assumption that Congress Intended (or rather would have intended) tht
expedient solution of the problem now being considered.
In order to apply this interpretative standard, therefore, it will be necessary
to digress for a moment from the problem of law to the problem of expedieni').
In determining that problem the following factors are presented for
consideration :
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1. Existing revenue laws appear to afford adequate administrative alit
enforcement provisions to prevent frauds on the revenue. In fact, prohibit ioenforcement offlchals have almost invariably used the revenue laws as the klsi.
for prosecutions in plae of the prohibition laws whenever they could (1o so.
2. Itevenue laws requiring distillers, brewers, rectifiers and blenders, ail
wholesale and retail dealers in alcoholic beverages either to pay certain Fo.ltor c
oral taxes or obtain al)proval of their operating plants before commiew-ii,
'I1
business afford the Bureau of Internal IRevenue an adequate means of ka,\via4
who is in the legitimate alcoholic-beverage business. This would appear ti
make the count Inuatlfi of the permit system of the prohibition acts ulnli(Ss'ry.
3. It is probably desirable to continue the application of the prohibition afcti
to the I)istrict of Columbia until Congress can enact a substitute control metjaM.
are. The act of March 3, 1917 (39 Stat. 1123), relative to the control of ale"holle beverages in the District of Columbia has been held by the coriioraioiti
counsel to have been repealed by the National Prohibition Act. If the applivation of the prohibition acts to the District is held to cease with repeal Ihwt
District will be " wide open ", wlich is regarded as undesirable. The comration counsel purposes, therefore, to rule that the prohibition nets remnail ill
to such ruling it
effect in the District of Columbia. As a logical corollary
in effect in all territorii
should be ruled that the prohibition acts remain
subject to the l)lenary legislative jurisdiction of Congress.
4. As a purely revenue measure it is desirable that title III of the Natoiioil
Prohibition Act should remain in effect for the purpose of continuing the prest-m it
sulervlsion over industrial alcohol operations.
5. It is desirable that administrative and penalty provisions of the prohiltlii,
acts insofar as they affect title III of the National Prohibition Act .hoild
remain lin effect for the purpose of administering and enforcing the provii,oli
It
of that title.
thAI
6. It Is desirable, if only for reasons of popular demand, that all other1
'11,,
provisions of the prohibition statutes should cease to be in effect on rw,
of the eighteenth amendment.
l,
i
only"
Having thus established the measure of expediency It remains
ll
seen whether that measure can be supported its a matter of law. it Is
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mitted that, with the possible exception of the continuation of the import
permit system, it probably can.
The entire prohibition code can be held to remain in effect in all territory
sulbject to the plenary legislative Jurisdiction of Congress under tile authority
a l Paso Railroad Companji v. Outicrrez, 8upra.
Title III of the National Prohibition Act would appear to be clearly separMulein intent, application, and administration from tile remainder of the
1jihollibitionl system.

(a) Its purpose is expressed In section 13, title III of the National Pro-

lilloltion Act to be-

,to prevent diversion of the alcohol to illegal uses and to place the non.
leverage alcohol Industry and other Industries using such alcohol as a

uieemical raw material or for other lawful purposes upon tie highest possible
l,:me of scientific and commercial efilcieney consistent with interests of tile
t;,%'ernment and which shall insure an ample supply of such alcohol and

1nieiuit its use in scientific research and the development of fuels, dies, and

NW~s

tithetr
lawful production."
(i) It was enacted and took effect prior to the adoption oif the eighteenth
imiadnient. (National ProhibitioaAct, title 1II, sce. 21.)
ice,
It would appear to follow that so long as ally substantive provisions of the
t
le rohibition Act remain Il effect adnlnhi.trative provisiou,: of that act ind
Wiiistrtitve provisions of saU)l)lenientary and nitenlltory acts will remain
held
iieffect for the purpose of caireying olit those slbstalltive lrovisiols.
I would appear not olly possible but entirely reasoiialli
I|2.
to consider all
WINl
oilie' provisions of the lrohibition statutes its beillg "So lulitlially collected
ill of
iii t and (lt,-eldent (ll each other itscomiltionis, cosiderations, or collpelnlaand1(l liots for each other as to warrant the belief that the legisatinre intended theimn
asedl
as a whole", and that since some of the parts will Ilecome mi(0ti1t tit olial
thii
with the repe al of the eighteenth1 allen(hllent " all 11e plrovis'iolis which are
leps
ehllenlt, eollditiol nl or connected imist fiall
witlh thvou."
(Alelt V.
l.,,mui.si(iliii, .ti4p/ a.)
Ni,,a:.---See, however, discussioni of continuance of present Import permit system disfor
;.-vd
In appendix It.

'11i1

APPENDIx B
TIlE CONTINUATION

AFTER IiEPEAL OF TIlE 1'RESENT IMPOIT PERlMIT
SYSTEM

)'lle
present permit system relating to hilmorts of alcoholic beverages Is
set
fitrlh il section 2 of the act of November 23, 1921 (42 Siat. 222), and paragraph
4$11
of the Tariff Act of 19'30.
The act of November 23, 1921, provides that no import permits shall be
gitrawed until available supplies of alcoholic beverages.' hall lave been reduced to a quantity that in the opinion of the Commissioner
\vill with the liquor that may thereafter le manufactured and ilmported be
sulliclent to Sulllply the current need thereafter for all noihiever'uge plililoses."

sy

This act, therefore, makes the import standard the nonlieverage supply of
Aitivs and spirits-a standard which becomes absurd with the restoration of a
iil

free beverage market. The unwillingness of courts to reach a conclusion which
tools to give ai unreasonable operation to a Federal statute (see cases in
lils-uilix A) makes it not unlikely that after repeal the court t will find this
Pirvision " so mutually connected with and dependent on " the prohibitton provisionus of the statute "ias conditions, considerations or compensation for each

it

ilthri as to warrant a belief that the Leglilaiture intended Ithem 'ita whole",
iaIl that 5in(e the prohibition lirovisions will become unemoistitutlotial with the
'lai of tile eighteenth almlendment this particular provision will come wvitllhi
ti,ruling that "tall the provisions which are thus dependent, contit lonal or
,j'f(,cted 1lust fall with them."
(Allen v. Louisiatia, 103 U.S. 80, 83.)

Ilie
(f it

l'aragraph 814 of the Tariff Act of 1930 provides in part :

"No wines, spirits, or other liquors shall Ile Imported or permitted entry
f'X(,",)t on a permit issue(] thereafter by the Commissioner of I'rohiblt ioll."

It will lie note(] that this section does not alply a notibeverge standard to
thet easuremnent of Imports and it would, therefore, be not altogether unreasonS hil
to 1old that this section is separable from the remainder of tie irohiblition

i('gslation and enforceable per se.

1
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On the other hand it Is perhaps more reasonable to interpret this sectgion
as reiterative of section 2 of the act of November 23, 1021, above quoted, iII
which case It would fall with that section. A recent ruling of the Bureti (,I
Industrial Alcohol that import permits were not required for the huportatimi if
3.2 beer constitutes an administrative assumption that this latter interpretatlo
of this provision is the correct one.
Finally with the repeal of the definite standard set fortli in the act of
November 23, 1921, which Is to guide the commissioner in the granting of iII.
port permits, the constitutionality of this section of the Tariff Act is open to
grave doubt in view of the fact that it sets no limit upon the exercise of tIlL,
commissioner's discretion.
The doubt which thus attends the continued enforcement of either or both
of these sections after the repeal of the eighteenth amendment is complicated
by the practical danger that a court of first instance might enjoin their further
enforcement after repeal and thus permit substantial Imports pendhimg review
by the appellate courts. A number of such Injunctions were issued in N w
Jersey to prevent the enforcement of the permit provisions of the Nationa:l
Prohibition Act with reference to breweries.

CHART

NO. 1.-Statisticalindividual summaries relating to beer, spirits, and wines for the years 1900-1933
BEER

DomesTotal
Fiscal duction ports domestic
conyear
less
(mil- sumpending
June exorts lions of tion
20
(mU- galions of lions) lions of
gallons)
gallons)

I

I

I

I

Per
Per
Popu- capita capita
lation con- wealth
in mil. sump- inhunlions tion m dredsof
gallons dollars

Excise rate

I.
1902 -- 1,378
1903...
1,446
1904...
1,494
1905...
1,533
1906.-1,694
1907..
19wt.. 1,815
1909...1,821
1,743
1910...1,842
1911...
1,959
1.925
1912...
1913...
1914...2 049
1915..
1,852
1916...
1,815
1917..
1.882
1918-..1,555
1919...
1920...
1921...
1922...
1923...
1924. 1925..
1926... (1)

4
4
6
7
7
7
7
27

.01

1,382
1,450
1,499
1.538
1,700
1,822
1,828
1,750
1,849
1,966
1.932
Z,030
2,056
1.855
1,818
1.884
1.556
W5

17.4
17.9
18.2
18.3
19.8
20.9
20.5
19.3
20
21
20.3
21.0
21
18.7
18
18.4
15.0
8.2

ImTotal
port
excise Per Total Excise report and imrereve- receipts
ceipts
re- port re- capita nuae
ceipts Import duty per gallon
Jn percent pertax
ceipts ceipts
in milcent
miltotal
in mil- in mil- paid lions
lions
revenue tow
lions
lions
revenue

Excise

Excise
and
import
receipts Dry
percent States
total
reve-

nue

I

$0.0516....................
$0.0323 ...................
13 $0.0323 ...................
$0.0323..................
$0. 0323.................
$0. 0323..................
$0.0323 ...................
$0.0323 ..................
$0.0323 ...................
0.0323 ..................
$0.0323..................
20 $0.0323
.................
20 0. 032.................
20 $0.0484..................
25 $0.0484...................
34 $0.0484 ...................
39 $0.0968 ...................
41 $0.0968 ($...............

40 cents per gallon In
bottles or jugs, 20
cents per gallon in
other coverings.

2

2

45 cents per gallon in
2
bottles or jugs, 23
cents per gallon in 18
.4
other coverings plus
internal revenue tax.

0.92
526
.60
515
494
.61
.61
496
.67
549
.70 602
538
.69
547
.65
.68
624
.71
637
.69
633
.71
663
672
.70
.81
625
.89
726
.91 1,035
1.22 3,882
1.12 4,034

49
50
52
57
61
62
59
63
66
65
68
69

so

90
93
127
118

13.7
9.2
9.9
10.2
10.1
9.9
11. 1
10.5
9.7
10.1
10
10
10
12.7
12.2
8.9
3.3
2.9

.2
.2
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
.3
-3
.2
.1
.1
.01

13.9
9.4
10.2
10.4
10.4
10.2
11.5
10.8
10
10.5
10.3
10.3
10.3
12.8
12.3
8.9
3.3
2.9

1929 -1930...
1931...
1932-..
1933... 3M3..
at end of table, p. 329.
Footnotes
Footnotes at end of table, p. 329.

80.1936 (80.1613 on 3.2 beer).

$1 per gallon .

..............--

-.

-
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No. 1.-Statisticalindividual summaries relating to beer, spirits, and wines for the years 1900-193S---Continued

CHART

SPIRITS
Domestic pro- Imdution ports

Total
Per
domesticcon- Popu-i capita
conI
latron
(mil- sumpless
e
mil-: sumpexports lions of' tion in
June
(l of lions)
gal- lions
(mil-of lions ; tion in
20 lions
gallons

gallons)
94
100
104

2
2
2

1904-...

117

3

1905...

114

117

3

124A, 3

1907...

136

4

116'

4

1909..

1910...
1911 --

1912_
1913...
1914 --1915...

1916...

1917.-

1918-

1919...[

1920.-

1921._
192...)
1923.-2
1924..
--I

121

128
134

1361
1431
139:
124

136
164

90

841

29)

36
19
13Ii1

496
102
107

2

1906_---

1908...

116

120
1

139

4
4
4
3
4
4
3

4
3

1

120

127

125
.

120

133
138;

1
)

.2

.3 I

139
147
143
127

140
167

91

S4

3
.1
.05,
. 06

36
19
13
11

1926--

11'

.07

11

1927.::

10

10

1928..

10'

'.07
.08

1929...
1930..-i

11
10

.08
.06 i

10

11
10

76
78
79
81'
83
84
86
89
87

EeExcise
d~llas rat

IrEcis

po

:iin
lins

ions

Toa
I and
excadiPer Total Excise
rt ar im- capital!
receipts
celpts,
Irprtt D
revere- tax neu in percent
i - port
n
percent States
Seipts
Mil
lions
paid lions:revenue total total
lions
re-Ireveenie inue

1.3
12 $.1
------------------ 110
4
1.3 ---------- $1.0
--------------------If
|
1 4
1.3 -------- i $1.10 ---------------------121
5
1.4 -------- $1.10 --------------------132
$2.25 per p-oof gallon 5
1.5
13 $1.10 ---------------------136
full duty. $1.75 per
5
1.41--'$1.10 --------------.---136
proof gallon reci- i
duty.
6
---- - :$..5
------ ----------- 143 - -procity
1.4
------$1.10
110..--------------.. . .. . . .. . . 1-40
lS
1.6 --------156 {

114
120
126
137
1 141
142
150
14
14

91
1.3 i-$1.10-- ------------- 135
9
144
921 1.4 -------- $1.10 ---------------------148
9
157
941 1.5 :-. .
$1.10 ----------------------155 ,
9
1 164
95 i 1.5
20 $1.10 ----------------------i 156
9
165
971
20
--------------164
10
1
98' 1.5
1.5
20, !$1.10
$1.10
----------------- -'159
11
I
1i1
170
91
1.3
20 1$1.10 -------------------- 142
$2.60 per proof gallon 148
150
101 .
$1.10 ----------..
$4
.
.-------156
plus internal rev- 10
1 166
102
1.6
34 $1.10-------------... .
S7
enue tax.
8
I 195
104
.9
39 1 V..20 ($3.20) ----------- 3-.08
/
4
312
105
.8
41 S$2.20 (6$3.20) ----------- 1354
6
3.54
107
.3
46 5$2.20 (i$6.40) ............ r 93
7'
94
108
.3
29
$2.20 (6$6.40) ------------ 80
.
81
110
.2
29 s$2.20(6$6.40) -----------44
.4
45
112
30 ' 3$2.20(K$6.40)
------------ i 09
1132
1.
30'5,
i$2(660
. 12
09
26
I1
1
30
5.20 (6 6.40) ------------V
26
[|.2
26
115.
116:
118
120
121
123

.1
1
.1
1
.1
".1

14
.1
9
.03
9
1932..,!
7
.04
7
125-------1I33 ---------------. --...--....
1931 --

ITI

Im

gallons)

19001901_.
1902---

"903.

Per

capita
wealth
in hun- i
dredsof
dollars

32
$2.20 (6 6.40) -----------24
31
S2.20 (6$6.40) ----------25
29 S$1.65 (6$6.40) ------------ 20
30 3$1.10 0S6.40)---------14
$5 per proof gallon
30 3$1.10 (d$6.40
.-----------10
(pius excise Vix).

.

27

.2

$1.10 (6$ 6.40) -------------11

23 i$1.10(6 143.40) ------------ 10
20 i$1.10
(d.6.4).-----------Io
0---------- - -.. .. . ..-------..
.----

2
3
.3
2

24
25
1
i1
13
12

10
9

,VIN
WINES

1.49 1528
20.8
1.54
546 '21.3
1.581 5261 23.0
1.9,1 515 25.6
1.71 494 ; 27..5
1.68 496 27.4
1.75 549
26.1
1.88 602 26.0
1 66
38 1 26.1
1.58
547 1 24.7
1.70 624 23.7

0.7 I21.5
.8 2.0
.9
2&9
1.0 2.6
1.1 1 28.6
1.1
28.6
1.2
T7. 3
1.3
27.3
1.4
27.5
1.6
26.2
1.4
25.2
1.4
25.8
1.74 633! 24.7
1.4
X 1
1.s1
663 24.7 1.6
26.3
1.74
672
23. 7
1.6
25.3
1.51
625,) 22.8
1.2
24.0
1.64' 726 21.5
1.3
22.8
1.91 1,035' 18.1
.8
18.8
3.01 3,82
8.0
.1
8.0
3.38 4,034
8.8
.02
&8
.88 5.731i 1.6
.01
1.6.
.75 4.903
1.6
.01
L 7 1.....
.41 3,555
1.2
.01
1.3).....
.26 3.184
,9
-23 3,341 .8
.21: 3,133
.8
.21 3,416
.7
.17 3,471
.6
.01
.6::.
.12 3,3591
.4
.01
.4.
.11 3,4-I
.4
.01
.
.09 3.625
.3
.3 ).
.01
.08 Z87
.4
.01
.4
.07 1,s90
.5
.01
.5I.

1.75

63
71 24.4

[.

3
3
3
a
3
3
3
3
5
6
6
6
6
6
7
8
16
22
29
32
.

WIN ES
1900__
I01.-1
192

26 4
241
5
4
5S 5

31
N9
50

33

39

IW4--- 1 38
19:I

!

1905_1.

1906...
1907...
INS
...
low ---

4

6

29K6

1910...
191-...
1912-.1913_.1914.--

40 7
50 8
44
8
54 19
51 10
57 8
51 6
49
7
45 8

1915...
1916...
1917...
1918..
1919...1920
1921::.
19M..

27
42
38
48
51
16
21
6

1924-.

192...

4

1926...
19%_..
1928...
1929...
I=_..03'

6

1932...1

5

19l...:

1
:

4
5
1

7

.5

3

'

61

.6

64
57
56
53
3
48
43
52
52
16
21
7

.1

4

.05
.03
.03
.03

6
4
4
11
3

02-

.03

7
5

wines $2.67'
2
:Sparkling
------:I ------------------------- -----'I per
Stil
13(-wines gallon,
cents
per

average.
e
:1 gallon
-::-----------------.4--------1
a
.6 --------

47
58
53
62

6
6
5
3
.7
.4
.9
.7

V,'IN
4

0.4 ! 12 i..
.........
....4,

.6

T

II3
--------

per

----------------------

.0

107
108
110

112
113
115
116
118
120
121
123
124
125

1933 ....................-Footnotes at end of table, p. 3290

.
.r
4
5
.5 1
.2
.2
I
.

S6.3gn
20 1$0. 08------------- $0.80
25
.08----------------- 80
34
.04 (14 percent)..
.80
39
.I0(14-21
percent). .80
41 1.25
(21-24 percent)- 1.92

46
.16(14percent)_
.40(14-21 percent).
-9
29 '1 (21-24 percent)...
30,
1 30 Above 24 percent
03
32
same as distilled
05
31
spirits.
.04
I.
.04
30 $0.04 (14 percent)...
.09
30
.10(14-21percent).
25(21-24 percent).
.03
27
2[Above
N
24 percent
'05
04
20 { same as distilled
1t spirits.
3.2 per cent.Jl3 ....
........

A~

1.92
1.921
1.92
L92
1.9'2
192
1.92
1.92
1.92 1
1.92
1.92
1.92
1.92

1

1.92

5
9
11

I

gallon, still
per
wines 60cents per
gallon average.

.7

1

.06
51
.06 6 '07~60"
5491

5

5
556
6
6I 6
6

.06
.06
.06
.07

48
547
--------- 1 9
63789
6204

.06

6371 ----:::

.06
.07
.07

663 -------.5
62
4 -116
67-2---------1

...
2

0.7

0.7

-

5
5

dh51m--------I:z
Sparkling wines, $3.30

99
101
102
104
105

59 -

5

6

20
20 20-..- -...............
--------

.06

3

5

--------------

-

.0.05
)

t .7
546 ------4 6 .05

5

4
5
5
3 .5
4
7
.6

7 .07~

7I

.0-

25

.

776

.

12

.12

3,882

125

11
.05

4,034
5,731

3

1
1

.03 4.9M

2
2
.02 3,555
1
21
.02 3.184
21
3
.01 3,341
2
2
.02 3.133
21
2
.02 3,416
2
I
.8
01 3,471
05
.8 I Sparkling wines $per
9
3.359
.9,gallon, still wines I 05
(7) 13:542
.
$1.25 per gallon plus
05
.3- - -3.625
.04
excise tax.
.2
.3 I- -. 2,807
.03
.2
.04
.2
.2
.--.11890
-I ......-.......
------

1

11

3
33

1.9
1
19

5
6
8

6

9
.1
1

.7

7
.01
.01

.04

1.1

&

1

16

.3

2. 2

.3
.1

6
7

.o1

.331
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--
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05a-------
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.05 .....
.05
.01
.06.
.04 ..
.04
.05
.01
.06 ....
.05
(
.51-,)
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.----.....
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.o--. .
.01 -o
--------
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-
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Consolidated summary of statistics relating to beer, spirits, and wines for the years 1900-1953
Domestic produ ction
Fiscal
less
year
ending exports
(milJune
20 lions of
gallons)

in Total
IIm-

xcise
portE
and
ix
reExciseI
Total
excMse
port
1 port
Excise
and im- Per I reve- receipts' ceipts
rei recapital nue in percent! perereent, States
ceipts Import duty per gallon cii
port rein mil-!
ceipts
p." 1ml
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arf- revenue)
ttl
dotlI
total
cnpad
et ( total
in mil- In millions
rev- -everevenu
lions lions
11e
enue

T~
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d =ines-

Per
Per
capita apita
Imcealth
capit
Popuports ti cconit
uo
n
lation
imp(milhunlions of1 tion in mil- tion in d -eds of
gal-( nil- lions gallons ddollars
lions) H1)nsof
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Ions)

Excise rate

-L

Disfiled
Beer spirits Wines
perper- per-

cenit

..------------1901 -------------1902... .........
1903------- ------1904 -------------1905............
190 -------------1907---------- ------I"908 ------- ------1909-- ------- ------1910 -------------1911 .............
1912 -------------1913. ------------1914 - ..------------1915 -------------1916 -------------1917... .........
1918 --------- ------1919 -------------19i -------------1921---------1922--- ------1923 -- --------------12---------- ---1900--

-----------

cent

cent

total total
conconco'nSUMP- SUMP- Sumption
7.1
2.3-----------------------1,347 90.7
total

90.6

7.4

1,605I 90.3

7.3

1,389

89.8

1,539

90.2

1,663

90.8
90.7
90.2
91.2
90.5
90.5
90.7 [
90.8
.1
90.9
2.232
91.3
2,252
92.1
2015
2,0051 90.7
2,095I 90
1,699, 91.6l
992' S.3
1,694 t
1,874 !
(1o20
2,006
1,933 I
04
,169

5

57 ..

(10)

26 !-----2 -------2.....
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17

1-

- . _J,
, . .
-

6.91
7.21

7.1
6.8
6.9
6.3
6.3
6.5
6.41

2.1
3.3
2.4
2.6
2.1
2.5
2.9
2.5
3.1'

61.-

73.3
45.0
.,,.
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183

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"------------------------1----------------- ------------------------------

-------------------------

9
192 -----------------------10
193 -----------------------11
.............
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12
185 -----------------------1
199------------------------16
16

16-------------------
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192 -------------------------

15

15
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220
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7220-------------------------17
19
.. 20 ----------------------- __1247
. :I...6 .........---... ... ........ i1319
13
2S4

6.5

6.64
6. 4
6.3
7
8
5.41
8.5
64.8

-
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. . . . . .. . . . . .
27.41).
39.
1 1 .--------------------. . . . . . . . . . . . 140-------------------------15'1
16.7
2------------------------------------------------.483
" 254-------------------------1
1
140 -------------------------34.1 ------------------------44.7 ------------------------

-- -. -. - .

44.7

------------------

--- ---

*

21

-. - . . ...
-,_.

297
451
484
141
84
47
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_

192
001
203
191
196
198
212
232
214
208
226
236
236
249
245
237
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.

__.
. .

-iN

.

.... .. ... .... ...........

.3

L6
347
L7
35.1
1.9
36.7
......
2.2
- . 34.8
.......
2.3
37.4
'...
2.4
376
.
--------.
36.22.4
.......
35.9 1 2.6
----2.7
-------372
2.8
35.2
-.--....
is8
33.5
2.5
2.6
12.52 ------ 34.5
2.6
3.......
7.
2.49
1.8
R7
2.58 ----..-2.8
33.6
2.51.----2.1
2.37-.....- 35.8
2.1 |
.1
2.1.3
12.9q. ------ 27.4
.2
4.35----1 11.4
.03
-i2 14.61 .02I
.93 .------ 2.4
1.7
.02
.78 ----.02
1.3
.43 -------

252
2.58
2.56
12.35
2.38
135
248
2.&
2.41
2.29

I
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.28

:. .8
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. 13 .. . ..

.5

39 9

.

37.3
37.5
36.5
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I
I
3
I
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6
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1

36.2
2&.7
3.9
11.8
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1
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3
3
3
3
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Revenue equals tax receipts from liquors, tobacco, income, profits, inheritance, sales
documentary stamps and other miscellaneous tax receipts plus customs receipts.
9 No beer legally manufactured or imported.
'Spirits consumption figured on basis of tax-paid withdrawals.
I.Nonbeverage.

......................-

6 Beverage.
7 Negligible.

.2

11

8 No tax on wine made from domestic grapes.
No receipt.
10No beer legally manufactured.
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OrART No. 10.-Estimated supply and demand of beer, spirlts, and wino, for
the calendar Vear 19314
Stocks on Production Estimated in norts
ia
in capacity
hand Inof millions of
:a, gllons
lion in
millions
l ions
gallons
gallons
gallons

Beer ..................................................
Spirits:
Aged whisky .....................................
Now whisky ....................................
Grain alcohol.......................................
Wines ..................................................

1,650

155
3
14
19
10

I)

835

3

20

20

49

1)

60
60
'45

I No satisfactory basis for estinmating stocks of new whisky which will be set aside for aging.

'Negligible.
Hlaw production.

CHAr

No.

Will not be aged within the year.

1l.--Estimatcd comparatire cost to retolil dealers of le'til and
Illc('al alcoholic liquors in bottles
Priceto
Price to
Price to
Pc t
local boot- organizel
retailer per legger per Illegal trade

gallon

gallon

$0. Ci

$0.50

.......
Beer ........................................................
----------------------------------------------spirits
Winos ---------------------------------------------------........

2.20
1.20

1.20
1.00

pier gallon

$0 7:
1 21
2i

CHART No. 12.---Ixistinl Iates of e'xeise, import, anl sni.sello neott taJ.x. reCstintateld recclpts frlm, 8110 ti Jes lor th4
(lc . 11(e (wl
latintl to lcoholiv b
period J)cu. 5, 1933, to Dec. 31, 1934, based on. these rats
Present excise per gallon

. .111,' '1

11

Beer.................. 16 cents not exceeding 3.2
percent alcohol.,
3.2
Do ............... 10 cents not exceeding
2
percent alcohol.
ISt 9......................
Spirits ................ $1.10...............
$5 (plus excise) I.........
JO cents nt exceeding 3.2
Still wines -----------percent alcohol.6
4 cents 3.2 to 14 percent
alcohol.
10 cents 14 to 21 percent
alcohol.
1)O -------------25 cents 7 21 to 24 percent
alcohol.
Do ------------- $1.10 exceeding 24 percent
alcohol.
Sparkling wines ...... $1.112chaniagnes .......
)o ------------96 cents artilicially carhon1ated.
Do . .........
_
96 cents beverages fortified
with grape brandy.

iteceipts at present ratei

Present dutyI per gallon
i

1. .

Beer:

Excise,
3,00,.9.
Import,$1,16,000,((0

Do ...............
Do ...............

Imported

lperful||e

containing distilled
spirits.

Alcoholic compounds
from Puerto Rico.

$1.10",......................

$1.1011 ......................

Rectified spirits .....

30 c.3nts (plus excise on distilled spirits)."

Grape brandy or wine
spirits used for forification of wines.

10 cents" ...................

Footnotes on p. 331.

$1.25 (plus excise)$ .......

Spirits:
Excise, $2,J,,)
linport, $1s,0KO,

$6 (plus excise) to........

Wines:
Excise, $7,000,0(0
Import, $26,,XaLt"5).

Taxed as perfumenot as
spirits under 'iarlif
Act of 1930. Rates not
given because deemed
imnaterial.
$5 (plus excise) I .........
$5 (plus excise)
Ing tax not
imported
spirits).$
$5 (plus excise)

(rectifypaid on
rectified
a.........

Occupational:
Operation of llreler,
$700,000.
Wholesiale dltr ic
wines or
$1,000,000.
lietailer dealir in
or spirits, x',I.
000.
Wholesale dealer i
beer, $1,000,OA).
Itetail dealer in leer,
$8,000,000.
RIectifler
$300,000.or hlea'!er,!
A fllnufactirer of
stills or %orl-S
negligible.
Total, $432,00,00).
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OCCUPATIONAL TAXES PRESENT HATE
ole it joltof brewery .........................................................................

\II-.,lder in winos or spirits ..........................----------led
sn
I
ns o

M1

3

... .. ... .. .. ... .. ... .. . .
....
l oiui di
& :der in w ines or sp irits ............-Vhh
j dlodealer in beer ...................................
..............
in beer It.................................
Itettildeler
1
t 31. ,city
hctifier.4;
over 50 barrels per year ..........................................................
Cpoacity under 500 barrels per year ..............................................
MAliufictnrers of stills and worms: I1
I': till .....................................................................................
|Perworil---.................

20

..............................................................

Oer.tii of distillery.....................- ............................. .
o|erti n of winery ............................................................

.....................

is$1,000

16-$100

$25
14$50
$20
$200
$100
$50
$20

None.
None,

I Act of Mar. 22, 1933, sec. (I) (a).
It Code title 26, see. 110 (a) (5).
1 Code title 26, sec. 1330 (a) (I).
13Code title 26, see. 1150 (a) (6).
3 Code title 19, see. 1001 par. 805.
14Code title 26. seC. 1301.
4 Code title 26, see. 1150 (a) (1).
tmAct of Mar. 22, 1933, see. I (b).
3 Code title 19, sec. 1001, par. 802.
18Code title 20, see. 1391 (b) (1).
4 Act of Mar. 22, 1933, see. 1.
17Code title 26, see. 1304 (e) (1).
('ode title 26, sec. 1300 (a) (1).
Is Code title 26, see. 1394 (c) (1).
Ii ('ode title 26, sec. 1394 (f) (1).
title 19, see. 1001, par, 804.
('ode
lCode title 26, see. 1300 (a) (2).
20Code title 26, sec. 1394 (g) (1).
10Code tItl 19, see. I0, par, 80.
11Code title 26, see. 1394 (k)(
It Code title 20, sec. 11504() (4).
-1 On the basis of $5 per barrel no e ort has been made to separate receipts for 3.2 beer and beer of
higher

and

-

,le olic content.

il No effort las been made to separate receipts from still and sparkling wines.
Cotle references are to Supplement VI of the Code of Laws of the United States.

$0 7.

itEl'eli' TO TLEH ECIIETAIIY OF TIME TitEASURY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF INFORMAL
1NI i2E1'A1\TMENTAI, COMMIrrEE RELATIVE TO T.XAIOio.N AND CONTtOI, OF
\.{oiioIC
.
BEVERAGES
()i October 27, 1933, the Informtal interdepa rtmentitl committee iiitiiied t(,
il'ly Iliv problems of taxation Mtlid contt'ol of alcoholic ieverjages itade at
relt
of fact and law to the Seercttry or tle 'i'tvstry.
Btsted
1poll
Ilie
W111'iIl1il set forth Il that report the committee submits for conIsider-ationl the
following" reeoilIleudattools
I. ONERAL POLICY
Il formulating the recommnendatioils coitainied Ill this report the (o iliittee,
I0albil I, inl iid tile general purpose of social welfare anld teml erallice, has
d(ehiS'el the following specific prinelIles:
.
,t
Iilt'I
thlolls have beeii lt rlgled to eliiliitate the orgaliiztl
Illegal

I!. I3't"J- llt~ndatiolis ha'e been desiglled to di. illage
con.sUlli(31
4, di,iilhvd spills its eolitllsted with light \\'hm.s ailid iwot l. tile
The coliliitle
1 ,showever,
ii
borle 111 inid that tile discoullnr'gelitlet of 5pill 'ii olsiilllit lot
Ivla\ regulation must be appi'oaelled g'adtlially. Ally still
dislo(atol
le'lWOVII
Price an1dl demlalnd caused by excessive taxation w otinol o'te
to shift
thea,h,:!tll to the eoipeting Illegal product.
ill. Sub.eet to the foregoing prilll
s, rates of excise fax
'1ere calilhltatd
' yihl IIIIiiiitIj rev'eniue without litetes'.iti Illg it prite t I 1ot- tllinle (!oI)lVok.
$1iiii' 0f legal blisle alcoholhc beverages (as defined ili til
'oiltiittev's report
(1 00t. 27, 1933)
enough
enable the Illegal product to colnipete.
It
% , , m n (Ie COllhigh
etlth~n of tietoIlleg
a l p rod tit the dlat 'l -i\ell I ch a rt, Io. II,
1 iiei,"lto(I Ite repo't of October 27, 19:13, relative to tile Cetsl of Illegal lih('.oii
is
w:tm, to the orgtlized Illegal trade, was used.
In ahllloli to the (olli1,,ilh-v prie fiI('tar
0
llow\Ii('e Was Mladht for the 2I'lhi1paeCd gi'ticr 113311hi
popu
ly
r i
iflie lgal
and tlit' tlblity of ti' legial dt'aler to (1)el'i,
Itl i si:tlhpp
"Pp" L,J1 -orpr-ofit thanl his Illegal vompetllor.

~iodutlic

er in

(A).

"0.
-

IV. it(,('ollnmendled Ilport (ties
were eahetl(,td to (iseoiai'ige slntlggling;
111tl'i',ril a reasolintble illeasure of protection to the Aiimericanll pt'odulcpr
iil
lthe.\o
graint
1h 111 falnler who stillplies the t'odllcers raw Ililterils 1111(l lit
b'the
'411'0 11110 1o permit import stiftleielit to supply lit i'-elsolliihde pit.es tie
i1"l-11'lUll nMalrket, i order to close that mailket to tile illegal ildistl.y.
0! le(eoiitiended Import duties were based
upon the assumption and reeoinh 1'lli ol that imported alcoholic
beverages will 110so
pay I tilttlestIC excise
tax,
t VI. (hcelpatllonal taxes were calculated to yield the lna|II1titfl revenuIe, and
itl'utulage IuIltifarious small settle olwrators Ii1 bil siiesses relating to lheo-
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holle beverages in the initial post-repeal period. The committee believes that
too great a number of small scale operators would present a serious revenue
enforcement problem and afford the illegal industry a substantial owtlet for
its product.
II

S8

NXoIsE TAXES

Recommended rates of excise taxes calculated pursuant to the principles
set forth In section 1 of this report are shown in chart no. I-A annexed to this
report. This chart also shows present excise rates for purposes of comparlson. Earlier rates may be found in chart no. I, annexed to the report of
October 27, 1033. The following comments on the rates set forth In chart
no. I-A are ilade:
1. Becr.-$5 per barrel of 31 gallons. This is the present rate for 3.2 percent
beer. Tile present rate of $6 per barrel for beer of higher alcoholic content
should be eliminated for tile sake of administrative simplicity.
The rate recommended is the highest ever imposed, and is substanitiallyv
in excess of the last preprohibition rate. There is, however, no indication
that it has necessitated a price to the ultimate consumer which permits tll(
illegal product to compete. Any illegal competition now existilng in the fornl of
beer of higher allholic content than 3.2 percent will presumably be elimillated
when beer of a higher alcoholic content may be legally manufactured and
sold. 'Moreover, it is not believed that a $5 rate will discourage tile consunlption of beer in favor of the consumption of spirits. The proposed rate Is
npproximittely one sixteenth of the proposed rate for spirits.
This rate has tile further advantage of having been recently establisled d
by Congress in the light of present-day problems.
2. Spirlts.-$2.60 per gallon. The present excise rate of $1.10 per gallon is
unnecessarily low. A $2.60 tax would not necessitate a price for legal spirits
which would divert consumption to the competing illegal product (chart no. 11,
report of Oct. 27, 1933).
Denatured alcohol should continue to be tax free.
The committee has considered the possibility of a lower rate of tax on pilre
spirits to be used for other than beverage purposes. While such a differenti-.
tion might be desirable for certain industries, it Is the Judgment of tlh
committee that tile administrative difficulties and possibilities of diversion
involved in a dual tax rate would create a serious problem and for that reason
a dual rate Is not recommended.
3. Still wincs.&-Less than 14 percent alcohol, 16 cents per gallon; 14 to 24
percent alcoltol, 40 cents per gallon; above 24 percent alcohol, same rate as for
distilled spirits.
A basic wine, as that term is used in the report of October 27, 1933, will
not contain more than 14 percent alcohol. While a 10-cent tax represents a
material increase over the present rate of 4 cents, such a tax is at approximatelly
the same rate as the present and proposed excise tax on beer. A 16-cent tax
would not necessitate a price for legal wines which would divert consumption
to the Illegal competing product (chart no. 11, report of Oct. 27, 1933). Nor
is it believed that such a tax is high enough to discourage the consumption of
light wines as opposed to spirits. The 40-cent rate for wines of higher alcoholi,
content (which would include wines of the port, sherry, and madeira tytlwsi,
does not appear to be excessive. The recommended imposition of a tax eqlial
to the rate for distilled spirits for wines containing more than 24 percent
alcohol is a continuation of the present system.
4. Sparkling ivincs.-Natural sparkling wines containing not more tihlu 21
percent alcohol, 80 c'nts per gallon; artificial sparkling wines containing 1ot
more than 24 percent alcohol, 40 cents er gallon; sparkling wines contalid W
mre than 24 percent alcohol, sale rate as for distilled spirits.
The current excise rates on all sparkling wines, which were imposed( ill lie
prohibition period, appear to be unreasonably high when the product bvco4il
again an article of free commerce. Moreover, tile potential market for inported natural sparkling wines will be an Iportant factor lit foreigi-traI
negotiations if the administration adopts a policy of requirilg reciproval talleh
benefits from exporting countries ll return for a share of tile Amerivan innrlatv
for alcoholic beverages. The committee, therefore, considers it desirable no! t ,,
discourage too severely the potential consumption of wines of this ty.', by :11
unduly high excise tax. The proposed rate of 80 cents per gallon on iliti141,
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sparkling wines was the last rate in effect iln the preprohibition period (chart
no. 1, report of Oct. 27, 1933). A return to that rate would still continue a
orbstantial differential between sparkling and still wines.

at

5. Blended and rectified spirits, 16 cents per gallon.-This tax would be Ill
a(l(lition to the normal excise tax on distilled spirits.
The recommended substantial increase in the excise tax on distilled spirits
m-kis It desirable to reduce the additional tax on blended and rectified spirits
to tie minhinum consistent with the preservation of the administrative control
which the imposition of the tax gives over tile blending and rectifying process.
It is, therefore, recommended that the present rate of 30 cents per gallon be
reduced to 16 cents per gallon.
This proposed rate would be one cent per half pint, which Is a desirable rate
for administrative purposes.

of
rt

I-I. MISCELLANEOUS TAXES
lit

Ilcoimmended rates of miscellaneous taxes calculated according to the prneil klesset forth in section 1 of his report are shown In chart no. I-A annexed to
this report. This chart also shows present rates of miscellaneous taxes for
uMpImses of comparison.

oe

IV. FLOOi-STOCK

(-.If

TAXES

I'li, committee reconimends that ia floor-stock tax be imposed on all tax-paid
alcoholic beverages possessed for sile on the date on which new tax rates go

ipi-

ilito (,flect-sucli tax to be equal to the difference between the present and
a(lolited rates of tax whenever such adopted rates are higher. All persons havijug l1)s4ession for sale of tax-paid alcoholic beverages subject to such floorstock tax should be required to make a return thereof to the Commissioner of
Internal l Revenue

I

V. FOREIGN COMMERCIAL POLICY

Its

The pro'pective creation of a legal market in alcoholic beverages in the
United State presents a question of foreign commercial policy collateral to the
questions of taxation and control which this committee has been Instructed to
5sidy. This collateral question lIvovles the American trade policy to be I)urstlied in opening Up this nec-w domestic market for imported alcoholic beverages.
The tariff treatment and import control of alcoholic beverages will depend
upon tll( determitilon of that question. The committee has, therefore, consid(,red tariff and control measures in alternative form.
If it is decided to use this new market to obtain reciprocal trade favors from
(xporting countries in return for a share of that market, the committee believes
that the provisions contained in section VI of tils report are best calculated to
wvarry out that policy. A large majority of the committee believes that this

ire
'i~i.
ilie
.oil

son
fr

Policy should be adopted.
If it is dcciled to admit impiortel alcoholic beverages to this market without
taix
ttmnillpting to obtain reciprocal trade favors from exporting countries in return
lol
the committee recommends the adoption of tie tariff provisions coumtiihed in
Nor section VII of this report.
celv
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TE..VrMENT TO ENAUILE TilE ADMINISR.rTION TO NEGOTIATE
TRADE A|REEM ENTS

RIECIPROCAL.

If it is decided to enter into trade agreements wilh exporting countries in
i'vii i'It f-r participation ini tie post-repeal donestIc market for alcoholle bever~ (lin relatively favorable teris a sulstalitial idni|listratlve control over
imiports will be necessary, pending the enactment of a permanent tariff reghine
iil order not to prejudice the Anmerican bargaining position.
There woul be three phases of this admhinistrative import Control
F
Iirst
phase: Control in the period prior to rpcal.-Control iii this period
(lii be effectuated by virtue of tile permit provisions of section 2 of the act
of November 23, 1921, and liragiraph 814i of the Tariff Act of 1930.
No peImrnits have been granted under tills provision since October 18, 1933.
ii. c nnittee hits been informed that since that date smuggling operations
haive immenleased nmter'ially. Tei& comittnlttee, therefore, r'evOfltinmen(s the restmnl)4ti, of the Issuance of these permits for restricted quantities of lImlrts. Limild imports under this permit control in this l)r'od will not serlotsly affect
ti1le bargaining position of this country.
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enactment of c&poerpIanont
Second phase: Control between repeal and t1
tarlff regino.---The committee recommends that control In thin' period be
effectuated by Invoking the licensing powers of the Secretary of Agriculture
under section 8 (3) of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration has indicated to tle coi.
mittee that, Nihile not necessary under the terms of the Agricultural Act,
these licensing provisions for reasons of policy should be related to a code
and/or agreement of importers and1( wholesale dealerss In alcoholic be\'crngo,:.
Such code, agreement, and license would provide that the volume and origin
of imports of alcoholic beverages from month to month would be subject to
administrative determination, and that the Imports thus determined would
be allotted within the import trade by an importers' organization.
This licensing control might not become effective immediately upon repeal
because of insufficient time to work out a code and/or agreement. During the
period, therefore, between repeal w31 the date of such code or agreement
alcoholic beverages would be imported without restriction upon payment of
the present existing rates of duty unless ai temporary system of licensing was
employed until such code and/or agreement could be completed.
The committee feels that the employment of these licensing provislon,,-s a
means of import regulation Is justified hy the emergency situation and the
temporary character of the action suggested. Any effort permaaiently to
regulate imports I)y means of codes or producers' agreements appears to tile
committee to be undesirable.
After such license control has become effective, the committee recommends
that, pending the enactment oif a permanent tariff regime or the consummma.
tion of reciprocal trade agreements prior to that regie a monthly volume of
Imports be permitted based on 5-year averages for the fiscal years 1910 through
1914. Such a policy would permit the entry at present high tariff rates of
approximately 600,000 gallons of beer per month, 350,000 gallons of distilled
spirits per month, and 700,000 gallons of wine per month. It Is believed tIit
these quantities will I)e well withiIu the consumptive deamiand for imahlirled
alcoholic beverages and will not cause the ac('umuilat1(n of surplus stocks. The'
committee makes this recomamedatIon for tlihe following reasons:
I. The need for substantial importations of suiris and wines to supply ilie
initial postrel)eal market through legal channels in order to close tlat market
to the illegal Industry; and the possibility of prlce dislocation if this market
cannot bIe supplied.
2. Antitelpated substantial smuggling operations if the regular import chanlmiels ire stopl)e( ; aid the consequent encouragemient of the illegal indusl ry
and Injury to the legitimate dealer.
3. Ti substantial revenue to h' obtained from imports, partIeularly at tli'
present high rates of duly. Imports of willes fnd spirits Ill the volumes allove
suggested would yiel the Goveriiimient over $3,00,000 a moth, which is at
time i ate of $36,000,000 a year.
TIird das': The pcrlnan(dnt tariff rcyinze.--ln order to dffe(tiuate the nfclssary administrative coat rol to facilitate the negotiation of trade agreement. l i
this period the conimittee suggests that the initial rates of dlly set forih il
colunii
IV-A of chart no. 1-A be adopted ; and that the Preslent Ile elilWered :
(a) To lower these Initial rates within th(, limits set forth lit coliun I'-B
(of clmrt 110. 1-A.
(b) To lrescrilbe more detailed (lasslfleat ions wvlthi any present tariff chls-ifleaton of alcoholic ioverages and to lower the illtlial rates of dluty pliv,10l .
to aiiy suih detaIled (,hlastlent ion withili the limits albove stated.
(e) As ai elmergelicy niie(stire to Ilhetis, tie importation ofi any general -,r
detailed classiliatioi of alcoliolle beverages or to allocate the Ameriimit iarket therefor on an allotment system.
For legal reasons the exercise of the foregoing powers should be ImIade 0,
dithoial upol tle President lillking certain findings of fact. The coiiinitteP
suggests that these flindiligs be:
a)That such action Is necessary to inlig about satisfactory trade agre,
meats; ald
(b) That such agreements adequately compensate the Ulnited States for :wY
conicessionis granted Ill the doniestl( market.
The suggested initial rates shown in column IV-A of (hart no. 1-A were calvlllasted to restrict imports to a very small volunie Il relation to total (loll e' le
eonisumplion, and to offer ai ineenitive to exporting coiutries to make slitifactory agreemellts for their reduction.
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I'iThesuggested minimum rates set forth in column IV-B of clart no. 1-A
employed in conjunction with a tariff classification, or
eoriiigeney import license or allotment system, to permit substantial Imports
of alhoholie beverages from countries granting reciprocal trade favors to tile
l'liilell States, and to permit the sale of such beverages in the domestic market
at niioderate prices. These minimum rates were, however, kept sufficiently
hih io constitute a substantial price protection to American producers. In
fitterinining the measure of this protection the data in chart no. 9 of the report
of 0etober 27, 1933 was used.
Jie following specific comments upon the initial and minimum rates set
forth in columns IV-A and TV-B of chart no. i-A are made:
1. 11cer.-Inltial rate, 50 cents per gallon; minimum rate, 16 cents per
galloll.
I comparing the above proposed rates for beer with the present rate it
.hlud be borne in mind "'at under the present rate Imported beer (unlike
other imported beverages), pays no domestic excise tax. In view of the
om1Itlee's recoaunenda tion that all imported alcoholic beverages should pay
tlhe d-''aaemstlc excise tax in addition to tile import duty, the apparent proposed
ill,',lcase from the existing import rate is, in fact, approximately 16 cents per
gallhu greater than the real decrease.
'i'Ti proposed initial rate of 50 cents per gallon is approximately
twice
i'the
iate for bulk imports iln the preprohlbition period and represents more than
twil.' the cost of production of the domestic product. (Chart no. 9, report
of (et. 27, 1933.) The present rate of $1 pler gallon (which would Ibe 84 cents
is'gallon on a comparable basis) has proven lrohlibitory.
'[lie, ildilnum rate of 1(6 cents per gallon appears to he high enough to
ifftl :) reasonable protection to tile American manufacturer. It will undoubtvilly prlollte a material increase iln the consunption of the im ortedi product.
2.pirIs.--l
it
initial rate, $5 per gallon; mininiunt rate, $2 per gallon.
'The initial rate of $5 per gallon Is the same as tile present rate, and
1,'l' :ll'its an Increase of $2.10 over tile preproihlbiton rate.
'11 minimum rate of $2 per gallon Is approximately twice the cost of prc,ll,'tiHol of tile domesticc Iroduct.
It woldh, however, lroiote a material
il.l'iase ill the consumption of tile Inported product.
:1. 'till irines.-Inititl rate $2 per gallon; minimum rate 60 cents per
wilVln'Calculated, wlel
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Hle initial rate of $2 per gallon represents an Increase of 75 cents over
tho present rate, and is more than tllree times the preprohlbition rate.
I'l[le inihnuni rate of 60 cents per gallon Is the same as that in effect from
191111
through 1908. (Chart no. 1, report of Oct. 27, 1933.)
It is in excess
I'
tIh cost of production of the domestic product. (Chart no. 9, report of
00.. 27, 1933.)
i(leause of immediate competitive advantages, such a rate would so su;laulilally increase the consumption of the Imported product that the occasion
fwl putting it into effect would lie largely in thereby obtaining reciprocal
tiade favors from exporting countries.
1, ,Stparling wines.-Inital ralte, $o' per gallon; lihililuu rate, $1.60 per
l'w iilltllil rtlle of 11 lvTi glilloll is the present rate.t.l1d is aliroximately
wiv tielprelohildlition rate. It is equal to lapproxillmately twice the (lost of
thf, Iq,llifu Molt of tih(! dloilu(stlh
product. (clihart no. 1). reorrt or ()et. 2T, 193B3.)
tl', iiiiii
rate of $1.00 will offer colmrpi'atively less protectionol it
.,ri.'lcost of IrOdU(et1oi basis thlin the( other reconuitntled rittvs. Oi1 tile
IIIll 1a'd. avaIilale ii tellforilltioii Indiictes that the cost of product loll of tile
ill,,I'tl',
lrodlct Is groler than the cost of productions of the (honlestie
'l'iil lt.
When the suggested
lilte
-mnllnn
is coilhiered ill the light of this.
f:,.IlI. and shipping ald handling costs which are comparati'ely higher for
lis tyie of alcoholic beverage, the rate appears to offer i sulstaliti: lirihe
fliff-,i-ential.
''llicommittee
'The
has, moreover, been led to suggest this
rlatlimUlU
because
the tllentill market for Ilporlte(I chalmlagne will Ile o1e of the most finil1oilant factors in tile negotiations of reciprocal trade agrelments. A high
illill(rt duty would curtail hat market.
The low duty here suggested may
itmid to curtail tile market for tile domnestle product. Its adoption, however.
wotld be warranted if reciprocal trade favors gained lit return are substeal l
13
29101- 34 -222.
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VII. TARIFF TREATMENT IF BARGAININO POLICY I8 NOT TO BE ADOPTED

If it is determined as a matter of foreign policy to admit Imported alcoholic
beverages to the domestic market without attempting to secure reciprocal trade
favors in return from exporting countries the committee suggests tile tariff
treatment set forth In this section of tills report. As in the previous alternative
this treatment will be divided into three phases:
First phase: The period prior to repeal.--The committee suggests the same
treatment of imported spirits as that recommended in the event that a bargain.
Ing attitude is to be adopted, i.e., the granting of permits for restricted qun.
titles of wine and spirits in conformity with law in order to lessen the smugglers' market.
,Seond phase: The period between repeal and enactment of a permantnt tariff
regime.-The committee suggests that no import restrictions be placed upon
alcoholic beverages in thisperiod.
All such imported beverages would pay ti
present high rates of duty. It is not believed that unrestricted importation il
this period would demoralize the domestic market in view of the keen denmanl.
the limited domestic supply of aged wines and spirits, and the fNct that 1h,,
present high duties would keep Imports inI customs bonded warellmses until
there was an actual immediate deniand for their consumption.
Third phase: The permanent tariff rcgimc.-The committee suggests that
the flat rates of duty set forth in (.olumn V of chart no. 1-A be aldopited for
this period.
These suggested flat rates were calculated to permit the entry of importal
alcohiolh, beverage', III .utli'cient iuantity to sul)ply tIl(1 real irket
their.
for at prices which would eliminate tile smuggler. This " real " illmrket was
considered to be that demand which would not be satistled with tile doiestia
product, but wNoul
continue to furnish tin outlet for the sniliggler If th,
legal imported product was not nvlilalble. Tills real market was eslimiatl
to represent the samne proportilon of total donlestic cOlnsullilt loll as that replr,seated b~y tile lreprolilition consumplltion of imported alcoholic lbeveragaS.
l..i Iae
uywr
hrfr
a do
ee suggeted foitrtso
therefore hasedl 1 rates Ilst ill
Tile suggested flat rites o f iutyTve
to(.
h
w lts ot artteIt
effect i the preprohbition period. he tlhe rtee
mate time volume of Imports which these rates would perlilt.
It ihe 'hic-.
however, that oil a coml
ert imve over
rtsis any extenllemd lneliod at I l
ildi.i
ll doililesth
1callllllet
ht weeii Import vlithI
gested rates tile reati
would le substamtially the sIemC1,its
oi li'ehiraolIiiaitioll period.
ie
.lonaxillaitaiy
Onl seh a comparative oalhSIS, Impororts of livei wld
spiritsli- alhae
of
Imports
three tentl s of 1 percent of total consumption,
nately :i percent, nif Immorts of
hseaugroxiltedy 1 ratreenlt
The following specific comments on these suggested flat rates are male:
1. Beesr-25 cents per gallon.
The suggested flat rate of 25 cents per gallon Is approximately the samne ;ilz
the rate for bulk imports in the preprohibition period. It Is materially iii
excess of the entire cost of production of the domestic product. (Chart l). 9.
Report of Oct. 27, 1933.)
On the basis of preprolibiton comparative figures
Imports under such a rate would not affect the market for the domestic
product.
2. ,pirits.-$3 per gallon.
Thie suggested flat rate of $3 per gallon represents an increase of 40 cclis
over the preprohllbltion rate. It is approximately three times the cost of Iipraduction of the domestic product. (Chart no. 9, report of Oct. 27. 193:3.)
Because of the inadequate available stocks of domestic aged spirits the collparative volume of Imports in the early post-repeal period under this rate will
substantially exceed the preprohlbition coilnprative rate. Tis isIcrelse, h(,wever, will not result from a comparative price factor but from the existence aaf
a demand which the domestic producer cannot at present fill. Comparative
volume of imports under tilis rate will decline substantially when American
producers are in a position to offer reasonably substantial stocks of aged domestic distilled spirits in the domestic market.
3. ,Still wincs.-$1 per gallon.
The suggested flat rate of $1 per gallon Is a decrease of 25 cents front lhit
present rate iand an increase of 40 cents over tile preprohlilbitbIon rate. It i,
approxihately twice the cost of production of tile domestic product.
(Clart
no. 9, report of Oct. 27, 1933.) The cominittee suggests tills substantial in'rea'iist
over the preprolihition rate because of the unfavorable competitive position of
the domestic Industry il tile early post-repeal period. Even with this increase,
the comparative volume of Imports i the Initial period will sulstltillY
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exceed the preprohlbition comparative rate. This increase, however, will result

oiot from a comparative price factor but from the existence of a demand which
the domestic producer cannot at present fill. Comparative volume of imports
utader this rate will decline substantially when domestic producers are in a
position to offer sufficient stocks of properly aged domestic wines to meet the
demand.
4. Sparkling ivftw.--$3.80 per gallon.
'fhe suggested flat rate of $3.80 per gallon is the same as the preprohlibition
rate. It Is In excess of the entire cost of production of the domestic product.
(Chart no. 9, report of Oct. 27, 1933.)
VIII. PREVENTION OF BULK SALS

It i.s recommended that beverage distilled spirits be required to be sold only
4t bottles with the exception of sales to (a) rectifiers and blenders, (b) liniorteis for bottling It customs bonded warehouses, (c) ultimate consumers in
amounts less than one half pint for consumption at the time and place of sale.
No bottle should have a greater capacity than one half of 1 wine gallon. All
bottles should be sealed with a stamp evidencing payment of till Federal taxes
immediately upon being filled, unless bottled or imported ill bond, in which
case they should be so sealed and stamped prior to release from bond. Such
stamps should be Issued by collectors of internal revenue in such manner and
4i such terms ts the Secretary of the Treasury shall by regulations prescribe.
All (istilled ,pirits bottled prior to the effective date of legislation necessary to
lIlt the foregoing recommendation into effect, and not then fully tax paid
should he subject to the sune requirement. Possession for sale of beverage
distilled spirits in bulk or in unstainped bottles by other than distillers, rectifirs, t, blenders, unless in bond, should be prohiI)ited.
IX. SALE AND STAMPING OF WINEs

It is recommended that sale and stalnpiug of wines be made sibject to the
inivi-ions of law relating to tie sale 111 stanniliig of beer.
X.

LAIIELING OF AI.COIOLIC IlF;i'IAOF8

It. is ,eloninentle(l that all bottles of distilled spirits, imported or domestic,
be required to bear labels in fori prescribed by tile Comnissioner of Internal
Revenue stating:
(a) The namie of tile manufacturer, blender, or rectifier;
(b) The year and ni(Iqth of manufacture or blending and the year and
month of bottling;
(cl The alcoholic content;
(d) The net content In fluid ounces;
(e) A true description of the product.
XI.

('ONTROL AND

SUPERVISION

OF IIXTIFICATION

AN)

llIXNDING

It is recommended that till rectifiers and1 blenders be bonded tnd required to
,,htil front the commissionerr of Internal Revenue
pl)l)rovall of plans for their
olleratlng 1n
storage plants. Such plants shouhl be sulbjeet to such superVisill as tile Secretary of tile 'Treasuryshill by reguitltion prescribe, it order
to assure all adequate control over the blendliig and rectifying process. The
'monnittee believes that control of this process Is as important its control of the
distilling process. (See Report of Oct. 27, 1933. pt. III). The Problena of
Ilegal Alcoholic Beverages.
All plant and equipment of rectifiers and blenders should be subject to a1
first 1k(n for any tax, or fine or pemlty due to tile Federal governmentt for
Violation of tile revenue laws, If tile rectifier or blender does not own-the
Ilopeorty usedl. an additional bond for the full value thereof should be given or
the cOnsent of the owners thereof to tile priority of the (overnnent's 11it
• ohlild he obtained. (NOT.-'Provisions sinlilar to tile foregoing noV exist in
I4htition to distilleries.)
All manufacturers of distilled spirits and all blenders an( r'ectifiers should
be ri'(iuired to keep suell accounts and to umaike such reports to tle ('olnnuissioner of Internal lievenne of purchases and sales ninde by then its tile
*$evretory of tle Treasury shall by regulations prescribe.
h'lletx on blended and rectified spirits I cent per one half pint shoul
te evidenced by a tax stamp to be olflixed over tile louti of eacil bottle wien
lr'st filled with the rectified or blended product.
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The committee recommends the requirements set forth In sections h, 0, 10,
and 11 in tie belief that they will make more difficult the introduction of
illegal alcoliollc beverages into the legitimate channels of trade. (See report
of Oct. 27, 1933, pt. Ill, Tit Problem of Illegal Alcoholic Beverages.)
Consideration has been given to a proposal to limit tile rectification and
blending of spirits to distillery premises. This plan, while more effective It,
preventing the use of the rectifying or blending process as a means of Injecting
illegal liquor into the legitimate market, has the following disadvantages:
(a) It is monopolistic in its tendency;
(b) The constitutional power of Congress to limit so drastically the persons
who may engage 1in an otherwise legal Industry is doubtful. No revenue-control
measures heretofore adopted have attempted to go so far.
In view of these considerations tie committee does not recommend such a
plan.
XI. COORDINATION OF STATE AND FEI)EIIAI, TAXATION

The committee recommends the adoption of a plan of sharing Federal receipts
front the Internal Revenue taxation of alcoholic beverages with those States
which refrain from superimposing on the Federal system a system of direct or
inadirect gallonage taxation other than general personal property taxes levied
and collected at the saine rate for till classes of personal property.
The committee recognizes the )ractical difficulties involved in finding a basis
satisfactory to ill the States and capable of administrative determihation on
whieh to compute the share of each State. The committee believes, however,
that the following basis Would work substantial justice and might well prove
cconlanled by a general
acceptable to the several States, particularly if
request to the Governors of the States to support the proposal.
(a) 20 liercent of the total Federal receipts from the internal revenue taxatioi of alcoholic beverages to be set aside for return to the States.
(b) Eanch State to be entithd to that portion of the revenue so set aside
wlich its production plus consumlilon of alcoholic beverages bears to total
dmestic pro(lucioln plus consumption of alcoholic beverages. Any balance of
tle fund so set aside and not distributed to States not accepting the plan
in determining such production anl
it) revert to the Federal Government.
(!onsuInlitfon the product ion a1d consUniptlon of beer, wines, and spirits should
I' adjusted to reflect theih greater tax potentialities. It is smggested that this
ad list1ent should be affected on the basis of comnlpative Federal excise tax
Il: It es.
reductionn figures necessary for the foregoing computation are readily available. Consumption figures could be taken from wholesalers' monthly reports to
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue.
Iin an effort to clarify the foregoing proposal It has been reduced to a formula
whlch Is hereto annexed as chart no. 2A.
This proposal attempts to take Into account and to reconcile the interest of
those States which are the most important producers of alcoholic beverages
and those States which are the most lmlrtant consumers thereof. It also
makes the problem of distribution between those States w\hlIch are wet, those
which are dry, and tiose which may be subject to local option laws, by using
a busis of computation equally applicable to each.
The committee In making the above proposal Is fully cognizant of its finperfections. The proposal is offered, however, because of the committee's lielief that the proper coordinatlon of Federal and State taxation of alcoholic
beverages Is vital to tiny plan looking to the elimination of the illegal hlhstr y
and the establishment of the legitimate Indu|stry on tie best possible basis for
the social welfare. (See report of Oct. 27, 1933, part IV, The Problem of State
Taxation.)
While such a system would still leave the State free to reject its benefits awld
to impose and collect Its own taxes, these benefits would appear to be so substantial that it would probably be to the interest of the State to cooperate wilh
the system. These benefits would be:
1. h'e'l State would avoid the diflcuities and expense of independent supliervision and coile.tian agencies.
2. Producing States would avold handicapping by additional taxation local
manufacturers in competition with manufacturers of other States willell were
(-mperating with the system. Any such additional taxation would ten(l to
drive manufacturers to otler cooperating States.
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:1.The State would derive the social benefits from tile more effective elimination of operations of tile illegal industry within tile State resulting from tie
lower costs of legal alcoholic beverages.
XIII. PREPARATION FOB POST-REPEAL MARKET

The committee recommends that the administration of the permit provisions
of the National Prohibition Act relative to domestic manufacture and handling
of wines and spirits prior to repeal be along such lines as are consistent with
hiam'
as will permit a preparation for the post-repeal market, in order to close
lMit market to the illegal industry. (See report of Ot. 27, 1933, part V, the
Pre-repeal Administrative Problem).
XIV.

MISCELLANEOUS

ADMINISTRATIVE

CHANGES

Recom nin(led changes In the administrative features of the statutes relating
to alcoholic beverages which will remain In effect in the post-repeal period
have been submitted by the Commissioner of Industrial Alcohol and the
(oinmissioner of Internal Revenue. These recommendations are annexed to
this report as appendix A.
XV. PROTECTION

OF DRY STATES

Tie committee has been informed that the Attorney General is now in-

vestigating the sufficiency of existing legislation to enforce the provision of

the twenty-first amendment that:
"Tie transportation or importation into .ny State, Territory, or possession
of the United States for delivery or sale therein of intoxicating liquors in
violation of the laws thereof is hereby prohibited."
The committee, therefore, has made no recommendation on this subject.
It, desires to point out, however, that this subject is aniImnortant factor In
the general problem of taxation and control of alcoholic beverages.
XVI. THE PROTECTION OF TRADE NAMES

Thie protection of trade names, brands, and regional appellations of rilcohollc
beverages and the effect of pure food legislation on alcoholic beverages may
bhcomV of considerable Importance in foreign trade negotiations if a bargaining ltolicy is to be adopted in regard to the Imported alcoholic beverages.
The committee has not made a study of this subject pending a determination
of foreign trade policy. It desires, however, to point out tihe relevance of
this question.
XVI.

RIEPEAT, OF

RIiOIIIIIITION LEISLATION

For the sake of administrative convenience and to eliminate the legal doubts
discussed in appendix A of the committee's report of October 27, 1933, all
Federal prohibition legislation arising out of tihe eighteenth amendment should
lie
expressly repealed with the exception of title III of time National Prohibition
Act relating to Industrial alcohol. Ally administrative features of the )roiiI1ition
statutes which it is desired to retain for the purpose of administering
that title, andfall other laws which it Is desired to retain relating to the taxatiomi and control of alcoholic beverages should be consolidated anld reenacted
with such alterations as the changed status of alcohol may make necessary.
Respectfully submitted.
Edward G. Lowry, Jr., Special Assistant to the Secretary, Treasury Department; J. M. Doran, Commissionmer of Industrial
Alcohol, Treasury Department; I). Spencer Bliss, head of the
Sales Tax Division, Miscellaneous Tax Unit, Bureau of Internal
Revenue, Treasury Department; J. 1). Nevius, General Counsel,
Customs, Treasury Department; Herbert feIs, lc,'Conomic Adviser
of the State I)epartment; John C. Wiley, Counselor of Embassy;
Harry L. Lourle, Chief Economic Analyst, Tariff Commission;
South Trimble, Jr., Solicitor of the I)epartment of Conmmree;
Willard L. Thorp, Director of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce; W. A. Tarver, Chief
Counsel, Division of Investigation, Department of Justcie, Unit
of Prohibition; Harris E. Willingham, Chief, Beverages Section,
Agricultural Adjustment Administration, Departnnt of Agriculture.
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APPiNix A

All laws relating to internal revenue taxes oi liquors and administrative
provisions pertaining thereto are contained in title 20, United States Code,
whereas those relating to customs duties are listed under title 19, United States
Code.
The following recommendations are made relative to the various sections
of law hereinafter listed:
Section 1150, title 26, United States Code (1.S., see. 3251).-Liteas on distillery
premnise8.-It is recommended that this section be amended, authorizing the
acceptance of al indemnity bond in lieu of the lien in the penal sum equal
to the estimated value of the property subject to the lien. If such legislation
is enacted, it should specifically authorize a Government officer to execute a
written Instrument, which nay be recorded at the distiller's expense, to remove
the cloud on tie title.
Section 1168, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., see. 3264) as amended; surrey of
vhislky and rium distilleries to fix their daily spirit capaeity.-It is reconmended that this section be so amended that the Secretary of the Treasury,
in his discretion, may, in any case, require tile survey to be made or omit it.
The reason for this recommendation is that the making of a survey and computing the liability on the returns is a technical matter Involving very material
expense, which is hardly justified l)y the protection afforded, since the distillation is by a (ontinuous, closed process with no access to the spirits by the

j

distiller in the absence of the Government officer assigned to the distillery.
Furthermore, industrial alcohol plants and fruit-brandy distilleries are now
exempt from the survey requirement.
ScotIon 1170, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., sec. 3266); separation of rcetitying
house and distillery, bl 600 fect.-It- is recommended that this section of law
be amended to allow a less separation, with discretion in the Secretary of
the Treasury, such as is recommended as to surveys under section 1108, tith 21,
U.S. Code (R.S., see. 3264).
This recommendation is made for tie reason that big distilleries frequeitly
have buildings entirely suitable for use for rectifying purposes nearer tlhan51
600 feet from the distillery, and the process at tihe distillery being a closed one
without access to the spirits by the distiller, it Is believed that the officer
assigned to the distillery may better suipervise the wark at )oth places.
Section 1177, title 26, U.S. Code (B.S., see. 3275).-This section prohibits
construction of fences or walls more than 5 feet igh around (listilleris, ete.
It is recommended that this section be amended with discretion i the Secretary of the Treasury to require the fence in the same manner as recoiimended as to surveys under see. 1168, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., sec. 3264, as
amended).
This recommendation is made for the reason that at the present tine the
danger of raids on distilleries is greater than at any previous time, and by
section 9, title III of the National Prohibition Act, a similar provision is made
as to industrial alcohol plants.
Section 1178, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., see. 8276, as amended) ; requirement of
identification of visiting offlcers.-It is recommended that this section be
amended to require the Government officer to establish his identity by exhibiting
credentials.
This recommendation is made for the reason that racketeers, in the guise of
Government officers, have raided establishments where liquors are nmanufactured
and kept.
Section 1183, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., see. 3280).-This section contains tle
same provision of 600 feet separation under section 1170, title 26, U.S. Code
(see. 3206, U.S.).
The same reconmmendation is made as to section 1170, title 20, U.S. Code (R.S.,
sec. 3266) herein.
SeOtIolo
1185, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., see. 282, as amended).-This scion
requires the same separation between distilleries and vinegar factories uislig
the vaporization process as section 1170, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., sec. 3266).
The same recommendation is made as to the separation of distilleries iid
rectifying houses under section 1170, title 20, U.S. Code (US., see. 326W
herein, and for the reasons there stated. It should be, however, with the
reservations set forth under section 1168, title 20, U.S. Code (U.S., see. 3264)
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so that the Secretary of the Treasury may, by regulations, require the separation whenever he deems tit.
8(,-tlon 1191, title 26, U.S. Code (B.S., see. 8285, as aniendea).-This section
provides for recording the hour of filling and emptying fermenting tubs, etc.,
ad is necessary to give effect to section 1108, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., see.
3261, as amended).
it is recommended that this section remain unchanged as it will be essential
li case the Secretary of the Treasury, by regulations, requires surveys of
(istilleries under section 1168, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., see. 3264. as amended).
Where the Secretary of the Treasury by regulations omits the survey this
actionn will thereafter be Inoperative.
Sceliofl 1192, title 26, U.S. Code (B.S., sec. 3303).-I.Mis section requires a
comlolete record to be kept by distillers, Including various things and activities
which are not regarded of material importance to the Government.
it is recommended that this section 1e amended to omit such iminaterial
iiatter but retaining the requirements as to the complete record of materials
purchased and used; the spirits made therefrom; record of sales; and the
dry inches; filling and emptying tubs; temperature and gravity, etc., which
l)ro\isions are of importance in the event the Secretary of the Treasury
r(ulivres, by regulations, a survey. See reommendations under section 1168,
title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., see. 324, as amended).
ycction 1203, title 26, U.S. Code (U.S., 8ee. 3339).-This section provides for
th,' release from seizure of a distillery tinder an appropriate bond where cattle
are heing fed with distillery slop.
It is recommended that this section be amended to provide for the release
mider such bond, the funds to be impounded pending final decision on the
forfeiture of the distillery. In such case, a receiver should be appointed by
t0, court to qualify and operate the distillery and the funds should be
iimpommled by the court as suggested.
Thisl recommendation is nade in order that employees of the distillery may
not ie thrown out of work pending the outcome of the litigation on forfeiture.
S ction 1210, title 26, U.S. Code (see. 62, Act of August 27, 18911, 28 Stat.,
.-- This section grants the distiller an exemption from occupational tax as
a vhiolesale liquor dealer for the sale of spirits of his own production in original
st:mil)ed package at the place of production or where stored in warehouse.
This section also requires the distiller to keep a record of sales of spirits produc il by him.
It iS recommended that no change be made in this section unless the exemption is removed and the distiller is required to pay an occupational tax as a
wholesale liquor dealer, as recommended elsewhere.
,Scelion 1229, title 26, U.S. Code (B.S., see. 3302).-This section provides for
the keeping of a record by the storekeeper-gager assigned to the distillery of
the ini)lerials purchased; the name and address from whom purchased; the
amiterials used; the time of filling and emptying the tubs; of the spirits with(iraws from the receiving cisterns and entered into warehouse; the workmen
moidoyed; the materials used in making alterations, etc. .
it is recommended that this section be modified to eliminate therefrom the
following: Kind and quantity of all fuel used; persons from whom purchased;
of all repairs made on said distillery and by whom and when made, and the
Wines and places of residence of all persons employed at the distillery.
The portion to be eliminated is not regarded as of importance but the
reninlader of the section will be necessary in the event the Secretary of the
Treasury by regulations requires a survey, in regard to which see comment
uinner section 1168, title 20, U.S. Code (R.S.. see. 3264) herein.
1281 and 1236, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., sec. 3287, as amended, and
,tcclions
R., ., se. 3295, as amended)..-These sections require gaging, marking and
i1r.md1ing of distilled spirits by a storekeeper-gager for entry into warehouse
at the distillery and when withdrawn from warehouse upon taxpaynment.
It is recommended that these sections be amended by specifically authorizing
the Secretary of the Treasury, in his discretion, by regulations to be issued
frooii time to tinie, whenever and whei'ever lie deems proper, to require the
gtaing to be done by a storekeeper-gager, or to be performed by the distiller,
fit his expense, under the strict supervision of the storekeeper-gager.
N'ctlions 1188 and 1199, title 26, U.S. Code (see. 602, Revenue Act of 1918).Tiese sections exempt industrial alcohol plants from the provisions of sections
32S:i, 3264, 3285, 3309, and 3260, R.S.
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These sections of law should be repealed since the subject-matter is fully
covered by section 9, title III of the National Prohibition Act as to Industrial.
alcohol plants,
Section 1285, title 26, U.S. Cod.-This section has heretofore been regarde(l
as temporary and has been repeated in the Treasury Appropriations Act eac l
year. It provides for concentration of spirits and will expire on June 30, 1)3-1,
It is recommended that It be enacted as permanent legislation, iII the follow.
Ing form
That for purposes of concentration, upon the Initiation of the Secretary of
tile Treasury and under regulations prescribed by him, distilled spirits nmy I)e
removed from any Internal revenue bonded warehouse to any other such ware.
house, and may be bottled in bond in any such warehouse before or after payment of the tax, and the Secretary shall prescribe the form and penal sums or
bond covering distilled spirits in internal revenue bonded warehouses, and In
transit between such warehouses.
Section 1232, title 26, U.S. Code (R.S., sec. 3293, as amended).--This section
prescribed tie penal sum of bonds to be given by distillers to insure paymlenit
of tax during bond period.
It Is recommended that this section be amended to provide for a bond in
tie minimum penal sum of $5,000 and maximum penal sum sufficient to cover
the tax at the prevailing rate on 50 percent of the spirits on deposit iln tile
warehouse with intermediate rates to be fixed by regulations to be prescribed
by Section
the Secretary of the Treasury.
1252, title 26, U.S. Code (sec. 4.9, act of Aug. 27, 18941).--This section
provides for a transportation warehousing bond to be given by a brandy (11.
tiller, covering shipments and warehousing of brandy in a special bonded ware.
house.
Same recommendation as in the case of section 1232, U.S. Code, as to distill.
cry warehouse bonds, supra.
Section 1239, title 26, U.S. Code (R.s, 8 . 3329, as amended).--This sectloit
provides for a drawback of 90 cents per proof gallons as per last gage of tlt,
spirits prior to exportation, and the last sentence in the section provides for
(Irawback of 60 cents per proof gallon as to spirits distilled prior to August
1, 1872.
It is recommended that the last sentence be repealed and that the statute lie
amended to lrovile for drawback at the rate of tax actually paid at the timei
of exportation.
Section 1276, title 26, U.S. Code (act of Mar. 3, 1897).-This section authorlzes the bottling of domestic distilled spirits in bond which have been in iit.
ternal revenue bonded warehouses for a period of not less than 4 years. Domnes.
tic whisky and brandy bottled under the act for domestic comsumnption, uiiil'r
the law, Is at 100 ° of proof with nothing added but water, but spirits for export
under the act may be bottled in Internal revenue bonded warehouses at 80"
of proof.
It Is recommended that thils act be amended, authorizing the bottling i hompid
in internal revenue bonded warehouses of domestic whisky, fruit brady. :uid
rum, which has been stored in such warehouses in charred packages for -I
-period of not less than 3 years at either 85 ° or 1000 of pr-of for domestic cnlsural)tion, and the bottling of domestic gilt In such warehouses for doimnetic
consumption at either 8500 or 1000 of proof, regardless of the limit of 1111w
which it has been in such warehouse. A similar provision should be Inade for
bottlihg domestic whisky, fruit brandy, rum, and gin in Internal revenue honmdfl
warehouses at 800 of proof only for exportation.
Section 1283, title n-, U.S. Code (see. 606, Revenue Act of 1918)..-This Seetion provides for the bottling of gil In bond for exporting, regardless of age, at
800 of proof.
If section 1270, title 26, U.S. Code (act of Mar. 3, 1897), is amended as reconi.
mended herein, supra, section 1283, title 20, ,.S. Code. may be repealed.
Section 1310, title 26, U.S. Code (sec. 610 Revenue Act of 1918).--l'hi s
section provides for the addition of sugar for amelioration of natural wines
under the supervision of a Government officer.
It is recommended that tile Secretary of the Treamury be authorized, In his
discretion, to issue regulations from time to time, requiring this amelioration
to be (lone by the winemaker at is expense without supervision of a Government officer or under the supervision of a storekeeper-gager, as he dee,ms
proper.
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Section 1801, titlo R6, U.S. Code (seo. 612, Bvenue Act of 1918, as
(lu ndcd).-Under this section fortification of sweet wines is done under the
supervision of a storekeeper-gager.
It is recommended that this section of law be amended in the same manner
a Is recommended for section 1310, title 26, U.S. Code (sec. 010, Revenue Act
of 1918) herein, in order to economize on salaries of storekeeper-gagers.
csiccion 1891, title 26, U.S. (ode (5tlh sibbdiVislon, see. 3214, Jt.S., as
amended); retail and wholesale nat liquor dealers' 8peolal taxes.-It Is recommeded that this section of law be amended to read as follows:
Iletail dealers In malt liquors shall pay a special tax at the rate of $20 per
"Every person who sells, or offers for sale, malt liquors in less quantities
1t1a5 gallons at one time, but who does not deal in distilled spirits or wines,
shall be regarded as it retail liquor dealer in malt liquors.
"Wholesale dealers in malt liquors shall pay a special tax at the rate of $50
p ir ann.
Every person who sells, or offers for sale, malt liquors in quantities of 5
gallons. or more, at one time, but who does not deal in distilled spirits or
wines at wholesale, shall be regarded as a wholesale dealer in malt liquors.
"A qualified wholesale dealer in malt liquors cannot sell such liquors in
retail quantities of less tlan 5 gallons without incurring liability as a retail
dealer. Likewise, a qualified retail dealer in malt liquor cannot sell such liquor
in wholesale quantities of 5 gallons or more to the same l)arty at the same time,
without incurring liability to special tax as a wholesae dealer: Provided, That
no brewer shall be required to pay a special tax as a dealer by reason of selling
in the original stamped hogsheads, barrels, or kegs, whether at the place of
m:imifacture or elsewhere, malt liquors manufactured by him or purchased
aii() procured l)y him in his own hogsheads, barrels, or kegs, under the provisioivi of section 3349 of time Revised Statutes; * * *."
Tie above change in language is recommended in order to avoid misunderslamlings whbcli have previously existed because of the language contained
ili lie present section of the law ("but vho (loes iot deal in spiritou.s
liquors "). The proposed change likewise clears up the uncertainty existing as
to wietier a qualified wholesale dealer in malt liquor may sell such liquor in
uitiantities of less than 5 gallons without incurring an additional special tax
liibillity as a retail dealer. This modification also clears up the confusion in
regard to the term "packages" or "vessels" as now used In the statutes.
The last two paragraphs of this section of time law as it now reads should
rlmIin in force relating to roverss selling one-eighth barrel packages and sales
by lidueiarles, etc.
Ncelion 13f11, title 26, U.S. Code (4th subdiv'ision, see. 3244, B.S., as amended) ;
retail and wholesale liquor dealers' 8peoial taxcs.-It is recommended that this
section of the law be amended to read as follows:
"Retail dealers In liquors shall pay a special tax at the rate of $25 per
9111111111.
- Every person whl1o sells, or offers for sale, foreign or domestic distilled
spirits, wines, or ialt iqluors, ot herwise than hereinafter provided, in" less
quaiiiities than 5 wine gallons at the same time, sliall be regarded as a retail
dealer Ii liquors.
"\VWholesale dealers in liquors shall pay a special tax at the rate of $100
PerI annum.
" Every person who sells, or offers for sale, foreign or domestic distilled
spirits, wines, or malt liluors, otherwise than as hereinafter provided, In
quantities of 5 wine gallons or more at ono tinie, shall be regarded as a
Wliolesile dealer in liluors.
"A qualified wiolesale liquor dealer cannot sell distilled spirits, wines,
or malt liquors in retail quantities of less than 5 wine gallons without
ia'I rng liability as a retail dealer. Likewise, a qualified retail dealer in
iti'ltrS cannot sell such 1lhluors in wholesaile quantities of 5 wine gallons or
fore to the same larty at the same time without incurring liability to special
bx is atwholesale lhlInor dealer.
"u t 11
distiller who has given tie required )ond and who sells only
(istilled spirits of his own production at the place of manufacture, or at
lilt, lce of storage in bond, in the original packages to which time taxl1aiil stamps are affixed, shall be required to pay the special tax of a
whiolesile (]ealer In liquor on account of such sales."
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The reasons for the recommended changes in this ltw are similar to those
set forth under section 1394, title 20, U.S. Code, insofar as malt liquor dealers
are concerned.
In respect to the last paragraph of exempting distillers from special taxes
under this section of the law, attention is invited to the recommendation made
under section 1210, title 20, U.S. Code. This paragraph will be inoperative if
Congress adopts the recommendation made elsewhere imposing a special tax on
distillers.
Section 11,02, title 26, U.S. Code (sec. 8232, R.S.); pal/ment of special tax
before carrying on trade or busine8s.-It is recommended that this section of
law be repealed Inasmuch as It is in conflict with section 1402, title 20, U.S.
Code (See. 3237, R.S.).
Section 1402, title 26, U.S. Code (Sec. 3237, R.S.); time of payment o1
.special ta vs.-It
is recommended that this section of law be amended to read
as follows:
"That all special taxes shall become due on the 1st day of July in each year,
or on commencing any trade or business on which such tax is imposed. In
the former case, the tax shall be reckoned for 1 year, and in the latter case,

It shall be reckoned proportionately from the first day of thle month In wichl

the liability to a special tax commenced to and including the thirtieth day of
June following.
"And it shall be the duty of the special taxpayers to render their returns vith
remittances to the collector at such times within the calendar month in which
the special tax liability commenced as shall enable him to receive such returns,
duly signed and verified, together with the remittances, not later than the last
day of the month, except in cases of sickness or absence, as provided for in
section 3176 of the Revised Statutes, as amended."
Section 1397 (1), title 26, U.S. Code (sec. 3281, R.S.) ; penalties inposcd on
rectifters, liquor dealers, malt liquor dealers, manufacturers of stills, and dis.
tillers for violation8 of lao.u-It is recommended that this section of law be
amended to read as follows:
"That any person who shall carry on the business of a brewer, rectifier,
wholesale liquor dealer, retail liquor dealer, wholesale dealer in malt liquors,
retail dealer in malt liquors, or manufacturer of stills, who willfully fails to pay
the special tax as required by law, or who shall carry on the business of a
distiller without having given bond as required by laWv, or who shall engage in
or carry on the business of a distiller with intent to defraud the United States
of the tax on spirits distilled by him, or any part thereof, shall, for every offense,
be fined not less than $100 nor more than $5,000 and be imprisoned for not less
than 30 days nor me: e than 2 years."
The purpose of this recommendation is to impose the heavier penalties where
there is evidence of fraud or willful failure to comply with the law, and to
leave the smaller penalties under section 1397 (b), title 20, U.S. Code, applicable
to the minor offeses of law.
Section 1397 (2), title 26, U.S. Code (see. 701, Revenuc Act of 1926) ; excise
tax imposed on person. carrying on business in violation of dry laws of ,'8tatcs.It is recommended that this section of law be repealed as an internal revenue
measure. The receipts from this imposition are negligible and the cost of
its enforcement is far in excess of any value in the revenue system. This is
regarded as a penalty.
Section 1163, title 26, U.S. Code (see. 3259, R.S.) ; distillers listing stockholders in notice of intention to begin operatlons.-No objection will be offered
to an amendment to this section of the law, which would require such distillers to list only officers, directors, and such stockholders as the Secretary of the
Treasury may, by regulations issued from time to time, require.
J.M. DORAN,

Oommisioner of Industrial Alcohol.

*

Guy T. HMVERINO,
commissioner of Internal Revenue.
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('ilAiRT

N O. 1A.-Prsent and recomnmin ended rates of excise, import, and
in0isellatcoils taxes relating to alcoholic beverages

lPresent excise per gallon Ii.

Recommended excise per
gallon

Il1. Present duty
per gallon

liter'
Not exceeding 3.2 percent
alcohol. $5 per barrel of
31gallons I..........
per barrel of 31 gallons ... $1S .................
Fceedng 3.2 percent al- $5J
coliol, $t6 per barrel of
:itgallons ..............
Spirits. $1.10 ' ..............
$2.60 ........................
$5 (plus excise) &
....
Still wiles:
16 entls, not exceeding 3.2
percent alcohol 6......
I cents. 3.2 to 14 percent Less than 14 percent alcohol,
alcohol ---------...... 16 cents ------------------10cents, 14 to 21 percent 14 to 24 percent alcohol, 40
alcohol ..........
cents ................
(plus excise) S
25 (entis, 21 to 24 percent Above
24 percent alcohol,
alcohol I -.------------- same rate as for distilled
Exceeding 2.1 percent alspirits ....................
co|ol, saime rate as for
distilled spirits ---------

I1.25

f-Iparkling wines:
$1.92 champagnes ........
91)cents, artificially carb~flaied ................
96 cents, beverages forti.
fled with grape brandy.
Itectifled spirits, 30 cents (plus
excise on distilled spirits). i

IV. Recono. V,
mended rates Recom.
If bargaining mended
policy is to be rates
Ifbar.
adopted
gaining
A.
13.
nl- Mini- to be
tial mum adopted

$0.50 1

.10

$0.25
3.00

1.00

2.00

Natural sparkling wines
containing not more than
24 percent alcohol, 80 centsArtificial sparkling wines $6(plus excise) to6.00
containing not more than
24 percent alcohol, 40 cents
Sparkling wines containing
more than 24 percent alcohol, same rate as for distilled spirits.
$Splus excise (recti- . ......
16 cents --------------------lying tax not paid
on imported rectifled spirits) 3.

3.30

OCCUPATIONAL TAXES
Present rate
Operation of brewery --Wholesale dealer in wines
or spirits.
Retail dealer in wines or
spirits.
Wholesale dealer In beer1etAil dealer in beer ......

Recomnimended rate

$1,000 I-----------------$1,000.
$100 ------------------------ $200.
$25 1 ---------------------------

$50 I-----_------------------$20 ---------$20 (capacity
over 500 barrels per
7
year)."
liectiflers ........
$100 (capacity under 500 barrels
per year).
Miantuifacturers of stills $50 per still; $20 per wormI ......
iill
worms.
Operation of distillery ----None ......................
Operation of distillery... .....
None------------------Operation of winery-----

.do--...........

W.
$W.
$20.
$500 (capacity 500 and more barrels per
year).
$250 (capacity under 500 barrels per year).
$50 per still; $20 per worm.
2,
$ 000
(capacity less than 5,000 gallons).

..... 11$200 (capacity 5,000 to 10,000 gallons).
[$400 (capacity exceeding 10,000 gallons).

Act of Mar. 22, 1183, see. (1) (a),
i0 Code title 19, see. 1001, par. 803.
Code title 20, sec. 1330 (a) (1).
11Code title 26, see. 1150 (a) (6).
3 Code title 19, sec. 1001, par. 805.
Ii Act of Mar. 22, 1933, see. (1) (b).
4 Code title 26, sec. 1150 (a) (1).
1 Code title 26, see. 1394 (b) (1).
ACode title 19, see. 1001, par. 802.
" Code title 26, see. 1394 (c) (i).
6 Act of Mar. 22, 1933, see. 1.
II Code title 26, see. 1394 (e) (I).
7 Code title 26, sec. 1300 (a) (1).
if Code title 26, see. 1394 () (1).
6 Code title 19, see. 1001, par. 804.
ItCode title 20, see. 1394 (g) (1).
* Code title 26, sec. 1300 (a) (2).
it Code title 26, see. 1394 (k) (I).
('ode references are to Supplement VI of the Code of Laws of the United States.
All figures are based on proof-gallon, or If less than proof wine-gallon, figures for all other beverages are
based on wine-gallon.

C#
CHART

No. 2A.-Formulafor computing each State's share of Federalreceipts for internalrevenue taxationof alcoholic beverages. (See report,
sec. 10)
Share of State=

0

Total internal revenue from alcoholic beverages
5

of
spirit)
plus c plusconsumption
product
(State(Total
of wines+16
plus consumption
production
production
plus consumption
of beer-iTotal
domestic
production
plus consumption
of wines-b16
domesticpucion
production
consumption
of.spirits)
of beer-State
plus consumption
production
X T'lotal domestic State
I This figure represents the differential between recommended rates of excise on spirits as compared with beer or still wine. If these rates are not adopted this figure would
require adjustment.
0

0

M
t=4
-4

0

C:
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PART II
HEPI'(JIT OF UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION ON ALCOIOLIC BEVERAGES, UNITED
INTERNAL
rEVENUE
ST.IT'ES PRODUCTION, EXPORTS, IMPORTS, CONSUMPTION,

TAXES

AND LAWS, AND COMPARISON OF TARIFF ACTS
UNITED STATES TARIFF CoMMIssIoN,

Washington, December 15, 1933.
tHon. ROBERT L. DOUGHTON,
Chairman, Committee on Ways and Means, ltouse of Representalives,
Washington, D.C.
.Mv"DEAR MR. DOUoIITON: During the course of my testimony before the joint
hearlil held bv the Committee on Ways and Means of the Hous.e of RepresentatiV( 'i,,d the (onmittee on Finance of the United States Senate, I was requested
to introduce into the record statistics dealing with the collections by States,
coulitas, and cities for liquor taxes; tariff rates and excise taxes in foreign countries on various alcoholic beverages; statistics dealing with the United States
pro(iuction, consumption, tax collections, exports, imports, and tariff rates.
In a(ldition the committee requested the insertion of a chart. to show a comparison
,if th(e rates of duties in the tariff Acts of 1909, 1913, and 1930, with the costs
,f production of the various alcoholic beverages in the United States. All the
fioregoincc are attached hereto.
Very truly yours,
HARRY L. LounuE,
Special Expert.
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Revenue receipts collected by States on the liquor traffic in 1915, 1916, 1918, and 191, I

Geographic division and State

$20, 799,071

Middle Atlantic .................................

.o....

°°.o.....

$14,228, 161
1,408.21?Z

.........
,.....

18,102
52,763
873,349
170,320

82,639
865,955
155,808
.. ..........

10,810,411

9,357,631

9,088,677

......... ii
47, 616

747,6Q
169,872
441,233

791, 23,

12,239,910

8,442,139

1.

11,099,516

Now York ..................................
Now Jersey.........................
Penns ylIvaa....................1,741,885

1919

1918

1918

$19,262,893 1 $20,849,332
i
1,395,103
1,104,300

1,114,524

New England ...................................
Maine ......................................
New lampshire .......................
Vermont ...............................
Massachusetts .............................
Rhode Island ..............................
Connecticut .................................

j

1915

Grand total ...............................

On liquor trafflc

150, 91,
415,416

4,902, 062

10, 58, 113
.... 1,671,797

1, 540,071

17,3

1,501,430
2, 35,904
2,649,902
1,559,861
2,41,795
2,501,770
Ohio ........................................
7,000 ............
11,000
Indiana ....................................
.o.
.
.........i
. ........
,
............
0-k
l)1inois .....................................
1,609
1.187
23,125
Michigan ...................................
i---o...........
.............. .............. .............
Wisconsin ...................................
2, 059. 798
1,433. 716
1,362, 378
2,422, 780
West North Central .............................
East North Contra! ............................

Minnesota ..................................
Iowa ........................................
Missouri ...................................
North Dakota ...............................
South Dakota ...............................
Nebraska ...................................
Kansas ......................................
South Atlantic..................................

2,276,357
2,242,232
11,000
23, 126

69,248
2,363,534

o...........

1,317,899

.........

...

Ui

Washington .........................
............................
Oregon .
...........................
California

o

.

79,748
602,776
8, 48
7...........

o.....
.......

.........
o.......

80..........

120,022

628,680

395,960

774,016

1,076,301

443,894

357,498

774,015

1,076.304

. ...........
38,42 . .........
1,357,040
31,039
449,095

1,404,638
63,920
454,847
8,022
877,749

......

-

5.5.317
387, 123

176,933

84,6

Mountain ......................................

Pacific ..........................................

t--

74j203
439,447
413,990
..............

Arkansas ....................................
Louisiana ..............................
Oklahoma .............................
Texas ...................................

II

o.........

450, 410

-

.............
".............
.............

Kentucky ...................................
Tennessee ...................................
Alabama ....................................
Missiippl ..................................

Montana ...............................
Idaho......................................
yoining ..............................
Colorado ..................................
New Mexico ................................
Arizona ..................................
.......................
Utah .......
Nevada .....................................

....

o.....

1,047,668

78,678
478, 675
487,587

East South Central .............................

West South Celitral .............................

............

4.4..........

1, 221.771
i

Delaware ...................................
Maryland ...................................
Virginia .....................................
West Virginia ...............................
North Carolina .............................
South Carolina .......................
Georgia .....................................
Florida ......................................

2, 031, 276#
o

1,394,571
.... 8,798.."

1,21,71......

!...........

28,522

39,145

44,479
...

..-- °...........

84S,670

1,258,671

..............
............
367,83-1
394,632

..............
.............
876,900

884,039

540,743

515,091

438,232

381, !,s

385, 253
14, 625
2, 650
48, 935
800

381,656
10,693
2,250
38,068
800

363,000

309,212

...

..

.°.............
.....o.........

400
...
o...........
.°.............

.

88,680

81,724

74,832

190,162
190,102

141
134,

6,925
8,925

"..'.
...
.--.........
- '..

i-..............

INo data available prior to 1915.
Source: Financial Statistics of States, Bureau of Census.

134,141

200

.............i
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Rcrcnve receipts of counties, total and per capita, by geographicdivisions and States,
1918
Liquor licenses
and
other
inmnosts

Geogr phic division and State

Per
capita

$0,677,6556
Total
...........................
Now England ..................

238,002

Maine .....................
New Hampshire .........

135, 516

Rhode Island ...............
Connecticut ................

102, 488

Middle Atlantic ................

423,357

Vermont ...................
Massachusetts ..............

Geographic division and State

__

Total

South Atlantic-Continued.
District of Columbia ....
Virginia ....................
West Virginia ..............
North Carolina .............
.31
South Carolina .............
Georgia .....................
Florida .....................

$0.08

.04

.03

New York ..................
New Jersey .................

Kentucky ..................
Tennessee .................
Alabama ...................
Mississippi .................

...........

Pennsylvania ............... .-- .... 03
West South Central ............
East North Central ............. 1.905, 695
. 10
Arkansas .............
Ohio ........................
983,898
Louisiana ................
.20
Indiana ....................
Mllais ....................
Michigan ...................
W\isconsin ..................

.31

West North Central ............

1,752, 733

•10

Minnesota ..................
Io w........................
Mls.ouri.
........
North Dakota ..............
•outh Dakota ..............
Nebraska ...................
Kansas .....................

103,604

.08
.22
.34

South Atlantic .................

I leaware ...................

Maryland ...................

404,976
907,068
163,7225
23, 350

723,613

Oklahoma ..................
Texas ......................

19, 225
902,572

:02

Mountain ......................
Montana ..................

Idaho ......................
Wyoming ..................
Colorado ...................

i - iii "
1
3

113,120
232,893
3717,
600U

.07
.17

852,586

.31

374,294
115,150

89

63,051
5.63155
168,876
9, 623
Nevada .....................
78,627

Now Mexico ................
Arizona ..............
Utah .................

Pacific ..........................

203.230

$0.08

109, 705
199,
705

East South Central .............

Washington ............
Oregon .................
California ..................

I Les than one half of 1cent.

.10
.14

.69

.02
.83

278,035

.08

39,944
22,089
216,602

.03
.03
.10

I

Source: Wealth, Debt, and Taxation, 1913, U.S. Bureau of the Census, vol. II, p. 122.

The following statement shows for the Odd years 1903 to 1917 the number
of cities having a population of over 30,000, their total revenue receipts, the
receipts from taxes on the liquor traffic and from other business licenses, and
the percent of the total revenue constituted by each of these classes of revenue.
Receipts from taxcs on
Year

Number
of cities

Population Total revenue
receipts

the liquor traffic
Total

219 I 33,257,431
537,142
31,108,
*60 $1,05,
1115. .................
..................20.14
940, 385, 311
19:1"..................................
..
860,277,110
199 30,194,677
llt,,,.....................................
805,720,133
193 28,559,142
10o1
...........................
157 25,577,7.4
680,138,482
691,080,138
167 23,472,481
M,
....
.........................
513,090,1110
153 22,169,635
Hal::::::::::::::: ....
146 20,869,155
450, 93,855

Percent

$36, 974, 797
39, 06, 956
41,364,627

3.5
4.2
4.8

37,880,052
29,630,265
27,595,247

6.4
5.8
6.1

40.387,448
37,369,321

5,0
5.5
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inhabitants from taxes on
of over 30,0001903-17
Revenue receipts collected by each city
the liquor traffic for the odd years
Receipts from taxes on the liquor traffic

cityI
no.
1917

1917

State and city

i

1915

City
1913

1905

1903

$113,100
35,536
30,950

$83,400
18.121
28,021

$55,725
11I,52
22, 205

8,18

62,394

27,160

1907

190

1911

4
ALABAMA

33
111
140

.........
$218,000 ..................
llirmingham .......... ......... $142,628
5,067 $26,320
47,0
Mobile ............... .........
.........
028
1
i,
130
34,
15,227
.........
Montgomery ........

291

ARKANSAS

81,499

114 Little Hock ..................

70,150

78,4

$71,535

174

CALIFORNIA

109
184
10
30
134
98
122
12
166
188

.........
.........
(I)
$3,058 61.1001 ( )
Fresno ..............
471,998 421,898 3W8825 411,885 267,436
694,175
..........
Los Angeles
165,040 108,6
241,12
5 20,910 1
Oakand
..............
V3,340 079,789
()
I ()(.........(
.........
Pasadena .... ....................
05,610 72,047
,030
74,5506
79,17"
11,0
Sacramento .......... 108,670
(I)
(1)
(1)
73,995
151,307 150,242 117,210
San Diego ...........
275,520
1,072,010 1,1409821,187.376
tK, 195 I,035, 3051,052,2
San Francisco ........
I)
()
()
48,936
49,1
50,M
72 28
San Jose ..............
)
(c)
( (m)
(
6
(7
4, 55U
Stockton .............
Berkeley .....................

3)0

1W.610
97, ;10
(1)
60,b,)7

113

(1)

21, Gj7
69
131

9

COLORADO

200
320
24

Springs ..............
Colorado
......
...............
Pueblo
Denver ....................
22 Pelo.............93,931

20,300
259,491

19,800

2J8,62
104,403

(1)
301,0N
105,604

()

325,698
92,819

(I)
310,740
84,935

(I)
1:51
2#6,845
81,511

(I)
0;5
215,2;'
('15S

137,040
10S
69,106
23, 689
0V
160,
()
80,480

134,247
69,477
01
163,420
(I)
79,461

1.7 7,
74,
(1)
1 (I)

1.58
28

CONNECTICUT

48
67
121
39
211
78

165,004
Blridgeport ...........
85,446
Hartford .............
32,79
New Britain ..........
594
Now Haven .......... 188,
34,408
Stamford .............
Waterbury ...........86,973

135,244
71,126
26,0
107,705
(1)
70,89

138,237
70,
25,
165 546
(
78,022

137,864 133,43
9,718
68, 485
23,4
24,34
170 159(4 171 297
6
8,3
88 830

16

b3, Y.'I
102

DELAWARE

71 Wilmington .........................

........................... ................

8

DIST. OF COLUMBIA
17

Washington ..........

470,3

6,267

430,79

469,319

464,019

470,448

464,9097

450,681

92,260
37, 450

08,500

52,050
()

29,700
()

26,400

FLORIDA

85
119

Jacksonville ..........
Tampa ..............

77,250
29,62

78,600
40,875

88,000
39,000

(1)

52
140

OEORGIA

32
128
142
95

Atlanta ....................
..
.....
Augusta ......................
..........
M acon ....................
Savannah ............

96, 60')
135,613129,512
1.()
38,400
10,300
,
,
34,001
.. 4,6W
505

..............
.........

14
144

133

IDAHO

192

Boise.......................

32,800

()

(1)

()

103
2
202
162

Aurora ...............
..........
Poia.
)anvi l..............
Decatur ....................

(2

(1)

(1)

ILLNOI

ILLINOIS
I
3b, 9
40,W
37300
3200
7,07,172 7, 10,25817,23015 7,233492 7 24179
13
7
OW, 6
00,000
02311 36,443
I
........

142,000
................
Joliet St.
171
177,295
178,024
. .. 137,65
Louis.
88
204171 182,977
Peoria.......
91 east
70,917
64770
179 1uny.......
118 Bock ford.. ..................
104 Springfield. ....... J 1907~057
I Less than 30,000 population.

13,200
167,081
183,797
75,715
2
110,608

(1)

3

10

,93

1

(1'6

1(
193 377

)
4711)

()

!
145
I7167 1

11.6A
,9242 136,472,
130,30 0 124.
136,1to
)
1
0
1103
171,77
137,070 134, W41 , 109.250
180,173 155,498
71.W81 70.3541 71,789 1 i7,I7'-1,6
70,221
6.
50 218 5308
b4.401.i....
V0,i 1
103,W024 0337
114,260' too,'

13r5
21
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u Rerewte receipts collected by each city of over 80,00. inhabitants from taxes on

*I

the liquor traffic for the odd years 1908-17-Continued

EDO.
*1917
-city

Roeepts from taxes on the liquor traflo
State and city
1917

1Q15

1913

$80,800

$88,427 $112,003 $71,290
68,592 51,987
47,90N
341,500 317,384 192,762
221,M0
84 232
109.200
80, 520
74,0
67,841

$78118
27,200
198,050
19,900
68,409

60,137
33,408
43,217
97,822
42,877
43 100
(4

73,902
95.101
34,631
54 053

1 1911

10

1907

1905

1903

INDIANA

$84,313
Evansville ............
Fort Wayne ..........
52,500
305,100
Indianapolis ..........
South Bend ...........
68,300
Terre Haute ..........
77,119

3M, Soo
78,97

$22.263
$77,5
21,301
20,700
100, 80C 156,000
17,801
15,700
47,0
0, 8

IOWA

Cedar Rapids ......
councill Bluffs .....
Davenport.......
Des Moines ......
l)ubuque .........
Sioux City ............
Waterloo .............

67,600
50,834
69 524
71 934
7,800
78, 790

89,975
50,102
41,490
107,313
44, 495
83,751
23,850

60IM

50.,094
0, 299
32, 280
54.933
(I)

(4i

6k.82C
92 143
40,00
49,53W
(15

5,344
81,5
40,000D
49 820

(4j

KANISA

691 Kansas City ...
Topeka .
92 vichita

.........
...

..........
............ . . . -

.....

KRNTUCKY

Covington ............
Lexington ............
Louisville ............
Newport .............

57,30(
87,991
323, 87(
19,38(

68,674
67,100
351,407
21,640

42, 471
44,040
71,063
71,937
356,880 359,039
2728 11,739

21(4748

21,130
(4

358,493
10, 854

138,915
11,795

20041
(43
140 441
(4i

135,003

19 547

702, 31(

643.M09 847 298

830 45

(1i

430 214

(4)

181 453

107 080

59,797

449,587

442, NO

445505

(4)
()

LOUILSANA
16 New Orleans .........
850,87
19 Shreveport
.......
MAIN

1021 Portland ...........

(4

(4

I1
................

..........................

MARYLAND

8 Baltlmoro ............ 1,019,151

983,823 1,113,932 1,125,883

MASSACHUSEICT

............... 1,043, 33 1,087,911 1,069,8N1 9%0,473 1,093,808 1,138,2071 1,108,970
i7 Boston
lrockton ......................
......
...
.....
20 Brookline ...................
12 ('anbrldge ...........
A
46
47
44
46
18
140 (,elsea ...............
4b,62
80,307 30,508
1M Everett ....... .........
1^8 406 131),3841
44 'all River........... '14,22
160,232 145,049
154 Fitchburg ............
9,024 41,26(
37,143
34, 072
40, 518
20
32, 828
19
133 lIaverhill ............
69,29
62,194
55. 73
47 455
49,107
47,587
50, 8
101 Ifolyoke .............
77,723
73, 048
72,104 72,402
62,001
81,861
63,198
63,270
, l,awrenoe ...........
125, 047 119,42
115,007 128, M9 138,280 146,651 127,223 120, 017
53
Lowell ..............
107, am 107,44M 107,138 104, 763 129,418 133,828 130,577
64Iy'n..................1I
102,77E
84,290
93,59
121 Malden ...................
......... 17
82,141
49 New Bedford .........
93, 218 .83. 08f
77,813
79,465
145 Newton ...................
17
20
181
17
30,121
'17 32,231
167 Pittsfield .............
32,33
32,374
1( Quincy ........................
52: Sqlml ................ .........
45,020
77 Somerville........ ........
29
QOSpringfield........... 123,497
02.240
107,
58
82,990
10
345
78,878
94,008
310
'1aunton...........
T8l
5,589
34 844
41 514 41-881 39101
34 135
35 337
21 Waltham ....... .............
(4)
3
4111
(
48
(4
10
1!0%om
3, Worcester ............
160,
417
185,589
192,86W
104.160 153,113
' Lcw than 30,000 population.
211101-33-23

(4)

.834872
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Revenue receipts collected by each city of over 80,000 inhabitants from taxes on
the liquor train for the odd years 1903-17-Continued
Receipts from taxes onl the liquor traffic

City
no.
1917

State and city

1 1913
-

136
7
117
43
187
129
152
116

MICnIAN

loll

1009

1007

$32,345
767, 2,5
48, 5

$37,115
807176

$41,78j789 342

1

$24, 362 $29. 054
Day City .............
Detroit ...............
894,276
Flint .................
Grand Rapids .......
Jackson ..............
26, 78C
Kalamazoo ...........
29,239
Lansing .............
Saginaw ..............
MINNESOTA

72
18
27

j

Duluth ...............
890, 2,W
Minneapolis
..........
St.
Paul ..............
416,62Z

$31, 6K
769.384
24,602(

60,102
24,922
12, 960
30,261
13,10g1

47, 87C

(1s 61,144
(11

50. 3W
(1)

14 430
(15
42,2M

(1)
60.898

$324, 331
(1)

49,97'

(I)

14 404
(4)
46,604

(I)

42,69

43,6G97

487,276
18%30C 181,342
399, 05C 402,761
403, 7C 401,60

174,805
413,460
391,720

JoplIn ............
84,207
501991 45,733
Kansas
.........530, 807
308,384
07,000
St.
Joseph
............
78,022
80,370
81,192
St. Louis .............
1,088.016 173,787 1,168, V2X
1,137,67t
Springfield ...........
28,327
69,424
30,100 20, 76

27,323
316, 7t0
84,952

892, 236
404.760

183,000 173.000 175, OO
434,000 472,000 395,0oc0
391,000 384,000 354, OIUO

MISSOURI
18
21
704
159

26,012
12,20
81,428

24,562 10,743
154,343 144.W3
0. b-1
82,83 1. 26.
1,270,670
M1
(1)

MONTANA
147

Butte .................
47, 378

46,043

45,817

48,608

49,260

61,255

48,900

48,07S

Lincoln ..............0,000
Omaha ..............
325,014
NEW HAMPSHIRE

46,281
279,180

519. sm

60,001

50,000
260,680

5.324
260,490

49,603
193,650

01,600

41,200

Manchseter ...........58,391

65,795

53,842

63,770

3, 943

134,700
57,047
133,260
10,776
137,60
110,772
483,966
765,360
85,411

107, OW
5,674
132,84
8,50
144,102
115,768

110,400
61,690
129,972
8, 800
141,757
115,176

110,300
50,270
126 125

112,160 104,1160
W0,650 48,951
127 738

591,490
36,042
69,087
165,030
63,450

05,210
83,850
69,339
173 700
63,200

120,1101
493,601
6 040

82678
.304
127,860
626,65W
020 840

NEBRASKA
139
34
80

13,000
55,921

6533,
5

213,OCW
4,4071

NEW JERSEY
112
93
01
151
75
82
20
15
197
89
42
156
68
150

Atlantic City........ 125,300
Bayonne ..........
67,174
Camden .......... 130, 641
East Orange ......... 12,750
Elizabeth .......... 132,913
Hoboken..........
173,207
Jersey City ..........474 379
Newark .............
745,800
Orange ...............
33,5W0
Passaic .............
Paterson ............
202, 050
Perth Amboy ........
69,260
Trenton .............. 125,700
West Hoboken ....... 60100

82
177
178
123

Albany ...........
117,859 120,8W0 124,640 124, 07
137g011
Amsterdam ......
25, 9&5 127,042
28,308
27,234
(Qi
(Ii
Auburn ..............
20,678
29,411
29:714
33,312 29,0-I
29, 679
31,3
13,767
Binghamton ..........
88,132
,201
35,857
35,
ON
33,67
32,679
30),
blW
R8.777
Buffalo .............
148 630,683 822,207 620,703
61Z
98 269,46
034,237 619,47
Elmira .............
87, 131
37,232
37,77
88,628
40,97
38238
4 18 39 701
Jamestown .......... 18.418
10,643
16,718
18,272
Mount Vernon....
27,118
29,820
30,048
27,982
New Rochelle....
27,088
29,438
28,683
27,135
New York ..........
5, 545, 909 1708,272 6,7,6975,4O 245j6, 168 457
Niagara Falls ......
K6 108
61,871
62 530
IQ&918 195,04O
Poughkeepsie ........ 24,640
(1)
(1)
Roe eater.........
211,023 214,179 212%071 20,978
978
20,048
902
100,0o91
Schenectady......
88,323
108,8621 G6$,&0
07o869 100,403
Syracuse ..........
180,242 148,939 160,280 161,149 1419 140,44
140,489~ 147,04!
ro.............
98,161
93,045
07,231
5:8101 108,703
.............
90,211
09,150 100,007 09,078
90182 O106,
972
848
8,
94. 00
Yonkers ..............
89,053
94,850
91,284
60,230
S4,N4

162,220
65,875
125, 626
80,825

486,781

109,7256

49, 626

494,024

(13

58,788
171 970

64,07S
(if,.00
20A,114
881 100 3W/,42S
(1)
(is
(11
t8,464 59,416 b7,713
3s
163 780 15 136.
(1)
(1)
IO,
171
113,700 105,90
( I)
(I
60,078
(1)
(S)
87,825
106,010
280,323

(1S (11

00 1~,86 10,
40,92

O
406M

W0,226

NEW YORK

11

170
180
176
172
1
175
217
25
68
87
81
70
67
I Less than 80,000 population
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Revenue receipts collected by each city of over 80,000 inhabitants from taxes on
the liquor traffic for the odd years 1903-17-Continued
Receipts from taxes on the liquor traffic
State and city
[Ull

1917

1915

1913

1911

I

1005

190

1003

107

NORTH CAROLINA

101 Charlotte ........................
219 Wilmington .......... ....
203 Winston-Salem .........

t)

OHIO

Akron ............
Canton ...........
Cincinnati ..........
Cleveland ............
Columbus ............
Dayton ............
Hamilton ..........
Lima .................
Lorain ...............
Springfield ...........
Toledo ...............
Youngstown .........
Zanesvllle ............

$87. 731~ $83,705 $71,524
$78,959 $103,3
02,745
74,5
54,592
81,911
76,088
629,572 1,037, 47C 1,028,118 1,005,5670 1,004,288
943,20& 883,131 1,460,57C 1,400,794 1,397,859 1,277, 290
100.,780 191,319 298.338 209,971 247,841 244,362
72 497 163.,097
78,00
229,265
129,071 121,101
37,124
57,122
55,518
42,079
30,587
36,932
34,62A 32,258
53, 502
33,012
57,895
3X,92
24. 962
2,843
1,009
88,818 72,183 58,72
137,141 139.685
198,40( 278,034 308,547 312, 72
129,058
141 674 184,021,I 167 378 187,859
108,420
(I)
()
32, 114
(1)

$86,70
61,14(
633,31E

(4

$34,567
31,570
430,627
53, 980
101,910
78 663

$10, 071
14,341
410,602
497,333
106,374
89 277

25,385
139.
633
61,243
(I)

1170
197,297
26815

212,275

140,683

OKLAHOMA

Muskogee ............
Oklahoma City......
Tulsa ................

()

I)

()

8 000
(4)

OREGON

372,619

22 1 Portland ............. I...

397,282

581,020

80,363

33O,241

PENNSYLVANIA

3.C

U,ca
A.24)
11)
4,07S

,7,713
io,170
(1)
6,175
(1)

29,4!1
so, 91
19,42
40,97?

103
110
155
215
87
90
06
127
136
157
210

3

9
58
41
83
194
124

31,704
31,200
30,002 29,600
30,80(
30,000
Allentown ............
30,0001 30, 400
24,896
20,176
26,267
25,178
19,200
20,800
Altoona ..............
16.0001 I8,0ON
18.258
19,04
19 018
Chester ...............
16,40C 18,858
17
(')
Easton ...............
(I,
(4
5K 400
58,400
M 600
54,400
Erie ..................
58,400
57.200
42,112
27,600
85600
12,600
Harrisburg .........
33,000
26.,000
24,40
32,870
84,32C
29,600
34,800
35,850
Johnstown .........
32.80
32,000
31,402 31,402
30,218
30,400 30,400
Lancaster ............
30, 000
28,800
27, 600
29,050
MoKeesport ..........
24.986 28,041 29,600 28,800
K Soo
22,80
6 800
7 200
12400
8 400
New Castle ...........
8 000
4,40
Norristown ...........
(14
2,840
Philadelphia ......... 1,918,645 1,920,75M 1,949,434 11,959,000 1,962,450 1,926 000 1,879, 000 1,815,000
91, 237
Pittsburgh ........... 713,242 76%,122 769,168 704.298 781, 541. 805.036 694,193
67,610
Reading ..............
87,810
0,600 49,6OM 78 8oo 08,008
08006
Scranton ............. 237,60
251,517 264,218 252,704 244,396 254,724 213, 940 170,905
67,200
54,800
Wilkes-Barre .........
60,400
61,200 5, 400 50.800
71,20
70,000
(I)
(')
Williamsport ....
19,200
19,00
19,200
18,00
13,855
York .............
14, 400
14,000
13,084
14, 400
12,80
14,000
14,000

(4)

(43

RHODE ISLAND

218 Newport .............
Pawtucket ...........
Providence ...........
Woonsocket ..........

95,011
6q, 3
47,040
() , 0

v2, III
S''60

23,797
45,.199

285,30

38,294

(1)

46,448
26,100
38, 144

(I)

47,050

285,375
38,038

(I)

48,725
204,075
37,683

(I)

41,380
283,600)
32,412

(I)
37, 99
,go, 626
20. 847

(I)

36,308
180,110
261,06V

(I)
35,132
182,984
26,152

SOUTH CAROLINA

106 Charleston ...........
191 Columbia ............
TENNESSEE

03
118,

(45

(45

107 Chattanooga .........
168 Knoxville .........
40 Memphis .........
51 Nashville .............
' Less than 30,000 population

(1)

4003
.........40,032
........ 1.........
19,

000

33, 396
0,719
23,3681
68, 082!

.(i....
Q) .
24,140
22,681
20,120
19, 55

20,400
16,000
18,850
17,450
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Revenue receipts collected by each city of over 30,000 inhabitants from taxes on
the liquor traffic for the odd years 1903-17-Continued
City
no.
1917

Receipts from taxes on the liquor traffic
State and city
1917

1915

taxes on the liquor traffic 1905
Receipts from1911
1091 IM107
1913

TEXAS

048
$9,
Austl .............
39,348
Dallas ................
29,458
El Paso ...............
27,618
Fort Worth ..........
21,272
Galveston ............
32,937
Houston ..............
86,281
San Antonio ..........
13,082
Waco .................

$10, 40
38,524
20,376
29,794
18,22
338.643
38 378
11,08

$8,399
37,921
11,731
20,042
16,653
30,802
3 874

$8,8M

37,650
14,224
27,744
15, 225
27,039
32 219

(15

(1)

I,,)844
$34

(15

24,437
18073
25,681
31,0
(1;

30,687
18,250

39,00
23,938

48, 16
(1)977
233,
224,8811

$15,
(1)325

18,548
35, 282

15,675
18,180
20 760

1200

(I)
117,6650

(1)

UTAh

..............
Ogden
City.
Lake
Bait

11903 1003

228,452

(198 )-. 88,
236,

O()
159,7

34750
128,454
19, 172
95,125
43,317

(1)
32,921
109,8931
107 941
20,401
77, -0
41,70X

(I)131
114

83
187, 241
116, 344

368 307
211,767
115,918

299,83
149,820
118,935

243,405
108,818
71,820

230,975
72,080
60,030

3I01!
333

(1)
28.000
43,776

62,051

90,035

45,187

31 200,
() I
420,7906
26,200
28,280
80,038

30,200
(1)
402,800
25,475
27, S20
73, O00

VIRGINIA

Lynohburg ...........
Norfolk ...............
Portsmouth ..........
Ilchmond ...........
Roanoke............

16,950
4,493
8,950
38,008
18,6 2

35, 400
91,58
41,80

(M,

(1)

84 0741

33,102
(1)
ka AK

WASHINGTON

Bellingham ...........
Everett ...............
Seattle ..............
-------------Sp~aokane
'Ia m a --------------.

(1)
40.105
305,818
109, 298
114,369

33
210,53
119.294

WEST VIRGINIA

210
137
148

Charleston ............
Huntington .........
Wheeling ...........

203
205
213
13
182
188
141

Kenosha ..............
La Crosse ...........
Madison .............
Milwaukee ...........
Oshkosh ..............
Racine ...............
Superior..............

.........
. (I) !
........
...............

40,430

20,0N5

WISCONSIN

I Less than 30,000 population.

() 7
(1)
(1)
400
32, 200
31,370
32 176
31
31,4251 81
() (1)
(5
(15400
(158I
35,942
420,180 468, 030
427,828 420,421 458,6041 461,036
27,710
20,17C 26.008
28,180
27,000
29, 826
70,100
66,20
71,18(
71:178
76,000i
7626,5
85,130
77,500
82,00(
81,000
6251 81, 0
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TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE,
DIVISION OF FOREIGN TARIFFS,

Washington, December 18, 1938.
Import duties on alcoholic beverages
CANADA

British I Jnter.
referee,',
ata
Ia)
tariff' medi
tariff
'

Special
rates under
trade agreements with

General
tariff $

areas'

Rates to
France
under
CanadaFrance
trade
agreement 6

Ale, beer, porter, and stout when im-

25 cents.1 35 cents. 35 cents...
35 cents
ported In casks or otherwise than in
bottles, per gallon.
Ale, beer porter, and stout, when imported 30 cents. 50 cents.I 50 cents ... I..........
0 cents
In bottles, per gallon.
Provided that 0 quart bottles or 12 pint
bottles shall be held to contain one gallon.
leverage in the manufacture of which. 25 per 40 per 40 pir cent.
40
per
mialt, rice, or corn is used, when containcent.
cent.
cent,
ing not more than 2;j per centum of proof
spirit.
Cider, not clarified or refined, per gallon.. Free._-- 5 cents.. 8 cents.... . . ..........
cents.
Cider, clarified or refined, per gallon.
:: Free. -_ 10 cents. 10 cents...
10 cents.
Limo Juice and fruit juices, fortified with $2.60.... $2.60.... $2.50 ... . ........... $2.50.
or containing not more than 26 percent of
roof spirits, per gallon.
$10..
Limo juice and fruit juices, fortified with 1$10.
$10...
$10.
or containing more than 25 percent of
r 30
30
per
per 30
per
proof spirits, per gallon.
cent.
cent.
cent.
cent.
Ethyl alcohol, or the substance commonly
$1o...
$10.
$10-...
known as alcohol, hydrated oxide ofethyl
or spirits of wine, n.o.p.; gin of all kinds,
i.o.p.; whisky and all spirituous or alcoholic liquors, n.o.p.; absinthe, arrack, or
pahn spirit, brandy, Including artificial
brandy and imitations of brandy, n.o.p.;
cordials and liqueurs of all ktnds n o.p.;
nticcal, pulque, rum shrub, scnledam
and other schnapps; tafla, angostura,
and similar alcoholic bitters or beverages;
and wines, n.o.p., containing more
than 40 percent of proof spirit, per gallon
of the strength of proof.
Brandies and Van der Rum, per gallon....
Provided as to all goods specified In Item
no. 150 when of less strength than the
strength of proof, that no reduction or allowance shall be made in the measureinout thereof for duty purposes, below
the strength of 16 percent under proof.
Brandy, per proof gallon ..................
.... $......
b8
-- .....
-- - .. .
-- . --°o
$10
Rum,
the strength
of In
proof...
$10
Proved,er gallon
as to allofgoods
specified
[tent

I30

..

....

....

°.

no. HIe when of ess strength than the
strength of proof, that no reduction or
allowance shall be made In the measurewent thereof for duty purposes, below
the strength of 16 percent under proof.
Ilritish preferential rates apply to products from most British sources when coming direct (see footnote
4 for special rates to South Africa, Australia, and New 7ealand, under trade agr-menL with Canada.)
IIntermediate rates to products from Brazil, Italy, and colonies; Austria, Ozechoslovakla, Denmark,

el$u1lu
n-Luxemburg, and colonies; Estonia, Finland, Germany, Hong Kong, Hungary, Latvia,
lNetieriands and colonies; Norway, Portugal, Rumania, Spain, and certain possessions; Sweden,Lithuania
Switzer.
land, Yugoslavia, Argentina Colombia, Venezuela, and Japan (except as noted in footnote 5), when
iululorted direct, or from a British country.
General rates to the United States and other countries having no commercial treaty arrangements with
Ca,8 ,la.
p cial rates under trade agreement between Canada andSouth Africa.
&Australia.
New Zealand.
Intermediate rates extended to France under Canada.France trade agreement.
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TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR
Import duties on alcoholic beverages--Continued
CANADA

Ter-

British

Inter-

mediate
referen, al~
tarff
taif

f

Gene

tariff

Rates to
Special
ratesiander France
under
trade gree Canada.
France
wit
trade

To
if

nc

4 agreement
Provided also, that when the goods specfled in these two items are of greater
strength than the strength of proof, the
measurement thereof and the amount of
duty payable thereon shall be Increased
in proportion for any greater strength
than the strength of proof.
Provided further, that bottles and flasks
and packages of gin, rum, whisky, and
brandy ofl kinds, and imitations thereof, shall be held to contain the following
quantities (subject to the provisions for
addition or deduction in respect of the
degree of strength), viz:
Bottles, flasks, and packages, containing
not more than three fourths of a gallon
per dozen, as three fourths of a gallon per
dozen;
Bottles, flasks, and packages, containing
more than three fourths of a gallon hut
not more than 1 gallon per dozen, as 1
dozen;
gallon per
and packages, containing
flasks,
Bottles,
more than 1 gallon but not more than
dozen, as 14 gallons per
per
I' gallons
dozen;
Bottles, flasks, and packages, containing
more than Ili gallons but not more than
2 gallons per dozen, as 2gallons per dozen;
Bottles, flasks, and packages containing
than 2'
more than 2 gallons but not more
gallons per dozen, as 26 gallons per
dozen;
Bottles, flasks, and packages, containing
more than 2%6gallons but not more than
3gallons per dozen as 3gallons per dozen;
Bottles, flasks, and packages containing
more than gallons but not more than 3 t
gallons per dozen as 3g gallons per dozen;
Provided further that bottles or phials of
liquors for special purposes such s samples not for sale to the trade, may be
entered for duty according to actual
under regulations premeasurement,
scribed by the minister.
163 Wines of all kinds, nop, including orange,
55 cents. 65 cents...........55 cents.
lemon, strawberry, raspberry, elder, and 65 cents.
30 5en ...
I.
e. ..........
currant winos, containing 26 percent or
less of proof spirit, whether imported in -.......
wood or in bottles, per gallon .............
And in addition theieto for each degree of
strength In excess of 20 percent of proof
spirit until the strength realies 40 per3 cents.
cent of roofspirit ..................... 3cents.. 3 cents.. 3cents .............
Provide that 6 quart bottles, or 12 pint
bottles shall be held to contain a gallon
for duty purposes under this item.
Ex Wines of the fresh grape of all kinds, not
sparkling, imported In barrels or in bot163
ties, containing more than 23 percent
proof spirit and les than 35 percent proof
2 cntsb

158a

spiri, per galln.....

.......................

(a) Wines o the fresh grape of all kinds,
except sparkling wines, Imported in
barrels or in bottles, containing less than
35 percent proof spirit, when the produce
or manufacture of the Union of South
Africa, per gallon .......................................
ISpecial rates tinder trade agreement between Canada anda South Africa.
bAustralia.
, New Zealand.

164

............

25cents

Al

fn
o

C1
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TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR
Import duties on alcoholic beverages--Continued
CANADA
T

British
Inter.
General
preferen- mediate I tariff
til tariff I tariff

I&I (b) Wines of all kinds except sparkling
wines, Imported in barrels or In bottles
containing 35 percent or over, but not
more than 40 percent of proof spirits,
when the produce or manu cture of the
............
I....
Union of South Africa, per gallon ........ ..........
Provided that 6 quart bottles or 12 pint
bottles be held to contain agallonfor duty
purposes under this item.
1C5 Champagne and all other sparkling wines;
$9. 30.... $9.30 .....
(a) In bottles containing each not more $0.30...
30 percent.
...
°..°....
than a quart but more than a pint
(old wine measure) per dozen bottles.
(b) In bottles containing not more than a
30
pint each, but more than one half
.....14.65 and
4.65
....
percent.
per dozen
..............................
bottles.
measure),
wine
( int (old
W In bottles containing one half pint each 2.32.... 2.32 ..... 2.32 and 30
percent.
or loss per dozen bottles .............
(d) In bottles containing over one quart 4, .....4.50 .....4.60and30
percent.
each (old wine measure), per gallon..

I4.65

Rates to
special
rates under France
under
trade agree. Canada.
ments with France
specified
trade
British
agreeareas
ment

15cents6.

$7.44....j $9.30.

t$3.72

....

I1.85:..
3.600? ..

$4.65.

$2.32.
1$4.50.

I South Africa.
I Australia.

APPLICATION OF EXCISE TAXES TO ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (SPECIAL WAR REVENUE
ACT, 1916)

Special excise tax, 3 percent, except on ale, beer, porter, and stout, and goods
imported by mail or express valued, duty paid, at not more than $25. Applies
only to imported goods, and based on duty-paid value.
The following taxes are payable on wine at the time of sale by the Canadian
manufacturer:
Per al.
Wines of all kinds, except sparkling wines, containing not more than
$0. 07%
40 percent of proof spirit ---------.--------------------------1. 50
Champagne and all other sparkling wines -------------------------APPLICATION

OF EXCISE TAXES

TO ALCORIOLIC BEVERAGES

(EXCISE ACT)

On spirits distilled in Canada:
Made from 90 percent of unmalted grain or sugar, ol every gallon of
strength of proof by Sykes' hydrometer ------------------------(And so on in proportion for any greater or less strength than tile
strength of proof, and for any less quantity than a gallon.)
Made from malted grain, taken to distillery in bond, and on which no
duty of excise or customs has been paid, or made from raw or unmalted train, uaed in combination with malted grain, on every
gallon, e o------------------------------------------------Made from molasses, sirulps, sugar, etc., taken to distillery in bond,
and on which no duty or customs has been paid, on ever gallon, etc - On spirits distilled from native fruit juices, on every gallon, etc ------

$7

7
7
1
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TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE,

Washington, Dec. 13, 19383.

Statement of rates of import duty on alcoholic beverages
UNITED KINGDOM
r British
rcren

tai
General

Descr'Iptlon

tia tariff
Beer of the descriptions called or similar to Mum, Spruce or Black beer, or Berlin For every Forercry
White beer, or other preparations whether fermented or not fermented, of a 86 rlnperftl 36 imperia
similar character, where the worts thereof are, or were before fermentation, of
u oLd
gallons
a specific gravity:
.......
£ s. d.
Not exceeding 1,215 degrees ..................................................
20 14 0 20 it 0
Exceeding 1,218 degrees .......................................................
24 5 0 24 5 0
Beer, of any other description, of a specific gravity of 1,027 degrees or less .........
1 4 6
1 45
And thereafter for each additional degree of gravity over 1,027 degrees .........
0 2 0
0 20
Subject to an additional duty of 10d. per 36 imperial gallons, of any gravity, consequential on the hop duty.
NoTE.-In the case of Black beer of a specific gravity of 1,200 degrees or upwards, the rate Is subject to a rebate of £5 for every 36 imperial gallons of
beer oia s peciflo gravity of 1,220degrees and so In proportion for any difference
in quantity or gravity.

Wine:
Not exceeding 25 degrees proof spirit .........................................
Exceeding 25 degrees but not 42 degrees ......................................
Not exceeding 27 degrees .....................................................
Exceeding 27 degrees but not 42 degrees ......................................
For every degree or fraction of a degree above 42 degrees an additional
duty ..................................................................
Additional:
On si)arkling wine ...................
On still wine in bottle....................................................
Wine Includes lees of wine.
NoTE.-T'lhe importation and sale of wine or other liquors described as " Port"
or "Madeira" is prohibited unless the wine Is the product of Portugal or the
Island of Madeira respectively. Wine described as "Port" imported from
Portugal must be accompanied by a certificate sued by competent Portuguese
authorities guaranteeing that the description complies with the terms of Portugues law.

,Per

Spirits and strong waters for every gallon computed at hydrometer proof of spirits
of any description (except perfumed spirits), including naphtha or methyl
alcohol (Methanol) purified so as to be potable, and mixtures and preparations
containing spirits: Enumerated spirits:
Brandy, I warehoused 3 years or more ......................................
Ruum, ifwarehoused 3 years or more..........................................
Rum, If warehoused 2 and less than 3 years ...................................
Rum, Ifnot warehoused, or warehoused less than 2 years .....................

Per impe- Per Imperal gallon rial gallon

s. d
s. d.
4 0 ...........
8 0.
12 0
"
40
8
12 6

2 0

4
63
10

I
imPerimperial proof perialproo,
gallon im- gallon inported in
ported In
botle~
bottle I

s. d. L. s. d.
16 4
3 13 10
3 16 4
3 13 10
3 17 4
3 14 10
3 17 10 3 15 4
3 13 11
3 16 6
Imitation rum, If warehoused 3 years or more ...............................
Geneva, if warehoused 3 years or more .......................................
3 16 5
3 13 I1
3 17 6
3 14 11
Geneva, If warehoused 2 and less than 3 years ................................
Geneva, if not warehoused, or warehoused less than 2 years ................. _ 3 17 11 3 i 5
Spirits of the above descriptions sweetened to such an extent that the spirit
thereby ceases to be an enumerated spirit are, it tested, charged as unenumerated
sweetened spirits.
Unenumerated spirits: Sweetened (including liqueurs, cordials, mixtures, and
other preparations containing spirits; if tested):
16 11 3 14 2
If warehoused 3 years or more .....................................
...
3 17-11 .3 15 2
If warehoused 2 and less than 3 years .......-..... ................-It not warehoused, or warehoused less than 2 years ...........................
8 18 5 3 15 1
I By the terms of the agreements with Australia and the Union of South Africa at the Imperial Economic
Conference, 1932, Empire wine not exceeding 27 degrees proof spirit imported into the United Kingdoi
is to receive a preference of 2s. per imperial gallon.
I Wine rendered sparkling or effervescent In bond Is liable to the same duties as Imported sparkling wino
I Spirits and strong waters notes: Rates shown apply to imports in bottle; imports in cask (unless otherwise Indicated) are dutiable in each instance at Is. per gallon less. Bottling charges on Imported spirits
bottled in warehouse: 3d, In respect of each of the following quantities: () Every one dozen Imper.Al or
reputed quart bottles; (2) Every two dozen Imperial or reputed pint bottles; 0)Every one dozen liter bottles;
(4) Every two dozen half-liter bottles; (6) Every such number of bottles of a size less than one reputed
pint as are equivalent In capacity to two dozen reputed pint bottles.
4 Brandy and imitation rum warehoused less than 3 years may not be delivered for home consuimplioll
in any circumstances.
9
3
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TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR
Statement of rates of import duty on alcoholic beverages--Continued
UNITED KINGDOM-Continued
Description

General
tariff

British
nreferen-

Per im.
Per Im.
perial proof peral proo,
gallon fin- gallon InNot sweetened (including liqueurs, cordials, mixtures and other preparations ported In ported in
botle
containing spiri, provided that such spirits can be shown to be both unenu,
bottle
£. 9. d. £ s. d.
inerated and not sweetened, Iftested):
If warehoused 3 years or more A...............................................
3 15 5
3 12 11
. 33 16
If
2 andorless
than 3 years()
14 11
1 115 33 13
less than..........................
2 years .........................
warehoused
If warehoused
not warehoused,
Naphtha and Methyl Alcohol (Methanol) purified so as to be potable:
Ifwarehoused 3 years or more ................................................
3 10 6 3 13 11
8 17 6 3 14 11
if warehoused 2and less than3years- .......................................
Ifnot warehoused, or warehoused less than 2 years ..........................
3 17 11 3 15 6
Liqueurs, cordials, mixtures, and other preparations containing spirits, not sweetened, when such spirits are not shown to be unenumerated; Iftested:
Ifwarehoused 3 years or more ................................................
3 16 6 3 13 11
If warehoused 2 and less than 3 years .........................................
3 17 5 3 14 11
Ifnot warehoused, or warehoused less than 2 years ...........................
3 17 11 3 15 5
Per Impe- Per Imperial liquid riot liquid
gallon
gallon
Liqueurs, cordials, mixtures, and other preparations containing spirits in bottle,
£ a. d. £ a. d.
entered in such a manner as to indicate that the strength Is not to be tested:
Ifwarehoused 3 years or more 7........................................------2 5 4 19 1
If warehoused 2 and less than 3 years I....................................
5 3 9 5 0 5
If not warehoused, or warehoused less than 2 years I..........................
5 4 5 5 1 1
i Dutiable at the same rates when Imported In cask.
I Hium, naphtha, methyl alcohol, methanol, and unenumerated unsweetened plain spirits warehoused
less than 3 years and of a strength not less than 00 o.p., may be delivered to authorized persons only on
receipt of a requisition.
INo rate given for imports In cask.
Hates of the general tariff apply to shipments from the United States and other countries outside the
British Empire; imports from the British Empire are admitted under the British preferential tariff.

Statement of rates of excise duty on alcoholic beverages (apply only on domestic
manufacture)
UNITED KINGDOM
Description
Beer:
Black beer; for every 36 imperialgallons of worts of a speofc gravity of 1,055 degrees .......
And so in proportion for any difference In quantity or gravity.
Beer (except Black beer); for every 36 Imperial bulk gallons. Specific gravity of worts before
fermentation:
1,027 degrees or under ...................................................................
1,028 degrees ............................................................................
1,029 degrees ............................................................................
1 030 degrees ......................................................-

With similarly, an additional duty of 2s. Od. in respect of each addiional dereeof

Excise duty
£ a. d.
5 3 0
24
26
28
30

0
0
0
0

original gravity and so in proportion for every difference in quantity.
NoTg.-The duty on Black beer Is subject to the following rebate: Black beer, brewed by
a brewer for sale, of a specific gravity of 1,200, degrees or upwards, a rebate of £5 for every 38
imperial gallons of such beer of a specific gravity of 1,220 degrees and so in proportion for any
difference in quantity or gravity, provided that tids rebate shall not apply to Black beer
brewed on the premises of a brewer who brews on or sends out from the same premises any
leer than Black boer.
Per Imperii al s.gallond.
Wie
,Sweets ..............................................................
1
6
British Sparkling wites .................................................................
7
0
"Sweets" means any liquor which Is made from fruit and sugar, or front fruit or sugar
mixed with any other material, and which has undergone a process of fermentation in the
Manufacture thereof, and includes British wines, made wines, mead, and intetheglin.
Per imperiat poo1
gallon
Spirits:
£ s. d.
If warehoused for 3 years or upwards ...................................................
3 12 6
If warehoused for 2 and less than 3 years ...................----------------------------3 13 6
if not warehoused or or warehoused for less than 2 years I...............................
3 14 0
NOTl.-Any excise duty pail on spirits in excess of tile rate of 14s. 9d. the imperial proof
Billion is repaid if it Is proved to the satisfaction of the commissioner of customs and excivse
tIha tie spirits have been used for scientific purposes, or used solely in the manufacture or
I reparation of articles recognized by them a being used for medical purposes.
I Applicable only to spirits distilled at a strength of not less than 60 o.p. and delivered to authorized
Persons oi receipt of a requisition.

I
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Statement of rates of import duty on U4nes and liquors
GERMANY
Rate of duty
Tariff
No.

Description

General

Tacit
No.

Conven.
tonal

Rekhe.

Reich,.

tn'ks#t - inarks Ptr

178 Spirits: In receptacles of a capacity of 15 litres or more:
mak ftr 100 kilos
Liquors ..............................................................
1,200.00
425.00
Rum and arrack not containing more than 78 percent by weight of
alcohol ............................................................
3am500 ...........
Rum, accompanied by a copy of the certificate of origin Issued by the
k rench Regie Administrat on, containing from 32 percent to 49 percent
by weight of alcohol................................................
225.00
Other distilled alcoholic liquids ...................................
,0"0"0...........
Cognac and armagnac, accom anied by a copy of the certificate of origin
of the French legie Admnstration, conta ning by weight of alcohol:
30 percent at most
................................................
375.00
More than 30 percent and up to 52 percent ........
523.00
Spirits made from Cognac or Armagnac wines, accompanied by a cartificate of origin of the French Rogla Administration, containing by
weight of alcohol: from 68 percent to 76 percent ....................................
700.00
Ot her wine spirits containing not more than 67 percent by weight of alcohol ............
700.00
Spirits made from fruit, except from grapes and ftom vintage must, conP-W-4
training not more than 44 percent by weight of alcohol ...............................
00.00
Tare.-Double cases: weighing less than 300 kilograms or more, 8.
Double casks: weighing less than 300 kilograms, 12; weighing 300 kilorganms or more, 8.
Addiltional tore.-On importation in vehicles made to transport
liquids in bulk: liqueurs and other compounded spirits, 17; arrack, rum,
cognac, 20; otherwise, 25.
179 In other receptacles .......................................................
1,200.00 ...........
Liqueurs ..............................................................................
450.00
lium, accompanied by a certilfinte issued by the French Rtegle Administration, containing from 32 percent to 41 percent by weight of alcohol ..............
375.00
Cognac and arnagnac, accompanied by a copy of tile certificate Issued by
the French leglo Administration, containing by weight of alcohol:
30 percent at wo-t ..................................................................
575. 00
Spirits made from fruit, except from grapes and from vintage must, containing not more than 44 percent by weight of alcohol ..............................
500.00
'tare.Caes, 24; casks, 24; baskets, 10.
NOTE.-To nos. 178 and 170J 1. For spirits as well as for the other
above-zuentioned products, the countervailing monopoly duty shb!i be
patyalde over and aiove the customs duty.
2. Marasca spirit up to a total quantity of 160 hectolllres of c i,hol per
calendar year, for each contracting State or any State entitled to the
most-favored-nation treatment, accompanied by certificates provided
for under agreement between the government of tile Reich and the State
concerned ........................................................................
00. 00
3. Apricot spirit having a spirit content of not over 44 percent by weight,
In a total quantity of 2,000 kilos In one calendar year for each contracting
State or for each State entitled to most-favored-nation treatment under
certificates acknowledged by the Itelch government .................................
30.00
4. Marasca spirit can be cleared at the conventional rate of 500 ftelchsmarks, only through the custombouses specified for each contracting
State or for each State entitled to the most-favored-nation treatment,
by the minister of finance under agreement between the States.
180 Wine and fresh grape must, oven sterilized, in containers of a capacity of
60 litres or more:
With natural alcoholic content; fresh must ..........................
120.00 ...........
Port and Madeira wines; other wines with a spirit content of not over
140 grams per litre ..............................................................
32.0
M
Other:
lied .........................................................................
32 J
45. V
White .......................................................................
With fortified alcoholic content ............................
. 135.00 ...........
Port and Madeira wines with an alcoholic content of not more than 200
grammes per litre; other wines, with an alcoholic content of not less
32.00
than 140 but not more than 180 grammes per litre ..............................
In other containers:
With natural alcoholic content; freah must .
.....................
180.00.......
65 00
Port and Madelra wines ...................................................
With fortified alcoholic content ....
..........................
195.00.......
Port and Madeira wines with an alcoholic content of not mmore than 2W
grammes per lltre; other wines, with an alcoholic content of not less
than 140, but not more than 180 grammes per litre .............................
. 00
NoTH.-l, Wine for tile manufacture of sparkling wine, under cus2(100
toms control .....................................................................
According to the state of tile market, the governmentt is authored to
further Increase or reduce the duty on wine for the manufacture of spark.
ling wines.

184

-

I

I
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Statement of rates of import duty on wines and liquors-Contlnued
GERMANY-Continue
Rate of duty
Tariff
No.

Description
____________________________________General__

Geerl
_

__

onven-

Ltional

In accordance with that authority, the duty on wine for the manuaoture of sparkling wine, under customs control Is fixed as from Feb. 1,1932,
at relchsmarke 45 per 100 kilograms. Thls duty shall however be here.
after reduced to rieihsmarks 2, provided that prior to &h first of March In
each year, at latest, the manufacturer ofsparkling wine proves that in the
course of a year commencing each time on Feb. 1, and for the first time on
Feb. 1,1932, a total quantity of 50 percent of German wine has been used
in the manufacture by him of sparkling wine. in ease wine used in tie
manufacture of sparkling wine pays a conventional duty not exceeding 45
relclhsmarks, the duty reduction to 20 relohsmarks Is only accorded Ifthe
Retchs.
Retcht.
wine has been placed under customs control.
marks per - marks per
2. Wine, the alcoholic strength of which does not exceed 200 grams per liter,
100 kilos
10 kilo#
for the manufacture of brandy, under customs control .................
...
10.00
3. Wine for tie manufacture of vermouth, under customs control ........
.
...
4L 00
The duty of 45 relclmarks per 100 kilograms shall be reduced to 10
relchsmnarks if said wine contains an addition of at least 15 percent of
wine of German production, in accordance with special regulations of the
4
nilnister of finance.
4. Wine for the manufacture of vinegar under customs control ........................
45.00
The duty of 45 relchsmarks per 100 kilograms shall be hereafter
reduced to 10 relchismarks If, in accordance with special regulations of
the minister of finance, the vinegar manufacturer furnishes proof that out
of Ile total quantity 33 percent at least of wine of German origin has
been used In producing the wino vinegar made by himi
i. Should wine
uYed Ih the manufacture of vinegar be able to a conventional duty not
exteeding 4A reichsmarks, the ultimate decrease of duty to 10 relchs.
marks will only be applicable provided said wine rel. 'UPd under cus5.toms
Wine,control.
the alcoholic strength of which does not exceed , lO grams per
liter, is dutiable as brandy not specified, unless otherwise provided In
note 2.

6. As port and madeira are olely to be considered wines originating

i1

183

184

185

186

-

in the viticultural districts of tie Portuguese regions of Douro or tile
Island of Madeira, shipped through tile ports of Oporto and Funchal
accompanied by certificates of origin and genuineness issued by the prop.
er Portuguese authorities.
7. Natural red %vines,with an alcoholic content of not less than 05, but
not iore than 140 grams and containing at least 28 grams of sugarfree extract per liter, for tie blending of unblended native wines, under
custoni control ....................................................................
(irapo niust, with or without sugar, boiled (hown or otherwise condensed
(grape strup), even sterilized; extract of raisins; Greek champagne
((Irlechischer Sekt) .....................................................
200.00
(ra e must, with or without the addition of sugar, boiled down or otherwise condensed (grape sirup), free from alcohol, sterilized in bottles ...............
'Tare. -In cases or casks, 20 percent; in baskets, 13 percent; in bales 6
percent. (All these tares when the goods are in bottles and similar
containers )
Fruit wine, wine must In the process of fermentation and other formented beverages similar to wine, of fruit or vegetable Juices or malt
extracts; rice wine (sake):
In containers of a capacity of 15 liters or more .............................
24.00
1n other containers .......................................................
76.00
T'are.-i)ouble cases and casks, 1i percent; In casks and cases, 24 percent; baskets, 16 percent.
Additional fare.-On Importation of wine and grape must In vehicles
miule to transport these liquids In bulk, 17 percent.
Sparkling wines ..........................................................
300.00
Nor.-The Internal tax is collected in addition to the duties. (This
tax has been suspended from Dec 1 1933 to far. 31, 1930.)
'Fare when the good are imported In bottles, jars, or like receptacles:
Cases: weighing 60 kilograms or less, 22; weighing more than 50 kilo.
grams, 17; Casks: weighing 100 kilograms or loss: in whole bottles, 22;
In half-bottles, 21; weighing more than 100 hilograms, 19; Baskets: weigh.
lng 40 kilograms or less 12; weighing more than 40 kilograms, 10.
Mead; milk wine (koumiss) and kefin-koumiss; beverages artifically prepared without addition of spirits or wine, not specified elsewhere:
In containers of a capacity of 16 ltres or more .........................
21.00
In other containers ...............................................
.
48.00
Nor.-The Internal tax Is collected in addition to the Import duties.
Tare.-The same as for 183.
Beer of all kinds:
In containers of a capacity of 15 litres or more .......................
12. 00
in other containers ...............................................
18.00
NOTS.-The internal tax is collected in addition to the import duties.

20.00
...........
80.00

...........

...........
......
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Statement of rates of import duty on wines and liquors-Continued
FRANON
Rates of duty

Tariff

Description

Imprt
-o

171

GnrlIMinimum To United
ISGeneralts
te$
I

Wine must and fresh grape juice not fermented,
or partly fermented the fermentation of which
has been stopped by other means than by
alcohol or of which the fermentation has not
been stopped, even pasteurized:'
Paper
Importd otherwise than In bottles, flasks, Percent francsper
jars, and similar containers: Is
ad lo. heoltert
of 33oo
Up to 120 of potential alcohol or of actual
rem
and potential alcohol ...................
12.10 and upwards of potential alcohol or
of actual and potential alcohol:

On the first 120 .......................

In addition, for every degree or fraction of degree above 120 .............

Paper
francs per

ofdoliter
of li1uid

171 bis

no.

171ter

4
4

t 33. 00

"184.00

1'84.00

Per degree Per degree Perdegree
and per
and er
and per
hectolier a ol iter
hettolittr
Customs
duty equal to the amount
4
of the consumption tax on al.
cohol I

Imported in bottles, flasks, Jars, and similar
containers ..................................
Wines (other than liqueur wines and assimilated
wines) exclusively the produce of the fermentation of fresh grapes or of fresh grape juice:
Imported otherwise than in bottles, flasks,
Jars, and similar containers, testing in
actual strength-

Tariff

Per 100

4

kilos gross
"812.00

Per 100

kilos gross
i 153.00

172ter

174

Per 100

kilos gross
"1153.00

Francs
per
Per helo- Perhecto- Perhecto.
liter of
liter of
liter of
hecoliquid
tiuid
4';uId
fiter
Up to 120 ................................. 0
1136. 00
1l 84. 00
I330.00
6.50
12.10 and upwards (1') on the first 12 .
11338.00
1184.00
5.50
"1336.00
In addition, for every degree or fraction
of degree above 120 ....................
&.60 Customs duty equal to the amount

of the consumption tax on alco.
hol. i it

Prancs PaperfrancaPaperfrancA
per 100 Paperfrancs

per hc.
Imported in flasks (11) (flasques) of a capacity of:
toiter
5.60
About 2 liters ................................
5.60
Less than 2 liters ..............................
Imported In bottles, other flasks, jars and similar
containers (10):
Sparkling wines .............................
Other wines .................................

171 ter

per 100

kilos
('5k
n1672.
L
"1704.00

kilos

per 100

('I)

kilos (13)
11672.00
1"704.00

it 1A8O
"1178.00

Per 100 kilos Per 100 kilo Per100 kilos
I7ross
gros8
,frose
i 712.00
n
"712.00
5.50
II 178.00
24400
5.50
11976.00
11244.00

Liqueur wines, mistelas or wines the fermentation
Per degree
of which has been stopped by alcohol and verand per Aecmouth the produce of fresh grapes or fresh grape
oilier on the
Percent wholealkohol
Juice (I6):
ad vat- (actualand
Port or Madeira wines:
Imported otherwise than in bottles, flasks, orem
potential)
Jars and similar containers .............. 368.50
"140.00

Per 100

Per degree Perdegree

per hec.
olier on jn and
loiter on tAe

Wholealcohol wholealcohol
(actual and (actualand
potential) potential)
"120.00

Per 100

.....

.......

Per 100

Imported in bottles, flasks, jars, and similar 168.50 kilos gross kilos
grosa kilos gross
n ,300.0
containers ..................................
"11,200.00
I Fresh grape juice partly fermented not testing 80 of actual alcohol is regarded as must.
10In converting the ascertained sugar into aloohol, 10 of potential alcohol is taken as equvaent to IS
grams of sugar per liter.
11Not Including the internal taxes.
31Wines testing from 12 to 15 shall, for every tenth of a degree, be liable to customs duty equal to one
tenth of the consumption tax on alcohol.
Wines testing more than 15* shall, for any fraction of a degree, be liable to the duty on such additional
Whe n the difference between the declaration and the result of the analysis does not exceed five.tenths of
a degree, no proceedings will be taken against'the declarant and the duties shall be collected on the full
degrees and fractions of degree ascertained.
Is Gross weight less one fifth for 2-liter flasks and one fifth for others.
14By flasks are meant common glass containers, oval In form, with an elognated neck, of about 2-liter
capacity and covered with grass or straw envelop.
.R Liqueur wines are deemed to be those containing more than 18 grams of sugar per liter, also liqueur
wines so-called "dry", such as Sherry, Madierla, etc., whatever be the proportion of sugar therein
contained.
'I Collected by the Indirect tax services at the same time as the 47 percent ad valorem tax (law of Mar.
25, 1932) is collected; applies even on small quantities In passengers' baggage.

0 In C
trams 0
11Not
"'Soil
23,132)
ti le st
lulstelas

ilcohlofla
deardne
useill il
surtax oi

,rit I'ms
eternal
ofarts al
.\OTE.

or1,011
ales slit
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Statement of rates of import duty on wines and liquors-Contlnued
FRANOE-Continued
Rates of duty
Td

Tariff

Description

m r
General

flasks, jars, and similar containers Is .

'ree
er
'r
nint
All

Is 8. 0

1721cr
174 Distilled beverages: Spirits: 1"Is10
Brandy:
Of molasses, of cane (rum and taflas):
In bottles, Jars, or similar containers-".... 1.

Otherwise put up.....................

1.00
3.0

leo.
Ines
0
'.00
.0
lbs
.00

Per hedeliter of
liquid
1650.00

"196.00

Per hectotiter of
liquid
"12,200.00

Per hedo- Per hecdo. Per hedoliter of pure liter of pure liter of pure
alcohol
alcohol
alcohol
1 2,200.00

" 6W0.00

"12,200.00

-

-1-

.2.

...

aistelas, liqueur wines, brandies, rum liqlueurs, gin, whisky, and other alcoholic products fit for consumpth withgeout further preparation, of colonial or foreign origin are subject to the payment of a surtax on the
content,
such surtax amounting
to the diference between' the prices-obtainirig at the time of
hot IlCohoill
1i eludes
the
manufacturing
tax.
dearanie.-at
which
the
French
Government
purchased
the spiritscountries
and at which
they soid theIssame
for
Ind "Tho importation
of of
spirits
oriinating
In,
orjuices.
coming from
orfrom
coloniesthearecolonies
exempt reserved
from the
fresh
fruits
and
fruit
Rumsforeign
from
French
use
ii
sioe
preservation
) surtax
o ol.theState.
In contingent
ssesa
were, by
derogation
to this of
provison,
the tie
Import
prohibition
should
be removed,
an annual
of 200,000
hectoliters
pure alcohol,
when made
from tprino
materials
(cane
or"t1olsses) harvested or manufactured In the colonies.
18
' product at which alcohol Is a component part are; In addition to the customs duties, subject to the
siteirnal taxes on the alcohol used, according to the regulations determined upon by tile advisory committee
Arts and manufactures.
no iirtitarations with an absinthe base and tile like are prohibited.
NOT.-Thero Is a special regime for the Importation of colonial wines, spirits, and liqueurs. Coninents for duty-free Importation of certain colonial products are fixed annually, and other contingents
Or0inttission under the minimum rate of tile tariff. Imports from Germany are subject to the minimum
Ites shown above.

ter

our
at.

8.60

Per hecto.
lter of
liquid
2,200.00

u 40.00

Per 100
kilos gross
1t640.00

0In converting the ascertained sugar into alcohol, 10 of potential alcohol Is taken as equivalent to 18
tram of sugar per liter.
" Not including the internal taxes.
"Collected by the Indirect tax services at the same time as the 47 percent ad valorum tax (law of Mar.
23,1932)is collected; applies even on small quantities In passengers baggage.

lee
lecthe

oil

1110.00

Per heclo- Per hecto- Per hecdoOf wine, of cider, of plums, kirsch, etc.:
liter o
liter of
liter of
In bottles, jars, or other similar conliquid
liquid
liquid
tainers ..............................
" 2,200.00
" 660.00 "Z 200.00
Per ofheclo.
Per ofhecto.
Per of
hedo.
iunt
liter
pure liter
pure liter
pure
alcohol
alcohol
alcohol
Otherwise put up .....................
" 2,200.00
"550.00
"12,200.00
Other
(spirits on
proper):
Imported
amountof the State,.... "8.60
1100.00
"100.00
"t100.00
Imported on any other account "..8.60 "2,200.00
"1550.00 "t2,200.00
Per heclo. Per hecto- Per hecto.
liter of
liler of
liter of
liquid
liquid
liquid
Liquers Is1 ...............................
It 2,400.
" 600. 00
" 2,4.00
.

.00

It 40.00

Per 100
Per 100
Imported In bottles, flasks, Jars, and
kilos gross kilos gross
similar containers ...................... 18.60
It640. 00
11160.00
0
232.00
" 64.00
Beer ..............................................

3.00

na)
of

tate

Per degree Per degree Per degree
and per hec- and per hec- and per hec.
toliter on thltoliter on the toltter on the
whole alco. whole alco. whole alco.
171ter Liqueur wines-Continued.
Percent hol (actual hol (actual hot (actual
Other wines:
ad
and poten- and poten- and potenImported otherwise than in bottles, valorem
(tat)
fia)
tat)

get
ter
(d
00

48e

Minimum
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SPECIAL CONCESSIONS

The law of March 31, 1931, article 2, authorizes reductions as

follows:

For the application of commercial accords, concluded or to be concluded, the
(French) Government is authorized by decrees, issued upon the proposal of the
Ministers of Agriculture, of Commerce, and of Industry, of Foreign Affairs and
the Budget, to accord in that which concerns wines covered by item 171 his
(above) reductions in duty, which may not in any case be lower than the rates
fixed by the law of March 2 and April 2, 1928, provided the advantages he
within a limit of contingents. These rates are 55, 55, 110, 110, 112.50, and 160
francs respectively for the sections of item 171 bis as given in the above tabulation.
FRANCO-ITALIAN TREATY

Under the Franco-Italian Supplementary Agreement of May 8,
1933, the French Government undertakes to propose to Parliament
the following duties (not yet effective) for Italian wines falling under
item ex 171 is: Wines other than liqueur wines, in flasks of a capacity
of about 2 liters, 120 francs per 100 kilos (gross weight less one fifth);
less than 2 liters, 125 francs per 100 kilos (gross weight less one fiftieth);
in bottles, flasks, jars, etc., sparkling wines, 140 francs per 100 kilos
(gross weight less one fourth); other wines, 180 francs per 100 kilos
(gross weight less one fourth). At present the minimum rates shown
in the schedule of French duties are still assessed on Italian wines and
spirits.
This agreement also provided that wines of Italian origin other thuln
in bottles, flasks, jars, and similar containers, falling under item 171
of the French tariff (see above), shall, up to September 30, 1933, be
imported in quantities not less than 90 percent o the total contingent
of wines and musts to be imported by other countries (that is, cotintries other than Greece and Spain). These imports may not in any
one month exceed 40 percent of their total contingent. In case of
an increased total contingent, Italy's contingent is to be increased
proportionately.
TREATMENT OF SPANISH WINES

Spanish wines and spirits are admitted undgr the minimum rates
of the French tariff, wa le the general rates apply to imports of beer
from Spain.
TREATY WITH GREECE

f7 Nines and spirits from Greece are subject to the minimum rates of
duty (agreement of Mar. 7, 1932). The same agreement stipulates
a monthly quota of 40 000 hectoliters of Greek wines and musts (item
171,and ex 171 bis of French Tariff), with a continuation to the next
month of any left-over part of a monthly contingent.
IMPORT QUOTAS

The quotas as stipulated for French imports of wines during the
third quarter of 1933 are as follows:

TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR
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Monthly

Designation

Country of origin

Tariff Item no.

the
the
and
bis
ats

Hor
Ex. 171 bis ............

Spain .............................

Es. 171,Gx.ree be-

................

..........

be
[0n0

171, ox. 171 his

.All

Wines (other than liquor wines)
imported otherwise than in
flask , bottles, Jars, etc.
Wine must and wines (other than,
liquor wines) imported otherwise than in flasks, bottles, Jars,

other countries, Spain being ..............
do ...............
import must (item 171)witl iii
the contingent limit for all other
countries.
Total ......
....................................
*

der

contain.
gent
third
quarter,
1933
160,000

40,000

27,000

217,800

INTERNAL TAXES

III);

There are various internal taxes on wines, beers, and spirits which
are exceedingly complicated in their application. It is understood
that these taxes apply equally on imports and on domestic products.

-110S

Statement of rates of import duty on wines and spirits
NETHERLANDS

hiln

TDr.f
no.

Description

Rte of

of duty
(florins)

171

Ibe
allY
2 of

used

-ates

eer

3S of

fites
t eCiI

next

2

Alcohols, also products and substances containing alcohol, Insofar as such products and
substances are not Included under no. 14 or no. 146, and provided no special regulations
are laid down therefor in the tariff, on account of the presence therein of ethyl alochol:
0 0.1
I. Methyl alcohol
II. Ethyl alcohol, also products and substances not coming under sec. I, containing
at 150 C. more than 5 liters of ethyl alcohol to the hectoliter:
ad valorem
(a) Packed or in tablet form (in addition to the excise) --------------------' 10. 00
(6) Im ported in any other m anner (in addition to excise) ---..
1....
3.50
n addition, when, under article 2, subdivision 3 of the law dated May 1,
1803 ("Staatsblad" no. 47) as amended by the law dated Dec. 31, 1916
("Staatablad" no. 528), the duty Is to be calculated according to tile exact
strength.
Per
hectollter
(a) If containing saccharin or other artificial sweetening matter ...........
31.65
If containing more than 5 percent of sugar (insofar as subdivision (a)
is not applicable):
More than 5, but not more than 10 percent sugar .................
3.20
More than 10, but not more than 25 percent ........................
7. 95
More than 25, but not more than 50 percent sugar ..................
15. M
More than 50, but not more than 76 percent sugar ..................
23. 75
More than 75 percent sugar .........................................
31.65
III. Other alcohols and products or substances compounded therewith, Including
products or substances compounded with ethyl or methyl alcohol or wood
spirts not coming under sees. I or II and for which no duty Is fixed in the tariff:
Packed in tablet form ......................................................
10.00
The Netherland Ministry of Foreign Affairs has Issued the following Information:
A consumption tax of 200 florins, with a surtax of 10 percent, thus totaling 220 florins
per hectoliter (of 50 percent alcohol content at 150 C.), must be paid on spirits at time
of Importation.
In addition, an Import tax of 10 percent ad valorem Is collected on spirits at time of
importation if the spirits may be considered as Imported packed or in tablet form, or
8.50 florins per hectoliter (of 50 percent alcoholic content, at 150 C.) if imported
otherwise.
In tie computation of consumption tax, and where requisite, of Import duties, it
will be assumed that sweet liqueurs have an alcoholic strength of 65 percent unless
official analysis reveals a greater strength.
The following will be considered as analogous to sweet liqueurs:
(jo) Fruits preserved In brandy or other spirits. The quantity will be based on the
vo ume of the liquid and of the fruits eontai ned therein;
(6) Spirituous beverages or alcoholic beverages prepared from spirits, Imported In
bottles or jugs containing less than 2 liters.

I Ad valorem
I Per heetoliter of 60 percent strength at 150 C.

1
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Statement of rates of import duty on wines and spirits-Continued
NETI En LANDS-Continued
arf

Description

fRate
of
of duty
(florins)

Trif

Scented waters, lacquers, and other fluids prepared with alcohol, not Intended as
beverages and alcoholic preparations and substances in jelly form or In other nonfluld
state shalf, upon importation, be considered for consumption tax, and, where appllcable, for Import duty, purposes as having an alcoholic strength of 90 percent, unless
official analysis reveals hem to have a higher content.
SPECIAL P1novIsONs

1. In reducing to 60 percent strength, for the purpose of Sec. It (b), products and
substances belonging to this number shall be deemed to have ethyl alcohol content as
laid down In the excise law.
2. In declaring products and substances coming under sec. II of this number, imported In paste or other than fluid form, the net weight must be given In the declaration
referred to In art. 120 of the General Law of Aug. 20, 1822 ("Staatsblad" no. 38).
For purposes of calculating tile excise and import duty, the net weight shall where
necessary be reduced to liter measurement on the basis of a spflc gravity of 0.8.
3. On the Importation of products and substances with or In alcoho and in order to
determine the alcohol and sugar contents, the volume and net weight shall be taken to
be the aggregate respective volumes and net weights of the alcohol and products and
substances contained therein.

14

146

B. Inspection as described In art. 147 of the General Law of Aug. 20, 1822 ("1Stntsblad" no. 38) Isnot necessary for products Imported in bottles, jars or other packages
containing 1,200 grams or less.
Bcer:
I. Imported In bottles or jars of'a capacity of 1,200 grams or less, In addition to the
duty mentioned under sec. II (percent ad valorem) ...........................
If. Imported In any other manner (per hectoliter) ..................................

Per
hedoliler
10.00
12.00

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
1. All beverages will be classified under this heading, which have been manufactured In breweries, but not distilled, and which are usually described as beer and
consumed as such, even should foreign Ingredients have been added after manufacture.
2. beverages mentioned In spool provisions 1 which at 16* 0. contain more than
9 liters of alcohol per hectoliter or which contain more than I percent of saccharin or
other artificial sweetening matter or more than 25 per cent of sugar, shojl not be class."
fled as beer for tariff purposes.
Wine:
I. Imported In bottles or other containers not exceeding 1,200 grams contents, In
addition to the excise (percent ad valorem) ....................................
13.00
I. Imported In any other manner (excise duty only) .........................................
SPEC.AL PROVISIONS
1. The term "wine" is to Include products which are considered as wine In
the excise law and that definition also ap plies to the following seil provision.
2. Liquids containing wine or composed with wine are to be classified as such unless
a higher duty is payable under another number under which they fall by reason of
their nature or composition.
Wine composed with articles coming under no. 139 shall be considered as a product
coming under that number, Ifthe proportion of ethyl alcohol at 160 0. Is greater than
6 percent by volume, whatever be the quantity of the articles coming under no. 139
contained therein.
NOTZ.-rapo wine Is subject to an excise tax of 20 florlnmper hectoliter. A temporary surtax of 94o is applied to this tax In the case of grape wines, and of Me in the
case of other wines. In addition, the spirits excise applies, In the case of wines con.
taking over 12 but not over 22 liters of alcohol per 100 liters, to the alcohollo content In
excess of 12 liters. Wines of more than 22 percent alcoholic strength by volume at 150
C. are dutiable as spirits.

I 'lre

I nt

Icehoi

*'ltes
S're
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Statement of rates of import duty on uines and spirits-Continued
ITALY

Description

'riff

States of duty (paper
JeM)
ConvenGeneral Itional

Per
Per
105 Beer:
hedoliter hectolfler
886
82. 60
(a) In casks .......................................... per hectoliter..
() In bottles (bottles dutiable separately):
Per hundred Per hundred
1. One half liter or less .........................
44.00
2. Over liter ........................
.
82.80 ...........
On beer In casks, as well os in bottles, there Islevld, In addition to the
customs duty, a manufacturing surtax equal to the Internal manufaoturing tax, according to the saobarimetrical and alcoholic degrees
actually verified, t is open to the Importer to request that the surtax
may be assessed, without analysis, on the basis of 100.
The manufacturing tax on boer Is fixed at 4 llre per hectoliter and per
degree of strength ascertained by the centesimal saccharimeter at the
temperature of 17.60 by the centigrade thermometer.
Surtax on general rates, 15 percent ad valorem.
3 Wines:
(The ImportAtion of wines which, under the relevant dispositions In
force Ir the Kingdom, are considered as nongenulno wines, Is proPer
Per
hibited.)
hedolUer
hectoliter
(a) In casks, demijohns, or tank wagons .............................
186.00 ............
surtax on general rate 16 percent ad valorem.
Wine-must Is treated in the same way as wines.
Demijohns of a capacity of less than 5 litres are considered as bottles.
On genuine wine the alcoholic strength of which exceeds 120, there
Is levied, In addition to the actual wino duty, the duty and surtax on
the alcohol In excess of that limit, at tho rate of 1 litro of anhydrous
alcohol per degree
and per hectolltre. If the alcoholic strength exceeds
120 but not l6° , the duties on the alcohol are collected proportionately
on the decimal fractions of degree, fractions of less than a tenth of degree
being Ignored; if the alcoholic strength exceeds 150, the same duties are
levied, fractions of degree not below a tenth being, however, reckoned
as a full degree.
NoTu.-The manufacturing tax on alcohol Is 1,950 paper lire for each
hectolitre of anhydrous alcohol at a temperature of 16.68 centigrade.
The alcoholic strength of sweet wines containing more than I percent
of nonfermentod sugar, in which the total quantity of sugar (represented
by the sugar present and the sugar corresponding to the alcohol contained in the wine) exceeds 20 percent, is calculated by adding to the
alcohol contained In the wine that corresponding to the sugar present
(sugar X 0.63).
Wines with alcoholic content above 22.5 percent In volume are treated
as liqueurs.
Generous wines: Malaga, Sherry, and Priorato ..................
()
Sweet musked wines of Samos, l'atras, and Cephallonla in casks,
demljohns, or tank cars ................................................
110.00
On the Importation of sweet Samos wines entitIA to that designation
of origin under the Greek law, the alcohol duty shall only
be levied on
°
the content of actual and potential alcohol exceeding 15 by volume.
Only 25,000 lectoliters of wiein casks, demijohns, and tank cars are
admitted annually (always subject to nost favored.nation treatment),
one halfot which, that is 12,500 hectoliters, IsSamos winespecifled under
Ex. 108 (a). The wines must be accompanied by certificates of origin
Issued by the competent Greek authority, which attest this Greek
origin
and that
the quantity Is Included In the above contingent.
raty
'.,
W
rea with
wit G]reece.)
Grkhealce, Nestmelyl, Mori, Balatonmellekl, Villanypeil,
'1110.00
R 1, Msskole.A aulj and Urmo .................................................
(b) Yn bottles:

1. Of half litre or less:
(a) sparkling .............................................
1,320.00 .............
Champagne, wines, and sparkling of the regions or rowths of Anjou and
Touralne, 8aint-Pray, Qaillao, and Clairette de Dile, and of other
French regions or growths reducing wines rendered sparkling, ao00
I . ..
cording to the methods adopted In champagne .........................
'Treaty with Austria, Czechoslovakia, Germany and Hungary.
IOn the Importation of generous wines: Malaga, 8erry, Priorato, the alcohol duty is only levied on the
61iOl content exceeding 180 by volume (convention with Spain).
'teaty with Hungary.
treatyy with Franoo.
20101-88----24
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Statement of rates of import duty on wines and spirits-Continued
ITALY-Oontinuod

Tariff
no.

Rates of duty (paper
Ire)
Description
General

Conven.
tonal

The conventional rate of 600 applies solely In the following cases: In
regard to champagne to natural wines rendered sparkling by ferment.
tion in bottle, acordng to the classical method adopted InC amp e
originating in the French regions entitled to the regional designation o
Champagne and produced according to law (Ma 0, 1919); hi regard o
wines of Anjoy and Tourane, Saint.Peray, Oa ilao, and Clairette do
Die, and of other French regions or growths producing wines rendered
sparkling according to the method aopted in Champagne. The wines
must be accompanied by a certificate of origin.
Per hundred Por hundred
(6)ofOther
ad valorem
on general
rate) .........Villany.
400.00
,200.00
Wines
Toka(plus1I percent
a, Neszmelyl,
Mori,
Balatonmelleki,
pecal, Egri, MIskole-Abauji, and Urines ............................... ,............
110.00
2. Over liter but not over I liter:
(a) Sparkling (plus 16 decentt ad valorem).......................
Z;200.00 °..o°.........
Champagne wines and sparing wines of the regions or growths of Aniou,
Touraine, Satnt-Peray, Galilee, and Clairette de Die, and of other
French regions or growths producing wines rendered sparkling, accord.
Ingo the methods adopted In Champagne ............................
0........0.
'1,000.00
The same conditions govern this rate as noted above for same wines
In smaller containers.
OK0.OD
(b) Other (plus 15 percent ad valorem on general rate) ..........
*300.00
Wines of Tokj hega lal, Nestmel yi, Mort, Ilalatonmelleki, Villany.
pecd, Egri, Miskoie-A baujil, and Urins .............................
183.50
On wines in bottles of a capacity of over I liter, for every additional
25 centiliter or fraction thereof, there Islevied a duty equal to one fourth
of that fixed for wines in liter bottles.
Per
Per
Vermouth (if not considered as genuine, Importation Is prohibited):
hectoliter
hectolifer
(a) In casks or In demljohns .........................................
275.00 ............
DemiJohns of less than 5 liters capacity are considered as
bottles (plus 15 percent ad valorem).
(b) In bottles:
I. Of 34 liter or less ............................................
220.00 ............
2. Over 34liter, but not over I liter ............................
440.00 ............
(Plus 15 percent ad valorem In both I and 2.)
On vermouth In bottles of over I liter capacity, for every additional
liter or fraction of 3 liter, there is collected the duty fixed for Ver.
mouth In bottles of J4 liter or less.
Potable spirits:
On potable spirits there Is levied In addition to the duty, a manufacturers' surtax on the spirit, assessed on an alcoholic strength of not
less than 700.
When the customs have reason to believe that such beverages have
a strength of over 700, they can have the same analyzed and If this
strength exceeds 700, can levy the surtax according to the real alcoholic
strength ascertained.
Potable spirits in demijohns of a capacity of less than 6 liters will be
considered as In bottles.
On potable spirits In bottles of a capacity of over 1 liter, for'every
additional half liter or fraction of half liter of capacity, there is levied
the customs duty fixed for potable spirits In bottles of half literor less.
(a) Cognac, arrack, run, and whisky:
1. In casks or In demijohns (plus 15 percent ad valorem) ..... .. 1,820.00
Cognac and rum in casks ............................... .........
4 765.00
Per
Per
2. In bottles:
hundred
hundred
(W)Of 34 liter or less .................................
4480.00
880.00
4800.00
( Over 4 liter but not over I liter ...................
1,470. 00
(Plus 16 percent ad valorem on general rate on
(a) and (b).)
Per
Per
(b) Other:
heroliter hectoliter
1. In casks and demijohns (plus 15 percent ad valorem).
1,100.00
Per
Per
2. In bottles:
hundred
hundred
(a) Of %liter or less (plus 16 percent ad valorem)....
707.00
(b) Over j1 liter but not over I liter (plus 16.percent
ad va orem) .......................................
1,170.00 ............
#Treaty with France.
&Treatywith France. Applies also to port and Madeira wines, but port wine must come from the region
efDorlro and the Madeira wine from the region of Funchal. Other Portuguese wines are excepted from
the conventional rates,
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&tatement of rates of import duty on wines and spirita-Continued
ITALY-Continued
duty (paper
Rates oflire)
Taoif
nO.

Description
General

I1I

idred
D0.00
10.00

Converttional

Liqueurs and other spirituous beverages, sweetened or flavored:
On liqueurs and other spirituous beverages, sweetened or flavored,
there is collected, in addition to the customs duty, a manufacturing
surtax on. tsplrt, to be assessed on an alcoholic strength of not less
than 704 When the customs have reasons to believe that such ever
ages have a strength of over 701, they can have the same analyzed and
this strength exceeds 700, can levy the surtax according to the reef
alcoholic strength ascertained.
Ptr
Per
(a) In casks or in demijohnc (plus 18 percent ad valorem) ............ hectoliter
hectoliter
In casks ................................................
1,170.00.........
() In bottles:
............
890.00
1. One halt liter or less .......................................
2. Over 34 liter but not over 1 liter ..........................
(Plus 15 percent ad valorem on general rates on (1) and
SOnliqueurs fnother spirituous beverages, sweetened or flavored in
bottles exceeding I liter capacity, for every additional 3j liter or fraction
alf-liter In capacity, there is levied the customs duty fixed for liqueurs
in bottles of 3i liter or less.

Per hundred Per hundred
880.00

1,320.00

460.00

41,000.00

' Treaty with France.
QUOTAS ON FRENCH WINES INTO ITALY

For sparkling wines In bottles originating in or coming from France, covered
by items 106, (b) 1. (a) and 106 (b) 2 (a) above there is accorded, beginning with
the provisory application of the agreement (gay 12, 1933) up to September 30,
1933, a contingent equal to 74 percent of the total quantity imported into Italy
during 1931, according to the Italian statistics for a period of 5 months (agreement of May 8, 1933).
The following other quotas are provided for French wines in Italy:
Item

red

8000

Quantity

106-b: 1 (b) 2 (b)) in bottles ------------------------------bottles. - 33, 400
110-a-1: Cognac in casks or demijohns ------------------- hectoliters- 84
110-a-2 (a and b): Cognac in bottles ----------------------bottles. - 75, 000
42
110-a-1: Arrack, rum, and whisky In casks or in demijohns.hetolitrs..
110-a-2: Arrack, rum, and whisky In bottles --------------- bottles.. - 6, 000
14
110-b-1: Eau de vie In casks or in domijohns ------------ hectoliters.. 1, 050
110-b-2: (a and b): hau do vie in bottles ------------------ bottles..
111-a: Liquers in casks or in demijohns ---------------- hectoliters._
10
111-b: Liquers In bottles --------------------------------bottles.. - 66, 800
No quotas other than those noted in the tabulation of duties, appearing as
notes (c) to the conventional rates are provided for imported wines.
The manufacturing taxes apply equally on imports and domestic wines, etc.
,Sales taz.-The sales tax, which varies with the class of the product, applies on
imports or on first sale of domestic wines, etc., no discrimination Is made.
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Statement of rates of import duty on wines and spirits--Continued
PORTUGAL
Rate escudos)
of duty (gold
e
Description
Maximum Minimum

681

Spirit and alcohol, plain:
In containers ofa capacity not exceeding 2liters (including oontaenors)
(per kilo)........................................................

Per kilo
0. 70

Per kilo
0.35

Perliter of Per liter of
pureakohol pure alcohol
.65
1.30
In containers not specified (per liter of pure alcohol) ...............
Perkilo
Per kilo
603 Alcoholic beverages not specified, in containers of a capacity not exooed0.85
1.70
ing 2 litres (Including containers) ......................................
W3-A Cognac, in containers of a capacity not exceeding 2 litres (including con1.70
3.40
tainers) ................................................................
1.70
3.40
584 Alcoholic beverages not specified, in containers not specified .............
3.40
6.80
664-A Cognac in containers not specified .......................................
Beverages not specified:
In containers of a capacity not exceeding 2 litres (including the con.
565
. 25
.12
tainers) ...........................................................
.23
. .50
In containers not specified ..........................................
508
Beer:
1.00
2.00
Concentrated ........................................................
507
568
In containers of a capacity not exceeding 2 litres (including the con.10
.20
tainers) ............................................................
.18
.40
In containers not specified ..........................................
609
Concentrated alcoholic extracts for the manufacture of alcoholic beverages:
1W
670
In containers of a capacity not exceeding 2 litres (including the con4.30
8.60
tainers) ............................................................
8.60
17. 00
In containers not specified ...........................................
671
1.00
2. 00
672 Concentrated wine must .................................................
Wine:
573
In containers of a capacity not exceeding 2 litres (including contain.25
50
.---------------------------------------------.
ers)()
.43
In containers not specified-----------------------------------.90
574
.86
1.80
6765 Sarkling wines .........................................................
1.72
3.60
576-A Champagne .............................................................
NoTIs.-AII of these duties are subject to an increase of 9 of the duties.
There is no evidence of any excise taxes on these products.
502

SPAIN
Gold pesetas
Tar.

iff
no.

Description

1390
1391

Alcohol and plain spirits, including rum .................................
Liqueurs and compound spirits ..........................................

Per liter
8.00
15.00

Per liter
1.60
3.75

Cognac ..................................................................
Beer.....................................................................

Per hedo.
liter
1,350.00
108.00

Per heclo.
liter
460.00
3. 00

Perliter
40.00
Sparkiing wines .......................................................
.
Liqueur or full.bodied wines, in casks or similar receptacles .............. .French champagne ..............................................................
9.00
Liqueur or full-bodied wines, In bottles ..................................
Per hectoliter
225.00
1398 Other wines, In casks, or other similar receptacles ........................
800.00
1399 The same, In bottles .....................................................
.90.00
1400 Vermuth ................................................................

Per liter
10.00
2.000
2.60
2.00
Perhectoliter
40.00
60.00
300.00

1392
1393
1395
1396
1397

First
tariff

Second
tariff

Norz.-The Importation of wines and alcoholic beverages for purposes of distillation is prohibited.
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TAXES

By virtue of the law of April 29, 1926, alcohol, spirits, liquors, and industrial
products having an alcoholic base, are when imported from abroad, subject
to a tax of 80 pesetas per heotoliter of liquid, whatever mar be their alcoholic
strength; and this tax Isto be paid to the customs, in addition to and in one
amount with, the import duty proper, but is to be brought to account separately
in the customhouse record.
Wines and other alcoholic beverages, of over 15 centesimal degrees strength,
arc subject to payment of the tax at the rate of 80 pesetas per hectoliter of liquid.
(Law of Apr. 29, 1926.)
The strength of wines and alcoholic beverages is to be calculated at the temperature of 150 C., Gay-Lussae's centesimal alcoholimeter and Salleron's still
heing used.
Ethyl alcohol even if impure is dutiable under no. 1390.
The law of March 2, 1917, which regulates the internal consumption duty on
beer, provides that this product must pay a duty of 4 pesetas per hectoliter on
importation. (By the law of Apr. 29, 1920, this was raised to 15 pesetas.) This
applies to both imports and domestic beers.
The tax on domestic wines is 80 pesetas per hectoliter on wines, spirits, and
alcohols, and 110 pesetas per hectoliter on other domestic spirits and alcohols.
A "container" tax, the rates of which vary from 0.15 to 1.50 pesetas, according
to sales price, is applicable on all wines or other beverages, domestic or imported,
sold in containers of up to 6 liters capacity.
Quotas.-There are no import quotas on wines, beers, and spirits.
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,
BUREAU OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COMMERCE,
W8hington, December 14, 193.
UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION,

Washington, D.C.
(Attention: Mr. Brauer)
GENTLEMEN: Reference is made to your telephone request for information

regarding excise taxes on distilled spirits, champagne and wines, in various
European countries and Canada. In Canada, potable spirits are subject to an
excise duty of $7 per imperial proof gallon; champagne, sparkling wines, and

wines with an alcoholic content of over 40 percent proof spirit are taxed at
$1.50 per imperial gallon; nonsparkling wines and wines under 40 percent proof
are subject to a tax of 7%i cents per imperial gallon.
In Germany, there is a spirits and brandy monopoly and the tax is fixed at the
discretion of the national finance minister according to home economic conditions
and at a rate calculated to exclude the foreign product. There is no internal

tax on champagne.
In France, a tax is imposed on alcohol and sweet wines, payable by the pro-

ducers or wholesalers when the liquors in question are consigned to purchasers
or consumers, the rate being 1,320 francs per hectoliter of pure alcohol. Tile
tax on wines and ciders per hectoliter is 15 francs on wine; 7.5 francs on ciders.
In the Netherlands, a tax on distilled spirits is 220 florins per hectoliter having
a 50 percent alcoholic content by volume at 15* C.
In Great Britain, the tax on distilled spirits varies dependent on the age of the
product, but the maximum tax imposed is 74 shillings per imperial proof gallon.
British wines are taxed at the rate of Is. 6d. per imperial gallon (these rates for
Great Britain were obtained from Whitaker's Manual, 1932).
I trust that the foregoing information will prove useful in connection with
your study.
Very truly yours,
C. J. JUNKIN
Chief, Division of Commercial Laws.
A LCOIIoC BEVERAGES, UNITED STATES PRODUCTION, EXPORTS, IMPORTS,
CONSUMPTION, INTERNAL
urEVENUE TAXES AND LAWS, AND COMPARISON OF
TAIFF ACTS, UNITED STATES TARIFF COMMISSION, WASIIINGTON, NOVEMBER

1933
INTRODUCTION

Tile Tariff Commission herewith presents a compilation of basic information
with respect to the various classes of alcoholic beverages. In addition to statistics
dealing with the domestic production, exports, imports, and consuml)tion, there
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are also shown the internal revenue taxes imposed since 1802, a digest of pertinent paragraphs from these laws, and a comparison of rates of duties In the
various tariff acts fromn 1897 to 1930.
This compilation is preliminary in nature, and will be followed at a later date
by a summary of tariff information which will give in more detail the economic
facts as to the commerce of the United States in alcoholic beverages.,
Distilled liquors: Acts imposing tax on distilled liquors and rates of tax
From Aug. 1, 1802, to Mar. 7, 1864.----Per gallon of first proof. $0. 20
Act of July 1, 1862 oh. 119, sec. 41, 12 Stat. 447 oof. July 14, 1862, ch.
163 see. 25, 12 Stat. 561.
.60
From Mar. 7, 1864, to July 1, 1864 ----------- Per gallon of first proof..Act of Mar. 7, 1864, oh. 20, sec. 1, 13 Stat. 14.
From July 1, 1864, to Jan. 1, 1865 ----------- Per gallon of first proof.. - 1%50
Act of June 30, 1864, ch. 173, sec. 55, 13 Stat. 243; act of Dec. 22, 1864,
ch. 8, 13 Stat. 420.
From Jan. 1, 1865, to July 20, 1868 ---------- Per gallon of first proof..- 2. 00
Act of June 30, 1864, ch. 173, see. 55, 13 Stat. 243; act of Dec. 22, 1864,
ch. 8, 13 Stat. 420; act of Mar. 3, 1865, oh. 78, 13 Stat. 472; act of
July 13, 1866, oh. 184, sec. 32, 14 Stat. 157; act of Mar. 2, 1867, oh.
169, see. 14, 14 Stat. 480.
From July 20, 1868, to June 6, 1872 ---------------- Per proof gallon.
.50
Act of July 20 1868, oh. 186, see. 1, 15 Stat. 125.2
From June 6, 182, to Mar. 3, 1875 ---------------- Per proof gallon..
.70
Act of June 6, 1872, ch. 315, sec. 12, 17 Stat. 238.
From Mar. 3, 1875, to Aug. 27, 1894 ---------------- Per proof gallon...90
Act of Mar. 3, 1875, oh. 127, sec. 1, 18 Stat. 339; act of May 28, 1880,
ch. 108, sec. 17, 21 Stat. 149.t
From Aug. 27, 1894, to Oct. 3, 1917 --------------Per proof gallon.. 1. 10
Act of Aug. 27, 1894, oh. 349, sec. 48,5 28 Stat. 563 1; act of Sept. 8, 1916,
ch. 463, see. 402 (a), 39 Stat. 783.
From Oct. 3, 1917, to Feb. 25, 1919 ................................
6 1. 10
Act of Oct. 3, 1917 oh. 63, sec. 300 and 303, 40 Stat. 308.
7 2. 20
From Feb. 25, 1919, to Jan. 1, 1927 .................................
Act of Feb. 24, 1919, ch; 18, sec. 600 (a) 40 Stat. 1105; Rt of Nov. 23,
1921, oh. 136, see. 600, 42 Stat. 285; act of Feb. 11, 1925, oh. 208, 43
Stat. 860;' act of Feb. 26, 1926, oh. 27, sec. 900, 44 Stat. 104.
From Jan. 1, 1927, to Jan. 1, 1928 ........-........................
1.65
Act of Feb. 26, 1926, cli. 27, sec. 900, 44 Stat. 104.
From Jan. 1, 1928, to date .......................................
101. 10
Act of Feb. 26, 1926, oh. 27, see. 900, 44 Stat. 104.
Act of August 27, 1894, chapter 349, sec. 48, 28 Stat. 563:
"That on and after the passage of this Act there shall be levied and collected
on all distilled spirits in bond at that time, or that have been or that may be thOmi
or thereafter produced in the United States, on which the tax is not paid before
that day, a tax of one dollar and ton cents on each proof gallon, or wine gallon
when below proof, and a proportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts of
such proof of wine gallon: Provided, That in computing the tax on any package
of spirits all fractional parts of a gallon, less than one tenth, shall be excluded."
Act of October 3, 1917, chapter 63, sec. 300, 40 Stat. 308:
TTax collected on quantity withdrawn from warehouse for consumption or sale.
I 'Tax to attach when spirits come into existence, sec. 4; the spirits distilled during each day of 24 hours to
be drawn into cisterns, and drawn Into casks on the third (lay after being drawn Into cisterns, sec. 16; the
tax to be calculated on the amount drawn into casks, said tax to be paid before removal from warehouse and
within one year, sec. 23.
I Provides that tax shall be collected only on quantity withdrawn, an allowance within certain limits
prescribed by law to be made on losses.
4 Provides that tax shall be collected only on quantity withdrawn, an allowance within certain limits
prescribed by law to be made on losses, the tax to be paid at time of withdrawal and within 8 years of original
deposit In warehouse.
* Viues containing sore than 24 percent alcohol by volume shall be classed as distilled spirits and pay tax
accordingly.
* Plus $1.10 or if withdrawn for use as beverage plus $2.10.
1 If withdrawn for use as beverage $8.40.
I Permits refund of taxes by Commissioner of Internal Revenue pursuant to provisions of section 3220,
Revised Statutes, to any distiller having paid tax in excess of $2.20 per proof gallon on distilled spirits.
9If withdrawn for use as beverage $8.0.
1oIf withdrawn for beverage use $.40.
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"That on and after the passage of this Act there shall be levied and collected
on all distilled spirits in bond at that time or that have been or that may be then
or thereafter produced in or imported into tile United States, except such distilled spirits as are subject to the tax provided in section three hundred and three,
inaddition to the tax now imposed by law, a tax of $1.10 (or, if withdrawn for
beverage purposes or for use in the manufacture or production of any article used
or intended for use as a beverage, a tax of $2.10) on each proof gallon, or wine
gallon when below proof; and a proportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional
parts of such proof or wine gallon, to be paid by the distiller or importer when
withdrawn, and collected under the provisions of existing law."
Act of February 24, 1919, chapter 18, see. 600 (a) 40 Stat. 1105:
"That there shall be levied and collected on all distilled spirits now in 6ond or
that have been or that may be hereafter produced in or imported into the United
States, except such distilled spirits as are subject to the tax provided In section
601, in lieu of the internal-revenue taxes now imposed thereon by law a tax of
$2.20 (or, if withdrawn for beverage purposes or for use in the manufacture or
reductionn of any article used or intended for use as a beverage, a tax of $0.40)
on each proof gallon, or wine gallon when below proof, and a proportionate tax
at r.like rate on all fractional parts of such proof or wine gallon, to be paid by the
distiller or importer when withdrawn, and collected under the provisions of existing law."
Act of November 23, 1921, Ch. 136, see. 600, 42 Stat. 285:
"That subdivision (a) of section 600 of the Revenue Act of 1918 is amended
by striking out the period at the end thereof and insering a colon and the following: 'Provided, That on all distilled spirits on which tax is paid at the nonbeverage rate of $2.20 per proof gallon and which are diverted to beverage
purposes or for use in the manufacture or production of any article used or intended for use as a beverage, there shall be levied and collected an additional tax
of $4.20 on each proof gallon, and a proportionate tax at a like rate oh all fractional parts of such proof gallon, to be paid by the person responsible for such
diversion.'"
At of February 20, 1926, Ch. 27, sec. 900, 44 Stat. 104 (amendment to section
600 of the act of Pei). 24, 1919):
"(a) There shall be levied and collected on all distilled spirits now in bond
or that have been or that may be hereafter produced in or imported into the
United States, in lieu of the internal-revenue taxes now imposed thereon by law,
ni internal-revenue tax at the following rates, to he paid by the distiller or importer
and collected ntider the provisions of existing law:
"(1) when
Until withdrawn,
January 1, 1927, $2.20 on each proof gallon or wine gallon when
below proof and a proportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts of such
l)roof or wine gallon;
"(2) On and after January 1, 1927, and until January 1, 1928, $1.65 on each
proof gallon or wine gallon wieni below proof and a prol)ortionate tax at a like
rate on all fractional parts of such proof or wine gallon; and
"(3) On and after January 1, 1928, $1.10 on each proof gallon or wine gallon
'hicn below proof and a l)roportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts
of such proof or wine gallon.
"(4) On and after the enactment of the Revenue Act of 1926, on all distilled
spirits which are diverted to beverage purposes or for use in the inanufacture or
production of any article used or intended for us(- as a beverage there shall be
levied and collected a tax of $6.40 on each proof gallon or wine 'alion when below
proof, and a proportionate tax at a like rate on all fractional parts of such proof
or wine gallon, to 1)e
paid by the person responsible for such diversion. If a tax
at the rate of $2.20, $1.65, or $1.10 per proof or wine gallon has been paid upon
tioch distilled spirits a credit of the tax so paid shall be all: wed in computing the
tax imposed by this paragraph."
DECISIONS UNDER TIE INTERNAL REVENUE ACT OF FEBRUARY 21, 1919

Shatw & Co. v. United ,States, 11 C.C.A. 226, January 13, 1922. Spirits nported and warehoused in 1917 and 1920, but withdrawn for consumption after
the Revenue Act of 1918 went into effect, were subject to the duty imposed by
paragraph 237, Tariff Act of 1913 and also to that imposed by the 'Revenue Act.
Show & Co. v. United tales, 10 C.C.A. 88, February 9, 1924. The provisions
of section 600(a) of the revenue act approved February 24, 1919, that the taxes
levied by this section on distilled spirits are, "in lieu of the internal-revenuo
taxes" cannot be ascertained to ncan also "In lieu of customsduties" and such
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Imported spirits were subject to the tax imposed by the section and also to tho
one imposed by paragraph 237, Tariff Act of 1913.
BRANDY: ACTS IMPOSING TAX ON BRANDY AND RATES OF TAX
From
grapes
From Juno 30, 1864, to Mar. 3,1865..............................................
Act of Juno 30, 184 ch 173 sacs. 67, 13, Stat. 244.1
From Mar. 3, 1885, to F7eb.5, 107 ..............................................
Act of Mar. 3, 1865, oh. 78, 13 Stat. 472.
From Feb. 6, 1807 to July 20, 188 ...............................................
Joint resolution of Feb. 5, 1807, no. I, sec. 1, 14 Stat. 605.1
From July 20, 1868, to date ......................................................
Act of July 20, 1808, ch. 186, see. 2, 15 Stat. 126.4

From other
fruits

Per gallon Per gallon
$0.25 ............
. .50
'$1. t0
2.00
(8)

2.0O
()

I Tax imposed on "brandy distilled from grapes."
1Tax imposed on "brandy distilled from apples or peaches."
I " All products of distillation, by whatever name known, which contain distilled spirits of alcohol, on
which the tax has not been paid, shall be considered and taxed as distilled spirits."
d"The Commissioner of Internal Revenue Is authorized with the approval of the Secretary of the
Treasury, to exempt distillers of brandy from apples, peaches, or grapes, exclusively, from such other
provisions of this act relating to the manufacture of spirts as in his Judgment may seem expedient."
"The tax on brandy made from grapes shall be the same and no higher than that upon other distilled
spirits."
In act of Mar. 3,1877, 19 Stat. 393, Congress provided that bonded warehouses may be established for
brandy and provided other regulations similar to those covering distilled spirits.
ASame rates as distilled liquors.

r

n

WINES: ACTS IMPOSING TAX ON WINES AND RATES OF TAX
From July 20, 1868, to June 6, 1872. (Act of July 20, 1868, ch. 186, sec. 48,
15 Stat. 144.1) $6 per dozen quarts, or $3 )er dozen pints, or at same rate for
any larger quantity whatever the size of package.
From June 6, 1872, to June 13, 1898. (Act of June 6, 1872, oh. 315, 17 Stat.
240.2) $0.20 per quart bottle, or $0.10 per pint bottle, or at same rate for aiy
larger quantity whatever the size of the package.
I
From June 13, 1898, to Oct. 22, 1914. (Act of June 13, 1898, oh. 448, 30 Stat.
448.3) $0.01 per pint or 2 cents on each bottle containing more than I pint.
From Oct. 22, 1914, to Sept. 8, 1910. (Act of Oct. 22, 1914, eh. 331, see. 2,
38 Stat. 746.) Still wines: 4 cent per Y4 )int, or rate of 8 cents per galloi.

Sparkling wines . $0.05 per
pint, or rate of 20 cents 1er quart. Cordials,
liqueurs, etc.: 1)4 cents per P~int, or rate of 24 cents per gallon.
From Sept. 8, 1910, to Feb. 24, 1919. (Act of Sept. 8, 1916, oi. 403, sec. ,102,
39 Stat. 783.) Alcoholic content: Rate of tax on all wines, not more than 14 pecrcent, 4 cents per gallon; more than 14 percent and not exceeding 21 )oreett,
10 cents per gallon; more than 21 percentt and not exceeding 21 percent, 25 eclnts
per gallon more than 24 percent, taxed same as distilled spirits.

From lFebruary 24, 1919. (Act of Feb. 24, 1919, oh. 18, see. 611, 613, .10
Stat. 1109.) Artificially carbonated wino-rate of 6 cents per 14 pint bottle.
Champagne or sparkling wino, rate of 12 cents per % pint. Liqueurs, cordials,
or similar compounds, containing sweet wine fortified with brandy, rate, 0 celigi
per % pint.
From February 24, 1919 to June 28, 1928. (Act of Feb. 24, 1919, eh. Is.
see. 611, 613, 40 Stat. 1109.)
Still wines and imitation still wines; alcoh,,li'
contents not more than 14 percent, rate of tax, 16 cents per gallon; Inore tl,11,
14 percent and not exceeding 21 Iercent, 40 cents per gallon; more tlmltti 21
percent and not execeding 2.1 percent, S1 per gallon; nore thnju 24 peretl.
ttxed san1e as distilled spirits.
From June 28, 1928. (Act of May 21, 1928, el). 852, sece. 451 45 Stat., 6S.,
Not more than 14 percent, 1 emts i per gallon; more than 14 perem't and
exceeding 21 percent, 10 cents per gallon; more than 21 percent ai not ex ri',' ing 24 percent, 25 cents per gallon; iore than 2.1 percret, taxed tianiw as ulistillulal
spi ri ts.in
I Tax shall he paid. "$0 por dozen bottles, each bottle containing more thau I pin~t arid aat mote ttfiii
quart; or $3per 0oren bottles, e~ach bottle containing (not) more than I plat, and at the sate rate for atly
quantity of 81c01 iiherchani'ise, however, the saine may be put iI), or whItever l'e the package."
sTix
"
shail be mid: "10 c-nts Iwr bottle or package ('ontaflitg not more tIlat, I joint, .,r of .X)tvit- - r
bottle or packageo containing tnore than I pint tt ti more thfan I quart, an1141
tit the Atme rate for alt)'
larger q|laiitity of s101 IIierchauude. however the $aitio |tlie
put tip. or ,iaheer tht
"
I Tax on "svarklivig or other wlnes."
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Soc. 48. "And be it further enacted, That on all wines, liquors, or compounds
known or denominated as wine, and made in imitation of sparkling wine or
champagne, but not made from grapes grown in the United States, and on all
liquors not made from grapes, currants, rhubarb, or berries grown in the United
States, but produced by being rectified or mixed with distilled spirits or by the
infusion of any matter hi spirits, to be sold as wine or by any other name there
shall be levied and paid p tax of six dollars per dozen bottles, each bottle containing more than one pint and not more than one quart, or three dollars per
dozen bottles, each bottle containing (not) more than one pint, and at the same
rate for any quantity of such merchandise, however the same may be put up or
whatever be the package." (Act of July 20 1868, ch. 186, 15 Stat. 144.)
Amendment to act of July 20, 1868. "That section forty-eight be amended
by striking out all after the enacting clause and inserting in lieu thereof the following: 'That on all wines, liquors, or compounds known or denominated as
made in imitation of sparkling wine or champagne, but not made from
wine,
grapesand
grown in the United States, and on all liquors, not made from grapes,
currants, rhubarb, or berries grown in the United States, but produced by being
rectified or mixed with distilled spirits or by the infusion of any matter in spirits
to be sold as wine, or as a substitute for wine, there shall be levied and collected
a tax of ten cents per bottle or package containing not more than one pint, or
of twenty cents per bottle or package containing more than one pint and
not more than one quart, and at the same rate for any larger quantity of such
merchandise, however the same may be put up, or whatever may be the package * * *."' (Act of June 6, 1872 oh. 315, 17 Stat. 240.)
Schedule B. "Sparkling or other wines, when bottled for sale, upon each
bottle containing one pint or less, one cent. Upon each bottle containing more

thanl one pint two cents."

,imiestic ailnd
imirted,

its

its

21

(Act of Juno 13, 1898, cil. 448, scm. B, 30 Stat. 463.)

SF c2. 'Thlat upon aill still wines, donmetici and Imported, when sold or offered
for sale or consumption, there hall be levied andi collected taxes as follows:
On each bottle containing one fourth pint or less, one fourth cent; on eeh bottle
containing more than one fourth pint and not more than one hanlf p~int, one half
cent; on each bottle containing more than one half pint and not more th..n one
l)int, 1 cent; and on each bottle containing more than one pint and not more
than one quart, 2 cents; and on still wines in all other containers, not herein
specially provided for, the tax shall be at the rate of 8 cents per gallon.
"That upon all domestic and imported champagne and other sparkling wines,
and upon all artificially carbonated wines when sold or offered for sale or consttiAion, there shall be levied and collected taxes as follows: Uplon each bottle
containing one half pint or less, 5 cents; on each bottle containing more than
onie half pint and not tiore than one pint, 10 cents; on each bottle containing more
than one pint and not more than one quart, 20 cents; and on all other containers
nt the rate of 20 cents per quart; and on all liqueurs, cordials, or similar compounds
by whatever

name

sold or offered for

sale,

there shall be

htvied and collected a tax (,n each bottle containing not more than one half pint,
I 4 cents; more than one half pint and not more thai one pint, 3 cents; more than
one piit and not more than one quart, 6 cents; and on larger containers a tax
iat the rate of 24 cents per gallon." tAct of Oct. 22, 1914, ch. 331, see. 2, 38
Stat. 740.)
S)c. 402(a). "That upon all wines, Including verinuth, and upon all artificial
or imitatimn wines or complound sold aE Ainc hereafter produced ii or mmI,,r.o into the United States, and upon all like wies which on the date this

ution
takes effect shall be in time possession or tinder the control of tile producer,
I hldcr, dealer, or comlounder there shall be levied, collected, and paid taxes
at rates as follows:
"On wines containing nuot inore than fourteen per centuin of absolute alcohol
Sc(eits per wine gallon, the pei conitum of alcohol taxable under this section to
c reckolled by volulle and not by weight.
tOil
'iles contailllig iiore than fourteen per centuini and not exceeding twenty,it'per ceituii of absolute alcohol, 10 cents per wine gallon.
'On wiies containing more than twenty-oo per celitun aSlid
not exceeding
tenty-four per ceiitunt of absolute alcohol, 25 cents per wint gallon.
"All such wines containing iore than twenty-four per ceitUn of absolute
alcohol by volunlie shall be clased is distilled slirits arid shall pay tax accorditgly; Provided, 'that on all utisold still witws in the actual possession of the
I roducer titthe time this title takes effect, uponiwhicll the tax Imposedl by the
a"t ap proved October t weiits-second, t1leteell hiullulrid and fourtctn, enfitled
,\n Act to Ierease the ihite.lral revenues and for other puttlscs,' amid the joint
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resolution approved December seventeenth, nineteen hundred and fifteen,
entitled 'Joint resolution extending the provisions of the Act entitled "An Act
to increase the internal revenue, and for other purposes," approved October
twenty-second, nineteen hundred and fourteen, to December thirty-first, nineteen
hundred and sixteen,' has been assessed, the tax so assessed shall be abated, or,
ii paid, refunded, under such regulations as the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, may prescribe." (Act
of Sept. 8, 1916, oh. 403, sec. 402, 39 Stat. 788.)
SEC. 611. "That upon all still wines, including vermuth, and all artificial or
imitation wines or compounds sold as still wines, which are hereafter produced
in or imported into the United States, or which on the day after the passage of
this Act are on any winery premises or other bonded premises or in transit thereto
or at any customhouse, there shag be levied, collected, and paid, in lieu of the
internal-revenue taxes now imposed thereon by law, taxes at rates as follows,
when sold, or removed for consumption or sale:
"On wines containing not more than 14 per centum of absolute alcohol, 16
cents per wine gallon, the per centum of alcohol taxable under this section to be
reckoned by volume and not by weight;
"On wines containing more than 14 per centum and not exceeding 21 per
centum of absolute alcohol, 40 cents per wine gallon;
"On wines containing more than 21 per centum and not exceeding 24 per
centum of absolute alcohol, $1 per wine gallon."
SEC. 613 "That upon the following articles which are hereafter produced in

or imported Into the United States, or which on the day after the passage of this

A

F

Fr

ti

act are on any winery premises or other bonded premises or In transit thereto

fe

"On each bottle or other container of champagne or Sparkling wine, 12 cents
on each one half pint or fraction thereof;

0
f

"On each bottle or other container of liqueurs, cordials, or similar compounds,
by whatever name sold or offered for sale, containing sweet wine fortified with
grape brandy, 6 cents on each one half pint or fraction thereof.
"The tax imposed by this section shall, in the case of any article upon which
a corresponding internal-revenue tax is now imposed by law, be in lieu of such
tax." (Act of February 24, 1919, oh. 18, sees. 611 and 018, 40 Stat. 1109.)

el

or at any customhouse, there shall be levied, collected, and paid taxe's at rates
as follows, when sold, or removed for consumption or sale:

"On each bottle or other container oIf artificially carbonated wine, 6 cents
on each one half pint or fraction thereof s

I

TAX ON DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED WINES
(Source: Annual report of the Commissioner of Internal Revenue for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1916,
pp. 17, 18

By the act of October 22, 1914, a tax at the rate of 8 cmits per gallon was !mposed upon all domestic and imported still winos sold or offered for sale or comsumption, which, under the provisions of the act, was payable only when such
wines passed directly to the consumer. As a rule surlh sales were made by retailers, and owing to the large number of retail dealers (some 200,000 in number)
and the consequent difficulty in closely supervising such sales, a large quantity
of wine was disposed of without payment of tax.
By the act of September 8, 1916, tax has been imposed on this class of wine!
according to their alcoholic content, namely: On wines not exceeding 14 percent
alcohol, 4 cents per gallon; if exceeding 14 l)ercent and not exceeding 21 percellt,
10 cents per gallon; if exceeding 21 percent and not exceeding 24 percent, 25 cenktI
per gallon; if exceeding 24 percent, $1.10 per gallon.
Under tie il)rvisions of this act the tax is duo and payable whon the wlie is
removed for consumption, either from the winery or other place of storage, t i
provision is made for the bonding (if all such premlses anl the filing of such notices
and inventories as the Comnlissilmer of Internal Revenue, with the approval ,f
the Socretarv of the Treasury, may prescribe. Under these provisiolns, and tlic
regulations authorized l)y the act, it is believed that a closer collection of the taN
imposed will hereafter ho secured, and that the revenue from this source will i,1,
materially Increasel.

0
:
a

I
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Ale, porter, stoul, and beer: Acts imposing tox on fermented liquors and rates of tax
_

_

_

_

IibPer

Per
barrel

JJbarrelj

From September 1862, to Mar. 8, 1803 (act
July 1 1862) .............................
From Mar. 3, 1863, to Mar. 31, 1804 (act
Mar. 3, 1863) ...........................
From Apr. 1. 1864, to Juno 13, 1898 ........
From June 14, 1898, to June 30, 1901 .......

$1.00
. .60
1.00
2.00

From July 1,1901, to June 30,1902
..........
From uly 1,1002, to Oct. 22,1914 ..........
From Oct. 23,1914, to Oct. 8, 1o17 ...........
From Oct 4 1917 to Feb. 24, 1919 ..........
From Feb. U, 1910 ........................

$1.80
1.00
1.50
3.00
0.00

Source: Internal ]Revenue Laws, 1927, Treasury Department Doe. No. 2981, p. 305.
DEFINITIONS

Gallon.-"* * * in all sales

of spirits hereafter made, where not otherwise
specially agreed, a gallon shall be taken to be a gallon of first proof, according to
thOe standard set forth and declared for the inspection and gauging of spirits

throughout the United States." (Act of Mar. 3, 1865, ch. 78, 13 Stat. 472,
amending act of June 30, 1864.)
Distilled spirit8.-Dlstilled spirits, spirits, alcohol, and alcoholic spirit, within
tie true Intent and meaning of this act, Is that substance known as ethyl alcohol,
hydrated oxide of ethyl, or spirit of wine, which is commonly produced by the
fermentation of grain, starch, molasses, or sugar, including all dilutions and
mixtures of this substance. (Act of July 20, 1808, eh. 180, 15 Stat. 126.)
Wine spirits.-That the wine-spirits mentioned in section fifty-three (5) of
this act is tile product resulting from the distillation of fermented grape juice,
and shall be held to include the product commonly known as grape brandy'
and tile pure sweet wine which may be fortified free of tax, as provided in said
section, is fermented grape juice only, and shall contain no other substance of
r.ny kind whatever Introduced before, at time of, or after fermentation, and
such sweet wine slall contain not less than 4 per centumn of saccharine matter,

which saccharine strength may be determined by testing, with Balling's saccharometer or must-scale, such sweet wine, after the evaporation of the spirit
contained therein, and restoring the sample tested to original volume by addition of water. (Act of Oct. 1, 1890, ch. 1244, see. 43, 26 Stat. 621.)
Natural wine.-That natural wine within the meaning of this act shall be
seemedd to be the product made from tile normal alcoholic fermentation of the
juice of sound, ripe grapes, without addition or abstraction, except such as may
occur in tile usual cellar treatment of clarifying and aging, provided, however,
that the product made from the juice of sound, ripe grapes by complete fermentation of tile must under proper cellar treatment and corrected by the addition
(uder the supervision of a gager or storekeeper-gager in the capacity of gager)
of a solution of water and pure cane1,
bect, or dextrose sugar containingg respectively, not less than 95 per centun of actual sugar, calculated on a dry basis) to
tihe must or to tile wine to correct the natural deficiencies, when such addition
shall not increase tile volume of the resultant product more than 35 per centum,
and the resultant product does not contain less than five parts per thousand of
acid before fermentation and not more than 13 per centum of alcohol after complete fermentation, shall be deemed to be wine within tile meaning of this act,
ald may be labeled, transported, and sold as wine, qualified by the name of tile
locality where produced, and may 1)efurther qialfied by tile name of Its own
pirticular type of variety; and provided further, that wine as defined in this
seetioll may be sweetened with cane sugar or beet sugar or pure condensed grape
itoist and fortified lider the provisions of tills act,, and wines so sweetened or
fortified shall be considered sweet wine within the meaning of this act. (Act of
Sept. 8, 1916, ch. 403, sec. 401, 30 Stat. 783.)
First proof.-And be it further enacted that the term "first proof" used il tils
ne(t and il section 0 of tile act of M
' arch 2, 1861, entitled 'an act to provide for
lhe payniont of outat4anllilg Treasury ntotes, to authorized itloan, to regulate and
fix tile duties on Imports, and for other purp)oses, " aluil be constriied, and is
hereby declared to mean, that proof of it liquor wiiich eorreotionlis to 501 of
Tralhs' contetlinal iidronketer, adopted 1) regulation of tile T'reasury Dopiartmiit'lit of AiguSt 12, 1850, tittile telipcratlro of 4100 of Falrenheit's tilroileter;
m1id
that in reducing tile temleratures to the stalndilrdI of 60, wuid ill levviig dutiCa
,-i liquors above and below proof, tile table uf coll(Trcial valut.'s eonitinIed in the

tit iil

for ispectors of spirits, prepared by professor McCu

tilder
1,
tile
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superintendence of Professor Bache, and adopted by thu Treasury Department,
shall be used and taken as giving the proportions of absolute alcohol in the liquids
aged and proved according to which duties shall be levied. (Act of July 1,
1802, cl. 119, sec. 42 vol. 12, Stat. 447.)
Proof spirits.-And be it further enacted that proof spirit shall be held and
taken to be that alcoholic liquor which contains one half its volume of alcohol
of a specific gravity of seven thousand nine hundred and thirty-nine ten thousands
(.7939) at 60* F.; and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, for the prevention
and detection of frauds by distillers of spirits, is hereby authorized to adopt and
proscribe for use such hydrometers, saccharometers, weighing and gaging instruments, meters, or other means for ascertaining the quantity, gravity, and producing capacity of any mash, wort or beer used or to be used in the production
of distilled spirits, and the strength and quantity of spirits subject to tax, as
he may deem necessary; and he may prescribe rules and regulations to secure a
uniform and correct system of inspection, weighing marking, and gaming of
spirits. And in all sales of spirits hereafter made a gallon shall e taken to be a
gallon of proof spirit according to the foregoing standard set forth and declared
for the inspection and gaging of spirits throughout the United States. The tax
on brandy made from grapes shall be the same and no higher than that upon
other distilled spirits; and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue is hereby
authorized, with the approval of the Secretary of the Treasury, to exempt distillers of brandy from apples, peaches, or grapes exclusively from such other of
the provisions of this act relating to the manufacture of spirits as In his judgment
may seem expedient. (Act of July 20, 1868, oh. 180, sec. 2; vol. 15, Stat. 125.)
1.-Comparison of receipts of the United States from internal revenue and
customs with receipts from taxess and customs duties on alcoholic liquors, 19001932

TADLH

Total revenue from distilled liquors,
wines, and fermented liquors

Total revenue
Year
Customs
receipts

1900...... $233,165,000
1901..
Mi...... 238 ,685,000
1902.
254,415,000
1903 ...... 284,480,000
1904 ...... 261,275,000
1905 ...... 2011,799,000
300,252,000
1900.... 332, 233, 000
1910 ......
190 ...... 300,712,000
1910 ...... 333,083,000
314,497,000
1911.
311,322,000
1912.
318,891,000
1913:...
1914 ...... 292,320,000
1917 ...... 209,787,000
213,180,000
1910.
225,902,000
1917.
1918 ...... 182,759,000
1919 ...... 183,429,000
1920 ...... 323, 537, 000
1921 ...... 304,025, 000
1922.
357,545,000
1923....
562,189, 000
1924.
545,012,000
1925:....
548,522,000
7
00
679, 1#, 0
1927 ...... 001,072000
1928 ...... W. 157, 00
1929 ...... W02,820, 000
534,771,000
1931 ......
378,793,000
1932 ......
328, 800, 000

280113,000

I Per oapita tax paid on

- '1OR111

Internal rev-

enue receipts

Total

$295,328,000 $528, 493,000
307,181,000
545,700,000
271,880,000
520,325,000
230,810,000
515,290,000
232,001,000
494, 179,000
234,
1t8, 000
495,97, 000
249, 103,000
549,355,000
209, 64,000
01,897, 000
251,60, 000
537,779,000
240.213, 000
540,925,000
289,957, 000
023,640,000
322,520, 000
637, 023,00
321, 010, W00 032,938,000
314,424,000
663,315,000
30, 009,000
072,329, 000
415,681,000
625,468,000
612,723, 000
725, 909, 000
809, 394,000 ,035, 350, 000
3,098, 95, 000 3,881,715,00W
3,850,150, 000 ,033,579,000
5,407,580, (01 5,731, 117,18M
1,595,357,000 ,903,382,000
1,197,451,000 3,554, 9, 000
2,021,745.000 ,183,034,000
,790, 197,000 ,341,20),000
2,584,140,000 .132,032,000
21,
830,000, 000 .415,717,000
1.W.3,000
,
1.471,355,000
, 790, 53, 000 3,358, 093,000
2,939,054,000 3. 41,874.000
3,00, 141,,000 3,624,017,090
2, 42, 29. 000 2807, (22,. oo
1,5601,00, 000 I, 889, b0,000

Customs Internal reyreceipts enue receipts

Total

$8,424,419 $183,
419,571
9,118,204
191,697,887
10,144, 128
103,120,915
1I, 080, 846
179,501,328
11,545,462
184,893,474
11,994,573
180,319,000
13, 305,590
199,035, 914
15,651,518
215,904,720
11,521, 0
199,960,424
15, 483,224
192,324,445
17,410,311
208, 001, 01
10, 507,886
219,647,630
10,6, 343
219,0, 259
18.651,068
230.140,333
226,179,689
19,025,583
13,028,011
2'23, 948, 646
15,077,643
247,453, 544
284,008,512
13,291,899
0.883,032 443,839, M0
I, 104,1819
43, 050, 854
1,094,157
139,871,150
1,438.378
82,623,429
45, 609,437
970,972
477,908
30,358,080
310,.843
27, 585, 709
371,045
25,904,775
321,771
26,452,028
299,340
21, 195,5M2
332.084
1 ,307,790
365. 406
12, 770.729
24 MS
11,0W5,248
10,432,004
262, 3154
8, 703, 903

$191,843,990
200,810,091
203, 271,043
190, 588, 174
190,438,036
198,313,039
212,401,504
231,556,238
214,488, 104
207 807,09
22,017,912
230, 155, 522
230,240,602
248,797,401
245,205,272
236,6970,57
202,631, 187
297,30W,411
450.722,578
484,215,043
140,906,307
84,001,8107
46.680,409
30, 835.994
27,9W2.552
20,270,420
20,773,799
21,491,892
15, 6391, M
13,
142,
135
11,959,810
10,
1120. 940
8.960,308

Per
capital
lax

(total)

total revenue, botih internal uind customs, Collected oil various alocisoll
Ilq1.

2. "A
2. t5
2.
5lh
2.35
2. 35'.

2. *.J
2.41
2.'.
2. 4
2.62
2. 3-S
2. K'
2. 9?
4.1
001

43
70
11

Vl
I,('
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spirits, wines, and fermented liquors in the
TAnLE 2.-Taxes collected on distilled
United States, 1000-1082
Wines

Distilled spirits

ho0

Internal

Year

Internal rev.
ils
enue tax I

....................... $109,868,817
1900
118, 027,970
.......................
1901
121,138,013
.......................
1902
131,953,472
1903
.......................
1901
.......................
135,810,015
135,958,613
.......................
1905
143,394,055
190.......................
50,33,902
........................
1907
140,158,807
M.......................
134, 868,034
1909
......................
148,029,312
.......................
1910
155,279,858
.......................
1911
156,391,436
1912
.......................
163,879,277
1913
.......................
159,098,177
1914
.......................
142, 312,397
......................
1915
156.050,010
1916
.......................
188,947,243
..................
1917
l91'...................... 308, 429,319
l,)
353,737,045
.......................
93,161,206
1.......................
80,281,613
.#..............
44,257,101
822, 016
28,
..............
1r4 I.......................
26,120,318
1,21.......................
24,307,332
1925.......................
24,75, 90
1r21.....................
20,399,066
......................
14,414,088
19;N.......................
12481,079
1 2J........................
.
11,455,884
,0 ..............
10,203,509
19a..
....................
8,517,400
1162
.......................

Oi
as
3 It
of

AIX

Of
at

id
10-

35

45
4'

9

$73, 50,751
.......................
73,669,90S
"'I.01
.......................
71, 8, 902
12 .......................
47,547,858
'1H ......................
49,083.459
16 .......................
50, 360,653
I, .......................
55,41,859
1.1 ......................
59,507,818
4 ......................
1%'...................... .9,807,017
4 411
,?156,
......................
60,572,269
......................
37,778
'II...................... .
03,2XS, 771
.: ..............
60, OW
.
.
. .. . ..

l...............

,....................
9A
44
2

$113,594,884 ............ $3,818,099
3,981,448
120,213,919 ............
125,807,768 ---------- 4,492,04
4,53,105
130,997,402 ............
141,287,259 ............
4,828,951
5,040,111
141,594,593 ............
, 464,595
149,788,227 ............
............ 6,042,383
164, 109,5
5,185,346
147,071,166 .............
143, 509, 398 ............ 5,050,091
0,408,684
157, 009, 88 ............
5,442,427
164,270,289 ............
$52
5,741,332
165,222,104
60 6,217,862
174,233,546
169,771,484 ............ 6,438,668
4,438,482
2,307,302
149,939,206
2,0W1, 630 4,741,040
15,605,447
4,661,764
5,184,075
194,894,146
2,898,068
9,124,369
312,170, 409
532,462
354 34, 888 11 ,474,207
411,461
4,
744,070
93,843,898
676,760
2,310,452
81,043,202
5806862
484
1,306,260
3135,
44,47,388
1.631,991
28901,04'4
149,009
1,454,063
28,294,100
181,384
1,595,489
24,497,505
101, 02
1,079,434
24,977,359
51,64
795,603
20,645,031
50,591
893,408
14,695,011
47,873
292,550
12,800, 706
40,108
239,384
11,679,880
34,862
228,495
10,357,269
43, 757
180,563
8. 735,850

$3,726,067
4,185,940
4,669,753
5,043,030
5,477,244
5,030,080
0,394,172
7,772,651
7, 512,359
8,641,384
8,980,376
8,290,431
8.830,668
10,354,289
10,873,307
7,62, 809
9,554,637
7,948,903
3,750,090
627,843
682,692
761,589
390,287
139,.628
167,788
190,233
220, 459
245,65
280,923
316,717
223,996
153,090
218,450

Fernaented liquors
Total
Internal rev- Custoans
eoatetax a
dity I
Tt

Year

17,081,512
79,324,07

8, 771,104
7'8 ...............
91,897,191
....................
120, 28858
......
"4.
117,839,002
....................
11, M 874
................
2634
.
. .
.
11,
.......................
5,,092..
3 34
. ... .., .. .. .. . . . . . . . .,53
.. ..................
...................
................
..................
..............

..........................

15,
"1
3607

2075,M

60,442,800

$183,419,571
191,697,887
193, 120,915
179,601,328
184,893,474
I0,319,060
199, 035,914
215,904,720
199,900,424
192,321,445
208,601,601

2,014,343
2,078,93?

615,283,114
45,927

219,860,259
230,140,

1,918,1,08 08,97,120
1 ,687
902,720
7M2. 00
M802A2
234,874
3,88
4
29
23
4 68

219,647,036

220,179,689
223,948,848

247,4,814
89, 56, 104
2P4,00%812
M2,58,420
443,830,44
126,520,732
483 050,854
117,843.480
139,871,15
41,905,878
82,623,429
26,393
45,09, 437
46,109
, 70T9O
27 , 5 3,S
4
56,875030,8.
,63377,,,6,

28
2
1,O
d10
h()

14
144.......
3:i

I,112
77
2,572
M7
1In

23,904
26,152,0
21, 19f6,552
I,30,76
12, 77f., 729

330

11,
f .24b
10, 432, 064

M

7w903

4

lirce: llureau of Influltitl Alcohol, U.8. rrewury Departmnent.

ifarteCoaa~llcl

Total revenue
Total etastoaas (flity a

Totnl rove.
at1O
tax I

$882,23 $74,413,007
950,818 70,620,720
982,311 72,971,213
1,089,811 48,637,067
1,239,207 50,322,726
1,318,382 61,078,935
1,508,823 87,148,82
1,83M,484 01,404,302
1,823,970 61,0315.93
1,791,769 59,24, 18
2,027,251 02,099,510

.....................

a

duty 2

tax I

duty I

rolls Forelgn Cottaaertc ail Navilltlon.

Total

Customs

revenue

Total

Custom

$3,818,099
3,981,446
4,492,04
4,953, 105
4,828,951
5,040,111
5,484,695
6,042,383
5,185,345
5, 010091
6,408,684
5,442,427
5,741,384
8,217,928
6,430,668
6,745,784
7,372,576
9,825,839
12, 022,437
12,006,669
6, 155,531
2,993,212
1,888012
1,8715
1,803,072
1,770,873
1,780,463
847,289
944, 002
340,423
279,492
263,357
230,320

(Irand

ttil

$8,424,419 $191,843,990
1,118,204 200,810,091
10, 144, 128 203.271,013
11,080,840 190, &S, 174
11,545,462 190,438,930
11,9M, 573 198,313,839
13,36.,590 212,401,504
15,518 231,556,238
14,521,680 214,488, 104
15,483,224 207,807,660
17,410,311 226, 01;, 912

10,507, 88

18,588,343
18,051,068

19,025,583
13,028,011

15 077, 643
13 M,29,9
1,883,032
1, 11A,189
1,094,1 7 1
1,48,4378
970,972
1 6, 44
3477,
371,646
321,771
299,310
3.094
49 406

244,548
I& N,2
2248

230, 155,522

230,240, 602
248,707, 401
25,205,272

230,976,651

2A2, b31,187
297,30 .411
450,722,578
481,215,043
40,985,307
4, 061,807
4f, 0, 400
0 , ,6552
A,394
7,7, M0
2:0,
26,2711,420
26, 77.,799
21,44,92
15, 4, X80
1 , 142, Il

11,99,816
1O 20, 940
K^

F.igare (or MW yeAh

Figure for calendar yar.

M

ended
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TABE 3.-Distilled spirits produced in the United States during the fiscal year
1o01-198e, inclusive
(Statement In tax gallons)
6
Fiscal year

Rum

Whisky

101 ............... 79,701,170.7
1902............... 75,414,812.8
1903 ............... 70,073,931.9
60,00, 078.4
.............
1004
1905............... 71,083, 421.1
Io ............... 70,633,074.1
80,852, 51.3
107.............
108 ............... 64,602,027.7
70,162,174.0
1009.............
1910 ............... 82,463,894.0
100,647,165.6
.............
1911
1912........... 08,209.574.4
90,015,828.1
.............
1913
88,698,797.3
1914 .............
44,652,489.8
1915.............
69,20, 071.6
1910 .............
67,051,834.3
..............
1917
3
17, 383, 611.
.............
1918
1919 ...............
231,705.2
1920 .............
753,374.6
191 ..............
315,709.0
1922 ...............
1923 ............
1924 ............... ... ...........
1925 ...........
1920 ............... .o.............
1927 .............
1928 ...........
1929 ............
1,998,947.0
1930 .............
............... 2,435,631.4
1931
1,711,028.6
1 932...........

1

lin

Brandy

1,630,299.4
4,047,602.0
1,724,582.2
4,220,400. 0
1,782,280.5
2,202,047.3
0,430,873.0
1,913,404.3
2,247,900,8
6,103, 202. 0
1801,110. 0
2,110,215.9
.4
2.187,709. 8
,44
1,791,987.2
2,323,289.2
1,730,101.8
4,444, 99
138,0.7
2,947,687.7
2,022,407.4
8899,822.9
2,768,752.8
1,895,922.0
0,440, 857. 0
2,483,743.1
1,952,374.1
2,085,435.5
7,050,433. 0
2,263,949.7
3,345,370.8
131.9
7,953,
2,031,059.5
9,321,823.5
3,577,881.0
2, 82,15. 0
4,014, 00. 8
8,252, 874.8
2,760,848.1
3,02,085.1 4,012, b12.7 7,30, 897.2
8,621,951.0
3,630,285.5
2,844,313.2
4,169,351.0
4,118,064.0
2,98N,940. 4
8,251,097.3
6, 7600 .8
2,842,921.2
5,357,325.4
4
38.
4,
178,
1,520,743.4
1,802,422.3
816,791.5
1,049,445.8
944,910.5
130, 702.0
543.607.6
1,077, 063.2
84,332. 0
805, 322.1 .. ......... 1417, 401.8
847,104.5
784, 698.9
57, 727.2
784, 9. 5
043, 08.2
894,300.3
338,430.7
810,419.4
411,515.0
053, 350.8
1,104,292.2
1,227,413.9
410, 043.0
982, 781.7
820,278.7
1,123, 977. 6
630,780.8
1,o97, 777. 2

1
Alcohol

Aggregate

41,458,647.8 1% ,8, 201.8
49,254,2 1.8 182,843,801.9
1
88940,969q.1 140,208. 816.
9,793,578. 7 139, 505, 214.0
72, 747,870.4 163,269,378.7
70,979,880.0 160,110,197.0
77,081,166.8 174,712,217.9
07, 835, 037. 8 133,889,50.3.0
68, 862,463.3 139,891,013.0
, 534,247.2 163, 893, O0. 0
68,778,809.7 183,355,527.4
73, 30, 032.8 187,571, M. 6
78,972,108.1 193, 0, 257. 0
78,874,219.0 181,919,5.12.2
140,650,103.2
81,101,083.7
182, 778,245.8 253,283,273.4
211,582, 744.3 280,085,463.9
150, 387, 080. 6 178, 833,7M. I
08,160,323.8 100, 778, 510. G
08,430,170.3 101,205, 237.8
87,890,450..
85,068,776.3
79,000, 101.5 82, 163, 296. 9
122, 402, 849. 8 124, 62, 33.7
2
137,529, &2N.
138,897,725.8
107,498,231.5
166,165,617.8
202,271,070.3 203,809,914.8
185,471,897.0
184,323,010.9
169,149, 904.8 170, 614, 770. 6
203,253,757.2
832,051.8
200,
101,859,342.4 195,257,111.7
160,014,348. 1 170,394,733.8
148,960,912.7 150,390,504.9

Source: Bureau of Industrial Alcohol, U.S. Treasury Department.
TABLiE

4.-Distilled spirits withdrawn on payment of tax, fiscal years 1901-1932,
inclusive
(Statement In tax gallons)

Year
1901 ...............
1902 ................
1903 .................
190 .................

1905..............
10 .................
1907 .................
1908 .................

Whisky

Rum

67,117,571.7
6,48,215.3
4,118,386.8
45,811,873.3

731,832.7
78.,038.9
844,840.7
872,209.0

4,234,977.8
49, 43, 267. 7
68,70 ,504.8
5,09,83& 0

62,4,30.K1
1909 .................
1910 .............. 7,290, 8.7
1911 ................. 72,88 880.8
7 ,36,460.
1012 .................
7,244,441.4
1013 .................
7,8, 98&8
1914 .................
86,14,809 0
115 ..............
9,488,144.9
1918 .................
83,691,339.0
1917 ................
68,222,691.8
1918 ..............
1919 ................. 62.142,790.8
,187,84.3
120................
9,118,
1921
02Z a3
%1
676. 32&.2
.................
1M ................
1,
71,6W.
...............
1023
2,,02.3
.............
1922
88.04
14...............1,822,
1925...............
192 ...............

17.................

1,92A021.
1,92003.1

1

8078

1645,8182
192 ...............
,&34,92
I 19 ...........
I'
1930 ............... .1,405,70.
A
,2w2.610
19 1 .1 ...............
3,2+1
V937,
1932.................
Bor:

90,748.9
894,9051.8
98,283.4
030,431.9

813,751.2
O, 188.8
697,380.9
718,701.1
70,180.8
6O,920.8
804,244.2
646, 00, 4
69,81.7
331,634.8
20991.8
21,229.0
100.8
1
13,01.8
8,94.
12452.9
14,071.0
1,881.0

1I, 274.9

17,323.0
MV7 7
, 49r2 7
1,.87.7
17,.1I2.21

bureau of InduslrlIl Alcohol.

(3hn
938.7
472.8
003.8
8428
2,117 037.7
0.,8
2,88 181.6
2,9M8
2,793 829.7
2,497 070.1
2,99 478.8
8.291 223.9
8,603 50.8
4,023 858.9
8,972 03.7
3,811 I 224.8
4,131 348.9~
6.408 821.6
1,907 1208
1,130 210.8
7 198.8
046 708.3
8,i0.4
a2 885.8
.084.1
2 414.9
1 9".8
1 521.0
144.86
5 372.8
1I,A2. 1
1 .911.3
400.3
1,857
1,768
1,079
2,023

Brandy

Alcohol

1,078,89.3 39,88892.6
, 709. 1 48,790 82
1
1,214,088.4 84,846,114.9
1, 2,6 4.0 87,526,449.7
1,838,225. 07,738,498.8
1,583,002.8 89,815,214.8
1,740,884.4 71,390,116.9
.1,472,676.9 60 179879.6
1, 693,130.7 49,069,432.0
2,014,420.7 65,404,831.3

223,28.9
2,284,825.6
2,%05,077.4

2,570,420.1

387,76.3

W, 594,728.7
60,317,173.7

'8,77, 333.6

Aggregate
1I0,272.601.9
104,402,023.1
114,002,422.1
117,288,715.2
117,328,08. 1
124,131,377.5
135,780,021.1
121,170,350 I
118,30,760.7
129,399,311. S
134,282,019.,
135,644,214. 4
W
14Z 891, t02

617. 1
63,708,280.1 123,8m1,
215.0
135, 501.
68779,87
71,081,121.6
29.328,590.9
83, OS1,","-s
18,055,500.3
29,03, 2' 7
22,039,356.7
,. 47'
2.275, 99.4 35,
19, 1, 721'
16,391,489.8
10,703,013.4
11, 216, 70
9,382,302.4
2,1M.1
10, ,21. SI'
8,6M7,518.2
30,021.2
10,7,2, I'
8,801,398.9
3, 979. 0
19,tN ,, 04I1
8,253,612.6
46.981.3
8,678,717. 2
0,147.0
8, k92, 613.2
4. OI' 4
9, 724, 71.,
8,2.51,2 71, 2
9
42. 109M.
8,00';'.'7,3UQ, WA S
43,714.4
7, 1'I, .' %
0,164,449.6
43, 101,6

2,382,280.2
2,830,144. 1
3,651,084.3
,209,.886.
2,082,881.1
10, 48. 0
85,459.1
20,748.5
23, 9& 1
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collected on distilled spirits, wines, and fermented liquors, fiscal
years 1901-198P,, inclusive
Year

Distilled
spirits

Wines

Winos
Fermented
liquors

Total

$171 .697,887.21
$118, 027,979. 56
.............. $75,609,907.65
,126 ,015.52
71,988,002.39
01 ....
......................................
.........-.....
--.......-.........
1902
121,138,013.13 ..............
171 ,501,328.47
47,647,856.08
°'°
......
...
131,053,472.39
-.....
M ..............
184 ,893,474.19
135 810,015.42 ....
...... 49,083,458.77
50,360,553.18
18( .,319,06,30
135,958,513.12
..............
5.....................
55, 811,858. 56
190
I'm ...............................
19 .,035,013.68
143,394,055.12
..............
2115,904,720.07
567,818.18
59,
156,336,901.89
,960,423.96
59,807,616.81
140,158,807.15
Io....................°.............
192,324,445. 54
57,450,411.42
134,808,034.12
'601,600.08
o...
......
.....
o.... .......
Im
.......
148,029,311.64
90
-o--------..
........
1910...........................
,............
19
0: 0:7":
2119,047,635.
04,367,777.05
...........
155,279,858.26 ..............
2119,660,258.28
3,208,770.51
$52.00
150,391,435.77
14,332.14
O,
1912
......................................
1911............................
2
60,260,989.0
680.00
163,870,270. 54
22 0,179,689.70
19M ...........................
07,081, 512. 45
159,098,177.31
3,948,040.09
1914......................................
2Z~
79,328,048.72
142,312,397.40 2. 30'f 97
24 7,453,543.52
88,771,103.99
156, 050, 09.55 2,631,529.98
113 ------------- ............
,008,512.62
28
1915
..........................
01,897,193.81
180,947,243.78 6,164,075.03
1910...................................... 308,429, 318.77 9,124,368.560 126,285,857.05
443,839,44.98
3,
050, 854.47
48
-- 353,737,044.77 11,474,207.49 117,839,602.21
---------------------19
17
-----------1919
............................
139,871,149.80
41,9065,874.09
03,161,205.60 4,744,070.11
023,428.83
2,
8
25,363.82
80,281,612.55 2,316,452.46
4;5,09, 430.47
48,080.00
44,257,100.75 1,300,249.72
0,358,085.03
................... ......... . ........
1925
......................................
3
4,078.75
:..........
28,822,015.50 1,531,991.38
I25............................
7 ,5 708.37
5,327.73
26,120, 317.70 1, 464,062.88
2 5,904,774.72
1,954.44
24,307, 331.8.5 1,595,488.63
- ---------------------------.19Z3 ,--2 ,452,028.63
15,694.19
24,7 , 900.00 1,679,434.38
19'5 ......................................
2 1,195,551.90
883.21
795,602.83
2099, 005. 88
15,307,706.45
1927......................................
300.00
893,408.41
14,414,088.04
12,770,728.48
100.00
292,549.93
12,488,078.03
11,05,267.87
................
68
239,383.
11,455,883.99
---------- 0,432,064.49
.......
..............
........
228, 495. 06
......
10,203, 56. 43
8,703,903.27
291....
563.
180,
...................................... 8,517,399.98
1932
source: Bureau of Industrial Aloohol.

I
TARLII 6.-DistilUd spiries withdrawn on payment of tax, imports for consumption, and total United Se
Withdrawn on payment of tax I

Imports for consumption '

Yors aded June 3-Whisky
. .....

Rum
.et.

Gin

Brandy

Total

Tar gallOU 4

Tar gallow G

Tar gallow 4

Tax gaLto= 6

Tar galto= 6

......................................
7 . U7...
. ...
. .. . M7
...
IM2 ......................................
78,905
K,038
1,768.473
Lo,09718
19M ......................................
45.11, 35
44.S850
1.97.004
1,214.068
904 ...................................... 45.61L673 872.210
2,023.842
1,2.54.540
1 ...............................
90
45.234.978 905.747
2, 1i7.638
1,333,226
M6--------------------- 49.543.258 894.952
2.364.891
1,513.063
7 ................ ---------------------.
. . 505 969.263
2968, 182
1,749,554
19 ..........-.....
b099.838 630.432
2763,530
1,472,677
......................................- 6Z5.. 366
613,751
2,497,070
1,53,131
1910 -------------------------------- S7. 290.3Z. 6K
890,189
Z,,477
2,014,421
l ...
..
.
..
...----------------------------7.682390
f 7.3S1
3.291.224 2223,270
1912..
...............................
7,35461
715.,01
3,593.503
2.24.826
19L3 ................................
76.24.441
4
7K 151 4.023.659
2.605,077
2914 .---------------------------------I 7,
3
654.92
3.972.94
2 0,420
1915 .....................................
63,614.609
564.244
3,611.225
2.362289
-,...............................- 69.468.145 646,90
4.131.349
2,830,144
1917 ......................................
83,591340
659.816 5,408.322
3.,551.04
193 .................................
222592 331.635
L907.121
Z 299.886
.M--------------------6Z.14Z
791
269%916
1,130.211
Z.082. 881
1 ....................................
8 ,17.985
21,230
78,199
109,486
IS1 .....
..
.
.
.
.
9.11M325
10,0069
708
65.459

.9=

19= ..................................

V

I= ............

I-

2.--67022

8,914

8,850

26749

161,6-6

13,592

,68

23,988

. ......
..----------1.892.002
1 -------------------1.648.078
IM ......................................
,545,618
I9= ..................................
11,534. 983
11w............................
--40---07
1971.............................j
1.202.5I
3

58,61L444
49,158,(307
49,762.265
49,591,589
54.316,164
64.390,504
60.96477
67,250.318
72,9K4482
788 265
7-8,949,491
83,577,328
800,263
70,152.367
77, 076,58
93.210,562
60.761,234
85,625,799
6,394,900
9,258,501

2.718,535

Whisky

Proof
7

gallo=
36,554
789.900
930.234
1,005,805
1,059,299
1.216,431
1499,180
1,437,989
1,552,204
1,216,171
1, 41693
1,505,908
1.88,529
1.670234
1,247,160
1,724.058
1,657,122
732 606
(8)()

(,(8)9
(8)

()

1.80,S010

(s)

1971
9.................................1,928,622
.4
3002
1.974.029

(8)

19,882
1& 273

17,.323

31. 709
2Z.493
15.8 8
17942

1,957
1,522

36,97
46,9e61

1,95W0.821
;,7148

2373
Z.082
L911
2, 400

48.082
4Z.1IM
43,714
43,182

1,617.147
1.472.452
1 26124
1.000,888

3,145

50,148

consumption, 1900-198S

1.,61,234

Gin

Brandy

proof
gaUorwI

proof
gaulo=z 7

441.43

239,770

540.094
314.306
54.865
352 424
598,328
377,501
641,258
405,403
728,024
454,687
835,883
587.683
831.358
578,307
1,06,282
712.701
1,135,733
802.889
1,206,807
382.134
771,175
505,399
M,0359=MO9
1,094,798
5 .877
694,909
404,907
830,299
497,600
281.169
440,189
85,402
165.130
()
(8)

(149.4M

(8)
()

Cordials,' CoNliquors, poun
4
et. etc.
nd(s.

Iv l - To
Tisota
laneous &Toa

Proof
Pof
Proof
Proo
wgo
gaU*
7 g=
250,132
86,9907g gn~o=g
69,233 gallons
1,704,117
297,240
1105
324. 86
5810
350,206
72.457
395,736
45,799
489.262
34.190
602,680
25,479
563,555
22,205
680,892
32,082
854,484
53902
553,102
33,413
483,036
299
58257
194
524.787
93
364,213
16
350,778
26.737
342.691
1,590
129,936 ..........

()
(

)

98,669
108,96
108,776
10261
94,054
135,234
123,210
139,523
110,255
124.494
131,535
145.058
223,038
I,543
215.290
318,384
110,879

)()

)

(8)
()

('

(8)

(M

8

(8)
()

(8.

()

(

(8)(

')
(8)
(8
8

()

(8)
8

0

45,844

(8)

(1%(36;9(8

2.150, S04
3M3,161
2.513,073
0
4650.106
3,016,648
3,686,139
3,556,624
4.M,684
14,173,434
3,714.643
3897,352
o
,983.682
4.106,827
2909,758
3,644.72 2
3,041,145
1.22M 753
243.971
26Z 597
JO
29.919
c

8
(8
8053
8
()30,738

(8

66,850
72.11
77,764

8

5473

United Statesz consumption

Yoas ended June 30--

Whisky

Rum

GaUoas

Gallaw

Gin

Cordials,

Brandy

3d

110--------------------------------------------------------------------------

57,824,367

... o9.07...
................................................................

:[

19M ------------------------------------------------------------------------.. - .-----.......----------------------------------------------------------I=-------------------------------------------------------------------19 11-------------------------------------------.7------------------------------------------------------------------------1912 ---------------------------------------------------------------------

Gallon

48,048,619
46.617,478
46,2K277
50,759,689
6D,202,885

Z 15Z 293
2,306,587
2,521.869
2,62Z170
278%6
3,092915
3,804,065

1,353960
1, 411, 024
1,566.492
1,632,041
1738 629
1,967,750
32,37,237

57,537,827

60,,432

3,594,888

2,050,984

84,098,57
813,751
3,563,352
68,506,566
6909
4,13U210
191
...---------..
....
....----------------------.-------------------------------74,097,063
697,381
4,498,031
1917
o~..o ...............................................................
73,88,369
715,701
4,364,68
1919-------------------------------------------------.------------------------.
77,902,970
70,151
5,022694
1910 ---------------------------------------------------------------74,37,217
6,920
5,067,738
10 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------64,861,769
564,244
4,306,134
71,19263
646,900
4,961,648
85,248,462, 659,816
5,689,491
1914 ----------------------------------------------------------------56,55198
331,635
1,992,523
1914----------------------------------------------------------39 .......................................................................
----------1917--------------------------------------------------------------------------

199 -----------------------------------------------------------------193......
.......
-------------------------....----------------------------------1M------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

(

11---------------------------------------------------------------------M I. o o

. .

- -.

. ....
.. --o . .

. .- -. --

- - ..- o.......
-- - - --

ISoure BRa of Industrial Alcohol. Dceber 19

- - -- ..- .
- ..
- --. .
--

- ---

(9)
(9)

()

(

Gatbwz

258,83
297,240
324,860
380,206
395, 736
489,262
02,680
63, 55

)

(
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Gallon

I

Gallon

92,398
98669
189
108,776
102,611
94,054
135,234

82,22,64
K6Z2248
51,468,468
52, 275 338
52,241,95
57,332,812
68,07M643

123,210

64,523,101

I,3.52
71,434,002
110,25
77,167,916
24494
82,608,90
I M S$348,843
145,06,
87,56,010
= 038I 84,172,90
198,543' 73.063,115
215,290
8t721,300
318,384
96,51707
110,679
61,984,987
(
6,88,770

(3)

)

Total

laneos

22205

68O,892
32,082
85, 484
53.902553102
33,413
483,036
299
588257
194
524,787
93
364,213
16
350, 78
26,737
691
1,590
129.936 ----------

()

Miscel-

108930
110,595
52,810
72,457
45,79
34,190
25,479

I34Z

9)
()
(9)

Gallon

,305,832
2,817,310
2,605, 404
2,790,225
3,197,686
3,164,297
,767,196~
3,327,744
3,991, 273
2,465,016

()

-------

pounds,
etc.

Gallon

731,833
7M8M3
844,850
82210
M,
905,747
894,952
969,263

55,73M,115

Corn-

liquors,
etc.

,67,4970

(9

(9

1,784

(9)

()

1,701,200

()

1,04,576

)3)o)1.294.2

. . .

)

(9)

(9)

()

report, p. 96.
QLThe taxable gallon differs from the proof gallon by reason of the fact that in computing
2Soure: Foreign Commerc and Navigation of the United States.
taxable gallons under sec. 3251, Revised Statutes, all fractional parts of a gallon less than
9 Crdfl, liquors, stack. absinthe, kirchwaseerrtfla, and other spiritous beverages
one
tenth are excluded.
7
Proof spirits are "that alcoholic liquor which contains one half its volume of alcohol
provided for.
or bifar3 eameanlng spirits and not spe
* C=mnpOUWd or preparations which
lld spirUt are a component part of chief
Of a specific gravity of 0.7939 at 60° F".
INot shown separately.
as
sprits from materials other than gramn.
INot available.
NorzL-AcobelIsnotincluded indistllledspirltswithdrawnon paymentottax. Productlonofpure, neutral or cologne splritswhich reused by the rectifier in blending whisky
Ved rom
t,0,0t41.t000,000gallons annually between 1900and 1908, the only yam for which production was shown separately. After 1908 production of these spirits were
toded with alcoboL
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TABLE 7.-Wines: United States production, imports for consumption,
United States consumption, 1900"-198

and total

(Quantity expressed In wine gallon]

United
Year ended June States pro.
3duction'

Exports

1,408,859
27,651,351
1900..............
1,117,858
26,1,238
1901 .............
020,00
45,673,715
1002..............
678,150
33,312,443
1903..............
898,643
1904 ............... 38,436,442
839,386
j 30,203,794
1905 .............
789,628
1006.............. 40,630,870
60,147
5, 639,430
1907..............
438,076
44,859,946
1908 ..............
415,891
025880
1009 ............
501,348
81,185,691
1910 .............
1,394,994
6,050,000
5.
1911 ............
957,120
51,577,000
1912 ..............
1,076,151
49,759,000
1913 ..............
041,357
45,915,000
1914 ............
810, 310
28,075,000
1915 ..............
1, 133,274
43,362,480
1916 .............
2,245, 013
39, 885, 508
1017 .............
2,765,344
51,029,822
1918 ............
'4,920,425
56,256,171
..............
1910
4,673,587
1020 ............... 20,082,458
26,729
1921 .............. 20,532,343
11,639
,357,457
1922 ..............
47,092
14,708,405
1923 ..............
12,035
9, 050,170
1924 .............
13,041
3,638,446
1925 .............
5,41,096 ............
1928 .............
............
197......4,400,504
4,922,617 ..........
1928 .............
. 11,381,990 ...........
1929 ..........
3,154.8001...........
1930 .............
,058,854 .........
1931 ..............
,210,454 ............
1932 ..............

Imports for consumption
Production
wnes
essexportsstll wne
Toa
Sparkling
Stl wie

28,242,492
24,008,380
44,743,815
32,634,298
37,538.709
29,360,408
39,847,044
50,079,283
44,421,269
53,00,995
50,684,343
5,655,008
50,619,880
48,683,849
44,973,643
27,25,600
42,229,206
37, 040,495
48,204,478
50,829,746
15,508,871
20,50,614
6, 345,818
14,659,403
9,043,635
3, 624,805
5,841,000
4,408,50
4,922,017
11,381,900
3,154,8868
6,58,854
5,210,454

3,442,050
3,894,574
4,454,163
M
4,00,65
5,232,417
6,354,342
,058,739
7,045,226
7,269,647
7,703,690
9,179,461
6,003,215
5,372,776
6,254,003
7,113,433
5,53, 709
5,104,330
4,778,089
3,108,621
4666,739
304,300
783,627
607,029
185,371
99, 55
92, 883
40,288
32,128
32,771
32,207
28,100
23,987
29, 605

'Source: Bureau of Industrial Alcohol.
source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States,
* Source: Statistical Abstract of the United States.
For calendar years from 1919 to 1932.

853,101
885,543
902,364
1,085,262
1,008,120
1,071,273
1,124,940
1,245,625
1,001,430
1,068,422
1,302,828
074,907
834,681
854,610
789,918
420,540
582,645
018,237
371,544
'47,694
63,702
70,792
57,339
17,295
4,004
10,880
8,449
1,921
1,605
1,269
1,246
813
1,146

4,205,241
4,780,117
5,446,527
0,084,817
6,240,637
6,425,015
7,183,885
8,290,751
8,271,077
8,770,012
10,482,289
7,038,182
0,207,457
7,108,613
7,003,351
0,004,249
5,688,981
5,307,226
3,480,005
4714, 433
428,002
85,410
664,368
202,60
103,050
13, 763
48,717
34049
34,370
33,470
27,352
24,800
30,651

Total
t do.
s
uznPtioi

30,637,733
28,788,497
60,190,342
38,719,110
43,770.33f
35,795,023
47,030,72'
58, 370, 031
52,692,346
62,380,007
01,166,052
04,293,I8s
W ,827,337
55,792,462
52,876,091
33, 259, 9:
47,910,187
43,037,721
51,744.13
51,644,179
15,93;,bL,
21,361,0W
7,010,189
14,862, 069
9, 147,18.
3, 728,5&S
5,889,813
4,440, 11
4,060,9
11,416,46
3,182,21
0,683.661
5,211, I0
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TAnL 8.-Ale t porter, stout, and beer: United States production, exports, imports
for consumption, and United States consumption for fiscal years ended June 80,
1900-1938
[Quantity expressed in wine gallons)

Year

United 8tates
production'

for Total domestic
Exports'
*Production
Eprs*I
exports less Imports
con
consumption
tion Ionsum.

,223,019,383
5,496,131
1259,041, 99
4,389,003
,381,053,937
2,885.722
,448,326, 649
2,077,163
,496,220,208
2,003,240
1,
636182,899
2,233,297
,096,461,143
2 439, 708
1,817,282,002
2W,86.277
1,823,235,023
2,202,639
1,745,408,407
2,162,608
1,844, 038,027
2,181,120
1,961,776,813
2,518,073
1927, 477,614
2,608,00
2,025,071,140
2,913,017
1911
........................... 2,051,873, 63
3,214,827
105...........................
,8M, 054,51O
2,335,561
1916
........................ 1.817, 642, 314 2,352,401
1917
........................... 1,88, 338, 749
3,1-17,076
11 ........................... 1,58,262,696
3,038,094
9 ...........................
859,092, 088 '3:057,410
'280,169,680 61,120,834
2...........................
285,82,830
12,57
1921
........................
196,781,781
146,219
7 238.803
19".........................
163,329,082
19,2............................
151,600,909
1460, 020
1921
...........................
158, 676, 417
:313, 882
192..........................
10,522, 077
S422, 000
192...........................
135,852,372
'470, 000
519, 000
192
........................
128, 999, 805
'407,000
..
9 ..............
119, 80,365
114,110,673
7443,0)
1........................
...
97,2,13,628
1 290, 000
1932.........................
9129,001
(1)
10.....................
1901.....................
1902
...........................
190...........................
1901
...........................
190...........................
102 ...........................
1907
...........................
190...........................
10 ...........................
1911
...........................
1911
...........................
1912
...........................
1913
...........................

,218,123,252
3,310,690
,254,652,995
3,596163
1378,168,215
3,700,731
,44 ,848,390
4, 203, 03
,494,210,959
4,830, 048
,632,949, 02
6,200,65
,694,021,376
5,962,262
1,814,696,786
7,171,472
1,821,032,384
7,313,711
1,743, 26, 799
7,110,350
1,841 ,87,W1
7,301,417
1,959,267,840
7,240,000
1,924,908,84
7, 169,358
2,022,168,139
7, 68, 840
2,048, 658, 8.36 7,170, 604
1,851,718,945
3, 380, 0
1,81, 289,880
2,579,673
1,882,191,074
2,299,938
1,655,214,602
744,387
856, 034, 669
4 11,998
285, 012, 816
8
285,813,251
69
190, (35, 562
37
163,091,179
2,796
151, 146, 883
16
158, 332, 35
28
150,
100,077
283
I, 689
135, 370,372
507
128,480, 90-5
119,
,383,365
816
113,673, 673
414
196,947,628
330
138

.'ource: Bureau of Industrial Alcohol U.8. Treasury Department.
S
'source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.
For fiscal yoars ended June 30, from 1919 to 1932.
lPor calendar years from 1919 to 1932.
Production after national prohibition consists of cereal beverages cotuining
rIernt of alcohol by volume.
I'Malt beverages.
* Malt extract and malt beverages.
I Not available.
Malt extract and talt sirup.

1,221,439,942
1,268,249,148
1,381,874,940
1,449,862,359
1,499,053,607
1,638,150,167
, 09,83, 637
1,821,867,267
1,828,340,095
1, 760,360, 149
1,849,168,918
1, 90, 497,906
1,932, 078,212
2,029,826,985
2, 055,82D,340
1,865,105,654
1,817,869, 53
1,884,491,012
1,655,958,989
850,016,607
286,02,84
285,813,320
196,635,6 09
193, 093, 975
161, 146,929
168, 332, 63
160,100, 30
135, 378, 061
128,481,372
119, 334,181
113,674,117
96, 947, 8W

les.s than on

ialf of 1
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TABLE 9.-Per capita consumption of beer, distilled liquor, and twine8 in the United

states 1900-19S

Fiscal year ended-

Population

con-

sump
ton

Capita,
cono

Wines
per

tion.
of

Con.
sump-

Distillod

TAII

tion

spirits

____________________________________________
I - _____________

76,129,408
77,747,402
00...........................................
70,306,390
1901 ........................................................
...........................
80,93,390
102 ................
82,001,384
1903...........................................
......................
84,219,378
1904 ......................
1905 ........................................................
85,837,872
1908............... ............................ 87,455,360
89,073,360
1907.......... .....--------...........--............... '
. ................. .................. 90,891,354
1908.-....
92,207,080
1909 ..........................
...........................................
93,082,189
1910
1911.................................................
95.097,208
9,512, 407
1912 ........................................................
1913 ........................................................
97,927,518
1914 .......................................................
99,342,625
100,767.735
1915 ........................................................
1916
91 .......................................................
102,172,846
1917........................................................
103,587,955
1918 ....................................................... 105,003,065
10, 639,282
108,18, 60
121 ........................................................
109, 83,930
111,611,254
19........................................................
....--...........................-...
113, 168,578
1923 ....-.-......-..
........-- "
...-..........------..-...1024 ......----...
114,825,902
110,483,228
1923 ...................................................
118,140,650
............................................
192
.................
.......
.......
11, 797,874
1927.............
...............
...................
121,455, 198
19M.........
...............................
123, 112,522
1929 ..........-..-----.........
..........--12, 070, 000
1930....................-1931 .......................................................
124,822,0Qo
1932.......................................................

Gallons
18.05

18. 19
17.40
17.90
18.15
18.27
19.81
20.85
20,62
19.80
20.03
20.99
20,32
21.03
21.00)
18.68
18.03
18.44
15.02
8.15

=.........

Gallon s Oalln ne
1.20
1.32
1.34
1.44
1.45
1.42
1.48
1.60
1.40
1.33
1.44
1.47
1.48
1.52
1.40
1.28
1.38
1.84
.88
.80
.28
.33
18
.11
.10
.09
.09
.08
.09
.09
.08
.07
.05

0.40
.37
.63
.43
.6M
.42
.6
.07
.9
.06
.6
.0f
.60
.6S
.64
.33
.43
.42
.0
.49
.15
.20
.0
1
0
.03
.0
.01
.0
.09
0
.0
,1

103.
1901.
1902.

1ION
1905.
19W3

1907
1910

1911..

1912
111.
1911
1913
1916
1917
1918

1919

1921.
IiM2.
192.
1924.

197.
192.
i9).
1930
1932.

Ii
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tiled

1O.-United States total consumption of beer, distilled spirits and wine,

TABLE

1004:-98f
l

Total oon.Peen
sumtlo
!t
ber,
distilled spirits,

Percent
ercntdistilled
beer

spirits

wine

and wine

oil
'Inns
0.40
.3
.
.43
.
.4
.s
.
.69
.0
.66
.09
.0
.6s
.14
.33
.43
.42
.0
.49
.1
.20
.
.13
.08
.03
.05
.04
.0
.09
.03
.04

--

100 ......................................................
1901
......................................................
2......................................................
0W......................................................
l(O ......................................................
1905
..........................................
1905...........................................
197 .....................................................
1. ......................................................
10 ......................................................
1910
......................................................
1911
............................................
1912
...........................................
1913
....................................................
191.....................................................
1915
............................................
1916
............................................
1917
......................................................
1918
......................................................
1919
......................................................
1920.....................................................
1921
......................................................
12 .............................................
923..............................................
1924
......................................................
1925
......................................................
3 19M..............................................
1927
......................................................
29 ..............................................
1.29..............................................
1930
..............................................
1931
. ..........................................
1932
.....................................................
--

n
Gallons
1,347,481,792
90.65
1,389, 247,238
90.68
89.82
1,538,618, 115
1, 04, 888,052
90.34
1,662,834 731
90.17
1,693,923,309
90.81
1,874,162,392
90.70
2 019, 704, 051
90.21
2,005,771,421
91.15
1,933,239,601
90.64
90.2
2,042, 898,318
2,168,787,767
90.67
2,127,847,120
90.80
2,232,497,631
90.92
2,251, 53, 43
91.80
2,016,135,898
92.08
2,005, 20 717
90. 5
, 094,881,661
89.96
1,699,015,108
91.68
991,516,116
88.34
45,233,725 ..........
67,188,423 ...........
28,289,346...........
27,477,63...........
2, 452,859
14,316, M
18,71Z,401...........
14,481,072 ...........
14,828,708...........
22,009,179..........
12,91,410...........
16,377,383..........
12,440,131 ..........

7.05
7.36
6.93
7.25
7.21
7.08
6.78
8.91
6.32
6.33
.49
6.36
. 53
6.58
8.35
8.29
8.98
7.99
6.37
8.46
64.77
02.65
73.31
45.91
55.28
73.95
64.76
69.33
70.90
48.13
76.45
60.53
67.87

I_____________I______

2.30
2.08
3.26
2.41
2.62
2. 11
2.62
2.88
2.63
3.13
2.99
2.97
2.67
2.50
2.36
1.65
2.39
2.05
&05
5.20
35 23
37.35
28.69
54.09
44.72
20.05
35.24
30.67
29.10
51.87
24.55
43.47
42. 18

TABLE

190
Quantity

I1.-Rye whisky: United States exports by countriesfor fiscal years ended June 80, 1900-1918

1901

1902

19M

10

195

190

1907

1908

1900

1910

1911

1912

1913

1914

20.571

31,484

8,690

9.343
1.085
908

16,668
1,177
595

20,703
2,635
1,938

15,740
S3,
872
41,156
4,957
1.331

6,848
3,517
34.416
,974
2,03

23,901
9.885
24.504
2,258
1.489

29,227
13,763
31,536
4,571
1,176

48,68
17,805
20,693
2,591
1,419

28,006
12,880
16,199
1,818
1.280

78,738
16,586
18,311
4.307
1,574

30.545
22,689
16,807
3,517
2,477

18,515
4, 078
20,281
3,885
7,496

43,519
14.418
16,131
11,756
6,893

3,253
17,345
8,20.5
14,493
12,794

30 .......................
12,588
1,685
475
5,170
5,114
2,005
9.676
4.776 11,045
2,610
2,610
2,711

1.327
4,013
3,777
1,640

43,309
85,141

66,437
38,885

35,2M9
35,061

7,753
52,728

15,788
41,047

11.881
35,604

13 ,67j
40,155

24.860
56,719

28,037
33,100

32,674
29,812

21,083
36,332

34,353
51,514

32,396
52,228

20,143
51,919

17,942 16,779 20,605
38,548 93,736 102,778

5.074
74.094

91.721 160,357 155,046 104.236 127,535 106.893 109,522 134.110 12,7255 121.320 182,002 133,450 140,122 177,341 134,152

88,564 124.700 139,619

89,925

1915

1916

1917

1918

(proof

gUaons):
Germany ....
19,141
Panama .
Mexico ......
2,329
4,304
Nicaraua.
Guatemala-....
287
Philippine Islends.5,371
Othercounries. 60,290
Total ....

Value:
Germany ....
18829
1,434
629 $13,495 $17,053
Panama.--..--- ... 7,818
Mexico .------18,435 29,189 44.996 80,174
Nicaragw ..
5,482
1.849
2,006
3,134
4,227
Guatemala..._
548
2,287
1341
2,893
2,269
Philippine Islands
.---- 6,710 75.248 128 875 90.146 13,950
Otbercountrie&. K8,143 134.330 80,77 68, 816 92,0 0
Tota.-

121,241 21,583 275,717 22348

$9,788 $23,23 $30,065 $A,174
8,032 22.106 54,890 39,425
67.893 58,800 66,804 43,366
5,135
5,056
8,884
4,971
4,158
3,020
1,815
3,143

860W8 1,94
$3X,993 $27.620 $50,670
8,321 31,855
29, 526 35,676 48,508
37,063 41,800 39,297 42,282 32,154
4.022
8,914
6,396
9,227 25,118
2,331
3,299
5,524 14,570 13,744

35,965 26,459
76,635j 69,089

40,885
67,59

21,589 45, 056
88,891 12,800

60,578
6,083

$6,948
35,695
16,145
28,7Z!
25,713

$82 -------------------25,214 $3,161
$993 $3,613
9,324
8,911
4,265 13,598
19,814
8,176 15,064
,958
4.927
3,887
5,542
3,968

43,941 59,335 58,604 37,621
7 2,794 106,333 106,805 108,678

31,721 29, 653 31,388 04, M9
77,304 155,311 192,322 138,844

217,551 207,606 1jwll M83j252.91P 935 21%.031 1301.044 251,453 267,688 1327,950 2953168,388 208,879 249,572 22,M6

Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

'%.s

it:

S1900

12.

1901

H ,Pir,fin

tr/h i k y: I ',tit o-rI

1902.

1904

..

1905

c

eir
lrt. hby r

1906

i ilIr itx

.ftr Ji.mcal !/(srrx

tade-,' .1

UI w)-1 ) 18

1913

1914

1915

3,483
29.011
1856

28,05
4,743
17, 175

27,601
4,924
8,150

8,871
24,447

110
10,139

7,100

2,278
1,959

Total ---------- SQ3,241 525,372 611,518J169.396 231,540 212.001 183,621 190,067 129.258,331,909 46,301 58.45984381

60,252

47.775

34.82M

1908

1909

1910

1911

1 1912

itsce
.-io,

1916

1917

4,801

2984

47
25,738

7,063
19,088

5,318
2,665
19,510

2,472
972
2Z094

1,501
58,166

1,372
30,748

7,474
32,943

88.82 50611

65,955

1918

Quantity (proof gal.
lons):
2,423
4, 074
3,969
5,740
8, 386
3,245
2,388
1,894
3,555 1.547
323
4,651
Nicaragua
----- 19,069 1&,596 11,349
9.752 14.391 12,619 15, 37
9,234
2,251
2.530 &002 R_378
-Mexico ....-..
4.794 15,835 18,91
14,373 18,728 21,224 27,232 21,007 14.907 17, 9 13,241 20 606
Philippine
Islands---------- 5&056 109,281 23,006 13,932 13,100 15,153
8,893 12,486
9,151 14,599 17.401 13,00
Other countries. - 778,899 37"3, 274 554 193 125,509 181,247 159,759 127, 475 144.952 101,055 293,435 8,110 15,252
Value:
Canada
------Nicaragua ----Mexico .--------Philippine
Islands ......
Other countries.Total --------

$4,997 $18,401 $8,976 $15,198
12.646 11,218
7.312
5.466
7,90
M22,854
36,262 24.260

$0,416
8,951
30,471

$7,449 $11,552
10.u0a7 14,357
30,454 45,725

$5,686
11,757
34,862

$3,596
3,356
22,146

$6,797 $3, 334
$683 $10,110 $66,469 $A501 $10,675
3,337 8,289 10,429 37,713
6.991
8,77#a
7
64
&% 21,595 33,133 32,248 28,759 13,810 49,809

119,079 226,024 36,837 28,377 24,820 38,865 21,373 26,113 18,410 26,325 31,694 18,168
620.248 409, 472 548,674 129,836 181,035 159.270 152,257 174,804 113,406 301,429 15,301 24,301
176 4.860 1687.969 138,061 203,137 1254,693

246,115

Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

1245264

1 222 1160,914

15,959
300 -----28,016 116,910 11,243

365,446 104213 186,714 .124,946 1119,429

92,331

4,986
3,963

$7,381 $12,928 $11,819
12,136
3,445
2,257
30,288 28,528 47,109
3,630
60,428

3,085
25,956

18,236
70,787

09,497 j113,863

173,942

150,208

TABLE

13.-Rum: United Slates exports by countries for fiscal years ended June 30, 1900-1918
1900

Quantity (proof gallons):
British West Africa
----------------------------United Kingdom ---------------------------------------Netherlands ------------------------------------------China .....................................-......
Other countries ........................................
T otal -------------------------------------------------

1901
1,005,394

635,764
9,139

1, 005,3,D4
26,146

656
24,851

45,171

670, 410

1,076, 711

684 637
21,721

851,935

1907

1908

50, 218

1,095,401
$1,316,110

I

I

626.982
217, 374
4,085
3,013
62,620

765,098
141,278
4,866
13,136
13,953

725,266
143,87-0
6,209
18,209
32,496

66 371

23,988
35, 448
I

I

914,074

938,331

926,049

757,227
$918,499

911,371

701,423

$1. 377,, 211

$918, 49
29, 016

$1,127,131
11,584
37122

$76 287
67,091
405
4.237
49,902

$857,287
293,557
5,531
756
34.27

$1, 017,5M
191, 453
6,641
3,209
13,374

1,175,837

877, 922

191,418

1. 232,179

1916

6,226
74,95

47, 219
225 I

1, 458,393

94, 959

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

762,923
283,720
8,216
23, 748
59,521

743, 688
272,6%
14,599

20,769
77,894

8i 955
36M,033
49,547
25,388
112,917

852,323
28,196
45,410
10,270
7.4,855

824.600
3 4 629
71,456
36,597
91,456

857,352
302,042
42, 031

------------------------------------------------- 1138,128

1'129,578

1,410,840

1,28, 054

1,388,738

1,240,804

1,58690

$991,624
380,140
19.77
51960

67,682

8,651

$1,153,592
499.294
68, 070
7, 972
98, 309

$1,133,039
388, 027
62,261
3,052
81,188

$1,103,824
496 365
98 412
9,956
106, 564

$1,104,057
400, 198
57.280
10,355
16,662

$1,458,682
237,545
91.681
18,412
80,987

1 1,474.761

1,476,147

1,827, 237

1,667,5%7

1,815,121

1,588,552

1,887,307

Value:
British West Africa
-------------------------------------United Kingdom ----------------------------------------------Cehln
.......................................................
Netherlands
------------------------------------------------China.----------------------------7,115
Other countries ------------------------------------------------Total ..-----------------------------------------------------3our-e- Foreilgn Commterce anti Nuvirution of the Unioled States.

$1,017,64
371,474
11,426
1152

1909

I

I

1,0M, 719
$1,377, 211

43,439

I

89
50, 780

70, 949

85, 026
I

599,670
49,715
300
13,778
37,960

1,425,920

Quantity (proof gallons):
British West Africa ------------------------------------------United Kugdom ----------------------------------------------Netherlands ---------------------------------------------------China ---------------------------------------------------------Other countries -------------------------------------------Total -

1,468,110

1,017, 004
8,766

1906

960,157

Value:
British W est Africa ------------------------------------- $85,140 $1.3M2.020
United Kingdom --------------------------------------12,716
35,717
Netherlands ------------------------------------------China
---------------------------------------1,160
Other countries ----------------------------------------34.792
50,373
T otal . ................................................

1905

1,017,004

1904
684,, 637

18,692

20,687

1,148,360
165,761
67,934
41,054
163,7,91

1917

$99 446
191,454

8,379

4,418
40,421
1,237,11

461.571

$1.197,437
$374,649
102,503 --------5.631 ---------7,990
16, 74
215,552
81,664
1,529, 113

t

b-4

0

1918

966, 475
321,301
74,231 4, 178 122,158
30,299
109.97-1
227,754

1.394,79

0

473,016

0

LO
CI
0

T.ISL

.:

14.

-. ll oth cr di.tillb4 spirits:

1002
1

Stazrcs rxportm h!/ rounti rice . for

1905

1906

1907

1908 j909

Mexico ------------

1,882 2,832
440
Hong Kong ........
Pilippine Iands-. 1,054 2.,0 37
15,209 18,693
Other countries ....
W5
1, 23,562

28,168 14.586
1,96;3
3, 704
28.029
1.568
20 82 28.158

11,967
533
1,305
,33, 597

8,914
1.209
1,998
71,650

12 612
439
5,048
21,990

10,948

17,231

8, 258
573

10. 691
469

76,384

47,402

83,771

40,089

19.779

48,014

Value:
M exico -------------- $2,601 $3.82 $38,485 $25,894 $18.241 $14.666 $23,652
835
1.384
1,438
620
Z570
741 .......
Hong
Kong-rIslands._.
ie.....
Philippine
15,811
202971 4.118 12,003 3.M9 1.154 2,80
Other countries -----19,282 3 726 29,892 32,505 47,021 78,470 4L572

1912

1910

124.921

rc ,Io,

1914

1913

3,417 7,563 4, 678
25
13
768
5,801 9.139
24,733 28,429
7, O

ilf if

1915

-1

IS

j916

1917

28,391 11,204

38,122 1422

3,568 5,654
142 3,300
623
4,607 2,181
13,451 23,380 15,831

6,516
6,488 5,219
511
3,124
2,88
4, 352
788 1,376
20,008 40,540 W03,734

29,271 25,408

30,152 50259 515,113

5,739

2

I$,827

$2A,297 $24,021
415
1,177

W,855
$13,788 $8241 $11,104 $ ,594 $7,786 $11,255
4,785 1,64
326 4,050
5
4--------....0
,501 2,3
787
3914
8,40
10,385 11,.1
1. 411 1,49
' m
18,134 14,003 33.368 31,256 25,610 34,033 28,52 290 58_I
I

--

Total ...

.u1

fiscid ?i/cir. c,'tdc

1918

1901i

Quantity (proof gallons):

Total ------------

1931 1904

I *nitelC

144.70 18Z950

62,358

67.854

97,328

Source: Foreign Comnmerce and Navigation of the United States.

81, 870

3889

43,568 22,391

17,595

51,357 143,123

14

7,089
7
9,329
94,221

$13,109 $14,789
45
1,218
31,97
9,34
19,711
i, &%

I

867141,1291 A 5

7,193 627,b575

246,1522

TABLE

B

Quantity (gallons):

Germany .........

Switzerland .....
United Kingdom..
Canada ...........
Panama ...........
Mexico ...........
Colombia ----...
Ecuador ---------China ...........
Japan ............
French Oceania_.__
Other contrite ....

1901

13,7381
6...

98 54 1 65,0221 396100,101
4 0,--,5 ,r!4 --179.721188,W85 60,675119,475
787
38,471 30,465 1
- 147,920
ii0,424128,91 171,375
210, 181
63,768 63,023
,' ,143
15,W
35,527
33,167
2,547 21,
6,25,- 2Z 93 19,389

211, 7W
5,l788
20,095
3-561

I

19M

1904

,,.7261
599,
517, 6411

1,117,1,

im83~

17,754
90
25,907
29,862
39,143
94,00I
12, 840
25,699
4
4230
46,6309
11,995
138,556

14 47

1.89.

16K6,.

.11-4

1910

lowS

1907

105

55,447 59.684 32,997
94,192 83,739 22,917
29.841
25,121 25,5
80,534
105010 140
135,561 131, 115 110,474
19,55 27, 8 18,049
28 27,128
19.959
5,5 22.021 8,356
81. a J
-!47.22 49.33988,916 59,5&57 50,914
78,43'1 48,529 54.472 &3,0l01 35,63 34.479 12.699
206,573!2D4, 6 177,3M8IK,238
267.7541233,463211.

44,288

Total........--Value:
Germany ....-....
Switzerland ------United Kingdom. Canada ...........
Panama ...........
Mexico.
Colombia ........
Ecuador ..........
China ------------Japan ............
French Oceania-..
Other countries....

1 1902,
SII

1900

247.6311

48,450
3.725
22,981
34.081
35,796
70526
15,401
28,479
4,672
34.823
15,338
101.619

1 1911

35,312 360,93139,096
3.528I 31.376 2150
92,681 55,378
57,544
85,566111,472
47, 267
247,681
201,718
57,064
39,57,5 75,189 84,559
27,96491
11,949
39,636 50,100
27,166
22,1M 26478
1t1711 229,869 26971
9, 758
23. M3 40,654
107, e37 204, 248j207, 108
Sol.1348oi4,.994

21,096
9,
44
8,64512261
8 2.712,52,170, 44,35-& 35.,6&3 29,
K
1,6
25 1,17
839,13,7
13,27515,255 10,266 11,15 14,832 15,561
15,881
8
171313,2511
M 3
11,453
31,6 43, 831 29,751 12,
----15,284
-- ---- --32,245
29,66
40,95
49,441
55,021
61.,678j
74,32
84,4"6 821~ 53,765
76 2S5j
8,018 9.861 11.314 9,941 10,55 13,20 11,94 13,449 14,439
17:
8.650
307 Z372Z168 1,731
- r 13,02 A18644 10,
23,8741.611,
15,89
2660 8 23,484 17,067 18,074 32,184 2Z 0 1 20, 399, 15,779 13,08 18,37
25,
4,728 5,781 3,3776
,
11,804
I, 82
17,274 10
16,4981 21,37 13j
4.
,7.8 6284
- f 6
220, W1 7,j 813 D 8 701304

19, 1

j

461,5C,0

7 34

.

2

5 9OS

1 1912

1914

1913

2 4 3

j O .SS,

3

32

2

55,[

1

5

3

181,516193597

33,924
42,1
1373
8
29,907
18,641
8,49
68,837
6,913

a

1915

1

47,401 23,830
515
47,269 75, 800 7, SW)
77,591 60, 147 50,168
114,062 70,680 59,154
242,875 197,020 188,401
85, 638 73,035 92,357
58, 359 52,015 37,998
51,481 33,25M 42,506
34.,731 2A50W 23,654
60.2W8 81, 078 112,002
50,70,M 69,993 51,835
197.83C 177,997 153,22C

95710.07515

$23. 381 $15, 970 $123, 288 $139351 $20,26
$41,• 049j....70....a.h
9aA'J0$(0,
1581$5 841$1

$66,116 S46 .63 61$ 2 1352

n9W ,
18,929

Total ------------ I 575,65

co

15.-Wines: United States exports by countriesfor fiscal years ended June 80, 1900-1918
1

I

1916

17,5W0
41853
63,862
113,281
125,994
30,640
52,882
59,881
239,512
67,22C
320,642

1917

1918

13, 846
257,031
131,417
149,468
A40471 14, 820
61,485
87,857 386,190
519,563 647,319
226,080
775, 62W 877,688
212,491
161,844

8 9 3
, 57 1 , 1 1.133,274 Z245,0L 2,765,344

941 3

$9.340j

$30 -----

-----

I----

$7,165
$48,044
20,
22,101
31,68425,7
24,0541
160,984293,90
28,131
21,735
46,493 28,
49,5S8
7001$,75.-----60377,,88,31
243,34S
50,781
33,350
76.017 64883 68.
41
92,371
94,655
55,496
35,456 33,0251 41,649
32,016
37,818
27, 406
25,845
2' 18 13,112 17,597
19,705
21,3771 35.12 182,295
13,K 11,015 9,094
10,819
64,655 143,161 243,716
22,705 28, W) 36,515
8,052
88,753
2D,8331 38,957
17,880
222
11,025
K3353
1,08 ,92373401q 5
4I13329,5

518, 5388

2633Z

NoTz.-Prior to 1911 the above tabulation represents wines, in coverings other than bottles only. Exports of wines in bottles represent les
of wine.
Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

389

450.59 93133 1388,639

than 10 percent of total exports

'IA

LE 16.-.Malt

liquors in

bottles: Unitcd States

by countries for

e.rports

4

Quantity (dozen quarts):
Canada ..------------------------------------------------------------------

47,486
47,474
------------Panama -----------------------------------------------------------------------218,05
445,621
Cuba ---------------------------------------------------------------------------618384
470,451
-----------------------------------------------------Philippine Islands
48r,
-------------------------------------------------------- 614. 694
Other countries
1,578,240 1,351,779

Total -----------------------------------------------------------------Value:____

Canada --.......----------------------------------------------------------P~aaa-------------------------L-----------------------------------

i907

64,000
37.739
- --------88,672
115,061
217,293
314,503
388, 972
355, 596

71,508
129889
62, 40
144,278
249,166

1105,863

146,012

211,811

217,24

31,291
112,484
137. 9M
238,842,1

75,795
157,245
64.179
2K500

110,893
165,200
37,866
217,393

135,789
100,685
20,256
163,256

759,027

540,301

626,400

727, 731

743,163

643,230

822,8991

__

______

1,945,059 1,643,519 1,199,293 1,082,982

1909

1911

1910

Quantity (dozen quarts):jI

296,83
Cansda --------------------------------------------------------- 197,987W221,295
149,428
149,371
Panama.--------..--------------------------------------------------- 167,810
56, 755
58, 467
78,488
-....----------------------------------------------------Cuba.-----48,109
51,020
Philippine Islands --------------------------------------------------- 49,960
144658
116,730
Other countries ------------------------------------------------------ 141,118
Total ------------------------------------------------------------ 635,351

Value:

689,093

56,883

1012

f1913

769,432

932,372 11,059.584 1, 128,226

1914

1915

427,801
83,771
35, 534
30,479
176,77

595,778
43,118
37, 282
14,818
175,688

57,550W
28,459
41,771
16,823
29K,224

217,789
14,432
37,531
12,469
414,469

754,422

S ,64

902,627

98690

1916

1917

964,207

1918

64,011
12,131
61,642
8,892
528,069

38,439
22,363
9454
2,612
808,178

37,538
17,155
139,581
6,049
812,375

674,745

966,148

01698

$63,156
$102, 688
35,289
16,686
87, 067 128,452
3,383
13,484
749,148 1,149,641

$62445
33,604
212,327
14.746
1,357,623

_ _______44

Canada -------------------------------------------------------------- $280,428
280,334
Panam -------------------------------------------------------116,713
Cuba -----------------------------------------------------------74,280
Philippine Islands --------------------------------------------------213,237
-------------------------------------------------Other countries

$324,659
232,553
84,452
69,614
166,046

964,992

8'1,.24

$440,265 $85,372
11
202,856
51,342
71,7
47,835
71,838
203,566 1 236,557

$931, 14
58,185
52,163
21,267
238,483

90395 1.101,169 1,301,244
Sa

Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

1906

$301,742
$90,594 $144,530 $205,121 $312,016
$81,247
$4,818
$59,861
$,932
204. 431 1 235, 709
135,903
54,997
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 1 21,875
137,70
240,403
235,520
171,488
95,314
5,-------------------------------------------------------------601,92
135,112
170,703
29Z380
35,048
47,977
81,34U)
188,941
18a3,480
309,120
481,337
762,176
557,807
25t. 007
323,399
401,691
372,416
375,169
557,503
529, 102 520,4Z5
7,400

Total ------------------------------------------------------------------

Total ---------------------------------------------------------

1908

1905

____

Cubs.
Philippine Islands--------------------------------------------------------Other countries ----------------------------------------------------------

30, 1900-1918

1904

1903

1902

1901

1900

fiscal yca:rs crlcd June

$881,721
37,643
54,761
22048
409,408

$330,966
18,728
54,584
17.395
588,549

1 4&%61 1.010,2

96,071 1,379,9211,874

TABLE 17.-M alt liquors in other coverings: United States exports by countries for fiscal years ended June 30, 1900-1918
1901

Quantity (gallons):

Canada_ - .------- ...........

Mexico ------------Other countries ..................

1902

19031904

.0
1907 11908 119M 1 191

1905

1911

I 1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

1918

197. 083 171,031 210.013 265,440 214, 59 234.384 231,476 29221 28,319 222, 949 326,221 357,180 ~72 18 258,629 201,423 56,478 11, 5
9,318 6,470
55,200 29,473 9w,661 99,148 123,355 78,094 12,294 38,441 12,199 1,919 30,575 .M895 2,364
912 34. 271 82,538 13,704 239, 065115, 961 7,462
33,314
20.05 42.985
7,631 8 958 1IA902
509,128 126,162 116,351 35,484 44,393 43,829 12,805 2A1301 1Z4311 21,657 33,681 57.519

Total .........................
Value:

Can a

S37,814
- -- ----- -------

Mexico .........................
Other countries ................
T otal . ........................

$

$A
58221.M
776 $48, Is

620$49, 647M 485.$

17,68 24.301 28,233 28,137 26,497 22485
A3831 8,845 12, 0~ 9,331
18715 18
194,157 1

508j 90 7691 9,758 84,687

Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

80 m

4,001
3,540

248I8440

614

9,8341 3,5
8,8151 4,208

57, 192 87.114 5% w

5, 8949, 5771$11,486
M3 31 3
, 553
48,107 61,327 32,779 16,84
4561 10,491 8,851 7,379 10,4771 1 2,658
48
,171. 3
1
30.917 21632,1
6,M9
9,474 16,770~ 7,863 6,5901 13168 127

67767275,657

4

1

m,7

85,
I9

1&1 60, 15

70,2191 70,

1 71, 89j

1 6%104 48,654

"rAIC1.1

IS.-

Spirits.

Irile.s. and other be rertzgi.n: ( 'tmirpr/som 4#f Ttriff .. tc1.s

,f 18!'97. 1P09. 1913, 192Z, ald

1.930

Rates of duty
par&graph,

I

I

Classification

actca
1930

Act of 1930

Act of 1922

Act of 1913

l8g?

Act of 1909

Reciprocity rates

Full duty

801(a) Nothing In this schedule shall be construed as (1)---------------- 1 ) ---------------- 1 ( ) -----------------. (3)---------------- (1)--------------801(b)

In any manner limiting or restricting the
=
ns of title II or I of the National
bitLon Act, as amended.
The duties prescribed In schedule 8 and Im- (1)
......----1(1) -------------- (1)--------------posed by title I shall be in addition to the
internal-revenue taxes imposed under existing law, or any subsequent act.
Brand and other spirits manufactured or dis- $5 per proof gallon $5 per proof gallon. $2.60 per proof gallon.'
ttll
rom grain or other materials.
---Compounds and preparations of which distled
do ........---------- do...------Not less than $2.60
spirits are the component material of chief
per proof gallon.
value and n.s.pJ.
do......---------do Cordials, Uquers, arrack, absinthe, klrschwas$2.60 per proof galser. ratb
and bitters of all kinds containing
lon.
spirits.
gallon
----Champagne and all other
kling wines.....
$6 per
$6 per gallon..-..
In bottles containing each:
j pint or less ........................
$2.40 per dozen '..
More than 34 and not more than 1 pint.
$4.80 per dozen '_
More than 1 pint and not more than
$9.60 per dozen '..
1 quart.
In bottles or vessels containing more than
$3 per gallon 4 I_
I quart each.
Still wines, including ginger wine or ginger $1.2.5 per gallon.... $1.25 per gnllon_..
cordial, vernuth, and rice wine or sake, and
similar beverages, n.s.p.f.'
In casks or packages other than bottles or

jus

Containing 14 percent or less of absolute alcohol.
Containing more than 14 percent of
absolute alcohol.

--------------------

--------------------

)

(1) ---

----------

0).

$2.60 per proof gal- $2.25 per proof gal- $1.75 per proof gallon.
lon.
Ion.
Do.
Not less than $2.60 -per proof gallon.
$2.60 per proof gal .
Ion.

do...........

Do.

..... do ...........

$2.40 per dozen '
$2 per dozen
_... $1.50 per dozen'.
$3per dozen.'
$4.80 per dozen ,'-"$4per dozen '....
$6 per dozen.'
$9.60 per dozen ,... $8per dozen 4-.$3 per gallon' 4 ....

45 cents per gal- 45 cents per gallon.'
r gallon.60 Iong.
cents per
60 cents per gallon.7

$2.50 per gallon'

..

40 cents per gallon.

---------------------------------------

50 cents per gallon.

$1.90 per gallon 4".

35 cents per gallon.

Do.

T.BLz 1S.-Spirits, wines, and other beverages: Compariion of Tariff Acts of 1897, 1909, 1915, 1922, and 1930--Continued

I
Paragraph.
act
of
193

Rates of duty

Classification
rates

804

806

Still wines, including ginger wine or ginger
cordial, vermouth, and rice wine or sake, and
similar beverages, n..pI.-Continued.
in bottles or jugs:7
Containing each not more than 1 pint.
in cases of 24.
Containing each more than 1 pint and
not more than 1 quart, in cases of
1 dozen.
Quantity in excess in bottles or jugs-.
Ale, porter, stout, and beer ...................
In bottles or jugs..................
In other containers ----------------------Malt extract:
Fluid ....................................
In bottles or jugs ---------------------In casks......................
Solid or condene -.------------------

-

$1.85 per case ....

$1.85 per case...

$1.60 per case ...

$.25 per case.7

Do.?

do I-------------- do....-do
7....

6 cents per pint or

$1 per gallon .....

-1 pergallnt-.---

---..
.
.-.-

--

.-

6 cents per pint or 5 cents per pint..
4 cents per pint.
fractional part.
45 cents per gal. 40 cents per gal45 cents per gallonJ.
Ion.?
lon.T
23 cents per gallon. 23 cents per gallon- 20 cents per gallon-.
fractional part.

$1per gallon .....

$1 per gallon.

60 percent -------

4..ce. t pergallo..

45 cents per gallon.
per----.allon23
percent
45 cents

------------------------------------ - - ---- --- ---- ---

.......

......

.....

.
-----......

------

-----

Non.--The Tariff Acts of 192 and 1930 provided that on products in the beverage schedule imported in bottles or jugs, a dnty shall be collected upon the bottles or jugs at one
third the rate provided on the bottles or jugs If imported empty or separately.
'Acts of 1930 and 192=. No corresponding provisions in acts of 1909, 1913, and 1897.
'Imported spirits are subject to this duty in addition to the internal-revenue tax, beginning with Oct. 4, 1917
3 Angosturbitters, $2.60 per proof gallon, act of 192.
6 No separate or additional duty on the bottles.
&In addition to $9.60 per dozen bottles on the quantity in excess of I quart.
'Provided that any of the foregoing articles specified in this paragraph when imported containing more than 24 percent of alcohol shall be classed as spirits and pay duty accordin:rNo separate or additional duty on the bottles or jugs.
SIn addition to S8 per dozen bottles on the quantity in excess of 1 quart.
* In addition to $6 per dozen bottles on the quantity in excess of 1 quart.

---
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TATILE

19.-Total value of imports and duties collected for distilled spirits, wines of
all types, and malt beverages: United States imports for consumption
Year

Fiscal year ended June
A019 ..................
l.................
02 ..................
.0..
.............
I0..............
19105 ..................
1 ..................
17 ..................
48
..................
10 ..................
110 ..................
11111
..................
iM912..............
11113
...............
11114
...............
191r,...............
1910 ...............
1917 ...............
M118
...............

Value

$11.890.714
12.937,938
14,201,017
15, 590, 595
15,881,823
14,723,970
18,269,743
21,565,084
19,797,179
21,790, 943
23,742,061
18,430,690
18,723,843
20,440,037
20,119,297
12,355, M7
10,055,410
17,471,772
10,051,002

Duty collected

$8, 424,419
0,118,204
10, 144, 128
11,08, 840
11,545,402
11.904,573
13,365, 590
15,051,518
14,621,080
15,483,224
17,416,311
10,507,880
10, ,0,343
18, 51,08
19, 25,5183
13,028.011
15,077. 643
13,294,899
6,883,032

Value

Year

Calendar yoar1919 .................. $2, 090,857
1920 ..................
2, 172, 118
1921 .................. 2,845,130
1922 ..................
1,979, 80
1923 ..................
&36,170
1924 ..............
447,301
1925.................
524,877
1920 ..................
402, 122
1927 ..................
408,004
1928 ..................
429,916
1929 ..................
447, 958
1930 ..................
355,315
1931 ..................
183,656
19:12 ..................
293, 810

Duty collected

$1,164,189
1,004,157
1,438,378
970,972
477, 90
310, 843
371,645
321,771
299,340
332,084
305, 40
204,548
188,882
262,345

TmIL, 20.-Distilled spirits, brandy, cordials, bitters, liqueurs, etc.: United States
imports for consumption
Year

YerQunit
Quantity

Ffitcal year end- Proofgal.
ed June 30-Ion
1900 ......... 1,704,117
1901 .........
, ,93,931
1902 ......... 2,150,804
1903 ......... 2, 312,101
1904 ......... 2,513,073
1905 ......... 2, 650,106
1900 ......... 3,016,648
1907 ......... 3, ON,139
1908 ......... 3,55,024
199 ......... 4, 183,84
1910 ......... 4,173,434
1911 ......... 3,714,843
1912 ......... 8,397,352
1013.--3,983,882
1914--------4,106,827
1915 ......... 2,909, 748
1910 ......... 3,044,702
1917 ......... 3,041,145
1918 ......... 1,223,753

ale
Value

$2,789,343
3,143,804
3,508,609
3,920,746
4, 298,420
4,545,094
5,209,329
6,480,743
6,203,060
7,379,311
7,195,216
6, 090,5I
6,205,533
7,238,494
7,285,349
4.340,603
6,781,055
7,322,845
3,610,796

lootedol

$3,726,087
4,185,940
4,809,7 3
5,043,930
5,477,244
, 030, 080
6,394,172
7,772, 651
7,512,359
8,841,364
8, 80, 370
8,990,431
8, 830,68
10,354, 209
10,673,307
7,026,809
9, 554,5837
7,940, 903
3, 750, 090

Year

Quantity

Proofgal.
Calendar yearton
1919 .........
242,971
1920-------- 202,597
1921- .-...
-292,919
1922 .........
149,434
1923 .........
45,844
1924 --------58,412
1925 .........
66,850
1926 .........
70,389
1927 .........
72,111
1928 .........
77,764
1929 .........
84,053
1930 .........
55,473
1931 .........
30,738
1932 .........
43,690

Value

$89,571
1,172,184
1,101,306
05, 025
205,481
278,528
324,036
327,189
327,379
344,982
368,137
282,812
119,533
225,300

col.
Duty
looted

$627,843
682, 692
701,589
390,287
139,628
167,788
190,233
220,489
245,965
280,923
810,717
223, 98
153,690
218,460
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TABLE 21.-Distilled spirits, whisky: General imports into the United States, by
countries of shipment, for fiacal years ended June 30, 1910-1918 1
1910
Quantity (proof gallons):

594,806
Scotland .........................................
a111,229
Ireland....................................
England---------------------------------------5K581.
28 006
Canada
...........................................
11,708
Other countries .........................................

1913

1911

1912

728, 512
141,368
40,231
388, 220
9,303

785,722
153,327
48,673
381,447
3,841

Total .................................................... 1,00,300 1,293,802

895, 026;
102,175
57,14:1
418,612
8,077

1,373,010 1,641,66-

Value:
Scotland ................................................... $1,251,438 $1,538,486 $1,660,160 $1,804, 19)?
296,675
317,077
340, 82 o
Ireland ..................................................... 232,449
123, 443
97,845
9, 325
England ................................................... 107,473
710,900
743,084
811, 715
5, 924
Canada ................................................
13, 421
19,780
22,783
8, 285
w--------Other countries ...............................
Total .................................................... 2,167,04 2,668,749 2,833,917 3,153,61).
1915

1914
1-1

Quantity (proof gallons):
Botland .........................................

935, 432
150,863
63,957
410,411
11,207

Ireland ..........................................
England .........................................
Canada .........................................
Other countries ................................

1910

838, 441 1,100,748
160,367
108,490
90,090
56,011
317,912
378,022
0,980
0,905

1,571,870 1,327,759_1,742,107

Total ....---.....-.............-.............

1017

1-

08, 283
101,800
43,281
541,901
2,820
1,670,151

338,8-17;
M,,062
5, ,71
384,677
790, 267

Value:
$1,907,010 $1,68,466 $2,397,110 $2,877,480 $1,144,711
Scotland ........................................
325,222
2v5,
288,352
324,278
227,257
Ireland .........................................
19, 8:1
180,040
130.06
105,700
126,523
England .......................................
1,097,
7-'
1,099,028
750,366
808,034
023,247
Canada ..........................................
42"
18,318
8,050
20,782
10,947
Other countries ..................................
Total............................. 3,180,027

28107 3077, 2

04,48

2, 487, 9t31

I Included in "All other spirits, distilled" prior to 1910.
Souroo: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.
TABLE

22.-Distilledspirits,gin: Generul imports into the United States by countries
of shipment for fiscal years ended June 30, 1910-1918 1
1010

Quantity (proof gallons):
Nethierlands ......... .....
England --------Other countries...... .....

631,287
559,273
50,102

1011

1912

1913

341,060 70,913 210,54
073,620 730,540 711,i5
31,120 23,241 63,076

1914

1915

1910

1017

j 191

22,080151,107 172,703 66,024 41,s.12
774,519572,30 004,425177,025 40,7P%3
55,680 18,9M8 28,021 20,471 2-1,01)!

Total .............. ..... 1,240,662 1,045,815824,694 974, 770 1,055,885742,439 805,749 263,520 112, 61'
Value:
Netherland-q ......... .....
England .............
Other countries...
Total ..............

I
$39,595
350
$122,0 $121,607 $81, 900 $120,879 $58, 1155$1-,7
$316, 180 $172,
643,032 785,957851,468 833,720 842,90800,028 602,487354,949132, 0S,

55,817

35,543 24,359
0,501015,422
1,1,3

43,301

63,054 15,513

20,00 20,180 71,91

1,~
9,2111, 017, 580 1717,.131 749,775 1439,244 12rO.

I Included In "All other spirits, distilled" prior to 1910.

Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United Stntes.

23.-Distiltel

Tnr-:

Cttecral imports ir to thc

spirit.m, brandyq:

Quantity (proof gallons):France -----------------------------------Austria-Hungary ...............................
Greece
............................
Germany.....
........................

_..
...... j

United Kingdom ---------------------------------Other countries ----------------------------------Total ...........................................

-Tited

tlairs by coi i, tric..; of
f sh itmen tfor fiscal years crided June 30, 1900-1918

1900

1901

19 2

1903

1904

luozi

190

97

218,514
4.580
3,92
9 75
9,778
8,334

258, 09

278, 012

300,130

7,679
827
6,420
10,753

9,703
2,435
5,019
15,843

9,100
,965
5,808
9,207
17, 60

336,488
9,381
11,195
6,158
8,322
19,444

347,213
1'")002
10,530
8,611
9,311
15,719

402,696
19,216
9,105
11,311
7,5N
20,81

27,438
12, 390
17,768
6,433
28,67-9

244.100

29%301

316222

348,878

390,988

403,386

470,433

W, 33

, 382

$625,423
5,887
6,019
1,757
39,360
18, 094

,$1,046
9.888
14,322
1,346
26,678
20,033

$833,836
6,747
12,533
4.799
26, 217
27, 287

$901,089
10,382
9,713
10.242
44,496
25,075

$1,002,293 $1.040,292 $1,167,574 $1, 542, 299
14, 217
12,041
22453
10,223
17,980
16,399
14. 018
10,820
13,697
19,886
29,960
31,149
38,050
38536
37,330
MSW0i1
35,719
20,369
24,807

$1382,84
34,483
15,353

911,419

1,000,997

5,210

6,413

19081

499,442
32,681
9,708
17, 06
4,713

Value:

France - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Austria-Hungary-.--..............................

Germ any-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - United Kingdom ---------------------------------Other countries ---------------------------------.
Total ------------------------------------------

696540

843,31S

1,104,410

1,139,129

1,2 , 270

1,687,473

58,742
19,951
33,452
15,167
6,674
306238

$1,817,251

A,757
38,954

2820
2 667
27,70640,483

523,842

1981,170

04

1918
1 1910

1

1911

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

Quantity (proof gallons):
France -------------------------------------------------------Austria-Hungary ..............................................
Germany ......................................................
Gree e.
.
----------------------------------------United Kingdom ............------------------------------Other countries ................................................

62S,617
29,000
17,880
8,752
2110
29,920

316,656
25,867
5,879
16, 964
3,169
40, 707

411,948
29,782
4,761
23,252
3.638
35,907

487,445
40, 7,
6,808
23,840
5,635
46,043

484, 384
35,596
5,053
25,745
6,824
44,961

323,777
14.585
1.,855
34,359
2,554
23,293

45 8,58
1,441
17
42,811
8,410
26,945

384,349
30,271
3,540
22,402

2W
15,68

To tal .... ... . ........ ...... ............ ... ... .. .... .. . .. ....

716,259

409,242

509,286

610,358

602, 53

400,203

538,342

420, 67

234,912

$S58,233
25,937
10,709
28.897
25,311
69,495

$1,1629865
33,542
10, 098
39,134
18,471
51,921

1.018,382

1,316,031

Value:
France ........................................................

$1,754.924
35.377
26.481
I5,703
Greece--- -- - -- ---........................................
U nited Kingdom ---------------------------------------------16,184
other countries ................................................
50,352

Austria-Hungary -------------------------------------Germ any - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Total ........................................................
Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

1,899,021

$1,434.780 $1,419,461
49,069
42, 389
12, 236
9,067
38,832
40,409
34,396
26,213
79,944
77,964
1,647,277

,17,483

218,M9

$912,738 $1,415,780 $1,384,837 $1,O3,428
14,138
1,882-------------------43
3,18
168
47.783
61,254
48262--19840
1,458
17,158
4A,333
6k,083
51,064
49,883
40,807
1,035,593

1,576,481

1, 02845

1,149,969

0
to
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ALE 24.-Distilled spirits, cordials, liqueurs, etc.: General imports into the
United States, by countries of shipment, for fiscal years ended June 80, 1912-191.?
1918

1915

i

1912

1913

1014

Quantity (proof gallons):
France ------------Italy--------------Germany ----------Other countries .......

251,576
102,272
54,124
124,180

190,027
168, 69
73,655
143,039

160, 54
134,78
76,738
144,495

110,05
182,297
24,044
90,454

1086518
117,095
033
106,208

93, 844
168,873

Total ...............

532,161

57,290

515,575

406,090

330,452

357,311

Value:
France ...............
Italy .................
Germany ---------Other countries.

$530,250
190,991
75,741
255,047

$475,998
324,038
123,248
310,410

$410,810
240,987
122,080
289,598

$290,436
340,400
43,060
178,707

$335,665
225, 60
1,170
232,152

Total .............

1,052,929

1,233,700

1, 003,217

858,609

10
94,578

794,653

1918
16,1114
'3
59,143
70,120

$07,779
$352,304
OW
814,236
39 .........
147,325
236,117

,O,

j,

Included in "All other spirits, distilled" prior to 1912.
Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

I

1917

902,000

215,

215, 6W

TT

t..

25 .--.

il f,.:t-cr dis~ille, ze-ifrlz.,:

t
,flc.
e,
s by1 countri's of siij
Grne'ra! 7inport~s i??to tht T. l r'Stt

i

19011

1901

1905 1

19, 477
813,506
123113I

165,440
945,600
172 657
45.551

1001

Quantity
(Proof ......................................
g ons):
.Netherlands
United Kingdom. ...............................

France- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

384.830
735,144
112,243
40,607
107,818

Italy ......
...-----------------------------Germany --------------------------------___
Greece ----------------------Canada.. ..... .......................--..--....
169.961
exico
-.
-..-.........-.-........-.....-........
2.125
China........ ..
..................
°
._.........
88,76
111,612
Other countries ..................................
Total ..........................................

1560890

Value:
Netherlands .....................................
$96, 482
United Kingdom ................................
1.251.200
France...........................................
258 816
Italy ............................................
77,707
German-y.....-.........-............
.......
82,974
Greece
.......... ..........................
--------C
.anada-- ---....................._.-.........
326,348
1, 799
M ex co.----------------------------------------C hina ---...
-------------------------------------26,469
Other countries ...................................
160,922
Total ------------------------------------------

,717

24.2122

19041

174,127
1,044,343
143, 674
61,580
210, 516
302
210,483
1,962
83544
13 63W

178,163

at f,,r
fiscal !rr,x'c i,,t, .iu uc .so, l
19061

1 I9071

1ow8I

')- 1918
1909I

181,130
1,179,384
171,777
92 257
139, 387
1,538
310,673
1,713
95,231
193,376

171,658
1,285,125
205.890
129,380
151,513
3.506
425,263
3,991
92,064
171,290

211,159
1.506,.525
237,412
204. 950
167,190
4.284
610,291
4.329
128,946
195,140

192, 120
1,455, 255
230,659
18, 981
263.697
7,466
574. 737
3,783
112,902
188, 628

314,209
1,730,058
264,042
222,150
256,918
11,541
,"88,926
3,730
103,464
194,028

2238,8421 2,308,466

2, 639,680

3,270,226k

3,216,223

3,889,066

1184,932

173,012
64,674
184,459
497
252, 318
2,154
88,210
150423

151 098
185
189, 588
3,037
74,698
139.152

167,174
379

1,712,158

1,909.887

$111,228
1,429.344
295,36
64.406
117,020
141
347.589
3,213
24,262
141,678

$10W5168
$106. 120
1.613.393 11,702986
420, 877
309,735
87.8
6
120,081
119,159
147,022
618
481
34, 134
429,693
2,095
1,416
2X,825
25,258
154,273
144,387

$101. 321
1.894,9
377,252
123,091
110,700
800
504,716
1,518
51,035
148, 606

$123, 319
1, 88 480
373 129
168,408
148 408
Z023
594,367
1,600
47,201
194, 109

$18,110
2, 027. 6
433,309
239.888
133,592
6, 004
822,948
2731
53.208
199,972

$127. 753
2.360337
525.228
375.603
141.229
7,608
1,164.661
4,392
80,96
249.549

2 301.578
605 583
3. 517
183 339
10,345
1,113,350
4,072
73.793
579

$193, 829
2,868,727
588.354
411,229
182. 601
18,070
971,454
3,344
59,645
269. 62

2.784,048

3,313,735

3, 539, 044

4,027,368

5,037,146

4,876,325

5,566,879

188.335
2,513
133,632

Z 061, 057

I

I 2.S24237

I Includes gin, whisky, and cordials, liqjueurs, etc., reported separately after 1910.

2,987,179

SI 11

$1773 $1,19
$111 169

0

$9,2

0
(-3

0
0

TABLe,

25.-AU other distilled spirits: General imports into the United States by countries of shipment for fiscal years ended June 30, 1900-

1918--Continued

1910 1

1911

21.611
6K095
288,904
="185
274,151
18,171
IL 025
5,257
103.318
I64,483

34.468
66.765
1-42,056
2r4.
640
106,793
18.939
4.665
7.996
115367
190.912

Quatty (proof gallons):
United Kingdom ..............................................
France ........................................................
Italy ---------------------------------------------------------Germany-----------------------------------------------Gerany
..................................................
Greece
-------------------------------------------------Canada.---- --- --- ---- --- --- ---- --Mexico
--------------------------------------------China.
--------------------------------------------Other countries. ....................................
Total ...........................................
Value:
Netherlands
----------------------------------------United Kingdom --------------------------------------------ftance-------------------------------------------------Italy --------------------------------------------------Germany
-------------------------------------Greece..-..
..-..
...------------------------------------------Canada
-------------------------------------------Mexico ---------------------.-----------------------------China .-----------------------------------------------------O t her c ou nt r ie s ------ --- ------ ---------- --------- --------- J
Total

--------------------------------------------

_

245.W

1.4.2
_

3.160
36,112
6.5Sr
L s0
99. 4.%8
j
6,
1.89h
16,1401
119.351
12, 731

1913

665
40,212
5,656
9.005
95. 027
979W
7
419
14209
8ft324
117,307
38&411

7-___

1914

2.335
34,503
4.173
&,9=
87,317
15,03
716
3L 614
I111, 166
11, 191
414,. 9

1915

1917

1916

1918

230
34
2.85
25,712
1,819
6,311
L 485
7.4,30
7. 527 -----------20.3S
38403
616
264
1I6.372
185,782
109,095
94.246
M12112
1,8,404

162
23,453
4.5%4
S,6=
1
M98
234
3 6,34
I= w6
196,509

41.256

397. m

53875

m
ga
8,

114
16.4
13.2 5
_

0

w1.16
2

$46 22

106.591
M 7,,28
52.241
30 323
23.932
,0256
67,456
ZK38061
1. 907. WS

$61.134
103.095
35, 459
433.4.5s
57,835
8,196
7,518
88,731
245,362

S&.664
3. 48
15.152
2.*48
31.288
10.764
3,628
19.818
107, 915
113,104

1,395748j

344929

31,5M3

I nciad.m gin, whisky. and cordials, liqueurs, ae-. reported separately after 19m0

Includes cordials, liqueurs, etc.. reported separately after 1012.
Source: Foreign Commerce and -Navigation of the United Stater.

19122

L 122
381 &94
12 211
16.3,73
26.190
15.833
951

$1L010
36&0130
81

=6.380
2,MS7
4424

12.220
127,.768

14.949
25.67m
24.A6
1.32
23,094
113, 368
1, 85

10,920
113,118

339,619

3 14,9021

317,413

L.378

$119
33,1I=
14, 8
13,461

35.504
18059

L643
121

,

12
-W,
48. S17
190,306
43,9

564
180,164
= 393

-

-
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"'^ABLm 26.-Champagnes and all other sparkling wines in bottles containing not
more than 24 percent of alcohol: United States imports for consumption
Year

Fiscal year end.
ed June 30100 .........
1901 .........
1902 .........
1003 .........
1904 .........
1905 .........
1906 .........
1907.........
1008.........
100 .........
1910.........
1911 .........
1012 .........
1913 .........
1914 .........
1915 .........
1916 .........

Quantity

Duty colleoted

Value

Year

Fiscal year ended June30-con.
1917 .......
1918.......
Calendar
1919 ... year1920.

Gallor
863,191
885,543
992,8841
1,085,262
1,006,120
1,071,273
1,124,946
1,245,525
1,001,430
1,066,422
1,302,828
874,067
&34,681
854,610
789,918

$2,275,075
2,360,971
2,646,035
2,893,895
2,688,171
2,856,420
2, 90, 644
3,321,285
2,397,713
2,143, 273
2,813,019
2,150,095
2,670,477
2,734,646
2, 627,614
1,345,676
1, 88,330

$4,089,703
4,318,451
4,804,952
5,286,644
4,987,432
3,306,9100
5,483,49
6,120, 023
4,795,32
5,669,52
6,757,465
3, 687, 979
4,634,550
4, 646, 338
4,367,336
420,510 2,459,406
582,045 3,408,752

Quantity

Value

Gallons
618,237 $3, 027, 408
371,544 2,180,374
47,694
63,702
70,792
57, 339
17,295
4.094
10,880
8,449
1,921
1,605
1,20
1,248
813
1,146

1921 .......
1922.........
1933.......
1924 .........
1025 --------1926 .........
1927.......
1928 --------1929 .......
1930.......
1931 --------1932.........

342,044
419,195
507,729
439,829
119,632
25,911
',, 360
47,675
12, 6"60
11,273
10, 432
10,777
0, 493
10,487

Duty collected

$1,978,280
1,188, 854
152,621
203,846
226,53
195,760
103, 770
24,564
65,280
50,694
11,526
9, 30
7,614
7,470
4,878
0,870

27.-Champagneand other sparkling wines: General imports into the United
States by countries of shipment for fiscal years ended June 30, 1900-1918

TABLE

1901

1902

1903

291,712
0,402
6,656
6,319

288,317
9, 229
7, 86
5, 840

310,740
11,337
6,523
0, 050

380,392
11,640
7,167
8,745

312,099
10, 241
10,097
3,808

341,419
14,741
9,941
5,710

381,628
16.918
9,236
7,612

310,149

311,078

335, 256 i

407,944

330,245

371,811

4151394

1900
Quantity (dozen quarts):
France ...............
United Kingdom ...
Germany .............
Other countries .......
Total-------------

1904

1905

1900

Value:

France_----------

United Kingdom.
OermLy .............
Other countries .......

$3,853,547 $4,251,218 $4,629,837 $5,428,431
243, 56
119,061
182,323
241,621
82,040
53,019
74,394
64,049
73,913
93,310
89,681
117,193

Total ............... 1 4,115,908

Quantity (dozen quarts):
France ....................
United Kingdom ..........
Germany .................
Other countries ........--13,
'rot- ...................

Value:

France ...................
United Kingdom ..........
(Jermany ----------------Other countries ...........
Total ...................

589,494

4,930, 768

5, 801,639

607,479 $5,248,050 1$5,813,311
206,813
304,025
334,870
99,329
93,973
100,403
45,940
71,460
84,908
4,909,635 1 5,723,764

6,127,062
A1

1907

190

1900

1910

1911

1912

375,272
18,990
11,679
456

339,473
9,450
10,122
7,624

419. 177
1,08
11,578
4,787

361, 480
5,60
16,If,2
4, 175

187,184
17,868
8,940
4,497

247,938
19,227
10,251
3,718

419,403

366, (X9

436,628

391,003

218,495

281,134

383, 411
I, 3.18
170,827

$,83,
193,075
104,759
83,472

$4,670,810
A, 731
109, 811
M), 411

$5,986,864
115,210
16A,994
39,309

10, 228, 281

5, 221,070

0,863,785

6,302,377

I $5, 52,695

will

$3, 036,80W $4,0&8,398
386, 737
439,347
99,227
110,00
44,000
40,065
3,566, 824

4,88, 00
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27.-Champagneand other sparkling wines: Generalimports into the United
States by countries of shipment for fiscal years ended June 80, 1900-1918-Con.

TABLE

1013

1914

246,31
18,644
12,451
3,372

241,241
15,203
10,576
2,922

280,828

Value:
$4,027,922
France -..............
429,842
United Kingdom ..........
140, 360
Germany ---------------38,067
Other countries ...........

Quantity (dozen quarts):
France -------------------United Kingdom ..........
Germany .................
Other countries ...........
Total ................

Total................

4,636,191

1910

1917

87,738
18,148
5,303
3,441

175, 111
25,557
49
5,493

170,800
14,044
164 ....
4,697

116,05

270,002

114,030

200,210

195,714

124, 230

$3,923,768
343,909
118,221
33,000

$1,03,152
405,757
48,055
40,810

$2,814,874
016,375
437
100, 336

4,418,058

2,004,680

3,532,022

1915

1918

I, 8.......
80,1

$3,015,037
$1,903,4141
360,038
178,012
3,674 -----------63,990
20,201
3,442,045

2,167, 627

Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation or the United States.

TABLi 28.-Still wines, including ginger wine or ginger cordial, vermuth, and ricc
wine or sake, and similar beverages, not specially provided for: United ,States
imports for consumption
Year

Fiscal year endedJune301900 .........
1901.---1902.......
1903.........
1904......
1905 ......
1900.---1007 --------1908 .........
19M9 --------1910 .........
1011-....
1912 --------1913.........
1914 .........
1915.
1916
1017
1918 .........
.........

I Quantity
Gallons
3,442,050
3,894,574
4,454,163
4,999, 555
5,232,417
5, 354,342
0,058,739
7,045,226
7,269,647
7,703,690
9,179,461
0,963,216
5, 372, 776
0,254,003
7,113, 433
5,6 83, 709
5, 104,330
4,778,989
3, I0, 521

Value

Duty collected

$3,280, 795 $1,541,024
3,596,640
1,620,475
3,997,938
1,840,029
4,336,982
2,059,210
4,299,752
2,140,780
4,407,340
2,183,091
2,464,951
4,855, 09
2,721,098
5,584,199
5, 469, 927 2,787,632
5,457,459
2, 0, 818
6,502,198
3,595,665
3,292,332
5,228,739
4,623,38
3,070,855
5, 283, 373
3,483,216
5, 600, 009
3,909, 054
3,011,424
3,092,800
4,412,862
2, 87d, 710
5, 090, 994
2, 883,484
3, 585, 363
1, 709, 214

Year

Quantity

Calendar year191 .........
1920 .........
1921 .......
1922 .........
1923 --------1924 .........
1925 --------1926 .........
1927 --------1928.......
1929 .........
1930 .........
1931 .........
1932 ---------

Gallons

60, 739
304,300
783,027
607,020
185,371
99, 556
92,883
40, 208
32,128
32,771
32,207
20,106
23, 087
29, 505

Value

$934,749
580,731
1,230,027
934,920
305,063
144,809
134,399
80,773
66,272
72,703
69,707
60,941
57,089
67, 788

Duty collected

$370, MlI
207,115
450, 224
384, $01;
231,714
124,44.
110, 1(W
60, 33.
40,160
40, 9O4
40, 269
32,632
29,084
30,8b1

"r.',itz.r 2-).

-'1,t

wi vs

in

ca.,-'e"

(,

) -(d
:,

'imports[!i n !he t
1901

19001

Quantity (gallons):
267,469
------------------------------------Italy
659,354
Spain----------------------------------------913. 740
i
Germany ---------------------------------------80,145
Portugal ----------------------------------------438.441
France ------------------------------------------28,338
Japan ------ -------------------------------------I
14A,341
Other countries-------------------------------I
2, 3, 828
Total -----------------------------------------Value:
$102, 919
Italy --------------------------------------------523,231
618,012
95,953
Portugal ----------------------------------------267, 719
France -----------------------------------------12,628
Japan ------7-----------------------------------1. 124,274
Other countries ---------------------------------1, 744.73
Total ------------------------------------------

7

251,934
697,665
S84. 80
109,522
393, 671
293,813
154,385
2,785, 850
$97, 545
561,170
638,233
136,915
228,051
146,731
133,677

1

1,942,322

1 1910
1910

Quantity (gallons):
Italy --------------------------------------------------------Spain --------------------------------------------------------Germany ----------------------------------------------------Portugal ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------France
Japan --------------------------------------------------------Other countries --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total
Value:
--------------------------------------------------Italy Spain --------------------------------------------------------... .... ... .... ... .... ... ...
....ny ....... ...
Germ
Port
... gal
... .......... ... ... .... ... ... .... ... ...
France ----------------------------------------------------

3,470,612
1,710.575
,967
269, 831

Japan -------------------------------------------------------Other countries -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Total
Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the UnitelStates.

456,822
136,465
,100,661
$918055
1, on,
025
504, 245
272,119
172,339
284,166
103,947
3,527896

.ti-trs
Site,

1902

hq/ o,untri cs of s 'hip ent for fiscal years 17
190l

1904

1905

190

19I10
19

4

J111ir 30. 2900 191S

1907

19,9

1909

372,
7RS
820, 059
913,046
112,997
518,104
441,216
121,809
3,300,026

689,
M2
851,304
1,030.982
123,768
418,209
506, 755
132, 567
3,753,211

974,190
877,414
1,011,708
138, 717
395,746
452,109
157,807
4,007,691

1,801,284
077, 594
990,159
128,962
386,335
443,271
146,314
3,973,919

1,420,484
928,924
960,141
135,874
379,949
527,409
129,718
4,482,499

1,880,227
1,079,839
950,633
154,396
427, 767
53,456
147,140
5,213,458

1,09,758
2119, 697
845,783
157,122
407,622
640,083
183,717
5,443,782

2,739,
653
1,164, 635
726,740
176,620
399, 943
421,390
118,075
5,747,056

$136,492
634,120
622, 752
127,996
283,177
230,949
107,947

$248,762
644,002
685, 452
137, 558
218,283
243,338
114,902

$330,704
706,813
651,730
144,309
222,581
212,223
118,658

$353, 614
648, 270
658,575
139,997
217,813
20, 376
125,840

$462, 939
740,448
626, 838
143,314
209,032
2890,851
104.290

$684,330
825,507
624, 795
156,092
229,505
328,542
117.383

$717,199
857,251
563,711
159.035
207,424
357,633
146,743

$726, 620
875, 303
500,751
179,617
198,233
264 685
93.023
2,838,232

2,143,433

2,,29, 97

2387, 018

2,352,485

2,57, 7121

1911

1912

1913

1914

1916

1917

1,134,600
59 37 3

5,220,380

3,860, 273

3,455,75C

$1,012,106
735,684
385,011
139,996
142,241
264,952
97,444
2,757,434

$713,974
565, 047
187,-163
104,017
109, 770
202,228
86,388
1,968, 587

$829,637
$794, 640 $1,081,952
622, 259
808,20
775,937
40,-928----------------233,233
161,398
173,936
331,650
262,640
244,208
151,512
180,328
171,326
41,669
63,563
66,586
2,209,960
2,558,0S6
'2 267, 561

1,912,,0 1 2,931,719
957,991
998, 400
457,297
489,035
142,019
144,459
223, 751
232,152
383,991
512,095
123,612
138.489

4, 812, 787

141,
3, 864, 070

4,427,130

$732,410
748, 540
489,638
127,061
143,728
282,067
114,595
2,638,039

$668,441
623,206
444,658
115,679
189,479
334,319
112,958
2,488,740

$799, 370
73, 587
417, 025
138,962
149,703
324,220
115,179
2,718,045

, ----

3,167,400

x
0

z

1918

1,474,994
1,522,026
914,438
990, 925
77,492 .----------170,534
187,243
280,998
316,998
268,325
274, 491
8,111
8581 L

1,573,127
767. 57
503,149
112, 956
215,003
550,596

----

3,008,996

2, 91,118
719, 225
245,246
101,678
181,137
305,083
116,786

2,196,619
991,291
617,184
128, 598
250,953
487. 789
140. 353

14166

1915

2,966,15

'-3

778
217,538
196,984
129,589

0
0x
0

to

2,357,862

0n

TABLE

30.-Still wines in other coverings: General imports into tIhe' Unitedj)tates, by countries of shipment, for fiscal years ended
June 30, 1900-1918

Quantity (dozen quarts):'

France..........................................
Italy - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Germ any-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

"VndKingdom ...............................
n
----.Portugal
- - ...--- - - -.---................---..---......
--- --- --- --- --Jap

Toa
...................................
Othercountries------------------------------T otal ------------------------------------------Value:
France-.....
---........................
.......
_.
Italy .............................................
Germany - - --................-..................
Kingdom .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
SapanOter countrie...--------------------------Total....
I

..........................
-.......

1904

1905

19o6

1907

1908

170,360
112,946
123,044
9,065
4,074
2,752
8,043
10,585

153,277
127,432
128,701
9,952
29,254
2,397
7,322
12,818

182. 92
153,137
127,439
12, 440
7,913
2 463
7,823
14,636

192, 024
164, 747
143,132
12,876
4,724
3, 590
9,704
15,891

214,96
198,785
161,273
21, 818
8,424
4,167
13,878
13,607

204,410
226,636
141,481
21,433
3,805
5,459
14,143
11,061

223,587
219,213
151,88W
21,766
4,791
12,480
5,484
11, 675

397,818

440,8

471.153

488, 7

M 428

650,881

$789, 982
238,168
60475
40,890
56,480
18,280
11,015
41,649

$85, 803
25, 374
744,668
39,435
35,627
18,577
12,588
63,290

$739, 879
361,902
723, 610
44,849
80,865
17,095
11,426
65,591

$800, 576
443,202
733,960
48,314
65,92
14,930
13,184
55,814

$883, 200
458:269
771,311
55,578
40,200
22,722
15,703
52,211

$963,720
546,312
839,772
94,138
68,382
22,330
23,205
56,487

$902,473
629, 809
748 742
97,096
34.848
29,459
24,964
49,072

$994702
611, 407
741,482

1,846,937

2,095,3601

217

2,165,672

2 299,194

12,4,346

2,516,41j1

2,574,508

1900

1901

1902

136,503
66,651
86,963
2.995
7,204
1,441
3,050
11, 113

141,325
97,150
89, 011
51159
4.265
2,042
22696
12,184

155,647
85, 242
115 190
8,916
6,342
3,073
7,572
15,838

315,920

373,8321

$723,661
190,219
507, 227
15,388
47,451
13,137
4,142
59, 648

$734,619
269,309
528, 64
19,322
39,254
16,120
22,675
5,157

1, 560, 851

1, 687,420

2,0,

1909

29,64
23,235
49,144

i.3

0
Q

~

In dozen quarts or equivalent.

Souroe Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United states.

0D

I'A lfr.i

3).-

S'till ir.ini's i,

0l/,,r re',,rinhs: (;,r'c'rol

'ilporfs

inrto the It:iftc,1 ftv

by countries of mhipmcnt, for fi.crd y,'(zrs

s,

led

June 80, 1900-1918-Continued

.1

1910

Quantity (dozen quarts)* I

1

1912

1913

1914

1915

1916

1917

206,022
169,050
119, 369
28,766
6,557
5,044
27,229
15.207

227,273
236,134
124, 412
28,798
6,515
6,523
32,842
15. 634

234,828
270,503
114,727
31,424
10,131
7,165
38,918
20.607

159,941
324, M
52, 831
23,050
11,968
7,905
35,639
11. 172

174,798
261, 083
6,473
25,988
14,707
6,217
45,001
11.852

163, 299
253, 588
168
26,655
22,629
7,350
49,583
11.230

728,3W

626.865

546,119

$994, 884 $1, 057,514
688,099
793,415
653, 513
669, 904
12,564
115,265
68,866
100,433
29, 002
35,442
80,354 1 102,988
66.798
81,s7

$685,867
9w,
Cal
271,293
93,374
99,766
24,068
96,003
43,464

$872,094
863,832
21,052
112,900
131,851
33,104
109,815
52,663

2273,916

2,197,311

23Z 090
330,690
19n 734
28,375
5,287
7,788
15,351
9.928

189, 365
209,137
131,529
22,928
4,632
4,962
20,803
13. 175

822,243

596, 521

577,244

Umted Kingdom ..............................................
Portu.a ......................................................
Jap an --------------------------------------------------------Other countries ................................................

$969,836
943,060
961,677
122,380
53,378
38,373
31,002
57, 314

$839,5
577t
"o,
37
637,
2383
90, 461
52,221
23,(14
42,510
63,480

$906, 857
W2"
6K4
921
118, 257
69,344
22, 979
59,549
70,658

Total --------------------------------------------------------

3,177,020

2,326,750

2,414,621

France -----------------------------------------------------Italy ..........................................................
Germany...................................
. ..........
a
Kin gdom

Portugal

......................................
--cc e-----------------------------------------

Total -----------------..-...............
..................
Value:
France - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Italy ----------------------------------------------------Germany ......................................................

I In dozen quts or equivalent.
Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

1918

011l

I7I

_

_

I

_

II

678,131

2,724,471

_

2,940 277

#1_

_

92083
233,146
20,178
8,054
6,139
51,229
4. 662
_

54,402

_

415,491

$922, 811
$724,920
1,111,273
1,006,219
1,493 -----------127,817
92,797
205. 889
76,70
38.710
36,141
131,949
161,513
52,126
33,692
2,485,014 '

2,237.116

0

'-3
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TABLE 31.-Ale, beer, stout, and porter: United States import. for consumption
Year
Fiscal year ended June 301900 .........
1901 .........
1902 .........
193 .........
1904 .........
1905 .......
10 .........
1907 .........
1908 .........
109 .........
1910 .........
1911 ......
1912 --------1913 .........
1914 .........
1915
1916
1917 .........
1918 .........

Quantity

Value

Gallons
3,316,690 $1,733, 808
3, 596,153 1,879,043
3,706,731 1,889,518
4,203, 963 2, 046,323
4,836,648 2,326,219
5, 200.555 2,404,017
5,962,262 2,721,315
7,171.472 3,380,119
7,313,711 3,328,890
7,110, 350 3,284,647
7,301,417 3,287,182
7,240,066 3, 423,391
7,109,358 3,200,394
7,668,846 3,273, 832
7,170. 504 2,O0,543
3,38, 609 1,038,074
2,579,673 1,452,741
2,299.938 1,430,525
688, 489
744.387

Duty col-

lected

$882, 253

950,818
982,311
1,089.811
1,239, 267
1,318,382
1,500, 823
1,836,484
1,823,976
1,791,769
2,027,251
2,075,028
2,014,343
2,078,937
1,915,608
962, 720
782,060
686, 232
234,874

Year

Quantity

Gallons
Calendar year1019 ...
11,998
1920-....
8
69
1921 .......
1922 ...
37
2,796
1923 ........
46
1924 .........
28
1925 .........
283
1920 .........
1,689
1927 .........
567
1928 .........
816
1929 .......
444
130 .........
330
1931 .......
138
1932 .........

Value

$10,493
8
74
35
6,010
53
76
585
2,293
958
1,682
785
541
235

Duty col.
lected

$3,8844
29
23
2,796
46
28
283
1,69
567
816
444
330
13S

"IA.I;I.

.i".-hltt ?iqiw,,rs in ht".

or jzgs: G(,acral imports into the United Sties

1900-1918

1901
Quantity (gallons):
United Kingdom -------------------------------Germany ---------------------------------------Sweden -----------------------------------------Other countries ---------------------------------Total -----------------------------------------Value:
United Kingdom -------------------------------Germany ---------------------------------------Sweden -----------------------------------------Other countries ---------------------------------Total

-------------------------------------

i

by conttrics of .,xhi nm.nt .)for fiscal years iid

1905

1004

I02

1906

1907

el ,June .30,

1908

I19,547

1,201,094
5, 205
7,649
31,527

1,333,424
103,514
11,377
19,441

1, 284, 401
38,014
28,421
13,253

1,500,790
41,321
31,412
9,096

1,897,243
64,.
2,8650
27, 516

1,833,406
54,683
42,424
29, 820

1, 6809
44,984
38,354
19.896

1,198,406

1,22,475

1,467,758

1,362,089

1, 82, 619

2,041,688

1,960,333

1,801,043

$1,145,128
8,120
S2,(085
10,289

$1,108,188
33,681
' 2,75
17,301

$1,190,000
41,936
4,951
25,160

$1,306,189
57, 909
7,632
14,088

$1,228,730
2, 458
18,522
11, 88

$1,408,203
28, 849
21,545
7,631

$1,793,632
46,116
38,659
26,248

$1,739,010
39,749
30855
20,1303

$1,622,221
31,788
25,839
15, 899

1,16%,123

161,965

1,2 52,047

1,385,818

285,78

1,46, 228

1,902, 655

1,829,917

1.85,747

1912

1913

1915

1916

1917

1,052,389
9.419
4,210
15, 80

1,125,348
12,722
13,115
10,706

1.129,559
44,914

1,081,818

1,151,81

$i,054,837
6,395
2,987
15, 504
1,079,723

1910

1 4,386

1

1911

.1

1914

'.3

1-4

1918
Pz,.

Quantity (gallons):
U nited K ingdom ---------------------------------------------Germany ---------------------------------------------------Sweden ------------------------------------------------------O ther countries -----------------------------------------------Total -------------------------------------------------------

1,633,893
39,453
33,188
21,007

1,723,616
18,120
32678
29,678

1,546,815
51,153
25,708
27,888

1,345,659
49,002
30,610
27,457

1,130,622
3, 340
2G,316
24,042

750,155
12,9 32
11,875
24,984

826, 215

610, 252

8,720
37,467

8,272
13,540

1,727,541

1,9,

092

1,651,564

1,45Z,728

1,213,320

79,946

872 402

832084

$1,685,519
58,882
22,351
23,740

$1,495,430
37,177
18, 229
20, 500

$1, 294,203
3, 779
21,351
20,490

$1, 092,975
23,493
18,143
17,987

1,790,492

5n, 336

1 1.372,823

1,152,508

Value:
United Kingdom .............................................
$1,537,521
G erm any ----------------------------------------------------29,392
Sweden ......................................................
23,516
O ther countries -----------------------------------------------15,490
Total .....................................................
Source: Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.
't Includes Imports from Norway.

1,605,919

291,204
IL.

7,188
2 8390

$732, 820
$813, 457
$700, 357
$410,045
9,409 ------------..........................
8,962
6,150
6,710 -----------10,586
6,531
17,702
31,306

788,893

850,913

717,653

416,576

t0

TABLE

33.-Malt liquors in other covcrings: General imports into the United States by countries of shipment for fiscal years ended June 80,
1900-1918
1900

1901

Quantity (gallons):
Austria-Hungary .................................
Germany ---------------------------------------United Kingdom .................................
Other countries .................................

681,248
845,751
695, 332
6,171

819,740
929, 458
6u24009
3,348

Total -------------------------------------------

Z228, 502

1909

1903

1904

1905

1006

959,556
1,027.969
5"3510
2.070

1, 182, 34
1.147.500
634. 739
2,070

1,328.234
1, 199.451
666,034
4,236

1,624, 080
1,462,621
718, 625
31,161

2,108,328
1,569.529
709,755
7,420

2,577, 230
1,885,780
697,638
5,281

2, 815, 466
1,995,513
751,309
2,485

2, 699, 357
1,861,331
540,299
4,075

2, 553,105

2,966343

3,197.955

3,836.487

4,395,032

5.165,929

5,564.773

5,105,062

H
0

1902

1907

1908

Value:
Austria-Hungary ................................
$187, 538
1S9,065
.................................
Germany
269,322
U nited K ingda m ................................
Other countries ----------------------------------1,608

$231 315
200,758
281,007
1,012

$274, 042
218,791
224,652
898

$344, 643
241. 078
249,319
654

$391, 945
264 770
268,479
2, 313

$489,162
319,725
288,138
22, 743

$634, 533
346,516
285, 680
5,898

$809, 583
412,189
282, 439
1.897

$876, 371
457,242
300.063
1.078

$857, 057
445,126
215,399
2, 078

647,533

719,092

718, 383

835,694

927,507

1,119,768

1,272 627

1,506,108

634754

1,519,660

1910

1911

1912

1913

Total -------------------------------------------

1914

1915

1916

1918

1917

......

.....

H
0
C
.4

H
Quantity (gallons):
Austria-Hungary .............................................
G erm an y -----------------------------------------------------U nited K ingdom ---------------------------------------------Other countries ...............................................

2,723.361
2 027, 878
80 636
54616

2, 636,331
1.,32,444
W6,205
44,820

z 599,98
1,871,825
1,035,964
16, 154

2,981,48
1.960,979
1,257,864
45,591

2,69M 333
1,889,905
1, 067,163
46,512

1,116,409
628, 882
M5059
2.808

1,306,681
433, 652

1,355,097
253,016

463,676

5, 560, 491

5,339,800

5,523,941

6, 24

922

5963, 913

2,551,158

1.744,333

1.60

463, 678

Value:
A ustria-H ungary ---------------------------------------------G erm any -----------------------------------------------------U nited K ingdom ---------------------------------------------Other countries ...............................................

$867,938
481,402
306,667
2,029

$8 1,0. 2
434,315
319,121
1,348

$881,347
449,391
371,272
6,580

$978, 414
472, 70
451,330
14, 99

$969, 803
471,138
357,313
16,179

Total ------------------------------------------------------

1,658,034

1,605,874

1,708590 1 1,917,442

1,814,431

Total .......................................................

Sou:

Foreign Commerce and Navigation of the United States.

113

......
.....
$355, 910 ---------------- -......
166,511 ------------......................
i$292, 331
$494, 956
$620, 445
287,437
62, 398 -----------8,647
111, 024
818, 505

605,980

682, 843

92, 331

to
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TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR

Distilled spirits and wines: United States general imports by countries, 5-year
average, fiscal years 1910-1014
Cor-

Gin

Whisky

All
other
distilled
spirits

Proof

Proof
gaUons

Proof Dozen
gallons quarts

dials
liBrandy queurs,
bitters,
etc.'

Proof

Proof

gallons gallons
32, 2O
18,550
4
248
1,004

\%Ihania ........................
\usirla-Hungary..........
.\tores and Madeira Islands ...
lielgium .......................
hulgaria ----------------------('zechoslovakia .................
0, 815
I)eninark ...................
1,042
Estonia .......................
38
21
Finland ----------------------405,812 200,719
Fraezco ---------------------8,032 07,839
(ermany ---------------------Gibraltar .......................
8
19,711 14,847
hgreey
------------------------Hungary
.......................
Iceland ------------------------Irish Free State -------------Italy -.
.......
Latvia-----------...........

Lithuania --------------------Malta, Goto, and Cyprus ....
Netherlands ...................
Norway-------- _-----------Poland and Danzig .............
i'ortugal ......................
Itumania ......................
Soviet Russia in Europe ........
Spain -------- _-------------Sweden ........................
Switzerland ------------------United Kingdom ...............
Yugoslavia .....................
Canada .....................
liritish Honduras ..............
Costa Rica ....................
(luatemala -------------------Ilondursa ......................
Nicaragua .....................
Panama. .......................
Salvador ---------------------(Oroenland.................... :.
Mexico .........................
Mlquelon and St. Pierre
Islands ------------------Newfoundland and Labrador..
Bermud .....................
hIarbado .....................
J am a ica J---"------ --- --- --- --Trinidad and Tobago .......
Other British West Indies ......
('uba...........................
)omlnlcan Republic ...........
lDanish West Indies .......
French West Indies --------I aitl. Republic of.........
l)utch West Indies ...........
A
rgentlia
..........
holivia
.......
a..................
lrazil ....................
Chile .....................
(olombia ......................
Ecuador .......................
lalkland Islands ..........
lritish Guiana .................
,urlnam (Dutch Guiana) ......
French Guiana .................
l'araguay ..................
I eru .......................
Uruguay .......................
Venezuela ......................
'3-year average, 1912-14.

7,547 135, 210

gallons
..........

Gallons
46,042
9, 209

1

4388

1,09

Dozen
quarts
3,881
454
982

..........

..

....

..

1,002

=.

23

..........

1,763
19, 784
1
203
....

!,.058
4,213

5,455
93,934
10, 503

27 442
11,781

249, 842
559,120
63
21,464

217,014
136, 554
9
Z 370

2, 410, 917

ii43,103

5
8,406
14
359
159,681
..------.I

1,970
31

...... ....

......

..........

197
..........

2,528
1,628

3, 479
......

..........

14. 678
0,424
18
40
0
5,079 13,623
4,935
8,847
6,124
0,391
473
3,112
4,275 17,330
2,038
1,134

567
905
41

167
15
992

984
1
Z 720

Still
Still wines
wines
In
In
other
casks
coverIags

Champagne

295,000
1

....

..... .....

37
109

3,053

34
..........

.....

.....

......

....

132

110
2,302
30
36,942

23
42

7
689,822
...

.....

..........
980,2U4

..

10,234

1,011

3

..........
......

26

..........

8

....

....

I

..........

. ..

8
227 1,085,168
2
5
62
3,435
15,334
20,014
...
....
...
235
475
..........
.

28,058
12
2,881
0,025
1,3

..........
..........

4

1

2

..........
... ..i ........
-------..

..........
..........

283

..........
24
2
17

11,770

19

2,387

232
..........
27

1

.i.
...

5
..........

ii....
.

. ..
...

....

....

6
485

120

74

44

7,003

13

2

5,600

2

2
1
1

.....

..........

.....

....-......

..........

..---......

...

,.......

1

7,334
3
25

0

388
,......

i- -- -

-------.-

.....

.....

i.....

.....

..........
..........

23

..........

398

....

,..........

5
1

,..........

..........

|..........
..........

1I

n........ ..
..........
....

n..-----.---

......

..........
..........

.....i
......
.....

....
.....

1

-I15I
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TAX ON INTOXICATING LIQUOR

Distilled spirits and tines: United States general imports by countries, 6-year
average, fiscal years 1910-1914-Continued
Cor-

Brandy

Proof

Gin

Proof

IProof
gallons

gallons gallons
Aden............................
_----------Arabia -------British India.......................
British Malaya ................

Ceylon ...........................
China ----------------------

All oStill

dials
liueurs,
itters,
etc.

Gin

i15 ..........
..........

08

Hong Kong ------------------

8,751

.

....
Iraq .............................
Japan ............................
Kwantung .....................
.....
Palestine ............................
Persia ..........................
Philippine Islands .............
Slam.............................
Soviet Russia in Asia ...........
.......Syria.................
313
Turkey In Asia and Europe. - 7,372
Other Asia .....................
.... -5
Australia and Tasmania ........ .
British Oceania .......................
French Oceania ......................
--..............
New Zealand ...............
I.............
Ethiopia -------------------------Belgian Congo ................. ...............
-........
British East Africa ------------- .--Union of South Africa ..........
J-----------Other British South Africa.. ................
Gold Coast ...............
Nigeria
.........................
I........
......... i
Other British West Africa ...... .............

38
2
Egypt ---------------------4--4
Tripoli -------------------19
Madagascar -------------------......
Other French Africa ...........
-------- ----Italian Africa ------ _-------Liberia .........................
........ ........
........
Morocco ...............................
Mozanbique ...................
--Other Portuguese Africa ....... IJ Canary Islands ................. ........ ........
........
........
Africa
...........
Other Spanish

W Chainpagne

Proof
.:......
gallons

Proof Doz,
gallons quarts

Asia ............................

-,980

cover-

Gallons

Dozen

quartl

.... ......

.......i.."106,280

......,.."

71---

85, 282

2..
1..
......

2651

. 71..
.

..........
478,258

4

.....

95

-------

23

16
235

.....

'21

.....

18,186
140
3

16

..... .
--- ----

.1.....
I.....
....
..........
....................
....................

SUMMARY BY GRAND GEOGRAPHIC DIVISIONS

urope........................60171

casks

41,006 1,028, 366 11,368,107 401,722 288,293 15,066,007

b

2,378
North America ---------------7
South America -----------------

In
other

wines
in

....... i."
....---..--

--------

tld
spirlta

ings

--------------

French Indo-China ............

Total ....................

Whisky

Still
wines

i

993,99 166,573 288,029 14, 68,922
1,427
256 ]
373,927 41,748
16,296
10,546
8
52 ........
..........
..........
57

515,480 1,011,626

-------Oon- ...........-------------Africa..--------------------------

9,050

Sri
68

290
178 194,333
10
96.
.....:
...I. .....
...
.....
...

"Mumn-

4 . 495,380
2 ........
1,270
2

651, 1,Y)
2,217
27,0O',

13
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